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PREFACE

Among the results of the Great War have been the open-

ing of the archives of Berlin, Vienna and Petrograd, and
the appearance of innumerable autobiographies, recording

and explaining the part played by rulers and ministers,

diplomats, soldiers and sailors in the generation preceding

the outbreak of the struggle or during the course of the

conflict. Though much of this literature is highly contro-

versial and requires to be used with caution, sufficient

material has accumulated to justify an attempt to recon-

struct the main outlines of European history from the

Congress of Berlin to the Treaty of Versailles. Professor

Pribram’s “Secret Treaties of Austria-Hungary,” and the

Livres Jaunes on the Franco-Russian Alliance and the

Entente with Italy, reveal the obligations and transforma-

tions of the diplomatic groups into which the Great Powers
were divided. Republican Germany has set an example
io her victors by ordering the publication of the most im-

portant dispatches and memoranda in the archives of the

Foreign Office from 1871 to 1914, of which the first six

volumes bring the story down to the fall of Bismarck.

The Bolshevists, again, in their campaign against the

uid regime and the old diplomacy, have revealed a mass
of dispatches and telegrams, treaties and protocols, which

enable us to measure the ambitions of the last of the

Romanoffs.

It is impossible within the limits of a single volume to

do justice to a period crowded with events, fermenting with

new 'ideas, and enriched by the triumphs of invention and
discovery. The theme of this book is the relations of the

Great Powers of Europe to one another. It is a history of

v



VI Preface

Europe, not a history of the world. If Great Britain

quarrels with France about Egypt or with Russia about

Afghanistan, we must for a brief space cross the Mediter-

ranean or the Caspian. But it is no part of our duty to

describe the Venezuela crisis of 1896, the Boer war of 1899,

or the Russo-Japanese collision ot 1904. Nor is it neces-

sary for our purpose to deal with domestic events, such as

Home Rule or Woman Suffrage, the Dreyfus case or the

denunciation of the Concordat, the rise of German
Socialism or Stolypin’s agrarian reforms.

No one can be more conscious than the author that a

study of the European system which perished in the flames

of the Great War is a hazardous enterprise, and that any
conclusions at which he arrives are necessarily provisional.

We possess sufficient material to trace the main lines of

development with a steady hand
;
yet every month adds to

our knowledge of detail and to a clearer appreciation of

the personality of the protagonists. The historian of the

future will know much that is hidden from us to-day, and
he will approach his task in a calmer spirit than is possible

to those who have been shaken by the storm and the

earthquake.

The present work is planned as a continuation of

Fyffe’s admirable “History of Modern Europe, 1792-1878,“

the colours of which are as fresh to-day as when they were

painted. G. P. G.

December, 1922.
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HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE

CHAPTER I

AFTER THE TREATY

“ 1 BRING you Peace with Honour/’ announced Beacons-
field to the applauding multitude on his return from the

Congress of Berlin in July, 1878.' Yet the

Treaty provided no permanent settlement of Berlin

the tangled problem of the Balkans, and Settlement

most of its signatories left the German capital smart-

ing under a sense of disappointment or humiliation

which boded ill for the tranquillity of Europe. Turkey
had lost half her European dominions; Roumania resented

the restoration of Bessarabia to Russia
;
Bulgaria brooded

rf'gretfully over the spacious boundaries assigned to her by

the defunct treaty of San Stefano, Montenegro, though

doubled in size, dreamed of the still more generous

provisions of the same charter
;
vSerbia lamented the trans-

ference of Bosnia from the nerveless grasp of Constanti-

nople to the tighter grip of the Hapsburgs; Greece

contrasted the nebulous recognition of her claims with the

substantial awards to her Balkan rivals; and, finally,

Russia saw the precious fruits of her struggles and sacri-

fices torn away from her by Beaconstield and Andrcissy,

^ Th“ student of contemporary history, once for all, may be referred

to “ The Annual Register ” and Schulthess’ “ Europaischer Geschichts
kalender.” Friedjun^;, “Das Zeitalter des Imperialismus ”

; Epelhaaf.
“ Geschichte der .^euesten Zeit”; Debidour, “ Histoire Diplomatique de
I’Europe, 1878-1916”; and Holland Rose, “The Development of the

European Nations,” are also useful.

B
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with the assent, if not indeed the encouragement, of Bis-

marck, while Austria pocketed Bosnia and Herzegovina

as a reward for inglorious neutrality.

1

The execution of the provisions of the Treaty of Berlin

proved no easy task,' for Russia and Turkey, though

Distrust
antagonists in the recent conflict, were at

of one in their desire to impede the settle-

Russia ment. “The usual duality of Russian

policy is again apparent,” complained Salisbury to Lord

Augustus Loftus, the British Ambassador at Petro-

grad. “Every trick which the imagination can con-

ceive, every subtle misconstruction of the Treaty is being

used for the purpose of hindering its proper execution.

But from Livadia we get nothing but professions of an

intention to abide by the Treaty. The great question is:

Will they evacuate on May 3 all the territories south of

Roumania? If not, I do not see how peace can be pre-

served; for having induced the Turk on the faith of the

Treaty to evacuate Batum, Varna and Schumla, it is im-

possible that we can leave him in the lurch. The Tsar

understands the meaning of a point of honour.”*

During the latter part of 1878 no progress was made
towards the delimitation of the Bulgarian frontier, and
the Tsar refused to recall his troops from the Balkan

peninsula till that task was completed. The British Com-
missioner, General Hamley, was instructed to secure for

Turkey a frontier which she could defend, fortify and

garrison, while Russia demanded the boundary most
favourable to her Bulgarian protege. In January, 1879,

Gortchakoff, in an arrogant dispatch, charged Great

Britain with deliberately impeding progress, to which

I.ord Salisbury retorted that the delay was owing fo the

* Sec Hortslot, “ Map of Europe by Treaty,’^ I/; and Holland,
“ The European Concert in the Eastern Question.”

* Oct. i6, 1878, Lady G. Cecil, “ Life of T.ord Salisbury,” II, 344 5.
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assertion of the Russian agents that the arrangements

were merely temporary, and that Eastern Roumelia was,

after all, to be united to Bulgaria. The Tsar, to do him
justice, was more reasonable than some of his subordinates,

and in the spring he instructed them that they must accept

and carry out the Treaty. From this moment the frontier

negotiations proceeded smoothly. In return for this

belated compliance Russia was permitted to regard May 3
as the beginning instead of the close of the period of

evacuation, on condition that the process was concluded

within three months.

The main achievement of the Congress of Berlin was
to destroy the Big Bulgaria which was called into being

by the Treaty of San Stefano.^ Macedonia
Russia

was restored to the direct rule of the Sultan, rules

Eastern Roumelia was granted autonomy Bulgaria

under a Turkish Governor, and Bulgaria started on

its career as a peasant community with a popula-

tion of two millions between the Balkan mountains and

the Danube. It was taken for granted at the Congress
that the new State would be a pawn in the hands of its

creators; and the expectation was fulfilled when Russian

officers and officials descended on Sofia in a swarm.

Pending the election of a ruler, the country was governed

by a Russian Commissioner, Prince Dondukoff, who
treated it like a Russian satrapy, and hoped to secure the

throne for a Russian Prince if not for himself. The Con-
stitution drafted by the Commissioner was a curious blend

of democratic provisions and executive autocracy, the

object of which was the mutual checkmate of the ruler

and the Parliament, while the Tsar hovered in the back-

ground as a Deus ex machina. Thus a Single Chamber,
manhood suffrage, payment of members, free and com-

pulsory education and a free Press were balanced by the

fact. that Ministers were not responsible to the Chamber,

which the ruler could dissolve. The Constitution was

is^e W. Miller, “The Balkans,” and “The Balkans,” by Nevill

Forbes, etc.
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accepted by an Assembly of Notables at the ancient city

of Tirnovo in April, 1879, when Alexander Prince of

Battenberg, son of Prince Alexander of Hesse (a cousin of

the Grand Duke of Hesse) by a morganatic marriage with

a Polish Countess, was summoned to the throne. The
Prince, though only twenty-two years old, had fought for

Russia—and therefore for Bulgaria—in the Turkish war,

and was a handsome man of martial bearing and winning
manners. He was the choice of the Tsar, his uncle by
marriage, and he took the oath to the Constitution in the

uniform of a Russian General. “Accept your Prince from

my hands,’’ said the Tsar to a deputation from Bulgaria;

“love him as I love him.”

The Bulgarians naturally resented the action of Russia

in handing over the Bulgarian territory of the Dobrudja

Prince
Roumania in compensation for the sur-

Alexander render of Bessarabia
;
but with this exception

Complains regarded their liberators with grateful

hearts. Their feelings were shared to the full by

the Prince
;

yet a brief experience of Russian tutelage

wrought a dramatic change both in the ruler and
Kis people. “I am devoted to the Tsar and wish to do
nothing that could be construed as anti-Russian,” he

wrote to Prince Carol of Roumania after a few weeks on

the throne, “but unfortunately the Russian officials have

behaved with great lack of consideration. Utter chaos

exists in all Ministries. Every day I am confronted with

the alternative of signing the Russian demands or being

accused in Russia of ingratitude. My position* is really

frightful. I reject everything that is agair^st my con-

science, and every day I must write to the \'sar to anticipate

the slanders of the Russian officials.”’ “You will have

a hard and thorny task,” replied Carol, who knew some-

thing of the difficulties of foreign rulers in the Balkans,

“but I am convinced that much can be made of Bulgaria,

and that you will lay the foundation-stone of the future

Great Biflgaria. In the desperate condicio.i of Turkey

* “ Aus dcm Leben Konig Karls von RumanienV’ IV, 223.
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the hopes of your people will be fulfilled quicker than you
expect. The diplomatists with all their arts and crafts

cannot impede the march of events. What you write of

Russian misconduct does not surprise me, and I felt sure

you would have many unpleasant struggles. I advise you
to proceed with caution.”

‘

The Prince made the best of the situation, though with

growing anger in his heart. “If the Russians go on like

this,” he remarked to Kalnoky, the Austrian Ambassador,
on a visit to Petrograd, “they will be the most hated people

in Bulgaria in a few years. They take their orders from

Milutin (the Russian Minister for War), not from me.”

The Tsar’s personal friendliness was unabated; but the

situation grew worse when his assassination in i88i

brought to the throne a ruler who made no pretence of

sharing his father’s affection for the Prince. The Austrian

Minister at Sofia besought him not to be a doll; but the

young ruler was convinced that it was useless to kick

against the pricks. Unable to work with his anti-Russian

Parliament, he threatened resignation unless irresponsible

authority was accorded to him. The Assembly was dis-

solved, the Constitution suspended, and a packed

Assembly conceded autocracy for seven years.

The coup d^etat of i88i was only in appearance a

triumph for the Prince, for the real victor was Russia.

During the next two years Bulgaria was
Hostility of

nothing but a Russian province. Russian Alexander

generals were appointed to the Interior,

War, and Justice, and the powers of the tame

Assembly were limited to voting the budget. When
the high-spirited Prince began to chafe against the usurpa-

tion of his powers, he was informed that his Russian

Ministers took their orders from the Tsar. Two years

later, on a visit to Moscow for the coronation, he bitterly

complained to the Tsar and to Giers of Russian dictation,

and on his return he restored the Constitution of 1879.

^Corti, “ Alexander von Battenberg,” 47-9. This interesting book is

based on the Prince’s papers.
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The Russian Ministers, who had not been consulted, left

Sofia in disgust, and the Prince emerged as the hero of

his people and the champion of the principle “Bulgaria

for the Bulgarians.’* There was something like open war
between Sofia and Petrograd, and the Prince’s letters were

left unanswered. “Russia hates me because she fears

me,’’ he wrote to the German Crown Prince Frederick;

“but I rejoice in this hatred, which I reciprocate with all

my heart, though circumstances compel me to control my
feelings for some years.” The estrangement was increased

by his desire to marry Princess Victoria of Prussia, the

granddaughter of the Kaiser, and attempts were made
from Russia to thwart his matrimonial projects by spread-

ing unfounded rumours as to his private life. The
Princess was too young and the Prince’s position too in-

secure for him to ask the Kaiser’s permission
;
and in

1884, on a visit to Germany, he was told both by the aged
monarch and by Bismarck that his ambition was hopeless.

“The marriage,” declared the Chancellor bluntly, “is

impossible, and so long as I am Chancellor it will not

take place. Germany has no interest in Bulgaria. Our
interest is peace with Russia. Now you are a Bulgarian

you must submit to Russia.” Thus in public and private

affairs the Prince found himself opposed and checkmated

by Russia. The Russian agents and officers remaining

in the, country busily intrigued with native malcontents.

The one definite service rendered to the new State by its

Russian patron was the training of an avjpy
; but there was

no room for sentiments of gratitude while the Bulgarian

people felt that it had only escaped from ^he savage grip of

the Turk to fall into the iron hand of the Muscovite.

While Bulgaria was starting on her course heavily

handicapped by Russian domination, Eastern Roumelia,

as an autonomous province under the

I^u*meiia Sovereignty of the Sultan, entered on a path

which was bound to lead to udion. No one
within or beyond her boundaries disputed that her

inhabitants desired to be governed from Sofia; and
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the sole ground of frustrating their wishes was the resolve

of Great Britain and Austria to limit the sphere within

which Russian influence would be supreme. A memor-
andum to the Powers was drawn up by three leaders of

Bulgarian opinion protesting against partition, begging
g(X)d treatment for the province, and proclaiming that the

inhabitants would without doubt sooner or later resort to

arms. The Commissioners, who were appointed directly

after the close of the Berlin Congress, represented the six

Great Powers and Turkey, and included Baron Kallay for

Austria and Sir Henry Drummond Wolff for Great

Britain.^ After a preliminary meeting at Constantinople

the Commission established itself at Philippopolis, and on
the whole worked harmoniously, the Russian opposition

gradually dying away.

The Organic Statute under which the province was to

live was signed at Constantinople in April, 1879. The
Constitution was less democratic than that

of Bulgaria. Of the Assembly of fifty-six. Organic

thirty-six were elected on a property or Statute

culture qualification, and twenty were nominees or

ex-officio members. The Assembly was allowed to discuss

finance and administration, but not high politics.

Bulgarian, Turkish and Greek were all recognized as

official languages, and the chief posts were entrusted to

Roumeliots. Aleko Pasha, ex-Secretary of the Turkish

Embassy in London, and a Christian of Bulgar origin, was
appointed Governor-General, and was assisted by six

directors. The native militia was officered by Russians

and Bulgaiians, and a judicial system on European lines

was introduced. For some years the machinery worked
smoothly, all the more because it was generally recognized

that union with Bulgaria was only a matter of time. After

the Treaty of Berlin had decided the fate of the province,

tne Tsar had dispatched a General to advise the population

to submit t^ separation for the time. He took with him,

however, a large consignment of rifles, and was instructed

^ See Drummond Wolff, “ Rambling Recollections,” II, 197-241.
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to deliver a message of encouragement. “ Russia has done
what she could to help you. She is not responsible for

your severance from Bulgaria. Accept these rifles, learn

how to use them, and later on help yourselves.’* Both

the rifles and the advice were accepted, and the inhabitants,

confident that they were fulfilling the wishes of Russia no
less than their own, began to make plans for a not too

distant future. Their forecast of events was shared by

Prince Alexander, who had confided to Andrassy on his

selection for the throne that he would respect the Treaty of

Berlin as long as possible, but that the separation could

not possibly be permanent.

The Russo-Turkish war had been won with Roumanian
help

;
but Russia proposed and the Powers approved treat-

Sacrifice
rarely meted out to an ally. Russia

of argued that Bessarabia had been snatched
Bessarabia Crimean war, and

Roumania retorted that it had been taken by Russia

in 1812. The appeal to history, however, was of

less weight than the universal sentiment that timely

support on the battlefield should have been rewarded and
not penalized. It is true that Roumania received the

Dobrudja; but she had no desire—and therefore felt no
gratitude—for the strip of marshy land between the

Danube and the Black Sea, the population of which was
predominantly Bulgarian, and the severance of which
from Bulgaria constituted an additional complication for

the harassed statesmen of Bucharest,

The anger of his subjects was fully shared by Prince

Carol, who, aided and encouraged by his gifted wife

“Carmen Sylva,” had ruled the country with energy and
wisdom since 1866, and had led it to victory in the Turkish

war.' “It is sad,’’ he wrote to his father. Prince Antony
of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, on August 4, 1878, “that

Europe should force a young State, which has proved ics

^ The history of the foundation of the Roumanian f tate is written
once for all in the King’s own papers, “ Aus dem Leben K6nig Karls,”
four volumes. The work was translated and abridged by Sidney
Whitman as “ King Carol of Roumania.”
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power and vitality in a bloody war, to surrender a

province. It is deeply wounding to make the indepen-

dence which we won on the battlefield dependent on the

cession of Bessarabia. When it became known people

were so angry that even the coolest heads declared that

they would rather * resign the claim to independence than

pay this price. I dissuaded the Ministers and other

leaders from rash action. Europe desires and needs peace,

and will not stick at half measures to carry out the decrees

of the Congress by force. After the first outburst of anger

they saw that we could not flout Europe. The loss of a

province is always a hard blow for a dynasty. I hope
the odium will not fall on m.e, for I have done my utmost

to avoid the misfortune. The districts beyond the Danube
are not given us as compensation for Bessarabia. We take

them as war indemnity. So we have won much morally

and materially. The districts have a great future.”

“Reconciliation with Russia,” replied the wise old father,

“is a demand of self-preservation. Lasting enmity would
be a lasting danger and would jeopardize internal develop-

ment. However hostile opinion remains, all friends of

Roumania advise a modus vivendi. The whole national

energy must be concentrated on the Dobrudja. A formal

protest would be a political error.”'

Roumania took possession of the Dobrudja in

November, 1878; but its southern frontier was not fixed for

nearly two years, since the real point at

issue was the sphere of Russian influence. Dobrudja

According to the Treaty, the boundary was Frontier

to be drawn to the east of Silistria
;

but while the

Russian delegate on the International Commission strove

to move it as far as possible from the Bulgarian

fortress on the Danube, the delegates of the other Powers
endeavoured to fix it so close that the abattoir was on
Roumanian sod. The line was determined in June, 1880,

the Roumaniar frontier running very close to the town.

Scarcely less humiliating to Roumanian sentiment than

‘ “ Aus dem Leben Konig Karls,’* IV, 88-90, 96-7.
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the cession of Bessarabia was the demand for equal citizen-

ship for the Jews, which the Treaty of Berlin laid down as

a condition precedent to recognition. As

Disabiimes constitution of 1866 declared that only

Christians could become Roumanian citizens,

a Constituent Assembly was needed for its modifica-

tion. Passionate debates continued throughout the

summer of 1879. “It is worse than the councils

of war before Plevna,” complained the distracted

Prince. “At home I am accused as a champion of the

Jews, abroad I am condemned as a weakling.” His father

agreed that it was the most dangerous crisis of the reign,

but urged him to yield, since all the Powers except Russia

were inexorable. Sturdza was dispatched to ask counsel of

Bismarck, who replied that the Treaty of Berlin was a bloc,

and that if a part was infringed the whole structure would
collapse. When the Parliament showed no signs of

yielding Great Britain proposed a collective Note, to be

executed by Austria, and Bismarck threatened to refer the

matter to Turkey. Finally, on October 18, 1879, the dis-

qualification of 1866 was repealed, and Jews were allowed

to be naturalized and to hold land. Several hundreds

who had fought in the war were naturalized en bloc; but

with that exception a special vote of the Legislature with a

two-thirds majority was required in every case. This lip-

service to the principle of religious equality was accepted

by the Powers, Lord Salisbury observing that, though not

a complete fulfilment of the demand, he trusted to

Roumania to approximate more and more to the liberal

intentions of the Powers. His hopes were sadly dis-

appointed, for almost the whole of the large Jewish popula-

tion remained aliens in the land of their birth.

Russia, Austria and Turkey had recognized the new
State without waiting for the removal of the disqualifica-

tion, and Italy now followed suit. The \/estern Powers

were persuaded by Bismarck to hold iheir hand till

Roumania had bought the railways from Bleichroder and

other German bankers who had financed their construction.
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Recognition by Germany, France and Great Britain took

place on February 20, 1880, when the period of probation

came to an end. A year later Prince Carol
coronation

took the title of king, his crown being con- of Carol,

structed of Turkish cannon captured at

Plevna. On this occasion Parliament was unanimous,

and all the Powers joined in congratulations. In

the same year the succession to the childless King was
settled in favour of his nephew Ferdinand, son of the

Leopold whose candidature for the throne of Spain had
launched the Franco-German war of 1870. Relations with

Russia remained strained, and in 1883 Roumania became
a secret partner of the Triple Alliance. That the young
kingdom had come safely through its trials in peace and
war was due in equal measure to its accomplished ruler

and to his trusted Minister Bratiano, the Liberal leader,

who remained in power from 1876 to 1888.

While the other Balkan States received prizes for taking

part in the Turkish struggle, Greece was rewarded for

standing aloof. Since the creation of the kingdom she had
never ceased to demand better frontiers, and during the

war offensive demonstrations had occurred in Thessaly.

Her troops had been withdrawn at the instance of the

Powers, and her demand to be heard at the Congress of

Berlin was allowed. Her cause was pleaded by Delyannis

and supported by Waddington
;
but Article 24 was dis-

tressingly vague, for Greece and Turkey were exhorted to

come to an agreement on the “rectification of frontiers,”

and to seek mediation in case of need. The frontier pro-

posed by Waddington, assigning Thessaly and the larger

part of Epirus, was inserted in the protocol, not in the

treaty ;
and the dispute which arose from the carelessness

or timidity of the Congress occupied the Chancelleries of

Europe for three years.

^

Greece affected to consider the line suggested at Berlin

1 The best account is given by the French Minister at Athens, Comte
de Moiiy, “Souvenirs,” ch. 5,

“ L’Annexion de la Thessalie ”
; cf,

Fitzmaurice, “ Life of Granville,” II, ch. 6.
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its own, and pottrparlers with Turkey a mere formality.

Turkey, on the other hand, issued a memorandum con-

Greek demning Greek pretensions and retaining

Frontier its rights over provinces “happy under the
Claims laws of the Empire.’* Great Britain per-

suaded the Porte to send Commissioners to meet Greek

Commissioners at Prevesa in the spring of 1879;

but the meeting only revealed the impossibility of agree-

ment, for the protocol which Turkey treated as a mere

expression of opinion was brandished by Greece as the

considered verdict of Europe. The Turkish offer was so

small that Greece refused to discuss it, and invoked the

assistance of the Powers. At the suggestion of Wadding-
ton Greeks and Turks met again at Constantinople in

August under the supervision of the Ambassadors
;
but

the negotiations once again proved fruitless.

After an interval of many months Great Britain and
France proposed a collective Note calling on Turkey to

execute the protocol, and, in the event of refusal, a

conference of ambassadors aided by experts. The Powers
agreed, and Turkey accepted the conference, reserving

her liberty of action on its decisions. The conference met
in Berlin in June, 1880, and accepted the line (which

included Jannina) drawn up by Freycinet, who had

succeeded Waddington and shared his sympathy for

Greece. Both the Turkish offer of less than the Berlin

protocol and the Greek demand for more were rejected

;

and, after the Freycinet line had been worked out by a

technical commission, Turkey and Greece were called on

to accept it as “the solemn manifestation of the will of

Europe.’’ Greece hastened to obey a command which

gave her almost all that she wished; but Turkey declined,

and no steps were taken to compel her. Greece now
determined to occupy the territory assigned to her, and
began to mobilize. The Cabinets adootea a collective

Note, drawn up by Great Britain, informing Turkey that

the question could not be reopened, and adopting the lines

fixed in the recent conference. It appeared as if the Sultan
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would have to yield; for Gladstone, who had returned to

power in May, was a notorious enemy of the Turk and a

whole-hearted Philhellene. The Turcophil Ambassador
Layard was recalled from Constantinople, and Goschen,
though refusing to be his successor, accepted a special

mission to carry out the provisions of the Treaty of Berlin,

for he was as ready as the Prime Minister to employ force,

in order to compel obedience to the public law of Europe,

and he hailed with delight the vigorous action which
broke down Turkish resistance in Montenegro. Bis-

marck, on the other hand, was opposed to coercion

which might lead to war and thus reopen the Eastern

question.^

At this moment Turkey received unexpected aid from

a change of Ministry in France, which brought Ferry to

power and Barth^lemy St. Hilaire to the
Attitude

Quai d’Orsay. The veteran translator of of

Aristotle might have been expected to be
France

more Philhellene than statesmen ignorant of the

services of Greece to civilization
;
but he proceeded to

astonish Europe by a series of dispatches depicting in

vivid terms the danger of war, lecturing Greece on her

mobiliz^ation, commanding her to accept arbitration, and

accepting the Turkish contention that the Berlin Con-

feience was nothing more than an attempt at mediation.

Such language was music to the ear of Abdul Hamid, but

provoked indignation in Athens, where credits were voted

and military preparations were continued. France now
suggested that Turkey and Greece should refer their

dispute to the arbitration of the Powers. The proposal

was declined by Turkey, who asked in turn for a discussion

at Constantinople, in which she, but not Greece, should

take part. The Powers, weary of the controversy and

encouraged by Bismarck, accepted the suggestion which

they had hitherto declined, reserving to themselves the

right to impose terms if agreement proved impossible.

^Elliot, “Life of Goschen,” I, ch. 7; “The Mission to Con-
stantinople”; cj. “ Die Grosse Politik,” IV, 17-ao.
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Though Bismarck professed himself favourable to Greece,

Goschen reported that he was opposed to all his colleagues

at Constantinople, who would think Greece lucky if she

secured any extension of her frontiers, and who only

desired Turkey to make concessions sufficient to prevent

a revolution at Athens. Goschen himself was willing to

surrender Cyprus in order to help Turkey to cede Epirus

as well as Thessaly. The proposal was vetoed by Gran-

ville, who, however, in a circular dispatch dated March 21,

1881, recalled the decisions at Berlin and reminded the

Powers that they were bound to satisfy the legitimate hopes

of Greece. Turkey now herself proposed the cession of

Thessaly, fearing a less favourable decision by the Ambas-
sadors. Greece was finally allotted almost the whole of

Thessaly, including Larissa and Volo, while Turkey
retained all Epirus, except the district of Arta. Though
indignant that Epirus had escaped her grasp and
deter'mined to win it by war or diplomacy at some
future date, Athens submitted, and the Treaty which had
cost so much trouble to Irame was signed on May 24,

1881.

Bismarck would have preferred the cession of Crete

rather than Thessaly
;
but the Greeks insisted on extending

Autonomy mainland possessions, and Crete had

for to be content with a modification of ihe
Crete Organic Law of 1868. The Pact of Halepa,

which derived its name from the suburb of Canea
where it was signed in October, 1878, provided that

the Governor-General should hold office for five years and

be assisted by an adviser professing the faith to which he

did not himself belong. The Genera^ Assembly was to

sit for forty to sixty days in the year, and to consist of

forty-nine Christians and thirty-one Mussulmans. Greek

was to be the official language of the Assembly and the

Courts. Natives were to have the preference for official

posts. After the cost of administration had been met the

surplus was to be divided equally between the Imperial

Treasury and local needs, such as roads, harbours,
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schools, hospitals and other conveniences of civilization,

on which nothing had been spent since the Venetians were

expelled by the Turks in the seventeenth century. A
political amnesty and remission of arrears of taxation were

promised and newspapers were authorized. It was the

high-water mark of Turkish concession. Photiades

Pasha, an able and conciliatory Greek, was appointed

Governor-General, and the island entered on a decade of

unaccustomed tranquillity.

Montenegro took peaceful possession of the territory

awarded to her on the frontier of Herzegovina ; but she was
unable to obtain the two Albanian districts Montenegro
of Gusinje and Plava, which were inhabited and

by fighting Mussulmans who cared nothing Turkey

for the Sultan nor the Treaty, and objected to being

transferred to a new ruler like cattle. The envoy

sent by the Porte to persuade the tribesmen to obey the

Berlin award was murdered in August, 1878, and a second

emissary failed to bend their will. The Sultan was glad

of an excuse to take no further action, and it was widely

believed that the Albanian League which had been formed

to resist the provisions of San Stefano was revived at his

suggestion. A compromise was suggested by Count

Corti, Italian Ambassador at Constantinople, by which,

instead of Gusinje and Plava, Montenegro should obtain

part of the former and a strip between Podgoritza and
Lake Scutari inhabited by Christians. The plan was
accepted, but its execution was again frustrated by the

Catholic Albanians, who objected to the rule of the

Orthodox Prmce Nicholas. The Mirdite Prince, Bib

Doda, though his territory was not concerned, marched to

the assistance of his Catholic friends, and 10,000 armed
men were soon gathered on the frontier.

At this moment Gladstone, whose admiration for

Montenegro had been loudly expressed, returned to power.

Representatives of the Powers met at Berlin in June, and
proposed that Montenegro should receive the port of

Dulcigno and a strip of coast southward to the River
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Boyana/ This time it was Turkey’s turn to protest, since

Dulcigno had a Mussulman population
; and the Albanians

Gladstone secretly urged to resist the cession,

wins Gladstone was always ready for strong
Dulcigno measures where Turkey was concerned, and

at his suggestion a naval demonstration of the Powers
took place in September off Dulcigno, while Monte-
negrin troops approached the town by land. “if
Turkey befools Europe at Dulcigno,” he remarked, “we
may as well shut up shop altogether.” Turkey refused to

yield, and the admirals had no wish to bombard the little

town. Gladstone’s impatience at Turkish obstruction was
shared by Goschen, who wrote to Granville from Constanti-
nople : “The fleets must come up here. The Sultan has
begun the struggle. The Turks must not win.” Glad-
stone had no intention of allowing the Turks to win, and
when he decided to seize the Custom house at Smyrna
the Sultan realized that the game was up. Dervish Pasha,
the Turkish commander, drove out the Albanians from
Dulcigno, and on November 26 the town was occupied by
Montenegrin troops. Prince Nicholas gave public ex-

pression of his gratitude to Great Britain for securing him
an outlet on the Adriatic; but he never developed the port,

which was, indeed, nothing but an open beach. Dervish

Pasha completed the pacification of Northern Albania by
treacherously inviting Bib Doda to visit a Turkish ship

and carrying him off to Asia Minor, where he lived in exile,

till the Young Turk revolution of 1908 restored him to his

home. Other members of the Albanian League were also

exiled, and Montenegro entered on her inheritance without

further strife.

The inhabitants of Bosnia and Herzegovina, like the

inhabitants of Albania, objected to being transferred from
Mussulman to Christian rule; but Austria was strong

enough to enforce her Treaty rights without assistance

* See Morley, Life of Gladstone,” III, 8-10; Fitzmaurice, “ Life
of Granville,” II, ch. 6; Gwynn and Tuckwell, “ Life of Sir Charles
Dilke,” I, ch. 21.
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from her co-signatories.' Before embarking on the

Turkish war in 1877 the Tsar had purchased the neutrality

of Austria by recognizing her right to annex Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and on the motion of Great Britain the

provinces were entrusted to her at the Congress of Berlin.

At the eleventh hour, however, the Turkish plenipoten-

tiaries refused to sign the Treaty unless Andrassy assured

them that the occupation would be provisional and the

sovereign rights of the Sultan maintained. Andrassy
refused; but two days later, the day on which the Treaty

was to be signed, they renewed the demand, and the

Austrian plenipotentiary gave way. “Austria declares

that the rights of the Sultan in Bosnia and Herzegovina
will in no way be affected by the occupation, which is to be

regarded as provisional. An arrangement as to the details

of the occupation will be made immediately after the

Congress.” With this written declaration in their pocket,

the Turkish plenipotentiaries signed the Treaty.*

A few days later a proclamation to the inhabitants was
issued. “The troops are about to cross the borders.

They come as friends to end the evils

which have disturbed not only Bosnia and
Herzegovina, but the adjoining lands of

A’’stria for years. The Emperor could

look on and see violence reigning in the

his territories. At the Berlin Congress it was unani-

mously resolved that Austria should restore order and

welfare, and the Sultan has entrusted you to the care

of the Emperor.” The announcement of the coining occu-

pation fell like a bomb. A bandit named Hadji Loo,

who had won local prestige by a pilgrimage to Mecca,

organized opposition in Serajevo, the Bosnian capital.

Austria
occupies
Bosnia

no longer

vicinity of

* Soo Sosnosky, “ Die Bnlkanpolitik Oostrrrcich-Ungnrns seit 1866,’*

I and TI, 1-42 ;
and Larnieroux, “ La Politique Ext^rieure de PAutriche-

Hongrie,” I. Th(. Aiistro-Russian agreements were revealed by Fournier,
“ Wie wir nach Bosnicn Kamen.” They are printed in Pribram, “ The
Secret Treaties of Austria-Hungary,” II, 193-203.

* See Wertheimer, ” Graf Andrassy,” III
;
and ” Le Rapport Secret

de Carath^odory Pacha,” ed. Bareilles.

C
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where a provisional Government was formed. Turkey
made no official pronouncement, and the Turkish officials

left the province under rebel escort. Similar steps were

taken in Mostar, the capital of Herzegovina. Eighteen

days after the signing of the Treaty of Berlin Austrian

troops crossed the frontier in four columns, and met with

hostility from the outset. A squadron of hussars was
cut to pieces, and as Serajevo was approached a holy

war was proclaimed. The city was stormed after a

desperate resistance, in which a large part perished in

the flames. Meanwhile guerrilla warfare broke out in the

rear. The 72,000 troops allotted to the task had to be

reinforced. Herzegovina was subdued by the end of

September, and on October 20 the last Bosnian strong-

hold surrendered.

In addition to Bosnia and Herzegovina Austria

obtained at Berlin the right to station garrisons in the

Sanjak of Novibazar, a narrow strip of land separating

Serbia from Montenegro and connecting Bosnia with

Macedonia. After the unpleasant experience in Bosnia,

Andrassy was in no hurry to occupy the Sanjak, and it

was not till the following year ihat he suggested an

amicable arrangement with Turkey. A Convention was
signed in April, 1879, according to which Austria was
only to occupy the western portion. The garrisons took

up their station in September, the Turkish administration

and Turkish troops remaining in the Sanjak. This curious

arrangement, which was of no advantage to Austria, and
locked up troops in a position which would have been a

death-trap in time of war, was destined to continue for a

generation.

Bosnia and Herzegovina had yielded to overwhelming

forces and modern artillery in the autumn of 1879; but

Bosnian
Mussulman inhabitants were scarcely

Revolt, more discontented than t’le Orthouox.
1882 Brigandage continued in the nutlying parts,

and gendarmerie posts were occasionally attacked.

When the provinces were at last beginning to settle
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down, the imposition of conscription in November,
i88i, stirred the smouldering embers. Some of the con-

scripts in Herzegovina disobeyed the summons to present

themselves, and during the winter public buildings were
set on fire. In the opening days of 1882 fresh attacks on
patrols convinced Austria that she must act. Taught by
experience, she dispatched not less than 60,000 troops to

quell the revolt, and by the end of April tranquillity was
restored. With the appointment in the same year of

Kallay, a Hungarian nobleman and historical scholar, to

the post of Joint Minister of Finance, which carried with

it the administration of the provinces, Bosnia and Herze-

govina entered on a period of rapid material development;

and during the twenty years of his enlightened rule the

inhabitants, both Christians and Mussulmans, enjoyed a

prosperity and a tranquillity which they had never known
as a portion of the Ottoman Empire.

While Beaconsfield^s supreme object had been to

prevent Russia from dominating the Near East, his

Foreign Secretary regarded the Treaty of
Reforms

Berlin as nothing more than a respite during for

which Turkey must be compelled to put Turkey

her house in order. And such compulsion could only

be exercised by Great Britain, Jor Great Britain alone

of the Powers had a disinterested desire to alleviate

the lot of the subjects of the Sultan. Within a month of

the close of the Congress a dispatch to Constantinople

proposed a reform scheme by which each vilayet in Asiatic

Turkey was to have a Governor appointed for a fixed term,

while the virtual control of police, justice and taxation

was to be in European hands.' The Ambassador, Sir

Henry Layard, was instructed to press urgently for its

acceptance; for “the Sultan's inclination to come to an

agreement and our power of insisting upon it ^ill diminish

with each succe>din^ month." So anxious was Salisbury

to .seize the opportunity that he was prepared to support

a loan of six millions for which the Sultan asked, on the

^ “ Life of Salisbury/* II, ch. 8. Aug. 8.
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ground that reforms were impossible without money. The
project, however, was vetoed by the Prime Minister; for

the bondholders protested at the first rumour of a fresh

loan, and the combination of trade depression, a bad
harvest and the Afghan war made money scarce.

Despite the refusal of a loan, the Foreign Secretary

continued to exhort and threaten the wSultan, who seemed
in no hurry to answer the British dispatch

^Warrdi^s August 8. “The reluctance of England
to enter on a full policy of partition,” he

wrote on October 17, “will not bear more than a

certain amount of strain; and that reluctance is the

solitary support on which the Sultan’s Empire now
rests.” A few days later the Porte replied to the dispatch

of August 8, piomising reforms less drastic than those

proposed, but not without value if they could be carried

out. To ensure, or at any rate to encourage, their execu-

tion the British Government appointed British officers as

special consuls at eight centres in Asiatic Turkey, with

instructions to visit every part of their district, to inquire

into the complaints of the inhabitants, to remonstrate

against abuses, to spur local officials to action, and to

report to Constantinople and London. The reports which

reached Downing vStrcet during 1879 from Sir Cha^-les

Wilson and his colleagues were filled with stories of

brigandage, famine and outrage. As the result of vigorous

representations by the British Ambassador a few individual

grievances were redressed, some bad officials dismissed,

and some tolerable governors were appointed.' But the

Consuls were not hopeful, for the root of the evil was in

Constantinople. When they spoke of impending Arab
and Armenian revolts the Sultan replied that the mere
presence of European supervisors stimulated discontent,

and his promise to employ Europeans in high adminis-

trative posts was evaded.

Salisbury was profoundly depressed, but refused to

* See Watson, “ Life of Sir Charles Wilson,” ch. 7-11; cf.
‘‘ Lord

Kitchener’s Life,” I, 37-8.
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confess himself beaten. “The prospect is not bright,**

he wrote to Layard in November. “The character of

the Sultan appears to be the doom of his Abdul
race. But we must keep on pegging away Hamid
and use every means of influence we possess. Resists

The first step is the appointment of a European
officer, General Sir Valentine Baker, with an indepen-

dent command of the gendarmerie. If the Sultan

stands out we must be prepared for great events.

Our action may not go farther than demonstrations to

establish that our responsibility for Turkey is at an end.

But it will not be from us that the fatal blow will come.

The present palace system will not be indefinitely sub-

mitted to by the Asiatic populations.** The threat secured

the appointment of Baker, who had fought for Turkey
in the Russian war, as Inspector-General of Reforms in

Asia Minor; but the instructions which he received did

not confer the executive authority for which he hoped.

.Salisbury attempted to keep up his own spirits and those

of his agents by reflections on the novelty of the situation.

“I am afraid you take a desponding view of your work,**

he wrote to a consul at the end of 1879. “But this is the

first serious attempt to cure misgovernment which has

endured for centuries. In the nature of things the process

must be very, very slow.*’ He worked out a scheme of

constitutional changes necessary to avert disaster, em-
bracing “a small Council of State, nominated for life,

exempt from exile, and with a veto on all provincial

nominations and dismissals.” But he had no expecta-

tion of securing assent to such far-reaching encroachments

on the Sultan’s prerogative, and he had to confess to

himself that nothing could be done at present except to

support the Consuls. His task was indeed hopeless, for

in the recent struggle between Russia and Turkey his

chief * had stooc by, the Sultan in shining armour and

had torn up the Treaty of San Stefano. Moreover, Abdul
Hamid was well aware that he had nothing to fear so long

as Beaconsfield held sway in Downing Street.
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The return of Gladstone to power in May, 1880, was
followed by a fresh attempt to secure the realization of

Gladstone
Sultan’s promises of reform, and when

admits the usual evasive reply was received he
Failure, 1883 j^vited the Powers to join in pressure at

Constantinople. The Powers agreed, and on June ii

an identic Note was delivered to the Porte demand-
ing “complete and immediate execution of Article

61 of the Treaty of Berlin.” ^ A further collective Note
on September 7 set forth the required reforms in detail.

Fresh promises were made and new schemes were elabor-

ated; but the Sultan knew that no Power except Great

Britain had its heart in the work, for even Russia had
begun to lose interest. Gladstone’s efforts were as fruit-

less as those of Salisbury; and in 1883 Bismarck, who
was anxious to avoid the revival of the Eastern question,

informed the British Government that Germany cared

nothing about the Christian subjects of the Sultan, and
advised him to drop the matter. Nothing more, indeed,

could be done at the moment. The Concert was dead,

and the British occupation of Egypt destroyed whatever

influence Great Britain possessed at Constantinople. The
military consuls were withdrawn, in the belief that they

were useless, though civilian consuls were allotted to

Erzerum, Van and Diarbekir. When Salisbury returned

to office in 1885 he asked for the documents relating to

our influence at Constantinople, and after perusing them

he observed, “They have just thrown it away into the

sea without getting anything whatever in exchange.”

It is arguable that the withdrawal of the military consuls

was a mistake; but when Gladstone took the helm in

1880 Great Britain possessed no influence worth speaking

of at Constantinople. Indeed, it became clear that

' “ The Sublime Porte undertakes to carry out, v 'thout further delay,
the improvememts and reforms demanded by local requirements in the
provinces inhabited by the Armenians, and to guaiantee their security
against the Circassians and the Kurds. It will periodically make known
the steps taken to this effect to the Powers, who will superintend their
application.’’
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.

pressure without the intention of resorting to force stiffened

rather than weakened the resistance of the Sultan, who
had no intention of allowing Armenia to go the way of

Bulgaria. Moreover, nobody contemplated the cancelling

of the Cyprus Convention, which, in return for the promise

of British aid against any Russian attempt to take Turkish

territory in Asia, bound the Sultan to introduce the neces-

sary reforms for the protection of his Christian and other

subjects. The lamentable result of the fitful interest

shown by the Powers was to awaken hopes in the

Armenian highlands which could not be fulfilled, and to

arouse suspicions in the breast of the vSultan which were

to bear fruit in organized massacre and outrage in days

to come.

II

Though war between Great Britain and Russia over

Constantinople had been narrowly averted, the antagonism

remained, and it seemed possible that the
Russia

powder might catch fire in the highlands of in

Afghan istan.‘ So long as Beaconsfield was Transcaspia

at the helm the avowed object of British policy was
to thwart Russian ambitions, while Alexander II,

checkmated in the Near East, naturally turned his

attention to the No Man’s Land beyond the Caspian.

His armies, however, had suffered so severely in the

Tinkish campaigns that he had no wish to try conclusions

with Great Britain; and the British Cabinet, now that the

menace to Constantinople was removed, desired to resume

normal relations. Early in 1879 Lord Dufferin, fresh from

his term of office in Canada, was dispatched to Petro-

grad to pour oil on the troubled waters. On presenting

his letters of credence the new Ambassador was greeted

bj “a great scolding” from the autocrat, who complained

t See Lady Ejtty Balfour, “Lord Lytton’s Indian Administration.”
The Conservative policy is set forth in Buckle, “ Life of Disraeli,” VI,
ch. 10 and 13; and “ Life of Salisbury,” II, ch. 8. An excellent account
of the Afghan problem is given in Rose, ch. 13 and 14.
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that England had thwarted his plans in a war not of

ambition, but to rescue the Christians of Turkey from

their suppressor. He had nevertheless done his best to

meet English wishes at Berlin, and he would try to find

a friendly solution of all outstanding questions. The
charm of Lord Dufferin and his gifted wife proved

irresistible, and invitations to the British Embassy were

accepted even by the champions of Pan-Slav ideals.^

Despite the desire of the two Governments to live in

tolerable harmony after the Congress of Berlin, forces

„ ,
had been set in motion in Central Asia

and which could not be reversed when peace
Afghanistan restored in Eastern Europe. Though
the Russian Government assured Lord Clarendon in

1869 that it regarded Afghanistan as entirely outside its

sphere of influence, a correspondence relating to frontiers

began in the following year between General Kaufmann,
Governor-General of Turkestan, and the Ameer. In 1875

the reception of a Russian envoy in Cabul and the annexa-

tion of Khokand alarmed the Home Government, where
Disraeli had succeeded Gladstone; and in 1876 Lord
Northbrook, the cautious Whig Viceroy, made way for

Lord Lytton, who had no belief in the Lawrence policy

of masterly inactivity.*' “We wanted a man of ambition,

imagination, some vanity, and much will,” wrote Beacons-

field, “and we have got him.” A treaty with the Khan
of Khelat in 1876 brought Baluchistan within the orbit

of the British Empire and enabled troops to be stationed

at Quetta in the southern flank of Afghanistan
;
and a

conference at Peshawar in 1877, which brjke down on

the refusal to allow British officers access to frontier posts,

convinced the Viceroy that the Ameer was irrevocably

committed to Russia. The cynical phrase of a Russian
general, “Nos fronti^res marchent avec nous,” was widely

quoted; and both Lord Lytton and Lord Salisbury, tne

Secretary of State, were deeply impressed b/ the writings

* Lyall’s “ Life of Dufferin,” I, ch. 8 ;
and Lady Dufferin, “ My

Russian and Turkish Journals.”
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and warnings of Sir Henry Rawlinson, who laboured

unceasingly to arouse his countrymen to the dangers of

Russia’s advance towards the frontiers of India.’

After the Peshawar Conference all communications
with the Ameer ceased, and the situation was complicated

by the Russo-Turkish war. The summon-
stolietoff

ing of Indian troops to Malta in the spring in

of 1878 and the order of the fleet to Con- Cabul

stantinople seemed to bring war within sight. Russia

retaliated by moving troops towards the Afghan
frontier and by the dispatch of General Stolietoff to

Cabul on June 13, the day of the opening of the Berlin

Congress. Gortchakoff pretended that the mission was
purely one of courtesy

;
but the dispatch of an envoy to

Cabul formed part of the scheme for the invasion of

India which Skobeleff had drawn up during the Turkish

war.* Moreover, on April 25, in order to strengthen

Russian influence in the coming negotiations, the War
Minister had ordered the dispatch of three columns as a

demonstration. The main force left Tashkend on June 13

;

but when it reached the Afgiuin border news arrived that

the Treaty of Berlin had been signed. Stolietoff, however,

only left Cabul on August 24, carrying with him, it was
generally believed, a treaty with the Ameer, and members
of the mission remained for some weeks longer in the

Afghan capital. On learning of Stolietoff’s reception the

British Government invited the Ameer to receive a similar

mission from India. No reply to the letter was received,

and on September 8 the Viceroy telegraphed home that

the envoy, Geiieral Sir Neville Chamberlain, would wait

no longer and would march through the Khyber Pass

to Cabul with an escort.

The proposal involved war unless the Ameer surren-

dered, and the mission was held back by a telegram from

London, wher' a communication from Petrograd was
awaited. When the Treaty of Berlin was signed Beacons-

' See G. Rawlinson, “ Sir H. Rawlinson.**
* Printed in Rose, 602-7.
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field expected that Russia would recall the Stolietoff

Mission and the troops. After waiting* for a few weeks a

letter was dispatched to Gortchakoff, who replied in most
conciliatory terms that military demonstrations in the

direction of Afghanistan would be discontinued, and that

Russia did not aim at special influence in that country.

The veto reached Simla too late, for negotiations with

the semi-independent Khyber tribes for the passage of the

mission had been begun by the frontier officers, who
reported that to postpone the advance would arouse the

contempt of the tribesmen. The mission was compelled

to return to Peshawar by forces which it was useless to

attack.' It was decided on October 30 to demand a written

apology within three weeks for the affront in the Khyber
Pass, and the reception of a permanent British mission.

No reply to the ultimatum was received, and British troops

crossed the frontier at three points. The defeated Ameer
now offered to receive an envoy at Cabul, but the time for

negotiations with Shere Ali was past. 1

1

is troubles were

due to Russia, but the assistance of Russian

Overth^wn which he asked was refused. In

replying to a vote of censure on December 16

the Prime Minister spoke in friendly tones of his

old antagonist. Preparations against India when war
seemed likely were legitimate, and now the crisis

was over the Tsar had ordered his troops to retire.

“ Russia has taken every step in this business to

make honourable amends to England, and her conduct

presents the most striking contrast to that of the Ameer.’*

The campaign proceeded without a hitch, and Shere Ali

fled to Russian Turkestan, where he died within a few

weeks. By the Treaty of Gandamak on May 26 his son,

Yakub Khan, accepted British direction of his foreign

policy, and consented to a permanent British Resident at

Cabul, in return for a promise of support 'gainst Russian

aggression. Some frontier districts were ceded, and the

British retained control of the Khyber Pass. “Greatly

^ “ Life of Salisbury,” II, 337-44.
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owing to your energy and foresight/* wrote the Prime
Minister to the Viceroy, “we have secured a scientific

frontier for our Indian Empire.”

The jubilation with which Beaconsfield and Lytton

regarded their handiwork was rudely disturbed by the

news of the assassination by mutinous

troops of Sir Louis Cavagnari, the British Cavagnari

envoy, with mission and escort, six weeks Mission

after his arrival. The treacherous Yakub abdicated,

and after quelling sporadic risings Roberts ruled the

country from Cabul throughout the winter. Early in the

following year Abdurrahman, a nephew of Shere Ali,

emerged from Turkestan, where he had lived as a Russian

pensioner, claimed the throne, and, aided by British con-

fidence, money and arms, built up a powerful and united

kingdom, to which Kandahar was wisely restored by the

Gladstone Government. The Afghans had learned by

bitter experience the danger of intriguing with Russia and
the futility of trusting to her promises of support, and

Great Britain learned that an independent and contented

Afghanistan was the best barrier against Russian designs

on India. Lord Ripon, who had succeeded Lord Lytton

as Viceroy, proclaimed and applied the principle that the

danger of Russian wiles within the frontiers of India could

best be met by winning the confidence of the Indian

peoples. “The steady pursuit of the policy of the present

Government,” he wrote in 1882, “will place us in a better

condition to encounter Russian intrigues than the fortifica-

tion of all the frontier towns of Afghanistan and the

garrisoning uf the whole of them with British troops.”^

The signature of the Treaty of Berlin and the establish-

ment of a friendly Ameer at Cabul diminished the Anglo-

Russian tension in the Middle East without removing its

causes. Russia had not recognized British over-lordship

in Afghanist'^n, and everyone knew that the steam-roller,

after a brief halt, would resume its advance. Preparations

for an expedition against the Tekke Turcomans in the

‘ See Lucien Wolf, “ Life of Lord Ripon,” II, ch. 15-17.
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summer of 1879 prompted a request from the British

Ambassador for explanations, and elicited soothing assur-

ances. The Tsar sent a message to the Queen that the

expedition would not develop into an attack on Merv, and
the Russophil Duke of Argyll rallied his countrymen on
their “ mervousness.” But a rebuff to a Russian force at

the end of 1879 led to the dispatch of a larger expedition

under Skobeleff, who stormed Geok Tepe, the Turcoman
stronghold, in January, 1881, and slaughtered twenty

thousand of the inhabitants. The wholesale massacre

broke the spirit of the Turcomans, and spread the terror

of the Russian name throughout Central Asia. The
Russian Foreign Office once more explained that there

would be no advance on Merv
;
but Russian assurances

failed to reassure even the Gladstone Ministry. Ilarting-

ton, the Indian Secretary, announced on August i, 1881,

that Great Britain would not tolerate foreign interference

in Afghanistan. Ripon would have preferred a deal to a

threat, and proposed that Great Britain should assent to

Russia’s advance on Merv in return for a promise to

abstain from interference in Afghanistan. Russia, he

believed, would occupy Merv in any case, and he advised

that we should purchase security for Afghanistan while

our assent was worth paying for. The plan was approved

by Hartington but not by Granville, and was considered

too risky to adopt.

Despite repeated assurances Merv was occupied in

February, 1884, and Russian territory was now almost, if

Russia
actually, in contact with north-west

takes Merv, Afghanistan, and within easy reach of

Herat. ^ That Russia should have taken

this step with full knowledge of the importance

attached to the matter by Great Britain suggested the

resolve to pick a quarrel. It was impossible to check

the Russian advance by force, and the Government of

^ See Fitzmaurice, “ Life of Granville,” II, ch. 12; Holland, “ Life

of the Duke of Devonshire,” I, ch. 14; Gwynn and Tuckwell, Life
of r^ilke,” II, ch. 39.
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India suggested a Joint Commission to determine a frontier

which Russia could not overstep without a breach of faith.

The Cabinet approved, Russia accepted, and Sir Peter

Lumsden started in the autumn ten meet the Russian Com-
missioner General Zelenoi. The General was due on the

frontier on October 13; but early in October it was
announced that he was ill and could not arrive till

February. Lumsden was unable to commence work, and,

despite urgent communications from the British Govern-

ment, the General’s “illness” continued throughout the

winter. The breach of faith was aggravated by the fact

that a large Russian force was meanwhile occupying

territory forming part of the region whose ownership the

Commission was to determine, and threatening frontiers

which the military authorities deemed necessary to the

defence of Afghanistan. Granville was convinced that the

procrastination in regard to the Zelenoi mission was due

to the approval, if not indeed the suggestion, of Bismarck,

at that moment annoyed with British policy in regard to

German colonial aims.

On February 14, 1885, an unfounded rumour reached

London that the Russians were marching on Herat, and on

February 21 it was announced that troops
Tension

W 3re close to Penjdeh, a fertile valley within at Penjdeh,

the territory claimed by the Afghans, but

to which Russia had announced that the claim would

be disputed.^ The British Government at once remon-

strated; but the Russian Government declined to

withdraw their advanced posts, adding that the officers

had been ordered to avoid conflicts and that com-

plications were only to be feared if the Afghans attacked.

Lumsden, on his side, advised the Afghans stationed at

Penjdeh to return to the positions they occupied, but not

to advance beyond them. The Russians brought up re-

inforcements, and early in March the Indian Government

was ordered to assemble a force to march to the relief of

^ For the Russian side see Stead, “ The M.P. for Russia ” (Olga
Novikoff), II, ch. Q.
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Herat in the event of war. The troops became restless and
excited as they faced one another, and the situation was
so grave that on March 4 the Queen sent a telegram to the

Tsar. “The motive for this telegram is my keen desire

that there should be no misunderstanding between the two

countries. The news from the Afghan frontier causes me
the greatest disquietude. I appeal to your good feelings,

dear brother, to do all you can to prevent the misfortunes

which would arise from an armed conflict between the

Russian and Afghan troops.”

The Russian Government now justified the delay of

General Zelenoi by the argument that before delimitation

could take place its principles—whether

S^War purely geographical or partly ethnographical

—must be settled, and proposed to send

an envoy to London. The objection, if it really

existed, should have been communicated in the previous

year, and the prospect of indefinite delay in-

creased the apprehension that the Russian troops would
seize the disputed territory while negotiations were pro-

ceeding. There was, moreover, the danger lest the

Afghans, encouraged by the presence of Lumsden, might
resist a Russian attack, even if they did not provoke a

collision. On March 30 the expected explosion took place.

The Afghans occupied a position from which they declined

to withdraw, and were attacked by General Komaroff, who
proceeded to occupy the oasis of Penjdeh. “War is

inevitable,” declared the British Ambassador when the

news reached Petrograd. “I shall be told to demand my
passports.”^ The Tsar was inclined to disavow his

General, but the excitement of the Press forced him to

show a brave face. On April 27, in asking Parliament

for a credit of eleven millions, Gladstone accused the

Russians of an act of unprovoked aggression. In the

event of war the British Government ^xpe'i:ed assistance

from the Sultan, who, however, desired to lemain neutral,

and who inquired.whether the other Powers would defend

^ Baddeley, “ Russia in the ’Eighties,” ch. lo.
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his neutrality by sending ships to the entrance of the

Straits. None of them could promise such assistance; but

he was none the less encouraged to maintain neutrality.^

The tension was acute, and in every capital in Europe
war was considered inevitable

;
but neither Government

desired a conflict. Moreover, the Ameer, at

this moment a guest of Lord Dufferin in Penjdeh

India, anxious to prevent his country be- Settlement

coming the battlefield of an Anglo-Russian conflict,

refused the offer of British troops and expressed

his readiness to surrender part of the disputed territory in

the north. ^ The British Government proposed arbitra-

tion
;
but the Ts^ir replied that General Komaroff had acted

rightly, and that he would never allow his conduct to be

submitted to arbitration. The Cabinet, unwearying in its

efforts for peace, pointed out that rejection meant war, and
begged the Tsar to accept the appointment of an arbitrator,

who, it was added, need never act. The Tsar finally

assented to arbitration by the King of Denmark, and the

crisis was over. His initial refusal remained a secret, and
his consent was hailed with relief except by the Jingo
Press in both countries, which shed tears of anger at the

“humiliation.’’ No more was heard of the arbitration, and
the two Governments finally agreed that the Zulfikar Pass

should remain Afghan territory, while Penjdeh was
adjudged to Russia. The actual delimitation was to be

worked out by a mixed Commission, which completed its

task in 1887. Thus ended the excursions and alarums

which began with the Stolietoff Mission and arose from

Beaconsfield’s resolute opposition to Russian ambitions

in the Near East.

^ See “Die Grosse Politik,” IV, ni-28; and Freycinet, “Souvenirs,”
II, 300-3.

Life of Dufferin,” II, c’..



CHAPTER 11

THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE

1

The outstanding result of the Congress of Berlin in the

realm of high politics was the estrangement of Russia

Russia
from Germany. The Slavophils had forced

attacks the Tsar to support the revolt of the Balkan
Bismarck Christians, and their voices were raised in

shrill anger when the triumphs of the battlefield

were sacrificed at the council table. The restoration

of Bessarabia and the annexation of Batum and

Kars seemed a poor return for so much blood and

treasure. “The Congress is a conspiracy against the

Russian people,” shrieked Ivan Aksakoff, “in which

Russian representatives have taken part. The diplomacy

of St. Petersburg is more dangerous than Nihilism. It is

disgraceful treachery to the historic mission of Russia, ?nd
has lost for ever the respect and affection of the Slavs.

Russia has been crucified by her own statesmen. A fool’s

cap and bells have been set upon her head.” ' In the

Moscow Gazette Katkoff, the prince of journalists, pro-

claimed that Germany had left Russia in the lurch, and
that the road to Constantinople lay through Berlin.

Jomini, the strongest brain in the Foreign Office, wrote

violent articles in the official Press, and General Milutin,

the War Minister, worked openly for a French alliance.

Schuvaloff, the chief Russian plenipotentiary at the Con-
gress, whom Bismarck described as the cleverest man in

Russia, after resuming his post in Loneon for a short

time, was recalled and virtually disgraced. The veteran

* A. Fischel. “ Der Panslavismus,’* 428.
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Gortchakoff, who had helped to shape Russian policy since

the Crimean war, though compelled by advancing years

to relinquish his grip, had not lost all his influence; and

his personal hostility to Bismarck, dating from the war

scare of 1875, was notorious. And, finally, the Tsar him-

self shared to the full the anger of his subjects at the

substitution of the Berlin compromise for the dictated

settlement of San Stefano. His wrath was increased by

the fact that the Emperor William, on the victorious con-

clusion of the Franco-German war, had solemnly assured

his Imperial nephew that he would never forget the services

rendered by Russia. He spoke bitterly of the European
coalition against Russia under Bismarck’s leadership.

Alexander was still under sixty, but the anxieties and dis-

appointments of his reign had aged and soured him.

Bismarck cruelly described him as sick in mind and body
and prematurely worn out; and his conduct in the year

following the Congress betrayed a lack of self-control.

The Tsar’s anger at the Berlin settlement rose to fever

pitch when he learned that the German agents on the

international commissions appointed to carry

out the delimitations supported the Austrian

rather than the Russian view in cases of

disagreement.^ In the spring of 1879 Italy was approached

through the old Hungarian and Garibaldian rebel.

General Tiirr, as to whether she would co-operate

in a war against Austria; and soundings were taken

in Paris, of which Waddington informed Bismarck,

with equally little result. Russian troops were concen-

trated on the German and Austrian frontiers, and in June
the Tsar at the last moment cancelled a visit to Berlin for

the golden wedding of his uncle. On August 8 the

German Ambassador reported the monarch’s angry com-

, 'I'heir instructions '-wre to support the majority when Russia and
Austria disagreed. The best book on Bismarck’s later foreign policy,
after his own “ Reflections,” is Plehn, Bismarck’s Auswartige Politik
nach der Reichsgriindung.” Grant Robertson, “ Bismarck,” is also
useful. Erich Marcks, “ Kaiser Wilhelm I,** is a masterly study of the
Emperor.

D
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plaint that “if Germany wished the friendship of a hundred

years to continue, she must alter her ways. Cela finira

d*une maniere tres siricuseJ* Bismarck forwarded the

Ambassador’s dispatch to the Emperor William, who re-

plied that his nephew had been misled by Gortchakoff,

and that he would soon change again
;
but this pleasant

fiction was destroyed by an autograph letter from the Tsar

to his uncle written on August 15. He repeated his

strictures on the conduct of German agents on the Com-
missions, reminded his correspondent of the services of

Russia in 1870, “which you said you would never forget,”

and added that he could not hide his fears that the conse-

quences might be disastrous for both countries.^ The
Kaiser was more pained than angered by the violence of

tone, and he charged Bismarck to draft a response. The
Chancellor replied from Gastein that it was regrettable

that such a letter of unconcealed menaces, in which he

detected the hand of Milutin, should be written, and if

the Kaiser replied in a similar strain it would probably

lead to war. To go on his knees to the Tsar, on the other

hand, would merely encourage him to further menaces.

Gratitude for 1870 could not compel Germany to sacrifice

her friendly relations to Austria. The Kaiser replied to

his nephew on August 28 in a letter drafted by the Chan-
cellor, denying that his agents had received Russophobe
instructions and that Bismarck was hostile, and recalling

the occasions on which Austria and Germany had aided

Russian interests.

While the Kaiser believed that the rift in the lute was

Bismarck’s
beyond repair, his omnipotent Chancellor

New had reached the conviction that the hour for
Policy ^ orientation of German policy had

struck. The Dreikaiserbund of 1872 had received a

1 The dispatches relating to the foundation of the Dual Alliance are
published in “ Die Crosse Politik,” III, 1-136. The ' Teaties mentioned
in this chapter are printed in Pribram, “ The Secret Ireaties of Austria-
Hungary,” I; cf. Wertheimer, “Graf Andrassy,” III; Singer,
“ Geschichte des# Dreibundes ”

; and Coolidge, “The Origins of the
Triple Alliance.’’
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rude shock when Alexander and Gortchakoff hurried

to Berlin in 1875, and in 1876 Gortchakoff rejected

the suggestion of a treaty guaranteeing the Ger-

man possession of Alsace and Lorraine in return for

energetic support of Russian policy in the Near East.

The Tsar also received a rebuff when on the eve of the

Turkish war he asked whether Germany would remain

neutral if Russia went to war with Austria/ After vainly

endeavouring to evade the embarrassing question the

Chancellor replied that Germany could indeed suffer her

friends to win or lose battles, but not that one of them

should be so injured as to endanger its position as a Great

Power. This refusal of neutrality angered Gortchakoff

and his master; and when the friendly Schuvaloff dis-

cussed an alliance before the Berlin Congress, Bismarck

pointed out that Germany would be in an inferior position,

since both the geographical position and the autocratic

Government of Russia would render it easier for her to

dissolve the tie. His lifelong policy was to cultivate the

friendship of Russia without committing his country to

her exclusive protection. He defined his role at the

Berlin Congress as that of an honest broker, and he always

maintained that he had given full weight to Russian
interests. “I conceived my role,’* he declared in his

historic speech of February 6, 1888, “almost as if I were
the third Russian delegate. No Russian

wish reached me which I did not adopt and ,

tulnl. 1 behaved in such a manner that

at the end of the Congress I thought to myself,
‘ If I did not already possess the highest Russian
order in brilliants, I ought to receive it now.’ I had the

feeling that I had performed a service for a foreign Power
which a Minister is seldom in a position to render. The
campaign therefore su ’•prised me. These attacks grew
during 1879 into peremptory demands to put pressure on
Austria. I could not agree; for if we estranged ourselves

* For relations between (termany and Russia before the Berlin Con-
gress see “ Die Grosse Politik,” II.
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from Austria we should—unless we wished to be wholly

isolated—necessarily fall into dependence on Russia.

Would that be tolerable? I once thought that it would,

on the ground that where no antagonism of interests

existed there would be no reason for Russia to terminate

the friendship. The course of the Congress disappointed

me, and showed me that not even a complete temporary

subordination of our policy could guarantee us against

antagonism.”

Bismarck exaggerated his complaisance for Russia at

the Congress; but there was no shadow of excuse for the

,
taunts of treachery with which he was

chooses assailed, or for the belief that with a word
Austria could have maintained the Treaty of

San vStefano intact. The neurotic excitement of Russia

and her ruler turned his thoughts increasingly towards

a defensive alliance with Austria against a common
danger. “The idea of coalitions gives me nightmares.

We had waged victorious wars against two Great Powers.

Everything depended on inducing at least one of them to

renounce the design of revenge. It could not be France.

The Treaty of Reichstadt revealed the danger that

Kaunitz’ league of France, Austria and Russia might be

revived. I had therefore to choose between Russia a’^d

Austria. In point of material force, union with Russia

has the advantage, and because I placed more reliance on
traditional dynastic friendship and community of con-

servative instincts than on fits and starts of public opinion

among the Hungarian, Slav and Catholic populations of

Austria, Hungary would always be pro-German if she

thought merely of her interests, but she is anti-Austrian

;

and the Germans in Austria also often lose touch with

the dynasty.”

Despite the obvious disabilities nf the Hapsburg realm

as an ally, Bismarck’s hesitations weK swent away by the

synchronizing of the Tsar’s threats with the news of

Andrassy’s forthcoming resignation. Fearing lest his

successor might be Francophil or Russophil, the Chan-
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cellor wrote that he would be glad to see him at Gastein

or elsewhere. The Austrian Foreign Minister was no less

eager for insurance against Russia, whom,
Gastein

with British aid, he had thwarted at Berlin
; Conversa-

and he arranged to reach Gastein on tions

August 27. Prolonged and earnest conversations took

place on the two following days. Russia, began
the Chancellor, wanted the German vote cast against

Austria. “ If I refuse, I shall break with Russia for

Austria’s beaux yeux.” Andrassy then complained of

Russian armaments, demands and threats, adding that

Vienna had lost all confidence in the Tsar, and that

Austria, France and Great Britain had agreed to vote

together. “What, then, would Austria do if Russia at-

tacked Germany without provocation ? ’’ asked the Chan-
cellor. “She would support you with all her strength,’’

replied Andrassy, “and all her peoples would applaud.’’

“In that case,” rejoined Bismarck, “would Austria con-
sider a League of Peace ? Germany wanted nothing
more.” “We, too,” replied Andrassy. “Even the Arch-
duke Albrecht now sees that Austria’s welfare is bound up
with Germany, and I think I can answer for the loyalty

both of Germans and Magyars to a German alliance.”

The two statesmen agreed to meet again in Vienna after

consulting their respective masters. The Emperor
William promptly telegraphed, “Consider journey to

Vienna impossible”; but Bismarck replied that he could
not accept responsibility for telling Andrassy that he was
forbidden to return his visit, and his master gave way.
The discussions vith Andrassy were reported in great
detail on August 31, and Bismarck argued that since the
Tsar’s threats had destroyed confidence in Russia, a de-
fensive alliance with Austria was indispensable for Ger-
many’s safety. Wil'.out it, Russia would attack, and
Austria would join France. If Germany did not secure
Austria at once she might not be able to obtain her support
when she needed it.

“ I found the Emperor so fully convinced of the useful-
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ness and indeed the necessity of such an arrangement,”

wrote Andrassy joyfully to Bismarck on September i,

“that further argument proved to be superfluous. He
sees therein not only no departure from the determination

to maintain peace between the three empires, but the only

possible way of removing the sword of Damocles. As
soon as you have obtained the approval in principle of

the Emperor William I am authorized to receive a draft

text and to prepare one myself. 1 am to remain in office

till this matter is completed, and my successor, whom I

have informed, is in perfect agreement. I have no peace

of mind till I see the torch extinguished which the Tsar

half-unconsciously brandishes above the European powder-

barrel, and while I know the peace of Europe to rest in the

hands of a Milutin, a Jomini, and presently doubtless of

an Ignatieff. I am convinced the Tsar does not wish for

war at present; but I cannot forget that he had no desire

for the war just concluded. I consider it a European

necessity to provide against this danger.”

In thanking Andrassy for his letter, Bismarck replied

that unfortunately from the nature of things, geographical

The as political, his task could not be

Kaiser’s SO speedily completed. “ I have been obliged
Objections dictate to my son sixty pages, the con-

tents of which I had to expand by telegraphic and
other additions. Yet in spite of all my pains, I have

not succeeded in entirely removing the apprehension that

our peaceful scheme may conceal some secret views of an

aggressive character. This idea is unwelcome to a gentle-

man of eighty-two. For him the attitude of the Tsar was
only recently illuminated as with a lightning flash, though
I have been repeatedly obliged to recognize the situation

during the past few years. It will be a trial to find him-
self forced into making a choice bv^tween the two neigh-

bouring empires. With our dynasty habit exercises

enormous influence. Besides, the Tsar is now endeavour-
ing to force Jupiter Tonans into the background by a

rapid transition to sunshine. The last threats were
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followed within a week by a friendly invitation to send

a Russian officer to Warsaw. This was accepted by the

Emperor, who announced the dispatch of Field-Marshal

Manteuffel without my previous knowledge. Manteuffel

met with very considerable readiness to make advances,

in the sincerity and performance of which I cannot place

any confidence. I am not aware whether the meeting

which is to take place to-day at Alexandrovo was sug-

gested by him or by the Russians.”

The Kaiser assured Bismarck that he was only going

to Alexandrovo to discover the origin of “the incompre-

hensible letter,” and to defend his Chancellor

against baseless accusations. When the

monarchs met on September 3 the Tsar,

who had suggested the interview, was in his most

winning mood. He expressed regret that the letter

of August 15 had caused offence, and wished it to be

regarded as if never written. Nothing was further from

his intention than to threaten. He had only called atten-

tion to the fact that, if the Press of both countries con-

tinued to rail at each other, a feeling of hostility would
arise. The peace of Europe could only be preserved, in

the future as in the past, by good relations between

Prussia and Russia. The votes of the German agents on

the European Commissions had aroused great irritation,

for Russia was merely trying to improve the lot of the

Christian populations; and the antagonism encouraged the

Turks to obstinacy. Bismarck appeared unable to forget

Gortchakoff’s stupid circular of 1875; but Gortchakoff was
ho mine man. The Kaiser replied that he had been pained

by the letter, but was glad to hear that no threat was
intended; that Bismarck, though he had not changed his

views, could not understand the attacks in semi-official

organs; that the German agents had been instructed to

support Russia a'.d Austria when they were in agreement,

and to vote with the majority when they were not. On
the following day the Kaiser conversed with Giers, the

acting head of the Foreign Office, and General Milutin,
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the Minister of War. The former expressed satisfaction

at the removal of misunderstanding, while the latter ex-

plained the maintenance of large military forces after the

close of the Turkish war on the ground that England was

organizing and arming Asia Minor through her Consuls,

and that a new conflict in the Near East was at hand in

which England would be supported by Austria and

possibly by France.

The Kaiser returned from Alexandrovo convinced that

the Russian danger was imaginary. In forwarding the

The report of the conversations to Bismarck, he

Kaiser’s added that neither the Tsar nor any of those
Policy stood highest in his confidence had

the slightest desire to wage war on Germany. It

was therefore unnecessary to change the traditional

policy, and still less to form a defensive coalition

against Russia. “Put yourself in my place for a

moment. I am in presence of a personal friend, a near

relative and an ally, in order to come to an understanding

as to some hasty and indeed misunderstood passages in a

letter, and our interview leads to a satisfactory result. Shall

I now join a hostile coalition against this sovereign behind

his back ? I will not absolutely deny that the dangers set

forth in your memoranda may arise one day, particularlv

on a change of rulers; but I am utterly unable to see that

there is any imminent danger. It is against my political

convictions and my conscience to bind my hands for the

sake of a possible eventuality. I must not disavow you
and the steps which you have taken with Andrassy and
his master. You may therefore speak of the eventuality

of disagreement developing into a possible breach, and
enter into pourparlers respecting the possible measures to

be taken. But I do not authorize you to conclude a con-

vention, to say nothing of a treaty. In this way I hope our
views will again agree. If so, I can look forward with

confidence to the future, which would otherwise be very

dark, and anticipate a continuance of our relations with

Russia, which are growing more friendly. I cannot tell
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you how painful this episode has been to me, when it

seemed, for the first time in seventeen years, as if we do
not agree.” Bismarck was wholly unaffected by the report

of the visit to Alexandrovo, which, indeed, he had tried to

prevent. He pointed out that there was no idea of attack-

ing Russia. If, however, Austria were attacked and in

danger, Germany would be compelled by self-interest to

support her, alliance or no alliance, since Germany’s posi-

tion, confronted by a victorious Russia, a defeated Austria

and a hostile France, would be untenable. Moreover,

instead of fighting Austria, Russia might win her over

by the promise of Silesia. The Tsar was only friendly

till he could win France or Austria or both. He could

be informed of the pact when it had been signed.

While the Chancellor was wrestling with his master

for permission to push forward, he secured the assent of

Bavaria, which occupied a position of special
Bismarck

importance in relation to foreign affairs, consults

“Russian policy,” he wrote to King Ludwig Bavaria

on September 10, “has come to be entirely dominated

by the warlike, revolutionary tendencies of Panslavism.

Shuvaloff is in disgrace; the leading Minister is

Milutin, the War Minister, who has increased the army.

The Tsar did not desire the Turkish war, but was forced

into it by Panslav feeling, which might drive him to war
again. In these circumstances I cannot resist the convic-

tion that in the future, perhaps in the near future, peace

is threatened by Russia and perhaps by Russia alone. Her
attempts to find support in France and Italy have failed,

and she has recently presented to us threatening demands
which involve that we should make a definite choice be-

tween herself and Austria, at the same time instructing

the German members of the Eastern committees to vote

with Russia in doubtful a»:estions; whereas in our opinion

the true construction cl the decisions of the Congress is

that of Austria, France and England, with whom Germany
has accordingly voted, so that Russia with or without Italy

is in a minority. Unless we join Austria, she will not be
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to blame if she seeks an entente with France or Russia,

and Andrassy’s resignation makes this our last oppor-

tunity.** Only the two Emperors, concluded the Chan-

cellor with a delicate compliment, had been informed. The
King immediately replied that an Austrian alliance would

have his full approval.

To convert his master was the urgent task of the

moment, and at Holstein *s suggestion Bismarck sum-
moned Prince Hohenlohe, at that time

Kaiser Ambassador in Paris, to Gastein.^ On his
Besieged

arrival Hohenlohe confided to Holstein that

he was himself unconverted. “Firstly, I do not

trust Austria. Secondly, I do not think Russia really

hostile. Finally, I believe an Austro-German alli-

ance will lead to a Franco-Russian alliance—and that is

war.’* These doubts, however, were swept away when he

saw the Chancellor next day. “He convinced me of the

necessity,*' wrote the Prince in his diary. “He says

Austria cannot stand alone in face of Russian threats.

She will work round to an alliance with Russia or France.

In both cases Germany is in danger of isolation. The
Kaiser resists, owing to the fatal visit to Alexandrovo.

Bismarck threatens to resign, and the Kaiser to abdicate.

He asks me to see the Kaiser.**

On September i6 Count vStoIberg, Vice-President of

the Ministry, informed the Chancellor that the Kaiser

would sanction a general defensive alliance, of which,

however, the Tsar must be informed. Bismarck at once

told Andrassy that his master agreed “in principle’* with

his own views, and proposed oral discussion. On Sep-

tember 21 accordingly he left Gastein for Vienna in good
spirits. “During the long journey,** he writes in his

“Reflections,” “my sense of being in true German territory

was deepened by my reception ‘at the stations. In Vienna
1 found the people in a similar frame of mind. The greet-

ings of the closely packed throng were continuous. The
struggles of the past had not stifled the sense of the

^ “ Denkwiirdigkeiten,” II, 274-7.
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lity of blood. The Emperor was very gracious.”

:ussions of Gastein were resumed with the Emperor,

5y, Haymerle, the Foreign Secretary elect, and
in Tisza, the Hungarian Premier. Though Bis-

first object was insurance against Russia, he also

aid against an attack from France; and indeed

5ter forbade an alliance directed against Russia
Andrassy replied that Austria had no quarrel with

and no reason to fight her, and cogently argued
h a treaty would drive France and Russia into an

. Bismarck rejoined that if Austria would support
ainst France, he would support Austria against

hough Germany had no quarrel with the latter.

,
retorted Andrassy, did not require help against

ut she would support Germany against France if

was supported by Russia.
larck suggested that the alliance should be rendered
snt by being communicated to and approved of

Parliaments of Berlin, Vienna and Andrassy
St. Andrassy replied that a public versus

^ould be a provocation, since it would Bismarck

the isolation of Russia and thereby weaken
ace party in St. Petersburg. Russia would
Miter, and that would be the renewal of the Drei-

ind, which he did not desire, as tlie Tsar was
casting his dignity into the scales. Bismarck ob-

that he feared he could not secure his master’s

o a secret and limited treaty, but invited Andrassy
uce a draft. On vSeptember 24 , before accepting
>trian schema, the Chancellor made a final appeal
jfensive alliance against France as well as Russia.
56,” relates Andrassy, “almost crumpling the paper
band, and came quite close to me. ^ I can’ only
nk what you are doing. For the last time I advise

yield. Accept my proposal,’ he cried with loud
id threatening mien. *

If not (a moment’s silence,

:h I heard my heart beat) I must accept yours.’

t words he spoke in a friendly way, adding with
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a smile, " But it will give me a cursed lot of trouble.’ He
gave me his hand. The approach of the towering figure

was so threatening that I wonder what would have hap-

pened if my nerves had failed me.” ^ Bismarck at once

visited the French Ambassador in Vienna to explain that

the understanding need not disquiet France, as its char-

acter was purely pacific. Two days later, on reaching

Berlin, he informed the Russian Ambassador that nothing

had occurred to disquiet Russia.

The first part of the struggle was over; but a second

and far graver contest of wills was at hand. Bismarck

had not been able to secure the general

Kaiser treaty of defence which his master demanded,
Yields

jf treaty there was to be
;
and the weary

Chancellor felt unable to face oral controversy with

his master. Hohenlohe had already done his best to

convert the Kaiser in an interview at Strassburg on Sep-

tember 22. The aged monarch complained bitterly that

Bismarck, “apparently to avenge the letter,” proposed an

alliance against Russia which he could not accept. Hohen-
lohe argued in reply that Austria and Russia would com-

bine at Germany’s expense, and that France would join

them when the Anglophil Waddington fell. On September

24, after signing the Treaty, Bismarck wrote a long Ltter

explaining its nature and advantages, and added that with-

out it he could not continue responsible for the safety of

the country in view of the dangers which the future held

in store. The Emperor was thus confronted with the most
painful decision of his life. He was tormented not only

by the fear of appearing disloyal to his nephew, but by
the conviction that notice of withdrawal from the Conven-
tion of 1873 should be given before a new treaty was
framed. Acceptance of the Vienna draft was approved
by the Empress, and urged by the Crown Prince and
Moltke not less vigorously than by Hoh nlohe and Stol-

berg; but to all appeals the harassed Kaiser replied,

^ The story thus related by his secretary Doczy doubtless grew in the
telling

;
but Andrassy described the incident to several friends.
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“Rather abdication than perfidy.** He was finally con-

verted though not convinced by Count Stolberg, after a

meeting of Ministers at Berlin on September 28, when the

Chancellor explained the Treaty, added that he would
resign unless his advice were adopted, and secured the

approval of all the Ministers present. The Kaiser en-

deavoured to placate his conscience by insisting that the

Tsar should be informed of the Treaty; but Andrassy
vetoed its communication before signature and forbade

mention of a “Treaty,** lest the Tsar should call for the

text, or insist on a “warmed up Dreikaiserbund.** A final

attempt to secure Austrian aid against a French attack

was repulsed by a threat of resignation from the whole

Ministry, and the Kaiser gave way on October 5. The
Treaty was signed in Vienna on October 7 by Andrassy

and the German Ambassador, Prince Reuss. The troubled

monarch now pleaded that his nephew should be informed

before ratification, but once again he was overruled and
the Treaty was ratified on October 16.

The agreement was enshrined in a protocol, a joint

memorandum, and a series of clauses. The former, signed

by Bismarck and Andrassy at Vienna on

September 24, briefly describes the origin

of the pact. In the joint memorandum,
signed on the same day, the Governments promised

to remain true to the Berlin settlement. “To obviate

every complication in the execution of the Treaty, both

shall keep before them their friendly attitude towards

Russia. Both declare their intention not to attack or

menace Russia owing to differences arising out of the

Treaty. As a proof of friendliness, they intend to nego-

tiate new commercial Treaties.** The Treaty itself opened

with the usual pacific preamble. “ Inasmuch as an intimate

co-operation of Germany and Austria menaces no one, but

is rather calculated to consolidate the peace of Europe as

established by the Treaty of Berlin, Their Majesties, while

solemnly promising each other never to allow their purely

defensive agreement to develop an aggressive tendency,
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have determined to conclude an alliance of peace and
mutual defence.

“I. Should, contrary to their hopes and loyal desire,

one of the two Empires be attacked by Russia, the other

is bound to assist and only to conclude peace in common.
“II. Should one of the two be attacked by another

Power, the other will observe at least benevolent neutrality.

Should, however, the attacking party be supported by
Russia, either by active co-operation or by military mea-
sures which constitute a menace, the other shall aid.”

"I he third article bound the Allies for five years, and
the Treaty was to be prolonged for three years more
unless one of them desired negotiations a year before its

expiration.' The fourth article bound the Allies to secrecy,

except in a single eventuality. “The Allies venture to

hope that, after the sentiments expressed by the Tsar at

Alexandrovo, Russian armaments will not prove menac-
ing. In that event they would consider it an obligation

of loyalty to let the Tsar know confidentially that they
must consider an attack on one as directed against both.”

The day after the signing of the Treaty Haymerle
succeeded Andrassy as Foreign Minister. “If its making

Austro- difficult,” wrote the great Hungarian
German Statesman to Bismarck on leaving office for

Satisfaction “j it will be all the easier

to maintain.’’ “The fear of war,” replied the Chan-
cellor, “has everywhere given place to confidence in

peace.” Its authors might well look with satisfaction

on their handiwork. It gave Andrassy exactly what he
wanted, neither more nor less; and, though Bismarck had
failed to carry his whole programme, he had insured
against the most dangerous risk and had healed the feud
between Vienna and Berlin. “It is the completion of my
work of 1866,” he declared with justifiable pride. The
terms of the Treaty were not published till 1888; but all

^ It was renewed in 1883 at subsequent intervals. Not till iqoj
was it agreed that it should be antomatically extended at the end of
each three-year term.
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Europe knew that a momentous change had occurred. “I

believe the best hopes of the stability and peace of Europe

rest on the strength and independence of Austria,” declared

Salisbury on October 18. “Recent events justify the hope

that if Austria is attacked she will not stand alone. The
papers say a defensive alliance of Germany and Austria

has been concluded. If true, it is good tidings of great

joy.” King Humbert expressed his satisfaction to the

German Ambassador, and Waddington described it as a

pledge of peace. In Russia it was regarded as a blow,

but not as a menace. “Russia lost Austria after San
Stefano,” commented the Germanophil Schuvaloff bitterly,

“and now she has lost Germany.” The Emperor William

was at last permitted to send a copy of the joint memor-
andum of September 24 with a letter explaining that the

conversations described therein were necessitated by the

approaching resignation of Andrassy. “The two Chan-

cellors agreed on a new entente to fill the void left by the

abolition of the Germanic Confederation. I feel sure you
will approve its principles and restore the entente of the

three Emperors. If, however, the Nihilists and Panslavs

were to dominate the Government, they would meet with

joint resistance in the neighbouring countries.” The Tsar

replied that he fully approved the memorandum, and saw
in it the return to the perfect understanding

of the three Emperors which had rendered

such services to Europe. The Kaiser’s

apprehensions as to the effect of the new departure

on his nephew’s mind proved baseless, for the Austro-

German rapprochejnent, though its precise nature was
kept secret, reduced instead of increasing the fever.

“Six weeks ago,” observed Bismarck to the French Am-
bassador in November, “Russia was dreaming of fire and
flame. My deal with Austria has brought her to reason.

A week after it wes notified in St. Petersburg the dMente

began. The Press campaign against Germany and Austria

has been wholly stopped, and the heir to the throne is

coming to pay his respects to the Kaiser.”
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The Austro-German alliance removed the immediate
danger to both parties; but Bismarck, baulked of his full

demand, regarded it as merely a part of his grand scheme
of defence. He hoped, wrote Lord Odo Russell to Lord
Granville,^ that it would hold back the Panslav flood till

the peace party in Russia got the upper hand, and till he

could renew the Dreikaiserbund. Indeed, he regarded his

handiwork with singular detachment. “Our principal

concern,” he wrote in his Reflections,” “is to keep the

peace between our two Imperial neighbours. I regarded

it as no less enjoined on us to cultivate neighbourly rela-

tions with Russia after than before. If we maintain the

bridge which leads to St. Petersburg, Vienna can bridle

its anti-German influences. If we had an irremediable

estrangement from Russia, Austria would enlarge her

claims. It is no part of German policy to expend our

blood and treasure for the purpose of realizing the designs

of a neighbour. In the interest of the European equili-

brium the maintenance of Austria as a strong, independent

Great Power is for Germany an object for which she might

in case of need stake her fortunes with a good conscience;

but Vienna should avoid deducing from the alliance claims

it was not concluded to support. It does not dispense us

from the attitude of toujours en vedette/^

While the fate of the Treaty had been trembling in the

balance the Chancellor had fitted another string to his bow.

Bismarck
sounded Disraeli in 1876 in vain

sounds with regard to close political co-operation,
England renewed the attempt. On

September 26 the German Ambassaaor appeared at

Hughenden, where the Prime Minister was resting

after the labours of the session.® Panslavism, he

declared, was dominant in Russia, who was likely to attack

Austria, and such an attack would result in a general war.

According to Beaconsfield’s version of the interview the

* “ Life of Granville,” II, 209.

* See Buckle, ” Life of Beaconsfield,” VI, 486-94; ” Life of Salis-

bury,” II, 364*70; “ Die Grosse Politik,” IV, 3-14, and III, 127-36.
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Ambassador declared that an alliance of Germany, Austria

and Great Britain, bartering support against Russian
aggression for maintaining British interests in the East,

would maintain peace, and the Chancellor desired to know
whether he would favour it before he suggested it to the

Kaiser. He replied that he was and always had been

favourable to the principle of an alliance or a good under-

standing with Germany, but that a step which might seem
hostile to France would be unpopular. Munster, however,

was merely instructed to ask what England would do if

Germany’s refusal to yield to Russian demands should lead

to war, and according to his report it was his host who
proposed an alliance, and added that he would regard a

French attack on Germany as a castes belli. Bismarck
replied to Munster that his expectations were not alto-

gether fulfilled, since no promise of armed assistance had
been given, though he was grateful for the promise to keep

watch on France. Munster replied that Beaconsfield re-

garded it as understood that he would support Germany
and Austria in a war with Russia.

The Prime Minister had referred the Ambassador to

the Foreign Minister; and in writing to Salisbury a day
or two later he expressed greater sympathy

Beacons-
for an alliance than he had displayed in his field’s

report to the Queen. “A fear of Russia, Reply

as the Power that will ultimately strike at the root

of our empire, is singularly prevalent. I believe that

an alliance between the three Powers might be hailed with

something like enthusiasm by the country. France could

not in reason object to our helping Austria if attacked by

Russia.” vSalisbury told the Ambassador that the Cabinet

would stand by Germany if trouble arose with Russia;

that he desired an alliance with both Powers; that peace

would be secure if Russia knew that Germany and Eng-
land would supoort Austria against an attack; that we
could prevent France joining in a conflict begun by Russia.

Munster made no suggestion of an alliance, and the con-

versation left the impression that Bismarck was now less

E
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anxious to secure British support. No further steps

were taken, for the Chancellor had secured his master's

consent to the Austrian Treaty. When, at the end of

October, the Austrian and German Ambassadors con-

fidentially announced its conclusion to Salisbury, no sug-

gestion was made on either side that Great Britain should

join it. Both parties were satisfied to let the matter drop.

“Your Majesty is as free as air," wrote the Prime Minister,

“and that, too, without showing any want of sympathy

with the Austro-German view"; to which the Queen
replied, “We are well out of it." Bismarck, on his side,

had learned that Great Britain continued to be animated

by the friendliest feelings for the Central Powers, and the

unfriendliest feelings for Russia, and he would have had

difficulty in securing his master’s assent to an alliance

which would have emphasized the isolation of the Tsar and

almost compelled him to seek the friendship of France.^

When his policy of threats had driven Germany into

the arms of Austria, Alexander’s obvious interest was to

Russo-
secure from the goodwill of his neighbours

German what he could not extract from their fears.
Rapprochement 'directly Bismarck bad returned from

Vienna, Sabouroff, a diplomat of the school of

Schuvaloff, not of Gortchakoff, arrived in Berlin vdth

instructions to discuss a Russo-German agreement.^ The
Chancellor, without betraying any secrets, explained that

Austria would no longer look to a western alliance in

order to defend her interests in the East. “I have thus

arrived at the first stage in my policy—placing a barrier

between her and the western Powers. Despite the clouds

of this summer I do not despair of accomplishing the

second part, the reconstruction of the Dreikaiserbund."

Sabouroff replied that if Bismarck could show an entente

d trois to be profitable to Russia and a pledge of peace,

^ According to Eckardstein, Beaconsfield drafte> a scheme for an
alliance shortly before his fall. “ Erinnerungen,’* 11 ,

102-6.

* See “Die Grosse Politik,” III, 139-79; and Simpson, “The
Sabouroff Memoirs,” in the Nineteenth Century^ l^ec., 1917, and Jan.,
1918. Sabouroff’s memoirs have been subsequently published in Russian.
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the Tsar would not oppose it, but he wished for a closer

relationship. “My desire for an alliance remains,” re-

joined the Chancellor, “but the situation has changed.
In 1877 I was prepared for an offensive and defensive

alliance, but to-day it could only be one of defence.”

Sabouroff carried away the impression that an entente was
possible, and Bismarck undertook to persuade his master.

The two men did not meet again till the end of January,

1880, when vSabouroff was transferred from Constantinople

10 Berlin. Now that the Treaty with Austria
sabouroff

was signed and ratified he had no wish for and

an entente confined to Russia and Germany. Bismarck

An agreement to defend each other against a coali-

tion, he pointed out, involved a promise by Germany
to attack Austria in certain circumstances. That
would be a dangerous secret, and if it leaked out Austria

would seek an alliance in the West. “Your interest is

not to embroil Germany and Austria. You forget the

importance of being a party of three on the European
chess-board. That is the object of all the Cabinets, and
above all mine. Nobody wishes to be in a minority. All

politics reduce themselves to this formula : try to be a trois

in a world governed by five Powers. I have made an

entente a deux in order to return thereafter to an entente

d trois if you really wish it. I do not see why Austria

should refuse. If she does, we can fall back on an accord

d deux.” Sabouroff proceeded to sketch an agreement

which would guarantee Russia against the entry of foreign

fleets into the Black Sea, promising in return that changes

in the status of Turkey in Europe would only take

place with Austrian consent. Bismarck was asked to

sound Austria.

To secure the assent of AuvStria was not an easy task.

Haymerle was no less suspicious of Panslavism than

Andrassy, and when he visited Friedrichsruh in August

he refused to commit himself. He considered that the

Austro-German treaty was sufficient, and he feared that

an accord d trois might loosen the bond. Moreover, he
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had no desire to facilitate Russian expansion in the Near
East, while Bismarck frankly told Sabouroff that he did

not share the general prejudice against handing over Con-
stantinople

—
“the latchkey of her door”—to Russia, if

Russia abstained from interference in Austria’s sphere of

influence in the Western Balkans. Since Vienna was so

unsympathetic Bismarck made no further advances to

Sabouroff, and at the end of the year Haymerle reiterated

his conviction that Russia was hostile and could not be

trusted. He was, however, willing to consider a limited

agreement, since he could not rebut Bismarck’s argument
that at any rate Russia would be less of a danger if bound
by some tie.

Bismarck and Sabouroff proceeded to draw up an agree-

ment, which the Tsar, his eldest son and Giers approved.

Austro-
Alexander was now as anxious for the

Russian revival of the Triple Entente as Bismarck
Rapprochement was agreed that the Kaiser

should convert Francis Joseph. He therefore dis-

patched an autograph letter to Vienna, declaring that the

time had come to restore the entente, to remove the sore-

ness which had prevailed since 1879, to guarantee Euro-

pean peace, and to strengthen the monarchical principle.

Even when Francis Joseph was ready to re-establish the

Dreikaiserbund, Haymerle still held out. Bismarck com-
plained that he was not an easy dove to tame; nor did

he yield till Bismarck informed him that he must say Yes
or No. At this moment, however, the assassination of

Alexander II on March 13 caused delay and encouraged

Haymerle, to Bismarck’s annoyance, to offer fresh sugges-

tions. Bismarck allowed him to fix the duration of the

Treaty at three years, remarking that when Austria had
worn the flannel next her skin for that period she would

not be able to take it off without running the risk of

catching cold. When Haymerle finally announced his

country’s acceptance, he stubbornly added the words,

“By the express commands of the Emperor Francis

Joseph.”
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Alexander III, though of inferior intellectual calibre,

possessed greater steadiness of character than his father.

Though the husband of a Danish wife and

strongly opposed to German influences at A^xander*^III
Q)urt and in the Government, he had no

desire to cut the threads which were barely woven
once again with Berlin

;
and he never forgot the

horrors of the Turkish campaign in which he had taken

part. The circular issued to Russia's diplomatic repre-

sentatives on his accession announced that Russia had
reached her full development, that her foreign policy would

be absolutely peaceful, and that his first task would
be the internal development of the country. Even stronger

than his love of peace was his horror of revolution
;
and

he saw in the conservative States of Germany and Austria

welcome allies in the struggle against the forces of anarchy

and irreligion to which his father had fallen a victim. A
week after his accession he telegraphed cordial congratula-

tions to the Kaiser on his eighty-fourth birthday; and the

aged monarch remarked, “From the new Tsar the old

warmth, loyalty and friendship—that does one good.”

With such a ruler there was no need to delay the agree-

ment which already existed in outline; and on May i8 a

“Ministerial Declaration of Policy on the Relation of the

Dual Alliance to the League of the Three Emperors ”

stated that “with regard to the coming negotiations the

German and Austrian Governments recognize that the

prospective Triple Agreement can under no circumstances

prejudice their treaty of alliance which continues to deter-

mine the relations of the two Powers.” The Treaty, con-

cluded for three years and to be kept secret, was signed

at Berlin on June i8 by Bismarck and the Ambassadors

Szechenyi and Sabouroff.

I. If one Power should find itself at war with a

fourth Great Power, the others will observe benevolent

neutrality and try to localize the conflict. This shall

apply also to a war with Turkey, but only if a previous
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agreement shall have been reached between the three

Courts as to the results of this war.

Three Russia, in agreement with Ger-

Emperors many, declares her firm resolution to
League respect the interests arising from the new

position assured to Austria by the Treaty of Berlin.

The three Courts will take account of their respec-

tive interests in the Balkan Peninsula, and promise

that any modifications in the territorial status quo of

Turkey in Europe can be accomplished only in virtue

of a common agreement.

III. They recognize the European and mutually

obligatory character of the principle of the closing of

the Straits. They will take care in common that

Turkey shall make no exception to this rule in favour

of any Government by lending the Straits to warlike

operations. In case of—or to prevent—such infringe-

ment, the three Powers will inform Turkey that they

would regard her as putting herself in a state of war
towards the injured party and as having deprived her-

self of the security assured to her territorial status quo
by the Treaty of Berlin.

The Protocol, signed on the same day, added a nun.ber

of important details.

1. Bosnia and Herzegovina, Austria reserves the

right to annex these provinces at whatever moment she

may deem opportune.

2. The Sanjak of Novibazar. The declaration

exchanged between the Austrian and Russian pleni-

potentiaries at Berlin on July 13, 1878, remains in

force.

3. Eastern Roumelia, The three Powers regard an

occupation of Eastern Roumelia and of the Balkans

as dangerous for the general peace. If it occurs they

will try to dissuade the Porte from such an enterprise,

it being understood that Bulgaria and Eastern Roumelia
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are to abstain from provoking the Porte by attacks

against the other provinces of Turkey.

4. Bulgaria. The three Powers will not oppose the

eventual reunion of Bulgaria and Eastern Roumelia if

this question should come up by the force of circum-

stances. They agree to dissuade the Bulgarians from
all aggression against the neighbouring provinces,

especially Macedonia, and to inform them that in such

a case they would be acting at their own risk.

5. Attitude of Agents in the East. To avoid

collisions of interests in local questions, the three will

order their representatives and agents to compromise

their divergences by friendly explanations, and, where

they do not succeed, to refer the matter to their

Governments.

The new friendship of Germany and Russia, which

in Bismarck’s words would prevent an Austro-Russian

war and a Franco-Russian coalition, was
oiers

sealed by the visit of the Tsar and Tsarina succeeds

to Danzig in September. Though the aged ^ortchakoff

Gortchakoff remained nominally Foreign Minister, he

was no longer in even partial control ; and Giers,

a Protestant bourgeois of Jewish blood, who had
married a relative of the Chancellor and was acting head
of the Foreign Oflice, accompanied his master, whose
devotion to peace he fully shared. The visit gave pleasure

to both sides, and Giers informed the Austrian Ambassador
that the Emperor had returned in a satisfied and tranquil

mood. Bisma**ck, he reported, was thoroughly pacific,

and the recognized necessity of joint defence against

Socialism and revolution proved a bond of union. On
Gortchakoff ’s death early in 1882 Giers, to the delight of

Bismarck and to the anger of the Slavophils, who pined

for Ignatieff and satirically described his successful rival

as German Ambassador to the Court of Russia, was
appointed Foreign Minister. Though the Tsar was deter-

mined to be his own pilot, it was of good omen that his
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chief adviser was an honest and cautious statesman of

the school of Schuvaloff.

Though the Russian Government was once more on

friendly terms with Vienna and Berlin, unofficial opinion

The Russia continued hostile. Its manifesta-

Skobeieff tions in the Press were now severely con-
Incident

trolled, and the astonishment was therefore

all the greater when Skobeleff, the hero of the Turkish

war and* the idol of the Panslavs, broke the silence

by a speech in Petrograd in January, 1882, on the

anniversary of the taking of Geok Tepe.^ Angered
by the spectacle of Austria suppressing a rising in Herze-

govina provoked by the introduction of conscription, and
apprehensive lest Montenegro might be invaded, the

gallant General declared that Russia could not be pro-

voked too far. “The Russians belong to the great Slav

race, the members of which are now persecuted and
oppressed. Our faith in the historial mission of Russia

is our consolation and strength.” The warning to Austria,

which was echoed by a call to arms in Aksakoff’s Rus
and which the General’s admirers declared to have saved

Montenegro from invasion, naturally excited the Central

Powers, whose anger in turn spurred Skobeleff to fresh

pronouncements in Paris. Russia, he declared to s^^m-

pathetic ears, among them a deputation of Serb students,

had not freed the Balkan Slavs to see Austria trample

on them. She was not crippled by the recent war, and
would shrink from no sacrifice for religion and race. If

Austria attacked the Southern Slavs outside Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Russia would fight. No authorized version

of his utterances in Paris was issued, arid he was rumoured
to have added that the German was the enemy

;
that a

struggle between the Teuton and the Slav was inevitable

and could not be long delayed; that the conflict would
be terrible, but that the Slavs would prove victorious.

Giers promptly expressed the regret of the Russian

^ See Olga Novikoff, “Skobeleff and the Slavonic Cause” (1883).
Part II, ch. 2-3; and Baddeley, “ Russia in the Eighties,” ch. 6,
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Government, and on his return home the General was
bidden to hold his tongue. The Dreikaiserbund was none
the worse for the incident; but it was a genuine relief

to Petrograd, scarcely less than to Vienna and Berlin,

when the famous soldier died suddenly at Moscow a few

weeks later.

The Emperor William had come to realize that the

Austrian alliance was not incompatible with a friendly

Russia, and he supported his Chancellor

in avoiding any action which might tend Skiernewice

to disturb the welcome if precarious harmony. Meeting, 1884

For instance, when Moltke begged Bismarck in the

summer of 1881 for money for the eastern frontier,

on the ground that Russia was strengthening her

fortifications, improving her railways and could now
concentrate on the German frontier more rapidly than

Germany herself, he declined. In February, 1883,

Sabouroff suggested the prolongation of the Treaty of

1881, and in November Giers renewed the suggestion

during a visit to Friedrichsruh. The Kaiser owed his

neighbour a return visit for the Danzig meeting of 1881,

and the presence of Prince William at the coming of age
festivities of the heir to the throne prepared the way for

his grandfather. The Treaty of 1881 was renewed in

March, 1884, without modification, and in September the

three Emperors, accompanied by their Foreign Ministers,

met at Skiernewice, where the mistrust of Francis Joseph

and Kalnoky was disarmed by the transparent sincerity of

their host.^

II

I'he governing principle of Bismarck’s policy since

1871 was to safeguard his conquests and to preserve the

peace of Europe by keeping France in quarantine, for

without allies sh3 was too weak to challenge the Treaty

of Frankfurt. In 1881, ten years after the struggle, he

could point to an Austrian alliance, a revived Dreikaiser-

* “ Die Grosse Politik,” HI, 285-377.
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bund, and a friendly England; and before the end of the

same year the only other Great Power in Europe was
seeking admission to the league which, in fact though
not in name, defied the continental ambitions of France.

The making of Italy had been assisted at different

times by a French and a Prussian alliance, and after

Crispi visits
process was complete the new State

Bismarck, committed itself neither to Paris nor to

Berlin. United Italy, indeed, was not at

first taken very seriously as a Great Power, and no
special efforts were made to court her favour. Bismarck,

it is true, was ready at any moment to add Italy or

any other State to the list of guarantors of the settlement

of 1871 ; but he was in no hurry, since the fear of a clerico-

monarchical restoration in France prevented Rome from
establishing relations of confidence and cordiality with

Paris. The fall of the Right in 1876 brought Depretis

into power, and in the summer of the following year Crispi,

the strongest figure of the Left and at that moment
President of the Chamber, was sent on a roving mission

to the capitals.^ Paris he found, as he expected to find,

‘‘distrustful^’; but the real object of his journey was to

learn the mind of Bismarck, who had recently put out

feelers for closer union, and was now taking the waters

at Gastein. “I am charged to ask if you would ally with

us,” he began, “in case we are forced into war with

France or Austria.” “If Italy is attacked by France,”

replied the Chancellor, “we should join—and we will make
a treaty for this purpose. But I do not expect such an

attack unless France returns to monarchy, that is, to

clericalism. I could not, however, consider the possi-

bility of Austrian hostility. I am your friend, but I will

not break with Austria. If she takes Bosnia, you could

take Albania.” He refused to recommend to Vienna the

improvement of Italy’s northern boundaries, but advised

his visitor to see Andrassy. In Berlin the Italian states-

man was the guest at a Parliamentary banquet presided

^ Crispi, “ Memoirs,” 11, ch. i.
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over by Bennigsen, and the ceremony was interpreted

abroad as the harbinger of closer relations. At Budapest
Crispi found Andrassy in friendly mood, but made no
suggestion of an Austrian alliance, for which indeed he

had no wish. The journey bore no immediate fruit, for

in 1878 Depretis was succeeded by the Francophil Cairoli.

On the eve of inviting Andrassy to Gastein in 1879
Bismarck told the Italian Premier of his plans, and assured

him that Italy would be welcome as a third in the partner-

ship at any time; but Cairoli saw no need to accept the

offer. When two Cabinet Ministers acted as pall-bearers

of the President of the Irredentists early in 1880, Austria

massed troops on the frontier, and the Italian Govern-

ment announced that the advance of troops in the Tirol

must be considered a menace. Irredentist incidents,

tolerated by the Government, continued, provoking

retaliatory measures from Vienna.^ But at the very

moment when a Francophil Premier was in power at

Rome, and Italy and Austria were spitting fire at

one another across the frontier, France took a step

which drove the new kingdom into the Austro-German

camp.

When the news of the Cyprus Convention leaked out

dur'ng the Congress of Berlin, Waddington was pacified

by a suggestion that France should find
congress

compensation in Tunis. ^ “Waddington of

and I often discussed the events taking Berlin

place in the Mediterranean,” reported Lord Salis-

bury.® “With respect to Tunis I said that England was

wholly disinterested, and had no intention to contest the

influence which the geographical position of Algeria gave

to France.” On his return to Paris the French Premier

asked for the substance of these informal negotiations to

be placed on record in a formal dispatch, and Lord Salis-

bury complied. Similar counsel was proffered by Bismarck,

^ See Mayr, “ Der Italienische Irredentismus.”
* Hanotaux, “ Contemporary France,” IV, 3S2-7.

® “ Life of Salisbury,” II, 332-3.
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who since 1871 had encouraged France to seek colonial

compensation for the loss of the Rhine provinces, and

who foresaw that a French occupation of Tunis would

destroy the Francophil party in Italy. A rumour that^

the Chancellor had offered Tunis to Count Corti led

France
Waddington to warn the Italian Govern-

covets ment that France had long regarded Tunis
Tunis necessary to her interests, and that

Italy could only cherish dreams of conquest by risk-

ing the open enmity of France.^ On the other hand,

Waddington told the Italian Ambassador at Paris in

August, 1879, that he was opposed to the annexation of

Tunis; that it had never been discussed by the Cabinet;

and that so long as he remained in office nothing would
be decided without Italian co-operation. In June, 1880,

President Grevy observed to the Ambassador that, though

the country might become a source of friction, it was not

worth a cheap cigar.' In the following month, however,

Freycinet, who had succeeded Waddington in the Premier-

ship, used words to the Italian Ambassador which were

calculated rather to confirm than to allay the suspicions

of Italy. “ For the present we have no intention to occupy
the country, but the future is in God’s hands. Why
do you persist in thinking of Tunis? Why not turn

your attention to Tripoli? ” “We seek ©either Tunis nor

Tripoli,” rejoined the Ambassador, “only the status quo.**

“The future is in God’s hands,” repeated Freycinet, “and
one day, doubtless far off, France may be led to occupy
Tunis. If so, Italy shall be informed as long before as

possible, and shall have our support in obtaining adequate

compensation.” So far from leaving the future “ in God’s
hands,” Freycinet was at that moment endeavouring to

plant his foot in the Promised Land. “ In agreement with

Gambetta,” he writes in his “Memoirs,”* “I tried to make
^ See Hanotaux, “ ronternporary France,” III, 576-91 ;

Billot, ” La
France et Fltalie,” I, ch. i

;
and D’Estournelles de Constant, ‘‘ La politique

fran^aise en Tunisie.”
® Crispi, ” Memoirs,” ll, ch. 2.

* ” Souvenirs,” IT, 168-71.
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use of the permission of Berlin, and I instructed Roustan
to persuade the Bey to accept a Protectorate. He was
almost persuaded, and Roustan wrote to me, ‘ Disembark
^a company of fusiliers, and the Bey will sign/ I was
about to authorize it when I fell. I told Ferry, adding,
‘ The fruit is ripe; you will pluck it at the right moment.*
Tunis was a bad neighbour, and there was always a danger

lest Italy might forestall her rival.’*

The country whose fate was thus being canvassed in

the Chancelleries of Europe formed in theory a part of

the Ottoman Empire, but was ruled by Europe
a dynasty which had been in possession and

for two centuries. In the third quarter of
Tunis

the nineteenth century only a small fraction of the

land was under cultivation, and despite heavy taxa-

tion there was an annual deficit. In 1869 a Triple

Financial Control was established by Great Britain,

France and Italy; but the experiment was doomed to

failure, for each of the three was playing for its own
hand. Great Britain had secured most of the concessions

for public works; France had learned to regard the country

as a natural adjunct to Algeria; and Italy, on becoming a

Great Power, could not fail to be interested in a country

which was reached in a few hours from Sicily and attracted

a growing number of Italian colonists. From the middle

of the ’seventies an open struggle was in progress between

the three Consuls* all of whom happened to be men of

ability and resolve. Sir Richard Wood had represented

Great Britain since 1855; Roustan, who arrived in 1874,

had represented France in Syria and was determined to

win Tunis for France; while Macchio was equally vigorous

and unscrupulous in pushing the claims of Italy. On
several occasions the French Ambassador in Rome was

instructed to warn the Italian Government that Macchio’s

imprudences migiit goad France to action, and to explain

that, although France had no intention of annexing the

country, she could not allow Italy to establish an influence

superior or indeed equal to her own. The issue of the
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conflict was determined in advance by the secret conversa-

tions at Berlin, and it only remained for France to seize

her prey at the most suitable moment.^

Ferry’s Foreign Minister, Barthelemy St. Hilaire, a

convinced partisan of a Protectorate, resumed negotiations

Jules
early in 1881 on the pretext

Ferry’s of regulating the policing of the frontier.
Preparations Roustan submitted a treaty similar to that

sanctioned by Freycinet; but the Bey hesitated and
the foreign Consuls advised him to refuse. At this

moment the Kroumirs in the north raided across

the Algerian frontier, and on April 4 Ferry obtained six

million francs for an expedition to restore order. ^ A
shrill outcry at once arose in Constantinople and Rome.
Since she reoccupied Tripoli in 1835 Turkey had claimed

a shadowy suzerainty over Tunis, which was partially

recognized by the presents of successive Beys to the Sultan

as Caliph; and in 1871, hoping to profit by the discisters

of France, she formally declared her sovereignty, which
was at once pronounced null and void by the French

Government. To this firman, nevertheless, Turkey
appealed when French troops invaded Tunis, and pre-

pared to reinforce her garrison in Tripoli and to send

ships. France sharply replied that if the Turkish fleet

appeared on the scene it would be attacked. Cairoli de-

clared that France had deceived him, and invited Great

Britain to join in a naval demonstration. “If Ferry

had only told me,” complained the Italian Ambassador
to Freycinet, “we could have prepared public opinion in

Italy; as it is we look like dupes.” Umortunately Ferry

did not consider himself bound by the promise of his

predecessor to let Italy know before a decisive step was
taken, and argued that Italy, though surprised, was not

deceived. Bismarck, on the other hand, assured the

French Ambassador that Germany would make no oppo-

' How her conduct appeared to an Englishman may be seen in

Broadley, “ The Last Punic War.”
* Rambaud, ” Jules Ferry.”
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sition to French action, even if it resulted in annexation.^

Granville offered mediation, but discouraged ciction at

Constantinople, and merely exacted from France a con-

firmation of the treaties favouring British commerce and
a promise not to fortify Bizerta.

The Tunis expedition was France’s first military effort

since the debacle, and her task appeared easy enough.
Twenty-three thousand troops marched in Treaty
from Algeria, and eight thousand were of

landed at Bizerta. After a trifling resist-
Bardo

ance the Bey yielded to his fate, and on May 12

signed the Treaty of Bardo, which the French General

presented him, with the warning that deposition would
follow refusal, and with the promise not to enter the capital

if he yielded. The Treaty established a Protectorate,

France undertaking to defend the Bey against danger to

his person and dynasty, and guaranteeing the existing

treaties with the Powers, while assuming control of foreign

relations. Financial reorganization was to be undertaken,

and a Resident Minister was to represent France. Ger-

many, Austria and Spain congratulated the French

Government, and no one troubled about the paper pro-

tests of Turkey. “France is resuming her place among
the Great Powers,” wrote Gambetta proudly to Ferry,

the real founder of the second French colonial empire.

It had required no more than twenty days to transform

Tunis into a French Protectorate; and the Treaty of Bardo
was ratified on May 23, Clemenceau alone voting against

it, on the ground that “it profoundly modified the

European system and chilled precious friendships

cemented on the field of battle.” Believing that the sub-

mission of the Bey involved the submission of his subjects,

Ferry recalled most of the troops; but the south was un-

conquered and the tribes quickly rose. Sfax was bom-
barded and taken by assault, the army was raised to fifty

thousand, and on October 28 the capture of the holy

* St. Hilaire wrote a private letter to Bismarck expressing the
gratitude of France for German support.
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city of Kairouan, the attack on which was postponed till

the summer heat was over, ended the revolt.

The seizure of Tunis overthrew Cairoli, who lamented

to the French Ambassador that he was the last Italian

Indignation
^^^^ster who loved France. Italy seethed

in with indignation, the prestige of the dynasty
Italy received a rude shock, and wounded pride

spurred her rulers to a momentous resolve. What,
they asked themselves, was there to prevent the

country which had pocketed Tunis from proceeding

to gobble up Tripoli, or even from attacking the

virtually undefended coasts of the peninsula itself ? Italy’s

natural ally would have been the strongest naval Power
in the Mediterranean; but Great Britain had declined to

protest against an act which she had herself suggested.

To whom, then, should she turn save to the arch-enemy

of France, with whom Crispi had discussed a defensive

alliance four years earlier?

The conclusion of the Austro-German pact of 1879 had

been followed by a good deal of discussion between Berlin

and Vienna in regard to Italy.' Neither Bismarck nor

Haymerle had much confidence in Italian statesmen or

military strength, and Bismarck was much more eager

to repair the wire to St. Petersburg than to throw a bait

to Rome. Haymerle, on the other hand, anxious to keep

Russia in quarantine, regarded Italy as an important piece

on the chess-board, and was anxious to avoid any step

which might push her towards France and, through

France, eventually link her discontents with those of

Russia. Thus he declined Bismarck’s suggestion to

answer Italian “irredentism ” by an increase of arma-

ments, and he had no desire to recover lost territory in

the south by a war which would invite a flank attack

from the north. His policy was to avoid a quarrel with

Italy and to draw Great Britain into the orbit of the

' See Pribram, “ Secret Treaties,” II, ch. i
;
“ Die Crosse Politik,”

HI, 18^-247; Billot, ” La France et ITtalie,” I, ch. 2; Crispi, “ Memoirs,*’

II, ch. 2; Chiala, “ Pagme di Storia Contemporanea,” 11 and III; and
" La Politica Estcra Italiana ** (anonymous).
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Central Powers, since she, loo, was the enemy of Russia,

and could hold back Italy if Austria were at war with

Russia. He knew that it would be difficult to win Ger-
many for a Triple Alliance with the point against Russia,

and therefore, in sending Kalnoky to Berlin in February,

1880, on his way to take up the embassy in St. Peters-

burg, he merely proposed to ask for British help pro

domo nostra. The Chancellor did not wish Austria to

attack or to excite Italy, but he recommended plain speak-

ing in Rome. Italy *s jackal policy—always ready to

attack from behind and to seize part of the booty—needed
a sharp lesson. He had ceased to believe that she would
be a trustworthy ally. Fie discouraged an application to

England as unnecessary, as she would in any case hold

Italy in check; and to confront Russia with the spectre

of a coalition would only arouse her suspicions.

The discussion was renewed in October when Italy,

apprehensive of French designs in Tunis, began to take

soundings. The Chancellor replied that the Humbert
road to Berlin lay through Vienna, and, visits

when Vienna expressed readiness to listen
Vienna

to suggestions, Maflfei, Secretary of the Italian Foreign

Office, drafted a neutrality treaty “as a first step

towards more intimate relations,*' shortly before King
Humbert's first visit to Vienna in February, i88i. The
basis was to be the status quo in the East, as defined in

1878. Maffei added that France was striving hard for

Italian friendship, on the basis of a deal over Tunis and

Tripoli. Haymer^e welcomed the idea of a neutrality

agreement, but added that Bosnia and Herzegovina must

be excluded from a guarantee of the status quo in the East.

On the other hand, Austria would pledge herself to under-

take no conquests in Albania or towards Salonika, if Italy

would do the same, and would not oppose an extension of

the Italian sphere in the Mediterranean outside the

Adriatic. She would also make an “arrangement *’ in the

Tunis question in Italy’s interest, and favour the annexa-

tion of Tripoli. Despite the favourable response in

F
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Vienna, official negotiations were not initiated, and the

Austrian Ambassador in Rome reported that the “un-
official ” approach was not seriously meant. Austria had
soon less need to desire them; for on June i8 the revival

of the Three Emperors League diminished the value of an

Italian alliance.

When the news of the Treaty of Bardo reached Rome,
Sonnino wrote that Italy must seek for British friendship

Advice ^ close alliance with Germany and

of Austria, since isolation was annihilation.
Bismarck Anger against France was intensified by a

sanguinary fracas at Marseilles in June, when French

troops from Tunis were received with whistling, and
the mob attacked the Italians who were assumed to

be the culprits. Many Italians left the city, and
anti-French demonstrations occurred in Italy. No final

resolve, however, was taken for several months, and
negotiations for a new commercial treaty were brought

to a successful conclusion in the autumn. Despite the

repugnance of the new Premier Depretis, an old Irre-

dentist, and the lukewarmness of his Foreign Minister,

Mancini, they both accompanied the King and Queen to

Vienna in October. An alliance was not proposed by the

hosts, and the guests avoided the risk of a rebuff
;
but the

friendly welcome and a general discussion of the situation

prepared the way. A fresh request to Bismarck for his

mediation provoked the reply that Italy, as the Power
needing security, must make the first advance. The
Chancellor informed Kalnoky, the new Austrian Foreign

Minister, of Italy’s action, and added that any agreement

would be of one-sided advantage to Italy, all the more since

the untrustworthy character of her policy and the continual

change of Ministers might easily involve her friends in

trouble, and rendered it doubtful whether she would fulfil

her obligations. He advised his colleagues not to refuse

what might strengthen the position of the Italian dynasty

and therefore the monarchical principle, but to suggest the

postponement of an answer till a modus vivendi with the
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Pope had been reached, and then to make any Austro-

German obligations to Italy dependent on the continuance

of the present relations of those two States to Russia.

King Humbert and his Ministers, however, were eager for

a decision, and in the closing days of i88i the Ambassa-
dors at Berlin and Vienna were instructed to state that

Italy wished, independently of particular questions, to

join Germany and Austria, and would be ready to

co-operate with them even if their obligations to other

Powers did not allow an alliance. On January 19, 1882,

the first conversation took place between Kalnoky and
Robilant, the Italian Ambassador at Vienna; and on

February i, Launay, the Italian Ambassador at Berlin,

discussed an alliance with Bismarck. The Chancellor

observed that as Germany had no differences with Italy,

the latter must first win Austria for a treaty. “The key

of the door which leads to Berlin is in Vienna.” He
pointed out various difficulties, among them the uncer-

tainty arising from Ministerial changes in Rome, and sent

the Ambassador away neither wholly satisfied nor wholly

disappointed.

The negotiations in Vienna were by no means easy.

Robilant suggested a mutual guarantee of territory, which
Kalnoky refused as involving loo great risks

for both; and a neutrality treaty which he Alliance

favoured was declared useless by Robilant. Signed

Kalnoky consulted Bismarck, who advised him not

to underwrite the possession of Rome but to offer

more than a cold neutrality, lest Italy should sell herself

to France for a guarantee of her capital. An agreement

was finally reached in a compromise between neutrality

and guarantee, which was signed at Vienna on May 20.

If Italy were attacked by France without provocation,

her partners would come to her aid. Italy, in turn, would

help Germany against a French attack. If one of the

Allies (or two) were attacked and engaged in war with two

or more Great Powers, the casus foederis would arise for

all. If a Great Power threatened the security of one of
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the signatories, and that one was forced to make war, the

others would observe benevolent neutrality, reserving the

right to take part in the conflict if they should see fit. If

peace was threatened, the Allies would consult with regard

to military measures. The pact was to hold for five years,

and to be kept secret. At Italy’s wish each of the Allies

signed an Additional Declaration, affirming that the

treaty could in no case be regarded as directed against

Great Britain.

Though Italy was the petitioner, she obtained greater

advantages than Austria; for the latter was bound to aid

her against a French attack, while she was

Adva^ntages pledged to help her ally against a Russian

onslaught. She was, moreover, by the fact

of the alliance, protected against an Austrian attack.

At the Congress of Berlin she had played a minor
part, but from 1882 onwards she was recognized

as a Great Power. Though she had failed to secure

the coveted guarantee of her capital, her hold over it

was strengthened. The Treaty also brought solid advan-

tage to the Central Powers. Bismarck was not only freed

from the remote fear that Italy might join France in an

attack, but secured an ally in resisting such attack.

Austria, again, had no longer to fear a stab in the back if

she was engaged in a life, and death struggle with Russia,

and could count on Italian assistance in repelling a Franco-

Russian assault. The Frankfurter Zeitung accurately

described the Triple Alliance as a mariage de raison. It

neither supplanted nor modified the Austro-German Treaty

of 1879, of which Italy had no knowledge. In the follow-

ing year Mancini revealed the existence, though not the

terms, of the alliance, and all the party leaders, including

Cairoli himself, expressed approval. The Ministry

received a vote of confidence in a general election, and the

sharp repression of Irredentist riots which followed the

execution of Oberdank, the would-be assassin of Francis

Joseph, was a further indication that official Italy had

resolved to pursue a new course. The alliance was
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naturally disapproved in Vatican circles, where it had been

an article of faith that Francis Joseph would never com-
bine with the House of Savoy. How fragile were the

links that bound Italy to her new allies was only to be

discovered in after years by the statesmen, and in still later

times by the peoples, of the Central Empires.

The Bismarckian system of insurance against a dis-

turbance of the status quo by France or Russia was com-
pleted by secret treaties with Serbia and

Austro-
Roumania. At the Congress of Berlin Serb Treaty,

Russia’s whole-hearted support of Bulgaria

prevented her doing justice to the claims of Serbia;

and Andrassy’s services in securing for the latter Nish

and Pirot, then occupied by the Bulgarians, turned

her eyes towards Vienna, despite her dislike of the occupa-

tion of Bosnia. The Serbs were naturally Russophil; but

the creation of a Big Bulgaria by the Treaty of San

Stefano had been a rude shock to a country which expected

a reward for its help in the common struggle against the

Turk. In 1880 Mijatovich, the new Foreign Minister, went

to Vienna to negotiate with Haymerle,^ who declared

that there was no objection to Serbia’s expansion to the

south if she was not a Russian satrapy; and on June 28,

1881, the Austrian Minister at Belgrad and the Serbian

Foreign Minister signed a secret treaty for ten years.

I. Both Powers engage to pursue a friendly policy.

II. Serbia will not tolerate political, religious or

other intrigues which, taking her territory as a point of

departure, might be directed against the Monarchy,

including Bosnia, Herzegovina and the Sanjak of

Novibazar. Austria assumes the same obligation with

regard to Serbia and her dynasty.

III. If the Prince of Serbia wishes to assume the

title of king, \ustria will recognize it and will use her

influence to secure recognition by the other Powers.

I Mijatovich, “Memoirs of a Balkan Diplomatist,” ch. j; and
Pribram, “ Secret Treaties,” I.
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IV. Without a previous understanding with Austria,

Serbia will not conclude any political treaty with another

Government, and will not admit to her territory a foreign

armed force, regular or irregular, even as volunteers.

V. If either be threatened with war or finds itself at

war, the other will observe friendly neutrality.

VI. Where military co-operation is considered neces-

sary, details will be regulated by a military convention.

VII. If, as a result of circumstances not at present

foreseen, Serbia were in a position to make territorial

acquisitions to the south (except the Sanjak) Austria

will not oppose, and will use her influence with other

Powers to favour Serbia.

A Personal Declaration by Prince Milan was annexed

to the Treaty. “I hereby assume the formal engagement

Serbia a
enter into any negotiation relative to

Kingdom, any kind of political treaty between Serbia
1882 ^ third State without communication

with and the previous consent of Austria.” In the

autumn the Serbian Premier, not quite satisfied with a

particular clause, went to Vienna, and in a “Declaration

of the two Governments” restated the meaning which

Mijatovich thought was already clear. “Article iv cannot

impair the right of Serbia to negotiate and to conclude

treaties, even of a political nature, with another Power.

It implies for Serbia no other engagement than that of

not negotiating or concluding any political treaty which

would be contrary to the spirit and the tenor of the treaty.”

Thus Serbia obtained Austria’s leave tc expand south-

wards and to become a kingdom, a privilege of which
Prince Milan availed himself in the following year. In

return Serbia placed her foreign policy under Austrian

control, and transferred her capital account from the

Russian to the Austro-German firm. In February, 1889,

she was rewarded for her loyalty by the renewal of the

alliance till 1895 and by additional guarantees and con-

cessions. Austria undertook to prevent any hostile in-
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cursion from Montenegro through territory under her

administration, and to urge Turkey, in case of need, to

take similar steps; and Serbia was authorized to extend

her frontier in the direction of the Vardar valley “as far

as circumstances permit.”

Roumania, like Serbia, had fought on the side ol

Russia in the Turkish war; and, like Serbia, she was
deeply angered at her lack of reward. The
forced cession of Bessarabia rankled in her Secret

memory, and when Russia began to threaten Treaty

the Central Powers in 1879 the sympathies of her

Hohenzollern ruler pointed to an association with

Vienna and Berlin. In 1880 Carol's diary records

the first attempts from Vienna towards a rapproche-

ment, which failed owing to Roumania's demand
for Transylvania and Bukovina.^ In 1883, after long

conversations of Bratiano with Bismarck and Kalnoky,’

the Austrian Foreign Minister and the Roumanian
Minister in Vienna signed a secret alliance for five years

on October 30. If Roumania were attacked without pro-

vocation, Austria was to help. If Austria were attacked

in a portion of her states bordering on Russia, Roumania
would help. If either were threatened by aggression,

military questions were to be determined by a conwntion.

A treaty providing for the accession of Germany was
signed on the same day, and both parties forthwith invited

the Emperor William to adhere to the pact. Germany
accepted the invitation, and five years later Italy was asked

and consented to accede to the Treaty. The Treaty was
renewed at intervals, and was still in force in 1914.

In 1883 Bismarck could more than ever congratulate

himself on the success of his labours. Austria and Italy

were his allies. Great Britain was friendly, and the Courts

were connected by marriage. Russia was a member of a

revived Dreikaiserbund. Serbian policy revolved in the

orbit of Vienna, and an allied Hohenzollern king ruled at

' “ Aus dem Leben Konig Karls,” IV.
2 ” Die Grosse Politik,” III, 263-82, and Pribram, I.
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Bucharest. In the same year General von der Goltz began
to reorganize the Turkish army, and laid the foundations

of German influence on the Bosphorus. France stood

alone, estranged from Great Britain over Egypt and from

Italy over Tunis; and under the virile guidance of Jules

Ferry she seemed to have turned her thoughts from the

Rhine ^provinces to the alluring task of rebuilding her

colonial empire, in which she received and appreciated the

diplomatic support of Berlin. The mighty Chancellor

bestrode Europe like a Colossus, and lesser men watched

anxiously for his smiles and frowns.



CHAPTER III

THE SCRAMBLE FOR AFRICA

From the Congress of Berlin onwards the relations of the

European Powers were complicated in an increasing degree

by territorial and commercial rivalry outside Europe; and
the Dark Continent offered a tempting field for expansion,

ambition and intrigue. At the opening of the present

narrative the possessions of the Powers were mere patches

on the map—Algeria in the north, two British colonies

thousands of miles to the south, with a few British,

Spanish and Portuguese settlements dotted along the west

and east coasts. Forty years later Abyssinia and Liberia

were the only portions of Africa not subject to European
rule. The headlong rapidity of the process of partition

naturally generated friction
;
and in particular the conflict-

ing ambitions of Great Britain and France more than once

led the two peoples to the verge of war.

I

The accession of Ismail to the Khedivial throne of

Egypt in 1863 was followed by the construction of rail-

ways, telegraphs, lighthouses, harbours,
ismail

and, above all, the Suez Canal, which was the

opened to traffic in 1869; and large sums Spendthrift

were at the same time squandered on war in the

Sudan and on costly palaces for the ruler/ When the

slender resources of the country were exhausted, the spend-

thrift began to szek accommodation abroad. The sale of

^ In addition to the official publications see, above all, Lord Cromer,

“Modern Egypt”; Freycinet, “La Question d’Egypte.” Sir Auckland
Colvin, “ The Making of Modern Egypt,” is a useful summary.
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his Suez Canal shares to the British Government in 1875

led to the dispatch of the Cave commission of inquiry,

which reported that national bankruptcy was inevitable.

The Caisse de la Dette was accordingly instituted in May,

1876, with control by Great Britain, France, Germany,
Austria and Italy over a large part of the revenue. In

the autumn of the same year Goschen and Joubert visited

Egypt in the interests of the British and French bond-

holders, and a Dual Control was established—a British

official to supervise the revenue and a French official to

watch expenditure. Salisbury would have preferred British

predominance, but accepted “parity of influence.” “When
you have got a neighbour bent on meddling in a country

in which you are deeply interested, you may renounce or

monopolize or share. Renouncing would have been to

place the French across our road to India. Monopolizing

would have been very near the risk of war. So we resolved

to share.”
^

In 1878, after further inquiry by an Anglo-French

Commission, the vast property of the Khedive was brought

Deposition
of

Ismail

under supervision, and Ismail accepted, in

substitution for the Dual Control, the posi-

tion of constitutional ruler with the Armenian
Nubar Pasha as Premier, Rivers Wilson as Minister

of Finance, and a Frenchman as Minister of Public

Works.’ Seven months later, however, in February,

1879, he engineered a military riot, forced Nubar to resign,

and attempted to return to the delights of personal rule.

A momentary compromise was found in a new ministry,

retaining the British and French Ministers, with Tewfik,

the Khedive’s son, as its nominal head. But in April

Ismail dismissed his Ministers—European as well as native

—and appointed Cherif as Premier. The French financial

houses pressed for immediate intervention, and Wadding-
ton, the French Premier, suggested the deposition of the

Khedive; but the British Government had no wish to be

^ “ Life of Salisbury,” II, 331-2.

* See Sir C. Rivers Wilson, ” Chapters from My Official Lite.”
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a mere dividend collector for the bondholders. The
Khedive, however, was warned—and warned in vain

—

to behave himself; and in June the British and French

agents in Cairo urged him to abdicate. He refused; but

the Sultan deposed him by telegraph, and appointed

Tewfik his successor. The blow fell so suddenly that

Ismail made no resistance, and quietly withdrew to Italy,

leaving no regrets behind him.

Though Salisbury had not instigated the Sultan’s

action, it was none the less a salutary decision. The
task was now to revive the Dual Control.

“We want to have some control over the
Ljq^i^atfon

government of Egypt,” he wrote to Lord
Lyons on July 7, “though we do not want to assume

any overt responsibility. We shall be safer and
more powerful as wire-pullers than as ostensible rulers.

The control should take the form of inspection. Actual

authority we cannot exercise.” ‘ Major Baring and De
Bligni^res were appointed controllers, without executive

power but wdth rights of inquiry into all branches of the

Administration and with power to make suggestions. As
the controllers were irremovable, Egypt was now virtually

governed by the two Powers. “There is a very decided

improvement,” wrote Major Baring to Lord Lyons on

December 29, 1879. “Since I have been connected with

Egyptian affairs I never remember things going so

smoothly. I like what I see of the Khedive. What we
want is time.” An international Commission of Liquida-

tion was appointed to arrange a composition with Egypt’s

creditors, and Salisbury insisted that it should deal not

only with the debt but with the needs of the country.

Difficulties with France and other Powers postponed the

appointment of the Commission with full powers till the

spring of 1880; but its work was rapid and effective, and

the Law of Liquidation was passed in July. The creditors

were divided into three classes, two-thirds of the revenue

were mortgaged for their claims, interest was reduced to

^ Lord Newton, “ Life of Lord Lyons,” ch. 13.
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four per cent., and a limit was placed on national expendi-

ture. The establishment of the Caisse de la Dette and the

limitation of expenditure saved Egypt from the abyss of

bankruptcy, to the edge of which a fertile land and an
industrious people had been brought by an improvident

ruler.

Two years of quiet progress followed the deposition of

Ismail, and the Gladstone Ministry, formed in 1880, had
at first more urgent problems to face else-

^raM^ where but the Cairo Government lacked

moral authority. Resentment of alien rule

and of the ever-increasing number of foreign residents

grew into a threatening demand of “Egypt for the

Egyptians.” The storm broke on September 9, 1881,

when Arabi, an Egyptian officer, accompanied by 5,000

soldiers, surrounded the palace, demanding an increase of

the army, a change of Ministry, and a National Assembly.*

The revolt was directed not only against the Europeans

but against the ruling class, of Turkish or Circassian

descent, which monopolized the highest posts in the army
and the administration. The Government was too weak
to resist, Arabi was promoted, and a period of veiled

military dictatorship combined with foreign supervision

set in. Arabi became a national hero, and a collision

between the two authorities was inevitable. The situation

was complicated by the arrival of a Turkish mission; and

the French and British Governments, though desirous of

co-operation, found it difficult to agree on the measures to

take in the event of the expected conspiracy to overthrow

the Khedive.

On the formation of Le Grand Minist^re in November,

1881, Gambetta, a convinced supporter of the Condo-

minium and mindful of Thiers’ advice, “Surtout n’aban-

^ For the policy of the Gladstone Government in Egypt (1880-5) see

the official biographies of Gladstone, Granville, Dilke, the Duke of

Devonshire, Northbrook, and Lord Lyons.

* Much information on Arabi and the Nationalists is to be found in

Wilfrid Blunt, “ Secret History of the English Occupation of Egypt,**

and “ My Diaries **
; and in Broadley, ** How We Defended Arabi.**
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donnez jamais TEgypte,” at once invited Great Britain to

discuss measures for the security of the Khedive, and
proposed a joint assurance of sympathy and support/
Gambetta’s Note, accepted by the British Government on
January 6, 1882, informed the Khedive that the two
Governments considered his maintenance on the throne

“as alone able to guarantee good order and prosperity,”

and expressed their resolve to guard by their united efforts

against ''
all cause of complication, external or internal,

which might menace the order of things established in

Egypt.” Granville explained to the French Ambassador
that acceptance of the Note did not commit the British

Government to any particular mode of action. Indeed, he

remarked confidentially that he did not think it would
prove of any practical use, and described it to the French
Ambassador as purely platonic. “The mauvais quart

d'heure may arrive at any moment,” he wrote to Lord
Lyons. “Gambetta would probably desire joint interven-

tion, to which the objections are immense. The best plan

would be for the Powers to make Great Britain and France

their mandatories.”

The joint Note presented on January 8 was received

without gratitude by the Khedive and with angry surprise

by everyone else. The Sultan read it as an Angio-
usurpation of his supreme authority, and French

as a sign that Egypt would share the fate
^ote

of Tunis; the Chamber of Notables, which had just

met, regarded it as an encouragement to the Khedive
to resist its advice; the Nationalist party resented

it as a threat of intervention
;
and the Powers began to

murmur. “ It has at all events temporarily alienated from

us all confidence,” telegraphed Sir Edward Malet from

Cairo. “Everything was progressing capitally, and Eng-

land was looked on as the sincere well-wisher and protector

of the country. Now it is considered that she has definitely

thrown in her lot with France, and that France, from

motives in connexion with her Tunisian campaign, is

^ See Reinach, *' Le Grand Minist^re and Deschanel, “ Gambetta.**
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determined ultimately to intervene here. For the moment
it has caused the national party, the military and the

Chamber to unite in a common bond of opposition to

England and France, and to make them feel more forcibly

that the tie which unites Egypt to the Ottoman Empire is

a guarantee to which they must strongly adhere to save

themselves from aggression. The military, who had fallen

into the background on the convocation of the Chamber,
are again in everybody’s mouth, and Arabi is foremost in

protesting against what he considers an unjust interfer-

ence.” The Note was, in fact, a blunder of the first

magnitude, and brought strength not to the Khedive but

to Arabi, who henceforth represented not only the army
but the nation. Moreover, the British and French Govern-

ments were not in real agreement, for while Gambetta
looked forward with impatience to an Anglo-French occu-

pation, Granville was anxious to avoid action, and would

have preferred Turkish intervention if force were required.

“From the moment the joint Note was issued,” declares

Lord Cromer, “foreign intervention became an unavoid-

able necessity.” The pacific Granville was alarmed, and
proposed a joint telegram that the Note had been misunder-

stood; but Gambetta naturally refused to draw back. The
Notables, strong in the support of public opinion, now
compelled the Khedive to change his Ministers, Arabi

became Minister of War, and the power of the Controllers

diminished.

The situation was eased by the fall of Gambetta on
February i, after two months of power, and the accession

to office of Freycinet, who did not share his

GambeUa friend’s desire for adventure in Egypt, or

his indifference to the frowns of Europe.

The new Premier was informed that the British

Government, in signing the Note of January 8, in-

tended to reserve not only the method but also the

principle of action, and that they were opposed to military

intervention. The warning to France that she might find

herself alone was needless, for Freycinet was as anxious
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as Granville to avoid risks. Turkey had already protested

against the joint Note, and the four Powers made an
identical verbal communication to the Porte that “the
status quo should be maintained, and could not be changed
without agreement between the Powers and the Suzerain.**

Gambetta stood alone among French statesmen of the

first rank in his forward policy. “In finance Egypt is

an Anglo-French question,*’ declared Jules Ferry; “in

politics it is a question for the Concert.** And such was
the view held by Freycinet and his valued counsellor

President Gr^vy.

Now that the towering figure of Gambetta no longer

blocked the way, Granville was free to express his pre-

ference for the Concert over Anglo-French
preycinet

partnership. On February 6 he proposed and

a fresh exchange of views, suggesting that Granville

any intervention should be in the name of Europe

and that the Sultan should be consulted. Freycinet

accepted the suggestion, and on February ii the two
Governments issued to the four Powers a circular inviting

discussion. Any intervention should represent the united

action and authority of Europe, and the Sultan should

be a party to any proceedings or discussion. Bismarck,

who had expressed a hope that Freycinet would be “more
European ” than Gambetta, was pleased at the invitation

to internationalize the problem, but he had no desire to

land German troops in Africa. Indeed, he told the

French Ambassador that if France and Great Britain,

who possessed special interests, desired to act and the

other Powers gave them a mandate, he would agree. To
the mighty Chancellor such questions were pawns in his

game of chess against France. Egypt, he declared, was

the Schleswig-Holstein of the two Western Powers; they

would intervene together and quarrel over the spoils.

The situation was desperately tangled. The Gladstone

Cabinet objected to intervention from any quarter, while

French policy varied from month to month. A proposal

of Freycinet to depose Tewfik was rejected in London
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as unnecessary and indeed, after the joint Note promising

him support, impossible. Freycinet’s next plan was to

send an Anglo-French squadron to Alexandria to protect

the foreign population, the other four Powers being asked

to co-operate in inviting Turkey to abstain for the present

from all interference. On the other hand, Turkish troops

might be summoned by France and Great Britain and
operate under their control, if their landing should be

considered advisable after the arrival of the fleets. Gran-
ville approved the programme, while suggesting that the

Sultan should be told that his help might be invoked

later and that the other Powers, including Turkey, should

be represented in the naval demonstration. But the latter

proposal was declined by Freycinet.

Sir Edward Malet pointed out that unless the Sultan’s

approval of the action of the Powers was secured and

The proclaimed in advance, the Chamber and
Sultan's the army might combine to resist. The
Attitude Sultan, however, annoyed by the dispatch

of an Anglo-French squadron to Alexandria, was in

no mood to oblige, and his ambassadors in Paris

and London were instructed to protest. The other

Powers were also offended at not being consulted, and
declined to join in the Anglo-French recommendation to

the Sultan to abstain from interference. Granville accord-

ingly endeavoured to pacify the Powers and the Porte

by a reassuring telegram. “It was never proposed to

land troops. The Government intend, when calm is

restored and the future secured, to leave Egypt to herself

and to recall their squadron. If a pacific solution cannot

be obtained, they will concert with the Powers and with

Turkey on the measures which appear to them and the

French Government the best.” Smooth words failed to

allay the smart, and the Sultan secretly encouraged Arabi

to resist Anglo-French pressure. When the Khedive

accepted an Anglo-French demand for the dismissal of

his Ministry and the temporary withdrawal of Arabi from

the country, the Ministry resigned; but public opinion
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demanded the reinstatement of Arabi, and the spiritless

Khedive capitulated. The attempt to liberate him from
the military dictatorship had merely riveted its yoke. The
Nationalists were intoxicated by their triumph, and
attacks upon Europeans were expected from hour to

hour.

The naval demonstration having failed, Freycinet

proposed a conference, and Granville approved. Bis-

marck applauded the suggestion, but the Sultan refused,

preferring to dispatch a commission to Egypt. The
mission, however, was doomed to failure, for while its

leader. Dervish Pasha, was instructed to support the

Khedive, his colleague was secretly ordered to co-operate

with Arabi. The object of the mission was not to assist

the Khedive, but to restore the authority of the Sultan,

whose desire was to pose as a bulwark against European
aggression

.

Before the Conference started work the long-expected

explosion took place at Alexandria on June ii, when fifty

Europeans were killed and a larger number
Alexandria

wounded. Arabi was now in the saddle, Riots,

and requested Dervish Pasha to leave the

country. Not only Christian but Turkish families

hurraed away in fear of their lives. On hearing

the news Freycinet urged the immediate rheeting of

a conference, with or without Turkey, and the Con-
ference met at Constantinople on June 23 without its host.*

On the opening day the Sultan informed Lord Dufferin

that he was ready to exclude France, whom he hated,

and to hand ever to Great Britain the control and
administration of Egypt, reserving only the modified

rights of sovereignty which he possessed. The Ambas-
sador replied that if he were to transfer Egypt in fee simple

Great Britain would scarcely accept the burden, and his

refusal was approved by his Government. After a fort-

night’s discussion the Sultan was invited to send troops

to restore order, subject to making no change in the

‘ See Lyall, “ Life of Lord Dufferin,** II, ch. i.

G
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privileges and international obligations of Egypt; but

before Turkey accepted the limiting conditions a step had
been taken which changed the whole situation.

Since the massacre at Alexandria Arabi had ruled

Egypt, and Freycinet began to talk of making terms with

Alexandria British Government sturdily

Bombarded, replied that the military party must be over-
July 11 thrown. The opportunity arrived when the

strengthening of the fortifications at Alexandria appeared

to threaten the safety of the ships in the harbour.

On July 3 the British squadron was instructed to

destroy the earthworks if the erection of batteries

were continued. The Powers were informed of the

order, and France was invited to co-operate. Frey-

cinet declined on the ground that isolated action, except

to defend the s^ifety of nationals, would be disloyal to the

Conference, and that no troops were at hand to repress

the disturbances which an attack would provoke. A
demand for cessation of work on the fortifiaitions pro-

duced no result, and on July ii the forts were destroyed.

The disorders foretold by Freycinet at once broke out.

Several Europeans were murdered, the European quarter

was set on fire, and the town was pillaged for three days,

after which some British troops which had just arrived

were landed. Arabi proclaimed ‘‘irreconcilable war”
against the British, and was dismissed from his post as

Minister of War.
The news was received with varying emotions. The

Sultan denounced the act as contrary to International Law,
and the Tsar openly expressed his indignation. France,

having advertised her disapproval by removing her ships,

abstained from further comment. For a moment it

appeared that the Conference, which was engaged in dis-

cussing the conditions of Turkish intervention, had lost

its purpose; but Great Britain displayed no desire to

separate herself further from the Concert, and on July 15

she invited the Powers to co-operate in securing the safety

of the Canal. Of this limited duty Freycinet was not
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afraid, and the British and French squadrons were

ordered to patrol the Canal
; but troops were also needed,

and an Anglo-French telegram invited the Conference

to select the Powers for defending the Canal in case of

need, the Ambassadors being instructed to add that their

Governments were ready to undertake the task. Frey-

cinet had already secured preliminary credits, promising
to take no action without further authorization by the

Chamber. Germany, Austria and Russia, however,

declined to confer a mandate, though they had no
objection to the two Powers defending their own interests.

The refusal of a mandate alarmed the French, and when
on July 29 Freycinet asked for a further credit, pointing

out that the defence of the Canal did not

constitute intervention in Egypt, he was
pfeycrnet

defeated by an overwhelming majority.

The vote of the Chamber gave Egypt to Great Britain.

The abdication of France which began when the fleet

sailed away from Alexandria was confirmed. Tunis

had proved more troublesome than had been expected;

a campaign in Egypt suggested difficulties and hardships,

and it was feared that Bismarck might be setting a trap.

On the following day, July 30, Prince Hohenlohe informed

Freycinet that Berlin was ready to propose the collective

protection of the Canal in the form which he would prefer,

and on July 31 and August i similar communications

arrived from Italy, Russia and Turkey. If these assur-

ances had come a day or two earlier, lamented the

Minister in writing his memoirs, he would not have fallen.

Be that as it may, Clemenceau spoke for the majority of

his countrymen when he persuaded the nervous Chamber
to limit its responsibilities.

On the day before the overthrow of Freycinet the

British Ambassador in Rome had invited Italy to join

Great Britain and France in securing the safety of the

Canal, and to co-operate with Great Britain in a move-

ment in the interior, which France declined to join.^

^ Crispi, “ Memoirs,” II, ch. 3.
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Mancini replied that, as the question had been submitted

to the Conference at Constantinople and Turkey had
undertaken to dispatch troops, he could

declines not support another mode of intervention.
Co-operation Granville politely replied that he had been

glad of an opportunity of giving a proof of British

friendship for Italy. The decision was bitterly re-

gretted by Crispi, who reminded Mancini of Cavour’s

participation in the Crimean war. “The Government of

tiny Piedmont had the courage that the Government of

Italy lacks to-day.’* Granville, on the contrary, was
delighted at Italy’s refusal. “We have done the right

thing. We have shown our readiness to admit others,

and we have not the inconvenience of a partner.” He
feared that co-operation with any Power would inevitably

lead to friction, and the path was now clear for suppressing

Arabi. Though the Sultan had agreed to send troops,

the conditions of their employment were not accepted, and
he had no mind to act as the mandatory of the Powers.

Thus Great Britain, who at first resolved to avoid even

joint military intervention, was now committed to isolated

action, while France had by her own timidity since the

fall of Gambetta handed over Egypt to her rival without

a struggle.

The British Government now displayed a decision

and energy that had hitherto been lacking. The Sultan

was informed that, in view of the growing seriousness

of the situation, Great Britain considered herself invested

with the duty of restoring order in Egypt and maintain-

ing the safety of the Canal, and a circular dispatch in-

formed the Powers that Great Britain, with the appro-

bation of the Khedive, would safeguard the Canal.

General Wolseley sailed for Port Said, and on Septem-

ber 13 Arabi was crushed at Tel-el-Kebir. A few days

later Wolseley entered Cairo, and the Khedive returned

from Alexandria, where he had taken refuge. Assuming
that foreign intervention was necessary. Great Britain was
better fitted for the task than Turkey; but, in the words
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of Granville, the isolated action which had been forced

upon us was not of our seeking.

Bismarck was delighted with the news of Tel-el-Kebir.

“You have his full sympathy for the vigorous policy you
have adopted,” reported Lord Ampthill from

Bjs^arck’s
Berlin. “He has never concealed his anxious steady

desire to see Austria occupy Bosnia, France Support

Tunis, and England Egypt; and now that these

wishes have been realized his next wish is that the

occupation may last, and thereby minimize the ever-

recurring danger of another Oriental crisis. In his

opinion a gradual dismemberment of the Turkish Empire
is the only pacific solution of the Oriental ques-

tion.” The Chancellor’s good will was cemented by the

kindness shown by official and unofficial society to his

son Herbert, at this time a member of the staff of the

German Embassy. “The friendship of the British

Empire,” declared Bismarck, “is much more important

for us than the fate of Egypt.” He added that he would
not oppose annexation, though he did not advise it.*

France, on the other hand, pretended that the situation

as between the two Western Powers had not been radically

changed by the campaign. A few days after Tel-el-Kebir

the British Charge at Paris was told that “it would be

in the interest of England to give at an early date some
notion of her future intentions.” It was impossible to

give a precise reply
;
but the Egyptian Government, like

the British, desired the abolition of the Dual Control.

The country which had refused every invitation to co-

operate now fought against the inevitable results of uni-

lateral intervention. When, in November, the Presidency

of the Commission of the Debt was offered to France,

it was declined on the ground that it was inconsistent with

the dignity of France to accept as an equivalent for the

abolition of the Dual Control a position which was simply

that of cashier. After some sharp diplomatic exchanges

France “resumed her liberty of action in Egypt”—

a

1
“ Die Grosse Politik,” IV. 36-8.
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euphemism for hostility which lasted till 1904. Scarcely

less hot was the anger of the Sultan at the spectacle of a

British garrison securely entrenched in a Turkish province

without asking or receiving his permission.

Though at that time no British statesman, Liberal

or Conservative, dreamed of a permanent occupation,

some organization was required; and Lord
Dufferia Dufferin, who as Ambassador at Constanti-
Mission nople had taken the leading part in the

Conference, arrived on November 7 as High Com-
missioner, and remained in Egypt till May, 1883.'

“H.M. Government,” ran his instructions, “while de-

sirous that the British occupation should last as short a

time as possible, feel bound not to withdraw from the

task thus imposed upon them until the administration of

affairs has been reconstructed on a basis which will afford

satisfactory guarantees for the maintenance of peace, order

and prosperity in Egypt, the stability of the Khedive’s

authority, the judicious development of self-government,

and the fulfilment of obligations towards foreign Powers,”
Dufferin fulfilled his difficult task with his usual discretion

and skill. The Sultan issued an Irad^ prohibiting the

Khedive from adopting measures without submitting them
for his approval; but Tewfik, while profuse in acknow-
ledgm.ent of the Sultan’s rights, explained that he was no

longer a free agent. “Le veritable Khedive, c’est Lord

Dufferin.” To resist would lead to abdication.

The Dufferin Report combined literary distinction with

political wi.sdom and insight. Egypt, he declared, had

never known good government
;
but the spirit of the age

had reached the valley of the Nile, and the fellah, like

his own Memnon, had not remained irresponsive to the

beams of the new dawn. His capacities must be de-

veloped. Egypt should be governed neither from London
nor by an irresponsible centralized bureaucracy, but by

the creation, within prudent limits, of representative in-

stitutions, municipal and communal self-government. The
* Lyall, Life of Dufferin,” II, ch. 2.
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rudimentary communal electorate supplied a starting point

for political growth. The fellahin would vote for members
of Provincial Councils, which would in turn elect a

majority of the Legislative Council, while more than half

of the General Assembly would be delegated by the spokes-

men of the villages. The Legislative Council and the

Assembly, however, were merely consultative bodies

except in the case of new taxes, to which the assent of

the Assembly was required. The scheme for administra-

tive reorganization embraced the army, justice, police,

taxation and other urgent problems; but the assistance of

Europeans for some time was indispensable. “It is abso-

lutely necessary to prevent the fabric we have raised from
tumbling to the ground the moment our sustaining hand
is withdrawn. The administrative system must have time

to consolidate.’^ Dufferin’s recommendations were ap-

proved by the Cabinet, embodied in an Organic Decree,

and worked out during three decades of benevolent

despotism.

Great Britain had not conquered Egypt; for it be-

longed to Turkey, with whom we had not been at war.

The anomalous position was authoritatively
British

defined in a circular dispatch to the Powers Policy

dated January 3, 1883. Events, declared Defined

Lord Granville, had thrown upon Great Britain the

duty of suppressing Arabi. “Though for the present

a British force remains in Egypt for the preserva-

tion of public tranquility, H.M. Government are

desirous of withdrawing, it as soon as the state of the

country and the organization of proper means for the

maintenance of the Khedive’s authority will admit of it.

Meanwhile the position in which H.M.’s Government is

placed towards His Highness imposes on them the duty

of giving advice with the object of securing that the order

of things to be established shall be of a satisfactory

character, and possess the elements of stability and pro-

gress.” The Canal must be neutral in time of war and

open equally to the commerce of all nations in time of
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peace. Among desirable reforms were the equal taxation

of foreigners and natives, the creation of a small but

efficient army under foreign officers, the substitution of

an efficient gendarmerie for the native police. A British

adviser was to supersede the Dual Control, and a repre-

sentative assembly was foreshadowed. It was the im-

primatur of the Cabinet on the Dufferin programme. A
few days later the Dual Control was abolished by

Khedivial decree. In September Sir Evelyn

Evelyn Baring arrived in Cairo with the modest
Baring Consul-General and Diplomatic

Agent, little thinking that he was to rule the country

for twenty-three years. The Treasury was empty and
the State owed lOO millions; but the situation was
not hopeless. A British garrison was now at his

back, and though the Caisse de la Dette remained, the

Dual Control had vanished. The Khedive was of a gentle

and yielding nature, and power immediately passed into

the hands of the British Agent, who was loyally supported

from home. “It should be made clear,” wrote Granville

when he entered on his duties, “that the responsibility

which for the time rests on England obliges H.M. Govern-

ment to insist on the adoption of the policy which they

recommend, and that it will be necessary that those

Ministers and Governors who do not follow this course

should cease to hold their offices.” In other words, Egypt
was to be a British Protectorate without the name. “We
are uncommonly grateful to the Prince,” observed Har-
court to Herbert Bismarck. “He could have upset the

cart if he had wished. That we were lef. alone is due to

Germany’s good will.”
*

Though early evacuation was impossible, the reduction

of the garrison was urged by Dufferin, and Baring was
prepared to content himself with 3,000 troops at Alex-

andria. The reduction, however, and the removal of

troops from Cairo were postponed when an ill-disciplined

Egyptian army, commanded by Hicks, a British soldier

‘ “ Die Grosse Politik,” IV, 48.
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of fortune, was annihilated at the end of the year in Darfur

by the Mahdi, a sheikh of Dongola, who had raised the

flag of revolt in i88i. I'hough the British Government
had unwisely refrained from vetoing the expedition on

the ground that it had no concern with the Mahdi
Sudan, it now forbade the Khedive to Revolts,

attempt the reconquest of the province, for

which he possessed neither the troops nor the money.
Khartum and other fortified posts in the Sudan held

out, but were likely to be surrounded by the flow-

ing Mahdist tide. The British Government accord-

ingly ordered the evacuation of the country south of Wady
Haifa; but the sea coast from Suakin to Massowah and
the country up to the White Nile was to be held, in order

to check the slave trade between Africa and Asia. When
the decision to evacuate the Sudan was censured by the

Opposition as an act of cowardice, Granville replied that

the Government had never assumed responsibility for that

distant province. War in its trackless deserts would

throw Egypt back into the financial chaos from which

she was beginning to be extricated by British hands.

A loan was needed by the Egyptian Government to

meet the expenses of the rebellion and the Hicks expedi-

tion, and it was also desirable to modify the Law of

Liquidation, which made it impossible for the Government
to pay its way. Granville therefore proposed a conference

to enable the Government to fulfil its obligations and to

restore equilibrium. The Egyptian Question had not been

the subject of international discussion since 1882, and
Ferry accepted ou condition that related questions should

be canvassed in preliminary conversations between Gran-

ville and Waddington, the French Ambassador. France

obligingly disclaimed a desire to restore the Dual Control

or to substitute a French for a British occupation if Great

Britain withdrew, and accepted the undertaking of Great

Britain not to alter the international situation of Egypt.

Granville regarded this statement as an approval of the

policy of the dispatch of January 3, 1883, and proposed in
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return evacuation in January, 1888, if the Powers were

then of opinion that such withdrawal could take place

“without risk to peace or order.” He also proposed to

work out plans for the free use of the Suez Canal and the

neutralization of Egypt on the Belgian model after evacua-

tion. Both parties were pleased with the pourparlers.

“Egypt is neither French nor English,” declared Ferry

in presenting the papers; “it has never ceased and never

will cease to be a European question.”

The Conference itself, which opened on June 28, 1884,

belied the hopes that were raised by these amicable pre-

The London ^i^i^^^ies. Though its programme was
Conference, confined to the financial situation, differ-

1884 ences at once showed themselves. France

desired to increase the power of the Caisse and thus

in some measure to restore the Condominium. She
opposed the reduction of the interest on loans by one-half

per cent., which the British recommended on the ground
that the security had improved, and equally objected to the

idea of a British guarantee of the debt as a means of re-

ducing the rate. The two parties indeed approached the

Conference at cross-purposes, the one merely desiring to

ease the financial situation, the other to emphasize the

European character of the Egyptian problem. “Jules

Ferry,” wrote Lord Lyons on June 3, “thinks little of any

consideration in comparison with the political success

which it would be to him to give France again a political

footing in Egypt, and, as a means to this, to get a time

fixed for the departure of our troops. I am very unhappy
about the growing ill-will on both sides cf the Channel. It

is not that I suppose France has any deliberate intention

of going to war with us. But the two nations come into

contact in every part of the globe, and questions arise

which, in the present state of feeling, excite mutual

suspicion and irritation. Who can say when and where

some local events may not produce a serious quarrel, or

some high-handed proceedings of hot-headed officials occa-

sion an actual collision ? ” Thus, after seven sittings in the
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3urse of a month, the Conference broke up without

jaching any decisions.

After the failure of the London Conference and in

iew of the imminent bankruptcy of Egypt, Lord North-
rook, an ex-Viceroy of India and at that N^rt^brook
loment First Lord of the Admiralty, was visits

mt to Egypt to report and advise/ lie

Dent six weeks in the country and drew up two
jports. The first, devoted to finance, recommended
le extension of irrigation, the abolition of the corvee,

renter freedom in the taxation of foreigners, a reduction

F the land tax, and the issue of a loan of nine millions,

le interest of which was to be guaranteed by the British

overnment. “The effect of the proposals,’* he concluded,

will undoubtedly be to substitute the financial control of

ngland for the international control proposed by the

onference; but the alteration seems to me an advantage
3th to the Egyptian and the English Governments. Nor
3 I see what objections the other Powers can entertain to

lis control by Great Britain after her sacrifices in main-

ining the peace and safety of Egypt and the financial

ability now to be undertaken.” A second report, dealing

ith the Egyptian problem as a whole, argued that pro-

fess to be solid must be gradual. “I cannot recommend
le Government to fix any date at which the British troops

lall be withdrawn. Their strength may be reduced

=ifore long to about 4,000 men
;
but it would not be safe

r wise to fix any definite time for their entire withdrawal,

scause the safety of such a step must depend on the

iternal state of the country, and upon the political position

Egypt.”
Northbrook was too sanguine in his belief that “no

ower could object” to financial control by Great Britain,

i^hen the Egyptian Government took his advice to burst

s fetters by employing part of the surplus ear-marked for

le debt to meet the deficit on the administration, the

aisse secured a judgment from the Courts restoring the

^ See Sir B. Mallet, Lord Northbrook.”
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money. The proposal of a British guarantee of a loan was
rejected not only by France but by Gladstone, Childers,

and all the Commoners in the Cabinet, though approved

by Granville and the Peers. “Had his proposals been

accepted by the Cabinet and carried into execution,” writes

Lord Cromer, “ internationalism, which has been the bane
of Egypt, would have received a heavy blow, and the

paramount power of Great Britain, as the guide and pro-

tector of Egypt, would have been asserted. Nothing was
done to carry his policy into execution. His mission was
a failure.” This verdict is scarcely fair to the Cabinet,

which would have found it difficult if not impossible to

secure the assent of the Powers; for Turkey was by no
means inclined to facilitate our task, and France remained
actively hostile. Italy, alone of the Powers, was friendly,

for it had been arranged that she should take possession

of Massowah and the adjacent coast in the Red Sea.

At length in March, 1885, the London Convention
relaxed the stifling grip of the Law of Liquidation, and

The London ^'’^bled a loan of nine millions to be raised

Convention, at 3 >4 per cent., guaranteed by the Powers,
1885 which paid the indemnities due for the

damage to Alexandria in 1882 and the deficits of 1882
and 1883, and left a million over for improving irrigation.

The Convention also arranged for an International Com-
mission at the end of two years if Egypt could not pay her
way; but the situation slowly improved, and the Com-
mission was not required. Sir Edgar Vincent, the
financial adviser, economized on everything except irriga-

tion, which was developed by Sir Colin Scott-Moncrieff.
Sir Evelyn Wood trained a native army, and Sir John
Scott reformed the administration of justice. The
Khedive remained friendly and unambitious, and though
the Armenian Nubar, the cleverest brain in Egypt, re-

sented dictation and resigned in protest. Sir Evelyn Baring
gradually won the confidence of his native colleagues.

A declaration added to the London Convention
announced a conference in Paris on the status of the Suez
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Canal. Ferry, who eagerly desired to revive French
interests in Egypt and to reconquer lost ground, invited

the Powers to establish a system for guaranteeing at all

times and to all comers the free use of the Suez Canal.

The object of France and the majority of the Powers was
to internationalize rather than neutralize the Canal; and
this policy was fought by the British delegates, Sir Julian

Pauncefote and Sir Rivers Wilson, who were willing to

neutralize the Canal but not the ports of access, and
attempted to reserve for Egypt rights of police, which

Great Britain would exercise in her name. After ten

weeks of discussion a treaty was drafted representing the

views of the majority
;

but Great Britain and Italy

declined to accept it and the Conference broke up without

result. The fall of Ferry shortly afterwards removed the

champion of the forward policy; but on February 22, 1886,

an amended text was submitted for British approval.

Lord Rosebery postponed the discussion,

and negotiations continued at intervals till Canal

an agreement was reached between France Treaty

and Great Britain in October, 1887, and accepted

by the Powers in October, 1888. The “Treaty for

the establishment of a definite regime to guarantee free

use of the Canal was in itself satisfactory to France; but

in a dispatch, dated October 21, 1887, Lord Salisbury

repeated the fatal words used by Sir J. Pauncefote at the

end of the sittings of 1885. “Great Britain formulates

a general reservation in so far as the Treaty is incom-

patible with the transitional and exceptional situation and

would impede the liberty of action of the British Govern-

ment during the occupation.“ France accepted the

reservation “on the understanding that all the Powers may
take advantage of it.“ The Treaty was thus reduced to an

academic declaration; for, if Great Britain were at war,

she could control and block the Canal.

The determination to surrender the Sudan to the Mahdi

and to withdraw the European garrisons was wise and

indeed inevitable; but the selection of Gordon for the task
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was a tragic blunder. He had been Governor-General of

the Sudan in the later years of Ismail, but he possessed

The other qualification. “ Gladstone’s Govern-

Gordon ment,*’ writes Lord Cromer, “made two
Tragedy great mistakes in dealing with the Sudan.

The sin of omission was that it did not stop the Hicks

expedition. The sin of commission was the dispatch

of Gordon to Khartum. No Englishman should have

been sent to Khartum, and if anyone had to be sent, he

was not the man. Had I known him better I should

certainly never have agreed to his employment. On reach-

ing Khartum his combative spirit completely got the

better of him. He was above all a soldier and a very

bellicose soldier, and he could not brook the idea of

retiring before the Mahdi. As for his instructions he

threw them to the winds.” There is nothing to add to

Lord Cromer’s measured condemnation. But though

Gordon was cut off owing to his own disobedience to

orders, this was no excuse for the delay in sending an

expedition for his relief. At no moment in recent years

did British prestige stand lower in the world than when
the news arrived in February, 1885, that Khartum had
fallen and its romantic defender had perished. The
British Government impulsively resolved to carry out the

fallen hero’s programme of smashing the Mahdi; but the

Penjdeh crisis compelled them to hold their hand, and the

reconquest of the Sudan was postponed for a decade.

Though the Conservatives had sharply attacked the

Egyptian policy of the Gladstone Ministry, Salisbury had
no more desire to remain permanently in Egypt than his

rival, and on taking office in the summer of 1885 he at

once dispatched Drummond Wolff as Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Sultan, ‘ whose co-

operation he was to invite in the settlement of the

Egyptian question. On October 24, two months after his

arrival in the Turkish capital, he signed a convention

providing that the British and Turkish Governments were

^ See his “ Rambling Recollections,” II, 274-320.
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each to send a special Commissioner to Egypt, who, in

agreement with the Khedive, were to reorganize the army
and reform the administration. “So soon as the two
Commissioners,’* ran the sixth article, “shall have estab-

lished that the security of the frontiers and the good
working and stability of the Egyptian Wolff
Government are assured, they shall present Convention,

a report to their respective Governments,

who will consult as to the conclusion of a conven-

tion regulating the withdrawal of the* British troops

in a convenient period.” The Convention was approved

by all four Powers, and the Sultan expressed his

pleasure at its conclusion. Wolff reported that it had

done much to allay Turkish irritation, adding that the

Turkish Commissioner, if wisely chosen, would be useful

in creating institutions combining eastern and western

elements and in tranquillizing the Sudan. He at once left

for Egypt, followed by the Turkish Commissioner, Mukhtar
Pasha, at the close of the year. Discussions between Wolff,

Mukhtar and the Khedive on the pacification of the Sudan,
the finances and the army, continued throughout 1886, and
at the close of the year Wolff returned to England to

discuss the situation with Salisbury.

While the Commissioners were wasting their time in

Cairo, the French Government, once again under the

direction of Freycinet, continued its effort to shorten the

occupation. In his first conversation with Herbert Bis-

marck, the Foreign Secretary, on October 18, 1886,

Herbette, the newly appointed French Ambassador at

Berlin, made a bold bid for German support in the

Egyptian quarrel.' The idea of revanche, he declared,

was out of date, and an immense detente would occur

if the Chancellor would publicly declare that he intended

to use his enormous authority to maintain the status quo

in the Mediterranean. All suspicions and apprehensions

would disappear; all eyes would turn away from the

eastern frontier, and France could employ all her

‘ “ Die (irosse Politik,” VI, 144-52.
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Strength and resources where her vital interests were con-

cerned. “For us it is really a question of our existence

as a Great Power that England should evacuate Egypt.
The Mediterranean is the pivot of our policy, and the

English are abominated in France, much more than the

Germans have ever been.” In his interview with the

Chancellor shortly afterwards the Ambassador renewed
his appeal for German co-operation, but was informed

that Germany could not press England to leave the

country. The good will of France could never make up
for the ill-will of England.

At the same moment Waddington was instructed to

raise the question in Downing Street. “You are quite

France mistaken in thinking we want to stay in-

suggests definitely,” replied Salisbury; “we only
Evacuation means to withdraw honourably.

Our troops would be much more useful in India.

We are resolved to evacuate, but, when we do so,

we shall ask Europe to fix a period in which we shall

have the right of re-entry if new disorders occur. Without
this our work of reorganization would be imperilled. A
period of surveillance is necessary. We intend to

negotiate with the Sultan, but desire first an agreement
with France.” Freycinet replied by asking for an early

declaration fixing the date of evacuation, and adding that

the sooner it came the longer might be the period of sur-

veillance. “Great Britain is forming cadres with British

officers. This is natural, but does not tend to evacuation.

The Sultan is now willing, owing to our representations,

to form cadres with Turkish officers. We should not,

however, oppose if England keeps some European officers

for a time. Finally, any administrative or financial

reforms tending to reduce the French personnel would

be very unpopular, unless the date of evacuation is fixed.

Egypt is the only question that divides us.” The dispatch

was conciliatory in tone; but on November 17 the Premier

spoke gravely and almost threateningly in the Chamber.

“If a Great Power installed itself definitely in Egypt,
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it would be a very grave blow at the influence of

France in the Mediterranean, and in my opinion France
should never accustom herself to the idea that it

could pass definitely into the hands of a Great European
Power.*’

Early in 1887 Wolff returned to Constantinople to

negotiate the second Convention contemplated in the pact

of 1885, and sent a memorandum to the ge^ond Wolff
Grand Vizier proposing the neutralization Convention,

of Egypt, the retention of a sufficient

number of British officers in the Egyptian army, and
the right to re-enter in case of need. The latter

claim, replied the Porte, was to usurp the Sultan’s pre-

rogative
;
but a right of joint intervention was accorded in

the Convention signed at Constantinople on May 22. The
British troops were to retire after three years. If dangers
within or without necessitated postponement, they would
retire immediately after the disappearance of the danger.

After ratification of the Convention the Powers were to

be invited to guarantee the inviolability of Egypt. Turkey,

however, would use her right of military occupation if

she had reason to fear invasion or internal disorder, or if

the Khedive neglected his duties towards the suzerain

Power or his international obligations. The British

Government was likewise authorized in similar cases to

send troops to remove the dangers. The British and
Turkish commanders were to act with due regard to

Turkish rights, and the Turkish and British troops would
be withdrawn when the grounds of their intervention were

removed. If the Sultan did not move. Great Britain might

take military action alone. In a letter attached to the

Convention, Wolff explained that, if at the end of the

three years one of the Great Mediterranean Powers should

not have accepted it. Great Britain would consider this

refusal as the “appearance of danger from without”

contemplated by the Convention.

The • Sultan, Kiamil Pasha, the Grand Vizier, the

Ministers, and the Sheikh-el-Islam were anxious to settle

H
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the Egyptian question; but the Convention provoked an

outburst of wrath in France and Russia. Nelidoff, the

Wdiff Russian Ambassador, reproached the Grand

Convention Vizier with sacrificing the rights of the
Repudiated gyitan, adding that Russia w’ould prefer

an undefined state of transition to a recognition of

Great Britain’s special rights, and Giers observed to

the Turkish Minister at Petrograd that Russia would

probably refuse her cohesion. France, who was even

more hostile, vainly urged Germany to join in protest,

and informed the Sultan that she could not accept the

right of re-entry without limit of time. The Turks were

alarmed, and pretended to believe that, if the Convention

were ratified, France might occupy Syria and Russia

Armenia. The Porte therefore asked for an extension of

the month in which ratification was due; but it made no

use of the time granted, and Wolff left Constantinople

on July 16. Shortly afterwards the Turkish Ambassador
in London tried to reopen negotiations, but Salisbury

cogently replied that “as long as the Sultan was so much
under the influence of other advisers as to repudiate an

agreement which he had so recently sanctioned, any fresh

agreement would obviously be liable to meet with the

same fate.”

Despite the repudiation of the Wolff Convention, the

Turkish Commissioner remained in Cairo, without defined

functions and as a centre of intrigue. On the other hand,

the diplomatic position of Great Britain was improved;

for the world now knew that she had reached an agree-

ment for evacuation with the Sultan, v'ho had withdrawn

his assent under pressure from France and Russia. The
conduct of France did not encourage Great Britain to

further efforts to limit the duration of her stay in the

valley of the Nile; and the cessation of the recurring

deficits in 1888 encouraged Baring and his associates to

persevere in their difficult task.
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II

While France sought a solatium for Sedan in re-

building her lost colonial empire, victorious Germany
was for a decade content with the mastery Bigmarck
of the Continent. Millions of Germans and

emigrated to America during the nineteenth Colonies

century, but their loss was not greatly deplored. The
traditions of the Hansa exerted no spell on Bismarck,

who desired neither colonies nor a fleet, though he en-

couraged other Powers to direct their gaze beyond the

seas. Indeed his refusal to thwart their ambitions was
an essential element in the policy of safeguarding his own
handiwork. ‘M-Ie will hear nothing of colonies,” wrote

Hohenlohe after a visit to the Chancellor in 1880. ‘‘He

says we have not the fleet to defend them nor the bureau-

cracy to administer them. He spoke of my report on
French plans in Morocco, and believed we could be glad

if France took it; she would have plenty to do, and it

would be a compensation for Alsace-Lorraine.” ^ Bis-

marck’s calculated desinteressement was gratefully recog-

nized in Downing Street. “On the sound rule that you
love those most whom you consort with least,” wrote

Salisbury to Lord Odo Russell on January 14, 1880,

“Germany is clearly cut out to be our ally. Even our

ancient friend Austria is not so completely free from any
plans or interests which cross our own for the present.”

*

The Foreign Secretary was wise to add the saving clause,

for the spectacle of German enterprise enriching foreign

lands and other Powers greedily carving up the African

joint stimulated the German appetite, and eventually com-
pelled the Chancellor to satisfy its hunger before it was

too late.

The connexion of Germany with Africa dates from the

second half of the seventeenth century, when Prussian

ships took part in the slave trade. A foothold was estab-

' Hohenlohe, “ Denkwftrdigkeiten,” H, 291. * “ Life of Salisbury,” II, 373.
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lished on the Gold Coast, and an island off Senegal was
bought by the Great Elector, whose head was full of

The colonial schemes/ The Brandenburg African

Great Company was founded in i68i
;

but the
Elector enterprise proved a commercial failure and

was abandoned forty years later. Interest in the

Dark Continent was revived by German explorers,

traders and missionaries in the nineteenth century;

and when the Empire was founded Hamburg mer-

chants had already opened up a brisk trade both on

the east and west coasts. In 1878 a German branch of

King Leopold’s International African Association was
formed, and in 1882 the German Colonial Society was

founded. It was to the west coast that German eyes were

most frequently turned. In the middle of the century

missions were established in Damaraland and Namaqua-
land; and in 1864 some missionaries hoisted the German
flag to the north of Walfisch Bay, the only harbour on
the long unoccupied coast between the Orange River and
Angola. The Bay was vaguely regarded as British

;
and

in 1868, owing to friction between missionaries and
natives, the British Government promised the same pro-

tection to German as to British subjects, thus implying

that Damaraland and Namaqualand were within our

sphere of influence. On the other hand, there was n«

effective British occupation except at Walfisch Bay; and,

despite the appeal of the Governors of Cape Colony in

1867 and 1877 to annex the whole coast from Cape Colony

to the Portuguese frontier, the Government refused to

extend the area of territorial sovereignty beyond Walfisch

Bay and fifteen miles of sea frontage when action was
finally taken in 1878. In 1880, when German mission-

aries complained of the danger from native wars and of

the lack of protection from the British authorities, Bis-

marck inquired whether the British Government was pre-

' The most useful surveys of the foundation of Germany’s colonial

empire are Zimmermann, “ Geschichte der Deutschen Kolonialpolitik ”

;

and Lewin, “ The Germans in Africa.” An excellent sketch is given by
Dawson, “ The German Empire,” I, ch. 17.
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pared to afford the same protection to German as to

British subjects. The promise was given, but accom-
panied by a disclaimer of responsibility outside Walfisch

Bay. The door thus stood open for Germany, official or

unofficial, to enter on any other section of the desolate

coast. For two years longer, however, neither Power
showed any desire to add the uninviting No Man’s Land
to their empire.

In November, 1882, Luderitz, a Bremen merchant,

acting on the suggestion of the Colonial Society, asked

his Government to afford protection if he
south-

acquired territory in South-West Africa.* west

Bismarck gave the required promise, sub- Africa

ject to the condition that no other Power claimed

the district. He proceeded to ask the British Govern-
ment whether it claimed sovereignty or could afford

protection in the Angra Pequena region. If not,

the German Government would protect its own subjects,

though without the least intention of establishing a foot-

ing in South-West Africa. Granville replied that before

deciding he must know the position of the proposed

factory, and must consult the Government of Cape Colony.

Without waiting for the British response Luderitz signed

a treaty with a Hottentot chief for a small area with a sea

frontage of ten miles, and proceeded to hoist the German
flag. Cape Colony, though it had never desired to occupy

Angra Pequena, was annoyed; but it did not suggest the

occupation of the rest of the coast. On August 18 the

German Government informed its Consul at the Cape
that, if the rights of other nations were not thereby in-

fringed, it would give protection to the Luderitz settle-

ment; and a gunboat was stationed in the Bay of Angra
Pequena. The commander of a British gunboat sent

some months later from the Cape was informed that he

was in German territorial waters.

' Both the British and German Governments published numerous
Blue Books oa the colonial friction of 1883-5. Granville’s
Life,” II. and ” Die Grosse Politik,” IV, 1-108.
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The Chancellor, expecting Great Britain to further

German colonial policy in return for his invaluable support

in Egypt, declined to be hurried or to hurry the Govern-

ment, though it was twice reminded that he was waiting

for a reply. At last, after nine months, Granville replied

in November, 1883, that, though sovereignty had only

been proclaimed at Walfisch Bay and the islands off Angra
Pequena, any claim to sovereignty or jurisdiction by a

foreign Power between Angola and Cape Colony would
infringe our legitimate rights. It was a provoking com-
munication, and Bismarck could hardly be blamed for

inquiring on what these “legitimate rights” were based.

Further delay ensued, for Bismarck’s dispatch of Decem-
ber 31 was referred to the Colonial Office, and Lord
Derby proceeded to consult Cape Colony; but owing to

a change of Ministry, the answer, recommending the

British Government to assume control of the whole coast

up to Walfisch Bay, including Angra Pequena, did not

The reach London till May 29, 1884. It was
Chancellor too late; for, on April 24, the Chancellor,

Acts weary of the repeated delays and apprehen-

sive of being confronted with a fait accompli, pro-

claimed a protectorate from the Orange River to \ngra
Pequena. In an outspoken dispatch of June ii to the

German Ambassador in London he sharply complained

of “the game of hide and seek with the Colonial Office,”

and of the pretext that the Colonies were independent

States. His question, he observed, could have been

answered in a week without referring It to the Cape. It

was only necessary to state the extent of the recognized

possessions of England at that moment; whereas Lord

Granville, and still more Lord Derby, had chosen to

understand it as an inquiry whether it would suit England

to annex fresh territory.^ The feeling that Germany had

not been treated fairly had been strengthened by the

^ In his anger Bismarck proposed to the French Ambassador in May
an entente in African questions to the exclusion of England, but did not

follow it up. See Bourgeois et Pag^s, “ Origirtes et Responsabilit4s de la

Grande Guerre,” 208-10.
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contention of British statesmen that England had a right

to prevent settlements in the vicinity of her possessions,

and that she asserted a sort of Monroe doctrine in Africa.

Granville replied that the Government had no thought of

obstructing German colonization, and that he had not

gathered that Germany had colonial ambitions. He ex-

plained that the Cape Government had to be consulted

on matters concerning them, and that Derby understood

that Germany wished Great Britain to take the territory

under her protection. At this moment Herbert Bismarck

paid one of his flying visits to England and told Granville

very plainly what his father thought of the action of the

Government. The Foreign Minister apologized for mis-

understandings, brought the matter before the Cabinet,

and on June 21 informed the Ambassador that Great

Britain recognized German sovereignty at Angra Pequena.

On August 7 a German captain hoisted

the German flag over Angra Pequena, and Granville’s

the whole coast between Cape Colony and Errors

the Portuguese frontier, except Walfisch Bay, was
subsequently declared German territory. The clumsy

handling of the situation was resented by several

members of the Cabinet* Granville’s errors were mainly

due to his failure to realize that, despite the Chancellor’s

personal indifference to colonies, Germany was determined

to have them ;
and for this ignorance Lord Ampthill and

Munster were in part responsible.

“Bismarck is very grateful to you,” reported Ampthill.

“The Press is all praise at the fairness, justice and friend-

liness of your decision, and I hear from all sides that it

has done immense good to our international relations;

for the Germans had set their hearts on the protection

of Luderitz’s enterprise. The Crown Prince, who shared

the national craving but dreaded the anger and irritation

it was producing against England, shares the national

delight at your decision, which re-establisheS the good
feeling between England and Germany. The Crown
Princess is also beyond measure happy at the general
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contentment and altered tone of the Press. I am im-

mensely relieved at your having dispelled the threatening

incubus. It is a remarkable fact that Bismarck, contrary

to his convictions and his will, has been driven by public

opinion to the colonial policy he had hitherto denounced

as detrimental to the concentration of German strength.*’

At the same time a dragging dispute relating to the land

claims of German settlers in Fiji was referred to a mixed
Commission.

Just when the sun had begun to shine brightly, the

news that the Cape Parliament had asked for the annexa-

Bismarck Angra Pequena revived Bismarck’s

desires anger and suspicion. If England ignored
Heligoland

protest, he declared on August 22,

there would be a total breach. The matter was too

small to fight about, but diplomatic difficulties could

be raised in various quarters. He also renewed his com-
plaints about the delay in answering his dispatch of

December 31, 1883, and charged Derby with employing
the interval to encourage the Cape Government to seize

the coast and anticipate the action of Germany. Still

more surprising was the complaint that he had received no
reply to a dispatch which he read to the Reichstag, warn-

ing Great Britain that if she refused her aid in German
colonial enterprise, he would seek assistance from France.

The incident displayed Bismarck at his worst; for the

dispatch in question, by his own instructions, had never

been presented. The gentle and courteous Granville was
alarmed by these unexpected outbursts. ^‘I am afraid we
shall find Bismarck a great difficulty in our path. He is

making use of us for electioneering purposes. We have

met all his open colonial grievances; but he has a secret

one—Heligoland.” The Ambassador had, in fact,

informed the Foreign Secretary in May that Germany
desired to construct a canal from the North Sea to the

Baltic, and sounded him as to the surrender of the island,

which was useless to England, and which would strengthen

the good feeling of Germany in an extraordinary degree.
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The Foreign Secretary urbanely replied that the cession of

Gibraltar would doubtless strengthen our good relations

with Spain; and a further reference to the subject in the

following year met with a similar dilatory response.

Granville believed that the cession would be unpopular,

and that in any case Gladstone, Derby and himself were

not the people to make it
;
but it might be worth consider-

ing as a factor in solving the financial difficulty in Egypt.

“We have to deal with two sovereignties,“ wrote Bis-

marck to Munster on December 5. “One is exercised by
Lord Granville, who utilizes our friendship Angio-
in Egypt and elsewhere, and believes that German
his assurances of friendship are sufficient

Friction

payment for it. The second is that of Lord Derby,

who opposes us at most points where we touch. We
cannot keep two accounts with England.” A new
source of friction occurred in the publication in a Blue

Book of a dispatch containing a protest and a claim

arising out of the bombardment of a village in the

Cameroons, in which British property had been damaged.
Such documents are not, as a rule, published till they

are in the hands of the party to whom they are addressed;

but in the present case it was communicated to the German
Ambassador instead of to his chief. For this trifling

matter Bismarck staged an angry scene with the British

Ambassador, and revived the old claim for compensation

for property injured by the bombardment of Alexandria.

Further friction arose when the Chancellor declared a

Polish traveller in West Africa to be a British agent, and

demanded a formal repudiation of him and his works.

Granville and Derby, the most long-suffering and con-

ciliatory of men, were now convinced that further yielding

would only encourage the heavy-handed Chancellor to

bully Great Britain. Since 1876, the year before the

annexation, German eyes had turned towards the Transvaal

as an outlet for emigration and perhaps something more.

A company, it was suggested, might obtain Delagoa Bay,

or St. Lucia Bay in Zululand, and build a line to Pretoria.
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Another plan, of which the energetic Luderitz was the

author, aimed at securing Pondoland. There 'Vy^as no
danger at Delagoa Bay, since Great Britain held a right

of pre-emption
;
but German plans in Zululand were sud-

denly frustrated by the hoisting of the British flag at St.

Lucia Bay on December i8, 1884. At the same moment
Sir Charles Warren was dispatched from Cape Colony to

eject Boer trekkers from Bechuanaland, and Sir Harry

Johnston was sent on a mission which ultimately led to

the acquisition of British East Africa.

Bismarck had displayed remarkable patience and con-

sideration before founding Germany’s first colony; but the

Togoland Stage in the growth of her African

and Empire was carried through by a piece of
Cameroon sharp practice. In April, 1884, the British

Foreign Office was informed that the German Consul-

General Nachtigal would visit the west coast of Africa

to report on German commerce; and, after assur-

ances that his objects were purely commercial, Granville

promised the assistance of the British authorities on the

spot. But on July 5 Nachtigal, after arrangements with

the chiefs, declared Togoland a German Protectorate. He
next sailed to the Cameroons, where the principal chief

signed a treaty in return for 100, and hoisted the German
flag over the Cameroon river. The British Consul in the

Cameroons now returned from> his holiday and proclaimed

a Protectorate over the Oil Rivers, the mouths of the Niger,

and the coast westward to the boundary of Lagos.

Nachtigal’s swoop only deprived Great Britain of a small

section of the coast line; but Germany was subsequently

permitted to annex the whole district of the Cameroons,

though Cameroon chiefs had asked for British protection

since 1879, and Granville confessed that the Government
were intending to annex the country had Germany not

done so.

In the same eventful year, 1884, Germany planted her

foot in New Guinea, to which the colonial party had for

several years turned longing eyes. The western end of
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the great island belonged to the Dutch, and a British

company received a charter in 1881. The demand of the

Governments of the Australian Colonies for the annexation

of the eastern half being ignored, Queensland proceeded

to annex it in April, 1883, without authoriza-

tion, but was promptly overruled by the Pacific

Home Government. Despite this rebuke an Ocean

intercolonial convention at the end of the same year

demanded the annexation of all the unappropriated

parts of New Guinea and the neighbouring islands, and
declared that the acquisition of territory in the south-

west Pacific was challenged by German settlers in the

south seas, who proceeded to claim the protection of their

Government; and in May, 1884, a German New Guinea

Company was formed. An expedition was dispatched by
the Company to acquire unappropriated territory on the

north-east coast, and official protection was asked and
accorded. The British Cabinet was divided, some of its

members supporting the Australasian demands, while

Gladstone, Granville and Derby favoured a friendly

arrangement with Germany, whose good will in the

Egyptian quarrel with France was urgently needed. No
decision was reached, and when Meade, the Under-
secretary of the Colonial Office, was sent to Berlin at the

end of the year he was greeted with rebukes. England,

declared the angry Chancellor, was obstructing Germany
in the Pacific no less than in Africa. She already

possessed a mass of territory which would require years to

develop, and it was unworthy of her to grudge Germany
a portion of New Guinea. Meade replied that the Colonies

considered the Colonial Office to have been unduly pro-

German
;
that the annexation of the Cameroons and Togo-

land had been accepted without protest; and that the

Colonial Office liad informed the Foreign Office that it

preferred Germany to France as a neighbour.

“Our relations with England have grown steadily

worse ever since May,” wrote the Chancellor to Miinster on

January 25, 1885, “and it would not have occurred if you
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had presented our desires more energetically,’’ Herbert

Bismarck was accordingly once again sent to London in

Herbert
March, and once more set forth the

Bismarck’s grievance of his countrymen with a frank-
Mission which the Ambassador had always

feared to adopt- He explained that Germany, failing

to receive the expected support in her colonial under-

takings, had been compelled to show the difference

between German friendship and ^enmity. “All the

Ministers with whom I spoke,” reported the envoy,

“assured me that they quite understood the situation,

and that now it had been so clearly explained further mis-

understandings appeared to be impossible.” The Prime
Minister warmly grasped the proffered hand. “If Ger-

many is to become a colonizing Power,” he declared in

sonorous tones in the House of Commons, “all I say is,

God speed her I She becomes our ally and partner in the

execution of the great purposes of Providence for the

advantage of mankind,” The Foreign Secretary, in full

sympathy with his chief, expressed the same aspirations

in more prosaic phraseology. “There appears to be a

suspicion in Germany that we do not give full recognition

of the present position of that great nation. I believe, on

the contrary, that there is no country in which not only

politicians, but all classes of the population appreciate

more and with greater pleasure the important position

which Germany has taken in Europe since its unification.”

A few weeks after these declarations the division of New
Guinea was amicably arranged, Great Britain obtaining

the southern half of the eastern portion of the island, while

Germany secured the northern half, which was christened

Kaiser Wilhelm’s Land, and the New Britain Islands,

which were renamed the Bismarck Archipelago. The
sun was shining again; but the spectacle of Great Britain,

with territory in every continent, grudging a modest

colonial empire in the unappropriated tropics to a Great

Power with a growing trade and population, while accept-

ing the steady support received from Germany in Egypt,
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was neither forgotten nor forgiven, while the high-handed

and occasionally deceitful methods of Bismarck left a dis-

agreeable impression in Downing Street. On the other

hand, British statesmen were thankful that it was Ger-

many and not France who had so rapidly extended her

dominions, since French colonization meant the doom of

British trade.

The acquisition of the most valuable and thickly

populated portion of Germany’s colonial empire occurred

without the friction that had marked the
peters

earlier stages of its construction. The and

authority of the Sultan of Zanzibar extended Zanzibar

over the coast and far into the interior of East

Africa, and several of the Powers signed commercial

treaties with him in the middle decades of the nineteenth

century. British influence was supreme at his Court, and
in 1878 an offer to accept British protection was made
and declined. Next to the British, the Germans were

the most active and numerous of European traders, and
in October, 1884, a German Consul was appointed at

Zanzibar. In reply to an inquiry from the British Foreign

Office, Bismarck replied that there was no intention of

proclaiming a Protectorate; but there were pushing men
in Germany resolved to force the Government’s hand.

Karl Peters, who had brought back from a residence in

England a living interest in colonial questions, had
founded a Society for German Colonization, which con-

centrated its attention on East Africa. Despite the absence

of official encouragement, Peters and two friends arrived

at Zanzibar on Npvember 4, 1884, dressed like mechanics,

crossed to the mainland, penetrated beyond the coastal

zone owning allegiance to the vSultan, concluded treaties

with native chiefs, and hoisted the German flag over an

area of 60,000 square miles. The explorer hurried home,
founded a German East African Company, to which he

transferred his treaty rights, and in February, 1885,

secured Imperial protection over the territories. The
Sultan protested, but the British representative was ordered
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to support German claims, and it was decided to limit the

Sultanas authority to a strip ten miles deep along the coast.

When he still refused to surrender his claims to the hinter-

land, and sent troops to enforce them, a German squadron

appeared with an ultimatum, to which he yielded. When
the sultanate of Witu and parts of Swahililand and

Somaliland were subsequently added by Peters and his

associates, a delimitation of Anglo-German spheres of

influence became necessary, and in the autumn of 1886

Great Britain recognized Germany’s rights over a strip

of coast and over the Kilimanjaro region, Uganda and
Witu. Since the two rivals were now in agreement, the

Sultan had no choice but to accept the diminution of his

Germany inherited rights and claims. Three years

in later, Peters having discredited himself
Samoa

cruelties, German East Africa was
transferred to the control of the Crown, to whom
in 1890 the Company sold its rights. Germany’s
overseas empire was further enlarged by the planting of

her foot in Samoa. The colonies thus acquired without a

fleet and without moving a soldier were widely separated

from the mother country and from one another, and were

unsuited to settlement by white men, at any rate in large

numbers; but their possession increased the pride and self-

confidence of the new-born German Empire, turned the

eyes of the German people from the exclusive contem-

plation of the European chess-board to the larger

problems of Weltpolitik, and ultimately stimulated the

demand for maritime power.

The partition of Africa was carried out not only by
the Great Powers, but by the ruler of a country too small

to satisfy his masterful ambition.^ In 1876 King Leopold,

who had followed the exploration of the Dark Continent

with passionate interest, invited to Brussels the leading

geographical experts of the world and created the “Inter-

^ See, above all, Stanley, ** The Congo.** The latest and most im*
partial survey is by Professor A. B. Keith, “ The Belgian Congo and
the Berlin Act.”
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national Association for the Exploration and Civilization

of Africa,’’ with himself as the President. Each nation

was to establish a Committee and to undertake a section

of the work, but the Belgian Committee at Brussels, where

the headquarters of the Association were
Stanley

placed, alone displayed continuous and and

creative activity. The journey of Stanley Leopold

from the Indian Ocean to the Great Lakes and from

the Great Lakes along the Congo to the Atlantic

coast in 1875-7 riveted the King’s attention on the Congo
basin. Stanley was promptly invited to Brussels, and

in November, 1878, a separate committee of the Associa-

tion was created with the title Comite d^Etudes du haul

Congo. Though international in name, the undertaking

was financed by Leopold, who dispatched Stanley in

1879 coitclude treaties with the chiefs. Between 1880

and the summer of 1884 the great explorer signed

“treaties” with hundreds of chiefs and established stations

on the Congo and its tributaries, where his rival de Brazza,

a French naval officer of Italian descent, was already

laying the foundations of the French Congo.
The prospect of a new State in the heart of Africa

aroused the apprehension of other colonizing Powers. The
west coast had been explored by Portugal as far back

as the fifteenth century, and it was on the daring adven-

tures of Prince Henry the Navigator and his successors

that she now based appeals to Great Britain to recognize

her claims on the Congo. In February, 1884, after pro-

longed negotiations, an Anglo-Portugucse Convention

was signed, recognizing both banks of the mouth of the

river as Portuguese territory, in return for promises of

commercial equality for all nations, free navigation of the

Congo and the Zambesi, and the suppression of slavery

and the slave trade in her new territory. Granville pointed

out that the assent of Great Britain to Portuguese claims

was only the first step, and the Treaty found no favour

with the other colonizing Powers. Though it did not

interfere with King Leopold’s claims in the interior, he
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was not the man to watch in silence the corking of the

Congo bottle, and he quickly found powerful allies. The
French colonial movement was in full swing under Jules

Ferry, and de Brazza's achievements on the north bank

Anglo-Portu-
hopes that France might one day

guese Con- obtain the whole territory in question. A
vention, 1884 fortnight after the signature of the Treaty

France informed Portugal that she could not acknow-

ledge it, and a month later Bismarck announced

that Germany could not recognize such far-reaching

arrangements in which she had not been consulted. The
opponents of the Treaty were further strengthened by

the recognition of the flag—and thus of the territorial

sovereignty—of the International Association of the Congo
(as the Comity d' Etudes was now called) by the United

States. At the same moment Leopold signed an agree-

ment with France promising not to cede without previous

consultation any of its stations or territories, and according

France pre-emption if the Association were ever compelled

to realize its possessions.

Confronted by this formidable coalition, Portugal had

no choice but to surrender, for Great Britain, with Egypt
on her hands, could afford her no support. It was clear

that the fortunes of the Congo basin could only be deter-

mined by an International Conference, and on October 8,

1884, Germany and France—for a brief period on the

best of terms—jointly invited the Powers to Berlin to

discuss freedom of commerce, freedom of navigation on
the Congo and the Niger, and the methods of rendering

occupation of territory effective. The Conference of the

Powers, including the United States, assembled in

November, and sat till the end of February, 1885, niuch

time being occupied by the territorial dispute between

France, Portugal and the Congo Association. By the

Berlin Act the basin of the Congo was defined by the

watersheds of the Congo tributaries and the Nile on

the north, of the eastern affluents of Lake Tanganyika

on the east, and of the Zambesi on the south. In this vast
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rea the trade of all nations was to enjoy complete freedom,

'reedom of navigation of the Congo and its tributaries

^as enjoined, differential dues on vessels

nd merchandise were forbidden, and trade Berlin

lonopolies were prohibited. The provisions Conference

f the Act were to be carried out by an Inter-

ational Commission. The Powers undertook to watch

ver the moral and material welfare of the natives, to

Lippress slavery and the slave trade, to encourage missions

nd exploration, and to prevent the Congo basin from

ecoming the arena of warfare. The International Asso-

iation, possessing no legal status, was not represented

t the Conference
;
but, as it was recognized by and con-

Tuded conventions with all the Powers before the close

f the Conference, it signed the general Act. British

^cognition was coupled with a convention empowering
Consuls to hold Consular Courts, and to exercise civil and
riminal jurisdiction over British subjects. The King,
aving secured recognition, proceeded to settle his boun-
aries with France and with Portugal, which recognized

le northern bank of the Congo as belonging to the

Lssociation.

When the Berlin Act was signed, Leopold requested

le Belgian Parliament to authorize his acceptance of the

osition of vSOvereign of what was henceforth officially

nown as “The Independent State of the Congo”; and
ermission was granted on condition that the connexion

f Belgium and the Congo should be exclusively personal,

'he King thus found himself undisputed ruler of a

?rritory of almost a million square miles, for, though
le Powers had claimed ex-territorial jurisdiction, they

id not exercise their rights, and most of them knew little

nd cared less whether the stipulations of the Act con-

^rning the welfare of the natives and the liberty of com-
lerce were violated or observed. The international

haracter of the State quickly disappeared as foreign

fficials were replaced by Belgians, and the large sums
pent by the King out of his own pocket increased his

T
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determination to be master in his own house. But the

vast estate required larger sums for communications and

development than he could supply, and money was raised

in Belgium, first by a lottery loan and later by a Parlia-

mentaf-y grant. The publication of his will in 1889,

leaving the Congo State to his country after his death,

encouraged further investments of the national wealth.

The early efforts of the King to cope with his gigantic

task were watched with general sympathy and approval

;

The Governor-General was loyal

Brussels to the Berlin Act, and philanthropists

looked forward to a systematic campaign

against the slave trade which desolated and disgraced

the heart of Africa. It was in no hostile spirit that in

i88g the British Government urged Leopold to summon
a conference at Brussels, and after months of discussion

the Brussels Act was signed by the seventeen Powers
which took part in it in July, 1890. Elaborate provisions

for the suppression of the traffic were drawn up, and the

sale of liquor and fire-arms was subjected to rigorous

supervision and in certain areas entirely prohibited. Not
a few of the delegates to the Conference left Brussels

with the hope that their labours had ensured a brighter

future to the natives; but it was only a year later that

The King inaugurated the system of monopolies, con-

cessions and exploitation which for the next twenty years

turned large tracts of the Congo .State into a hell upon
earth and brought down maledictions on the head of its

royal oppressor.



CHAPTER IV

BULGARIA AND THE POWERS

During the years following the renewal of the Dreikaiser-

bund in i88i Europe enjoyed a brief respite from the crises

and alarms which had followed one another in rapid suc-

cession since 1875; but Beaconsfield had confided in the

Crown Princess at the Congress of Berlin that the Bul-

garian settlement would not last longer than seven years/

The prophecy was to be fulfilled to the letter. A few

hours’ work in Philippopolis on a September day in 1885

burst the floodgates that had been so laboriously con-

structed by the Treaty of Berlin, reopened the feud

between Russia and Austria, destroyed the Dreikaiser-

bund, and led to a new grouping of the Great Powers.

Irredentism in Eastern Roumelia had been fostered for

a brief period by Russia, who in the pact of 1881 secured

Austria’s assent in advance to its union
Eastern

with Bulgaria; but when the friend- Roumelian

ship between Petrograd and Sofia cooled, Irredentism

Alexander III ceased to desire a change which
Would strengthen an ungrateful satellite. The Prince,

while smarting under Russian hostility, was anxious for

the sake of his country to remove it, and in the summer
of 1885 he confided his troubles to Kalnoky. The Austrian

Foreign Minister invited him to attend the forthcoming

manoeuvres in Pilsen, when he would have the chance of

meeting Giers at the neighbouring Franzensbad. He
seized the opportunity and informed Giers that he desired

- See “ Die Grosse Politik/* V and VI ; Corti, “ Alexander von
Battenberg ”

;
Plehn, “ Bismarck’s Auswartige Politik,” 183-305 ;

Sosnosky, “ Balkanpolitik,” II; Beaman, “ Stambuloff ”
; Pribram,

“ Secret Treaties of Austria-Hungary ; Schwertfeger, “ Zur Eutopdischen
Politik,” V.
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a modus vivendi, to which the Russian Foreign Minister

replied that he too desired a reconciliation. The two men
parted on friendly terms, the Prince expressing his belief

that there would be no outbreak in Eastern Roumelia for

the present, and assuring the Minister that he had no
intention of disturbing the status quo. He spoke in per-

fect good faith; but a meeting had already been held on

June 22 in a village near Philippopolis, where it was
agreed to proclaim the union of the province in September,

after the harvest was gathered in. When the date ap-

proached the Prince was informed that the country was

tired of separation, that every town possessed a secret

committee, that union would be proclaimed on September

18, and that he must lead it or be swept aside. Alexander

was used to threats, and did not take the warning seri-

ously. A week later, on celebrating his birthday, he

displayed his good will to Russia by the distribution of

distinctions to Russians serving in Bulgaria; but on the

same day the mayors of all the towns of Eastern Roumelia
accompanied their congratulations with the expression of

a wish that he should soon be the ruler over both Bulgarias.

The Prince woke up to the situation when on September
16 Karaveloff, the Premier, informed him that union was
about to be proclaimed. With his promise to Giers on

his conscience Alexander argued that it was impossible,

adding that he would himself act when action became

possible, but that at the present moment Bulgaria would

find herself alone.

The Prince struggled in vain against the resolve of a

united people, and on September i8, according to pro-

Revolution in
the Konak in Philippopolis was

Philippopolis, surrounded and the Governor-General con-
Sept. 18 veyed across the frontier. The news was

at once telegraphed to the Prince, who was at Burgas.

“The whole population of South Bulgaria has to-day

proclaimed union with North Bulgaria. The army of

South Bulgaria has already taken the oath to you and
occupied the Turkish frontier, and impatiently awaits its
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r chief.” The telegram was signed by “the Com-
ider of all the South Bulgarian troops.” The Prince

graphed to Karaveloff, the Premier, and Stambuloff,
sident of the Chamber, to meet him at Tirnovo. The
ner, like the Prince, found it difficult to choose between
nding Russia and disappointing Bulgaria; but hesita-

\ was swept away by the virile resolution of Stambuloff.

re, revolt is an accomplished fact. Two roads lie

3re Your Highness : the one to Philippopolis and as

further as God may lead; the other to Darmstadt. I

nsel you to take the crown which the nation offers
1.” “I choose the road to Philippopolis,” was the

ly; “and, if God loves Bulgaria, may He protect me
1 her.” A proclamation accepting the union was at

e drafted and published. On the same day the three

1 started in carriages towards Philippopolis, greeted

Dughout the journey with passionate enthusiasm, and
sred the southern capital three days after the revolu-

i. The Prince’s decision was promptly confirmed by
Sobranje, which proclaimed the union of the two main
tions of the Bulgarian race. The army was mobilized,

war seemed probable if not inevitable.

The conspirators had chosen their time well. The
ir, as usual, was spending the summer with his wife’s

itives in Denmark, Giers was on holiday
Russia

the Tyrol, and the recently appointed and
tish Ambassador at Constantinople, Sir Turkey

lliam White, was a stout friend of the Balkan
ples.^ Europe naturally expected the Sultan to

ade Eastern Roumelia and drown the revolt in

od ;
and the paradoxical spectacle was witnessed of

lidoff, the Russian Ambassador, urging him to smite

vn Orthodox Slavs by the Mussulman sword. Abdul
mid, however, evinced no desire to take the field, either

ause he was afraid of the risk of the conflict spreading,

Edwards, “ Sir W. White,*’ ch. 18. Morier thought that Great
ain should humour Russia in Europe in order to avoid a challenge
Lsia. White, on the contrary, believed that yielding in Europe would
urage Russia to press forward in Asia.
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or because he expected the Powers to veto his advance, or

because ho regarded the province as lost in all but name
since 1878, or perhaps because he believed that Prince

Alexander might form a welcome buffer between Russia

and Turkey. On entering the southern capital the Prince

had gone straight from the Te Deum in the Cathedral to

the mosque, where he had ordered prayers for the Sultan

;

and he sent a message to his suzerain that the revolution

was not aimed at Turkey and that he would protect the

Mussulmans. Though on September 23 Turkey invited

the intervention of the Powers to maintain the Treaty of

Berlin, it soon became clear that the Prince was not

threatened from Constantinople. But while the attitude

of Turkey was better than the conspirators had dared to

hope, the Russian bear at once showed his claws. The
Prince had telegraphed to Petrograd that he felt compelled

to fulfil the wishes of his country and asked for Russian

support. Giers telegraphed to his master, “For heaven’s

sake no union”; and the Tsar answered the Prince’s

appeal not only by a telegram of disapproval but by an

order peremptorily recalling every Russian officer from

Bulgaria. A deputation was sent to Copenhagen to beg

him to modify his hostility. “There can be no question

of dissolving the union,” was the reply; “but so long as

you keep your present Government expect from me
nothing, nothing, nothing.”

Against the hostility of Russia could be set the active

encouragement of Great Britain. Queen Victoria had

Queen taken a fancy to the handsome young
Victoria’s Prince on a visit to England, and the
Support marriage of her daughter to Prince Henry

of Battenberg increased her interest in his brother.

Moreover, in championing the union she was also giving

rein to her undiminished animosity against Russia. Her
views were shared by Salisbury, who was now his own
master an4 able to display the sympathy with the Balkan

Christians which Beaconsfield had never understood. One
of the first acts of the provisional Government at Philip-
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popolis was to implore British aid; and British Consuls
were ordered to recognize it de facto. The three Empires,

on the contrary, suggested a conference of Ambassadors
at Constantinople, which should summon the Prince to

evacuate Eastern Roumelia. Bismarck^s policy was to

keep the peace between Russia and Austria by supporting

them in their respective spheres of influence. “In Bul-

garia, “ he declared, “I am Russian,” and he described

the Prince as Russia’s Statthalter. Francis Joseph ignored

the Prince’s appeal for support; but Kalnoky informed

the Sultan that though he had a right to coerce Bulgaria

be hoped he would not do so for fear of complications.

Salisbury accepted the Conference, retaining a free hand
if it should determine on coercion. In the instructions to

Sir W. White he declared in significant phrases that we
were not bound to the letter of the Treaty of Berlin, but

must consider reason as well as legality and not forget

the wishes of the inhabitants. The Prince should be ap-

pointed Governor-General for life. The British Am-
bassador found himself alone in the Conference which met

on November 5, and which, since unanimity proved im-

possible owing to his opposition, broke up on November 25.

Kalnoky, who desired neither to disrupt the Dreikaiser-

bund nor to evict the Prince, suggested that he might

compound for his offence by ceding to
Serbia

Serbia Widin and a strip of territory south attacks

of Pirot, As the ally and diplomatic

champion of Serbia he had proposed territorial com-

pensation for his protege directly the revolution in

Philippopolis occurred, but he insisted that such com-

pensation should be secured peacefully through the good

offices of the Powers. Neither Germany nor Russia, how-

ever, recognized a Serbian claim to a solatium, and King
Milan determined to win it by his own sword. He de-

clined to receive the Bulgarian Minister who brought a

letter from the Prince, nnd on November 14 he declared

war. Salisbury had warned Serbia against attacking

either Bulgaria or Turkey, and promised that if she
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abstained (he British Government would prove her friend.

The headstrong Milan, however, refused to wait. The
Serbian army crossed the frontier, was hurled back after

a three days* battle at Slivnitza, and pursued to Pirot,

where it was again defeated, despite the fact that the Bul-

garian army was led by inexperienced officers who had

never commanded more than a company. A collective

Note of the Powers persuaded Serbia to cease hostilities,

but Bulgaria refused the request for an armistice.

The Austrian Minister hurried to the Bulgarian head-

quarters at Nisch to stop hostilities; and when Prince

Austria Alexander replied that he would halt if

saves the Powers would recognize the union, the
Serbia Minister bluntly rejoined that he could

not negotiate, and that if he advanced he would
confront Austrian troops, while Russia would occupy

Bulgaria and he would lose his throne. The intervention

was only just in time, for when hostilities ceased after a

fortnight’s duration Serbia’s munitions were exhausted,

and a Bulgarian occupation of Belgrad would have over-

thrown the dynasty.*

After Alexander’s sensational victory no more was
heard of the reconquest of Eastern Roumelia. The out-

spoken Katkoff censured the Tsar for sacrificing Russia’s

influence, and Giers admitted that the status quo ante

could not be restored, Belgrad, Athens and Sofia, he

suggested, should be invited by the Powers to demobilize,

and Turkey to follow suit. Milan, however, was still in

fighting mood, and instructed his delegate to the peace

conference at Bucharest to spin out negotiations till the

army was ready to renew the struggle, and then to break

off the discussion.* Some of the Generals, however,

secretly urged Mijatovich to make peace; and after he

had wasted three months in the Roumanian capital with

the delegates of Bulgaria and Turkey, the Great Powers
insisted on a conclusion, and a single-clause treaty stated

that “peace is restored.” The controversy between Bul-

^ Mijatovich, “ Memoirs,” ch. 4. * Ih'd., ch. 5.
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garia and Turkey was terminated by a convention on

February i, 1886, recognizing Prince Alexander as

Governor-General of Eastern Roumelia for five years;

and the two countries agreed that if either were attacked

the other would send troops. Lord Rosebery, the Foreign

Secretary in Gladstone’s short-lived third administration,

advised the Porte to abandon the pact, which Russia

declared she would never accept. As Bismarck upheld

the Tsar’s objection, the military alliance was cancelled,

and Russia’s veto on the recognition of Prince Alexander

by name was accepted. The Powers, including Turkey,

then recognized “the Prince of Bulgaria” as Governor of

Eastern Roumelia for five years.

The storm aroused by the coup at Philippopolis was
not yet over, for Greece, like Serbia, had demanded com-
pensation for the aggrandisement of Bui- Greece
garia.’ If Eastern Roumelia might join demands
Bulgaria, she argued, why should not

Epirus join Greece? The Sultan, however, was in

no mood for further sacrifices, and the streets of Athens

echoed to the shrill cry “Zito Polemos I
” When Greek

and Turkish troops were sent to the frontier, the Powers,

at Salisbury’s suggestion, dispatched two notes to Athens,

the first inviting her to disarm, the second announcing
that no naval attack on Turkey would be permitted.

Greece proudly replied that to submit to the menaces
of Europe would be to compromise her liberty; and though

she kept her ships in port, she continued her military

preparations. Delyannis armed the population on the

frontier, and these irregulars, who obeyed no orders,

harassed the Turkish outposts. All the Powers except

France and Italy were ready for coercion, and the fleets

assembled at Suda Bay on January 29, 1886. Encouraged

by the vigorous action of the Powers, Turkey denounced

“the inexplicable ambition of the Greeks,” declared her

^ See Moiiy, Souvenirs,” ch. 6; Stillman, ” Autobiography,” ch. 37;
and Rumbold, ” Final Recollections of a Diplomatist,” ch. 3-6. The
British Minister was personally in favour of the satisfaction of Greek
claims and opposed to the blockade.
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readiness tp “take up their challenge and defend her

honour,” and even hinted at a demand for compensations

for her military expenditure,

When Gladstone succeeded Salisbury a ray of hope
shone for a moment in Athens; but Lord Rosebery was

Blockade
determined as his predecessor, in the

of interests both of peace and of Greece ber-
Greece prevent a conflict.' Delyannis and

the Chamber remained so bellicose that Lord Rose-

bery proposed to demand the reduction of the army to

a peace footing, adding that if she refused the Minister

should be recalled and a blockade proclaimed. All the

Powers except France agreed, Freycinet replying that he

regretted the peren^ptory tone of the demand relating to

the army, and declining to promise to withdraw the French

Minister or to establish a blockade. On the same day,

April 23, wishing to spare Athens the humiliation of an
ultimatum, he urged Delyannis to reduce the army with-

out waiting for compulsion, adding that France would
not forget it if Greece deferred to her views. It was a

warm and friendly appeal, and on April 25 the Premier

promised not to disturb the peace.^ Despite this surrender

at the eleventh hour, the joint Note of Great Britain,

Russia, Germany and Austria was presented on April 26,

insisting that orders should be issued within a week to

reduce the forces on land and sea to a peace footing.

Next day the blockading fleets of the four Powers appeared

off the Piraeus. The Ministers left the capital, and a

blockade of the ports was proclaimed.

Delyannis was obstinate; but the King ordered him
to demobilize or resign. He resigned, and was succeeded

by Tricoupis; but the crisis was not over, for on the day

of his appointment the Turkish army received orders

to cross the frontier on the following day and march

on Athens if Greek attacks were not instantly stopped.

^ E. T. Cook, “ The Foreign Policy of t-ord Rosebery,” 6-ii.

’ preycipet, ” SoMvenii's,” II. Jules Ferry blamed Freycinet (oir

separating France from the Concert.
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Skirmishing was in progress all along the frontier, De-
lyannist officers were in command, and it was impossible

to reach sections of the front by telegraph. “If fightipg

cannot be stopped at once we are lost,” cried the new
Premier to Stillman, the Times correspondent, who, at

his request, persuaded the secretary left in charge of the

British Legation (though without diplomatic relations to

the Greek Government) to telegraph home a reqqest that

Turkey should be informed that the Greek troops were
being ordered to stop fighting. Stillman also informed

the Turkish Minister, who telegraphed to Constantinople.

Peace was thus preserved with only a few Greece
hours to spare, and Greece was saved from gives

herself. “Delyannis,” records Stillman,

‘‘had promised war in the childish expectation that

the Powers would oblige the Sujtan to make some
concession. The reserves were ill clad, and everything

was lacking. The casual observer could see that war was
not intended.” Her military preparations cost Greece one

hundred million drachmas and a forced currency; but she

was fortunate enough to find in the scholarly and high-

minded Tricoupis, who ruled her for the next four years,

a watchful guardian of the peace and a thrifty steward

of h3r slender resources.

While Serb and Greek claims for cptppensatipn were

being proffered and rejected, the angry Tsar bided his

time. On May 19 he ominously announced that ‘‘circum-

stances might compel him to defend by arms the dignity

of the Empire.” That he was moved by wounded pride,

not by reverence for the sanctity of treaties, was revealed

when in June, 1886, he suddenly repudiated the clause

in the Treaty of Berlin constituting Batum a free port.

In reply to Giers’ protest he exclaimed that he could

not observe the Treaty of Berlin when everybody was

making holes in it. Great Britain alone protested against

the offence. His wrath was increased when the Prince

summoned the representatives of his new province to Sofia,

as if it were already a recognized part of his dprpinions,
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excusing his action on the ground that otherwise the

Opposition would have rejected the Turco-Bulgar pact.

The Prince, however, was playing a losing game, for

Russian agents were busily intriguing, and on the night

Prince
August 21 some discontented Bulgarian

Alexander officers entered the Palace, forced him at
Kidnapped point of the revolver to sign his abdica-

tion, and hustled him out of the country. “Words
fail me to express my feelings and anxiety,” wrote

Queen Victoria, in her emotional way, to the victim.

“Your parents could hardly be more anxious. My in-

dignation against your barbaric, Asiatic, tyrannical cousin

is so great that I cannot trust myself to write about it.

My Government will do all that it can to win over the

Powers to your cause.”

The Provisional Government only held office for three

days, for loyal regiments marched on the capital, where
Stambuloff President of the Chamber, took control of

the situation and begged the Prince to return. The in-

vitation was accepted
;
but on reaching Rustchuk he was

peremptorily informed by the Russian Consul that Bul-

garians welfare could only be found in reconciliation with

Russia. The Prince should have deferred a reply till

he reached the capital; but his spirit was broken b} the

Tsar’s unrelenting hostility, and while 'Stambuloff, who
had met him at the landing-stage, was asleep, he tele-

graphed an abject surrender. “Russia gave me my
crown, and I am ready to return it into the hands of

her sovereign.” The telegram was read with satisfaction

in Petrograd and Berlin, but with conj^ternation by the

Prince’s friends at home and abroad. “I am speechless,”

wired Queen Victoria, “and I implore you to retrace this

step. After such triumphs it is unworthy of your great

position.” “It is a political error,” wrote his father. “You
should have replied from Sofia.” The critics were right,

for he sacrificed both his dignity and his throne. The
Tsar, unappeased by surrender, drafted and dispatched a

reply of brutal directness, which reached him before his
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entry into Sofia. “I cannot approve your return to Bul-

garia, as I foresee the sinister consequences for the country

already so sorely tried. You will understand what you
have to do. I reserve my decision as to my future action.”

The Russian thunderbolt struck the Prince to the earth,

and Stambuloff’s virile exhortations were in vain. On
reaching his capital he resigned, sorrowfully explaining

that one man could not stand alone against Europe, and
wishing his successor better fortune. After appointing

a Regency of three, headed by Stambuloff, he left the

land which he had entered with high hopes seven years

earlier and had served with courage and devotion.

Though Alexander was eliminated, the Bulgarian

problem had not been solved; and, indeed, the worst was
to come, for the Great Powers were to be Bismarck
drawn into the controversy. The Treaty supports

of 1881 had reconciled Berlin and Petrograd, Russia

but had only plastered the deep-seated sore of Austro-

Russian rivalry in the Balkans. Bismarck had re-

peatedly announced that Germany had no interests in

Bulgaria, which he never ceased to regard as within the

Russian sphere of influence; and, true to his conviction

that the Eastern Question was not worth the bones of a

Pomeranian grenadier and to his lifelong principle of

leaving Russia a free hand in the Near East, he was
prepared for a Russian protectorate over Turkey through

control of the Straits, for which Alexander longed more
than for anything else, and even for the occupation of

Constantinople itself. From the beginning of the crisis

he had warned Kalnoky to do nothing to provoke Russia,

and to observe the Treaty of i88i in letter and spirit; and
he now proposed that Russia and Austria should divide

the Balkans into an eastern and western zone of influence.

The suggestion was approved in Petrograd but declined

in Vienna, where the exclusion of Russia from the Balkans

was an axiom
;
and to a Russian occupation of Bulgaria,

which was regarded as highly probable, and which
Kalnoky regarded as in no way covered by the Treaty of
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Berlin, Austria prepared to offer determined resistance.

For the first time since the formation of the alliance Berlin

and Vienna disagreed about an international issue, and

Austria resented the carte blanche given by Bismarck to

her dreaded rival.

On September 25, General Nicholas Kaulbars, brother

of the former Minister of War, entered Sofia as the Tsar’s

representative, to restore Russian influence. His first

act was to order the liberation of the kidnappers of the

Prince and the postponement of the elections for the Grand

Sobranje, which was to choose a new ruler. The
Regency, inspired by Stambuloff, declined to obey, and

the elections strengthened its hands. The new Assembly,

overwhelmingly anti-Russian, proceeded to choose

Waldemar of Denmark, a brother of the King of Greece

and the Tsarina, for its prince; but the honour was de-

clined. The Russian candidate, the Prince of Mingrelia,

a school friend of the Tsar, was vetoed by Great Britain

and Italy. Kaulbars now declared the Sobranje and its

decrees, no less than the Ministry and the Regency,

illegal, and, accompanied by the Russian Consuls, with-

drew from the country, after a jack-boot dictatorship of

two months. The King of Roumania was also

approached, and Stambuloff never ceased to regret that he

refused the offer.

In her opposition to Bulgarian nationalism Austria had

hitherto appeared to side with Russia, to the dismay of

Opinion
certain of her leading statesmen. Andrassy

in drew up a Memorandum for the Emperor,
Austria arguing that her sphere was in the Near

East, which she must dominate, and that she must

prevent Russia bringing all the Slavs under her in-

fluence. Kalnoky, he complained, had brought her

back to the Balkans, whence she had been removed by the

Treaty of Berlin
;
and his policy of admitting Bulgaria

to be in the Russian sphere would lead to a retreat from

Austria’s sphere of influence or to partition, which would
result in war. The Dreikaiserbund, he argued, was an
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unnatural grouping and destroyed her liberty of action.

The German alliance was enough. Other leading

politicians in Hungary, where opinion was violently

Russophobe, argued that the German alliance was worth

little if Austria had to yield to Russia every time. These
complaints were repeated in the Hungarian Parliament and
in the Delegations at Budapest; but they were without

foundation, for there was little practical difference between

Kalnoky and Andrassy. Austria, declared Tisza, the

Hungarian Premier, on September 30, wished to foster the

independent development of the Balkan States and pre-

vent a protectorate or the permanent influence of a foreign

Power. If Turkey did not press her rights, no one else

was justified in armed intervention, and changes in the

Balkans could only occur in agreement with the signatory

Powers. Despite the Tsar’s outcry, “Tisza has insulted

Russia and therefore has insulted me,” Kalnoky declared

in the Delegations on November 13 that a military occu-

pation of Bulgaria would compel Austria to take action.

At the same moment Bismarck informed Russia that,

though he would not oppose an occupation, he advised her

not to provoke Austria. Credits were unanimously voted

by the Delegations
;

and, though Germany would not

assist, Kalnoky did not stand alone.

Great Britain had watched the kidnapping and the

deposition of Prince Alexander with genuine indignation

At the Lord Mayor’s banquet Salisbury
jj^^jignation

spoke for the country in denouncing the in

treachery of officers “debauched by foreign England

gold”; and Lord Iddesleigh, who for a brief space

held the seals of the Foreign Office under the watch-

ful eye of his chief, suggested that the Sultan should be

invited to recall him. The Prime Minister, though

rejecting such a policy of provocation, declared, as he

had declared ten years eatlier, that we could not allow

Russia to attack Constantinople; but, as British interests

Were not directly concerned in Bulgaria, he decided to take

no action. Italy, too, expressed her disapproval of
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Russia’s conduct, and the Tsar was condemned to listen

to a chorus of rebuke from Budapest and Vienna, London
and Rome.

Bismarck was determined to avoid being drawn into a

quarrel arising from Austrian opposition to Russian policy

in the Balkans; for he not only asserted but sincerely

believed that Bulgaria was tacitly recognized by the

signatories of the Treaty of Berlin as within the Russian
orbit. Yet public opinion in Russia declined to regard the

Chancellor as a friend; the Press campaign of 1879 was
revived; and military preparations were made on the

southern frontiers. It was at this moment, when Bismarck
was fighting Russia’s battle against his own ally, that

Katkoff’s
opened his campaign to turn the

Press eyes of the Tsar from Berlin to Paris.’
Campaign most celebrated of Russian journalists

was an accomplished classical scholar and a master

of several modern languages. Beginning life as

Professor of Philosophy at Moscow, he drifted into

journalism, and in 1850, at the age of thirty-two, he became
editor of the Moscow Gazette, which he quickly trans-

formed into the oracle of the Slavophils. He became a

national and international personage during the ruthless

suppression of the Polish rebellion of 1863, when in the

name of his countrymen he hurled back the criticisms of

Western Europe, and inspired Gortchakoff’s disdainful

rejoinders to the threats of intervention. The grateful

Tsar not only read his paper with attention but allowed the

journalist the privilege of direct communication. His
gospel was that of Nicholas I, the gospel to which his

father reverted after the experiments and disappointments

of the early years of his reign—autocracy, orthodoxy,

nationality. The assassination of Alexander II strength-

ened his influence, and Alexander III, who cared little for

his German relatives and much for his Danish wife, read

^ See Elie de Cyon, “ L’Alliance Franco-Russe,” ch. 4. The whole
work is a paean to his friend and master. A life of Katkoff is badly
needed.
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the Moscow Gazette with even greater sympathy than

his father, who to the end emitted flickers of his early

Liberalism. The leading articles indeed were written for

Imperial eyes, and during the closing years of his life

Katkoff was the most powerful man in Russia after the

sovereign.

The disruption of the Dreikaiserbund by the Bulgarian

quarrel provided the great journalist with the opportunity

for his last and greatest campaign. Austria’s antagonism

to Russian aims in the Near East was notorious, and he

believed that the sole object of Bismarck’s studied friend-

liness was to keep Russia within the German orbit. It was
clear that the Dreikaiserbund would not be renewed

;

but would the Tsar have the courage to free him-

self at the same time from the stifling embraces of

Berlin? In the summer of 1886 the Moscow Gazette

began to demand a Franco-Russian rapprochemeiit^

and at the end of the year he drew up a
Katkoff

memorandum to the Tsar calling for a and

complete change in the orientation of Russian France

policy. He had sympathized with France in 1870,

and he now urged the sovereign not to repeat his

father’s mistake. To promise neutrality in a Franco-

German war, he argued, denoted hostility to France,

since it enabled Germany to remove her troops from

the east. The logic of events pointed to a Franco-

Russian entente. A strong France was essential to

European equilibrium, and a weak France involved the

isolation of Russia. If Russia regained her liberty of

action, she would become the arbiter of Europe and could

prevent war, as she prevented it in 1875. The Memoran-
dum made a deep impression on the Tsar, who showed it

to Tolstoi, Minister of the Interior, but not to the Foreign

Minister; for it was a sustained onslaught on Giers, who
retained full confidence in Bismarck and saw no reason

to scrap the historic policy of Russo-German friendship.

The unbridled attacks on the Foreign Minister in a

country where the liberty of the Press was unknown led

J
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observers, at home and abroad, to the natural conclusion

that the campaign was approved if not inspired by the

Tsar himself. “I ought to be accredited to Katkoff,”

observed Sir Robert JMorier caustically, “since Giers

represents neither the people nor the Tsar.“

Bismarck remonstrated in vain against the Press

campaign, and his answer to Katkoff was given on

Bismarck’s 1^87, when he introduced a new
European Army Bill a year before the expiry of its

Survey predecessor, and surveyed the European
situation in one of the greatest of his speeches. The
three days* debate was opened by the aged Moltke,

who painted in sombre colours the dangers hanging

over the Fatherland. “None of us is unaware of

the seriousness of the time. All the Powers are busily

preparing to meet an uncertain future. Everyone asks,

Is war coming? I do not believe that any statesman

will deliberately apply the match to the gunpowder heaped

up in every land. But the passions of the mob, the

ambition of party leaders, misguided public opinion

—

these are elements potentially stronger than the will of

the rulers. If any country can work for peace it is Ger-

many, which is not directly concerned in the questions

which excite the other Powers. But to carry out this

r61e of mediation Germany must be ready for war. If

the demand of the Government is refused, I believe that

war is certain. The eyes of Europe are on this assembly.

Give us our whole demand, our provision for seven years.

A vote for one or for three years is no help.*’
^

Bismarck’s speech of two hours filled in the Field

MarshaPs outlines.^ “We have no warlike needs, for we
belong to what Metternich called saturated states. But
we need an army strong enough to ensure our independence

with the aid of an ally. We do not expect an attack or

hostility from Russia. That is not the cause of our army
bill. We maintain the same friendly relations with the

^ The speech is printed in Bismarck’s “ Reden,” XTT, 173-5.

2 Uid., XII, 175-226.
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present as with the late ruler, and they will not be disturbed

by us. Nor do I believe that Russia seeks alliances in

order to attack us. Everyone who knows Bjsmarck
the Tsar trusts him.' If he intends un- on

friendly relations, he will say so. We shall

not have troubles with Russia unless we go and

seek them in Bulgaria, as our Opposition journals

demand. I should have deserved prosecution for treason

for such folly. When I read these declamations I could

not help thinking of the words, ‘ What’s Hecuba to

him?’ What is Bulgaria to us? It is all the same to

us who rules there and what becomes of her. I reiterate

my words about the bones of the Pomeranian grenadier.

The Eastern question is not a casus belli for us. We shall

allow nobody to throw a noose round our neck and embroil

us with Russia. The friendship of Russia is of much
more value to us than that of Bulgaria. The difficulty

is not to keep Germany and Russia but Austria and
Russia at peace, and it is our duty to ingeminate peace in

both Cabinets. We risk being called pro-Russian in

Austria and still more in Hungary, and pro-Austrian in

Russia. That does not matter if we can keep the peace.

Windthorst wishes German policy to be identical with that

of Austria. Our relations with Austria rest on the con-

sciousness of each that the existence of the other as a

Great Power is a necessity in the interests of European
equilibrium, not on the notion that the one places its

whole strength at the service of the other. That is im-

possible. There are special Austrian interests for which

we cannot intervene, and there are German interests for

which Austria cannot intervene. We do not ask Austria

to take part in our quarrels with France, or in colonial

difficulties with England, and in like manner we have no

interests in Constantinople.”

^ Bismarck explained to the Bavarian Government that for diplomatic

reasons he had expressed greater confidence in Russia than he felt. The
Tsar attached an importance to the powerful influences pressing for war
which was incompatible with German interests.—“ Die Grosse Politik,”

V, 117.
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After thus declining to be drawn into war with Russia

in support of Austrian policy in the Near East, the

Bismarck Chancellor turned to the West, where the

on era of rapprochement inaugurated by Wad-
France dington and continued by Ferry had come

to an end and where a new and sinister figure

occupied the centre of the stage. “We have tried

to oblige France everywhere except in Alsace-Lorraine.

We have no intention and no reason to attack her. I

would never fight because I thought a war might be

inevitable. I cannot see into the cards of Providence.

If the French will keep the peace till we attack, then

peace is assured for ever. Do we want more French soil?

I was not anxious to take Metz. I have complete con-

fidence in the present French Government. Goblet and
Flourens are not the men to make war. If you could

guarantee their continuance in office I would say, save

your money. But the stimulation of the feu sacre by an

active minority makes me anxious. We have still to fear

an attack—whether in ten days or ten years I cannot say.

War is certain if France thinks she is the stronger and
can win. That is my unalterable conviction. She is

infinitely stronger than she was. If she won she would

not display our moderation in 1871. She would bleed us

white, and, if we won, after being attacked, we would
do the same. The war of 1870 would be child’s play

compared with 1890 or whatever the date. The Govern-

ments and the army chiefs cannot assume responsibility

for doing nothing. There is also the possibility, even if

France did not expect to win, that she might launch a

war as a safety valve, as in 1870. Indeed, why should

Boulanger not do so ?
”

The famous General had seen service in Algeria, Italy,

Cochin China, and the campaign of 1870.^ In 1882 he

was appointed Director of Infantry at the War Office,

^ The best study of (the Boulangist movement in relation to foreign

affairs is in Albin, “ L’AUemagne et la France.” Maurice Barr^s has
painted a brilliant picture of Boulangism in “ L’ Appel du Soldat.”
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and in 1884 commander of the army in Tunis. Returning
to Paris in 1885, he plunged into the whirlpool of politics

under the auspices of Clemenceau and the

Radicals, and in January, 1886, Freycinet of

chose him as his Minister of War. Freycinet Boulanger

was a good Republican, but in sending a firebrand

to the War Office he was unwittingly jeopardizing

the life of the Republic. The new Minister played

his cards skilfully, winning the favour both of officers

and privates by much-needed improvements in the

conditions of service. But his other activities were less

innocent, and people began to whisper and to watch. In the

summer of 1886 the German Embassy, and not the German
Embassy alone, began to be alarmed.^ “The topic of the

day is the conduct of Boulanger/’ reported Lord Lyons
on July 2, 1886. “He has by degrees put creatures of

his own into the great military commands, and he is said

to have used strange language in the Council of Ministers.

From the way people talk one would think the question

was whether he is aiming at being a Cromwell or a

Monk.” A fortnight later Lord Newton, of the British

Embassy, described his first appearance at a big military

display in Paris. “The mountebank had provided himself

with a high-actioned black circus horse. As he pranced

backwards or forwards on the circus horse and the public

yelled their acclamations, President Gr^vy and the un-

interesting crowd of bourgeois Ministers and deputies who
surrounded him seemed visibly to quiver and flinch. From
that day Boulanger became a dangerous man. The circus

horse had done the trick.”* After a year’s absence from
Paris, Prince Hohenlohe, the late German Ambassador,

now Statthalter of Alsace-Lorraine, described in his diary

on November 10, 1886, the new and alarming situation.

“What strikes me most is the change in Boulanger’s

position. In the spring of last year he was considered

a farceur. To-day he has the majority of the Chamber

^ “ Die Grosse PoHtik,** VI, 125-222.

* Lord Newton, “ Life of Lord Lyons,” 521.
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on his side. Freycinet does not dare to get rid of him,

and even Ferry would find it difficult to fprm a Ministry

without him. He knows how to win people and to dazzle

the masses. If he stays two years longer in office, the

conviction will become universal that he is the man to

reconquer the provinces, and as he is utterly unscrupulous

and extremely ambitious he will carry the masses into

war. Blowitz agrees, and says that, if he remains, war

will come in 1888. His fall is inevitable directly the

country sees where he is leading it. Then he will be

swept away, for the country is still pacific. But in a year

it will be different.”
^ “In Boulanger,” echoed the Belgian

Charge a month later, “the whole of France personifies

her dreams of future greatness.” In the closing days of

the year the Freycinet Ministry fell, but his successor.

Goblet, retained the dashing soldier at the Ministry of

War.
So imminent did a Franco-German war appear during

the opening weeks of 1887 Salisbury was forced to

Salisbury
consider the British attitude if it should

and break out. In 1870 Gladstone and Granville
Belgium saved Belgium from attack by agree-

ing to intervene against whichever of the combatants

violated its neutrality. In 1887, however, the sym-
pathies of the Prime Minister were deeply engaged
on the side of the Central Powers, and, being convinced

that peace was threatened By Russia and France alone,

he desired not to intervene if Germany, in repelling a

French attack, were to march through Belgium. On
February 4 a letter signed “Diplomaticus ” appeared in

the Standard^ then in close touch with the Prime Minister,

which was generally regarded as semi-official. “In 1870

Lord Granville wisely bound England to side with France

if Prussia violated Belgian territory, and to side with

Prussia if France did so. Would Lord Salisbury act

prudently to take upon himself a similar engagement?
It seems to me that such a course at the present moment

^ “ Denkwurdigkeiten,” II, 4001.
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would be unwise to the last degree. However much
England might regret the invasion of Belgian territory by
either party to the struggle, she could not take part with

France against Germany without utterly vitiating and
destroying the main purposes of English policy all

over the world.** A passage through a country, he

added, was not taking possession, and Great Britain

would certainly receive a guarantee of integrity from

Bismarck. A leading article argued that it would be crazy

to engage in a fearful war. On the same day, February 4,

Stead argued in the Pall Mall Gazette that the Treaty of

1839 did not necessitate military aid. On February 5 the

Spectator wrote that we should doubtless insist that

Belgium should not form the arena of the war, but that

we should not and could not hinder the passage of troops.

We must protest, but nothing more, echoed the Morning
Post. Belgium, observed Sir Charles Dilke in a much-
discussed article in the Fortnightly Review, was no longer

so popular as she had been.^ Salisbury’s teelings had
been further ruffled by friction in Egypt, and he wrote to

Lord Lyons (Feb. 5) that it was difficult not to wish for a

second Franco-German war “to end this ceaseless trouble.’*

In March de Lesseps visited Berlin semi-officially and
assured the Chancellor of the pacific disposition of the

President and the Cabinet, which Bismarck had never

doubted; but so long as Boulanger remained a national

hero peace hung by a thread. “Germany is making pre-

parations for war,** reported the French Ambassador. “An
imprudent word might decide Bismarck to crush us as a

measure of precaution.’*^ At the end of April a spark

seemed likely to set Europe ablaze. On
April 20 a Frontier Commissioner of Police Schnaebele

named Schnaebele was invited by a letter
Outrage

from a German Commissioner to discuss matters of

administration. On reaching the rendezvous on the

' Reprinted in his “ Present Position of European Politics/’ 42-7.

* Bourgeois et Pag6s, “ Origines et Responsabilit^s de la Grande
Guerre,” 221-a.
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German side of the frontier, he was promptly seized

and carried to prison at Metz. The excuse for this gross

outrage was that he had misused his official position and
seduced German subjects to espionage, and that his arrest,

if ever he crossed the frontier, had been decreed by the

High Court at Leipzig. The French Government kept

cool, held an inquiry, and sent the report to Berlin. The
German Government replied that it was not yet fully in-

formed of the details. The diplomatic discussion was
complicated by provocative utterances of Boulanger, for

which he was rebuked by the President. The dangerous

tension was ended when Bismarck satisfied himself that

Schnaebele had been invited to cross the frontier.' Schnae-

bele was released in ten days but was removed from his

post, and the incident was closed; but Frenchmen believed

that Germany had tried to pick a quarrel, and the German
Press loudly proclaimed that Boulanger was master of

France and could declare war whenever he wished.

The General, testifies Freycinet, his colleague, did not

wish for war, but was flattered that France thought he

could lead her to victory. He had indeed played with

fire, for he suggested in the Cabinet a partial mobilization

or a demonstration on the frontier. The peace-makers

were forced to bestir themselves, and Jules Ferry informed

the President of his readiness to engineer a Parliamentary

End crisis. In pursuance of this plan Goblet

of resigned and Rouvier formed a Ministry
Boulanger Boulanger, who was appointed

Commander of an Army Corps at Clermont-Ferrand.

The General remained the darling of the crowd. When
he was deprived of his command in the following

year for returning to the capital without leave, he stood

for the Chamber as the champion of a revision of the

Constitution, and was elected by a working-class constitu-

ency in Paris by an overwhelming majority. Fortunately

' The best account of the Schnaebele incident is given by Albin,
“ L’Allemagne et la France,” 78-100. Cf. “ Die Grosse PoHtik,” VT.
182-9.
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for the Republic, and fortunately for the peace of the

world, he allowed the opportunity to slip, and fled to

Brussels on learning that an order for his arrest had been

signed. He was condemned in his absence for treason,

and a dangerous and discreditable career was terminated

by suicide.

While German eyes were watching the histrionic per-

formances of Boulanger with strained attention, Bismarck
was more concerned with his eastern neighbour; for while

a French attack would not necessarily bring Russia into

the field, a Russian attack would be the signal for an

explosion in the west. Moreover, the hostility of France

was incurable; but there was still hope of the Tsar. In

January, 1887, the Tsar asked the Kaiser not to allow the

return of Prince Alexander, and the Kaiser promised his

veto. In April the Chancellor once more complained at

Petrograd of the unbridled Press attacks, and Giers sum-
moned up courage in the official organ to Katkoff
denounce the Germanophobe campaign. I'he versus

name of Katkoff was not mentioned ; but Giers

it was the editor of the Moscow Gazette against whom
the protest of Berlin and the warning of Petrograd

were directed. Katkoff retaliated so angrily in his

paper that the Tsar ordered him to talk over the matter

with Giers. The Foreign Minister very properly declined

an interview with his enemy, and offered his resignation.

The Tsar had no wish to part with his experienced

Minister; but he had advisers of different opinions, and

felt compelled to throw sops to both parties in turn. A
ukase of March 14 ordered alien landowners outside the

towns on the eastern frontier to sell their property within

three years, unless inherited in the direct line or by the

survivor of a married couple if the heir was in Russia

before the issue of the ukase. As the landowners in that

district were almost exclusively German,, the edict was a

direct challenge to Berlin, and was answered by a Press

campaign against Russian credit.

Despite the toleration of Katkoff’s campaign and the
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notice to German landowners to quit, the influence of

Giers—though he once complained, “I am nothing and
nobody, only "the pen and mouthpiece of my Imperial

master ”—^was still considerable; and, as usual, it was cast

on the side of peace and moderation. The Dreikaiserbund

Treaty, concluded in i88i and renewed in 1884, had now
to be prolonged or denounced. Bismarck was naturally

anxious not only to keep open the wire from Berlin to

Petrograd but to maintain the association between Russia

and Austria. Giers was equally desirous to renew the

pact, but he lamented that he stood almost alone. The
Tsar, he explained, entertained great respect for Francis

Joseph, and had no more intention of attacking him than

of attacking the Emperor William. In view, however,

of the notorious hostility of Hungary, he could not remain

in treaty relations with Vienna, and public opinion would

not understand it if it were to discover that he had done

so. He was ready, however, to maintain the treaty con-

tact with Berlin, and on May ii, after long discussions,

Bismarck Schuvaloff, the Russian Ambassador,

and formally proposed a dual arrangement.^ The
Russia Chancellor replied that he could not promise

neutrality in an Austro-Russian war unless Austria

attacked Russia, and, with the assent of his ally,

showed him the operative clauses of the Treaty of

1879. Schuvaloff rejoined that Russia in like manner

could only promise neutrality if Germany did not attack

France. On these lines agreement was easy to reach, and

on June 18 Schuvaloff and Herbert Bismarck, now pro-

moted to the post of Foreign Secretary, signed a treaty

for three years. That the Chancellor requested his son

to sign it prompted Giers to remark that it was more

advantageous to Russia than to Germany.

The German and Russian Courts, ran the preamble,

^ Sec “Die Grosse Politik,” V, 211-68; and Goriainoff, “The End
of the Alliance of the Three Emperors,** American Historical Review,

Jan., 1918. Paul Schuvaloff was the brother of Peter Schuvaloff, who
represented Russia at the Berlin Congress. The Reinsurance Treaty was
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have resolved to confirm the agreement between them by
a special arrangement, in view of the expiry on June 27

of the secret Treaty of 1881, renewed in 1884.

L If one should find itself at war with a third

Great Power, the other would maintain a benevolent

neutrality, and would try to localize the

conflict. This provision would not apply Secret

to a war against Austria or France if
Treaty

resulting from an attack by one of the contracting

parties.

II. Germany recognizes the rights historically ac-

quired by Russia in the Balkan peninsula, especially the

legitimacy of her preponderant and decisive influence

in Bulgaria and Eastern Roumelia. The two Courts

engage to admit no modification of the territorial status

quo of the said peninsula without a previous agreement,

and to oppose every attempt to disturb this status quo or

to modify it without their consent.

III. The two Courts recognize the European and
mutually obligatory character of the principle of the

closing of the Straits. They will take care that Turkey
shall make no exception to this rule in favour of any
Government by lending the Straits to warlike operations.

In case of or to prevent infringement, the two Courts

will inform Turkey that they would regard her as placing

herself in a state of war towards the injured p^arty and
as depriving herself thenceforth of the security of her

territory under the Treaty of 1878.*

The Treaty was completed by an “Additional and very

secret Protocol.”

I. Germany, as in the past, will lend her assistance

to Russia to re-establish a regular and legal Government
in Bulgaria, and promises not to consent to the restora-

tion of the Prince of Battenberg.

^ This article appeared in the Treaty of i88x.
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II. If the Tsar should be compelled to defend the

entrance of the Black Sea in order to safeguard the

interests of Russia, Germany engages to accord her

benevolent neutrality and her moral and diplomatic

support to the measures he may find necessary to guard
the key of his Empire.

The existence of the Dual Alliance of 1879 been at

once communicated to the Tsar; but the Reinsurance

Reasons
Treaty of 1887 was not revealed to Francis

for Joseph by his ally. When the monarchs
Secrecy Gastein in the summer, the Emperor

William merely expressed regret that the Tsar had
withdrawn from the Dreikaiserbund. The pact was
kept secret by the Tsar’s wish, as he had no desire to

increase the fury of the Slavophils; but Bismarck was so

little afraid of the charge of perfidy that he expressed the

wish that Russia would betray it, and he himself revealed

it after his fall. Since Austria had refused an unlimited

guarantee in 1879, he had to find other means of guarding

Germany against a French attack and its possible conse-

quences; and in promising benevolent neutrality if Russia

were attacked he was in no sense contravening or under-

mining the alliance with Austria, which promised German
support only to repel an assault. Moreover, in Bismarck’s

eyes, the new pact was of advantage to Austria, since

Germany would retain a certain hold over Russian policy.

Thus from the crisis which broke up the Dreikaiserbund

and brought Austria and Russia to the brink of war, the

Chancellor’s genius extracted securities for the Empire he

had founded, purchasing the assurance of Russian neutra-

lity in a war provoked by France by a promise of German
neutrality in a war provoked by Austria.

The Reinsurance Treaty produced no outward result,

for its existence was unknown to the Russian people not

less than to Austria. Though Katkoff’s death in August

deprived the Slavophil army of its leader, the Press con-

tinued to thunder against Germany and to urge an ap-
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proach to France. On September ii Bismarck lodged a

sharp complaint, to which Giers replied that he was pro-

foundly distressed by the Press attacks, which were
directed as“much against himself as against the Chancellor.

He had on several occasions begged to resign, but the Tsar
despised the Press and refused to take action. Count
Tolstoi, Minister of the Interior, was one of the chief

offenders, and Pobiedonostseff’s influence was deplorable.

On the other hand, Giers could pledge his head that the

Tsar would never raise his hand against the Emperor
William, his son or his grandson. The

Forgers
tension was increased by the fact that there at

were mischief-makers eager to cut the Work

wires between Berlin and Petrograd. During the

early autumn documents found their way into the hands
of the French Government, who forwarded them to

the Tsar in Denmark without testing their authenticity. A
letter from Prince Ferdinand to the Countess of Flanders

confessed that he would not have accepted the Bulgarian

throne without encouragement from Berlin
;
while a second

letter announced that every few days he was assured by
German agents that German policy would change. An
unsigned letter, apparently from Prince Reuss, the Ger-

man Ambassador in Vienna, observed, “We cannot recog-

nize him at present, but we can encourage him.” Giers

immediately detected the fraud and informed his master

that they were forged. The Tsar replied that the affair

seemed to him quite improbable, and that he knew Prince

Reuss to be incapable of such trickery. He added that

he would discuss the matter wuth Bismarck at their next

meeting. Prince Reuss denied that he had ever written

the letter to Prince Ferdinand. The latter denied that he

had ever written to the Countess of Flanders, who in turn

testified that she had received no such communication.^

On returning home on November 18 via Berlin the Tsar

heard from the Chancellor’s own lips that the incriminating

' The forgeries were attributed to various capitals and various hands.

See “ Die Grosse Politik/’ V» 338-50.
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letters were unblushing forgeries. Bismarck professed to

believe that he had completely eradicated the suspicions

of the autocrat, who expressed to Giers his satisfaction

with his conversations. He wished, however, to run no
avoidable risks, and in the same month he forbade the

Reichsbank to make loans on Russian securities, fearing

that German money might thus become available for

Russian aggression, and taking the risk that his action

would drive Russia to the French bourse.

The hostility of Russia and France both to Germany
and Great Britain compelled Salisbury and Bismarck to

Salisbury
close touch ; and Great Britain’s

approaches association with Austria and Italy in defence
Bismarck status quo in the Mediterranean made

her almost a partner in the Triple Alliance. Salis-

bury, however, was afraid that the accession of Prince

William, which could not be long delayed, might involve

a Russophil policy, and on November lo he ex-

pressed a wish for some direct assurance from Bismarck.'

‘‘From your discussions with Hatzfeldt,” replied the

Chancellor on November 22, “I gather that a direct ex-

change of ideas would be useful and would help to remove

doubts as to our respective policies. Our nations have so

many common interests and so many points where differ-

ences could arise, and you and Germany are so trustful

of each other, that we can be franker than is usual in

diplomacy. You are mistaken in fearing that Prince

William might favour an anti-English policy, any more

than the Crown Prince would wish to make his policy

follow the English lead. Both will only pursue German
interests. The way to maintain these interests is so

clearly dictated that it is impossible to swerve from it.

It would be absurd to assume that the Government would

inflict on the people the sufferings of a great war unless

it could prove to the nation its necessity. Our army is

1 Thus the famous autograph letter of Nov. 22 was not an unsolicited

approach by Bismarck, much less a request for an alliance, but a

response to a desire for assurances. See “ Die Grosse Politik,” IV, 368-88.
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:ady, and millions would hasten to the flag if the inde-

mdence and integrity of the Empire were threatened;

ut ft is for defence and would only be set Bismarck
i motion if attacked. To be more concrete, reassures

e should not fight for our eastern interests.
Salisbury

he Sultan is our friend, but we should not fight

>r him. This does not mean that nothing but an
ttack would justify a call to arms. Germany has
iree Great Powers as neighbours and has open
ontiers, and she cannot be blind to coalitions which
light form against her. If Austria were conquered,

eakened, or hostile in feeling, we should be isolated in

ice of France and Russia, and confronted with the possi-

ility of a Franco-Russian coalition. Our interest com-
lands us to prevent such a situation, if necessary by arms,

^he existence of Austria as a strong and independent

rreat Power is for Germany a necessity which the per-

onal sympathies of the rulers cannot alter. Austria, like

rermany and England, belongs to the ^ saturated ’ Powers,

s Metternich would say, and therefore to the pacific

^owers. France and Russia, on the other hand, seem to

hireaten us—France, true to her traditions and character,

nd Russia, who now assumes the threatening attitude of

.ouis XIV and Napoleon. The revolutionary party hopes

hiat war would overthrow the monarchy, while the mon-
rchists believe that it would end the revolution. We are

berefore always in danger, and must try to secure alli-

nces. We desire that friendly Powers which have

nterests in the East to defend should by combination

lake themselves stiong enough to keep the Russian sword

n its scabbard, or help if there is a break. We should

e neutral so long as German interests are not in danger.

Germany will never fight for Russia; but Germany will

>e compelled to join in the fight if the independence of

Vustria is threatened by Russian attacks, or if England

r Italy were in danger of being overrun by Frencli armies.

>uch is the course of German policy, from which neither

nonarch nor Minister can divert it.” The letter ended
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with the statement that it had been read to and approved
by Prince William; and Salisbury’s request to see the

text of the Austro-German Alliance was granted.

“I thank you for your confidence, which I recipro-

cate,” replied Salisbury on November 30, “convinced that

Reply justified by the sympathy and the close

of community of interest of our two peoples.
Salisbury explain the grounds of the appre-

hensions which I expressed to Hatzfeldt. If a Franco-

German war breaks out, Russia, if she is wise, would
not attack Germany, but would compel the Sultan,

by occupying the Balkans or Asia Minor, to accept pro-

posals which would make Russia master of the Straits.

Russia would only abstain if she had to reckon with

superior opposition. For this England and Italy would
not suffice, and British opinion would probably not

support a war for Turkey with Italy as sole partner.

All would therefore depend on Austria; and unless she

were sure of German support she would not venture on

war, since Italy and England could not help her in an

invasion of Russia. She would therefore remain neutral

and try for compensation in Turkey. Austria could only

be bold if sure of German help. When we were invited to

an agreement on the eight points proposed to ,Sir E.

Malet, we were surprised that the most important ques-

tion for us, namely, the probable conduct of Germany,
was not mentioned.^ If Austria could be certain of

German support in such a war, she could carry through

the policy of the eight points. If not, England would

be joining in a policy doomed to fail, that is, if Germany,
while fighting against France, were neutral towards

Russia. You have dispelled my fears by your frankness.

You have shown me the Austro-German treaty, and have

told Malet of the Kaiser’s approval of the understanding

between England, Italy and Austria. Finally you have

convinced me that Germany’s course will not be deter-

' The reference is to the second Mediterranean Agreement, theq
under discussion.
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mined by the personal prepossessions of the ruler. The
agreement now in preparation between England, Italy and
Austria is in full harmony with your policy. The group-
ing of the Powers, which is the work of the last year,

will be a real buttress against Russian aggression.” Salis-

bury’s letter was polite and indeed friendly; but its most
significant feature was the strong hint that the best way
of warding off the Russian danger would be unflinch-

ing German support of Austria. “The Tsar,” observed

Salisbury several years later to Eckhardstein, “sounded
me as to my price for benevolent neutrality in case of a

war of Russia and France against Germany. As we were

pledged to a free hand, I returned a dilatory answer. I

acted in the same way with Bismarck, who also sounded
me in his letter soon after the Tsar.” ^

Germany and Austria had agreed to differ on the Bul-

garian question; and while Bismarck, threatened with

danger on both fronts, sought safety in the Austria
secret treaty of reinsurance with Russia, and

Kalnoky looked round for partners in the

dangerous task of checking Muscovite ambitions in

the Near East. Since his return to power in 1886

Salisbury had often expressed his desire for co-opera-

tion 'with Austria, for he was as anxious as ever to

erect new bulwarks against the southward advance of

our most dangerous rival;* but the help of Italy, whose

interests in thwarting Russian ambitions were less

direct, had to be purchased at a high price. The
foundation of the Triple Alliance had neither ex-

tinguished irredefitism nor established enduring relations

of confidence between the Allies. Bismarck observed

to the Crown Prince Rudolf in 1883 that they could not

depend on Italian support; and the omission of Francis

Joseph to return King Humbert’s visit to Vienna was

keenly resented in Italy, where the Emperor’s considera-

tion for the feelings of the Pope appeared excessive. On
^ “ Erinnerungen,’* II, 154.
2 “ Die Crosse Politik,” IV, 263*94.

K
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the other hand, Italy’s occupation of Massowah in 1885

without informing her allies appeared to Berlin and
Vienna to be lacking in courtesy. The situation was
modified by the Bulgarian crisis; for Austria, confronted

with the danger of war without German help, needed the

backing of Italy, while Italy, perturbed by the growing
influence of Boulanger, turned for aid to her allies. It

was in the light of these fresh factors that the renewal of

the Triple Alliance, which was nearing the end of its

five years’ term, was discussed.^ Robilant, Italy’s Foreign

Minister, asked for a guarantee of the status quo in the

Mediterranean—by which he meant a guarantee against

a French descent on Tripoli or the northern coast of

Morocco—and added that without it the Alliance would
be worthless. He further demanded that if Turkey were

to be partitioned between Russia and Austria, Italy should

be informed in good time and would not remain a mere
spectator—in other words, that she should receive com-
pensation in the Balkans. Kalnoky desired to reject both

demands, but was urged to compromise by Bismarck, who
feared lest the sulking partner might sell herself to France

for the recognition of her aims in Tripoli, which France

was willing to accord.

To meet the new situation Robilant proposed an agree-

ment to prevent any territorial change on the coasts of

Triple European Turkey which could damage the

Alliance interests of the Allies. If a fourth Power
Renewed

action, Italy and Austria—as the most
interested parties—would co-operate. “If the status

quo becomes impossible, and if, owilig to the action

of a third Power or for any other reason, Italy or

Austria are forced to modify it by permanent or tem-

porary occupation, they will only take action after an

agreement based on reciprocal compensation.” The de-

mands of Italy in the west proved more difficult; but

Bismarck, anxious to humour the country which would

^ See Pribram, “ Secret Treaties,** II, ch. 2, and “ Die Grossc Politik,”
IV, 181-260.
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be his sole ally if Boulanger attacked, informed Kalnoky
that he would, if necessary, make a pact with Italy alone.

The Austrian statesman slowly yielded ground, fearing

Italian hostility in the event of a Russian war, or at any
rate the diversion of part of the Austrian army to guard

the frontier. But he desired to secure a quid pro quo,

and asked for Italian help if Austria were attacked.

Robilant refused, and Bismarck urged Kalnoky to yield.

Finally Robilant offered to renew the agreement of 1882,

with additional pacts with Germany and Austria. If

Kalnoky refused, Italy would make a treaty with Germany
alone. Kalnoky, with Bismarck and Robilant against

him, gave way, Italy having withdrawn her demand for

Austrian help in a war for Tripoli or Morocco. On
February 20, 1887, the Treaty of 1882 was prolonged till

i8q2, and the two Central Powers made separate agree-

ments with their exigent ally.

The Austro-Italian agreement concerned the East.

“Austria and Italy, desiring the maintenance of the status

quo in the Orient, will try to prevent any change injurious

to either. But if, in the course of events, the status quo

in the Balkans or the Ottoman coasts and islands in the

Adriatic or ^gean becomes impossible, and if, owing
to the action of a third Power or otherwise, either finds

necessary a temporary or permanent occupation, this

occupation shall only take place after an agreement

based on the principle of a reciprocal compensation for

every advantage, territorial or other, which each obtains.**

The German-Italian agreement concerned the West.
“ If France mad^ a move to extend her occupation, or

even her protectorate or her sovereignty in Qermany
Tripoli or Morocco, and in consequence and

Italy, to safeguard her position in the

Mediterranean, should feel she must undertake action

in the said territories or even have recourse to extreme

measures in French territory in Europe, the state

of war between Italy and France would constitute

on the demand of Italy the casus foederis. If in such a
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war Italy should seek territorial guarantees, Germany
would not object, and, if necessary, will facilitate that

object.”

The Treaty of 1887 ’^vas a triumph for Italy. In 1882

she was the suitor; but now Austria was in fear of a

Italy’s
Russian, and Germany of a French attack,

new and Robilant could command his own price.
Privileges paying the bill the Central Powers divided

their obligations. Austria was compelled to recognize

Italy’s interest in the Balkans and her claim to com-
pensation if Turkey was partitioned, while Italy re-

fused to promise support if Austria was attacked.

Germany, for her part, purchased the continuance of

Italy’s help against a French attack by an obligation to

take part in offensive war should Italy’s ambitions in

North Africa demand it. In the following year the first

military convention between Germany and Italy was
signed, Austria allowing Italian troops to cross her

territory on their way to the western front.

When the Triple Alliance was thus confirmed and

extended, the protocols relating to Great Britain were not

renewed; for a few days earlier Italy had concluded an

agreement which further guaranteed her position.^ At

the end of January, 1887, Italy asked for a treaty; but

Salisbury, while recognizing the identity of interests in

the Mediterranean and the Near East, preferred an under-

standing which would be less binding and which could

be kept secret. The agreement was set forth in a Note

of Count Corti on February 12 ;

t

I. The status quo in the Mediterranean, the Adriatic,

the ^gean and the Black Sea shall be maintained as

far as possible. Care must therefore be taken to prevent

any change to the detriment of the two Powers.

II. If the status quo proves impossible, no modifica-

tion shall take place except after agreement.

III. Italy is entirely ready to support the work of

1 “ Die Grosse Politik,” IV, 297-316, and Pribram, I.
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Great Britain in Egypt. Great Britain is disposed, in

case of encroachments by a third Power, to support the

action of Italy at every other point of the North African

coast, especially in Tripoli and Cyrenaica.

IV. Mutual support in the Mediterranean to the

extent that circumstances shall permit shall be afforded

in every difference between one of the parties and a

third Power.

The compact was accepted by Salisbury in a declaration

3f the same date. “The statement of Italian policy has

been received with great satisfaction, as it
Anglo-

mables the Government to express their Italian

lesire to co-operate in matters of common Compact

nterest. The character of that co-operation nuist be

decided when the occasion for it arises. Both Powers
desire that the shores of the Black Sea, the -^gean,

.he Adriatic and the north coast of Africa shall remain in

he present hands. If, owing to some calamitous event,

t becomes impossible to maintain the status quo, both

desire that there shall be no extension of the domination

)f any other Great Power over any portion of those coasts.”

The arrangement had been made with the encouragement

)f Bismarck, and it was promptly communicated to

/Vustria, who announced her adherence in a Note from

Kalnoky on March 23.' “Austria is happy to observe that

Its principles and objects conform to those which guide

ler policy. Convinced that these objects would best be

secured by our co-operation, she is ready to adhere to the

declaration of friendship and of identity of political views

•ecorded in the notes of February 12. Austria congratu-

lates herself on the political rapprochement with Great

Britain. Though Mediterranean questions do not

primarily affect her interests, my Government has the con-

viction that England and Austria have the same interests

n the Eastern Question as a whole, and therefore the same
leed of maintaining the status quo in the Orient and of

^ “ Die Grosse Politik,** IV, 319-31, and Pribram, I.
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preventing the aggrandisement of one Power to the

detriment of others.”

The conditional promise of British assistance strength-

ened Kalnoky’s resolve to oppose Russian dictation in

Ferdinand despite Bismarck’s declaration that

for he would not regard an Austro-Russian con-
Bulgaria

Bulgaria as a casus belli. On
July 7, 1887, the Sobranje elected Ferdinand of

Coburg, the clever and ambitious son of Louis Philippe’s

daughter Clementine, who accepted the throne sub-
ject to the recognition of the Sultan and the sanction

of the Powers. When neither was forthcoming, he
accepted unconditionally on August lo and took the

oath at Firnovo on August 14. The Tsar promptly pro-

posed to the Powers to eject the Prince and to appoint a

Russian general, regent, or governor of the two Bul-
garias, and Turkey issued a circular Note calling attention

to the gravity of the offence. Bismarck, true to his watch-
word ; **In Bulgaria I am Russian,” at once broke off

diplomatic relations with Sofia; but Salisbury warned both
Russia and Turkey against intervention, adding that it

would be useless to evict the Prince unless the Powers had
agreed on his successor. At this moment Bulgaria unex-
pectedly gained a second champion. The death of

Depretis on July 31 brought Crispi to power, and the new
Premier at once proposed to recognize Ferdinand instead
of expelling him as Russia desired. Believing war to be
in sight, he suggested to Great Britain a military conven-
tion

; and though his suggestion was declined, the Mediter-
ranean fleet visited Italian and Austrian harbours in

September, while the Ambassadors of the three Powers at

Constantinople were instructed to take counsel together till

the crisis was over.’

Before the close of the year the three Powers drew still

closer together." On December 12 an Austrian Note to
Great Britain proposed a second Mediterranean agreement.

* Crispi, “ Memoirs,” II, ch. 5 and 6.
* “ Dio Grosse Politik,” IV, 335-95, and Pribram. I.
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Austria and Italy have agreed to propose to Great Britain

he following points, to confirm the principles and to define

he attitude of the three Powers: (i) The
Austria

laintenance of peace. (2) The status quo Italy,
’

n the Orient, based on the treaties. (3)
England

The maintenance of the local autonomies established

)y the treaties. (4) The independence of Turkey,

ls guardian of important European interests, of all

oreign preponderating influence. (5) Consequently

Turkey can neither cede nor delegate her suzerain rights

)ver Bulgaria to any other Power, nor intervene to

istablish a foreign administration there, nor tolerate acts

)f coercion undertaken with this latter object, under the

orm of a military occupation or the dispatch of volunteers,

likewise Turkey, constituted by the treaties guardian of

he Straits, can neither cede any portion of her sovereign

ights nor delegate her authority to any other Power in

\sia Minor. (6) The three Powers are to be associated

vith Turkey in defence of these principles. (7) If 'Turkey

esists any illegal enterprises such as indicated in Article 5,

he three Powers will immediately agree on measures to

procure respect for the independence and integrity of the

Ottoman Empire. (8) If Turkey connives at any such

llegal enterprise, they will, jointly or separately, provi-

jionally occupy points of Ottoman territory.” In a reply

y{ the same date Great Britain accepted the eight points

lere enumerated. Rumours of the pact led to a question

in Parliament, which merely produced the reply that the

Government had concluded no agreement which bound the

:ountry to undertake military action.

The Mediterranean insurance risk was still further dis-

ributed by the inclusion of Spain. A Spanish Note to

Italy, dated May 4, 1887, suggested an agreement on the

bllowing terms for four years : (i) Spain will not lend her-

self as regards France, in so far as the North African

:erritories among others are concerned, to any treaty or

politicals arrangement aimed against Italy, Germany and
Austria, or any one of them. (2) Abstention from all un-
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provoked attack, as well as from provocation, (3) To
maintain the status quo in the Mediterranean, Spain and

Italy will exchange all information concerning their own
and other dispositions.

An Italian Note of the same date assented to these pro-

positions, and the accession of Austria to the pact was
recorded on May 21.

During the closing months of 1887 the tension between

Vienna and Petrograd became more than ever acute.' The

Austro-
nionarchs assured one another that they

Russian would not attack; but the concentration of
Tension troops on the Galician frontier, combined

with frenzied denunciations in the Russian Press,

revealed the danger. Even Giers was excited, and

denounced Kalnoky, while the Tsar spoke as if war was
ultimately inevitable. It required Bismarck’s utmost skill

as mediator and moderator to keep the peace, when the

military chiefs in the three capitals longed to decide the

dispute by an appeal to arms. “The German Empire,”

ran the German speech from the throne on November 24,

1887, “has no aggressive tendencies, and no needs which

could be satisfied by victorious wars. But in defence we
are strong, and we shall become so strong that we can con-

front every danger without fear.” These declarations were

elaborated in the Chancellor’s speech of February 6, 1888,

in which, as in 1887, he surveyed the European situation

and defined the attitude of his country.* A year ago, he

began, he had feared a French attack; but one peace-

loving President had succeeded another, and the Minis-

terial changes were reassuring. “The ‘anxieties of the

year have been Russian rather than French; but, like last

year, I expect no attack. The Russian Press attacks are as

dust in the balance against the authority of the Tsar. At
my last interview I satisfied myself again that he had no
hostile intentions against us or anyone else. I trust his

word absolutely, and therefore the Press does not make me
think our relations worse than a year ago. The massing

' “ Die Grosse Politik,” VI, 1-89. Reden,” XII, 440-77.
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of troops on the German and Austrian frontier is nothing

new, for it dates from 1879. There is no reason to attack

us, for Russia does not want any more Poles. Why these

troops? One does not ask for explanations. They are

doubtless to give weight to Russia’s voice in the next

European crisis. Yet the danger of coalitions is

permanent, and we must arrange once for all to meet it.

We must make greater exertions than other nations on

account of our position. Russia and France can only be

attacked on one front; but God has placed us beside the

most bellicose and restless of nations, the French, and He
has allowed bellicose tendencies to grow up in Russia.”

The Chancellor proceeded to explain why he had
published the Austro-German Treaty of 1879 on the eve

of the debate. “It is not an ultimatum, a
^^smarck^s

warning, or a threat, as some papers say. Policy

for the Russian Cabinet was informed long Explained

ago. It is the expression of permanent interests on

both sides. If we had not made it then, we should

have to make it now. Think Austria off the map,
and we are isolated with Italy between Russia and France.

We cannot think Austria away. A State like Austria

does not disappear. If one leaves it in the lurch it becomes
estranged and will be inclined to offer its hand to the

antagonist of its disloyal friend. If we are to avoid

isolation in our exposed position, we must have a safe

friend. We shall wage no preventive war. If we were

to attack, the whole weight of the Imponderabilia would
be on the side of our opponents. Threats and insults

have aroused a justifiable embitterment, but we shall not

go to war for trifles. We do not angle for love in France

or in Russia. The Russian Press and Russian opinion

have shown us—an old, powerful and trustworthy friend

—

the door. We do not press ourselves forward. We have

tried to regain the trustful relationship, but we do not

run after anybody. For that very reason we shall all

the more carefully respect Russia’s treaty rights, among
them the rights—not recognized by all our friends—which
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we won for her in 1878. We all believed that the pre-

dominant influence in Bulgaria would fall to Russia.

We shall not support and we do not advise violence,

and I do not think Russia wishes it. Bulgaria is not

an object of sufficient magnitude to set Europe aflame

in a war whose issue none can foretell. I do not expect

an early breach of the peace. But I advise other countries

to discontinue their menaces. We fear God and nothing

else in the world.** The proud peroration was rewarded

by a storm of applause, which echoed throughout the

Empire, and by the smooth and rapid passage of the

last Army Bill which the aged Emperor was to see or

the Iron Chancellor to propose.

A few days after Bismarck’s historic utterance the Tsar

made a final attempt to solve the Bulgarian problem in a

Russian sense. Ferdinand, he declared, must withdraw,

Bulgaria could freely choose a ruler, and Russia would
then no longer interfere. Germany and France supported

the plan, but Austria and her friends declined to support

the eviction of Ferdinand. Without waiting for a mandate

from the Powers, Turkey now declared the Prince’s title

Bulgarian
Bulgaria acknowledged the com-

Crisis munication, but neither Turkey nor Russia

took steps to enforce it. The three years*

crisis had ended with the confessed defeat of Russia;

and indeed the Bulgarian policy of Alexander III

deserved to fail. Bismarck had played his game
with matchless skill. Peace had been preserved, France

and Russia had been held apart, the Austrian alliance

had remained intact, and a secret treaty kept open

the line to Petrograd. “It was a complicated busi-

ness,’* confessed the Chancellor. “The Emperor once

said to me, ‘ You are like a rider who tosses five balls

into the air and catches them every time. I should not

care to change places with you.’’’ Kalnoky, too, had

played a dangerous game and won. His policy, at once

cautious and firm, had succeeded in eliminating Russian

influence from Bulgaria, which for the next few years.
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under the virile direction of Stambuloff, leaned on Austria

and Turkey.

Though the Bulgarian crisis was over, the Tsar had
no intention of renewing the old friendly relationship with

Vienna; but he was not yet finally estranged Love
from Berlin. In 1888 the Chancellor once and

more revealed his consideration for the Tsar’s Policy

feelings by preventing the marriage of the ex-Prince

Alexander of Bulgaria with a daughter of the Crown
Prince Frederick, which had been discussed since

1884. He was supported by the old Emperor, who
regarded it as a mhalliance, but the Crown Princess fought

hard for her daughter’s right to marry the man of her

choice. Bismarck’s decision, backed by a threat of resigna-

tion, was finally confirmed by the girl’s father when he

became Emperor, and even Queen Victoria was won over

to the Chancellor’s side during a brief visit to Berlin.

There was always a possibility, he believed, of the Prince

being invited to return to vSofia, and in any case the Tsar’s

confidence in the German Government, which was the

chief obstacle to a war, would have been shattered by a

close association of his hated enemy with the Royal
Family. “The foreign policy of the German Empire since

1871,” wrote Bismarck to the Emperor Frederick, “has

been the maintenance of peace and the prevention of

anti-German coalitions, and the pivot of this policy is

Russia.” '

“ Die Grosse Politik,” VI, 277-98.



CHAPTER V

THE DUAL ALLIANCE

While the Austro-German alliance was no sooner con-

ceived than concluded, the Franco-Russian alliance was

Isolation
<iiscussed in public and private for many

of years before official negotiations began.
France Russia had watched the downfall of

Napoleon III, the ringleader in the Crimean war, with

unconcealed satisfaction
;

and the formation of the

Dreikaiserbund forbade the young Republic, as it

struggled to its feet, to look for Russian sympathy or

support. The one ray of hope lay in the possibility that

Russia might desire the revival of France as a make-
weight against German domination of the Continent,

This aspect of the question was clearly present to the

mind of Gortchakoff, with whom Chaudordy, an official

of the French Foreign Office, discussed the situation in

Switzerland in 1873. The French Government desired to

know whether Russia would help if Germany reoccupied

the territory which it had now evacuated or if new claims

for territory or indemnity were put forward. The Russian

Chancellor, while naturally unable to promise support,

expressed himself in friendly terms ffnd declared that

Russia desired to see France as strong as before her

defeat.^

1 See the French Yellow Book, “ L’Alliance Franco-Russe,” published
in 1918; Daudet, “ Histoire Diplomatique de TAlliance Franco-Russe,”
and “Alexandre III”; Freycinet, “Souvenirs,” II; Elie de Cyon,
“Histoire de TEntente Franco-Russe ”

; Hansen, “L’Alliance Franco-
Russe,” and “ L’Ambassade k Paris du Baron de Mohrenheim ”

; Albin,
“ L’Allemagne et la France, 1885-1904”; Tardieu, ‘‘La France et les

Alliances”; Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,” V; Pribram,
‘‘Secret Treaties,” II, Appendix B; Welschinger, “L’Alliance Franco-
Russe”; American Historical Review^ April, 1920.
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Two years later the war scare of 1875 afforded Russia
an opportunity of displaying her good will to France.

Though neither Bismarck nor his master
Russia

desired another war, the military leaders in helps

Berlin spoke freely of a final reckoning
with a neighbour who was recovering from her mis-

fortunes more rapidly than had been anticipated, and
might be expected to give trouble in the future. The letter

of Queen Victoria to the Emperor was not without moral
effect, but it was the journey of the Tsar and Gortchakoff
to Berlin which, at any rate in French eyes, removed
the danger. The Russian intervention and the Chan-
cellor’s celebrated telegram from Berlin, “maintenant la

paix est assur^e,” which roused the undying resentment of

Bismarck, were welcomed by anxious French Ministers
both as an indication of practical sympathy and as a
harbinger of more intimate relations in the future. ‘‘Soyez
forts, G^ntiral,” said the Tsar to the French Ambassador
Le Flo. And Gortchakoff added, “Nous voulons la

France aussi forte que par le pass^ et Paris aussi

brillant.”

The Due Decazes, who ruled at the Quai d’Orsay
during the scare and who, like President Macmahon,
desired a Russian alliance, fell in 1877.^ He was succeeded
by Waddington and Macmahon by Gr6vy, both of whom
believed that France would be safer in humouring Bis-

marck than in insuring herself against his hypothetical
designs. Goutant-Biron was replaced at Berlin by St.

Vallier, who was ejetermined to restore friendly relations

and was warmly welcomed by the Chancellor. During
the tension in the Near East following the Treaty of

Berlin, when the Tsar was boiling with indignation
against the Central Powers, France could probably have
made an alliance with Russia. Gortchakoff was Franco-
phil, and the Grand Duke Nicholas, brother of the Tsar

^ The remarkable Franco-German raffrochement of 1878-85 may be
traced in “Die Grosse Politik,“ III, 381-454; E. Daudet, “La France
et FAllemagne,** 2 vols.

; and Bourgeois et Pag^s, “ Les Origines et les
Responsabilit^s de la Grande Guerre,** 181-219 and 365-95.
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and commander in the campaign of 1877, who spent the

winter of 1879-1880 in Paris, established cordial relations

Waddington.
French officers. Waddington, how-

Freycinet,
* ever, wisely refused to be involved in

Gambetta Russia’s quarrels at the other end of Europe.

“I think Russia is inclined to a rapprochement/' he

observed in handing over the Foreign Office to his

successor at the end of 1879, “but Bismarck has his

eye on us. If a treaty were on the anvil he might reply

with war.** Accordingly when Freycinet was informally

approached from Petrograd, the cautious Premier merely

advised the fostering of sympathies between the tw^o

Governments, adding that nothing must be known, “for

an evil will is on the watch which can wreck our en-

deavours.” ^ Gambetta, who had tacitly abandoned the

policy of revanche and desired to make Bismarck’s

acquaintance, was equally opposed to an association which

under existing circumstances would be a source rather

of danger than of strength. “France must play a

secondary role in Europe and be very reserved till we have

got a very strong army,” he remarked to Jules Hansen,

a Gallicized Dane, “and then I, like you, shall be a par-

tisan of a Russian alliance.”* The Chancellor responded

by supporting French designs on Tunis and by ordering

the German representative at the Conference on Morocco
wrhich met at Madrid in 1880 to go “hand in hand ” with

France. So little disposition w^as there at Paris towards

a rapprochement that early in 1880 Freycinet refused the

extradition of Hartmann, who was charged with planning

a bomb attack on the Tsar. Since no extradition treaty

had been concluded, the French Government was within

its rights in refusing to deliver the suspect; but the Tsar

1 “ Life of Dufferin,” I, 304. Bismarck told Lord Dufferin on Dec. 14,

1 879, that Rqssian overtures were made through General Obroutcheff, who
had been sent to the French manoeuvres, but that, as Chanzy reported
that Russia was unready for war, the French Government was adverse to

adventure.
* Hansen. “ L’ Alliance Franco-Russe,” ch. 1. For the change in

Gambetta’s opinions see Mme. Adam, “ Souvenirs,” VI and VII ; and
Galli, “ Gambetta et I’Alsace- Lorraine.”
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showed his displeasure by temporarily recalling his

Ambassador. Jules Ferry, who succeeded Freycinet and
dominated French policy during the follow-

ing years, was even less disposed than his Bismarck
predecessor to link the fortunes of France

with those of Russia, for he required and received

the good will of Bismarck and of Prince Hohenlohe,

the influential German Ambassador, in his task of

refounding a French Colonial Empire. In 1884 General

Campenon, Minister of War, observed to the German
Charged that the past was past and that Germany
and France united would rule the world; and Barr^re

remarked to Herbert Bismarck, “II n*y a plus de m^fiance

chez nous.” When Freycinet returned to power after

Ferry’s fall in 1885 he once more angered the Russian
Government by the release of Prince Kropotkin from a

French prison before the expiration of his sentence, by
the expulsion of the Orleanist princes from France, and
by the brusque recall of General Appert, the French
Ambassador, to whom the Tsar was greatly attached.' The
autocrat, whose feelings for the French Republicans were
described by Giers as those of contempt and disgust,

angrily refused to receive the Ambassador designate,

General Billot, or any one else, and recalled his own Am-
bassador from Paris. “Ambassadors are quite unneces-

sary under present circumstances,” he explained
;
“Charges

d’Affaires are enough.” Meanwhile Herbette, the newly

appointed Ambassador to Berlin, declared that his task

was to convince Bismarck that “ Dc'^roul^disme ” was dead.

The disintegration of the Dreikaiserbund owing to the

Austro-Russian quarrel over Bulgaria turned the eyes of

the Slavophils towards Paris. On July 31, 1886, Katkoff

opened his campaign with an article in the Moscow Gazette

which echoed) through Europe.* “There is talk of a meet-

ing of the three Ministers at Kissingen. Will the Russian

Minister find it necessary to go and make his bow before

' The General had Orleanist sympathies.

’ Cyon, “ Histoire de TEntente Franco-Russe,” 153-4.
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the irascible Chancellor? He is believed to govern the

world. But is it so? Did the German Empire create

itself? Is not the preponderance of this

empire the product of the voluntary servitude

of Russia ? If Germany stands so high,

is it not because she has climbed on Russia’s shoulders?
If Russia were to resume her liberty of action, the

phantom of German omnipotence would vanish. We
are not asking for a Franco-Russian alliance. We
wish that Russia should remain in free and friendly

relations with Germany, but also that similar relations

should be established with the other nations, and above
all with France, who occupies in an increasing degree a

situation in Europe worthy of her power. What have we
to quarrel about, and what are her domestic concerns to

us?” A fortnight later Madame Adam, the friend of

Gambetta till he tacitly abandoned the Revanche, trans-

ferred the Nouvelle Revne, which she had founded as

the organ of unbending nationalism, to a disciple of

Katkoff, Elie de Cyon, a Russian doctor, who had settled

in Paris during the ’seventies and had become a French

citizen. French opinion, disappointed by the fruits of

colonial adventure, began to share Clemenceau’s convic-

tion that the place for her soldiers was on her eastern

frontier. Before the end of the summer D6roul^de, author

of the Chants du Soldat and the outspoken champion of

the Revanche, visited Russia, where he was received by
Katkoff and the Slavophils with open arms. The effect

of the campaign quickly became apparent. “The note of

the Russian Press,” reported the Belgian Minister at

Petrograd on December 3, “is extreme friendliness for

France, who is considered as a future ally destined to

paralyse Germany in the event of an Austro-Russian con-

flict.” ^ Katkoff’s initial disclaimer of a wish for a definite

alliance had been a tactical move. “I hate France,” he

wrote in May, 1887, “for she has been and is a school of

revolutionary propaganda. But now, when Russia is

^ Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,** V, 155.
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threatened by Austria and Germany, an alliance is imposed
upon us by an ineluctable necessity.”

The Tsar himself, moved less by the drift of opinion

than by his anger with Austria, invited Freycinet in

September to conclude an alliance.^ The Premier, the

President and the majority of Ministers refused the offer

and informed the German Ambassador. Despite this

rebuff diplomatic relations were resumed in October.

Mohrenheim returned to Paris, and Laboulaye, who had
spent two years at Petrograd as First Secretary, was
accepted by the Tsar. In taking leave

of President Gr^vy the new Ambassador
inquired whether he had no message to

send. “None whatever,” replied Gr^vy
;

“we have

nothing to expect from him. Nobody wants France, and

France wants nobody. If we stay quietly at home no one

will come and attack us.” The atmosphere at Petrograd

was only a little less frosty. ‘‘I desire the best relations

with France,” observed the Tsar on receiving the Ambas-
sador. “The times are difficult, and crises are perhaps

at hand. Russia ought to be able to count on France and

France on Russia. Unfortunately you are yourselves

going through crises which prevent you pursuing a consis-

tent policy and do not admit of collaboration. That is very

regrettable, for we need a strong France, and we have need

of each other. I hope France will understand this.”

The fall of Freycinet at the end of the year brought

Flourens to the Quai d’Orsay; and the new Foreign

Minister seized the first opportunity of displaying his

good will towards Russia. On January 9, 1887, the Bul-

garian delegates, in their journey through Europe in search

c?f support in their quarrel with Russia, were unofficially

received by Flourens, who advised them in plain terms no

longer to thwart Russian aims. At a time when every

European statesman except Bismarck was a critic of

Dio Grosse Polilik,” VT, ^1-124. The approach was made indirectly,

without the knowledge of Giers, who refused to believe that it was
authorized by the Tsar.

L
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Russia’s high-handed conduct in Bulgaria, the support of

the French Government caused pleasure and gratitude in

Petrograd. The way was thus prepared for

Boulanger Russia to render a still greater service
Crisis France. At the end of 1886 Boulanger,

as Minister of War, resolved to increase the troops

on the Eastern frontier, where they were inferior in

number to the Germans, and for this purpose ordered

the erection of new barracks. Germany replied by recall-

ing 75,000 reservists to the colours, and Herbert Bismarck,

the interim Foreign Secretary, expressed himself in un-

friendly tones. An inquiry of the Ambassador in Paris

as to the reason of this measure brought a vague reply

;

and Flourens, in fear of an attack, confided his apprehen-

sions to Hansen, whom he knew to be in close touch with

the Russian Ambassador. What, asked Flourens, would
Russia do if Germany were to ask us for explanations as

to our troops and Boulanger’s order for new barracks?

The question was duly referred to Mohrenheim, who tele-

graphed to Giers and received the brief reply, “Schuvaloff

r^pondra.” Schuvaloff, the Russian Ambassador at Berlin,

was accordingly instructed to inform the German Govern-

ment that in the opinion of the Tsar France had a right

to do what she liked on her own territory, A few days later,

on January 31, 1887, Bleichroder, the great Jewish banker

from whom few of Bismarck’s secrets were hid, observed

to Herbette, the French Ambassador, “There was nothing

to worry about, and it was only a misunderstanding with-

out importance.” The Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung

declared that Germany had no intention of asking for

explanations, and Herbette telegraphed home that France

could be easy. ^

The tension provoked by the order for barracks was
relieved, but the danger of a collision remained. On
February 6 Schweinitz, the German Ambassador, asked

the Tsar whether he would remain neutral in a Franco-

German war, in which case he could do wliat he liked in

the Near East. “Russia was neutral in the three wars,”
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replied the monarch, “though it would have been her plain

interest to abandon neutrality. To-day Russia must con-

sult her own interests in a greater degree, and cannot

constantly aid Prussia, who is besides the ally of the

Emperor Francis Joseph.” The annihilation of France,

he added, would completely alter the European equili-

brium, and he was therefore unable to promise neutrality.

The Tsar merely wished to keep his hands free, and was
not yet prepared for a French alliance, though he wrote

that France could count on his moral support. Mohren-
heim approved Flourens* intention to propose a defensive

alliance. “You must send some one to Petrograd not too

much en vue, who would ask, ‘ Would the attitude of

France in the case of a war in the East be indifferent to

Russia ? If not, is a formal entente possible ?
’ ” Flourens

selected the Marquis de Vogii^ ;
but when he was ready to

start Giers reported that the Tsar thought the time inoppor-

tune for an alliance, which would alarm other Powers.

While Boulanger remained at the Ministry of War one

crisis followed another; for he was loyal neither to the

Republic nor to his colleagues. On a

Sunday in February the wife of the Foreign of*Bwifanger
Minister visited the daughter of Count
Munster, the German Ambassador, in a state of great

excitement.' Boulanger had written to the Tsar, urging

an accord which would keep Germany quiet, and

had ordered the French Military Attach^, at that moment
on leave in Paris, to return to his post with the letter.

“If it is not stopped,” she added, “my husband will

resign. You woihd not believe what is in the letter.”

The Attach^, as in duty bound, informed the Foreign

Minister of the event, and the letter never left Paris. A
Cabinet was held, and Flourens threatened resignation;

but though some of his colleagues would have preferred

to get rid of the firebrand, he was allowed to remain on

promising to abstain from such dangerous irregularities.

, See Bevens’ report of Feb. 8, 1887; in Schwertfeger, “ Zur Kuro-

paischen Politik,” V, 171-2.
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The Schnaebele crisis which occurred shortly afterwards

made a Russian alliance a burning question. The French

Ambassador, acting on his own initiative,

Schnaebele asked Giers what Russia would do if France
Crisis were attacked, and Giers replied that the

Tsar “dirait son mot.*’ Flourens disapproved the

Ambassador’s action, fearing it might reach Bismarck’s

ears; but the trend of French policy was clearly

shown in forwarding the Bulgarian letters to the Tsar and
in the protest of the two Powers against the Drummond
Wolff Convention. “It has delivered France from her

isolation,” wrote the Belgian Minister in Vienna,’ “and
has advertised the political intimacy of France and Russia,

hitherto more or less platonic, while, on the other hand, it

has strengthened the ties which unite the four other

Powers. This division into two camps portends serious

dangers to peace. The ever-growing hostility of Russia

to Germany, and the ideas of revenge more vocal than

ever in France since her people believe they have found

an ally at Petrograd, cause anxiety here as elsewhere.”

The Belgian Minister at Berlin reported that the French

Ambassador made no attempt to conceal his satisfaction.

“L’empire des Tsars est k la mode,” wrote the Belgian

Charge from Paris on March 4, 1888. “In the theatre,

the Press, the street, everything serves as a pretext for

demonstrations.”

Political sympathy was reinforced by economic need.

When Bismarck retaliated against the raising of the tariff

and the decree forbidding foreigners to own land on the

frontier by closing the German Bourse to Russian loans

and encouraging Press attacks on Russian securities, his

usual sureness of touch deserted him and he drove his

formidable neighbour into the arms of the French Bourse.

Russia had hitherto raised her loans mainly in Germany,
though Holland and France (through the house of Roth-

schild) had been minor investors. But the political no less

than the economic advantage of supplying Russia with the

^ Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,” V, 200, 202.
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ever-increasing sums which she needed became clear to

French financiers. An offer of assistance at the end of

1887 from a syndicate formed by Hoskier, a naturalized

Dane, was declined; but in the autumn of 1888 the Russian
Finance Minister invited a French group to send a pleni-

potentiary, and in October Hoskier arrived

in the Russian capital. The Minister desired

to convert the National Debt, and wished

to test the French market in order to learn if it

was as well disposed as the syndicate affirmed. For

this purpose he asked for five hundred million francs

at four per cent., and Hoskier undertook to find them.

On December 10 the loan was issued at 86.45, arid over-

subscribed by 110,000 applicants. The Tsar expressed his

gratitude to Hoskier for freeing Russia from dependence

on Berlin. In the following year three hundred and sixty

million francs at four per cent., issued at 93, were sub-

scribed for unifying earlier loans, and the house of Roth-

schild raised loans of seven hundred millions in March
and twelve hundred and forty-two millions in May. Such
sums are only lent by one Great Power to another when
an alliance is in being or in sight.

While the financiers were weaving their threads in

public, the soldiers were at work behind the scenes. In

November, 1888, an incident occurred, unknown to the

public, which committed Russia far more than the accept-

ance of a loan. The Grand Duke Vladimir visited Paris

and informed Freycinet, the Minister for War, of his wish

to inspect the new French rifle.' “I should like to have

one and some cartridges to experiment with. You can

rest assured it would not leave my hands.” The Minister,

not a little surprised, consulted his colleagues, who author-

ized the transaction. Two months later the Military

Attach^ inquired if French experts would examine a similar

type of rifle which might perhaps be manufactured in

France for Russia. The Ministers again agreed, scenting

an alliance in the wind. Russian artillery officers accord-

I Freycinet, “ Souvenirs,” II, 414*18.
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ingly travelled tc Paris and were soon in intimate relations

with French experts. The next stage was a request by
the Russian Ambassador to allow engineers

MuiUUons study the powder factories with a view

to erecting similar factories in Russia.

Finally, early in 1889, the Military Attach^ asked

whether France would manufacture 500,000 rifles. “De-
lighted,” replied Freycinet, “but we should like to be

assured that they will never fire at Frenchmen.”^ “We
will give you full guarantees,” was the reply; and Mohren-
heim, at Freycinet’s wish, confirmed his assurance to the

Foreign Minister. The manufacture of the rifles only

began in 1890, when Freycinet was Premier; but mean-
while the Russian officers studied the system of mobiliza-

tion, transport and supply under the guidance of General

Miribel, Chief of the Staff, and General Boisdeffre, ex-

Military Attach^ at Petrograd. At the same time a French

engineer was dispatched to Russia to organize the manu-
facture of munitions.

The formation of the Freycinet Cabinet in March, 1890,

was of decisive importance in the story of Franco-Russian

relations. In earlier years Freycinet had not been

reckoned the friend of Russia; but the reiterated expres-

sions of confidence which he had recently experienced as

Minister of War had transformed him into a warm advo-

cate of an alliance, and President Carnot and Ribot, the

new Foreign Minister, were no less favourable. The fall

of Bismarck and the termination of the Reinsurance Treaty

by his successor removed a formidable obstacle to co-

operation. In May the Grand Duke Nicholas, whose
visit to Paris ten years earlier has already been mentioned,

asked to see the Premier, and told him that he was no less

interested in the French army than in his own. “If I have

any voice in the matter, the two will be one in time of

war. And that, if it were known, would prevent war,

for no one would care to challenge France and Russia.”

After inquiries as to the army and navy he parted

* Freycinet, “ Souvenirs,” II, 440-514.
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from the Premier with the w^ords : “In me France has

a friend.” ‘

In the same month the French Cabinet had the oppor-

tunity of rendering the Tsar a valued service. The Am-
bassador asked for the arrest of Nihilists who were engaged
in making bombs and preparing to start for Russia; and
when nine men were seized by Constans, the energetic

Minister of the Interior, with powerful bombs in their

possession, the Tsar expressed his gratitude. Following

up his success, the French Government
inquired whether General Boisdeffre, Chief

Boisdeff^^
of the Staff, might receive an invitation

to the manoeuvres, at which the Kaiser was also to

be present. The request was graciously granted, and

the General was the object of the friendliest attentions.

“The most important aspect of his journey,” reported the

Ambassador, “for which I had desired a general officer to

be invited, is that which concerns the Government. The
rapprochement of France and Russia, which scarcely three

years ago seemed an illusion, has gradually become solid

enough for a visit like that of the Kaiser to arouse no

apprehensions. It is not enough, however, to record this

Platonic result; we must draw conclusions—though not

on the political plane. Without counting the probable

resistance of a sovereign who cherishes his complete free-

dom, there are two objections. Firstly, a declared entente

would consolidate the Triple Alliance, which is now
weakening; secondly, we must hide the defect of our

Constitution which prevents the Chief of the State conclud-

ing treaties, and* thus deprives our politics of the

advantage of secrecy. The military plane remains. After

we have facilitated the arming of the Russian infantry

there is only one step to take—and this I hope Boisdeffre’s

mission would achieve. I think it has been taken.

There will now be contact between the General Staffs.”
*

* Freycinet, M, 440-514.
* Laboulaye to Ribot, Aug. 24. This is the first document in the

Yellow Book “ L’Alliance Franco-Russe,” published in igi8.
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The Tsar was not yet converted to an alliance,

reported Boisdeffre on his return
;

but many of his

Infatuation
countrymen believed that the Rubicon had

for been crossed. “The dream obsesses every-
Russia Paris, “ wrote the Belgian Minister

on September 17. “It comes from the very natural

desire to lean on a great nation in resisting attack

from the Central Powers; but it has become also a

matter of sentiment. The infatuation for Russia has

gained all classes. This Power is as popular to-day as

Poland und^r the Second Empire. Many are convinced

of the existence of a sort of entente—secret engagements

if not a treaty. Thus the arrival of any official personage

acquires the proportions of an event, and the Grand Dukes
can no longer travel in France without political signifi-

cance being attached to the visits of courtesy which they

pay to the authorities. A new journal, U Union Franco-

Russe, has just appeared, and reproduces the dithyrambs

of the Paris Press in honour of the Russian alliance. The
contrast between the institutions of the two countries is not

felt in Paris.”
‘

While Boisdeffre was establishing contact with the

Russian Staff, Freycinet and Barbey, his Minister of

Marine, discussed the possibility of sending the northern

squadron to the Baltic. The project was supported by
the French Embassy in Petrograd, and encouraged by
Mohrenheim and the Russian officers in Paris. When the

question was raised in the Cabinet, Ribot inquired

anxiously what the other Powers would say
;
but he was

speedily converted, and Laboulaye wasiinstructed to sound
whether the fleet should add Cronstadt to its programme
in its forthcoming visit to Copenhagen, Christiania and
Stockholm in September. The Russian Government
accepted the suggestion in principle, but, as the Tsar was
going south, the date of the rendezvous was postponed.

The reports from Petrograd during the winter were so

favourable that in January, 1891, France renewed the pro-

* Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,** V, 274-5.
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posal, and the fleet was officially invited to visit Cronstadt

in July.

At this moment one of the incidents or accidents which

constitute the romance of high politics rendered France

more acutely conscious than ever of her

need for a powerful friend. The Empress Empress

Frederick visited Paris in February, 1891,
I'rederick

and resided at the German Embassy. When her

visits to the ateliers were followed by pilgrimages

to Versailles and St. Cloud, bitter memories were

revived and hostile manifestations began. On February 26

the Kaiser gave preliminary orders for mobilization, to be

carried out if his mother were molested on her departure

on the following day. The threat was unknown to the

public, and owing to the anxious precautions of the

Government, and the departure of the train an hour before

the specified time, the danger was averted.* A few days

later (March 9) Mohrenheim read to Ribot a dispatch from

Giers praising the correctness of French action during the

visit of the Empress. “The Entente Cordiale so happily

established between us,*' added Giers, “is the best

guarantee of peace. While the Triplice ruins itself in

armaments, the intimate accord of our two countries is

needed to maintain in Europe a just equilibrium of forces.’*

Mohrenheim added that these declarations possessed great

importance, and that the Russian Government had never

spoken so clearly. The accord, he added, was now as firm

as granite. He then asked what the French Government
thought of his demarche. Ribot replied that they appre-

ciated its importance, that they considered the entente now
established indispensable to the security of Europe, and
that they were grateful to Russia for choosing the occasion

of these recent incidents to reveal its necessity.

The presentation of the Grand Cross of St. Andrew to

President Carnot at the same moment was taken in Paris

as an emphatic declaration of confidence; but neither the

Tsar nor his Foreign Minister had any affection for France.

I Freycinet, Souvenirs,” II, 457-9.
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“The significance of the distinction has been greatly

exaggerated,** remarked Giers to the Roumanian Minister.

“It has often been given. France suggested a treaty, and

we have refused. The Emperor did not wish for an

engagement with a Republic which he does not love, and

besides, the men in office change too frequently. It would

be ungracious not to respond in some measure to the

advances and amiabilities which are showered on us.**
*

The entente was indeed still at the mercy of an incident.

In May the house of Rothschild withdrew

Russian at the eleventh hour from its undertaking
Jews raise a loan, nominally in consequence

of the persecution which was driving thousands of

Jews across the frontier, and Russia believed that the

step would not have been taken without the prompting of

the Government. When a much-advertised French ex-

hibition was opened at Moscow a few days later, the Tsar

openly manifested his displeasure. The banquet was
countermanded, the Tsar forbade his brother Serge,

Governor of Moscow, to appear, and the reception was so

chilling that the French Committee returned to Paris on

the day of the opening. Politically and commercially the

exhibition was a failure. Baron Marschall, the German
Foreign Minister, believed that the persecution of the Jews
was a mere pretext for the withdrawal of the loan, and that

the real cause was the rejection of the French request for

support in a Franco-German war.

The momentary tension between France and Russia

was ended by the renewal of the Triple Alliance.* During
Crispi*s tenure of office, which began ih 1887, the friend-

liness of Italy to her allies reached its height, while her

relations with France became very strained. In 1888

France declined to renew the commercial treaty, and in

1890 Crispi would have resisted the fortification of Bizerta

if he had been able to induce Great Britain to join in the

struggle. In 1889 he urged Austria to make a military

* Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,** V, 281-2.

* See Pribram, “ Secret Treaties,” II, ch. 3.
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and naval convention on the lines of her convention with

Germany in 1888, but, though pressed by Bismarck,

Kalnoky declined. The Austrian Minister was equally

unaccommodating in 1890, when Crispi suggested that

the Triple Alliance should form a single treaty with

common obligations. No change was required, he argued.

Austria could not assume responsibility for Tripoli and
Morocco, and Italy had never suggested supporting

Austria against Russia. Crispi was suc-

ceeded early in 1891 by the Francophil

Rudini, who immediately entered into con-

versations with France. The Triple Alliance, he declared,

was purely defensive; but when France asked to see

the text he refused. He also declined to answer the

question whether, if France seized Alsace-Lorraine, Italy

would be bound to support Germany. This indiscreet and
indeed almost impertinent demand, confided Marschall

to the Belgian Minister, completely cured Rudini of his

hopes of a rapprochement with France.' He therefore

presented a draft agreement at Berlin, where Caprivi

willingly accepted an increase of German obligations. The
third treaty of the Triple Alliance was signed on May 6,

1891, for six years, with an extension of another six

years unless notice was given. At Italy’s wish the two

pacts were merged in one, and a Final Protocol was added

;

each promised all the economic advantages compatible with

existing engagements, and binding them to try to secure

the extension of British support of the status quo in

Turkey to western Mediterranean territories.

The renewal of the Triple Alliance, backed by the

unconcealed sympathy of Great Britain, made it plain

that if Russia wanted to escape from isolation and im-

potence she could only find a partner in France; and

though the Tsar’s distaste for republicanism and his dis-

trust of the continuity of French policy were unabated,

he was now prepared to consider proposals for co-opera-

tion. On July 23 a French squadron entered Russian

* April 10, 1891. Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,” V, 279.
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waters for the first time since the Crimean war, and was
received at Cronstadt with a cordiality which far surpassed

The warmth of the usual official greetings,

Cronstadt and opened a new chapter in European
history. The climax was reached when,

after the French naval band had rendered the Russian

national anthem, the Tsar ordered the naval band
to play the Marseillaise, hitherto forbidden in public

places, and listened to it standing and uncovered.^ The
sailors who visited Petrograd and Moscow were astonished

at the enthusiasm which they evoked. “When the fleet

weighed anchor,** writes Freycinet, “the rapprochement

was made. It merely remained to translate it into official

language. The Tsar had committed himself.** The
Cronstadt festivities created a profound impression

throughout Europe, and in certain quarters alarm. “Till

now,” reported the Belgian Ambassador in Berlin, “the

German Government never believed in the possibility of

a Franco-Russian alliance. It will stimulate the hopes

of the exaltes in both countries, and accumulate explosive

material to which certain people are only too anxious to

apply a match. The rapprochement is based solely on
the common hatred for Germany, and must therefore have

an aggressive character.” “British opinion,” pronounced

the Belgian Minister in London, “does not apprehend
immediate danger to peace; but the Franco-Russian

alliance cannot fail to be aggressive without disappoint-

ing the hopes which have given it birth. Both countries

will cease to display reserve. One of them will protest

with greater energy than ever in regard to Alsace and
Egypt, the other will demand new concessions from the

Porte.”
*

Europe was correct in its view of the significance of

the event. On the eve of the arrival of the French

squadron the French Ambassador reported an intimate

^ The playing of the Marseillaise was again forbidden after the

departure of the fleet.

* Aug. I. Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,” V, 285-6.
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:onversation with the Foreign Minister. “He spoke of

he renewal of the Triple Alliance and of the indirect

iccession of England, and we asked our-
Russia

^Ives if the new situation did not render needs

lesirable a further step on the road to an Allies

mtente. As Giers may reopen the question, please

>end me instructions.” “I told the President and
"reycinet of Giers’ overture,” replied Ribot on July 24.

'We think, after the renewal of the Triple Alliance, that

ve should fortify the guarantees which our entente assures

iS. We will therefore receive very favourably any pro-

Dosals they may make. If Russia is thinking of an
illiance to pursue certain political aims, we should examine
t with care; but I gather the projected accord would
De simpler. We think it enough to agree that the Govern-

nents will confer on any question threatening peace, and
hat if peace be menaced by a member of the Triple

Alliance, France and Russia would at once take measures

.0 prevent a surprise—in other words, would agree to

nobilize as soon as a member of the other group mobi-

lized, the conditions of mobilization to be fixed by the

Staffs. Such an accord is all that we wish at present,

md circumstances were never more favourable to its

ronclusion.”

On August 5 Giers informed Laboulaye that the Tsar

iccepted the principle of exchange of views, which he

:onsidered the natural sequel of what passed during the

/isit of the French squadron. The Russian Government,

reported Laboulaye, seemed to wish not to confine the

iccord to the preservation of peace in Europe, or to a

nenace to peace by a member of the Triple Alliance. In

3ther words, Russia desired the help of France against

Great Britain as well as Germany and Austria. On
August 10 the Ambassador was received by the Tsar,

who observed that an entente was decided, but that its

terms could not be settled in a hurry. “Mohrenheim must

:ome for consultation, and then I think we shall see our

way clearer.” While the Ambassador was on his way to
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Petrograd Ribot explained the situation to President

Carnot. “Giers clearly wishes to avoid a firm engage-

ment as to a military convention. Freycinet, on the other

hand, is anxious for the Staffs to agree on the method
of co-operation, fearing that Russia would direct all her

forces against Austria, and leave France to face Germany
and Italy. Moreover, the Tsar does not wish Germany
to feel menaced by an alliance with a revanche Power.’*

Four days later Mohrenheim handed to Ribot an official

letter from Giers, by which the Dual Alliance was estab-

lished in principle. The situation created

Political by the renewal of the Triple Alliance and
Afirreement more or less probable adhesion of

England to its political aims, has led to the discussion of

guarantees of peace.

1. To define and consecrate the Entente Cordiale

which unites them, the two Governments declare that

they will confer on every question of a nature to threaten

peace.

2. If peace is in danger, and especially if one of

the two is menaced by aggression, they agree to concert

measures.

Ribot accepted the formula, and declarations were
exchanged on August 27 ; but his desire to appoint experts

to work out practical measures found no response in

Petrograd. “The Tsar thinks this enough for the

present,” wrote Giers to Mohrenheim, “and reserves con-

sideration of the military question till His return to Russia,

when he will discuss it with the Foreign Minister and
the Minister of War.” “We could not have secured

more,” comments Freycinet. “These stipulations, how-
ever, were not sufficiently practical. They prescribed joint

action but did not determine its conditions. A military

convention was needed.” The first step, however, was
of incalculable importance, and the Premier made dis-

creet allusion to it on September 9 in a speech before
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the foreign guests at the autumn manoeuvres. “The
Government of France, despite superficial changes, is

capable of sustained designs, and it brings to the accom-

plishment of national tasks a consistency not inferior to

that of any monarchy. No one doubts to-day that we
are strong. We shall prove that we are wise. We shall

know how to maintain, in a new situation, the tranquillity,

the dignity and the measure which in evil days prepared

the way for our recovery.”

The Cronstadt demonstration and the agreement to

confer were followed by a fresh appeal to the French

investor. The house of Rothschild, at the instance of

the London branch, declined to assist the Russian Govern-

ment while it persecuted its Jewish subjects; and Hoskier,

the obliging Dane who had proved useful in 1888, was
now invited to Petrograd. Money was required no longer

for conversion, but for railways and public works; but

the moment was unfavourable, owing to the Russian

famine, the Argentine crisis, the Baring failure and other

untoward circumstances. Hoskier and his friends accord-

ingly invited the assistance of Hambro in London, Hope
in Amsterdam, and above all the Credit Fonder, The
latter, being under government supervision, had to ask

for permission to participate, which was granted by
Rouvier, the Minister of Finance. A 3 per cent, loan

was issued at 79)^, and a million bonds of 500 francs

were offered for sale. The response was Loans
overwhelming, 7,500,000 bonds being applied and

for in France and 300,000 elsewhere. That Speculations

the loan was over-subscribed eight times seemed flatter-

ing to Russia; but large numbers had bought in

order to sell. Indeed, so many bonds were immediately

offered for sale that the price fell and dragged down
other Russian loans in its fall. The situation was saved

by the Russian Government itself buying till the price

rose to 77. In the long series of French loans to Russia,

that of 1891 alone catised a morntmiary anxiety. By the

time that the Dual Alliance was completed in the last
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days of 1893 the French investor had staked four milliards

on the political and economic solvency of his new
friend.

Freycinet and Ribot were determined not to rest till

they had secured a military convention. They consulted

Russia
Russian Ambassador, who advised them

moves to approach the I'sar during his holiday
Slowly Denmark. Hansen accordingly journeyed

to Fredensborg in September and handed an aide-

memoire to a member of the Tsar’s entourage. He
brought back the message that the Tsar would seriously

consider the matter on his return home. The next

opportunity of pushing forward the project was on

the occasion of Giers’ visit to Paris in November.
The Russian statesman observed that a profound change

had occurred in the European situation. There was no

longer a question of German hegemony, and Caprivi was
right in saying that the equilibrium was restored. When,
however, his hosts urged the necessity of a military agree-

ment in time of peace, Giers replied that he could trans-

mit, but not discuss, a proposal that was for the Tsar

alone to determine. It was only with difficulty, he added,

that his master had been brought to approve the formula

of common counsel. In discussing the visit after the

departure of the Russian Foreign Minister, Mohrenheim
told Freycinet that Giers had been won, but that the Tsar,

who liked time to mature his decisions, must not be

hustled.

Though a military convention was still far off, the

Governments commenced diplomatic co-operation as if

they were already political and military allies. It was

agreed to inform the Sultan that the Franco-Russian

entente was not pointed against Turkey, but to add that

she must only count on thei'r good will if she aided them

to frustrate the manoeuvres of the Triple Alliance. It

was further agreed to maintain the Capitulations in

Egvpt and to preserve the status quo in the Mediterranean.

In a dispatch to the French Ambassador in Turkey, Ribot
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reported and expressed his satisfaction with the conversa-
tions, especially in regard to the East. “I said that we
could co-operate there at once if we could convince the

Sultan that our entente did not menace him. Giers replied

that the Tsar would undertake no action against him and
that he did not covet Constantinople. I suggested the

issue of similar instructions to our respective Ambassadors
to impart this information to the Sultan. We must also

co-operate in regard to the Holy Places. In Egypt Russia
will only give us moral support; but the Sultan will

understand that Russia and France are his only friends

in defending Egypt against England.”
A few days later Giers forwarded his instructions to

the Russian Ambassador at Constantinople. “The rap^

prochement has, as its immediate result,

produced everywhere an appeasement and c^ope^tion
a feeling of security which Europe has
lacked for many years. Our Near East policy is

the status quo, and the prevention of others from exert-

ing influence over the Sultan contrary to our views—such
as the recent attempt of the Triple Alliance, aided by
England, to intimidate him by the dispatch of fleets in

Turkish waters. Encourage him to believe that the equili-

brium is now restored, and that France and Russia can
guarantee him against aggression by the rival group. The
insinuations as to Russia’s supposed aggressive intentions

are false. Tell the Sultan not only that we do not menace
him, but that, so long as he maintains loyal neutrality,

we would be ready to defend him. France is equally free

from thoughts of aggression. Her chief interest in the

East is Egypt, the occupation of which she desires to

shorten. Russia hopes that the Sultan will not recognize

Ferdinand. France has had no official dealings with the

illegal Government which has installed itself at Sofia. The
only delicate point in our relations in the East is the Holy
Places. Co-operation is impossible, since Russia must
defend the Orthodox against attacks of other Confessions,

and France is Protector of the Catholics. The agents of

M
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both must therefore act as moderators.” A copy of Giers’

dispatch was forwarded to Ribot, who enclosed it to Paul
Cambon at Constantinople. “Tell the Sultan,” he added,

“that France is friendly; but if he is feeble or complaisant

to the Triple Alliance, France and Russia will consult their

own interests. France will keep a portion of her Mediter-

ranean fleet in the Levant.”

On December ii the French Ambassador, the Marquis
de Montebello, who had replaced Laboulaye, had his first

audience with the Tsar, who, though friendly, made no
reference to the alliance. Giers explained that his master

appreciated the value of a military convention, but thought

there was no hurry and wished to discuss it with a high

French officer such as Miribel or Boisdefifre. If this was
considered likely to attract attention, a Russian officer

could be sent to Paris. Giers added that only the Tsar

and himself were aware of what had taken place. Ribot,

delighted that the cautious monarch had at last expressed

a desire for discussion, forwarded a scheme drawn up by

Military
Generals Miribel and Saussier and revised

Convention by Freycinet. Defensive war alone was
Discussed contemplated. Each should aid the other

with its whole strength. Simultaneous mobilization

should follow mobilization by the Triple Alliance. A
review of the forces of the five Continental Powers showed
that, though the Dual Alliance possessed more soldiers,

the Triple Alliance could concentrate its forces more
rapidly. Germany was the principal enemy, and Austria

and Italy would collapse if Germany were beaten. France

should therefore direct five-sixths of her forces against

Germany and one-sixth against Italy. Russia could

master Austria with half her army, and should direct the

other half against Germany. The Tsar handed the docu-

ment to General Wannovski for leisurely study, and in

due course departed for a prolonged sojourn in Denmark.
The delay alarmed and indeed exasperated the statesmen

at Paris, who feared that a change of Ministry might at

any moment imperil negotiations which had been kept a
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profound secret. “The Tsar does not love new faces,

“

remarked Mohrenheim to Freycinet. “If you fall he will

take a long time to decide.”

The impatience and irritation of the French Ministers

increased from month to month. “Europe is tranquil,”

wrote Ribot in May, 1892, “but for how
long? Giers is timid and ill, and is afraid

of too precise engagements. You must
agree with him and the Minister of War on a draft

and then send it to me for the Ministry to discuss.

Boisdeflfre is ready when needed to discuss technical ques-

tions with the Russian staff.” “The necessity of a military

convention,” he added in July, “was recognized in August,

1891 ;
but to this day nothing has been done, partly owing

to the illness of Giers and the absence of the Tsar, though

the Russian staff is as anxious for it as ourselves. If war
broke out I should be blamed for not pressing it.” The
Ambassador soothingly replied that in the event of war

Russia would co-operate, and that a Russian General was
drawing up a scheme for the Tsar based on the Miribel

memorandum.
The Tsar returned from Denmark at the end of July,

and General Boisdeffre was invited to the manoeuvres in

August. He took with him a plan, resting on the

principles of the February note, and discussions began

with the Minister of War and the Chief of the Staff.

Even now the greatest tact was needed. “The Chief of the

Staff advises me not to seem in a hurry,” reported the

General on August 10, “as some people are trying to

convince the TsarMhat his hand is being forced. The
War Minister does not wish for a military convention.

The Russians do not share our wish for co-operation if

Germany alone attacks. They also fear a change of

Ministers in France, which would jeopardize the Treaty,

and they are afraid of leakage. The Tsar is difficult to

see, and very shy, and he does not understand French

well. Giers is desperately ill in bed, and he fears France

might be tempted to make war. Germany too might make
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war when she learned that a convention was signed.”

Despite all these difficulties Boisdeffre and Obroutcheff,

Chief of the Staff, signed a military convention on August
17. “I have read, re-read, and studied it, and fully

approve it in its ensemble^** observed the Tsar next day
to the General. Only the President, Ribot and Freycinet

were to know. If its existence were communicated to the

public, its provisions would leak out. “If it becomes
public, for me the Treaty is annulled.” “All the Ministers

must know,” replied the General. “And what harm is

there for the world to know of the existence of a treaty, if

it does not know its clauses, as in the case of the Triple

Alliance? ” The Tsar reiterated that the military conven-

tion must be kept secret. He believed that peace was not

menaced at that moment, but he needed at least two years

to complete his railways and munitions and to recover from

famine and cholera.

The document was taken to Giers in Finland by

Obroutcheff, who read it aloud to the sick man. The

France
Foreign Minister expressed approval, but

suggests remarked that he would read it again when
Alterations head was better. The prize seemed

within grasp; but the French negotiators incautiously

proceeded to make three alterations. In the sentence,

“If a member of the Triplice mobilizes, France and
Russia shall also mobilize,” it was proposed to insert,

“If any member of the Triplice makes a general mobiliza-

tion.” A precautionary mobilization of two or three army
corps, for instance by Austria, would thus not constitute

a casus belli. Secondly, France’s obligation to provide

1,300,000 men was changed to “from 1,200,000 to

1,360,000.” Thirdly, in place of the clause binding both

parties to secrecy, the French, explaining that the Presi-

dent had no power to make treaties without the knowledge

of Ministers, suggested as an alternative that the Treaty

should only be divulged with the consent of both parties.

These modifications, Boisdeffre believed, would prove

acceptable and would not delay the signature of the con-
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vention
; but, innocent though they appeared to their

authors, they provided a reason or an excuse for further

procrastination. Giers had left for Aix in search of health,

where Ribot and Freycinet, impatient to conclude the

negotiations, found him in bed, too ill for discussion. The
draft was left with him, and he promised his visitors to

secure ratification on his return. His illness continued,

and at the end of October Ribot asked the invalid, now
at Monte Carlo, whether the project approved by the Tsar

in August could not be signed with the trifling changes

suggested at Paris. Giers replied that he was too ill to

discuss the matter with the Tsar; and to the intense dis-

appointment of the French statesmen the question slum-

bered throughout the winter and spring. The Panama
scandal had its share in the Tsar’s refusal to hurry. The
Freycinet Cabinet fell in February, 1892; but Freycinet

remained at the War Office and Ribot at the Quai d^Orsay

for another year.

In May, 1893, the French Ambassador suggested to his

Government that France should try to insert her three

amendments not in the draft signed by the

Chiefs of Staff but in an exchange of letters,

This would be the quickest way of reach-

ing the goal; and though it was impossible to renew

the discussion at the moment, events might bring

it up. A month later the Ambassador pressed for per-

mission to propose his plan on the first favourable oppor-

tunity
;
but in July he had to confess that the new German

army law necessitated modification of the figures of 1892.

General Miribel accordingly drew up a note in August
('ailing attention to the addition of 70,000 men to the

German army. ‘‘The incidents of Aigues-Mortes and the

presence of the Prince of Naples at the German manoeuvres

at Metz,” reported the Ambassador on September 7, “pro-

vided an occasion for speaking to Giers, to whom I gave

Miribel’s note for the Tsar. We made a mistake last year

in seeking to reopen negotiations after the draft was ap-

proved by the Tsar. He has acted in the spirit of accord,
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and only the form remains unsettled. We shall settle it

this winter.” After so many disappointments the forecast

seemed over-sanguine; but an event was soon to occur

which removed the last scruples even of the dilatory

autocrat.

In October, 1893, a Russian squadron visited Toulon,

returning the visit to Cronstadt after an interval of two

The years. In Paris men and women ran

Toulon beside their carriages to kiss or touch the

hands of the officers, who were continually

compelled to appear on their balconies, and some-

times even cut their gloves in pieces for distribution to

the crowd below. Paris, Lyons and Marseilles publicly

ratified the work which French statesmen and soldiers had

been carrying on behind the scenes for several years.

France knew nothing of the military convention or the

difficulties which had prevented its signature; but she felt

that she had found a powerful friend, who was already

an ally in fact if not in name. Even now, however, the

stolid Tsar declined to hurry; and it was not till December

17 that he asked to see the French Ambassador, to whom
he expressed his surprise and delight at the welcome to his

fleet. He was, nevertheless, disturbed by the frequent

changes in the Ministries for War and Foreign Affairs,

and made no reference to the Treaty. Yet the end was
very near. A letter from Giers, dated December 27,

brought joyful tidings. “After examining by supreme

order the project of August, 1892, and submitting my
view to the Emperor, I beg to inform you that the text

of this arrangement may henceforth be considered as

definitely adopted in its actual form.” On the same day

the French Ambassador wrote that it was also considered

binding by France. After interminable delays Russia had

at last taken the final step on her own initiative. The
changes proposed in Paris were no longer pressed, and
the French were by this time thankful to secure the

coveted convention in its unamended form. The docu-

ment signed by Giers and the Marquis of Montebello on
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December 31 was revealed by the French Government
in 1918, when the Tsardom was overthrown and the

alliance at an end.

“France and Russia being animated by an equal desire

to maintain peace, and having no other

aim than to be ready for a defensive war, Military

provoked by an attack of the forces of Convention

the Triple Alliance against one or other of them, have

agreed on the following

:

1. If France is attacked by Germany, or by Italy sup-

ported by Germany, Russia will employ all her forces

to attack Germany. If Russia is attacked by Germany,
or by Austria supported by Germany, France will em-
ploy all her forces to combat Germany.

2. In the event of the forces of the Triple Alliance,

or of any member of it, mobilizing, France and Russia,

at the first news and without the need of preliminary

accord, will immediately and simultaneously mobilize

the whole of (heir forces and bring them as near as

possible to their Frontiers.

3. The forces to be employed against Germany will

be, on the part of France, 1,300,000 men, on the part

of Russia 7 to 800,000. These forces will engage with

all their might, so that Germany has to fight both on

the East and West.

4. The staffs of the armies will co-operate at all times

in preparing and facilitating the execution of the mea-

sures above contemplated. They will communicate in

time of peace all the information relative to the armies

of the Triple Alliance which comes to their knowledge.

The ways and means of corresponding in time of war

will be studied.

5. France and Russia will not conclude peace

separately.

6. The present convention will have the same dura-

tion as the Triple Alliance.

7. All the clauses will be kept rigorously secret.”
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Though nobody doubted that an alliance had been

concluded, the momentous secret was not officially

revealed to the world till January, 1895.

Alliance “France has associated her interests with
Proclaimed ^^ose of another nation,” declared Ribot,

at this time Prime Minister, “in the interest of peace

and the European equilibrium. This alliance, rati-

fied by the universal sentiment of the country, con-

stitutes to-day our dignity and our strength.” While
some of his countrymen were content with this brief but

pregnant announcement, others begged for further en-

lightenment. “If you have made an alliance, publish it,”

cried Goblet on June 10, in a debate on sending ships to

the opening of the Kiel Canal; “we are strong enough
to know and to tell the truth.” His curiosity was not to

be satisfied. “We have allied the interests of France

to the interests of another nation,” reiterated Ribot. **We
have done it for the safeguarding of peace and the main-

tenance of the equilibrium of Europe. And if there is

nothing changed in the aspirations of our policy, there

is nevertheless something changed in Europe since 1891.

You, M. Goblet, knew the Foreign Office at a difficult

time, and you did not possess the security which we have

found in this alliance.” A week later Mohrenheim pre-

sented to President Faure the insignia of the Order of

St. Andrew, and on the same day the French and Russian
squadrons entered German waters together and passed

through the Kiel Canal. It might have been difficult for

a France without allies to share in the celebrations, but

with a powerful ally at her side there was no loss of

dignity.

Though polite and even friendly to France in his public

utterances, the Kaiser was none the less profoundly dis-

turbed by the Franco-Russian alliance. “I perfectly

know that you do not dream of attacking us,” he wrote

to the Tsar on September 26, 1895, “but you cannot be

astonished that the Powers get alarmed seeing how the

presence of your officers and high officials in an official
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way in France fans the inflammable Frenchman into a

white-heated passion, and strengthens the cause of

chauvinism and revanche. If you are allied

for better or worse with the French, well

then, keep those damned rascals in order

and make them sit still.’* ^ A second admonition

followed a month later. “It is not the friendship

of France and Russia that makes me uneasy, but

the danger to our principle of monarchism through the

lifting up of the Republic on a pedestal. The constant

appearance of Princes, Grand Dukes, etc., at reviews,

burials, dinners, races, with the head of the Republic,

makes Republicans believe they are quite honest, excellent

people, with whom Princes can consort and feel at home.
The Republicans are revolutionists de natura. The French

Republic is from the source of the Great Revolution, and
propagates its ideas. The blood of Their Majesties is still

on that country. Has it since then ever been happy or

quiet again? Has it not staggered from bloodshed to

bloodshed and from war to war till it soused all Europe
and Russia in streams of blood? Nicky, take my word,

the curse of God has stricken that people for ever. We
Christian Kings and Emperors have one holy duty

imposed on us by heaven—to uphold the principle (by

the Grace of God) von Gottes Gnaden. We can have good
relations with the French Republic but never be intimate

with her. I always fear that in frequent and long visits

in France people without feeling it imbibe republican

ideas.”

“Willy’s” warnings were wasted on “Nicky,” who
accepted the French alliance made by his father without

enthusiasm, but with full conviction.® In 1896 the Tsar

and Tsarina visited France—the first visit of a crowned

head to the Third Republic—and received an ovation.

^ “ The Kaiser’s Letters to the Tsar,” 21-5.

* “ We have rendered Kurope a gfreat service,” remarked LobanoflF,

the new Foreign Minister, to Ilohenlohe in Feb., ** jo taking on
France. God knows what these fellows would have been up to if we did
not hold them in.”—Hohenlohc, ” Denkwurdigkeiten,” II, 522.
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Finally, when President Faure returned the visit in 1897,

it was the turn of the Tsar authoritatively to proclaim

that France and Russia were 'nations amies et alliees. In

the following years two additions were made

Completed^
edifice. The military convention

was limited to the duration of the Triple

Alliance. What, then, it was asked, would happen

if that Alliance were dissolved, for instance, by the

death of Francis Joseph? Delcass^ resolved to fill the

gap, and on his visit to Russia in 1899 he secured the

Tsar’s assent to an agreement recorded in an exchange

of letters between Delcass^ and Muravieff, dated July 28,

1899. “The Governments, always bent on the main-

tenance of peace and equilibrium between European forces,

confirm the diplomatic arrangement formulated in August,

1891. They decide that the project of the military con-

vention of 1893 shall remain operative as long as the diplo-

matic accord.” After a further interval a naval convention

was drawn up in 1912.'

The conclusion of the Dual Alliance was an event of

capital importance not only for France and Russia, but

for Europe. That a first-class Power should desire an

alliance with France was an emphatic recognition that she

had recovered from her catastrophic defeat. I'he glaring

differences of political institutions and ideas were forgotten

in the satisfaction of procuring a powerful friend, and
the secrecy of its terms enabled eager patriots to hope
that it might perhaps contain some assurance with regard

to the recovery of the Rhine provinces. On the side of

Russia, who had less cause to fret rfbout prestige, the

alliance was hailed as good business. Her plans of Far
Eastern expansion, among them the Siberian Railway,

required unlimited capital, which thrifty France was ready

and indeed eager to supply at a moderate rate. From
the standpoint of European politics the conclusion of the

alliance was a sign that the reign of Bismarck was over.

* These documents are printed in the Yellow Book “ L’Alliance
F ranco-Russe.”
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“I'he nightmare of coalitions,” which haunted his later

years, was beginning to take concrete shape. Hence-

forward Europe was divided into two armed
camps, and entered on the path which led

straight to the catastrophe of 1914. The
Triple Alliance remained stronger than its rival, and

so long as it could count on the sympathy of Great

Britain its position was unassailable. But if Great

Britain should ever be compelled to transfer her support

from the older to the younger group, the diplomatic

situation would be transformed, and the balance ot power

would be tilted against the Central Empires.



CHAPTER VI

WILLIAM II

The death of the Emperor William I in March, 1888,

at the ripe old age of 91, and of his suffering son, the

Emperor Frederick, three months later, in-

William
solved no immediate change in the foreign

or domestic policy of Germany; for

William II, then in his thirtieth year, was an almost

idolatrous worshipper of his grandfather and of the Iron

Chancellor.* On the other hand, it was an open secret

that he had disapproved the liberal opinions of his

parents, and his father regarded his eldest son with critical

eyes. When in 1886 Bismarck, at the Prince’s wish,

obtained the Kaiser’s permission to admit him to the

secrets of the Foreign Office, the Crown Prince sharply

expressed his disapproval. “In view of the unripeness

and inexperience of my eldest son, combined with his

tendency to bragging and conceit, I consider it positively

1 The Kaiser’s personality may be studied in his “ Letters to the

Tsar” (best edition by W. Goetz); ‘‘The Willy-Nicky Correspondence”
(edited by H. Bernsitein), which contains 57 telegrams of the years 1904-7 ;

“ The German Emperor’s Speeches,” translated by Klkind
; and his

“ Memoirs.” For his reign see the encyclopedic work “ Deutschland
unter Kaiser William 11 ,” 3 vols., 1914, from which Bulow’s “ Imperial
Germany ” is reprinted. For general summaries see Dawson, “ The
German Empire,” TI

;
Rachfahl, ” Kaiser und Reich and Bornhak,

“ Deutsche Geschichte unter Kaiser Wilhelm II.” P'oreign policy is

described in the four volumes of Hammann (Head of the Press Depart-
ment of the Foreign Office), “ Der neue Kurs,” “ Zur Vorgeschichte des
Weltkrieges,” “ Um den Kaiser,” and “ Der missverstandene Bis-

marck Reventlow, “ Deutschland’s Auswartige Politik, 1888-1914,” and
‘‘ Politische Vorgeschichte des Grossen Krieges ”

; and Veit Valentin,
“ Deutschland’s Aussenpolitik, 1890-1918.” Schiemann’s “ Deutschland
und die grosse Politik ” contains his weekly survey of foreign affairs

in the Kreuzzeitung bound up into annual volumes from 1901 to 1Q14. Of
the many character studies that of Hammann, “ Um der Kaiser,” ch. 8,

is perhaps the best. Rathenau, “ Der Kaiser ”
;

Lamprecht, ” Der
Kaiser and Czernin, ” In the World War,” ch. 3, portray the ruler in
his later years.

188
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dangerous to allow him to come in contact with foreign

affairs.” ^ As soon as the Prince found himself on the steps

of the throne he endeavoured to reassure his future subjects,

some of whom were alarmed by his enthusiasm for soldiers

and military affairs.* “I am well aware of the fact,” he
declared on the eve of the old Emperor’s death, “that

by the public at large, and particularly in foreign countries,

I am represented as entertaining a wanton and ambitious

craving for war. May God keep me from such criminal

folly I I repudiate all such imputations with indignation.”

A few weeks later, when he had become Crown Prince,

he announced his admiration for Bismarck. “The Empire
is like an army corps that has lost its Commander-in-Chief

in the field, while the officer who stands next in rank lies

severely wounded. The standard-bearer, however, is our

illustrious Prince, our great Chancellor. Let him lead

us; we will follow him.”

On June 15, the day of his father’s death, William II

issued proclamations to the army and navy. “These are

days of sore trial and affliction in which

God’s decree has placed me at the head of Kaiser’s

the army, and it is with deep emotion that

I first address myself to my army. We belong to

one another.” The second proclamation assured the

navy that he had felt keen interest in its work and wel-

fare since his earliest youth. Not till three days later did

he issue a proclamation “To my people but the Speech

from the Throne to the Reichstag in the following week

reassured those who were alarmed at his having addressed

the fighting services before his civilian subjects. “As
regards foreign politics I am determined to keep peace with

everyone, so far as it lies in my power. My love for the

army will never lead me into the temptation to endanger

the benefits which the country derives from peace. Ger-

many is in no need of fresh military glory, nor does she

1 Bismarck, “ Gcdanken und Erinnerungen,” III, 2.

“ “ His photograph,” remarked GallifTet wittily, ‘‘ looks like a declara-

tion of war.”
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require new conquests.** The alliance with Austria and
Italy, he concluded, would be maintained, and his personal

friendship with the Tsar would be carefully fostered.

Germans observed with delight that the cordial relations

of the first William with the Chancellor were continued by

the second. At the end of the year the Kaiser wrote to

his “dear Prince ” to assure him that the thought of his

standing faithfully by his side filled him with joy and

comfort, and hoping to God that they might long be per-

mitted to co-operate for the welfare and greatness of the

Fatherland.

During the brief reign of the Emperor Frederick the

German Ambassador in Vienna reported a remark of

Kalnoky to the effect that it might have been better to

follow the advice of the General Staffs in Berlin and

Vienna in the previous autumn and to shatter the power of

Russia before it became dangerous. The Crown Prince

read the dispatch, and wrote Ja at the side of this passage.

The Chancellor was horrified at the revealing monosyllable,

and at once wrote a letter of warning and complaint

—

“since the decision of peace and war will

soon be in your hands.** The power of

Russia, he explained, could never be really

overthrown. Even France had recovered four years

after her disaster. Russia, after attack and defeat,

would be a second France. Moreover, an attack on Russia

would involve a war on two fronts. The Crown Prince

replied that he had exaggerated the importance of the

annotation. It only meant that the political and military

opinions diverged, and that the latter were, on their merits,

not without justification. The military authorities were

right in calling attention to the favourable opportunity

;

but he never dreamed of subordinating the political to the

military control, and he had always supported the pacific

policy of the Chancellor. Henceforth he would abstain

from writing political observations on the dispatches.^

^ “ Die Grosse Politik,’* VI, 301-9; and Bismarck, “ Gedanken,”
III, ch. 10.

Bismarck's
Warning
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The old Emperor on his death-bed whispered to his

grandson that he must always remain friends with Russia,

and the fact that the round of visits on
which William II entered only a month after

his accession began with Petrograd seemed
to show that he had taken the solemn admonition

to heart. The Chancellor drew up a memorandum for

his guidance, pointing out that Germany should not

obstruct Russia in anything that was not vital to Austria.

For instance, she should not oppose her designs on the

Black Sea, the Straits, or even Constantinople. If Austria

desired to prevent them she must find other allies for that

particular task. Germany could not face a war on two

fronts for the question who should rule Constantinople.

On the other hand, the Kaiser should neither offer Russia

any concession nor ask any favour. “We want nothing

and we fear nothing from her, but we wish to live in

friendship.” In a word, the visit was to be a family

affair, and politics should be kept in the background.

These suggestions were carried out by the Kaiser, who
was accompanied by his brother and Herbert Bismarck.

The visit was an unqualified success, and the German
Ambcissador reported that the satisfaction of the Tsar

increased from hour to hour and that even the Tsarina

was delighted. Yet in the spring of the following year

the I'sar toasted the Prince of Montenegro as Russia’s

only true friend.'

If the new ruler was thus ready to continue the

Chancellor’s policy in the East, the two men w^ere equally

in agreement as to the necessity of intimate relations with

England. At different times Bismarck had made more

than one approach to Beaconsfield and Salisbury, but he

had never presented such a definite request for an alliance

as that which he instructed Hatzfeldt to convey on

January ii, 1889.* “The peace of Europe can best be

secured by the conclusion of a treaty between Germany

* “ Die Grosse Politik,” VI, 311-41.

'Ibid., IV, 399-4I9-
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and England, pledging them to mutual support against a

French attack. A secret treaty would ensure success in

such a war, but its publication would prevent

Neither France nor Russia will break

the peace if they know for certain that

they would have England against them.” Salisbury

asked for time for consideration and consultation, and

on March 22 he gave his answer to Herbert Bis-

marck, who had come to London to settle the Samoa
problem. An alliance would be a blessing for both

countries and for the peace of Europe. He had discussed

the proposal with Lord Hartington and his colleagues, all

of whom shared his opinion, but who regarded it as in-

opportune, since it would break up the Parliamentary

majority and overthrow the Ministry. “Unfortunately we
are no longer living in the times of Pitt when the aristo-

cracy ruled and we could pursue an active policy.

Democracy is now the ruler and with it party government,

which has made every Ministry absolutely dependent on

the aura fopularis” He added that he was very grateful

for the suggestion, and he hoped that he would live to see

the time when he could accept it. “Meanwhile we leave

it on the table, without saying yes or no. That is un-

fortunately all I can do at present.”

A day or two after this conversation Herbert Bismarck

had a scarcely less interesting interview with Chamberlain.

“His friendliness to Germany has never been so marked as

it was yesterday,” the Chancellor was informed. He went

so far as to say Sine Germania nulla salus, and argued that

both countries must do their utmost to remove all points

where difficulties might arise. From Samoa he passed to

South-west Africa, which was not worth a rap to Germany,
and which she would do well to give up. Of course there

would have to be compensation. “What would you say

if we gave you Heligoland, which is useless to England
and perhaps worth having for you, if only for the prestige ?

The exchange would be popular and be sure of a majority

in Parliament. I shall myself defend it in the House
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through thick and thin.*’ At Chamberlain’s suggestion
Hatzfeldt mentioned the conversation to Salisbury, who
did not commit himself, and remarked that they could

return to the subject another time if the Ambassador
wished. The Kaiser was delighted, and looked forward
to signing the agreement during his forthcoming visit to

England; but the Chanceflor decided that the next step

should be left to the British Government, and the deter-

mination of the fortunes of the island was postponed for

a year.

The Kaiser’s first visit to England took place in

August, when he arrived at Osborne with a squadron
and was appointed honorary Admiral of osborne
the Fleet. Delighted with the distinction, and

he appointed his grandmother honorary Aldershot

Colonel of the First Dragoon Guards, a deputation

of whom was summoned from Berlin. “The hearts

of the officers and men,” he declared in presenting

them to the Queen, “beat more proudly at the thought that

they belong to a regiment which has the honour of being

called the Queen of England’s Own.” He was delighted

with the cordiality of his welcome, flattered by the interest

which his personality excited, and loud in his admiration

for the fighting services. “You have seen the greatest

fleet that England ever assembled,” declared the Prince of

Wales in proposing a toast. “Every land must be ready

for all eventualities, and I am convinced that the great

German army will serve to maintain the peace of the

world.” “I appreciate very highly the great honour of

my appointment as an Admiral,” replied the Kaiser. “I

greatly rejoice to have been present at a review of the navy,

which I regard as the most magnificent in the world.

Germany has an army commensurate with her needs, and

if Great Britain has a navy corresponding to her require-

ments Europe cannot fail to regard it as a most important

factor for the maintenance of peace.” After attending a

sham fight at Aldershot the Kaiser appointed the Duke of

Cambridge honorary Colonel of the 28th Infantry Regi-

N
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ment, like Wellington before him. “The British troops

have filled me with the greatest admiration,** he declared.

“At Malplaquet and Waterloo Prussian and British blood

was shed in a common cause.** The visit was thoroughly

successful, and gave a feeling of confidence to both

countries. “Neither England nor Germany thinks of

war,** wrote the Morning Post, “but it becomes daily

clearer to both that if a war is forced on them they must

stand or fall together. No paper alliance is required.**

^‘He created a very favourable impression,** writes Lord

George Hamilton, at that time First Lord of the Admiralty.

“He had great receptibility and the power of absorbing

himself in whatever he was inspecting. He informed

me that he knew Brassey*s Annual almost by heart.

He spent a whole day at Portsmouth examining the

various establishments and talking to the officers in

charge of them.**
*

The fall of Bismarck in March, 1890, two years after

the death of his old master, was due to personal rather

Kaiser
to political causes. “He will be his

and own Chancellor some day,** remarked the
Chancellor Statesman in 1886. For the first year

the condominium worked with little friction
;

but in

1889 there were signs of a break, and in October

the Tsar startled the Chancellor, during a visit to Berlin,

by asking if he was sure he would remain in office.

The young Emperor believed himself to possess not only

the right but the capacity to rule, while Bismarck’s

masterful temperament and incomparable achievements

made him in his own eyes, and in the eyes of the world,

the uncrowned King of Germany. “I discovered,** writes

William II, “that my Ministers regarded themselves as

Bismarck’s officials.” He had innumerable enemies,

among them Waldersee, Moltke’s successor as Chief of

the General Staff, who intrigued against him in high

places. The conflict is described in a spirit of passionate

resentment by the fallen dictator in the third volume of

‘ “ Parliamentary Reminiscences,’* II, 136-7.
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his Reflections, and more calmly in a long letter from the

Kaiser to Francis Joseph" and in the opening chapter of

his Memoirs. Differences of opinion in regard to the

renewal of the anti-socialist legislation of 1878, the Inter-

national Congress on the conditions of labour, and the

danger of Russian military measures on the frontier melt

into insignificance compared with the dominating issue

of the struggle for power. “The real question,*’ observed

the Grand Duke of Baden, who took the part of his

nephew, to Hohenlohe, “was whether the Bismarck or

the Hohenzollern dynasty should reign.’’ To this ques-

tion there could be only one answer. The two men parted

with bitterness in their hearts, and Bismarck cried aloud

that he could not lie down like a hibernating Dropping
bear. Though an official reconciliation was the

staged in 1894, ^tid visits to Friedrichsruh

and Berlin were exchanged, each continued to speak

of the other with contemptuous anger.® The Kaiser

assumed the burden of personal rule with a light

heart, despite his youth and inexperience; for he was

fortified by a confidence in himself which nothing could

shake. “There is only one master in this country, and

I am he. I shall suffer no other beside me.” “I see in

the people and the land which have descended to me a

talent entrusted to me by God, which it is my duty to

increase. Those who will help me I heartily welcome

;

those who oppose me I shall dash to pieces.” In language

recalling the mystical effusions of Frederick William IV,

he declared that he was responsible for his actions to

God and his conscience alone. Yet, though he was the

ablest of the Hohenzollerns since Frederick the Great,

he was unequal to the autocratic role to which he aspired;

^ Published from the Austrian archives in Oesierreichische Rundschau,

Feb., 1919, and reprinted in “ Deutscher Geschichtskalender,” Lieferung

54 -

2 “ Denkwiirdigkeiten,” IT, 466.

® When Bismarck revealed the Secret Treaty of 1887 the Kaiser wrote

to the Tsar that people would now see that he had acted rightly in dis-

missing “ this unruly man with his mean character.”
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and he was fortunate in his choice of the second Chancellor

of the German Empire.

Caprivi had attracted the attention of Moltke in early

life and had distinguished himself in the war of 1870,

and it was a high compliment to the soldier

New when he was appointed in 1883 Chief of
Chancellor Admiralty in succession to Stosch.' After

five years’ work with the fleet he returned to his

first love and received the command of an army corps;

but he was not forgotten, and when William II

resolved to be his own master his thoughts turned to

the man whose talent for organization was admired by
his grandfather, who had not an enemy in the world, and

who had held aloof from political controversy. His ability

was recognized by Bismarck himself, who wished to see

him Chief of the General Staff and believed him fitted

for political tasks as well. “I have often wondered who
could be my successor,” remarked the Chancellor in 1878

after a long conversation with Caprivi on a railway

journey; ‘‘to-day I have seen him.” When the storm

began to threaten in 1890 Bismarck proposed to resign

the Prussian Premiership, and suggested Caprivi as his

successor. The General’s summons to the highest post

in the Empire was unexpected; but his simple religious

faith convinced him that he would receive the guidance

of which he stood in need, and the Kaiser comforted him
with the words, “I will assume responsibility for affairs.”

In his first speech in the Prussian Diet, with disarming

candour, he confessed his political inexperience; and he

defined his task to be that of leading the German people,

after the age of great men and great deeds, back into

the prose of common life.^ For this period of transition

he was well suited, and in the avoidance of blunders the

four years of his Chancellorship compare favourably with

' See Caprivi’s “ Reden,’* 1894, Einleitung
; the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,”

ch. 2; Hammann, “ Der neue Kurs ”
; Eckardt, “ Berlin, Wien, Rom,”

and “ Aus der Zeit von Bismarck’s Kampf gegen Caprivi ”
;

Gothein,
“Caprivi

;
and Bismarck, “ Gedanken,” III, ch. 9.

* Ins Alltagsdasein zuriickfuhren.
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le record of his successors. “ He is the greatest German
fter Bismarck/* wrote the Kaiser to P'rancis Joseph,
loyal to me and firm as a rock.”

During the twenty-eight years of Bismarck’s dictator-

lip the foreign policy of Prussia and the German Empire
as directed by a single brain and will

;
for though the

iler was consulted on the larger issues, the Minister

)uld always, as in 1866 and 1879, carry his point by the

ireat of resignation. From 1890 onwards German policy

as never again controlled by a single hand, and in

le years immediately following it represented an un-

able compromise between the views of the Emperor,

le Chancellor, Marschall von Bieberstein,* the Foreign

[inister, and a mystery man in the Foreign Office.

Baron von Holstein had commenced his diplomatic

ireer under Bismarck at Petrograd, and, after serving

London and Washington, was installed Baron
the Prussian Foreign Office shortly before von

e Franco-German war. He was summoned Holstein

» Versailles during the siege of Paris, and remained

the Embassy in Paris, ingratiating himself with

le Chancellor by helping in the overthrow of Arnim.

ecalled to Berlin in 1876, he worked loyally with

ismarck, for whom he professed unbounded admira-

3n
; but the Chancellor warned Prince William before

s accession to be on his guard.* After his fall Bismarck

garded him as an enemy, if not a traitor, and loudly

mented that the virtual control of German policy should

ive fallen into such hands. “Holstein, who for ten

iars was taken seriotisly by nobody, now does every-

ing,” wrote Lothar Bucher, echoing the opinion of

s chief to Busch in the autumn following the catas-

>phe.* It was untrue to suggest that he “did every-

ing.” “I was far from being the director of German
)licy,” he wrote to Maximilian Harden after his own

^ For Marschall see Bettelheim, “ Biographisches Jahrbuch,” XVII.
® The Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,” ch. i.

* Busch, “ Bismarck,” III, 343.
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fall many years later, adding that he had no share in

several of the most sensational incidents of the reign.

Though merely a Vortragender Rat in the

^Influence'**
Political Department of the Foreign Office,

he was nevertheless the most powerful in-

fluence in the formation of German policy for the

fifteen years following the fall of Bismarck. The
public knew nothing of him, and he scarcely ever

met the Kaiser; but his mysterious activities filled thought-

ful observers with apprehension. “He was the great

unknown,” writes his colleague Otto Hammann, the

Director of the Press Department of the Foreign Office.

“There was something abnormal and unhealthy in his

nature, though he was intensely patriotic. He possessed

many subterranean connexions, and worked a great deal

in secret. He loved to supply diplomatists who enjoyed

his special confidence wdth suggestions by private tele-

grams. He pulled the unseen wires to which the figures

danced.” A similar portrait is drawn by Baron von

Eckardstein, who was in close official and personal rela-

tions with him for ten years.
‘ “He was called Veminence

grise and the Reichsjesuit. He was one of the most

mysterious personages wffio ever worked behind the scenes

of German policy. He often withheld reports from his

official superiors. He belonged to the category of people

who cannot see things under their nose. The more natural

and obvious the thing appeared the greater was his sus-

picion. He would break off negotiations directly the

other party was ready to adopt his wishes. He only

desired a thing so long as the others did not.” The
influence of this mysterious personage, who was to refuse

the Foreign Office when Biilow became Chancellor, was
fully recognized in the Chancelleries of Europe. In later

years King Edward referred to him indignantly as “that

infernal mischief-maker,” and the Kaiser denounces him
in his Memoirs.

^ “ Erinnerungen,” I, 13. The most vivid portrait is drawn by
Harden, “ Kopfe,** I, 91-145.
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The first fruits of what William II described as “the
new course “ were seen within a few days in the momen-
tous decision not to renew the secret re- ^

. t ^ ,
Germany

insurance treaty with Russia. Towards the and
end of 1889 Alexander III instructed Giers Russia

to consider whether the secret treaty of 1887 should

be renewed, and on the advice of his Minister he
decided to renew it.‘ Bismarck was naturally of the

same opinion, all the more since the death of his old

master had introduced elements both of personal and
political insecurity into the higher councils of the German
Empire. “I should like to continue the agreement of

1887,“ he observed to Schuvaloff, “and there is no need

to limit its duration.” The Tsar wrote on his Ambas-
sador’s report: “I think Bismarck sees in our entente a

sort of guarantee that no written agreement between

France and Russia exists.” Shortly after this conversa-

tion Bismarck fell; but the Kaiser at once invited Schuva-

lofT to continue the negotiations, since there was no change

in German policy. The discussions were to be transferred

to Petrograd; but a few days later instructions were sent

to the German Ambassador to refuse renewal. There

was no change in their relations, explained Caprivi
;
but

German policy must be transparent, and did not admit

of a secret agreement.

The Tsar was surprised but not annoyed. “In my
secret heart I am well content that Germany has been

the first to refuse renewal,” he wrote on Giers’ report,

“and I do hot particularly regret tlie ending of the

Entente.” His slow mind was already beginning to move
in the direction of a French alliance; but his Foreign

Minister expressed his surprise to the German Ambassador

that Caprivi ’s objections had prevailed over the Kaiser’s

assurances. He proposed an exchange of notes, express-

ing the cordiality of relations; but the Tsar, supported

by Schuvaloff, thought it best to accept the situation,

^ See Goriainoff, “ The End of the Alliance of the Three Emperors,”
American Historical Review

,

1918.
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and declared that it would be undignified to inquire why
Germany had refused to renew the pact. When the Kaiser

and Caprivi visited Russia for the manoeuvres in August,

Giers explained that Russia could never accept Ferdinand

as ruler of Bulgaria, and that the closing of the Straits

remained a binding obligation. The Chancellor replied

that Germany agreed, and Giers asked for a written con-

firmation of his report of their conversation
;
but Caprivi,

while reiterating the peaceful and friendly intentions of

Germany, declined to put pen to paper. The personal

relations of the two rulers were amicable; but Germany
under her second Chancellor had entered on “the

new course,** and Russia was quickly to follow her

example.

The non-renewal of the Treaty has been the subject

of eager discussion ever since Bismarck revealed the story

Bismarck Hamburger Nachrichten on October 24,

makes 1896, and angrily complained that the tele-

Mischief graph wire to Petrograd had been cut.'

Hohenlohe, the Chancellor, gravely condemned the

breach of State secrets, and added that the decision

of 1890 was wise and had not damaged relations

with Russia. Marschall von Bieberstein explained that

Germany might have been simultaneously faced with a

demand for military support from Austria and for

benevolent neutrality from Russia, and would have had
to decide who was the aggressor. To these and other

critics Bismarck replied that he was in no way ashamed
of his Treaty, which the Triplice en bloc could have equally

well made and which had only been kept secret by the

wish of the Tsar, and that by preventing Russia joining

in a French attack the pact was advantageous to Austria

by contributing to avoid a conflict which would involve

for her a casus belli. Schuvaloff believed that Caprivi *s

veto was in part due to the cordial relations of the young
Kaiser to Russophobe England. Caprivi himself, of

^ Broad hints had already been given by him. See Hofmann, “ Fiirst

Bismarck,” I, 99-116; II, 4-6 and 370-90.



whom Schuvaloflf declared that he acted ‘‘too honourably,”

defended his action on the ground that the double obliga-

tion was “too complicated,” and that if the secret became
known it would wreck the Austrian alliance. The real

author of the decision, however, was not Caprivi, but

Holstein, who was convinced that France and Russia

would never combine owing to the difference in their

political institutions and ideas. The Kaiser argues in his

Memoirs that the alliance had lost most of its value, since

the Russians had ceased to wish for it. Whatever the

motives and the wisdom of the decision, it constituted a

complete break with the traditional policy of Germany.
Whether, as Bismarck maintained, the renewal of the pact

would have prevented the Franco-Russian rapprochement,

which was already in progress, from blossoming into an

alliance is uncertain
;
but its lapse rendered that evolution

inevitable.

Shortly after the termination of the Russo-German
Treaty of 1887 a second step of importance was taken

which was also, though in less degree, dis-
Heligoland

tasteful to the fallen Chancellor. The Kaiser and

had been profoundly impressed by Chamber- Zanzibar

Iain’s suggestion in 1889 hand over Heligoland

at a price; for the cutting of the Kiel Canal, which

began in 1887, increased its strategic significance.

The simple transaction outlined by Chamberlain grew

into a complex settlement involving large portions

of the Dark Continent. On June 17, 1890, a treaty

was signed by which Germany recognized a British

Protectorate over Witu and the Somali coast, transferred

Uganda, which had been forced by Peters to place itself

under German protection, to the British sphere of in-

fluence, agreed to a British Protectorate over Zanzibar,

excepting the coastal strip which had been leased to the

German East African Society, and recognized the basin

of the Upper Nile to the borders of Egypt as within the

British sphere. Great Britain, in return, promised to

urge the Sultan to sell the coastal strip to Germany, who
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was also empowered to extend inland to the Great Lakes.

On the other side of the continent Germany obtained the

narrow corridor to the Zambesi, henceforward known as

the Caprivizipfel. And last, but not least, she obtained

Heligoland.^

Each of the partners could maintain that he had
rendered a service to his country and secured solid advan-

tages at the cost of trivial sacrifices. Heligo-

Expla^tTon argued Salisbury, was of no strategic

value and did not even possess a garrison.

If we were at war with Germany, it would be seized

before our fleet could arrive. If we were at war
with other Powers, we should have to send a fleet

for its defence, and thus divide our forces. Its value

to us was purely sentimental. “We have made an

agreement which removes all danger of conflict and

strengthens the good relations of nations who, by their

sympathies, interests and origin, will always be good
friends.” In return we had founded an East African

empire, of which Zanzibar was the key. The Prime

Minister’s view of his bargain was neatly expressed in

Stanley’s verdict that we had exchanged a trouser button

for a suit of clothes. A few voices were raised in protest;

but in 1890 no one dreamed of war with Germany, and the

Two Power standard, proclaimed in the Naval Defence

Act of i88g, envisaged France and Russia. If the Cabinet

failed to forecast the effect of the cession on German naval

ambitions, public opinion could hardly be blamed for

missing the significance of an historic event.*

While the Treaty found few critics in the country which

had unwittingly made the larger sacrifice, Caprivi had to

meet vigorous attacks in the Press and the Reichstag.

In his first speech in the Reichstag* he had confessed

1 See Hagen, “ Geschichte und Bedeutung des Helgolandsvertragcs ;

Reventlow, “ Auswartige Politik,” 39*52 ;
and the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,”

ch. 2.

* Lord George Hamilton still thinks the decision wise on the ground
that we should not have fortified it sufficiently to defend itself, and that

it would have divided our fleet in 1914.
—” Reminiscences,” II, 140-2.

* ” Reden,” 95-114. Feb. 5, 1891.
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that he was “no colonial enthusiast,” and, indeed, he

looked at possessions overseas with the same cool and
critical gaze as Bismarck. He made a

caprivi’s
spirited defence, nevertheless, when the Colonial

colonial party complained that he had need- Policy

lessly sacrificed the prospects of a great Central African

empire. Germany, he pointed out, could not sur-

render Zanzibar, for she had never owned it. To the

argument that it might ultimately have been secured he

replied that the British position in the island was stronger

than the German. Witu, again, was no sacrifice, for it

was worthless. On the other hand, it was a substantial

achievement to free German possessions from the

sovereignty of the Sultan of Zanzibar, for as long as his

flag flew over the territories the natives would not believe

that Germany was their ruler. Bismarck himself had said

that Salisbury was more valuable than Witu and England
more important for Germany than Zanzibar or East Africa.

The colonial enthusiasts were bluntly told that they must

cut their coat according to their cloth. “We must ask

ourselves how much colonizing strength we possess, how
far the available money and human resources will go.

Germany has too many irons in the fire. It is no use having

her hands full of things of which she cannot make use.

The worst thing that could happen to us would be to give

us the whole of Africa, for we have got quite enough as

it is.” A friendly England, the barter of worthless

territory for a long strip of the coast in full sovereignty,

the acquisition of Heligoland, which England might have

given to France in a similar colonial deal—here was a

balance-sheet which he was not ashamed to recommend
to his countrymen.

The Kaiser felt even more satisfaction than his Chan-

cellor and dwelt with special pleasure on the acquisition

of Heligoland. “Without a battle, without the shedding

of a tear,’* he declared on visiting his new possession,

“this beautiful island has passed into my possession. We
have acquired it by a treaty freely concluded with a
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country to which we are related by blood. I drink to the

illustrious lady to whom we are indebted for the transfer.”

Bismarck declared that he would not have

CHUcisms Treaty, arguing that if Germany
had waited till England needed her support

against France or Russia, smaller sacrifices would
have been necessary. Heligoland, he added, would
be difficult and expensive to fortify

;
but he was

not opposed in principle, and still less was he sur-

prised. “I expected it,” he observed to Hofmann, the

obsequious editor of the Hamburger Nachrichten, which

conveyed the reflections of the oracle of Friedrichsruh to

a listening world. “The Kaiser was always hot when
Heligoland was mentioned. He always agreed grudg-

ingly to postponement.” ' The impatience was unintelligible

to Bismarck, who believed Germany to be safer without

battleships, which would endanger the friendship of Great

Britain. If an English army landed in Germany, he
used to observe, it could be “arrested.” William II, on
the other hand, not only possessed since boyhood a love

of the sea and an inexhaustible interest in the technical

side of navies, but considered that a formidable fleet was
essential to the power and prestige of the Empire; and
he recognized that such a fleet could hardly be built while

Heligoland belonged to a foreign Power. Nor could he

be blamed for refusing to be satisfied with the fleet which

he found on his accession, which was inferior in tonnage

not only to Great Britain and France but to Russia and
Italy, and was qualitatively in even worse plight. One
of the new ruler’s first acts was to replace Caprivi, who
had no thought beyond coast defence, by an Admiral,

^ See Busch, III, 353 ;
Bismarck’s “ Gedanken und Erinnerungen,”

III, ch. 11; and Hofmann, “ Fiirst Bismarck,** I, 60-7, 315-9. Hatzfeldt,
the German Ambassador in London, records Eckardstein, was held
responsible by the colonial enthusiasts for the Treaty which he negotiated
and signed ;

but Salisbury’s demands in Africa rose when Sir E. Malet
reported the Kaiser’s eagerness for Heligoland.—“ Erinnerungen,** I,

309-10. Eckardstein’s memoirs have been admirably translated and
abridged by George Young under the title of “ Ten Years at the Court
of St. James’s.**
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Count Monts, who proceeded, by his master’s orders, to

draw up a plan for four large armoured vessels for the

high seas.

During the first seven years of the reign of William II

the relations of Potsdam and Windsor were not only
friendly but intimate—indeed, to Bismarck’s

critical eye, rather too intimate. “Instead Anglophil

of fostering the conviction that in case of Kaiser

need we could do without England and Austria, we
followed a policy of expensive pourboires which made
us seem in need of help, whereas both of them
require our help more than we require theirs.” ^ In March,

1890, on a visit of the Prince of Wales to Berlin, the

Kaiser, wearing the uniform of an English Admiral,

returned to his favourite theme of the brotherhood of arms

at Waterloo, and expressed the hope that the German army
and the English fleet would keep the peace of the world.

“Ein politisch Lied, ein garstig Lied,” muttered old

Moltke to Hohenlohe as he listened; but the Imperial

orator did not trouble himself about the feelings of France

so long as he could give vent to his admiration for his

mother’s land. In 1891 the visit to his relatives assumed

a more formal character; for an invitation from the City

transformed the member of the Royal Family into the

guest of the nation. After three years of probation the

British people had learned to like the Kaiser, though

Salisbury felt no confidence in him;* and he in return never

wearied of professing his good will for England. “I have

always felt at home in this lovely country,” he declared

at the Mansion House, “being the grandson of a Queen

whose name will ever be remembered as a noble character

and a lady great in the wisdom of her counsels. More-

over, the same blood runs in, English and German veins.

I shall always, so far as it is in my power, maintain the

historic friendship between our nations. My aim is above

all the maintenance of peace. Only in peace can we

^ Bismarck, “ Gedanken,” III, 133.

* Lord G. Hamilton, “ Reminiscences,** II, ch, 15.
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bestow our earnest thoughts on the great problems the

solution of which I consider the most prominent duty of

our time.”

Firmly anchored in the Triple Alliance and in the

friendship of Great Britain, William II and his Chancellor

declined to take too tragically the visit of the French fleet

to Cronstadt, which followed the Kaiser’s visit to England.

“How can we prevent two people shaking hands? ” asked

Caprivi. “We could not prevent Cronstadt, and we did

not wish to do so. That war is an inch nearer I do not

believe. I cannot prophesy. War may come—and a war
on two fronts. But no Government can wish nowadays to

provoke a war; and I am absolutely convinced of the peace-

ful intentions of the Tsar.” But though there was no

cause for apprehension, the conclusion of a Franco-Russian

German alliance—for such was the interpretation

Army universally placed upon the demonstrations

—

Increased suggested increased precautions against

attack. In his first summer of office Caprivi had

added 18,000 men to the peace strength, and on November

23, 1892, he introduced a proposal for a further 70,000,

bringing the army to 479,000, exclusive of 77,000 non-

commissioned officers. At the same time, compulsory

service was reduced from three to two years. The Bill

was recommended in a two-hour speech, which distantly

recalled Bismarck’s celebrated orations of 1887 and 1888,

not only in its broad sweep but in its principles and
conclusions.

“I cannot say that war is in sight,” began the Chan-

cellor. “The German Government lives in normal and

friendly relations with all other Governments. Not one

of them has made it difficult for me to maintain the honour

and dignity of Germany, and we, for our part, have wanted

nothing which could make difficulties for the rest. You
have been told that the German nation is saturated, and

we have no aim but to maintain the Treaty of Frankfurt.

The Kaiser truly declared that Heligoland was the last

piece of German soil that we coveted. We have got it,
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and we covet nothing more. We want no more French
soil or French subjects. Nor is there any real antagonism
between ourselves and Russia; and Russia, I believe,

wants nothing from us. The Tsar is one of the strongest

factors of peace, and I know that he appreciates my pacific

and loyal policy. There is, on the other hand, a prejudice

against us in wide Russian circles of the nature of an
elemental force. We hope that it may diminish, but as

yet there is no sign. Russian armaments are steadily in-

creasing, and even the Tsar may find himself in a position

where he has no choice but to fight. I am blamed for

cutting the wire to Petrograd. I deny it. We have taken

every care to preserve it; but we do not wish it to take

the current out of the wires which connect
caprivi

us with Austria and Italy. No doubt on

Russia and France have drawn together.
Cronstadt

It began before my time. There may be an alliance.

A French paper asked the other day, ‘ Flirt or alliance?
’

If France does not know, we cannot. But if two

friends are playing with fire, sparks may fly over to

us, and we must keep our fire-engines ready. We shall

attack neither; but we must be ready to meet attack. A
war on two fronts is possible. We have confidence in

the Triple Alliance—one of the greatest of Bismarck’s

achievements; but its troops are inferior in numbers to

those of Russia and France. In the event of war Germany
will have to take the chief burden on her shoulders.”

^

The speech, though in no sense alarmist or provocative,

was serious in tone; but after long debates lasting through

the winter the Army Bill was rejected by the combined

votes of the Catholics, the Radicals and the Socialists.

The precedent of 1887 was followed, with the same result.

A dissolution was rewarded by a majority for the Bill of

201 to 185; and the largest increase of the army since

the foundation of the Empire was carried through without

further opposition. Even now, however, the army was no

larger than that of France and far smaller than that of

^ “ Reden.’* Cf. Hammann, “ Der neue Kurs,” ch. 3.
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Russia. The expense was met by the reforms of Miquel,

the Minister of Finance.

Meanwhile the friendship with Great Britain was kept

in good repair. The Kaiser crossed to Cowes every

summer for the regatta, and members of

Cowes the Royal Family could count on a warm
Regatta welcome in Berlin. When the Duke of

Edinburgh visited his nephew in 1893, the Kaiser

raised one of his usual pasans to the British fleet. “For
the German navy it is not only a model of technical per-

fection, but its heroes. Nelson and the rest, have ever been

and will ever be the guiding stars of German naval officers

and crews. Should it ever happen that the two navies have

to fight side by side against a common foe, the famous
signal, ‘ England expects every man to do his duty,’ will

find an echo in the patriotic heart of the German navy.”

Caprivi was heart and soul with his Imperial master in

his Anglophil sentiments, though his professions of devo-

tion were less exuberant; and Hatzfeldt, whom Bismarck

described as the best diplomatic horse in his stable, proved

a skilful agent of a policy which he thoroughly approved.

“I fully agree,” wrote the Chancellor to the Ambassador
soon after the passage of the Army Bill, “that the aim of

our policy is gradually to win England for an official

adhesion to the Triple Alliance. In any case everything

must be avoided which could provoke a rupture of the

friendly relationship now happily prevailing. A real and

lasting estrangement would jeopardize the Triple Alliance

through its effect on Italy, and indeed might force us to

fall back on Russia.” In the later months of the year

agreements relating to the delimitation of the Kilimanjaro

district and the hinterland of the Cameroons were amicably

concluded, and during the winter the boundaries of Togo-

land were similarly fixed.

The sky began to darken in 1894, and Anglo-German

relations were never to regain the confidence and intimacy

of the opening years of the reign of William II. The
partition of Africa, which had caused sharp friction in
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1884-5 but had subsequently proceeded with unbroken
harmony, now began again to ruffle the temper of the

Chancelleries. The settlement of the western frontier of

the Cameroons in 1893 left the eastern frontier to be de-

limited with France. A Franco-German treaty in March,

1894, enabled French territories on the Niger and the

Congo to join, advanced France to the Shari river, and
made Lake Chad the eastern frontier of the Cameroons.
France was delighted with her bargain; but Great Britain

was annoyed, since territory left to Germany by the Anglo-

German Treaty in order that France should not have it

had been assigned to that Power.
It was soon to be Germany’s turn to complain; for

a treaty concluded on May 12, 1894, between Great

Britain and the Congo Free State leased Congo
the Bahr-el-Ghazel district on the upper and

Nile, which we regarded as a British sphere

of influence, to King Leopold for life, with remainder

to ourselves—an arrangement which at once secured

Leopold’s recognition of our claim and regularized

the Belgian occupation of certain districts. In return he

leased to Great Britain a strip of territory west of Tangan-
yika 25 kilometres wide for the proposed Cape to Cairo

telegraph and railway. The Bahr-el-Ghazel territory,

thus handed over to the Congo State, was not ours to

give
;
but a worse offence was that the lease of the Tangan-

yika strip was inconsistent with the Congo-German Treaty

of 1884. France protested against the former part of the

pact, and Germany against the latter, which in conse-

quence was annulled; and though Germany had legal

right on her side, the incident left an unpleasant memory.

The friendship of Windsor and Potsdam, however, was

too firmly established to be broken by the first colonial

friction
; and in June the Kaiser was appointed Colonel

of the First Regiment of Dragoon Guards. “This makes

me a member of the staff of English officers,’’ he declared

in grateful tones to a deputation of the Regiment at Berlin.

The opening of the Kiel Canal in June, 1895, repre-

o
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seats perhaps the happiest moment in the reign of

William II. All the Powers were invited to send a

squadron to share in the festivities, and, to the horror of

prophets of the Revanche, France, at the wish of her ally,

accepted the invitation like the rest.' The Kaiser's speeches

were tactful as well as eloquent, emphasizing the value of

the canal for commerce and recognizing to the full the

,
need of the world for peace. “Seas do not

Canal separate,” he declared at Hamburg before
Opened ceremonies began; “they unite. All the

peoples are eagerly watching our proceedings. They
have an intense wish for peace, for only in peace

can commerce develop.” Three days later, on June 21,

after laying the last stone in the canal, he welcomed
his numerous guests. “It is not only for our own
national interests that we have worked. We open the

gates of the canal to the peaceful intercourse of the nations.

I welcome the participation of the Powers, whose repre-

sentatives we see amongst us and whose magnificent ships

we have admired, with all the greater satisfaction because

I think I am right in inferring from it the complete appre-

ciation of our endeavours, the very object of which is to

maintain peace.” A German battle-fleet was not yet in

being, and there was no reason to suspect the sincerity

of the Imperial host's devotion to peace. “The speech

finds a joyful echo in my heart,” commented the Tsar;

and Franco-German relations under Hanotaux were as

friendly as they had been ten years earlier under Jules

Ferry. The host had a friendly welcome for all his guests;

but his warmest words were reserved for Great Britain.

“Ever since our fleet was established,” he declared in a

speech on a British battleship, “we have tried to form our

ideas in accordance with yours and in every way to learn

from you. The history of the British navy is as familiar

to our officers and seamen as to yourselves. I am not only

^ See Bourgeois et Pages, 253-5, tor the conditions on which Hano-
taux accepted the invitation. Maurras* “ Kiel et Tanger ’* reflects the
repugnance of the Nationalists.
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an Admiral of the Fleet but a grandson of the mighty
Queen. I hope you will express our heartfelt thanks to

Her Majesty for her graciousness in sending you here.*’

The Kiel festivities were quickly followed by the end
of the Anglo-German honeymoon. In the autumn of 1894

Caprivi had been thrown by his master
Hohenlohe

to the Agrarian wolves, who accused him succeeds

of sacrificing the country to the towns in
Caprivi

the commercial treaty concluded in 1894 with Russia,

which reduced the duties on food, inauguraled a de-

cade of freer exchange, and eased relations with Russia,

whose paper Caprivi now allowed the Reichsbank once

again to hold. His place was filled by Hohenlohe, who
had wished to succeed Bismarck in 1890; but he was
now seventy-five, and though his distinguished career as

Bavarian Premier, Ambassador to Phance, and Governor
of Alsace-Lorraine had given him a wider political experi-

ence than that of an}^ German statesman except Bismarck,

the liberal-minded vSouth German Catholic was never ac-

climatized among the Prussian Junkers.^ He proved a

dignified figure-head; but he cared little for power, and
his influence was smaller than that of any of his prede-

cessors or successors. Like Caprivi, he accepted the

Bismarckian doctrine that Germany was satisfied and that

]Veltpolitik was not worth the risks that it involved; but

his opinions were of little practical importance. At no

period of his reign was the Kaiser so much his own
Foreign Minister as during the three years that elapsed

between the fall of Caprivi and the installation of Biilow

in the Wilhelmstrasse ;
and it was precisely in this period

that German policy assumed a new and dangerous orienta-

tion. The wholesale breach with Bismarckian tradition

and the adoption of a “forward” policy took place not

on the fall of the great Chancellor but on the fall of his

successor.

A month after the Kiel festivities the Kaiser paid his

* See Hohenlohe ’s

ch. 3.

“ Memoirs ** and the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,”
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annual visit to Cowes
; but on the present occasion there

were such discords, both personal and political, in the

Anglo-German melody that four years were to elapse

before he again crossed the North Sea. His visits had at

first given equal pleasure to hosts and guests; but his

irritating familiarities and overbearing ways grated on the

nerves of his uncle. “The regatta used to be a pleasant

The recreation for me,*’ complained the Prince to

Kaiser’s Eckardstein, who was not merely a Secretary
Manners German Embassy but a persona

grata at Court; “but now, since the Kaiser takes

command, it is a bother. He is the boss at Cowes.

Perhaps I shall not come next year.” The guest spoke

with equal unrestraint of the uncle, and referred to him at

a dinner on board the Hohenzollern as “an old peacock.”

The Grand Duke of Mecklenburg, who was present, con-

fided to Eckardstein his astonishment at such language

and indeed at the Kaiser’s conduct as a whole.’

Of greater importance were the political differences

which had arisen or increased since the previous year.

Nations remain friends only so long as neither attempts to

thwart the cherished aspirations of the other, and German
activities in South-East Africa had provoked the same
annoyance and mistrust which the clumsy diplomacy of

Granville and Derby had produced in Germany ten years

earlier. For the first time a section of the British Press

displayed a coolness bordering on hostility to the Queen’s

guest. The Standard's suggestion that the Kaiser must
be more accommodating, and that he should seek wisdom
from his grandmother and prove himself worthy of his

descent, was naturally resented by the object of its

criticism, and was followed by a Press duel between the

two countries. At this moment, moreover, a new source

of discord had been discovered. On resuming office in

July Salisbury inherited the Armenian problem, on which

British and German views were in fundamental disagree-

ment. He had never been pro-Turk, and after the failure

^ Erinnerungen,” I, 205-14.
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of the Constantinople Conference in 1876 he had proposed

to the Cabinet to abandon our traditional policy towards

Turkey and to work for partition/ The plan was dis-

missed by Disraeli as “ immoral and rejected by the

Cabinet; but Salisbury’s experiences of Turkish obstinacy

and procrastination after the Congress of Berlin convinced

him that Turkey would never reform. The Armenian
massacres of 1894 confirmed his conviction, and led him

to consider not only the temporary alleviation of Christian

sufferings, but more radical methods of dealing with the

Turk.

When Salisbury returned to power in 1895 Germany
appealed for support for her Italian ally in view of her

difficulties with Abyssinia. The Prime
Italy’s

Minister replied that to grant Italy the African

desired facilities in the Red Sea would excite
^difficulties

French jealousy; but he Wcis prepared to recognize

her claims to the reversion of Albania and Tripoli.

Hatzfeldt replied that the proposal would not assist

Italy in her hour of need, and involved a partition

of the Ottoman Itmpire, to which Germany was opposed.

Moreover, Italian occupation of Albania would sharpen

Austro-Italian rivalry in the Adriatic, and the reopening of

the Balkan question would endanger Russo-German
friendship. Salisbury rejoined that in his opinion the time

had come for the Powers to agree as to their claims in the

event of the disruption of Turkey, and asked for a state-

ment of German desires. Germany replied that she

attached the greatest importance to the integrity of Turkey,

and forbade the Ambassador ever to discuss disruption.^

At the end of July Salisbury asked Eckardstein to find

out when the Kaiser would arrive at Cowes, as he wished

to discuss the Eastern Question with him; and the inter-

view was fixed for August 8 on board the Hohensollern,

' “ Ufe of Salisbury,” II, 134.

* As no British version of these negotiations has appeared, we have
to rely on German sources. See Hammann, ” Der missverstandenc
Bismarck,” 43*6; and Eckardstein, I, 205-14; cf. Sir Valentine ChiroTs
article in the Times, Sept, ii, 1920.
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The Kaiser was informed of the latest details of the discus-

sions in London, and was warned that the Prime Minister

The would probably make proposals relating

Cowes to the Eastern Question. As the differences
Interview between the two Governments had already

been clearly disclosed, the Kaiser had no cause to

welcome the interview, and his mood was further

ruffled by an unfortunate accident which resulted in

his visitor reaching the rendezvous an hour late. If

the Kaiser’s record of the conversation may be believed,

Salisbury explained once more that he could not help Italy

in the Red Sea, but would support her expansion in

Albania and Tripoli. The Kaiser replied that France

would forcibly resist Italian expansion in North Africa;

that Italy could not be promised Albania if Austria was to

remain a member of the Triple Alliance; and that he was
altogether opposed to the dismemberment of Turkey. At

this point Salisbury restated his thesis that the Armenian
massacres proved the impossibility of preserving the

Ottoman Empire, which was thoroughly rotten. The
Kaiser minimized the atrocities and argued that Turkey

was capable of improvement. The disagreement was
complete, and the Kaiser records that, as he did not wish

to part from the Prime Minister in an unfriendly spirit, he

proposed that the conversation should be continued on the

following day. Salisbury, however, either because he had

not understood the invitation or for some other reason,

returned to London without seeing him again.'

The conversation left the worst possible impression on

both sides. vSeveral years later Billow spoke of the

disastrous effect on the Kaiser of Salisbury’s proposals,

which had never ceased to rankle, and the memory of

which became increasingly painful as his intimacy with

Abdul Hamid developed. Salisbury, for his part, com-

* A summary of the Kaiser’s record of this conversation, which Sir
Valentine Chirol was later allowed to read in Berlin, was communicated
in 1901 to Salisbury, who remarked Ihat it showed the expediency of

having a witness to conversations with the Kaiser if he made it his
practice to attribute his own proposals to his interlocutor.
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plained to Eckardstein that his master seemed to forget

that he was not a Minister of the King of Prussia but
Prime Minister of England. A final touch of displeasure

was added to the visit by a flamboyant speech on the

anniversary of the battle of Worth, delivered on board the

cruiser of that name, and the Standard bluntly expressed

the general sentiment that such utterances should be
reserved for German soil. For the first time the guest and
his hosts parted from one another with mistrust and ill-

feeling.

The immediate cause of the estrangement was the

difference between the British and German attitude towards
Turkey; but it was Africa which had loosened

the bonds before the visit to Cowes, and it

was Africa which was now to strain them

Pretoria
and
Berlin

almost to breaking-point. President Kruger had

visited Berlin in 1884 and was well received by

Bismarck. “If a child is ill,“ he observed in his

homely language, “it looks round for help. This child

begs the Kaiser to help the Boers if they are ever ill.”

The appeal evoked no response, for the Treaty which

Kruger had just signed in London forbade alliances with

foreign States without British approval; but when Ger-

many became a great African power a few years later, it

occurred to him that he might find in her a valuable

associate in resisting British pressure. His confidence was
strengthened in 1894 when two German warships were

dispatched to Delagoa Bay as a demonstration against

British interference with Portugal. “Till now,” wrote the

Volksstem in Pretoria, “the Germans have allowed the

English to do what they like with us. At length they seem

to have realized the folly of this policy. In the name of the

people of the Transvaal we thank them.** When the

British Government complained that Germany was counter-

working us in the Transvaal, Marschall replied that she

wished to keep open Delagoa Bay for economic reasons

and to support the independence of the Transvaal.

How compromising the flirtation between Berlin and
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Pretoria had become was revealed by the German Consul

at Pretoria on January 27, 1895, on the birthday of the

^ Kaiser. Speaking in accordance with in-

supports structions he expressed a hope that the
Transvaal President was aware that Germany was a

real friend. German South-West Africa, he added,

had no greater political interest than to support the

Transvaal in its efforts to maintain political equilibrium

in South Africa. The President’s reply recalled his visit

to Berlin, and praised the German settlers in the Transvaal,

who, unlike the English, readily obeyed the laws. “Our
little Republic,” he concluded, “only crawls about among
the Great Powers; but we feel that if one of them wishes

to trample on us the other tries to prevent it.” The two

speeches constituted a political demonstration of the first

importance. The British Ambassador at Berlin com-
plained to Marschall that Germany was fostering a spirit in

the Transvaal contrary to its position in international law.

The Foreign Secretary replied that the aim of Germany’s
policy was to defend against all attacks the material

interests which she had created for herself by the construc-

tion of railways and the development of commercial rela-

tions with the Transvaal. For this purpose it was essential

that it should be maintained as an independent State, in

accordance with the Treaty of 1884, and German interests

demanded the status quo. If Great Britain also desired to

preserve it, she must oppose the activities of Rhodes and
Jameson, who were endeavouring to absorb the Transvaal

in British South Africa. The action of the Transvaal

Government was due to the fact that Great Britain had not

frowned on these tendencies. The British Ambassador
rejoined that Jameson was aiming at an economic, not a

political, union of South Africa. “That, too, is con-

trary to German interests,” retorted the Foreign Secretary.

Throughout 1895 Great Britain and Germany stood in

open antagonism in South Africa, each resolved to counter-

work the encroachments of the other. Kruger’s request

to be allowed to annex the territory between Swaziland
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and the sea was declined on the ground that we should

be unable to defend British interests in Swaziland. Great

Britain proceeded to annex the district herself, and in

April appropriated Amatongaland, another little coastal

strip which might have given the Transvaal an outlet to

the coast. Meanwhile the two German ships lay in

Delagoa Bay, which was connected with Pretoria in the

summer by the completion of a line from Lorenzo Marques.
In a speech at the opening of the railway the Governor

of Cape Colony, while declaring that Great Britain had
never wished to interfere in the Transvaal, emphasized

the community of South African interests. The speech

provoked a blunt announcement from Pretoria that the

President attached no importance to these declarations,

and a lively agitation was set on foot in the

Transvaal to regain the right of concluding

treaties. Complaints and recriminations con-

tinued throughout the autumn, and the British Govern-

ment felt compelled to make a sharp protest in

I^erlin. ‘‘Two days ago,*’ wrote the Kaiser to the

Tsar on October 25, “Malet, on paying his farewell

visit to the Foreign Office, used very blustering words

about Germany behaving badly to England in Africa, that

they would not stand it any longer, and that after buying

off the French by concessions in Egypt they were at liberty

to look after us. He was even so undiplomatic as to utter

the word war, saying that England would not shrink from

making war upon me if we did not knock down in Africa.”

A rising of the Uitlanders against the exasperations

of the Kruger regime was generally expected. As early

as October Marschall informed the British Government

that a coup was preparing, and on December 24 the

German Consul in Pretoria telegraphed that mischief was
brewing and that the Transvaal Government was anxious,

to which Berlin replied urging Kruger to avoid provoca-

tion. On the same day, December 30, the German colony

in Pretoria appealed to the Kaiser for protection, and the

Consul begged leave to summon marines from Delagoa
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Bay. On December 31 the German Government asked

the Portuguese to allow a landing corps of fifty men from

The Delagoa Bay to proceed to Pretoria for the

Jameson defence of its nationals. Meanwhile on
Raid December 30 Jameson’s troops crossed the

frontier from Mafeking. On January i the German
Ambassador informed the Prime Minister that no

attack on the independence of the Republic could be

tolerated. Salisbury replied that he recognized the danger

and damage of the raid to various European interests in

South Africa, and that he was doing everything possible

to avert violent action against the Transvaal. On the

same day Sir Frank Lascelles, who had recently succeeded

Sir Edward Malet in Berlin, was instructed to s<ay that

the Prime Minister and the Colonial Secretary were sharply

opposed to the raid and that the High Commissioner had

been ordered to call Jameson back. Marschall proceeded

to invite the French Ambassador forthwith to examine with

him how far France would co-operate in limiting “the

insatiable appetite ” of England, adding that it was
necessary to demonstrate that F^ngland could no longer

count on Franco-German antagonism and seize whatever

she wished. He next instructed Hatzfeldt to inquire what

steps Great Britain would take to cancel the new and

illegal situation
;
but before the Ambassador could obey

his orders the raid had come to an ignominious end, and

Jameson and his freebooters were under lock and key.

The news of the collapse reached Berlin on January 2,

and on January 3 the Kaiser dispatched the following

telegram to Kruger :
“ I heartily congratulate you on the

fact that you and your people, without appealing to the

aid of friendly Powers, have succeeded by your unaided

efforts in restoring peace and preserving the independence

of the country against the armed bands which broke into

your land.” “I express to Your Majesty my deepest

gratitude for Your Majesty’s congratulations,” replied the

President. “With God’s help we hope to continue to

do everything possible for the existence of our Republic.”
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The Kaiser, the Chancellor and the Foreign Minister

share the responsibility for launching this high explosive

into the already ruffled waters of Anglo-

German relations, and it is immaterial in

whose brain the idea arose. ‘ On the follow-

The Kaiser’s
Anger

ing morning Marschall sent for the Times corre-

spondent, and explained that the telegram was a State

action and that it was necessary to give England
a lesson. The Kaiser was equally aware what he was
doing, and steps were taken to safeguard the fleet.

Before the news of Jameson's surrender arrived, he wrote

a letter to the Tsar which reveals his excitement and
indignation. “The Transvaal Republic has been suddenly

attacked in a most foul way, as it seems not without

England’s knowledge. I have used very severe language

in London and have opened communications with Paris

for common defence of our endangered interests, as French

and German colonists have immediately joined hands to

help the outraged Boers. I hope you will also kindly

consider the question, as it is one of the principles of

upholding treaties. I hope all will come right, but come
what may I will never allow the British to stamp out the

Transvaal.” In the light of this temperamental utterance

the Kaiser’s statement in his Memoirs that he disapproved

the telegram is not convincing.

“The whole German people,” writes Reventlow, “stood

behind the telegram as it understood it. There was a

cry of relief, At last !
” Great Britain, or at any rate

British subjects, appeared to be engaged in a deep-laid

plot to swallow a little Republic with which Germans were

connected by ties of sympathy as well as commerce. Some
cool heads, like Hammann, regretted the implication of

the message that Germany would have been ready to aid

the Transvaal if invited, and Tirpitz condemned it on the

ground of British strength and German impotence; but

* Conflicting versions are given by Admiral Hollmann» in Eckardstein,
“ Erinncrungen,” I, 271-8; Hammann, “ Der missverstandene Bismarck,”
47-51 ; and the Kaiser’s ” Memoirs,” ch. 3.
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even Bismarck, though always more inclined to carp

than to bless, remarked that the British Government

could very well have sent the telegram itself.

Indignation applause of Germany was balanced by

the indignation of the British Em^pire.

“The nation will never forget this telegram, “ wrote

the Morning Post in prophetic words, “and it will

always bear it in mind in the future orientation of its

policy.” The reply of the Government took the form of

ordering a flying squadron of six cruisers to Delagoa Bay,

summoning part of the reserve fleet for service, and send-

ing a torpedo-flotilla to the Channel, while Kruger was

informed that Great Britain would at any price oppose

foreign interference. The German Government, which

had no wish for war, saw that it had gone too far. On
January 6 Marschall explained to Sir Frank Lascelles that

the Kaiser had no unfriendly intentions in sending the

telegram, and complained of the Press attacks. The
relations of Germany and the Transvaal, he informed the

Reichstag in a conciliatory speech on February 13, were

founded on the Commercial Treaty of 1885, which gave

most favoured nation treatment and secured commercial

and industrial freedom to German subjects. British

attempts to make South Africa a closed economic unit

would damage German interests. Germany, on the other

hand, had no wish to intervene in the Transvaal, and
did not desire a Protectorate. The Boer distrust of British

policy was due not to German prompting, but to the aims

of certain British subjects. Relations with the British

Government had never ceased to be friendly, and the

British Government had done its best to stop the raid.

Excuses and explanations were useless, for the Kruger
telegram was the most disastrous error of the early years

of the reign of William II. The Franco-Russian
rapprochement, which had begun before the accession of

William II and which he had been unable to check, sug-

gested an Anglo-German intimacy in compensation. For

some years he had followed the path of wisdom
; but the
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friction of 1894 1^95 had diminished his popularity

in England, and on January 3, 1896, he threw what was
left of it to the winds. It was doubtless annoying to

watch the insidious sapping and mining of the defences

of the Transvaal; but it was not a sovereign State. The
telegram merely hastened its doom by in- Germany’s
creasing the British resolve to remain the disastrous

paramount Power in South Africa, and by Blunder

fostering British suspicions of Kruger, who not only

oppressed British subjects, but intrigued with a foreign

Power. Moreover, the German Government was well

aware that it could not in any case have rendered

assistance to the Boers, since the British navy was in

unchallenged control of the sea. Marschall, remarks

Reventlow, thought in terms of law, not of force, hypo-

thetically threatening what he could not perform. He
learned his lesson, for there were no more German attempts

to interfere in South Africa. Yet the mischief could not

be undone. The Boers continued to regard Germany as

a powerful friend; and the more ignorant of them may
well have believed that German aid would be forthcoming

in the struggle of which British and Boers began openly

to speak after the lightning-flash of the raid had

illuminated the dark places of South African politics.

“The raid was folly,” observed Salisbury to Eckard-

stein in 1899, “but the telegram was even more foolish.”

rhe British and German Governments were before long

to resume their friendly intercourse, and within a few

weeks Berlin gave welcome encouragement to the recon-

quest of the Sudan; but the British people never forgot

or forgave what they took for a wanton challenge to our

position in South Africa, and the German people were

angered by the fury which the action of their impulsive

ruler provoked. Henceforth the Kaiser’s references to

Great Britain in his letters to the Tsar are almost invariably

disparaging. “The coup be bourse in the Transvaal has

miscarried,” he wrote on February 20. “They have

behaved very improperly to me, but that leaves me un-
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touched, whereas their mobilizing their celebrated

squadron against us, who have hardly anything to speak

of, makes them supremely ridiculous/' The Triple

Alliance itself was weakened by the shock. At the height

of the crisis the German Government had vainly sounded

the Powers as to co-operation
;
and Italy accompanied her

refusal with the momentous declaration that in the event

of Great Britain joining in a Franco-German war she would

refuse to recognize the casus foederis, since the Italian

fleet would be unable to defend her coasts.^ Friendship

with England, publicly declared Rudini, who had

succeeded Crispi as Premier, was the necessary comple-

ment to the Triple Alliance.

Though Africa was the source of the most acute differ-

ences between Great Britain and Germany, there were

Japan Other fields in which the policy of the two

defeats countries pursued divergent paths. Japan’s
China

conflict with China in 1894 ended with

the Treaty of Shimonoseki, signed in April, 1895,

by which China, d.efeated on land and sea, sur-

rendered the Liao-tung Peninsula and Formosa, and
undertook to pay an indemnity of thirty millions.^ A
month before the conclusion of the Treaty Germany vainly

advised the victor not to claim territory on the mainland;

but when France and Russia—“to prevent the shifting of

the balance of power to Russia’s disadvantage,” as

Hanotaux explained—associated themselves with Ger-

many, Japan reluctantly relinquished Port Arthur and its

peninsula in return for an increased indemnity and a

promise from China that she would not cede the territory

thus restored. Each of the three European Powers re-

ceived concessions from a grateful Chinese Government;
but the balance-sheet of the enterprise was not completed

in the year that witnessed the intervention. The Siberian

railway, commenced in 1891, was rapidly advancing across

^ See Pribram, “ The Secret Treaties of Austria-Hungary,** 11
,
no.

* See Reventlow, “ Deutschland’s Auswartig'e Politik,”
;
Bourgeois

et Pag^s, “ Origines et Responsabilit^s de la Grande Guerre,** 248-53

;

and Rosen, “ Forty Years of Diplomacy,** I, ch. 15.
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Asia, and Russia had already fixed her eye on a terminus

It Port Arthur, The Japanese, argued Lobanoff, would
spread ‘Tike a drop of oil on blotting-paper.” But though

a Japanese foothold on the mainland might well seem
intolerable to a Power which aspired to the hegemony
Df the Far Fast, and France naturally supported the aims

Df her ally, the association of Germany with her two rivals

surprised onlookers both in Asia and Europe, including

Bismarck, who described it as a leap in the dark. Hohen-
lohe, however, was anxious to restore cordial relations with

Petrograd, and on visiting the Tsar soon after the triple

intervention he assured him that the object of Germany’s

policy had been to manifest her good will towards Russia

in Eastern Asia.^

The Tsar, well satisfied with the result of the com-

bination, conlkled to the Chancellor that he had informed

the Kaiser that he would have no objection if Germany
look a coaling station on Chinese soil. Ilohenlohe replied

that his master had already communicated this informa-

tion to him in confidence, and added that the English

claimed the Tsusan islands. “Yes,” rejoined the Tsar,

“they always want everything for themselves. When
somebody takes anything, they want to take a good
deal more.” Here was the price of German Germany
aid, of which the public was unaware; but alienates

against the advantages of a Russo-German Japan

entente in the Far E^lst and the prospect of a German
settlement in China had to be set the lasting enmity

of Japan. “We shall remember,” remarked a Japanese

statesman with ominous brevity. The rapid growth

of the island empire since it had ithrown off the

trammels of feudalism had escaped the notice of all the

European Powers except Great Britain, who gave a

striking demonstration of her confidence and good will and

admitted Japan to the comity of nations by the Treaty

of July 16, 1894, surrendering ex-territorial jurisdiction in

five years and allowing her to frame her tariff freely, and

* Hohenlohe, “ Dcnkwiirdigkeiten,” II, 521.
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a year later by declining to take part in the coercion that

followed her victory over China. Thus Germany had
associated herself with the two European Powers most
hostile to Great Britain, in opposition to a rising Power
in the Far East which enjoyed our sympathy and support.

With a lack of imaginative foresight hardly less than that

displayed in the Kruger telegram, the path had been

chosen which led straight to the Anglo-Japanese alliance

and the retaliation of 1914.

On November 4, 1897, two German missionaries were

murdered in the province of Shantung, and on Novem-

Germany German cruisers entered the bay
occupies of Kiao-chau, landed marines, and pro-
Kiao-chau claimed the territory a German possession.*

After negotiations with China Germany secured the

punishment of the offenders, financial compensation

for the mission, a lease of Kiao-chau for ninety-

nine years, and leave to build a railway to join the pro-

jected Chinese system. She had already attempted in

1895 to secure a coaling station at the mouth of the

Yang-tse. “We needed a foothold in Eastern Asia,’*

explained Marschall, “for without it we should be in the

air alike on the economic, maritime and political plane.

In the economic sphere we need a door into China, such

as France possesses in Tonkin, England in Hongkong,
and Russia in the north.” German trade was indeed grow-

ing rapidly, and German ships needing the smallest

repairs had to dock in Hongkong or Japan. Henceforth

Germany possessed one of the best ports in China, with

a good harbour, a tolerable climate, and coal in the

vicinity. A neat German town arose at Tsingtau, fortified

against a sudden coup de main; but its connexion with

Germany was at the mercy of Great Britain, and its

security depended on the goodwill of Japan, which German
statesmen, blind to her strength and careless of her in-

terests, made no attempt to obtain.

The spirit of challenge which had begun to characterize

^ See the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,” ch. 3.
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merman policy was exhibited not only in tlie seizure of

Ciao-chau but in the Imperial commentaries to which it

;ave rise. A naval squadron was dispatched
prince

inder the command of Prince Henry to Henry’s

nforce the submission of China to German Voyage

iemands. Its vocation, declared the Kaiser in bidding
lim farewell, was to make clear to the Europeans
n China, to the German merchant, and, above all,

o China herself, that the German Michael had planted

lis shield firmly in the soil. “Should anyone attempt to

iffront us or infringe our good rights, then strike out

vith mailed fist, and, if God will, weave round your young
)row the laurel which nobody in the German Empire will

)egrudge you.’' Prince Henry’s reply, couched in Byzan-

ine phraseology, announced that his w^hole desire was
‘to proclaim abroad, to all who will hear as well as to

hose who wfill not, the gospel of Your Majesty’s anointed

)erson.” The German Government assured Salisbury that

jcrmany had no desire to displease England, and that

viao-chau, in the north of China, was far removed from

he regions in which she was directly interested. Salisbury

)ffered no protest; hut he announced (hat, should a de-

nand be made for exclusive privileges, or should other

“ountries seek to take possession of Chinese ports, the

jovernment would protect our vast interests in China.

In pursuance of the secret agreement between the

Caiser and the Tsar, the German signal for the spoliation

)f China was speedily followed by Russia.' At the end

)f 1897 the Chinese Government informed the British

Minister at Pekin that it had authorized the Russian fleet

o winter in Port Arthur. In answer to British inquiries

Lt Petrograd, MuravietT innocently explained that, as

/ladivostock was ice-bound, China had offered hospitality.

V similar reply was given to an inquiry from Japan, and

t was added that the port was only lent temporarily as a

' The seizure of Port Arthur was due to Muravieff, who was supported

y the Tsar, but opposed by the other Ministers.—Rosen, “ Forty Years

f Diplomacy,” T, ch. 16.

P
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winter anchorage. When two British gunboats also

anchored in Port Arthur, Muravieff, scenting suspicion,

repeated that the wintering of Russian ships in that

harbour had no political importance; but four days later

the tone of the Russian Government had changed, and
the Ambassador informed Salisbury that the presence of

the British ships had produced “a bad impression” at

Petrograd. The Prime Minister softly replied that we
possessed a treaty right to enter the port, but they had
gone thither without orders from home and would doubt-

less soon leave for another port. Russia’s next step was
to declare that China had given her “the first right of

anchorage,” and Muravieff now slated in ominous tones

that the presence of British ships at Port Arthur was
regarded in Petrograd as so unfriendly that rumours of

war were afloat. Salisbury explained, with a meekness
which angered many of his followers, that only one British

vessel was in Port Arthur, that it had been

Arthur sent without orders from the Cabinet, and
Occupied would be leaving in a few days. The

ship left a day or two later, and Russia secured

from helpless China a lease of Port Arthur and
Talienwan, with the right to build a railway to the

peninsula. The Prime Minister, like humbler mortals,

was indignant at the high-handed action and at the

equivocation which had preceded it
;
but as he had no

intention of opposing it by arms, he contented himself

with a lease of Wei-hai-Wei as a naval base to restore

the balance of power in the Gulf of Pechili. “I congratu-

late you most heartily,” wrote the Kaiser to the Tsar.

“We two will make a good pair of sentinels at the entrance

of the Gulf.” A year later Germany purchased the

Caroline Islands from vSpain.

The seizure of Port Arthur would have been difficult

if not impossible without the good will of Germany, who
championed Russian against British interests in the Far

East. In addition to the friction in Africa and Asia

already described, and to the dissension in the Near East,
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^hich will be studied later, two new causes of estrange-

lent between Great Britain and Germany emerged in the

liddle of the ’nineties. German industry,
*»Made

dvancing by leaps and bounds, was begin- in

ing to force an entrance for its low- Germany ”

>riced goods into England, and the bitter cry of

‘Made in Germany ” arose from the victims of com-
nercial competition. Lord Rosebery spoke gravely of

he effects of the rivalry, in which Germany was steadily

gaining ground; and the exasperation found vent in an

lysterical article in the Saturday Review on September 4,

897, which complained that the two countries were rivals

n every quarter of the globe, and argued that if Germany
vere annihilated to-morrow every Englishman would be

he richer. It was not realized that the journal no longer

exercised the smallest political influence, and the legend

hat Great Britain’s hostility originated in commercial

iealousy was impossible to destroy. Tirpitz himself always

stoutly maintained that it was the competition not of ships

3Ut of goods which changed the political face of Europe.

The growing coolness of Great Britain aided the con-

version of the German people to their ruler’s view that a

rich and powerful empire required a fleet for the defence

3f its territory, the safeguarding of its commerce and the

support of its diplomacy. On January 18, 1896, shortly

after the Kruger telegram, the Kaiser delivered a signi-

ficant address on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the

foundation of the Empire. “The German Empire has

grown into a world empire. Everywhere in distant pnarts

of the earth dwell thousands of our countrymen. German
goods, German knowledge, German energy cross the

ocean. The value of German goods at sea runs into

thousands of millions. Yours is the grave duty to help

me to bind this greater Germany closely to our home-

land.’’ The speech aroused widespread attention and

criticism. “The proclamation of another German Empire
in the future,” commented the Times, “compels us to

ask some serious questions. In what regions hitherto
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lacking owners is it to be created, or how and from whom
is it to be conquered?** In Germany itself the ideal of

Weltpolitik—a phrase unknown to Bismarck—^was now
being vigorously proclaimed by the Pan-German League
founded in 1893, with Karl Peters as its first President,

and Hasse, a Leipzig Professor and member of the Reichs-

tag, as its second. Its more irresponsible members de-

manded that Greater Germany should embrace all the

Germanic peoples—German Austria, German Switzerland,

Flemish Belgium, Holland and Luxemburg; and though
such fantastic notions were never widely adopted and were

repudiated by the directors of national policy, they in-

creased the malaise of Europe and fostered the apprehen-

sion that Germany was changing from a “saturated** to

an aggressive Power.

When a modest programme of shipbuilding was
rejected in March, 1897, owing to the opposition of the

Centrum, the Kaiser gave vent to his angry

^disappointment. In June, on the occasion

of Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee, Prince

Henry represented his country at a naval review

at Spithead; and the vessel which he commanded
made a poor show beside the ships of other countries.

“I greatly regret,” telegraphed the Kaiser, ever ready

to preach a political sermon, “that I cannot give

you a better ship, to compare with some of the

splendid warships which other nations will send. This

is one of the regrettable consequences of the attitude of

those unpatriotic men who have hindered the supply of

necessary vessels. But I will never rest till I have raised

my navy to the same standard as that of my army.** On
another occasion he used the oft-quoted words, “The
trident belongs in our hands.” He now appointed as

head of the Admiralty a man of first-rate ability, who was

filled with a conviction of the greatness of Germany’s

mission in the world not inferior to his own. Admiral

von Tirpitz had pushed his way up from the bottom of

the ladder, largely owing to his work on the torpedo arm.
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and attracted the notice of William II before his accession.

In 1896 he was appointed Commander of the Far East

cruiser squadron, with a commission to seek out a place

on the Chinese coast for a military and economic base;

and, after advising the selection of Tsingtau, the strongest

man in Gierman politics since Bismarck was called home
to the crowning work of his life.^

On June 28, 1897, fortnight after the appointment

of Tirpitz, Bernhard von Biilow succeeded Marschall von
Bieberstein as Foreign Minister, a post held buIow
by his father before him.* The new Minister succeeds

had begun his diplomatic career in Rome Marschall

in 1874, whence he passed to Petrograd, Vienna and
Paris. His chief, Hohenlohe, declared in 1879 that

he might well become German Chancellor, and he

attracted the friendly notice of Gambetta. After spend-

ing the next few years as First Secretary at Petrograd and

Minister at Bucharest, he was appointed in 1894 to the

Embassy in Rome, where his personal charm, his wide

culture, and his Italian wife made him a popular and
influential figure. The Kaiser told Billow that his task

would be to conduct Germany into the realms of Welt-

politik and to secure the building of a fleet. The monarch

held at last secured the services of an experienced diplo-

matist, a brilliant debater, an accomplished Parliamentary

manager, and a convinced Imperialist. “The times are

past,” declared the new Foreign Secretary in his first speech

in the Reichstag, “when the German left the air to one

of his neighbours, the sea to another, and reserved the sky

for himself.” For the twelve following years the Kaiser,

Billow and Tirpitz worked harmoniously together, and the

^ See Tirpitz’ “ Memoirs ;
the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,’’ ch. 9; and

Hassell, “ Alfred von Tirpitz.”

2 Bulow has explained his |X)licy in his hook, “ Imperial Germany ’’

and in his “ Reden,’’ 3 vols. Cf. Spickernagel, “ Fiirst Biilow
;
Tardieu,

“ Le Prince de Biilow *’
;

the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,” ch. 4; Miinz, “ Von
Bi'^marck bis Biilow”; Hammann, “ Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges,”
and “ Um den Kaiser ”

; J. Haller, “ Die Aera Biilow.” Hamel, “ Aus
Billow’s Diplomatischer Werkstatt,” analyses the differences between the

first and second edition of his “ Deutsphe Politik.”
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three men must be held jointly responsible for a policy

which changed the face of the world.

In November, within a few months of his assuming
office, Tirpitz introduced the first Navy Bill, which pre-

sented a programme to be completed in

Navy Bill
^^^en years. He was assured at the

Admiralty that the Reichstag would never

accept a term of years, and Beningsen, the National

Liberal leader, advised yearly credits. Tirpitz, however,

resolved to secure continuity of construction, and to resign

if he failed. The second novelty was that, while his pre-

decessors had aimed at coast defence, a small battle fleet

in home waters, and fast cruisers scattered over the globe

ready to defend German commerce and attack the com-
merce of enemies, the new system was to begin with a

High Seas Fleet and to think about commerce defence if

and when Germany secured some foreign bases. In com-
mending his proposal to the Reichstag, he declared that if

it were carried out the German fleet would in 1904 cease

to be a quantile nigligeahle. Hohenlohe defended the

proposal as “the result of the political development of

Germany, “ and Tirpitz secured the approval of Bismarck

and his Press by a timely visit to Friedrichsruh. At the

age of eighty the fallen Chancellor had accepted an invita-

tion from Ballin to revisit Hamburg; and, after making a

tour of the harbour and inspecting a giant liner, he

remarked, “I am stirred and moved. Yes, this is a new
age, a new world.” The support of the Princes of the

Empire and of the Ministers of the Federal States, of the

Hanse towns and of the Universities, was sought by the

indefatigable Minister, who also commissioned a transla-

tion of Mahan’s “Influence of Sea-Power on History.”

A new spirit had entered the Admiralty, and a new spirit

was soon to dominate the German nation.

The Navy Bill was warmly supported by the Conserva-

tives and National Liberals, and fought by the Radicals

under Richter and by the Socialists, who complained that

the Reichstag was parting with its control of the purse for
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a term of six years; but the support of a majority of the

Centrum decided the issue. The third reading was carried

in April, 1898, and the German navy, as a

factor in high politics, came into existence. Navy
The programme consisted of 12 battle- League

ships, 8 armoured vessels for coast defence, 10 large

and 23 small cruisers. A Navy League was founded to

educate the people to a perception of the need for sea

power; and in a speech at Danzig on September 23, 1898,

the Kaiser uttered the fateful words, “Our future lies on

the water.”



CHAPTER VII

ARMENIA AND CRETE

In addition to the causes of estrangement between Creat

Britain and Germany described in the previous chapter,

there was a sharp divergence of sentiment and policy in

regard to Turkey. A vein of idealism has run through

British statesmanship since Canning championed the cause

of Greek independence; and the same spirit of disinterested

humanitarianism that led to the support of Greek and
Italian nationality was aroused by the Turkish atrocities

in the Balkans in 1875, and by similar outrages twenty

years later in Asia Minor.

I

It was mentioned in the first chapter of the present work

that the newly awakened interest of the Christian Powers

The Armenians at the Congress of Berlin

Armenian proved not a blessing but a curse. The
Problem Sultan’s suspicions of their loyalty were

aroused, and a Turkish Minister grimly observed

that the way to get rid of the Armenian question was
to get rid of the Armenians, while no Power except

Great Britain exerted itself to secure the execution of the

promised reforms. Russia possessed the power but not

the will to aid, and Turkish inertia once again triumphed,

even Gladstone giving up the struggle in 1883.' Without

^ In addition to the Blue Books, see Bryce, “ Transcaucasia and
Ararat ” (edition of 1896) ; Whates, “ The Third Salisbury Administra-
tion Lepsius, “ Armenia and Europe **

;
Crispi, “ Memoirs,” III,

ch. 9; Argyll, ” Our Responsibilities for Turkey”; Sir E. Pears,
“ Abdul Hamid ”

; E. T. Cook, “ Lord Rosebery’s Foreign Policy ”

;

Ritter von Sax, ” Geschichte des Machtverfalls der Turkei ”
; Sidney

Whitman, “Turkish Memories”; Lynch, “Armenia,” 2 vols. ; Djemal,
“ Memories of a Turkish Statesman,’* cli. 9.
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indulging in spectacular massacres, the Turkish Govern-

ment pursued its usual course of rendering the lives of its

Armenian subjects intolerable; and it was inevitable that

the bolder spirits should turn to thoughts of defence and
retaliation. In 1880 a committee was formed in Tiflis,

the capital of Georgia, where there was a large Armenian
colony, and in the following years committees began to

appear in Western Europe. In 1890 an Armenian asso-

ciation was formed by Englishmen to bring the Armenian
question before the public and to advise the leaders of the

persecuted race. As the prospect of intervention raised

by the Treaty of Berlin receded and the hope of reform

died away, the national movement became more vocal, and

acts of violence were committed, despite the warning of

British and American friends that the appeal to force

would be answered by massacre. The vast majority in

town and country were untouched by the revolutionary

spirit; but the thought of committees plotting in the dark,

with the sympathy of foreigners and perhaps of foreign

governments, maddened the vSultan, who remembered the

process by which Bulgaria had been detached from his

empire. vSuspects were imprisoned; and when in 1891 the

Hamidieh irregular cavalry was formed of savage Kurds

and armed with modern weapons, the Armenians became
aware that they were living in the crater of a volcano.

The massacres began in the Sasun district in the vilayet

of Bitlis in the summer of 1894. Some villagers refused

the irregular tribute levied on them by the

Kurds who lived higher up in the mountains,

and blood was shed. The Turkish authorities

Massacre
at

Sasun

sent gendarmes to collect the taxes; and when the

Armenians explained that they could not pay unless

protected against the Kurds, who took everything

that they possessed, the Governor charged them

with rebellion and demanded troops. A large body of

regulars arrived in the wSasun area, and, aided by Hamidieh
cavalry, carried fire and sword among the hapless villagers.

Entire villages were burned, and men, women and children
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slaughtered with every circumstance of barbarity. When
the news of the tragedy reached Europe through the reports

of the British Vice-Consul at Van, Sir Philip Currie, our

Ambassador at Constantinople, made energetic protests,

and Lord Rosebery, appalled by ‘‘horrors unutterable and
unimaginable,** demanded an inquiry and the punishment

of guilty officials. The Sultan, strong in his knowledge
that the Powers were incapable of combination, replied

in a tone of injured innocence that no undue severity had

been applied in the suppression of the rebellion. “Just

as there are in other countries nihilists, socialists and

anarchists, endeavouring to obtain concessions of privi-

leges which it is impossible to grant them, and just as

steps have to be taken against them, so it is with the

Armenians.” While conceding the demand for an inquiry,

he made it clear to his critics that he was in no mood for

apology. The British Consul was forbidden to visit the

scene of the massacre. The Mufti of Mush, who had

incited the troops, and the Commander of the forces were

decorated, while an official who had protested was
dismissed.

When it was announced that the object of the Commis-
sion was “to inquire into the criminal conduct of Armenian

The brigands,” Sir Philip Currie was ordered

Sham to invite the French and Russian Ambas-
Inquiry sadors to join in a formal protest against

an inquiry which could be nothing but a farce; and
Abdul Hamid was informed that the British Govern-

ment “reserved to themselves entire liberty of action

with regard to the whole matter.” The Sultan gave way
to the extent of allowing a British consul to join the

Commission. Lord Kimberley, the Foreign Secretary in

the Rosebery Government, thereupon invited the Powers
to approve of the French and Russian Consuls at Erzerum
being added—France and Russia alone having consuls

in the neighbourhood. France consented, subject to the

approval of the wSultan. Russia was equally favourable,

though explaining that she was averse to raising any
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political question and was actuated by no arriere-pensee

,

Austria and Italy readily agreed to the joint representa-

tion, while Germany replied that, though only indirectly

interested in the question, she had advised the Sultan to

appoint a commission satisfactory to the Powers. After

agreement had thus been reached, it was proposed that

the Consuls of the three Powers should send delegates

instead of going in person
;
and the British Government

reluctantly agreed to this diminutio capitis. The first

sitting, which was held in January, 1895, showed that the

Turks were determined to render the inquiry useless.

Witnesses feared to denounce the misconduct of Turkish

officials before a Turkish Commission, and Government
witnesses produced stories that were manufactured for the

occasion. Yet, despite these obstacles to the elucidation

of the truth, it was discovered that the Armenians had not

revolted against the Government, and that the Turkish

troops, instead of keeping the peace, had joined the Kurds
in a savage assault.

It was now the task of the British Government, which

alone had its heart in the work, to devise methods of

preventing the recurrence of atrocities. A
scheme of reform was drawn up by Sir British

Philip Currie suggesting the appointment Scheme

of a Vali for five years, approved and removable

only by the Powers; a council of delegates; the local

officials to be Moslem and Christian in accordance

with their relative numbers; a court for each Vilayet,

composed of two Moslems and two Christians; a mixed

gendarmerie; and, finally, measures of protection against

the incursions and levying of forced tribute by the Kurds.

It was a business-like scheme, and Turkey resorted to her

usual methods of protest and procrastination. The Sultan

told Sir Philip that he did not see the necessity of such

reforms; complained of British attacks on an old ally;

denied that Armenians were lying in prison without trial

;

warned him that if false reports continued to be believed

in England it would endanger good relations; and added
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that his Mussulman subjects could not remain indifferent

to the injuries they received at the hands of the Armenians,

apparently encouraged an dprotected by England. The
Turkish Ambassador in London, who coolly inquired of

Lord Kimberley by what right Great Britain claimed to

interfere in Turkey’s internal affairs, was reminded of the

Treaty of Berlin and the Cyprus Convention.

The vSultan’s next step was to appoint a commission

to inquire into Armenian affairs, and Great Britain was

invited to communicate direct with the Commission
instead of putting forward a scheme of her own. But the

continued persecution of the Armenians throughout Asia

Minor persuaded France and Russia to instruct their

Ambassadors to join Sir Philip Currie in elaborating a

scheme on the basis of his own Memorandum. Great

Britain in vain proposed to make all the higher appoint-

ments subject to the approval of the Powers; but the

scheme presented on May ii, consisting of forty articles,

and covering the whole field of administration, justice

and finance, was far too drastic for the Sultan’s taste. He
asked for time for consideration, and appealed to Germany,
who declined to intervene; but as reports of renewed

barbarities arrived. Great Britain at the end of the month
urged the Powers to insist on a reply, informing the

Russian Ambassador at the same time that in the event

of further dfflay she would employ “measures of restraint.”

Kimberley’s intentions were excellent, but he had
drawn the bow too tight. Prince Lobanoff, who had

Kimberley •'^tt<^'r'eeded Giers as Russian Foreign Minister,

versus cared nothing for the Armenians, and ex-
Lobanoff plained that he could not agree to a new

Bulgaria in Armenia. Fearing, or pretending to fear,

a general rising of the race, two millions of whom
lived within the frontiers of Russia, he replied that

he would have nothing to do with coercion. Fortified

by knowledge of Russia’s decision, the Sultan rejected

virtually the whole of the reform scheme. While accept-
ing an iifcrease of Armenians in the administration, he
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refused a High Commissioner, a Commission of Control,

the veto of the Powers on the Valis, the proposals for the

reform of justice, the gendarmerie and police, and ignored

the clauses relating to taxation and finance. On receiving

this negative reply Lobanoff explained to the British

Ambassador that he had never regarded the reform scheme

as an ultimatum, repeated that Russia would take no part

in coercion, and added that he could not allow the creation

of a district in Avhich the Armenians would have excep-

tional privileges and which would form the nucleus of an

Armenian State. The British Government, though now
unsupported by any of the Powers, did not flinch, and on

June 19 Kimberley proposed that the Sultan should be

asked to state his intentions with regard to the reforms

within forty-eight hours. While the Russian Government
was considering the proposal, the Rosebery Ministry fell,

and on the following day Russia refused to agree to the

demand.
Salisbury, who combined the Foreign Office with the

Premiership, was as eager as Kimberley to save the

Armenians from their oppressor. lie en-
Salisbury

couraged Gladstone to deliver a flaming threatens

denunciation in August, and he informed Turkey

the Turkish Ambassador that he entirely supported

the policy of his predecessor.^ When the vSultan re-

plied by restating his criticisms of the reform scheme, Salis-

bury inquired how far Russia would go in the direction of

coercion. Lobanoff rejoined that he wished to co-operate

with Great Britain, so long as no autonomous State was
contemplated, and Salisbury explained that he had no such

aim, and that the problem was to establish effective super-

vision in accordance with the Treaty of Berlin. The
Queen’s Speech of August 15 referred to the “horrors

which have moved the indignation of the Christian nations

of Europe generally and of my people especially.” In his

speech on the Address the new Prime Minister, fresh from

^ There is some interesting correspondence with Salisbur}^ and Glad-
stone in G. W. E. Russell, “ Life of Canon MacCoU,*’ ch. 8.
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his meeting with the Kaiser at Cowes, addressed a public

warning to Turkey. “If, generation after generation,

cries ot misery come from various parts of the Turkish

Empire, I am sure the Sultan cannot blind himself to the

probability that Europe will at some time become weary of

the appeals that are made to it. He will make a calami-

tous mistake if he refuses to accept the assistance and to

listen to the advice of the European Powers in extirpating

from his dominions an anarchy and a weakness which no

treaties and no sympathy will in the long run prevent from

being fatal to the empire over which he rules.” Such

menaces left the Sultan cold, for Great Britain stood alone.

On September ii the Tsar confessed to

^*Englaad^^
Hohenlohe that he was tired of the Armenian
question.^ Russia had now passed beyond

the stage of refusing to support coercion and had

imposed her veto on action by anybody else. The
Emperor and himself, Lobanoff explained, were strongly

against force being used by any or all the Powers. The
significance of the warning was enhanced by an intimation

from the Sultan that if Great Britain insisted on European
supervision of the reforms he would place himself in the

hands of Russia. His next step was to issue a contre-

projet which withdrew the concessions already granted,

and reserved to Moslems the whole of the administration.

When Lobanoff realized that the British Government
had no desire to create an Armenian State and no inten-

tion of applying coercion, he consented to support the mild

proposals which alone had a chance of being accepted. As
the Sultan refused hmropean supervision, Salisbury pro-

posed a mixed Commission of Surveillance, containing

three Europeans; and Russia, obediently followed by
France, offered (he Sul (an the choice between the Com-
mission and the main provisions of the scheme presented

in May. Abdul Hamid, preferring a paper scheme to the
presence of European supervisors, chose the former, and
on October 17 an iradd sanctioned the reforms. The sur-

‘ Hohenlohe, “ Dcnkwurdigkeiten,” II, 521,
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render on paper was complete
;
but it followed a far more

terrible outbreak than that which had set the Concert in

motion a year before. The greatest massacre

of Christians that had occurred for centuries

began on September 30 with an attack on
a procession in Constantinople bearing a petition to

the Government. Wholesale massacres occurred at

Trebizond, Erzerum, Bitlis, Kharput, Diarbekr, Sivas,

Aintab, Marash, and, most terrible of all, at Urfa,

where three thousand men, women and children were

burnt in the cathedral. The Consular reports left no

doubt that the campaign was carefully organized; that the

holocaust often began and ended to the call of the bugle

;

that soldiers took part in the killing; that the authorities

instigated or remained passive spectators of the tragedy;

and that not a single foreigner was injured. While pre-

tending to accept the guidance of the Powers, the Sultan

had encouraged and probably ordered the solution of the

Armenian problem by the time-honoured methods of the

East. When Russia vetoed the application of force by

Great Britain she signed the death-warrant of myriads of

the Christian subjects of the Turk for whom she had gone
to war in 1877.

While twenty-five thousand Armenians were dying by
the sword, by fire, by water, by torture, by violation, by

hunger, by cold, Salisbury protested vigorously to the

Porte, which replied that the Armenian revolutionary

movement and the support of the Christians by the Powers
had excited his Mussulman subjects; that whatever blood-

shed had occurred the Armenians were the aggressors; and

that the Government was doing its best to restore order.

The alleged revolt, moreover, was employed as an excuse

for not promulgating the reforms which had been sanc-

tioned, and the Sultan invited Great Britain to advise the

Armenians to be quiet, and “to allow him to execute the

reforms which could not be put in force till tranquillity

was restored.” The Powers contented themselves with

sending ships through the Dardanelles for the protection
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of their subjects. Lobanoff suggested that the Sultan

should be allowed time to restore order, and advocated

“as little interference as possible in Tuikish affairs at the

present moment “
; and Goluchowski, who had recently

succeeded Kalnoky as Austrian Foreign Minister, declared

with equal cynicism that the situation did mot require even

the consideration of the measures of coercion which Great

Britain considered desirable. At the Guildhall banquet on

November 9 Salisbury announced his disbelief that the

reforms would be executed, and renewed his warnings of

the summer; but Abdul Hamid was master of the situation,

and carried out his sinister programme in leisurely fashion

without a hitch. Sir Philip Currie gallantly endeavoured

to galvanize his colleagues into motion, but in vain.

Christendom was paralysed in 1895 by disunion and in-

difference, as it had been paralysed m 1453, and a gifted

and unoffending race paid the penalty. Though
Armenian revolutionaries had formed secret societies in a

few cities, they were detested by most of their fellow-

countrymen, who were unarmed and knew their own weak-

ness much too well to risk revolt.

At the end of 1895 a halt was called in the campaign
of extermination

;
but the interval was not employed to

Lobanoff Prevent a recurrence of the atrocities,

supports Lobanoff unblushingly announced that he
Turkey “saw nothing to destroy his confidence in

the good will of the Sultan, who was doing his best.

It was therefore desirable to assist him in the arduous
task of introducing the reforms, to give him the

necessary time, and to increase his authority and prestige

in the eyes of his subjects.” The timid Goluchowski,

who admitted that the Sultan could stop the massacres

whenever he pleased, was equally determined not to raise

the Eastern question. Germany never pretended to care

what became of the Christian subjects of the Sultan.

France followed her ally, and Italy, though far less callous,

did not count. The United States, while sharing Great

Britain’s sympathy and indignation, and generously
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aiding in the task of relief, was not a signatory of the

Treaty of Berlin, and held aloof from European com-
plications. Thus Salisbury stood alone, as Kimberley
before him, and with the fear of a European conflagration

before his eyes he could do nothing but warn and protest.

The Queen’s Speech at the opening of the session of 1896

merely recorded the acceptance by the Sultan of the

principal reforms, regretted “a fanatical outbreak on the

part of a section of the Turkish population resulting in a

series of massacres which have caused the deepest indig-

nation in this country,” and promised to publish dispatches

and reports.

The paralysis of Christendom played into the hands
of the Armenian revolutionaries, who warned the embassies

at Constantinople that unless the massacres

were stopped and the reforms introduced Constantinople

they would provoke disturbances. Spring Massacre

melted into summer, and on August 26 a band seized

the Ottoman Bank at Galata and barricaded them-

selves within, hoping to shock Europe out of its

indifference. They were persuaded by the Russian

dragoman to withdraw on promise of safety and were

hurried on board a steamer, but their crazy and criminal

act had given the Sultan the excuse which he needed for

renewing his attack on the hated race. News of the coming
coup had reached the Government, which proceeded to

arm the Kurds and the dregs of the city with clubs and
knives. Directly after the attack on the bank the army of

destruction was let loose, and for two days the capital ran

with blood. On the second afternoon the British Charge

informed the Sultan that he would land British sailors,

and the Ambassadors followed with a joint Note. The
organized massacres immediately ceased, though sporadic

slaughter continued. This Turkish Bartholomew, in which

SIX to seven thousand Armenians were clubbed or stabbed

to death in the streets of the capital in broad daylight

and under the eyes of the Ambassadors, roused Europe

more than the greater massacres of Asia Minor. It was
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widely believed, both by Europeans and Turks, that the

fleets of the Powers would steam up to the capital and

depose the Sultan; yet nothing more alarming occurred

than the Ambassadors* refusal to illuminate their houses

on the Sultan’s birthday a few days later.

British opinion was stirred to anger not only by the

devilry of the Turk, but by the impotence of a mighty

England’s
In a series of inspired sonnets

impotent William Watson called down the curses of
Anger heaven on Abdul Hamid, “Immortally,

beyond all mortals, damned”; and Gladstone, again

emerging from his retirement at the age of 87, pas-

sionately denounced “the Great Assassin “ in a speech

at Liverpool, and pleaded for the recall of Sir Philip

Currie from Constantinople and the expulsion of the

Turkish Ambassador. When the mischief was done

the six Ambassadors presented a joint Note, citing

evidence of the official organization and supervision of the

massacre, and demanding investigation and punishment.

The Porte naturally denied that the mob had been set in

motion by the Government, and a tribunal, appointed to

try all who had been concerned in the riots, punished

Armenians and allowed their murderers to go free. The
explosion of fanaticism in the capital was followed by
reverberations throughout Asia Minor, and the new attacks

provoked retaliation. Every Armenian who declined to

turn the other cheek to the smiter furnished the Sultan

with a fresh excuse for flouting the Powers. A month
after the blood-bath of the Bosphorus the Sultan replied

to the Ambassadors that the Armenians enjoyed greater

privileges than subject populations in other countries, and
that they desired not the reforms w^hich he had accepted

but autonomy, to which he could never consent and which
the Powers would never allow. The Note concluded by
summoning the Powers to expel Armenian agitators from

their territory. But diplomatic insolence was as powerless

as wholesale slaughter to stir the Powers. Indeed, the

Tsar, meeting Hohenlohe at Breslau on September 6,
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expressed the opinion that England was responsible for

the whole movement, adding that, though he was very

fond of England and the English, he mistrusted their

policy.' Salisbury abhorred the cruelties of the Turk
scarcely less than Gladstone, but he dared not allow the

tragedy to provoke the still greater catastrophe of a

European war. His policy was endorsed by Lord

Rosebery in a speech at Edinburgh on October 9, in

which he replied to Gladstone’s Liverpool speech and
resigned the leadership of the Liberal party. ‘‘Against

the policy of solitary intervention in the affairs of the

East I am prepared to fight tooth and nail. Mr. Glad-

stone speaks of the phantasm of a European war. I believe

it is no phantasm at all. I believe there was a fixed and

resolute agreement on the part of all or nearly all the

Great Powers to resist by force any single-handed inter-

vention by England. Isolated action means a European

war. Concerted action of the Powers is the only way you

can deal with the Eastern Question.”^

The eighteen years following the Treaty of Berlin

convinced Salisbury and most of his countrymen that in

supporting Turkey against Russia we had

“put our money on the wrong horse.”
confession

Turkey had not reformed herself, and the

Powers had neither compelled her to carry out her

promises nor allowed Great Britain to undertake the

duty which they shirked themselves. Our protests excited

the anger of the Sultan, and our threats aroused his con-

tempt. We failed to rescue the Armenians, and we lost

whatever influence at Constantinople we had possessed.

Russia had no more love of the Turk in 1894-6 than in

1877-8; but she was now turning her eyes towards the

Pacific, and had no intention of spilling her blood for

another ungrateful Christian community. Moreover, she

had no wish to see Turkey regenerate herself by reforms

^ Hohenlolie, “ Denkwurdiskrih'n,” 11, 5J7.

* Reprinted in Co.ites, “ Life and Speeches of Lord Rosebery,” II,

ch. 30.
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which would strengthen her resistance to Russia’s ultimate

ambitions. And finally, she was not sorry for the oppor-

tunity of turning the tables on her rival. When
Alexander II desired to emancipate the Christian subjects

of the Sultan, he had been thwarted by Beaconsfield

;

and when Kimberley and Salisbury became their cham-
pions, it was the turn of Russia to pronounce the veto.

The Anglo-Russian struggle, which dated from the

Crimean war, was still in progress, and the Armenians
were sacrificed, like the Macedonian Christians before

them, to a World-wide antagonism. The Sultan had
discovered that he could do what he liked in his own
house, and he found ample compensation for the loss of

British friendship in grasping the outstretched hand of the

Kaiser.

II

Abdul Hamid had triumphed in his wrestling match

with Great Britain. Organized massacres came to an

end; but the misrule under which the

Cretan Armenians, like his other Christian subjects.
Problem continued to groan was unchecked and almost

unregarded. In Crete, on the other hand, owing

to its geographical position and the co-operation of

Russia, Salisbury was enabled to emancipate a Christian

population without the risk of war, and the Concert

of Europe regained a portion of the prestige which

it had squandered in the bloodstained highlands of

Asia Minor.

^

For ten years after the Pact of Halepa Crete lived

quietly under Greek governors; but in 1889 the waters

were ruffled by a violent quarrel between “ Liberals ” and
“Conservatives.” When the former, after a sweeping

victory at the polls, excluded the latter from all posts in

the public service, some Conservative deputies brought

forward a motion for union with Greece in order to

^ See W. Miller, “ The Ottoman Empire,’* ch. 18; Bdrard, “ Les Affaires

de Cr^te and Whates, “ The Third Salisbury Administration.”
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embarrass their opponents. Tricoupes, the Greek Premier,

endeavoured from Athens to discourage the agitation ; but

the word “union” rekindled racial enmity, and the strife

of Christian with Christian gave place to the fiercer

struggle of Christian and Mussulman. A Turkish Com-
missioner was dispatched from Constantinople; yet neither

money nor threats availed to calm the tempest. Villages

were burned, murders were committed, Moslem peasants

crowded into the coast towns, and Christian refugees

sought refuge in Athens. A few Turkish troops were sent,

and Tricoupes vainly urged the intervention of the Powers,

and aboye all of Great Britain. A F'irman virtually

repealed the Pact of Halepa, announced the formation of

a gendarmerie from the mainland provinces, and gave

preference for official posts to Turkish-speaking candidates.

The insurrection was suppressed, three Mussulman
Governors in succession ruled the island, and the

Assembly ceased to meet.

In 1894 insurrection broke out afresh, and was sup-

pressed in 1895, A Christian Governor was now
appointed, but the Moslems protested against

Christians
the selection, and he was in turn succeeded and

by a Moslem. Tension continued through- Mussulmans

out the year, and on May 24, 1896, a conflict flamed

out in the streets of Canen. Salisbury proceeded to

act on the advice w’hich Tricoupes had addressed

to him seven years before, and brought the demands
of the Cretan Christians before the Concert. Mainly

owing to the efforts of the British Government, a

convention was accepted by Turkey, reviving the Pact

of Halepa and providing that the Governor should be a

Christian, appointed for five years with the approval of

the Powers. Two-thirds of the public posts were to be

reserved for Christians. The Assembly was to be elected

biennially and to meet within six months. A commission

of European officers was to reorganize the gendarmerie,

and a commission of European jurists to reform the

tribunals. On paper the programme was satisfactoify but
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the will to carry it out was lacking. The Sultan selected

a Christian Governor ;
but the late Moslem Governoi

remained in the island as Commander-in-Chief, with

superior authority, and the delay in the organization of

the gendarmerie aroused suspicions. The Moslems

resisted the reforms, and on February 4, 1897, they broke

loose in Canea. A large part of the Christian quarter

was burned, and the flames of civil war enveloped the

island. The Christians proclaimed union with Greece,

and two days later Prince George, the second son of the

King, hurried across with a torpedo flotilla

Intervenes
prevent Turkish reinforcements from land-

ing. A Note to the Powers argued that

as the arrival of fresh Turkish troops would be

followed by new atrocities, the Greek Government had

decided to prevent it. The Cretans desired union

with Greece, which indeed was the only solution of the

question. A few days later Colonel Vassos landed west

of Canea with 1,500 men to occupy Crete in the name
of the King, and issued a proclamation that he was bring-

ing peace and legality to the island. The cautious Tri-

coupes was dead, and the inflammable Delyannis was
again in power. Moreover, Greece had spent large sums
on supporting refugees, and the demand for intervention

was irresistible. The thrones of Balkan kings are pro-

verbially insecure, and the prudent George dared not risk

his crown by thwarting the will of his excitable people.

The five Powers whose ships were at that moment in

Cretan waters, surprised and annoyed by the Greek coup,

telegraphed to their Admirals to occupy Canea. Goluchow-
ski suggested that a naval cordon should be drawn round
the island, and that the Christians and Mussulmans should

be left to fight out their quarrels without reinforcement

either from Athens or Constantinople; but Salisbury

refused to encourage a war of mutual extermination.

Prince George obeyed an order from the Admirals to

withdraw his flotilla, but Vassos attacked and captured a

Turkish fort. When the Admirals warned him against
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attacking Canea and other towns which they had occupied,

the Colonel replied that he had been sent to occupy Crete

and would carry out his instructions. An attack on
Turkish troops was interrupted by a bombardment from
the fleets; and when a Note, promising autonomy on con-

dition that Greek troops and ships left the island, produced
no result, the Admirals blockaded the island and again

bombarded the insurgents from Suda Bay.

Since the Sultan was unable to send troops to Crete,

he mobilized an army on the Greek frontier. The Powers
were agreed in desiring to prevent war; but while Germany
and Austria wished to compel Greece to withdraw Vassos

from Crete, Great Britain argued that the future of the

island should be determined before pressure was exerted.

Russia was no longer an obstacle in the path of. reform,

for Lobanoff was dead, and the Queen of Greece was a

Russian princess. It was a triumph for Salisbury when
on March 2 Notes from the Powers were delivered both

at Athens and Constantinople. King George Autonomy
was informed that Crete could not be for

annexed to Greece, but would receive abso- Crete

lute autonomy. In return the troops and ships were

to be withdrawn within six days, or they would be

ejected by the Powers. The Note to the Porte demanded
complete autonomy for Crete, and promised that it should

not be transferred to Greece. The Sultan had no choice

but to accept; yet Greece, intoxicated by excitement and
self-confidence, refused to withdraw her soldiers from the

island. The proposal that they should remain as the

nucleus of a gendarmerie, though agreeable to Salisbury,

was rejected. The refusal to evacuate Crete, though hailed

with delight by the Athenian mob, angered the Powers,

each of whom sent six hundred men to the island. A
strict blockade was established. The Admirals informed

the inhabitants of the “irrevocable “ decision of the Powers

to grant complete autonomy, and ordered them to lay down

their arms. The proclamation produced no effect, for the

Cretans demanded union, not autonomy.
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Meanwhile Turkey and Greece had mustered consider-

able forces on the frontiers of Thessaly. The Sultan,

while naturally desiring to chastise the Greeks, showed no
eagerness for a war from which he knew that he would
be allowed to derive no territorial advantage. The Greeks,

on the other hand, who had not fought Turkey since the

War of Independence, felt unbounded confidence in their

military and naval prowess, and it was impossible for the

King—still in some degree a stranger in the land—to resist

the shrill cries raised by the National Society. At this

moment a sympathetic telegram from one hundred British

Liberals to the King, and a pamphlet of Gladstone com-

mending her “marvellously gallant action,” encouraged

Greece to hope for British aid; money poured in from

abroad, and a band of red-shirted “ Garibaldians ” took

their place in the fighting line. As in 1886, Greek rifles

went off by themselves on the frontier, and on April 5 the

Powers warned both Turkey and Greece that whoever

began hostilities would be held responsible and would be

Greco-
allowed no advantages from victory. Greece

Turkish was deaf and blind; and on April 8 the

irregulars crossed the frontier into Mace-
donia and Epirus. The bands were quickly driven

back; but on April 17 the Sultan declared war. Respon-
sibility, he declared, rested with Greece. The war
was indeed of her making; but its ultimate cause was
Turkish misrule in an island Greek by religion, language

and political sympathy.
In 1891 Tricoupes had proposed to Serbia and Bulgaria

a joint campaign against the Turks, to be followed by the

partition of Macedonia. The plan was betrayed to the

Porte by Stambuloff, and during the years that followed

no further attempt at combination was made. Greece now
again attempted to purchase Bulgarian help by the offer of

a partition of Macedonia and a port on the ^gean, but

in vain. The Sultan quieted Sofia and Belgrad by oppor-

tune grants of bishoprics and schools in Macedonia; and
an Austro-Russian Note to the Balkan Courts warned them
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not to interfere. The way was thus clear for inflicting on
Greece the signal humiliation which she had courted. The
Greek navy, though superior to that of Turkey, accom-
plished nothing; and the land campaign was over in a

month. On the day after the declaration of war Edhem
Pasha drove his enemy from the Malouna Pass and en-

camped in the plain of Thessaly. Panic seized the Greeks^

who fled from Larissa, and the Athenian populace marched
on the palace. Delyannis resigned, and the throne was
saved by Rhallis, the new Premier. The defeated forces

rallied at Pharsalos, and at Velestino Smolensk!, the only

General who distinguished himself in the campaign, re-

pulsed the advance guard of the Turkish army. It was
but a momentary gleam in the sky; for on May 4 Edhem
Pasha forced back the whole Greek line from Volo on the

coast to Pharsalos. The Crown Prince Constantine fell

back on a strong position at Domokos, from which, how-
ever, he was dislodged without difficulty on May 17. The
road to Athens now lay open to the invaders, and the

capital surrendered itself for a second time to panic. On
May 19 a truce was arranged for Epirus, where the cam-
paign had been no less disastrous, and on May 20 for

Thessaly.

Greece had been saved from annihilation by the inter-

vention of the Powers. On assuming office Rhallis had
informed the Ambassadors that the troops

in Crete would be withdrawn and that he

would be glad of mediation ; and Salisbury,

who had been waiting for the opportunity, at once

began to work for an armistice. The Powers ap-

proved, though Germany insisted that Greece should first

pledge herself to be satisfied with autonomy for Crete.

Though the other Powers did not regard the condition

as essential and Greece refused to accept it, the Kaiser

insisted, and Greece gave way on May 10. Two days later

the Powers informed the Sultan that Greece had entrusted

her interests to the Concert, and would evacuate Crete and

accept autonomy of the island; and they asked that the
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Turkish commanders should be ordered to halt. Sir Philip

Currie was at the same time instructed to decline any
proposal for leaving conquered Greek territory in Turkish

hands as security for an indemnity, though alterations of

the strategic frontier might be considered. Turkey had
been attacked and had won

; and her demands, which in-

cluded the restoration of Thessaly and an enormous in-

demnity, struck even the Kaiser as exorbitant. The Sultan

was informed that nothing beyond strategic rectifications

and a moderate indemnity could be allowed; and as the

Concert was for once unanimous, he submitted and ordered

the cessation of hostilities. The Treaty of Peace, signed

at Constantinople on December 4, provided for an in-

Peace
<Jemnity of four millions, which was to be

Concluded, raised under the supervision of an Inter-
Dec. 4 national Commission.* The Turkish frontier

was brought closer to Larissa, but only a single Greek

village was transferred. Thanks to Great Britain

and to the gentler mood of Russia, Greece emerged
from her rash adventure with nothing worse than a few

scratches. The situation was none the less profoundly

disheartening to friends of the Eastern Christians. “ First,

100,000 Armenians slaughtered,” lamented Gladstone,

“with no security against repetition. Secondly, Turkey

stronger than at any time since the Crimean War.
Thirdly, Greece weaker than at any time since she became

a kingdom. Fourthly, all this due to the mutual distrust

and hatred of the Powers.”

The Cretan settlement proved much more difficult, and

many months were spent in the search for a Governor-

General. France suggested a former President of the

Swiss Confederation, who declined the honour. Austria

championed a Luxemburg officer, who failed to secure

unanimity. Then Russia proposed two Turks and a

Montenegrin prince; but Salisbury refused a Turk, and

the Montenegrin candidate could not be spared by his

cousin Prince Nicholas. At the close of the year Russia.

* See Morison and Hutchinson, “ L,ife of Sir Edward Law,** ch. 6,.
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)oldly put forward Prince George of Greece, and Salis-

)ury at once expressed that he had “much pleasure” in

supporting his candidature. France and Italy approved;
)ut Germany and Austria frowned on the plan. The
kaiser argued that the man who had led the torpedo

lotilla would work for annexation, and then the other

Balkan States would demand compensation, as in 1885-6.

\ustria added that as the proposal would be rejected by
Turkey, it should not be made. After several weeks of

deadlock the Kaiser informed the British Ambassador that

le should withdraw from the Concert, and Biilow, in more
picturesque language, explained why Germany “laid her

lute on the table.” Germany had no interests in the

Mediterranean, and the other Powers might appoint whom-
soever they pleased. Austria followed suit. The dis-

cordant instruments in the orchestra were thus peacefully

eliminated; but the Sultan’s opposition to Prince George
was unchanged.

While these interminable discussions were in progress,

Crete was suffering from her old maladies. When the

Cjreek troops were withdrawn the British

Consul urged that the Turkish troops should

follow them; for the Cretan Christians were

prepared to accept autonomy if they were removed.

The Sultan, on the other hand, proposed to reinforce

his garrisons; but the Powers protested, and, follow-

ing the British initiative, ordered their Admirals to

prevent a landing. When Germany and Austria with-

drew their forces, the Admirals of the four Powers asked

for an increase of their land forces, which only amounted

to 2,500 men; and the coast towns were allotted to the

Powers severally, Canea alone being in joint occupation.

The strife between the Christians in the interior and the

Mussulmans on the coast continued to rage; and the

Admirals reported that they would probably come into

collision with the Turkish garrisons if the Sultan persisted

in refusing their recall.

The deadlock was at last removed on September 6,
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when a British force was attacked by Mussulmans in the

harbour of Candia and suffered more than fifty casualties,

while the British Vice-Consul was murdered. The fight

spread to the whole town, in which the Mussulmans were

in the majority, and hundreds of Christians perished.

Admiral Noel, cutting the knot which the Chancelleries

had failed to untie, terminated the conflict by bombarding
the town, and vSent an ultimatum to the Turkish Governor

demanding the removal of the garrisons and the disarming

of the Mussulmans. The paralysis of the Concert was at

an end. British reinforcements were sent, and Russia was
informed that if the Powers declined to co-operate Great

Britain would act alone. Russia agreed to insist on the

withdrawal of the garrisons, and the Powers accepted

Salisbury’s suggestion that each should, if necessary, expel

the troops from its own district. On October 5 the Sultan

was invited by a joint Note to withdraw his troops and
officials and to hand over the island to the four Powers,

who guaranteed his suzerain rights and the well-being of

Christians and Mussulmans alike. The evacuation was to

begin in a fortnight and be completed within a month. If

the demands were not accepted, other steps would be

taken. After pleading in vain for permis-

D^isappear^s
retain garrisons in the fortified towns,

he accepted the Note without reservations,

and the withdrawal of Turkish troops began. On
November 5 Admiral Noel assumed the administration of

Candia, and the Commander was escorted to the harbour.

The Turkish flag floated over a fort on the islet in Suda
Bay—a symbol at once of past domination and present

impotence.

These forcible proceedings were witnessed by the

Turcophil Kaiser with indignation. “You know why I

laid down my flute,” he wrote to the Tsar on October 20.^

“Because I felt and saw that a certain Power was using

us all as catspaws to get us to help her to take Crete or

Suda Bay, and I would not be one of the party praying

' “ The Kaiser’s Letters to the Tsar,” 60-2.
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the said Power to kindly look after the welfare of those

poor darling Cretans. These recent events have shown
me that my suspicions were right and that this Power
means mischief and to use force. They want to expel the

Mussulmans, who are the landed proprietors, and give the

property to the Christians who were their labourers, and
who revolted against their masters. That is the Cretan

question in a nutshell—downright robbery. What an

effect this act of pillage has had on the Mohammedan
world you have no idea. The Powers in Crete have played

a foolish and most dangerous game. Remember what you

and I agreed upon at Peterhof, that the Mohammedans
were a tremendous card in our game in case you or I were

suddenly confronted by a war with the certain meddlesome
Power. If you goon following the lead of the other Power
in Crete, the effect will be deplorable on your own Moham-
medan subjects and on Turkey. Therefore I implore you
to save the Sultan from a dangerous situation and to solve

the Cretan question in a manner acceptable to him.*'

Now that the four Admirals were the masters of the

island, the 'I'sar, on whom the warnings of the Kaiser pro-

duced no effect, revived the candidature of pnnce
Prince George, adding that he was the only George’s

ruler whom the Cretans would be Okely to Rule

accept. The Powers agreed, and the Sultan's re-

newed protest was brushed aside. On November 26 the

Ministers of the four Powers at Athens offered the High
Commissionership to the Prince for three years under the

suzerainty of the Sultan. The National Assembly was to

meet, an autonomous Government to be established, and

a gendarmerie to be created. Each of the four Powers

promised to advance ;^40,ooo to inaugurate the machinery

of administration. The Prince landed on December 21,

and the Admirals departed; and though troops of the four

Powers remained, the Prince became at once the sole re-

sponsible authority. Many of the richer Mussulmans

migrated to Turkey in fear of Christian domination, but

peace had at last descended on the distracted island. A
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mixed commission drew up a constitution, and 1899 wit-

nessed the first assembly of autonomous Crete. The
Prince appointed a Council of Five, one of whom was a

Mussulman. In everything but name Crete was an inde-

pendent Christian State. The census of 1900 showed the

Mussulmans to be only one-ninth of the population. The
flag, the postage stamps and the smaller coins were Cretan.

The Prince’s mandate was renewed, and for the first five

years of his reign the island enjoyed a tranquil prosperity

which it had not known for generations. By 1905 Prince

and people had tired of one another, and the Opposition,

led by Venezelos, who for a time had been one of the

five Councillors, took to the hills. In 1906 the Prince

resigned, and his father, who was invited by the Powers
to select a successor, chose Zaimis, a respected ex-Premier.

The task of the Powers came to an end when the inter-

national troops began to withdraw in 1908. Everyone was
aware that the union of Crete with Greece would occur in

the next successful struggle, whenever it came, between

the Christian and the Turk.

HI

The crises in Armenia and Crete led to the intervention

of Europe; and the intervention of Europe revealed the

disunion of the Powers. In the former

Great Britain and Russia were opposed to

one another, while in the latter they co-

operated; but on both occasions Great Britain and

Germany found themselves in different camps. The Con-
cert had indeed preserved the peace of Europe; yet its

machinery creaked and groaned, and Great Britain

emerged from her struggle with Turkey, which lasted

from 1894 to 1898, relatively weaker than she entered on

it. For while her relations to the Dual Alliance continued

to be chilly, her friendship with the Central Empires

waned; Austria and Russia patched up their quarrel in

the Balkans; and Germany established herself as the
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acknowledged patron of Turkey. Italy alone remained a

friend; and Italy was disheartened by the catastrophic

failure of her Abyssinian adventure.

The death of Alexander III at the end of 1894,

of Giers at the beginning of 1895, cleared the path for

the reconsideration of the policy which had transformed

Bulgaria from a grateful protege to an angry opponent

of Russian influence in the Near East. The attitude of

the Tsar had always seemed crazy to Prince Lobanoff,

the new Foreign Minister, a man of greater ability and
strength of purpose than his predecessor.^ The desire

for reconciliation was even greater on the other side; for

the vain and ambitious Ferdinand had wearied of playing

second fiddle to the masterful Stambuloff, whom he re-

placed in 1894 by the Russophil Stoiloff, and who was
murdered by political enemies at Sofia in

the summer of 1895. Moreover, the Princess

Louise of Parma, whom he had married in

1893, presented him with a son in 1894, and the

Prince had now a dynasty to secure. A Bulgarian

mission in July, 1895, to lay a wreath on the grave of

Alexander III, received a friendly welcome; and when in

I'ebruary, 1896, the Prince announced that his son would

be baptized in the Orthodox Church, the Tsar accepted

the invitation to be his godfather, and congratulated the

father on his “patriotic resolve.” For the only time in

modern history a baptism was an international event.

The Duke of Parma had consented to the marriage of

his daughter on condition that the children should be

brought up as Catholics, and now that the pledge was

broken the Princess left her husband. The Pope inflicted

minor excommunication, which involved that permission

must be given every time that he received the sacrament,

and the formal piety of Vienna treated him as an apostate.

“The West has excommunicated me,” declared the Prince

in magniloquent terms to his Parliament; “the Eastern

^ An interesting portrait of the autocratic Lobanoff is drawn by Rosen,
“ Forty Years of Diplomacy,” I, ch. 12.
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dawn illuminates my dynasty and lights up our future.’’

The price was high, but the reward was great. Russia

Prince secured for the prodigal son the recog-

Ferdinand nition which the other Powers had long been
Recognized prepared to accord, and the Sultan accepted

him as Governor of Eastern Roumelia. A round

of visits followed, but Francis Joseph declined to

receive him for several years. Thus Bulgaria had slipped

away from Austria and re-entered the Russian fold, where

she remained till 1913. When Roumania and Bulgaria

seemed likely to come to blows in iqoo, and Austria con-

cluded a military convention with the former, Russia

adjusted the balance by a military convention with the

latter in 1902.^ The twenty-fifth anniversary of the war
of liberation was enthusiastically celebrated in the Shipka

Pass. Lobanoff had played his cards well, and Russia,

recovering from her sulks, had regained her foothold in

the Balkans.

No one could complain of the reconciliation with

Bulgaria; but more questionable schemes also flitted

through the brains of Russian statesmen. The divergence

of British and Russian policy in Armenia was only an

aspect of their world-wide antagonism, and Lobanoff

dreamed of a European coalition against the rival empire

which should give Constantinople to Russia, Egypt to

P'rance, and Gibraltar to Spain. It was only a dream,
and the dreamer passed away in the summer of 1896;

but the desire to checkmate British policy in Turkey
amounted to a serious resolve. Great Britain has never

obtained credit on the Continent for her disinterested

humanitarianism, and it was believed in Russia, from the

Tsar downwards, that the crafty English had engineered

a commotion in regard to Armenia in order to embarrass

Russia. Prince Uktomsky’s journal, indeed, explained

British interest in that part of the world by the desire

to establish overland communications between India and

' Printed in Lalov, “ I.es Documents Secrets des Archives du
Ministere des Affaires Etrang^res dc Russie,” 14- 17.
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the Mediterranean. Why should not Russia seize the

moment when British policy had annihilated British in-

fluence to solve the question of the Straits ?

Nelidoff’s dispatches from Constantinople in the later

months of 1896 argued that the time had come to secure

the right of sending warships out of the

Black Sea, and advised that the Sultan
p^oposaTs*

should be promised a guarantee of his

territory in return for recognition of the right of

egress.^ To aid the Sultan in making up his mind, he

added, both shores of the Bosphorus should be seized.

The Tsar approved the plan, and the Ambassador was
summoned to Petrograd. The admiral commanding at

Odessa was ordered to visit Constantinople, studying

en route the fortifications of the Bosphorus, and to work
out a scheme for a military coup. An elaborate Memoran-
dum was drawn up by Nelidoff, setting forth the anarchy

in Turkey and the ferment in the capital after the

Armenian attack on the bank. Armenians were probably

hatching another plot, which would provoke another

massacre. The Sultan might be deposed, and the army
might mutiny. The Armenians would then rise. Europe
would intervene and carry out reforms which would
threaten Russia’s security in the Black Sea and her com-

munications with the Mediterranean. The more stable

was Turkey the worse was the outlook for Russia. It was
therefore necessary to anticipate the intervention of the

Powers by seizing both shores of the Upper Bosphorus

and securing the freedom of the Straits. The project

must be speedily resolved and speedily accomplished.

Ships and men must be ready at a moment’s notice, and

he would give the signal by a cipher telegram to Sebas-

topol. Before the ships reached the Bosphorus he would

ask the Sultan’s permission to take possession of the

heights on condition that Russia would look after Turkish

interests. The other Powers at the same moment would

^ The incident was revealed in Dillon’s “ Eclipse of Russia,” 231-44

His account is eonfirmed by Baron Rosen, “ Forty Years,” I, ch. 14.

R
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be invited to enter the Dardanelles if they wished, and
if they did the Russian Mediterranean squadron would
accompany them. The result of the coup would be the

permanent occupation of the Upper Bosphorus and the

neutralization of the Dardanelles, which would be thrown

open to the warships of all nations. Russia would justify

her action by fears for the security of her nationals. No
Power, declared Nelidoflf in conclusion, would forcibly

oppose the seizure of territory or the construction of a

Russian Gibraltar at the northern end of the Bosphorus.

Witte When the bolt had been shot Russia could

frustrates without anxiety take part in a conference

on Turkey. This audacious scheme was
approved by every member of a council called to

consider it except Witte, the Minister of Finance, whose
industrial and financial projects required unbroken peace,

and was ratified by the Tsar; and Nelidoff returned to his

post with authority to give the signal whenever he wished.

At the eleventh hour, however, the project was defeated

by the combined efforts of Witte and Pobiedonostseff,

once the Tsar’s tutor; and Europe did not learn till twenty

years later of the guilty secret and of the danger from
which it had narrowly escaped.

The death of Alexander III, the recognition of Ferdi-

nand, the identity of views in regard to Armenia, and
other factors restored the wire between Vienna and Petro-

grad, which had been broken since the revolution in

Philippopolis, Nicholas II visited Francis Joseph in the

summer of i8g6, and the compliment was returned in the

following spring. On the latter occasion the Foreign

Ministers reached an agreement, which was ratified by
their masters. On his return from Petrograd Goluchowski
summarized the cardinal points of the understanding in

a dispatch of May 8 to the Austrian Ambassador.^

The Conference held at the Winter Palace has estab-

lished a common line of action, which, while taking

^ Pribram, “ Secret Treaties,” I, 184-95.
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account of the security and vital interests of the two
Empires and eliminating the danger of a rivalry

disastrous to the peace of Europe on the
Austro-

seething soil of the Balkan Peninsula, Russian

permits us to view more calmly the com-
plications which may occur. Having agreed as to

the necessity of maintaining the status quo as long

as circumstances will permit, Count Muravieff and
I were pleased to record that there existed no diver-

gence of principle to prevent an understanding which
would guard against eventualities which may soon occur

even against our wishes.

1. It was agreed that in case the maintenance of

the status quo becomes impossible, Austria and Russia

discard in advance all idea of conquest in the Balkan

Peninsula, and they are decided to secure respect for

this principle by every other Power.

2. It was equally recognized that the question of

Constantinople and the adjacent territory, as well as

that of the Straits, having an eminently European
character, is not of a nature to be made the object of a

separate understanding. Count Muravieff declared that,

far from striving for any modification of the present

state of things, Russia held to the complete mainten-

ance of the Treaty provisions, which gave full satisfac-

tion to her in prohibiting, by the closing of the Straits,

access to the Black Sea to foreign war vessels.

3. On the other hand, the establishment of a new
order of things in the Balkan Peninsula, outside Con-

stantinople and the Straits, would give rise to a special

stipulation between Austria and Russia, who declare

themselves disposed to co-operate on the following

lines :
—
a. The possession of Bosnia, Herzegovina and the

Sanjak of Novibazar may not be made the object

of any discussion, Austria reserving the right of sub-

stituting, when the moment arrives, for the present
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status of occupation and of right of garrlsottlrtg that

of ahn^xation.

b. The territory between Janhina ahd the lake of

Scutari, with a sufficient extension on the east side,

shall form an independent state undet the ndme of

the principality of Albania.

c. The rest of the tetritoty to be disposed of shall

be the object of an equitable partitiorl between the

different Balkan States, on which Austria and Russia

reserve the right of being heard. While inclined

to consider as far as possible the legitimate interests

of the participants, they are resolved to safeguard

the principle of the present equilibrium, and, if need

be by the rectification of frontiers, to exclude every

combination which would favour the establishment of

a marked preponderance of any particular Balkan

principality.

d. Having recorded that our two Cabinets have

no other aim in the Balkan Peninsula than the main-

tenance and pacific development of the small States

established there, \ve agreed to pursue in future in

this field a policy of perfect harmony, and to avoid

in consequence everything which might engender

friction or mistrust.

A few days latet Muravieff replied in a Note to the

Russian Ambassador in Vienna, which approved the

statement of the principles of Austro-Russian

^riUci^ms* btit took objection to some of the

concrete proposals. “The Treaty of Berlin

assures to Austria the right of military occupation

of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The annexation of these

two provinces would raise a more extensive question,

which would require special scrutiny at the proper

times and places. As to the Sanjak of Novibazar, there

would also be the necessity to specify its boundaries, which

have never been sufficiently defined. The eventual forma-

tioh of a ptincipality of Albania ^nd the equitable partition
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of alj t^he territory to be disposed of between ihp different

Balkan States also touch on questions of the future which
it would be premature and very difficult to decide at

present. I trust Count Goluchowski will remark, in spite

of sorue slight differences of interpretation to which I

have felt it my duty to call your attention, the perfect

conformity in our way of looking at things.” The entente

thus concluded in 1897 formed the basis of Austro-Russian

policy in the Balkans till 1908, when it was destroyed by
the ruthless hands of Aehrenthal.

While Russia opposed the cause of reform in Armenia
and supported it in Crete, Germany opposed it in both,

and skilfully seized the opportunity of entrenching her

influence at Constantinople. The Kaiser resembled Bis-

marck in his callous indifference to the sufferings of the

Christian subjects of the Turk; but he discarded the great

Chancellor’s lifelong principle of leaving Russia a free

hand in the Near East. At the very moment that he was
laying the foundations of a high seas fleet he pushed

forward in the East and made Germany the dominant
influence at Constantinople. Both aims were entirely

legitimate; but each of them involved the antagonism of

a great Power, and their simultaneous pursuit created the

coalition which was one day to shatter the proud fabric

of the German Empire.

While Western Europe was ringing with condemna-
tion of the Great Assassin, William II ostentatiously

grasped his bloodstained hand. He sent his

portrait to the Sultan, and as soon as the

Powers showed that they meant business

in Crete he withdrew from the Concert. The arrival

of Marschall von Bieberstein as Ambassador in 1897

brought to Constantinople a skilled and resolute

diplomatist no less determined than his master to win
the confidence of Turkey and to make her a political and

economic outpost of the Triple Alliance. The path had
already been prepared not only by the work of Von der

Goltz but by the judicious investment of German capital.
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Despite British preponderance for a generation after the

Crimean war, only a few short railways were built in Asia

Minor, and it was not till 1888, when Constantinople was
linked up with Central Europe, that the project of a trunk

line through Asia Minor began to take practical shape.

For half a century far-sighted Germans, amon^them List

and Moltke, had dreamed of German settlement or German
influence in Asiatic Turkey. In return for a loan a group

of financiers, mainly German, headed by the Deutsche

Bank, obtained a concession for ninety-nine years to

administer the line of 57 miles from Haidar Pasha (oppo-

site the capital) to Ismid, which had been built by a British

company, and to continue it to Angora, with a substantial

kilometric guarantee and preferential right of extension.

Angora was reached in 1892, and in 1893, in return for

another loan, a concession was granted from Eski-Shehr

(midway between Haidar Pasha and Angora) to Konia,

which was reached in 1896.

Germany’s predominant influence in Turkey was con-

firmed and proclaimed by a spectacular voyage of the

William II
I^^*^^** Palestine and Syria in the autumn

in of 1898, taking Constantinople on the way.’
Jerusalem Imperial pilgrim delivered pious allocu-

tions at Jerusalem and Bethlehem
;

but his main
object was to strengthen German influence among the

Mohammedans, to whom he rightly attributed an im-

portant role in the drama of Weltpolitik, “Turkey
is very much alive, and not a dying man,*’ he wrote to

the Tsar. “Beware of the Mussulmans if you touch their

national honour or their Khalif.’’ The climax of the visit

was reached in a speech at Damascus, where he used the

memorable words, “ May the Sultan and the three hundred
million Mussulmans scattered over the earth be assured

that the German Emperor will always be their friend.’’

On returning to Berlin he summarized the impressions of

his journey to the municipal authorities who welcomed

* The journey is illustrated in the Kaiser’s letter to the Tsar of

Nov. 9, 1898.
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him home. “Wherever we went, on all seas and in all

countrie:s and all cities, the German name is respected

as it has never been before. My hope is

that this will continue, and that our journey

will have helped to open up fresh fields

where German enterprise and German energy can dis-

play their activity, and further that I have succeeded

in advancing the noble work of securing the general

peace of the world.“ The visit had indeed been an

unqualified success. Germany had won the confidence

of Abdul Hamid, and in the following year the Anatolian

Railway Company secured in principle the right to extend

its line from the heart of Asia Minor to the sultry shores

of the Persian Gulf. And Turkey, for her part, had

found friend in the strongest Power in Europe, whose

interests were opposed to partition and whose moral sup-

port would enable her to resist unwelcome pressure from

London or Petrograd.



CHAPTER VIII

FASHODA

The growing tension between London and Berlin was un-

accompanied by any diminution in the antagonism between

Franco- London and Paris. Anglo-French relations

British were as strained during the decade which
Rivalry followed the signature of the Drummond

Wolff Convention as in the five years which preceded

it,^ Indeed, the danger of a rupture was more im-

minent in the later than in the earlier period, for in

the 'nineties Egypt was only one among the causes of

friction. Weltpolitik was now in fashion, and both

countries were determined to play their full part in the

hazardous game. Great Britain, with her unchallengeable

command of the sea, was the best equipped for the race;

but France had recovered her self-confidence, had secured

an ally, and was resolved to find compensation overseas

for the loss of the Rhine provinces. Africa remained the

chief theatre of the struggle; but the prizes were numerous,
and the diplomatic conflict was fought out in various parts

of the world.

Among the minor causes of rivalry was the group of

islands in the south Pacific known as the New Hebrides.

As the owner of New Caledonia France cast hungry eyes

on the neighbouring archipelago, while Christian

missions and commercial possibilities aroused in equal

degree the interest of Australasia. In 1886 France coupled

a proposal that she should take possession with a promise

^ I.^monon, “ L’Europe et la Politique Britannique,” and Schefer,
“ D’une guerre h Tautre,” summarize Anglo-French relations. For French
colonization see Rambaud, “ La France Coloniale.”
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that she would send no more of her criminals to the Pacific

and would protect the missions. New Zealand and New
South Wales were eager to free the Pacific

from the convict curse; but opinion in Aus-
tralasia as a whole, and above all in Victoria,

was sharply opposed to annexation by France, and

Lord Rosebery replied that he could not consent

to a change. Despite this communication two French

men-of-war were dispatched from New Caledonia with

two hundred soldiers and artillery, two military posts

were established, and the French flag was hoisted. In

response to a request for explanations, France replied that

the expedition had no political significance, that it was sent

to protect French subjects, and that it was unauthorized

by the Government. Lord Rosebery’s apprehensions that

he might be confronted by a fait accompli were not

removed by this statement, and two British men-of-war

were dispatched to watch proceedings. In the following

year a mixed commission of British and French naval

officers was appointed to protect the life and property

of the settlers; and this makeshift arrangement, which

failed to preserve harmony among the whites or to

secure the well-being of the natives, postponed the intro-

duction of a real system of European control for twenty

years.

^

France had conquered Tunis with the approval of Great

Britain; but the memory of the coup of 1881 continued

to rankle in Italy, and towards tfie end of the ’eighties

rumours of the fortification of Bizerta began to spread.^

In i88g the French Government assured both Italy and

Great Britain that it had no intention of fortifying the

harbour. These soothing assurances produced no effect on

Crispi, who in 1890 informed Salisbury that Bizerta was in

fact being fortified, argued that a new French naval

base would threaten the balance of power in the Mediter-

* Cook, “ The Foreign Policy pf Lpr(^ HQsebery,” 12-16.

2 See Crispi, “ Memoirs,” II, ch. 12, and Billot, “ T.a France et

I’ltalie/’ Billot was French Ambassador in Rome.
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ranean, and urged the British Government to protest.

Salisbury replied that he had made inquiries and had been

told that the works in progress were not

of a military character. A month later

[Crispi was informed by the Italian Consul

that the Bey had agreed that the dynasty should

end at his death. This time he carried his com-

plaints to Berlin. “We shall lose our liberty in the

Mediterranean, and Italy will be subjected to a perpetual

menace. If it cannot be prevented, the friendly Powers

must at any rate join in demanding that Italy should

receive a satisfactory guarantee against danger. In the

event of war, a purely French Tunis would be of great

importance, and Bizerta would threaten Sicily. If Ger-

many does not prevent this change Italy will feel the

Triple Alliance to be useless. Let Berlin warn Paris that

the execution of the Treaty of July 9 may lead to war.

If nothing is done, France will proceed to seize Tripoli.”

Caprivi sounded London and Vienna as to a joint protest,

and, in the event of being unable to prevent unrestricted

French sovereignty over Tunis, the ear-marking of

Tripoli for Italy.

The existence of the offending Treaty was denied by
Ribot, and Salisbury was inclined to accept his word

;
but

the fiery Crispi returned to the charge. It was impossible,

he wrote to Salisbury, to prevent Tunis falling completely

under French sovereignty, and she would seize Tripoli as

well unless she were prevented. If Italy, on the other

hand, were to hold Tripoli, a fortified Bizerta would be

no menace either to Italy or Great Britain. “It is a ques-

tion of our salvation and of your supremacy in the

Mediterranean.” The letter, reported the Italian Charg(5,

made a deep impression on the British Premier, who bade
him telegraph that on the day the status quo in the

Mediterranean was changed Italy’s occupation of Tripoli

would become an absolute necessity, if the Mediterranean

was not to become a French lake. “But the time has not

come. He begs you wait. He does not believe in the
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Treaty of July 9. Turkey would declare war on Italy if

she tocxk Tripoli, and Russia would then enslave Turkey in

the process of defending her. An attack

on Tripoli would be the signal for the dis-

memberment of Turkey. That will come
about later, but public opinion in England is not yet

prepared for it. Italy will lose nothing by waiting. She
will have Tripoli in the end; but the huntsman does not

fire till the stag is within range of his rifle. Meanwhile, he

will urge France not to alter the status quo in Tunis.*’ A
few days later Salisbury himself wrote in similar terms to

the Italian Premier. ‘‘Tunis is destined to France, but

not for a long time. Great Britain and Italy cannot allow

Tripoli to share the fate of Tunis; but patience is needed.

If Italy occupies Tripoli in time of peace, she will be

reproached for reopening the Eastern question.” Crispi

in vain urged Salisbury to join in a warning that the

Protectorate in Tunis could not be allowed to become full

sovereignty. I'hough the Treaty of July 9 was a mare’s

nest, the fortification of Bizerta, despite French denials,

was a reality
;
but after the fall of Crispi early in 1891 no

further opposition was attempted.

The annexation of Burma in 1885 made Siam a buffer

between British dominions on the west and French Indo-

china on the east, and was followed by a dragging and at

one moment a dangerous dispute as to the boundaries of

their respective spheres of influence. In 1889 Waddington
made a proposal to which Salisbury returned no response.

In 1892 the Ambassador returned to the charge with a new
proposition making the Mekong the dividing line. This

time the Premier replied that the idea deserved serious

examination, and referred it to the Secretary of State for

India. Three months later, when Waddington asked for

an answer, Salisbury announced that his colleague had not

yet reported. “As we are still a long way from Mekong
he probably does not consider the question urgent.” At

this period the Prime Minister could have obtained better

terms than he was subsequently to accept ;
but he was now
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succeeded by Lord Rosebery, in whose term of office

the question brought the two countries to the verge pf

war.

The crisis of 1893 arose, not from a disputed frontier

but from the fact that P'rance had certain grievances against

Siam, for which she could obtain no redress

oTersi^ by peaceful measures. Lord Rosebery

admitted that her grievances were substantial,

and urged Siam to concede her demands; but he

kept a watchful eye lest France, in the pursuit of

her own interests, should injure British trade, or, by

aggression on Siamese territory in the north, become

coterminous with Burma. ^ In April, 1893, France resolved

to enforce her demands, and a British ship was ordered

to Bangkok to watch events. When France threatened

a blockade to enforce an ultimatum. Lord Rosebery, while

advising Siam to yield, dispatched a second ship to the

mouth of the Menam, and ordered a third to be ready to

follow. On July i he informed the French Government

that the British Minister at Bangkok had been ordered to

advise Siam to arrange her difficulties with France in a

friendly manner. “But in view of the possibility that on

the approach of a French fleet a rising might occur, it was
necessary that some ships should be on the spot to protect

British commercial interests.” Till July 12 the Swift re-

mained alone off the capital, while the other vessels lay at

the bar of the river, A French gunboat was also stationed

off Bangkok, and on July 13 Lord Rosebery was informed

that no other French vessels would be sent up the river.

On the following day, however, two French gunboats
forced the defences at the mouth of the Menam, and Lord
Rosebery promptly ordered the waiting vessels to follow

them to Bangkok. A fortnight later a French ultimatum

was delivered, a blockade was proclaimed, and friendly

vessels were given three days to clear.

When on Sunday, July 30, the French Admiral notified

that the blockade arrangements applied to ships of war,

* Cook, ** The Foreign Policy of Lord Rosebery,** 38-50.
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the British Minister telegraphed that the Linnut was pre-
paring to leave. Lotd Rosebery instantly replied that the
Linnet “must on no account leave,” and Lord Dufferin was
ordered to explain at the Quai d’Orsay that it was im-
possible to allow British subjects to be left at the mercj of

an unruly Oriental population. The Ambassador was
received by the Foreign Minister on July 31, and politely

informed that the blockade would be raised at once.

Meanwhile the captain of the Linnet was told that the
French Admiral had not demanded his withdrawal, but
merely an alteration of position. On August i Siam
accepted the F'rench demands, and on August 3 the

blockade was raised. The crisis had been short but sharp,
and Lord Rosebery has confessed that on

Lord
the critical Sunday he had faced the risk of Rosebery’s

war. There was, indeed, no antagonism Policy

of interests at Bangkok to justify or provoke a

collision
; but if the French Government had not promptly

given way the guns might have gone off of themselves.

Lord Rosebery’s vigorous stand received both praise and
blame. On the one hand it was asserted that he enhanced
British prestige by resisting an indefe.nsible demand, while

on the other it was argued that he risked a terrible conflict

over a trifle. The Governments now proceeded to discuss
the boundaries of the buffer which Great Britain was
anxious to retain between Burma and Indo-China. France
desired that Great Britain should not cross the Mekong;
but the request was refused, since a province east of the

river was formerly tributary to Burma. The negotiations

made slow progress, and early in 1895 Great Britain

occupied the district in question. It was not till January 15,

1896, that a “Declaration” fixed the boundaries of the

buffer state. The final settlement wa.s regarded by
Salisbury’s critics as unduly favourable to France, but

it ended the antagonism of the two nations in the Far
East.

The friction in the Pacific and the Far East was a trifle

in comparison with their sleepless rivalry in the Nile
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basin.* There were Liberals in England, even in the

’nineties, who sincerely desired to withdraw from ’Egypt,

as there were men in France like Clemenceau who opposed

the dispersion of energies which should be concentrated

on the recovery of Alsace-Lorraine. But the Zeitgeist

was too strong for them. In the famous speech of

October 2, 1891, in which “the Newcastle programme”
was launched, Gladstone expressed the hope that Salis-

bury would “take some step to relieve us from the

burdensome and embarrassing occupation of Egypt,” but

at the same time expressed his fear that the question would
be “handed over to his successor to deal

with.” The words pointed to evacuation,

but when the Liberal leader resumed office

a few months later no more was heard of it. Indeed,

when Abbas, who succeeded his father in 1892,

appointed an Anglophobe Premier, Lord Rosebery

sharply vetoed the nomination and reminded him that the

Government expected to be consulted about such important

matters as a change of Ministers. The Khedive sulkily

surrendered, and the French Government protested against

the “high-handed proceeding.” The only result of the

young Khedive’s bid for independence was the increase

of the British garrison, which was urged by Baring and
promptly sanctioned by the Cabinet.’

Shortly after the brief crisis at Cairo Lord Rosebery

was confronted with a grave decision at the other end
of the Nile. The British East African Company, which

had undertaken to administer Uganda when it passed

under British control in 1890, found the task beyond its

financial capacity, and in the summer of 1892 it decided

to withdraw its administrator. Colonel Lugard. Lord
Rosebery, who did not wish to leave without a master

territory giving access to the Nile valley, desired to assume

* French policy during the years leading up to Fashoda is authoritatively

described by Hanotaux himself in “ Fachoda **
; cf. Freycinet, “ La

Question d’Egypte.**

* See Lord Cromer, “ Abbas 11.
**
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the administration without delay and to build a railway

from the coast; but the Cabinet was divided. “These
wretched missionaries,” complained Gladstone to Rhodes,
“are dragging us into the centre of Africa. Our burden
is too great. We have too much of the world.” Sir
Gerald Portal was dispatched to inquire into the situation,

the Company meanwhile consenting to postpone evacua-
tion. On receiving his report the Cabinet bought out the

Company and assumed the administration in April, 1894;
and in July, 1895, a few days before the fall of the Govern-
ment, it was announced that the territory between Uganda
and the sea would be a Protectorate and that a railway

would be built as soon as possible I

The protest of Germany against the Anglo-Congolese
Treaty of May 12, 1894, bas been mentioned in an earlier

chapter; but the most formidable opposi-
tion came from France.* On June 7 the Con^iese
leaders of the French Colonial group inter-

Treaty

pellated the Government. The reply of the Foreign
Minister showed how gravely the Treaty was viewed
in Paris. Only the Sultan, argued Hanotaux, could
dispose of the Sudan. In signing the Treaty, the
Congo State had violated its own neutrality. The pact
upset the balance of power in Africa and in the world,
and was contrary to the interests and rights of France.
Germany had secured the cancellation of the clause which
concerned her, and France, for her part, must declare that,

in so far as it concerned her, the Convention was null

and void. In case of need, she must answer occupation
by occupation. Since agents of the Congo State scoured
the Bahr-el-Ghazel, the agents of other Powers could visit

the same regions. “The Commander of the Upper
Ubanghi has been ordered to return to his post and will

leave France at once. The first detachments of his mission
have already arrived. They will be reinforced if the

Chamber grants us credits. The head of the mission has
received the instructions and the resources necessary to

^Cook, “ The Foreign Policy of Lord Rosebery,*’ 31-3.
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assure the defence and maintenance of our rights.” After

this vigorous declaration, which distantly foreshadowed

the Marchand mission, the Chamber unanimously adopted

an equally unambiguous resolution. “France, relying on
the fact that the Anglo-Congolese Convention is in

manifest contradiction to the Berlin Act and that it

threatens the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, considers

it contrary to law and null.” The Foreign Minister

followed up his speech by formal protests in London and
Brussels.

The British Press was angered by the outburst in

France; but the Governments kept cool, and amicable

Congo discussions were opened at the Quai d’Orsay.

Treaty An argumentative dispatch from the French
Cancelled Foreign Minister restated the abjections

raised in his speech of June 7, and added that “the

special position of the Congo State towards France

rendered great caution necessary in the engagements

which that State might think it right to make, at

the risk of giving rise to claims on the part of a

Power who, as a signatory of the Act of Berlin and

of previous treaties, as well as on account of her proximity,

had interests and rights to protect which could not be

annulled by an agreement to which she was not a party.”

The British Government, concluded the dispatch, had not

offered any reasoned reply to the French criticisms, the

validity of most of which had been recognized by Lord
Dufferin. Kimberley’s reply, a week later, acknowledged

the friendly tone of the dispatch. In answer to the

criticism that the agreement ignored the rights of the

Sultan and the Khedive on the Upper Nile, he explained

that those rights would not be disregarded whenever

Turkey and Egypt might be in a position to assert them.*

The guarantee of the integrity of the Turkish Empire in the

Treaty of 1856 could not apply to the equatorial provinces

of Egypt, which were acquired later; but Great Britain

was ready to consider any well-substantiated Turkish

‘ “ Egypt,” No. 2, 1898. Appendix I.
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claims. To the contention that the Congo State had
abused its neutrality, he replied that there was nothing
in the Berlin Act to prevent a neutral Power from extend-

ing its territories, and that the boundaries of the State

had never been laid down in an international convention.

Despite this forcible rejoinder, Great Britain released

Leopold from the Treaty and did not insist on the lease.

On August 14, the day on which this reply was
dispatched, P'rance and the Congo State signed a treaty

by which the latter agreed not to occupy part of the

territory leased to it by Great Britain, and recognized

French rights to the basin of the Upper Ubanghi. P"ranee

now resolved to explore her eventual possessions and to

impose her provisional authority. She should have pro-

ceeded more openly; but ^nglo-P^rench relations did not

encourage confidences. Ever since France secured the

right bank of the Ubanghi in the negotiations of 1885-7

she had turned her eyes to the Upper Nile, for the sources

of the tributary of the Congo were close to Egypt’s river.

When Belgium, in spite of treaties, crossed the fourth

parallel, established positions on the Upper Ubanghi,
spread over the Nile basin, and tried to block French
expansion to the north and east, a small credit was voted

by the French Chamber in 1892 to reinforce French posts

on the Upper Ubanghi and to connect thern with the coast

by telegraph and river communications. In

May, 1893, it was decided to give the com-
mand to Colonel Monteil, but the mission

did not start. Meanwhile Belgium pushed forward,

brushing aside French protests with the terse re-

joinder that possession was title. It was not till July 17,

1894, when the Anglo-Congolese Treaty had awakened

public opinion to the possibilities and dangers of the

territories between the Congo and the Nile, that Monteil

embarked. When he arrived in West Africa, however,

(he Franco-Belgian Treaty was signed, and he was ordered

to the Ivory Coast. Colonel Liotard was appointed Com-
missioner in the Upper Ubanghi, with instructions to

S
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extend French influence in the Bahr-el-Ghazel and up
to the Nile; but, as he was unprovided with means of

action, he did little beyond planting a few posts.

After the Anglo-Congolese Treaty had thus been torn

to shreds, Great Britain brought forward the question of

her sphere of influence on the Upper Nile as laid down
in the Anglo-German Convention of 1890. France con-

sented to negotiate and, at the wish of the British Govern-
ment, proceeded to discuss at the same time all outstanding
questions in Central Africa. Negotiations were begun in

the autumn at the Quai d’Orsay by Dufferin and Hano-
taux, with the aid of experts from the respective Colonial
Offices. At the end of the year an agreement was reached
on various African questions

;
but, except for an agreement

on the boundaries of Sierra Leone, the

N^*otiatio*iis
^^eme was rejected by both the French and
British Governments. Hanotaux has re-

vealed that France secured the definition and limita-

tion of British claims in the equatorial regions of the

Nile, and that the disputed provinces were in some degree
under the supervision of both Powers; but the settlement

which satisfied the Foreign Minister appeared to his

colleagues to involve needless sacrifices. As the scheme
has never been published it is impossible to estimate its

merits; but from its rejection dates the race for the Upper
Nile which culminated in the earth-shaking crisis of

Fashoda.

The French Colonial group had aroused a good deal

of interest in Africa, and at the opening of 1895 ^he

Government was urged to take up a position on the Nile
and to prevent fresh British encroachments. Rumours of

French activity in the regions between the Congo and the

Nile led to the historic declaration by Sir Edward Grey
on March 28, on which British policy was to rest till

France reluctantly accepted our claims nine years later.

“Rumours have come with regard to the movements of

expeditions in various parts of Africa, but we have no
reason to suppose that any French expedition has instruc-
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tions to enter, or the intention of entering, the Nile valley.

And I will go further and say that, after all I have
explained about the claims we consider we have under
past agreements, and the claims which we consider Egypt
may have in the Nile valley, and adding to that the fact

that those claims and the view of the Government with

regard to them are fully and clearly known
to the French Government, I cannot think i^cTaratfM
it possible that these rumours deserve

credence, because the advance of a French expedition

under secret instructions right from the other side

of Africa into a territory over which our claims have

been known for so long would be not merely an incon-

sistent and unexpected act, but it must be perfectly well

known to the French Government that it would be an

unfriendly act, and would be so viewed by England.”

The Grey declaration aroused anger and astonishment

in French official circles. In the first place the Monteil

mission had been diverted many months earlier from the

Nile to the Ivory Coast, and no fresh decision as to a

mission to the Upper Nile had been taken. Secondly,

it warned France off a vast district which belonged not

to Great Britain, but to the Sultan of Turkey, in which

France had as much or as little right as anyone else. And
thirdly, it accompanied a legally indefensible claim by a

threat of war. The French Ambassador at once informed

Kimberley that he could not conceal the painful impression

which would be created in France. While negotiations

were in progress, he complained, one party had declared

that it could admit no question as to its rights in the

territory under discussion. The Foreign Secretary replied

that, on the contrary. Great Britain would have a right

to complain if a French expedition entered the territory

during negotiations, and he hoped France would assure

him that the rumours were unfounded. Baron de Courcel

rejoined that no news of an expedition had been received,

and complained that the declaration constituted a prise en

possession of the whole basin of the Upper Nile. Kim-
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berley replied that the mere reiteration of a claim to a

sphere of influence over the Nile basin, which hg^d already

been made fully known to France, could not be so

regarded. The British Government, moreover, had
assured the French Government that if Egypt should

hereafter reoccupy the Sudan it would recognize her right

to its possession/

Such is Kimberley’s report of the conversation; but

the French Ambassador’s version suggests that the

Foreign Secretary poured water into his

I^^ficatton* subordinate’s wine.* According to Baron
de Courcel Kimberley explained that a

declaration by an Under^Secretary was less solemn

than by the Foreign Secretary or the Prime Minister;

that it was a claim which France was free to accept

or reject; and that the question remained open. The
Sudan, he added, once restored to Egypt, would share

her destinies. “I look forward to the end of our occupa-

tion, when it will no longer be a bone of contention. The
good understanding of the two countries is worth more.”

So much importance was attached by the Quai d’Or^ay to

this record of a momentous conversation that it was shown
to Kimberley, who, after modifying certain details, con-

firmed its accuracy. “Thus Sir Edward Grey was cor-

rected by Lord Kimberley,” writes Hanotaux, “for he

admitted the principle of a French counter-claim, as he

had done during the negotiations, and he recognized the

impossibility of basing any exclusive rights on a temporary

occupation.’’

The French case in answer to the Grey declaration was

set forth in a speech by the Foreign Minister to the Senate

on April 5. The Sudan and equatorial Africa, declared

Hanotaux, were occupied by the Mahdi, but belonged to

the Sultan and the Khedive. At that moment there was

probably not a single European in those vast regions.

The Anglo-German agreement of 1890 recognized a British

sphere of influence on the right bank of the Nile as far

* “ ^gypt,” No. 2, 1898. Appendix 4. * Hanotaux. ** Fachoda.”
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as the confines of Egypt, while on the left bank no limit

was fixed; but France had protested. The British claims,

to which her adhesion was desired, had
never been even ' approximately defined.

“Would it not be better to abstain from
public declarations which are only statements of the

arguments of one of the parties, and which might frustrate

an agreement by stultifying the discussion in advance?
When I think of the immense extent of the territories

involved, and of the absolute lack of information as to

what is going on there, I ask myself whether it is not

premature to attempt to settle the whole question before-

hand by a paper delimitation. While defending definite

rights, founded on indisputable titles, I should for my
part consider it a very unfriendly proceeding to enclose

the discussion beforehand in a narrow circle from which
it could not escape. Between two Powers which respect

each other and whose relations are always courteous there

can be no question of aggression or injunction where com-
plex problems are concerned, for which so many different

solutions may be usefully considered. No one can look

upon these first delimitations vaguely sketched on imper-

fect maps as possessing the immutable character given by

long usage to the frontiers of European States. Nor can

anyone claim to hamper the enterprise of the courageous

men who go forth to explore these new countries. But

when the time comes for settling finally the fate of these

distant countries, I think that, by providing that the rights

of the Sultan and the Khedive are respected, and by

assigning to each party concerned what is due to it accord-

ing to its works, two great nations will be able to arrive

at an arrangement which will reconcile their interests and

satisfy their common aspirations towards civilization and

progress.** The speech of the French Foreign Minister

was a polite but firm refusal to recognize the new “Monroe

Doctrine ** in the valley of the Nile; and France proceeded

on her way in equatorial Africa, with the watchword “first

come, first serve4 inscribed upon her banner.
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The return of the Unionists to power in the summer of

1895 with a strong Ministry and a large majority inaugur-

ated the most critical period of Anglo-French relations

since the fall of Napoleon. There was no longer any talk

of the evacuation of Egypt; and the new Government not

only associated itself with the Grey declaration but at once

formed plans for the reconquest of the Sudan. A final

effort to secure the assent of France was made when
the Kruger telegram revealed in a flash the hostility of

Germany. Salisbury informed the French

Dongola Ambassador that Great Britain desired to
Project destroy Mahdism, and that an expedition

to Dongola was under consideration. Would France

agree on condition that there should be no advance

beyond Dongola except after consultation with her ? Baron

de Courcel favoured the suggestion of an understanding,

which was also approved by Berthelot, the Foreign

Minister in the Bourgeois Cabinet; but his colleagues

rejected his advice, and Berthelot resigned.

An event which occurred in the heart of Africa on

March i, 1896, provided the British Government with a

convenient if not convincing excuse for the expedition.

Italy had sought compensation for Tunis by occupying

Massowah on the Red Sea, where the Khedive had long

maintained a garrison, now isolated by the Mahdist revolt,

and which Great Britain was glad to see in friendly hands.'

She slowly advanced towards the highlands of Abyssinia,

but in 1887 a column was annihilated by Abyssinians at

Dogali. The Treaty of Uccialli, signed in 1889, made the

King of Italy the intermediary for Abyssinia's relations

with foreign Powers; and Italy henceforth regarded the

country as a Protectorate. But Menelek, arguing that the

text empowered him, but did not compel him, to employ

Italy as his intermediary, denied the Italian claim. An
Anglo-Italian pact of 1891 settled the boundaries of the

two spheres of influence. Kassala was placed within the

‘ Italy's activities in Abyssinia are fully described by Billot, “ La France
et I’ltalie,” I; cf. Stillman, “ Francesco Crispi.”
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British zone, but Italy was allowed to occupy it for military

reasons.* Abyssinia was recognized by Great Britain to

be in the Italian zone; but France, who was engaged in a

tariff war with Italy, regarded Abyssinia as a pawn in hei

game against Great Britain and Italy.

The proclamation of a Protectorate over the Somali
coast in 1890 increased Italy’s interest in Abyssinia; but

Menelek believed that she was intriguing

with his rebel vassals, and he was annoved
by her pretensions to a Protectorate. In

1896 General Baratieri had nearly 30,000 Italian troops

under his command
;

and, although Menelek had
recently compelled an Italian garrison to surrender,

he made overtures for peace on the basis of Italy’s with-

drawal from the territory recently occupied and the revision

of the Treaty of Uccialli. Baratieri, knowing that he was
about to be superseded, rejected the overtures and attacked

the Abyssinian army of 100,000 men at Adowa. The
Italians lost seven thousand in killed, wounded and pris-

oners; and had the Abyssinians pursued, they would have

been annihilated. Baratieri retreated to Massowah, Crispi

was hurled from power, the Treaty of Uccialli was can-

celled, and Italy’s ill-advised endeavours to conquer or

dominate Abyssinia came to an abrupt conclusion.

While the Italian, troops were being chased from the

highlands of Abyssinia, the Dervishes had surrounded

Kassala. In addition to the danger of the Italian garrison,

the Egyptian Government was expecting a forward move-

ment of the Dervishes from Berber, and the military

authorities of Egypt urged that an immediate advance

was essential. Accordingly on March 16 it was announced

in the House of Commons that an advance would take

place from the frontier post at Wady Haifa to Dongola.

The movement, it was explained, would assist the Italian

garrison at Kassala by creating a diversion, and would

save Egypt from a menace which would become formidable

if allowed to grow. The announcement was followed by

spirited debates. Labouchere expressed his pleasure at the
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defeat of the Italians in an unwarrantable invasion of

Abyssinia, and protested against an expediticfn which

would anchor us in Egypt for a century. Sir William

Harcourt, as Leader of the Opposition, denounced the

step as perilous, and foretold a further advance on

Khartum. In reply to a vote of censure moved by Mr.

Morley, Chamberlain argued that the advance was due to

the Italian disaster and the resulting ferment among the

Dervishes. The evacuation of Egypt, he urged, could not

in any case take place till the lost provinces had been

recovered. Mr. Balfour wound up the discussion by a

similar argument that the condition of Egypt could not

be regarded as satisfactory till control over the Sudan had

been restored.

It was obvious, though it was not explicitly stated, that

the advance to Dongola was the beginning of the recon-

quest of the whole of the Sudan and that it postponed the

evacuation of Egypt to the Greek Kalends. It was thus

interpreted in France, and the. new Foreign Minister,

Bourgeois, called the attention of the British Ambassador

Franco-
gravity of tlie results which a

Russian campaign in the Sudan might produce.
Obstruction warning was repeated on April 2 in

the Chamber. “We cannot remain indifferent to the

consequences of an enterprise which tends to adjourn sine

die the fulfilment of engagements. We must maintain

the European character of the Egyptian question.” With
this object in view France and Russia, after vainly asking

for explanations and attempting to reopen the Egyptian

question, cast their votes on the Caisse against granting

>^500,000 (one-fifth of its reserve) towards the expenses of

the expedition. Germany held the key to the position,

and, as she had recognized the British claims to the Upper
Nile in the agreement of 1890, a majority approved the

grant. The French bondholders, however, appealed to the

Mixed Tribunals and obtained a veto on the allocation.

The British Government responded by finding the money,
and Dongol? was occupied in September after two battles
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in which the native Egyptian displayed discipline and
courage; Salisbury now explained that, though the ad-

vance would not be continued for the present, Khartum
could not be left permanently in Dervish hands.

The Bourgeois Government, not content with oppos-

ing a grant from the Caisse, developed the attack on
British policy along parallel lines. Negotia-

tions with Abyssinia were begun, and the Marchand

task was entrusted to Marchand which had
once been assigned to Monteil. His instructions were

signed by the Colonial Minister on February 24, 1896.

“Last September you submitted a plan of an ex-

pedition in the Upper Ubanghi to extend French

influence to the Nile. If we are to anticipate the

English, we must arrive there first.” This momentous
decision did not in form conflict with the expedition to

Dongola, for no British Minister had as yet announced
a decision to go further. But it was in direct contraven-

tion of the Grey declaration; and though France declined

to admit the validity of that famous pronouncement, she

was well aware that she must reckon with the consequences

of ignoring its veto.

When the resources of French diplomacy and enter-

prise had thus been mobilized, the Bourgeois Ministry

fell on April 29, 1896, and Hanotaux returned to the

I'oreign Office in the Moline Cabinet. Though a con-

vinced supporter of French Colonial ambitions, he con-

sidered that the Bourgeois policy had marched too rapidly

and he endeavoured to limit its risks. That Germany,

Austria and Italy approved the advance to Dongola was

a further motive for caution. Instructions were promptly

dispatched to the French representatives in Petrograd,

Constantinople and Abyssinia to hold their hands; and

though the Marchand mission was not recalled, fresh

orders were sent to Liotard, the Governor of the Upper

Ubanghi, to whom Marchand was subordinated. “The
Marchand mission is not a military enterprise. There is

no thought of conquests. Th< policy which you have
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pursued for two years and of which our establishment in

the Nile valley should be the crown, must be strictly

followed.” Thus Hanotaux endeavoured to repair the wire

to London by returning to the policy of peaceful penetra-

tion. The improvement in the situation, however, was
purely superficial; for the new Foreign Minister had
neither the power nor the desire to abandon a dangerous

path. To deny that the Marchand mission was a military

enterprise might ease diplomatic tension for the time
;
but

the intrepid explorer carried with him the flag and the

hopes of France, and no cunningly devised formula could

disguise the fact that it was a deliberate challenge to the

official policy of the British Empire.

At this moment a fresh source of friction arose in the

annexation of Madagascar.* After many years of diplo-

France friction and many months of desultory

Annexes fighting a treaty was signed in 1885, which
Madagascar transferred the foreign relations of the

island to the control of Flrance, admitted a French

resident to the capital, and ceded the bay of Diego
Suarez with the surrounding territory. The Queen was
to retain her position, and France was not to interfere

in internal affairs. There was no mention of a Protec-

torate; and though Great Britain consented to recognize the

new situation in 1890, in return for concessions in Zanzibar,

the Government of Madagascar refused to allow France the

influence she expected to exercise. Such a situation could

not last; and in 1894 an ultimatum demanded the recogni-

tion of French authority throughout the island. The
demands were only accepted in part, and a war of conquest

commenced. In September, 1895, the capital was occu-

pied, and in 1896, after a rebellion had been suppressed,

the island was annexed, and ,the victorious Gallieni re-

mained as the first Governor. Great Britain grudgingly

surrendered the Capitulations; but the virtual suppression

of British trade by high tariffs further embittered the

relations between London and Paris.

' See Hanotaux, “ L’Affaire de Mad^igascar.”
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The year 1897 witnessed a lull between the laying of

the train in 1896 and the explosion of 1898; but there were
ominous rumblings of the coming storm. France and
Russia, not content with their success in preventing the

use of the surplus of the Caisse for the Dongola expedition,

actually complained of the Egyptian Government accepting

the money from Great Britain without their consent. The
reply of the British Government to this barefaced attempt

at dictation was given on the meeting of Parliament by the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, who announced that a further

advance was essential. “Egypt can never be permanently

secure so long as a hostile Power is in occupation of the

Nile valley up to Khartum.” England, he added, would
not be worried out of Egypt by hindrances and difficulties.

The French and Russian Press fumed, but no official

action was taken. During the year the desert railway was
carried south from Dongola, and stores were collected for

the grand advance.

Meanwhile France endeavoured to improve her diplo-

matic position. Hanotaux had always maintained friendly

relations with Germany, like Jules Ferry before him. In

April, 1897, the Chancellor Hohenlohe, who visited Paris

every year to consult his dentist, had a cordial interview,

and in July the boundaries of Togoland were amicably

settled. Shortly afterwards an Anglo-French agreement

on Tunis was reached, which contained
pranco-

some trifling concessions to British trade. Italian

The relations of France and Italy were

also becoming more friendly. After the disaster of

Adowa and the fall of Crispi the Francophil Rudini

recognized the French position in Tunis by giving up the

Capitulations, and terminated the ten years’ tariff war by

a commercial treaty in 1898. The renewal of Franco-

Italian harmony was fostered by the arrival of Camille

Barr^re, one of the most accomplished of French diplomats,

as the French Ambassador at the end of 1897.

While Kitchener and Marchand were slowly feeling

their way from the north and the west towards the Upper
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Nile, Salisbury succeeded in eliminating a source of

possible danger to British plans. When the advance on

Dongola was launched, Mr. Rennell Rodd

Abyssinia from Cairo to convince Menelek
that it involved no evil designs on his terri-

tory or independence. Addis Abeba had witnessed

a good deal of Franco-Russian intrigue during the

long diplomatic struggle for the valley of the Nile, and
the Emperor’s capacity for mischief had been recently

increased by his triumph at Adowa. The Rodd mission

was completely successful. The Treaty signed on May 14,

1897, secured a pledge of neutrality during the operations

against the Khalifa, and a promise from the ruler “to do
all in his power to prevent the passage through his

dominions of arms and ammunition to the Mahdists, whom
he declares to be enemies of his empire.” In return for

this assurance of benevolent neutrality, the Somaliland

frontier was modified in his favour. No attempt was made
to settle the boundary between Abyssinia and the British

Egyptian sphere on the north and west; for such questions

could be more profitably discussed after the anticipated

destruction of the Dervish power. About the same time

Colonel Macdonald was ordered to advance north from

Uganda in order to join hands with the Anglo-Egyptian

forces when the time came for them to advance south

from Khartum, and another expedition was equipped to

plant a chain of posts from the Victoria Nyanza along

the White Nile. Owing, however, to difficulties with

the native troops and physical obstacles neither of the

enterprises accomplished its aim.

The Lower Niger attracted French ambitions no less

than the Upper Nile, and French agents were busy in the

hinterland of the British colonies on the coast. Early

in 1897 the disputed claims were referred to a Joint Com-
mission in Paris; but French expeditions continued to

push forward. Africa, lamented the Prime Minister at

the Guildhall banquet, had been created to plague Foreign

Secretaries. He added that there was a limit to the exer-



cise of conciliation, and that we could not allow our most
elementary rights to be trampled on. Countries which
we regarded as our property, echoed the

West
strident voice of Chamberlain, had been African

invaded. This situation we could not Problems

accept, and a frontier force had been organized which
would be necessary “whether or not the difference

reached a satisfactory solution.” After an interval of

many months the Niger Commission in Paris resumed

its deliberations in the autumn, when Hanotaux engaged
in intimate conversation with the British Ambassador.

The French negotiators proposed to enlarge the basis of

the sought-for accord by including the left bank of the

Niger, and asked for the north and east shores of Lake
Chad in return for concessions in the navigation of the

Niger and other privileges. Sir Edmund Monson replied

that the conference could only deal with the right bank, as

the left had been settled in 1890, and that claims east of the

lake must avoid undue expansion toward the Nile. “If

other questions are adjusted,’’ wrote the Ambassador to

Hanotaux (Dec. 10), “the Government will make no
difficulty about this condition. But in doing so they

cannot forget that the possession of this territory may in

the future open up a road to the Nile, and they must

not be understood to admit that any other European Power
than Great Britain has any claim to occupy any part of

the valley of the Nile. The views of the British Govern-

ment upon this matter were plainly stated by Sir Edward
Grey and were formally communicated to the French

Government. Her Majesty’s present Government entirely

adhere to the language that was on this occasion employed

by their predecessors.’’ The Ambassador assured Salis-

bury of his great satisfaction in making this communica-

tion, as his dispatches had shown how necessary it was

to remind the French Government of the British views

as to the Nile valley. It would not, he believed, prejudice

the chances of a satisfactory arrangement in West Africa.'

* See “ Egypt,” No. 2. 1898.
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The name of Marchand was not mentioned in the

communication; but Salisbury’s explicit confirmation of

the Grey declaration constituted a fresh and solemn warn-

ing. Hanotaux replied that to mix up the Niger and
the Nile would only prejudice the work of the Niger Com-
mission. “The French Government cannot refrain from

repeating the reservations which it has never failed to

express every time that questions relating to the valley

of the Nile have been brought forward. The declaration

of Sir Fdward Grey gave rise to an immediate protest by
our representative, and I myself, in the name of the

Government, made declarations to which I consider I

am all the more justified in referring from the fact that

they have called forth no reply from the British Govern-

ment.” Thus once again the two Governments restated

their divergent views on a subject which, rightly, they

considered to be of vital importance, in the most uncom-
promising manner.

. ,

The Niger negotiations proceeded throughout the

winter, on the basis that possession created rights. The
British attitude appeared to Hanotaux at

African once Stubborn and threatening. Lord Sel-
Settlement Under-Secretary for the Colonies, in

a speech at Bradford, was particularly menacing.

“We wish for peace, but not at any price. We
did not fight about Madagascar, because our interests

there are so small
;
but can we say the same of West

Africa?” The language of the Colonial Secretary in

Parliament on February i8, 1898, was equally threaten-

ing; but on the same day the British delegates on the

Niger Commission recognized French claims, which had

been denounced as exorbitant, and which secured the

union of the Senegal, the Niger and the Ivory Coast

settlements. Four months were needed to complete the

agreement, which was signed at Paris on June 14, and

delimited the spheres of influence from Senegal to the

Nile basin. The pact cleared up the ^hole complex of

boundary questions in West Africa, and, in the opinion
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of Hanotaux, gave France what she wanted without serious

sacrifice^; but it was attacked by the French colonial

enthusiasts and ratification was delayed.

The question of the Nile valley alone remained, and
Hanotaux desired to solve it before the expected collision

occiiTred. Kitchener’s advance began in March, and the

fierce 'battle of the Atbara on April 8 liberated the province

of Berber and announced the approaching doom of the

Khalifa. Marchand was believed to be near Fashoda,

if indeed he had not already arrived. But on the day
following the signature of the Niger Convention the

Meline Ministry fell, and Delcass6 entered on his seven

years* tenure of oflice at the Quai d’Orsay, for which

his earlier experience as Minister of the

Colonies had in some degree prepared him.
^pas'hoda^^

Marchand reached Fashoda on July lo, but

his arrival was unknown till two months later. The
decisive struggle with the Mahdist forces was timed

for the beginning of September, and on August 2 Salis-

bury drew up instructions for the period following the

capture of Khartum. No large scale military operations

for the occupation of the southern provinces were con-

templated, but flotillas were to be sent up the Blue and

the White Nile. If the former encountered Abyssinians

it was to report and wait for orders. The latter was to

be commanded as far as Fashoda by the Sirdar, who was

to take with him a small body of British troops. “In

dealing with any French or Abyssinian authorities who
may be encountered, nothing should be said or done

which would in any way imply a recognition of a title

to possession on behalf of France or Abyssinia to any

portion of the Nile valley.”

On September i the Anglo-Egyptian army came in

sight of Omdurman, and at daybreak on September 2

the Dervish force of about 30,000 men attacked with

reckless courage. By nine o’clock in the morning the

charges had been broken, and the army moved forward

towards the capital. An unexpected sally from behind
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the hills jeopardized the right wing for a time
;
but when

Kitchener entered the capital in the afternoon the Khalifa,

Kitchener sorry remnants of his host, escaped

enters from the Other end of the city. In a battle
Khartum machine-guns against spears the losses

of the victors amounted only to a few hundreds,

while the Dervish casualties were reckoned at nearly

20,000. The native troops, according to the customs

of war in the Sudan, dispatched hundreds of wounded
men as they advanced across the plain after the battle

was over. At night the British and Egyptian flags

floated over the palace where Gordon had perished in

1885, and Kitchener emphasized the defeat of the Khalifa

by the destruction of the Mahdi’s tomb.

Delcass^ offered Sir Edmund Monson his sincere con-

gratulations on the victory, “despite the differences about

Egypt of the two Governments.“ He supposed a flotilla

would steam southwards, and it would probably fall in

with Captain Marchand. The latter had been instructed

to consider himself an emissary of civilization, without

authority to decide on questions of right, which must be

discussed between the two Governments, and he hoped the

British commander might be instructed to avoid a con-

flict. The Foreign Minister expressed his desire that all

causes of difference should be amicably settled, and his

conviction that this could be achieved by frank discussion.*

On receiving a telegraphic report of the conversation

Salisbury ordered the Ambassador to state that all the

territories which were subject to the Khalifa had passed

by right of conquest to the British and Egyptian Govern-

ments. “H.M. Government do not consider that this

right is open to discussion, but they would be prepared

to deal in the manner suggested by his Excellency with

any territorial controversies in regard to regions riot

affected by this assertion.” Delcass^ merely remarked

that the phrase “territories subject to the Khalifa” was

^ This is the first conversation also described in the French Yellow Book,
“ Affaires du Haut-Nil et du Bahr-el-Ghazal.*’ 18^8.
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rather vague, and that he had no accurate knowledge of

their extent.

Meanwhile news had reached Kitchener that the French
flag was flying at Fashoda, five hundred miles south of

I^artum; and on September 10 he steamed south from
Omdurman with five gunboats, two hundred British and
Sudanese troops, and artillery. ‘ On vSeptember 18, when
within a few miles of the village, he dispatched a letter

to inform “the Chief of the European expedition*’ of his

victory at Omdurman and his approaching arrival. Mar-
chand replied, warmly congratulating the Sirdar on his

victory, and informed him that he had occupied part of

the Bahr-el-Ghazel and the Shilluk country on the left

bank of the Nile as far as Fashoda. On August 25 he

had driven off a Dervish attack from the river, and on
September 3 had signed a treaty with a local chief placing

the Shilluk country on the left bank of the Nile under the

Protectorate of France, subject to ratification by the

French Government. “I offer you my best wishes on
your arrival on the Upper Nile,” he concluded, “and
shall be happy to welcome you at Fashoda in the name of

France.”

On reaching Fashoda on September 19, a few hours

after receiving this polite but unbending reply. Kitchener

was visited by Marchand, whom he con-
j^itchener

gratulated on his long and arduous journey. meets

The presence of the French at Fashoda Marchand

and in the valley of the Nile, he proceeded, was
regarded as a direct violation of the rights of Egypt
and Great Britain, and he must protest against their hoist-

ing of the French flag in the dominions of the Khedive.

He begged Marchand not to resist the re-establishment of

Egyptian authority, as the British-Egyptian forces were

much more than a match for his eight officers and a

hundred and twenty men, and he offered to convey him

and his followers north on a gunboat. Marchand replied

I See his report and the correspondence with Marchand in “ Egypt,”

No. 3. 1898.

T
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that he could not retire or haul down his flag without

orders, and begged that the matter should be referred

to Paris, which, he felt sure, would at once order his

retirement. Thus the French flag continued to fly, and

the Egyptian flag was hoisted a few hundred yards away.

Kitchener followed up his verbal protest by a written

argument against the occupation of any part of the Nile

valley, adding that the government of the country had

been resumed by Egypt and that a British commandant of

Fashoda had been appointed.

On the day before the meeting of Kitchener and Mar-

chand an important interview took place between Delcassd

and the British Ambassador. Did Great

^Delcasfi'^
Britain, inquired the Foreign Minister,

maintain that Marchand had no right to

be at Fashoda? Sir Edmund Monson replied that

France well knew that an incursion into the basin of

the Nile would be regarded as an unfriendly act. Why,
then, was this mission dispatched? Delcass6 rejoined

that France had never recognized the British sphere of

influence in the Upper Nile, and had indeed protested

against it. The Bahr-el-Ghazel had long been outside

the influence of Egypt, and France had as much right at

Fashoda as England at Khartum. Only a mandate from

the Sultan could justify the British claim. Sir Edmund
ended the conversation by remarking that the situation

was very serious. The British Government would not

consent to a compromise. It had no desire to pick a

quarrel, but it naturally resented a step which it had
cautioned France not to take. Delcass^ assured his visitor

that every member of the Cabinet was anxious for good
relations with England. If England was equally anxious

there could be no danger.

A Cabinet Council was held on September 27, and the

British Ambassador was invited to the Quai d’Orsay the

same evening. Marchand had told Kitchener that on
arriving at Fashoda he had dispatched two copies of his

Report, one through the French Congo, the other through
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Abyssinia. This document it was indispensable to obtain

as quickly as possible, and they would be grateful if in-

structions could be forwarded to Marchand to send a copy
direct to Cairo. Sir Edmund asked whether he was to

conclude that Marchand would not be recalled before

his Report was received. Delcass6 replied that he was
ready to discuss the question in a most conciliatory spirit,

but that the Ambassador must not ask him for the im-

possible. Salisbury consented to forward the message,

but added that much uneasiness would be created by a

prolongation of the existing state of affairs. The public

was anxious to know what was going on, but it would

be enough if the imminent departure of Marchand could

be announced. On September 30 Sir Edmund again

visited Delcasse, who informed him that he could not

evacuate Fashoda without discussion or conditions, adding

a wish that the delimitation of the French colonies of the

Congo and the Upper Ubanghi might be discussed.

The conversations had hitherto taken place in Paris;

but on October 6 Baron de Courcel sought out the Prime
Minister at Downing Street, and in a long

and inconclusive interview insisted on the
holds'out

strong feeling that prevailed in France.

Salisbury assured him that the strength of feeling

in England was not less remarkable, and referred

his visitor to the assertions of British claims in 1890,

1894, 1895 1897. The Ambassador suggested that

both sides should announce that negotiations on the

delimitation of the spheres of influence were in progress,

and claimed that France should have a considerable part

of the left bank of the Nile. The conversation was resumed

on October 12. France, declared the Baron, desired an

outlet on the Nile for the commerce of her Ubanghi pro-

vince, and asked for a position on the navigable portion

of the Bahr-el-Ghazel. She had established posts in the

province for some time, and had the right to them attach-

ing to long and undisputed occupation. To Salisbury’s

suggestion that Marchand should retire beyond the water-
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shed between the Ubanghi and the affluents of the Nile,

the Baron replied that the watershed was difficult to

determine, and he renewed his suggestion for a general

agreement on the territories between Lake Chad and the

Nile. The Prime Minister, finding his language indefinite

and rhetorical, declined to discuss such questions till they

were formulated in precise phraseology, and the second

interview, like the first, concluded without definite result.

The conversations in London and Paris made it clear that

the French Government realized that Fashoda must be

evacuated, but that it wished to save its face by negotia-

tions. But while France was ready for conditional

evacuation, Great Britain insisted on unconditional

surrender.

The patience of the Prime Minister was not shared

by the British Press or by public opinion. At the very

moment that he was listening to the

Rosebery “rhetorical” arguments and appeals of the
Intervenes French Ambassador, Lord Rosebery was

addressing a meeting at Epsom. The question, he

declared, was of supreme gravity. “In face of a deliberate

warning that a particular act would be considered

as an unfriendly act, it has been deliberately com-

mitted. Behind the policy of the Government is the united

strength of the nation. No Government that attempted

to recede from or palter with that policy would last a week.

The nation will make any sacrifice and go any length to

sustain them. On the other side of the Channel there is

an element of great gravity too; there is a question of the

flag. I honour the flag. But the flag is a portable affair.

It can be carried by irresponsible people, and I have some
hope that the flag in this case is not necessarily the flag

of France but the flag of an individual explorer, and is

therefore not carrying the full weight of the Republic be-

hind it. M. Delcasse has shown a conciliatory spirit. I

hope that this incident will be pacifically settled, but it

must be understood that there can be no compromise of

the rights of Egypt. Great Britain has been treated rather
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too much as a negligible quantity in recent years. Let

other na'tions remember that cordiality can only rest on
mutual respect for each other’s rights, each other’s terri-

tories, and each other’s flag.”

These trumpet tones were echoed by Hicks-Beach, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer, in a speech at Tynemouth.
“It would be a great calamity that after a

peace of more than eighty years, during which
i,^atience

I had hoped that unfriendly feeling had prac-

tically disappeared, those friendly relations should be dis-

turbed. But there are worse evils than war, and
we shall not shrink from anything that may come.”

Chamberlain announced the calling up of the reserves

and other precautions, which were not to be inter-

preted as threats; but he claimed all the territory

which we had “freed at great price from anarchy and
misrule.” A few softer notes were heard, and the Daily

News pleaded for consideration for “the legitimate ambi-
tions of France”; but the multitude preferred the crude

chauvinism of the Daily Mail. Opinion was intoxicated

by the victory of Omdurman and exasperated by the long

delay. A cartoon in Punch embodied the angry impa-

tience of the man in the street. “What will you give me
if I go away? ” asks the little organ-grinder. “I will give

you something if you don’t/’ replies a muscular John Bull

with a menacing frown. France was well aware that war
might come at any moment, and she feverishly prepared

for the worst.

Marchand’s report was duly dispatched to Paris via

Cairo; but the decision of the French Cabinet was not

determined by its contents. France yielded to force, and
on November 4 Baron de Courcel informed Salisbury that

Fashoda would be evacuated. The Prime Minister joy-

fully announced the end of the crisis. “There will be

plenty of discussion,” he added; “but a cause of dangerous

controversy has disappeared, and we can only congratulate

ourselves.” Marchand refused to return home through

Egypt, preferring the long route through Abyssinia. It
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was a spectacular humiliation for a Great Power; for Great

Britain had secured unconditional evacuation by "threat of

war. The object of the Marchand mission, declares Hano-
taux, was to possess a valuable pawn in negotiating the

same sort of compromise as regards the Nile as had been

reached in reference to the Niger. It was a dangerous

game to play, even if the negotiations had preceded the

victory of Omdurman, as Hanotaux had desired. Salis-

bury had proved himself too yielding for the taste of the

country in the Far East; but in the Nile valley he was

adamant, and France had only herself to thank for the

results of neglecting repeated and peremptory warnings.

France had one enemy already, and she could not afford

another. To quarrel with Great Britain was to play into

the hands of Germany, and to destroy any

De^cisloli*
chance of ultimately recovering the Rhine
provinces. “A conflict,” declared Delcasse

to the Chamber with simple truth, “would have in-

volved sacrifices disproportionate to the object.” The
French fleet was weak, and her enemy could have

taken the whole of her colonial empire if she had

wished. Having once chosen his path, the Foreign

Minister resolved to harvest from British friendship what

he could not obtain from the thwarting of her will. While
France was still smarting under humiliation, he told his

friends that he wished to remain at the Quai d’Orsay till

he had restored the bonne entente with England. His

wish was to be gratified; but a rough road had to be

traversed before the rivals clasped hands in 1904.

The demand that arose in certain quarters for the

establishment of a Protectorate over the Sudan was re-

jected by the Prime Minister, who announced at the

Guildhall banquet that it would only be declared if abso-

lutely necessary. He added that the position of Great

Britain in Egypt had been changed, since “a stricken

field was one of the stages on the road to history.” The
status of the Sudan was defined in an Anglo-Egyptian

Convention signed on January 19, 1899. The British
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and Egyptian flags were to be used together except at

Suakin,^ the supreme military and civil command to be
vested in a Governor-General appointed by the Khedive
with the consent of the British Government, the country

to be governed by martial law till further notice, the juris-

diction of the mixed tribunals to be recognized nowhere
except in Suakin, the import and export of slaves to be

prohibited, and the Brussels Act in respect to fire-arms and
liquor to be enforced. The Sudan was to be free from

the international complications which rendered the occupa-

tion of Egypt a perpetual strife, and to be ruled by a

benevolent despot from Khartum. A year

later the remnants of the Khalifa’s army Khalifa’s

were mown down by machine-guns by wSir
Death

Francis Wingate in Kordofan, and the Khalifa him-

self preferred death to surrender. The character of

the new regime was described by the Prime Minister

without circumlocution on the meeting of Parliament.

“We hold the Sudan by two titles—first as having

formed part of the possessions of Egypt, and then by the

title, much older and much less complicated, which is

called the right of conquest. In the first written com-

munication to the French Government I was careful to

base our title on the right of conquest, because I think

it is the most useful, the most simple, and the soundest of

the two.”

Logical French critics pointed out that if Great Britain

appealed to the right of conquest, Marchand could do the

same, and that if th^ claim in law was good, there was

no need to throw the sword into the scale. The joint

sovereignty, they argued, was a British Protectorate in

everything but name; and the Treaty was juridically null,

since the firman of 1892 forbade the Khedive to cede or

alienate territory or privileges. No Power, however,

raised a voice in protest, and official France was perforce

dumb. Though the crisis was over, bitter feelings re-

mained and found expression in both countries. The

Colonial JSecretary gave free vent to his anger in a speech
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on January i8, 1899. The exclusion of British trade from

Madagascar in 1896, he complained, was a breach.of faith.

The conduct of France in regard to the Newfoundland
fisheries, he added, was a typical example of a malicious

policy which apparently aimed at combining the maximum
damage to others with the minimum advantage to herself.

It was at this moment that France secured a harbour in

the Persian Gulf from the Sultan of Muscat, and that

Great Britain compelled him to substitute a coaling-station.

After the great surrender Baron de Courcel was suc-

ceeded by Paul Gambon, who was destined to play a

leading part in the reconciliation of the

Infl^ence^
nations which had been within sight of war.

On January 2, 1899, Ambassador
expressed a wish to resume the African conversa-

tions of his predecessor. Salisbury was now ready to

negotiate, and the Declaration of March 21 gave satis-

faction to both parties. The position of France on the

Niger and the Congo was improved. While under the

pact of 1890 France only touched Lake Chad on the north,

she now toudhed it on the east and at one point on the

south. Salisbury proposed a formula by which each

should recognize as the sphere of the other all territory on
either side of a given line; but Delcassd rejected a proposal

which would consecrate British pre-eminence in Egypt
and the Sudan, and would recognize the right to dispose

of countries which did not belong to the signatories. He
therefore proposed, and Salisbury accepted the formula :

“France engages to acquire neither ‘territory nor influence

east, nor Great Britain west, of the agreed line.” The line

of partition followed the watershed of the Nile and the

Congo, Wadai falling to France, Darfur, Bahr-el-Ghazel

and Kordofan to Great Britain. The latter provinces

formed a free commercial zone, and France thus obtained

commercial access to the Nile. Though the Nile valley

was naturally left to Great Britain, France was not re-

quired to recognize British claims in Egypt. Great

Britain made no sacrifices, but she recognized France’s
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right to expand from West Africa towards the Sahara

and the interior. Despite the frustration of her hopes in

the Sudan, she was to own an even larger
France’s

share of the surface of the Dark Continent African

than her rival. “The work,” declared
Empire

Cambon many years later, “went quickly and smoothly,

for Lord Salisbury knew his own mind. Then I

suggested that there were several other matters which

might be settled in an equally friendly spirit. He
shook his head and smiled. ‘ I have the greatest con-

fidence in M. Delcass^,* he said, ‘ and also in your present

Government. But in a few months’ time they will prob-

ably be overthrown, and their successors will do exactly

the contrary. No, we must wait a bit.’
”

' The period of

waiting was to extend to four years, filled with grave

decisions and crowded with unexpected events.

* Interview in The Times, Dec. 22, 1920.



CHAPTER IX

THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAR

The dangerous tension between Great Britain and the

Dual Alliance arising from competing interests and ambi-

tions in Asia and Africa, and culminating in the incidents

of Port Arthur and Fashoda, turned the thoughts of

British statesmen once more towards the Power with which
they had till recently lived in the friendliest relations. The
Kruger telegram was neither forgotten nor forgiven

;
but

Anglo-
there had been no repetition of the ill-

German advised attempt to interfere in South Africa.
Detente Moreover, the steady support of British

policy by the Triple Alliance during the reconquest

of the Sudan, and the Kaiser’s telegram of congratu-

lation on the Atbara victory, weie doubly welcome at

a time when France and Russia were piling obstacles in

our path. The detente opened the way for a rapproche-

ment; and the unsuccessful effort of Great Britain to

transform the rapprochement into an alliance forms the

main theme of this chapter.

Though Salisbury was Prime Minister and Foreign

Secretary, Chamberlain was the most forceful personality

of the Unionist Cabinet formed in 1895, and his restless

activities ranged far beyond the walls of the Colonial

Office. The Colonial Secretary was not altogether satis-

fied with his chief’s yielding attitude in the Far East. His

views were shared by his Liberal Unionist colleague, the

Duke of Devonshire, who complained that he was bom-
barded with complaints from the cotton industry about the

danger to Lancashire’s Chinese market. At the end of

February, 1898, at a small dinner-party at the house of

Alfred Rothschild, Chamberlain and the Duke begged

298
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Baron von Eckardstein, the popular First Secretary of the

German* Embassy, to arrange a meeting between the

Ambassador and Chamberlain/ Hatzfeldt and Chamber-
lain met next day, and informal conversations, extending

over the whole field of Anglo-German relations, were
continued two or three times a week throughout Marche

Chamberlain’s suggestion of an alliance found a sym-
pathetic response in the Ambassador; but the Wilhelm-
strasse objected that the system of party

chamberlain
government in England rendered it difficult and

to guarantee the permanence of such an Hatzfeldt

arrangement. When Chamberlain replied that Parlia-

ment could approve. Billow rejoined that the publica-

tion of an Anglo-German treaty would destroy the good
relations between Berlin and Petrograd. The negotiations

reached a deadlock early in April, and Chamberlain be-

lieved that Russia had got scent of the discussions; but

at the suggestion of Alfred Rothschild, and with the

approval of Hatzfeldt, Eckardstein visited the Kaiser at

Hamburg. After listening to the report, the impression-

able monarch expressed agreement with the views of the

Embassy; but a week later Hatzfeldt informed Eckardstein

that it was useless to continue negotiations, since the

Kaiser and Biilow had turned against an agreement.

Unmoved by the rebuff from Berlin, Chamberlain returned

to the charge; for his heart was hot within him, and on

May 13 his wrath boiled over in a speech to his consti-

tuents. “As to the manner in which Russia secured

Port Arthur, the promises made and broken a fortnight

later, I will only quote the proverb, ' Who sups with

the devil must have a long spoon.’ In future we have

to reckon with Russia in China and Afghanistan. But

what can we do in our isolation ? Some of our critics

say we should have made an arrangement with Russia;

but it takes two to make an agreement. What Russia

asked we could not give, and we could give nothing to

head her off. And if an agreement were reached, who

^ Eckardstein, “ Erinnerungen,” I, 292-6.
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could guarantee its fulfilment?” The moral of the

speech was co-operation with Germany.
On May 30 the Kaiser discussed the new situation in

a “private and very confidential” letter to the Tsar.

“With a suddenness wholly unexpected to

"^^mment^ ^ placed before a grave decision

which is of vital importance for my country,

and which is so far-reaching that I cannot foresee

the ultimate consequences. The traditions in which
I was reared by my beloved grandfather of blessed

memory as regards our two houses and countries have,

as you will own, always been kept up by me as a holy

bequest from him, and my loyalty to you and your family

is, I flatter myself, above any suspicion. In the beginning

of April the attacks on my country and person, till then

showered on us by the British Press and people, suddenly

fell off, and there was, as you will have perceived, a

momentary lull. This rather astonished us at home and
we were at a loss for an explanation. In a private inquiry

I found out that H.M. the Queen herself through a friend

of hers had sent word to the British papers that she

wished this unnoble and false game to cease. Such an

unwonted step naturally led us to the conclusion that

something was in the air. About Easter a celebrated

politician proprio motu suddenly sent for my Ambassador
and a hrule pourpoint offered him a treaty of alliance with

England! Count Hatzfeldt, utterly astonished, said he

could not quite make out how that could be after all that

had passed between us since ’95. The answer was that

the offer was made in real earnest and was sincerely meant.

My Ambassador said he would report, but that he doubted

very much whether Parliament would ever ratify such a

treaty, England till now always having made clear to

anybody who wished to hear it that it never by any means
would make an alliance with any Continental Power
whoever it may be ! After Easter the request was urgently

renewed, but by my commands coolly and dilatorily an-

swered in a colourless manner. I thought the affair had
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ended. Now, however, the request has been renewed for

the thir4 time in such an unmistakable manner, putting

a certain short term to my definite answer and accompanied
by such enormous offers showing a wide and great future

opening for my country, that I think it my duty to Ger-

many duly to reflect before I answer. Before I do it, I

frankly and openly come to you, my esteemed friend and
cousin, to inform you, as I feel that it is a question, so

to say, of life and death. We two have the same opinions,

we want peace, and we have sustained and upheld it till

now ! What the tendency of the alliance is you will well

understand, as I am informed that the alliance is to be

with the Triple Alliance and with the addition of Japan
and America, with whom pourparlers have already been

opened ! What the chances are for us in refusing or

accepting you may calculate yourself ! Now as my old

and trusted friend I beg you to tell me what you can

offer me and will do if I refuse. Before I take my final

decision and send my answer in this difficult position, 1

must be able to see clearly, and clear and open without

any back-thoughts must your proposal be, so that I can

judge and weigh in my mind before God, as I should,

what is for the good of the peace of my Fatherland and

of the world. You need not fear for your Ally in any

proposal you make should she be placed in a combination

wished by you.”

The Tsar replied that three months ago Great Britain

had made him offers with a view to destroying the Franco-

Russian aUiance “in a masked way.” Soon

afterwards he had secured Port Arthur,

reached an agreement with Japan about

Korea, and was on the best of terms with the United

States. Germany could count on the friendship of

Russia, but the Kaiser must settle for himself what

value to attach to the British offer.' The letter con-

^ The letter has not been published, but Hammann supplies a summary

from the Berlin Foreign Office. Nothing is known of the British offer

mentioned by the Tsar.
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firmed Billow and Holstein in their decision to avoid an
alliance and to deal with separate issues on their merits.

The door, however, was left open, and in June Salisbury

discussed with Hatzfeldt a rapprochement in a form which
should not challenge Russia. No advance, however, was
made or could be made, as the Kaiser and his advisers

at that time considered the good will of the Russian Court

too valuable to endanger. “Since I communicated with

you in May,” wrote the Kaiser to the Tsar on August i8,

“England has now and then reopened negotiations with

us, but has never quite uncovered its hand. They are

trying hard, as far as I can make out, to find a continental

army to fight for their interests. But I fancy they won’t

easily find one, at least not mine ! Their newest move is

to wish to gain France over from you.”

The lack of response to the British feelers left no sore-

ness, for no formal offer was made or even considered

England Cabinet. Co-operation was possible

Germany, ' without alliance, and at this moment a field
Portugal opening in which the countries might

pursue their interests without fear of collision, and
where Germany might find compensation for what
she described as her “sacrifice ” in renouncing all

claims in South Africa, and where Rhodes might
further enlarge the British Empire. The finances of

Portugal were, as usual, in confusion, the interest on
British and German loans was in arrear, and the German
Government proposed a deal. In the expectation that

Portugal would approach one or other of them, and de-

siring that she should not turn to France, the two countries

agreed to reply that they could only finance her jointly,

and that as security for a large loan the colonies should

be pledged or ceded. A secret treaty was signed in

October, 1898, which divided the colonies into spheres of

influence. Southern Mozambique, Northern Angola,

Madeira, the Azores and Cape Verde Islands falling to

Great Britain, while Germany’s share consisted of

Southern Angola and Northern Mozambique. Partition
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was only to be carried out it Portugal desired to sell.”

At the close of the year the two Governments made dis-

creet public references to the agreement. Germany, de-

clared Chamberlain, was a dangerous competitor, but

there were many important questions in which the two
countries could agree without an alliance. “There are

many points where we can co-operate,’’ echoed Billow,

“without damage to and with integral maintenance of

other relationships.’’ The Portuguese pact, however, re-

mained a dead letter, for the country escaped financial

collapse. Salisbury disliked the Treaty of 1898, and in

the following year the Marquis de Soveral, a persona

gratissima at the British Court, persuaded him to renew

the old mutual guarantee against attack in an exchange

of notes described as the Treaty of Windsor, r- ^ 1:

Ihis pact removed the soreness created by Windsor,

the British ultimatum of 1890, which vetoed

the Portuguese claim to sprawl across South Africa;

and, though it was not verbally inconsistent with

the Anglo-German Treaty, Germany was not officially

informed of it till many years later. When references

to it in speeches when the British fleet was at Lisbon

in 1900 caused a German inquiry what treaty was in

question, Lord Lansdowne replied that it renewed the

long-standing alliance and did not infringe the pact of

1898.

A further step along the path of co-operation was
taken when Rhodes visited the German capital in the

spring of 1899.* conversation with a friend of Rhodes,

the Director of the German Colonial Department spoke

of the hostility of the South African statesman to Ger-

many. The Englishman thereupon offered to suggest a

visit, and was assured that the empire builder would be

received by the Kaiser. Rhodes welcomed the oppor-

tunity, for the Cape to Cairo railway was very near his

^ Cf. Eckardstein, “ Erinnerungen,** II, 205. The Anglo-Portuguese
Treaty of 1872 gave Great Britain the pre-emption of Delagoa Bay.

® Eckardstein, “ Erinnerungen,” I, 314-15; Basil Williams, “Cecil
Rhodes,** 309-11.
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heart. The reconquest of the Sudan and the extension

of Rhodesia northwards left only the middle of the route

to be arranged with the Congo State or Germany, accord-

ing as it passed east or west of Lake Tanganyika. The
trans-African telegraph was an easier problem financially,

but equally required foreign assent. The Anglo-Congolese
Treaty of 1894, which had provided a strip through Congo
territory, had been cancelled, and henceforth Rhodes
placed his chief hopes in German East Africa. Early in

1899 he discussed the line with Kitchener and Cromer in

Egypt, and visited Brussels and Berlin on his way home.
On leaving King Leopold’s study he caught hold of the

British Military Attache, who happened to be passing,

and hissed in his ear, “I tell you that man is Satan.”

The interview with the Kaiser was extremely cordial,

beginning with friendly chaff about the Kruger telegram,

which, as Rhodes explained, had diverted

the wrath of his countrymen from his own
head, and ending with a promise of every

facility for carrying the telegraph wires through German
East Africa. The conversation was renewed at an

Embassy dinner, after which the Kaiser gave orders

that “when Mr. Rhodes gets into our territory he

does not require a military escort for his workers, as that

would put him to unnecessary expense.” Details took

time to work out, and the agreement was not signed till

the autumn. In return for permission to carry the tele-

graph through German territory, the Chartered Company
promised not to build a railway line to the Atlantic except

through German .South-West Africa. It was also agreed

that, if Germany could not finance a railway through

German East Africa, Rhodes should undertake the task.

The Englishman was delighted not only with his bargain

but with his host, whom he described as “a bi^ man, a

broad-minded man.” “Your Emperor was very good to

me,” he wrote to a German friend. “I shall not alter

my determination to work with the German colonies in

Africa.” His gratitude and confidence were generously
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expressed in a codicil to his will, providing that the

Kaiser sljould choose a number of Rhodes scholars for

Dxford University every year. The visit was one of the

actors in the Kaiser’s friendliness to Great Britain during

he Boer war, and a telegram of congratulation after the

•elief of Kimberley showed that the fascination of the

amous Afrikander was still undimmed.
The Anglo-German negotiations concerning Portu-

guese Africa had proceeded in perfect harmony; but the

iiscussion of the Samoan problem generated a good deal

>f heat. Holstein, declares Eckardsttdn, detested Salis-

bury, whom he credited with the desire to injure Germany
ind involve her in trouble by his devilish ingenuity,

fiatzfeldt, who knew him better, repudiated this carica-

ure; but the Ambassador’s m^ves were upset by the

ixcursions and alarums of Berlin. Indeed, his relations

vith the Prime Minister became so strained in the summer
bf 1899 that the two men did not meet for weeks. The
tripartite condominium under which Samoa
had lived since 1889 had proved unwork- "seulement
able, the United States and Great Britain

Favouring one solution and Germany another. Salis-

lury was annoyed by threats through unofficial channels,

ind the blundering Holstein hinted that the Kaiser

would break off diplomatic relations if a satisfactory

agreement were not reached forthwith. Salisbury very

properly declined to negotiate further with a pistol at

liis head, and ironically observed to the Duke of Devon-
shire that he was daily expecting an ultimatum. “Un-
Fortunately it has not yet come. If it does not, Germany
will lose a first-rate opportunity of getting rid not only

3f Samoa but of all her colonies, which seem too expensive

For her, in a respectable way. And we should then be able

to unite with France along the line of colonial compensa-

tions.” Hatzfeldt now invited Eckardstein, who had

temporarily withdrawn from the diplomatic service, to

get in touch with Chamberlain. The Baron joyfully

accepted the task, and secured the approval of Berlin
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for his proposal to surrender German claims in Samoa
in return for compensation elsewhere. After two months

of negotiation an agreement was reached by which Ger-

many ceded her rights in Samoa in return for the British

Solomon Islands and a portion of the Gold Coast. The
pact was approved by Holstein but opposed by Tirpitz,

who won Billow and the Kaiser to his side. The situation

was completely changed by the outbreak of the Boer

war, which strengthened Germany’s position as a bar-

gainer; and she finally secured Savaii and Upolu, ceding

the German Solomon Islands in return. The United States

received the island of Tutuila, and the British flag dis-

appeared from the Samoan archipelago.

While Great Britain and Germany were chaffering

about a group of islands in the Pacific, the leading States

of the world had gathered at The Hague,

Conference response to an invitation from the Tsar,

to discuss the reduction of armaments. The
action of Nicholas was welcomed by leading English-

men, among whom Stead held a foremost place, as

a disinterested offer of service to humanity; and it

was rumoured that an encyclopaedic work by Bloch, a

wealthy Polish banker and pacifist, on the future of war
had attracted the ruler’s attention. The genesis of the

Hague Conference, as revealed by Witte many years later,

was of a much more prosaic character.^ Early in 1898

the War Minister, Kuropatkin, drew up a memorandum
for the Tsar, stating that as France and Germany had
improved their artillery, Russia and Austria could not lag

behind. The cost, however, would be deterrent, and both

countries would profit by an agreement not to buy new
guns. On being asked for his opinion, the Finance

Minister replied that Austria would think that Russia

was insolvent, or that she wished to spend the money
on some unavowed object. The proposal, moreover,

would injure Russian credit. A far better plan, argued
Witte, would be for all the Powers to economize on their

^ Dillon, “ The Eclipse of Russia,** 269-78.
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armaments. The reasoning convinced the Tsar, and the

revised proposal was draped in diplomatic phraseology

by the Foreign Office. On August 24 Muravieff presented

to each of the diplomatic representatives accredited to the

Russian Court a copy of the Tsar’s rescript.

The invitation was accepted by all the Governments to

which it was addressed, and the first Hague Conference,
attended by every European State, the United States and
Japan, opened on May 18, 1899.^ But it quickly appeared
that the main object for which it had been summoned
could not be achieved. When Russia pro-

posed that there should be no increase of

armies or military budgets for five years,

the representative of Germany rose to explain that

his country was not suffering from an intolerable burden

and that it refused even to discuss the reduction or

arrest of armaments. The declaration struck a felon

blow not only at the Conference itself, but at the preserva-

tion of European peace
;

for the unchecked growth of

armaments by land and sea augmented the potential

danger of every State to its neighbours, and increased

the tension in which rulers and ministers, diplomatists

and financiers. Parliaments and the Press, lived and
worked. German apologists subsequently explained that

they could not afford to remove any portion of defensive

armour with an angry France on one side and the Slav

Colossus on the other. It would, indeed, have been

difficult to reduce the principle of the Tsar’s rescript to

figures, and it might have proved impossible; but it was

owing to the German veto that the task was not attempted.

The decision, moreover, was due not merely to legitimate

apprehensions for the security of her frontiers, but to the

doctrine of national self-sufficiency which she had come

to embrace with almost ecstatic fervour. The suggestion

of any limitation on his unfettered control of the army

and navy seemed to the Kaiser now and ever afterwards

' See J. B. Scott, “ The Hague Peace Conferences **
;
Zorn (one of the

German delegates), “ Die beiden Haager Friedcnskonferenzen.**
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an almost blasphemous challenge to his prerogative. The
Conference had thus to content itself with an, anaemic

voeu that the restriction of expenditure on armaments
was desirable for the material and moral welfare of man-
kind. On the other hand, it accomplished some useful

work by attempting to humanize the rules of war, though
Great Britain declined to recognize the immunity of

private property at sea, to which the United States and

Germany attached importance. Of far greater significance

was the creation of a permanent Arbitration Tribunal,

mainly owing to the skill and courage of Sir Julian

Pauncefote, the British Ambassador at Washington and
First British Plenipotentiary.

The General Act of the Hague Conference was signed

on July 29 by twenty-six of the twenty-eight participat-

ing Powers. But armaments continued to in-

crecise, and on October 9 the British Empire
was at war. The events of the struggle

in South Africa concern the historian of modern
Europe as little as its causes; but the reaction of

the struggle on European politics was profound. The
position of Great Britain at the opening of the conflict

was one of “splendid” if not risky isolation, France and
Russia seemed incurably hostile; Germany was less un-

friendly, but scarcely a friend; the United States, though
our outspoken sympathy in the Spanish war had softened

the angry memories of Venezuela, stood aloof from the

controversies of Europe; Japan had not yet made her

choice between London and Petrograd; Austria and Italy

took no active part in Weltpolitik, This loneliness was
intensified both by the setting and by the incidents of

the war. The world knew little and cared less for the

grievances of the Uitlanders in the Transvaal, who,

despite the annoyances and humiliations of which they

complained, contrived to pile up enormous fortunes. The
Raid was unforgotten, and our failure to probe responsi-

bility to the bottom and to punish Rhodes confirmed the

suspicion that high political and financial circles had
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designs on the independence of the Boer Republics.

More than one nation, again, had felt the lash of Cham-
berlain’s sharp tongue, and the fact that the negotiations

were in the hands of the arch-imperialist did not conduce
to a patient hearing of the British case. Thus the ulti-

matum from Pretoria seemed to onlookers in Europe the

natural rejoinder to the dispatch of troops
Brttish

from England and India. When it was Prestige

discovered that untrained Boers could on Suffers

occasion defeat British regulars, sympathy turned to

enthusiasm, and the efforts of the two little States

to defend their independence against a mighty Empire
were watched with breathless interest and rewarded with

unstinted applause. To hostile eyes England appeared

as the great bully who had already swallowed half the

world, and was about to gobble up two peasant Republics

endowed with unlimited stores of mineral wealth. With
scarcely an exception the Press of Europe sympathized

with the Boers; and the Emperor Francis Joseph’s observa-

tion to th«j British Ambassador at a diplomatic reception,

“In this war I am on the side of England,” was the more
appreciated in British official circles because it was a voice

crying in the ^.wilderness.^

The rally of the self-governing Dominions to the cause

of the Mother Country, though welcome evidence of

Imperial solidarity, afforded no adequate compensation

for the scowls and jeers of Europe; and the first result

in the sphere of high politics of the outbreak of war was

to restore the wire between London and Berlin. After

an absence of four years the Kaiser had instructed Hatz-

feldt in the early summer to make discreet inquiries in

regard to an invitation. The indispensable Eckardstein

sounded the Prince of Wales, who replied that he had

no objection, but that his nephew must deliver no more

bombastic speeches in the course of his visit. vSoon after

the Queen’s invitation for the autumn had been received

the impulsive monarch threatened that he would not come

' Rumbold, “ Final Recollections,” 359-60.
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unless the question of Samoa were promptly settled; but

his annoyance blew over when Chamberlain and Eckard-

stein discussed the problem in friendly conversation. The
visit had been suggested from Berlin ; but after the out-

break of war the hosts were much more anxious than the

guest that it should be paid. From the British point of

view it was in the highest degree desirable that the Boers

in the field and on their farms should know that German
support would not be forthcoming, and that the rumour
of a European coalition about to intervene on their behalf

was an idle dream.

At the Lord Mayor’s banquet the Prime Minister

announced that our relations with Germany were as good
as they could be, and on November 19 the

limperor and Empress arrived in England.

The visit was a complete success, and on

this occasion the Kaiser and his uncle enjoyed each

other’s society. But it was much more than a

personal reconciliation of the courts after the explosion

of tlie Kruger telegram. Biilow accompanied his master,

and high politics were discussed. The way had been

prepared by the conversations in the spring of 1898 and

in the early autumn of 1899, when in the course of the

Samoa negotiations Chamberlain warned Eckardstein that

if he could not reach agreement with Germany he would

make a deal with France and Russia. Holstein, immured
in the twilight world of the Wilhelmstrasse, believed the

threat to be bluff; but Hatzfeldt had sharper eyes, and

encouraged his subordinate to discuss an alliance. When
the Kaiser reached England, Chamberlain broached his

favourite project, and met with an encouraging response.

“I had two long talks with the Kaiser,” he wrote to

Eckardstein on December i, “which confirmed my earlier

opinion of his extraordinary insight into European

problems. Biilow also made a great impression on me.

He expressed a wish that I should say something about

the common interests of the United States, Germany and

England. Hence my speech at Leicester yesterday.”
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It was not surprising that the Leicester speech should
echo rouixl the world. Chamberlain was the most forceful

personality in British politics, and since the outbreak of

the Boer war the eyes of Europe were upon him. He
began by complaining of the abuse of the foreign Press,

which had not spared the almost sacred person of the

Queen. “These attacks on Her Majesty have provoked a

natural indignation which will have serious consequences

if our neighbours do not mend their manners.’’ After

this resounding rebuke to France, and a warmly phrased

tribute to the friendliness of the United States, he turned

to the topic which was uppermost in his thoughts. “There
is something more which I think any far-seeing English

statesman must long have desired, and that is that we
should not remain permanently isolated on the Continent

of Europe; and I think that the moment
Chamberlain

that aspiration was formed it must have suggests

appeared evident to everybody that the
Alliance

natural alliance is between ourselves and the great

German Empire. We have had our differences, our

quarrels, misunderstandings, but at the root of things

there has always been a force which has necessarily

brought us together. What interest have we which is

contrary to the interest of Germany ? I can foresee many
things which must be a cause of anxiety to the statesmen

of Europe, but in which our interests are clearly the same,

and in which that understanding of which I have spoken

in the case of America might, if extended to Germany,

do more perhaps than any combination of arms to preserve

the peace of the world. At bottom the character of the

Teutonic race differs very slightly indeed from the

character of the Anglo-Saxon race. If the union between

England and America is a powerful factor in the cause

of peace, a new Triple Alliance between the Teutonic

race and the two great branches of the Anglo-Saxon race

will be a still more potent influence in the future of the

world. I have used the word alliance, but it matters little

whether you have an alliance which is committed to paper
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or whether you have an understanding which exists in

the minds of the statesmen of the respective countries.

An understanding is perhaps better than an alliance.”

Though the speech was encouraged by the rulers of

Germany, it found no responsive echo in the Fatherland.

German opinion was pro-Boer, and the suggestion of an

alliance with the wolf while busily engaged in devouring

the lamb was rejected with scornful anger. The outcry

was too much for the supple Biilow, who was counting

on the succession to the Chancellorship, and whose heart

had never been and never was to be in a

hofdr'ba^ British alliance. The Reichstag speech

which restored the Foreign Secretary to the

favour of his countrymen aroused the scorn of Chamber-
lain, who had no mercy for flinching or hedging.

“I won’t say anything of the way Biilow has treated

me,” he wrote to Eckardstein, “but it is useless to

continue the negotiations for an alliance. Whether
they can be resumed after the end of the war, which has

stirred up so much dust, remains to be seen. I am truly

sorry that all your earnest efforts seem vain. Everything

went so well, and Salisbury was quite friendly again and
with us.” It was in vain that Biilow sent a confidential

explanation of the offending utterance to the Colonial

Secretary through Eckardstein, pointing out that his

position w^as very difficult and that his attitude was un-

changed. Events, moreover, had occurred and were about

to occur which further diminished the prospect of a

rapprochement.

On October i8, 1899, a week after the Boer ultimatum,

the Kaiser had utilized the launching of a vessel at Ham-
burg to issue another stirring appeal to the deaf ears of

his people. “Bitterly do we want a strong navy. Ham-
burg appreciates the absolute necessity for our foreign

interests of a strong protecting force and how indis*

pensable it is to increase our fighting force at sea. Yet
the realization of this need extends but slowly in our

Fatherland, which unfortunately still wastes its strength
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in fruitless party strife. With deep anxiety I have had
to obseikve what slow progress interest in and under-

standing of great questions of world-wide importance have
made. If the strengthening of the navy, in spite of

constant entreaties and warnings during the first eight

years of my reign, in the course of which I was not even
spared scorn and mockery, had not been persistently

refused, how differently we should have been able to

promote our thriving commerce and our

overseas interests. Still my hopes that the

Germans will nerve themselves have not

yet vanished. For strong is the love of Fatherland

that beats in their hearts. And, indeed, it is a

wonderful structure that my father and grandfather and

their great Paladins helped to erect. In all the glory of

its magnificence it stands there, the Empire which our

fathers yearned to see and of which our poets have sung.**

It was the last time that the Imperial preacher had to

complain of his people’s lack of interest in the darling

project of his heart. Everyone now saw what was
coming. “The Kaiser is expected to propose a new
programme,’* reported the Belgian Minister on Novem-
ber 21, “as he is strongly impressed by recent events

—

the Spanish war, Fashoda, vSouth Africa. The moral is

that Germany is exposed to the risk of being despoiled

of her laboriously constructed colonial empire, and, even

worse, losing her foreign trade and mercantile marine.

The fleet of the 1898 programme will suffice to defend the

German coast, but not for action at a distance. The
programme will probably pass, for the considerations

which have struck the Kaiser seem to have produced the

same impression on the majority of Germans.’* ^

The Reichstag, declares Tirpitz in his Memoirs,

required to be “nursed **; and having successfully adminis-

tered the first dose in 1898 he had determined in the

summer of 1899 to repeat the experiment at latest in 1901.

The financial provision had proved inadequate; it seemed

^ Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaiichen Potitik,*’ I, 50-1.
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desirable to equalize the number of ships built each year;

and above all the atmosphere had been improved by the

lessons of Cuba, Manila and Fashoda. His views were

shared with deep conviction by the Foreign Secretary,

who on December 1 1 invited the Reichstag to reflect on the

perils of the time. “We must be prepared against sur-

prises by land or sea. We must have a fleet strong enough
to prevent the attack of any Power. Storms may arise at

any moment. Events since 1898 have shown the wisdom
of the First Navy Bill. All the Powers are increasing their

fleets. Without a large increase of our own we cannot

maintain our place in the world beside France and
England, Russia and America. We are the objects of

envy, political and economic. The times of our political

anaemia and economic and political humility must not

recur. In the coming century the German people will

be the hammer or the anvil.” ^ Such ringing words had

not been heard in the Reichstag since the fall of the Iron

Chancellor.

A few days later the Government received unexpected

assistance in their educational campaign from the stoppage

and searching of three German merchant-

Bundesrath men for contraband on the east coast of
Stopped Africa. Two were allowed to proceed, but

the Bundesrath was taken to Durban to a Prize Court.

The German note of protest was as shrill as any
patriot could desire, and Salisbury expressed his astonish-

ment at its tone. Hatzfeldt was ill and away from

his post, and the situation looked ugly, for the German
Government seemed to have lost its head and was believed

to be ready to break off diplomatic relations. Eckardstein,

who had returned to official life as First Secretary of the

Embassy on the occasion of the Kaiser's visit, reported

that the Cabinet wished to prevent the repetition of the

offence; but on his next visit to the Foreign Office he

learned to his dismay that a German Admiral was expected

in London with an ultimatum of forty-eight hours in his

I Billow, “ Reden,’* I. Dec. ii, 1899.
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pocket. Salisbury, nevertheless, was in a very accom-
modating mood. No official report about the cargo of the

Bundesrath, he observed, had been received; but it seemed
clear that it carried no contraband. “I shall not await the

report of the Prize Court, but I shall release

the ship at once, pay compensation, and
soft^ Answer

promise not to trouble German ships again.’*

It was a handsome surrender, and on January 19

Biilow announced that England had apologized, tendered

compensation, and given orders to prevent recurrence.

“Germany,” he added, “who has so often shown
her freedom from aggressive tendencies, has a special

right to considerate treatment.” No great damage
had been done to the relations of the Courts and the

Chancelleries, and when the Prince of Wales was shortly

afterwards shot at in Brussels on his way to Copenhagen,

the Kaiser hurried from Berlin to congratulate him on
his escape. On the other hand, the repercussion of the

Bundesrath incident on German mentality was profound

and enduring. It was these January days of 1900, far

more than the propaganda of the Kaiser, Tirpitz and the

Navy League, which brought home to the German people

their powerlessness at sea. “It’s an ill wind that blows

nobody any good,” observed Biilow when the news
arrived, and Tirpitz suggested that an Order should be

given to the British commander. “The Chancellor ordered

champagne,” relates the Kaiser in his Memoirs, “and we
three drank to the British navy, which had proved such

a help.”

The moment had now arrived for the introduction of

the Second Navy Bill. “We hesitated for a long time,”

records Tirpitz, “whether to bring the idea of the English

menace into the preamble. I should have preferred to have

left England out of it altogether; but such an unusual

demand, namely, the doubling of our small naval force,

made it scarcely possible to avoid pointing at least at the

real reason.” Germany, it was explained, must have so

strong a battle fleet that war, even for her most powerful
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naval opponent, would be attended by such dangers that its

supremacy would be at stake. The programme doubled

that of 1898, and contemplated the construction of thirty-

four battleships in sixteen years, thus bringing the total

to thirty-eight ships of the line. The coast vessels of the

first programme were to be dropped, but fourteen large

cruisers instead of ten, and thirty-eight small cruisers

instead of twenty-three were to be built, while the torpedo

boats were to be increased to eighty. That the demand
for six cruisers was dropped was of no importance, since

for technical reasons it was at that moment impossible

to build them. The new Bill, unlike its predecessor, left

the provision of credits to the annual Budget, which not

only humoured the sticklers for Parliamentary control,

but enabled larger or costlier types to be adopted if

desired.

The second Bill met with less opposition than the first,

and the steady support of the Centrum secured it against

danger.' The Socialists continued their

Nav™Bni <^PPt5sition, but of the bourgeois leaders

Richter alone carried on the fight. ‘‘After

a long and excited session of the Budget Committee,”

relates Billow, “he came and said to me privately,

‘ You will succeed. You will get a majority. I would

never have believed it.* I explained why his opposition

was inexplicable to me, for the German democracy had
for decades demanded efficiency at sea. Herwegh stood

at the cradle of the German fleet, and the first German
warships had been built in 1848. I pointed out why we
must protect our commerce and our industries on the

ocean. He listened attentively, and said at last: ‘You
may be right, but I am too old, and I cannot take part

in this new turn of affairs.*” The Kaiser was delighted

at the success of his efforts. “The ocean is essential for

Germany’s greatness,” he declared at the launching of a

* Bassermann, the leader of the National Liberals, now began his

steady and powerful support of a large navy. See the first speech in his
“ Reden,” I.
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ship in July, igoo; “but the ocean proves that on it and
beyond it no great decision can be taken without the
German Kaiser.” Billow’s satisfaction was expressed,
as usual, in terms better calculated to reassure foreign
opinion. “Show me a single case in which our policy
was anything but moderate,” he exclaimed on June 12, on
the third reading. “Adventure and aggression are not
in our minds. But we will not be brushed aside or run
over. We want security that we shall be able to develop
in peace, both in the political and economic field.” In-

terest, honour and dignity, he declared in after years,

compelled Germany to win for her international policy

the same independence that she had secured for her policy
in Europe.

The isolation of Great Britain and the sympathy felt

throughout Europe for the Boer Republics naturally led

to rumours of mediation or intervention.'

After concluding his autumn holiday in

Biarritz in October, 1899, Muravieff visited

Paris on his way home and discussed the situation

with the French Government. Before the Foreign
Minister had left the capital some Anglophobe news-
papers announced the imminence of Russian inter-

vention, and Russian papers spoke of a Franco-Russian
understanding against Great Britain. No details of the

discussions in Paris have been published; but Jules

Hansen, the Gallicized Dane who did odd jobs for the

French Foreign Office, had journeyed to Berlin on the

outbreak of war to discover whether Germany would share

in intervention.* Billow declined to receive him; but,

though he had seen nobody of importance, he tried to

persuade the British Government that Germany had sug-

gested intervention to France. The attempt failed, for

Eckardstein had warned Downing Street against his in-

trigues. French public opinion would have welcomed

I See Hammann, “ Zur Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges,” ch. 3, and
“ Der Missverstandene Bismarck,** 73”S»

* Eckardstein, “ Erinnerungen.**
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almost any means of displaying its sympathies with the

Boers; but there is_no reason to credit the French Govern-

ment with hostile intentions. President Loubet and the

Premier, Waldeck-Rousseau, two of the steadiest heads

in France, were anxious to allow the country to recover

from the fever of the Dreyfus crisis
;
and Delcasse, though

he had no love for England, had realized that colonial

expansion v/as difficult if not impossible without her

assent. On the other hand, he had only recently paid

a visit to Petrograd, and could scarcely meet Russian

suggestions with a blank negative.

After his visit to Paris Muravieff met his master, who
had been staying with his wife’s relatives in Hesse, and

accompanied him to Potsdam on November 8. During
the few hours’ conversation no mention of mediation

appears to have been made, and a few days later the

Kaiser and Biilow started for England. No action was
taken till the early disasters had embarrassed Great

Britain, and the stopping of the Bundesrath had inflamed

Russia
German opinion

;
but at the end of February,

proposes 1900, after renewed discussion with France,
Intervention Russian Ambassador in Berlin asked

whether Germany would join France and Russia in

a joint demarche in London with the object of

restoring peace. ^ The reply was sent through the

Ambassador in Petrograd that Germany could not expose

herself to complications so long as she had to reckon

with French hostility. She therefore inquired whether

France and Russia would be ready to join her in a

guarantee of each other’s European possessions. This

seemingly innocent query produced the result which was
expected if not indeed desired; for France was not to be

trapped into a recognition of the Treaty of Frankfurt.

The incident was related by Eckardstein to his friend

Alfred Rothschild, who informed the Government. The

' Bourgeois et Pag^s, “ Origines et Responsabilit^s de la Grande
Guerre,” 288, do not doubt that the Russian proposal was suggested by
the German Government, but they supply no evidence for their belief.
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Russian Charge assured the Foreign Office that Berlin

was constantly trying to induce France and Russia to

join her, and that Russia had hitherto refused; but the

communication produced as little effect as an anonymous
and undated memorandum in French presented to the

Prince of Wales in Copenhagen, suggesting that Germany
had more than once whispered to France and Russia that

they should stab England in the back. No Germany’s
further suggestions came from Petrograd Negative

till October, igoi, when the Russian Charge
in Berlin presented a memorandum asking for the

German view in regard to mediation. The German
Government replied that it was always ready to help

to end the war, but that collective action would bear

tlie appearance of a threat, and added that it would be

better if mediation was proposed by a single Power, for

instance Russia. The reply was verbally conveyed by
the Under-Secretary to the Charge, who replied that he

expected nothing else.

Several years later, in the Daily Telegraph interview,

the Kaiser claimed credit for having frustrated a Franco-

Russian attempt at intervention; and there is no doubt

that his insistence on a mutual guarantee effectively pre-

vented co-operation. Whether he was willing to take

action if France had accepted his condition we do not

know; and whether the intervention would have been in

the form of a menace or a mere offer of friendly services

we cannot tell. When the revelation was made the Temps
semi-officially replied that the project was not to humble

England in the dust, but merely to offer mediation. The
German people, like the French, would have applauded

vigorous action on the part of their Government; but the

persistent refusal of the Kaiser and Billow on other occa-

sions to associate themselves with the pro-Boer sentiments

of their countrymen suggests that they never contem-

plated action designed to thwart Great Britain in the ful-

filment of her military task. The Kaiser declares in his

Memoirs that Queen Victoria thanked him warmly for
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declining to join in the suggested pressure. “The idea

of coercive intervention, “ declared Biilow in the; Reichs-

tag, “never crossed our minds, and no Power contem-

plated anything but friendly mediation. The Powers
which academically ventilated mediation always explicitly

disclaimed all thought of forcing England to make peace

against her will.” To this we may add the emphatic

testimony of Sir Frank Lascelles, the British Ambassador,

that the German Government never took any hostile step

during the Boer war.^ Looking back on this period after

his fall, Billow quietly observes that German neutrality

was necessitated by the national interests. “Even if, by
taking action in Europe, we had succeeded in thwarting

England’s South African policy, our relations would have

been poisoned for many a long day. Her passive resist-

ance to the international policy of new Germany would
have changed to active hostility. liven in the event of

defeat in the South African war, England could have

stifled our sea power in the embryo.”

A letter from the Tsar to King Edward, written after

the repulse of the second Russian feeler in Berlin, con-

firms the view that the project of interven-

tion was never of a very alarming character.*

“Pray forgive me,” he wrote in May, 1901,

“for writing to you upon a very delicate subject,

which I have been thinking over for months; but

my conscience at last obliges me to speak openly.

It is about the South African war, and what I say

is only said as by your loving nephew. You re-

member, of course, when the war broke out what a strong

feeling of animosity against England arose throughout

the world. In Russia the indignation of the people was
similar to that of the other countries. I received addresses,

letters, telegrams, etc., in masses, begging me to interfere,

even by adopting strong measures. But my principle is

not to meddle in other people’s affairs, as it did not con-

^ Pall Mall Gazette, Nov. 6, 1917.

* Published by Sir Sidney Lee in The Times, May, 1922.
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ern my country. Nevertheless all this weighed morally
ipon me. • So sad to think it is Christians fighting against

ach other. How many thousands of gallant young Eng-
ishmen have already perished out there ! Does not your
.ind heart yearn to put an end to this bloodshed? Such
n act would universally be hailed with joy.** No one
ould take offence at such an appeal. King Edward,
iter consultation with the Prime Minister and the Foreign

Secretary, gently replied that the end could hardly be
ar off, and that when peace and order had been restored,

he territories would enjoy in full measure the tranquillity

nd good government which England had never failed to

ssure to the populations which had come under her sway.

Vhen the Kaiser renewed to his uncle the warning which
e had given to his grandmother, that a Franco-Russian

oalition was forming to attack the British Empire, and
dded that his own personal influence alone could stay the

valanche, the British Government refused to take the

ornmunication seriously.

Whatever the secret thoughts of the Kaiser during the

ifferent phases of the dragging struggle, his actions were

ansistently friendly. His statement in the Daily Tele-

raph interview that in the darkest days of the struggle he
worked out a plan of campaign with the aid of his Generals

nd sent it to Queen Victoria was promptly contradicted

y the Chancellor in the Reichstag, who explained that

le communication was nothing more than a series of

lilitary aphorisms. Whatever its exact nature, it was
itended as a sign of good will. A more substantial

irvice was the refusal to receive Kruger when, in the

itumn of 1900, he fled from Pretoria and

as greeted with tumultuous applause in ^Europe*'
aris, where he was accorded an interview

ith Delcass^. On reaching Cologne on December 2

i was informed that the Kaiser could not receive

im; but the greetings in the first German city were

encouraging that he resolved to push on to Berlin

the hope that the ruler might change his mind. The

V
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German Minister at Luxemburg was accordingly dis-

patched in hot haste to Cologne to veto the project.

When the action of the Government was sharply attacked

in the Reichstag, Billow, who had recently succeeded

Hohenlohe as Chancellor, replied that a visit would have

been of no advantage either to Germany or to Kruger.

The visit to Paris had done him no good, for Delcass6

had refused to take action. “We, like other countries,

feel sympathy with the Boers; but we must not be guided

by our feelings. There is no need to ask or say which

side is right. We are ready, on a basis of mutual con-

sideration and complete equality, to live in peace and
friendship with England. We are not called upon to

play Don Quixote or to tilt at English windmills.’* He
had done his best, he added, to prevent war, urging

Kruger (through the medium of the Dutch Government)

in May, June and August, 1899, to compromise. He had

told him that it was useless to apply to Germany, and had

advised him to seek American mediation.

The favourable impression created in Great Britain by

the Kaiser’s refusal to receive the fallen President was

Queen confirmed by his conduct on the death of

Victoria’s his venerated grandmother. Directly he
Death heard that the Queen’s life was in danger

he hurried across to Osborne, arriving two days before

the end.' His practical sympathy produced a pro-

found impression on the Royal Family and in the country,

and was all the more appreciated since it was well under-

stood that if he had consulted his popularity among his

subjects he would have stayed at home. During his

fortnight’s residence he conferred the Order of the Black

Eagle on Lord Roberts, who had recently surrendered

the command in South Africa to Lord Kitchener.

Observers noted with pleasure the cordiality of his

reflations with his uncle, and the new King displayed

^ As his carriage drove out of the station a man called out, “ Thank
vou, Kaiser.” ” That is what they all think,” remarked the Prince of

Wales, ” and they will never forget this coming of yours.”—The Kaiser’s
” Memoirs,” ch. 4.
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his good will by presenting the Garter to the Crown Prince,

who accompanied his father. “The visit has produced

a complete revulsion in the popular sentiment,” reported

the Belgian Minister.^ “The change began with his visit

in 1899. But the sympathy for the Kaiser does not extend

to the German people, where the grant of the Black Eagle

to Lord Roberts is sharply criticized. The English see

in the Germans dangerous economic rivals. The visit has

had an excellent effect on the relations of the Courts, but

it has not modified the feelings of the peoples.”

The friendship of the German Government was of

peculiar value, for at no time during the reign of

William II had German influence stood higher relatively

to that of the other Great Powers. His commanding
position was emphasized by the acceptance of Count
Waldersee as commander of the international expedition

for the suppression of the Boxer movement
in China in 1900 and the relief of the "LegaTumr
Legations in Pekin. Since Russia con-

tributed the largest number of troops, she naturally

desired the chief post; but Great Britain and Japan
objected to strengthen her existing predominance in

the Far East. Russia, in turn, was equally opposed

to a Japanese or British lead. The Kaiser saw his oppor-

tunity and seized it. He invited Salisbury to propose a

German commander, and when the Prime Minister

hesitated he sounded the Tsar, who in like manner
declined to commit himself. The Kaiser, records

Harnmann, burned to see his old favourite Waldersee at

the head of the expedition, and he proceeded to announce
that the Tsar had placed the appointment in his hands.

Lamsdorff wished to correct the statement, but the Tsar

decided to take no action. The appointment was the result

rather of pushful diplomacy than of the unanimity of the

Powers; but the peoples knew nothing of the means by

which the prize had been secured, and interpreted the

choice as a spontaneous tribute to the position which

^ Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaiachen Politik,” I, 76-7.
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Germany had won for herself. The lustre of the diplo-

matic achievement, however, was dimmed by ani» Imperial

admonition to the departing troops to give no quarter

and take no prisoners, which, though inspired by the

assassination of the German Ambassador in Pekin, would

have been more suitable on the lips of an Assyrian con-

queror than of a Christian monarch at the opening of the

twentieth century.

Anglo-German co-operation for the relief of the

Legations was followed by Anglo-German co-operation

in defending China against territorial or
The Yangtse commercial encroachments from the north.Agreement

The Yangtse Agreement, recorded in an

exchange of Notes on October r6, 1900, provided

that the Yangtse basin and all other portions of

China where the signatories could exert influence should

remain o|>en to the trade of every nation, and that

the integrity of China was to be maintained. If a third

Power sought territorial privileges, the signatories were

to discuss common action. The undertaking of Germany
to defend the status quo against Russian menaces was
considered of such value that no claim for special rights

in the Yangtse basin was put forward by Great Britain.

The other Powers adhered to the pact, for Russia had
herself proclaimed the integrity of China and had promised

the evacuation of Manchuria. Moreover, Biiiow suc-

ceeded, or believed himself to have succeeded, in excluding

Manchuria from the agreement—a surrender on the part

of Salisbury which caused the Duke of Devonshire to

remark that it was not worth the paper on which it was
written.

Such was the situation on the eve of the Queen’s death

and the visit of the Kaiser. Since France and Russia

were as unfriendly as ever, the thoughts of the Colonial

Secretary returned to the project of an Anglo-German
alliance which had slumbered since the end of 1899.*

^ See Eckardstein, “ Erinnerungen
; Hammann, “ Zur Vorgeschichte

des Weltkrieges,” ch. 5;
“ Memoirs of Hayashi.”
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the middle of January, 1901, Chamberlain and Eckard-

stein were the guests of the Duke of Devonshire at

Chatsworth, where the discussion was renewed. The
time of splendid isolation, argued Chamberlain, was over.

England was ready to solve outstanding questions,

especially Morocco and the Far East, with one or other

of the two European groups. The Cabinet would prefer

Germany, but, if such an agreement proved impossible,

we should arrange with France and Russia, even at the

cost of the greatest sacrifices. It was Billow’s wish that

the Kaiser should not discuss an alliance or other pending

questions in order that he might not commit himself

;

but Eckardstein informed him of the Chatsworth con-

versation, and the monarch engaged in intimate conversa-

tion with Lord Lansdowne. According to Hammann,
he avoided the discussion of an alliance, but his visit

created an atmosphere favourable to negotiation.

At this moment a fresh obstacle to intimacy arose.

While the Kaiser was still our guest, the Government
learned that Russia was about to fortify her Germany
settlement in Tientsin. Lord Lansdowne declines

suggested a joint protest on the strength Co-operation

of the Treaty of 1900, and though the Wilhelmstrasse

denied its applicability, the Kaiser wished to adopt

the proposal, remarking to Wolff-Metternich, his new
ambassador, that he could not always be oscillating

between Petrograd and London without the danger of

falling between two stools. A more serious difference of

interpretation arose when Japan informed the British

Government that Russia was pressing Pekin to ratify a

secret treaty between Alexeieff, her chief representative

in the Far East, and a Chinese general, which was detri-

mental to European interests in North China. Japan

accordingly proposed to stiffen Chinese resistance by an

identical declaration in Pekin. When Lord Lansdowne
asked the German Government for its opinion, he received

the reply that the Yangtse Treaty did not apply to Man-
churia, but that Germany was ready to warn China against
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territorial or financial commitments to third Powers. Lord

Lansdowne welcomed the promise to join in a. warning,

and made no reference to the interpretation of the Treaty.

The difference of opinion, however, leaked out, and on

'March 15 the Chancellor announced the divergence in

the Reichstag. “It is clear from the text that it does

not include Manchuria, and we made it clear in the

negotiations. Nothing can be more indifferent to us than

what happens in Manchuria. There are no real German

Divergent
there. We only watch over German

Interpreta- interests in China, and we leave it to England
lions

after her own.” Germany, he

added, declined to play the part of a lightning-con-

ductor. The statement was promptly contradicted by

Lord Cranborne, the Under-Secretary, who declared

that, since no limitations were mentioned in the Treaty,

it included North China. According to Hammann,
Salisbury had suggested 38^ latitude as the northern limit

of the sphere covered by the Treaty, but this was altered

in order to veil German indifference to Manchuria, and
the words “where they can exert influence” were sub-

stituted. This formula was adopted to prevent the dis-

appointment which would arise if Manchuria were

expressly omitted. Lord Lansdowne admitted that the

phrase imposed a limitation, but related it to the article

concerning the open door, not to that concerning the

integrity of China. Japan now publicly proclaimed that

she had joined the pact unconditionally
;
but the difference

between the British and German interpretations remained,

and each partner was annoyed with the other.

Despite the refusal of Germany to co-operate against

Russian encroachment in Manchuria, Lord Lansdowne
remarked to Eckardstein on March 18 that he was con-

sidering the possibility of a defensive arrangement, which

he believed several of his most important colleagues would
approve. If the Cabinet took it up, and if Germany were

in favour of it, he would make an official offer. The
formula “defensive arrangement” was chosen because
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Holstein, though favourable to a rapprochement, detested

the word “alliance.” Eckardstein replied by suggesting

an Anglo-German-Japanese pact to maintain integrity and

the open door in China, which he knew his friend Hayashi,

the Japanese Ambassador, to favour. On March 20

Holstein proposed a still larger scheme. If

Germany were to guarantee the British

Empire, Great Britain should join the Triple

Alliance and bring Japan in with her. The negotia-

tions, he added, should take place in Vienna. By
March 25, a week after the first conversation, the chief

points were fixed. The casus foederis was to arise if either

party were attacked. A separate alliance was to be made

by both with Japan with reference to the Far East. When
Lord Lansdowne was informed of Holstein’s desire that

the negotiations should take place in Vienna, he remarked

that he must first clear up the situation with regard to

Germany.
Once again, as in 1898 and 1899, the work of the

negotiators in London was complicated and thwarted from

Berlin. The Kaiser believed that England wanted to use

the German sword against Russia. Waldersee had

returned from the Far East with the belief that Great

Britain wished to use Germany as a buffer against Russia,

and urged the Kaiser to withdraw his troops and to

guarantee the indemnities by the immediate raising of the

maritime customs. Accordingly an agent arrived with a

demand to settle the claims of German subjects in South

Africa to compensation and to raise the maritime customs

in China. As the British Government had already

promised investigation and full compensation for German

claims in South Africa as soon as the military situation

allowed, and had declined to consent to the raising of the

Chinese customs. Lord Lansdowne was naturally annoyed.

A few days later the King received a letter from the

Kaiser, denouncing his Ministers as “unmitigated

noodles.” The King complained to Eckardstein of his

master’s conduct. “You know my view' that England and
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Germany are the natural allies. But we cannot take part

in the Kaiser's buck-jumping. Besides, some of our

Ministers, especially Salisbury, have a great 'suspicion

both of him and Biilow. I have tried to dispel it, but there

is an end to everything. Moreover, the scoldings and threats

of the Flottenverein do not help us to feel confidence."

Despite these obstacles, the negotiations continued. The
invalid Hatzfeldt returned from Brighton, and Salisbury

from the Riviera. The Prime Minister was ready for an

alliance with Germany alone. Lord Lans-

^in^Beriin*'
suggested the discussion of separate

questions as a preliminary to an alliance,

but the exasperating Holstein replied that England
must first promise help, not only if Germany were

attacked by two Powers, but also if she were compelled

to support one of her allies. When Lord Lansdowne
asked for a statement in writing, he declined to supply it.

By the middle of June Chamberlain had lost hope.

“If the people in Berlin are so short-sighted," he com-
plained to Eckardstein, “there is no help." The negotia-

tions for an alliance once more fell through; but in July

a final opportunity for a rapprochement was presented by
the Moroccan mission to London. French designs on
Morocco were becoming apparent, and Sir Arthur

Nicolson, the British representative at Tangier, visited

Eckardstein in the German Embassy. France, he declared,

was aiming at a Protectorate, and Lord Lansdowne was
in favour of co-operation to preserve the status quo. The
way might be prepared by an Anglo-German commercial

treaty with Morocco after an agreement between the two
countries as to the distribution of concessions. All

measures, commercial, financial and political, should be

carried out jointly. The Baron reported the offer to

Berlin, but obtained no response. He had discussed the

question with Chamberlain and Rhodes in 1899 arid with^

Chamberlain and Devonshire at Chatsworth in January,

1901, and had w^orked out a plan. Great Britain was to

have Tangier and the Mediterranean coast outside the
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Spanish zone, Germany to have coaling stations on the

Atlantic, and together they were ultimately to partition

the country.

As the year wore on the chances of a solid agreement

faded away. In November Richthofen, who had succeeded

Billow as Foreign Secretary, lamented to Eckardstein that

Holstein did not know what he wanted, and that Billow

had been against it from the first. Holstein had long been

convinced that Salisbury was an enemy, and that nothing

could be accomplished while he remained at the helm;

but there were reasons of a less personal character which

led the rulers of Germany to refuse the proffered alliance.

In the first place, they believed that close union with

Great Britain would endanger, if not destroy, her good

relations with Russia by involving her in her partner’s

quarrels. And, secondly, the unpopularity of Great

Britain during the Boer war rendered them chary of

making an alliance with the nation whose offences were

trumpeted forth by almost every paper in the Fatherland.

It was in order to diminish the shock
Hoigtein

that Holstein had desired to transfer the makes
negotiation to Vienna, and suggested the Conditions

adhesion of Great Britain (with Japan) to the Triple

Alliance rather than a separate Anglo-German pact.

Neither of these dangers was imaginary, but the rejection

of the British approaches involved a far greater peril.

Holstein, the blind leader of the blind, regarded the

antagonism of Great Britain to France and Russia as an

immutable factor in the European situation, and dismissed

as bluff Chamberlain’s broad hint that if we could not

find support in one camp we must seek it in the other.

Two years after the rejection of the latest British offer.

King Edward’s visit to Paris was to open the eyes even

of the moles of the Wilhelmstrasse.

The British and German nations knew nothing of the

negotiations or of their failure; but the temper both of

the Governments and of the peoples was further ruffled

by an oratorical duel between the Chancellor and the
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Colonial Secretary. The continuance of malignant attacks

on the conduct of the troops in South Africa prompted

Chamberlain on October 25, 1901, to observe that we
should never approach what those nations who now
accused us of barbarism did in Poland, the Caucasus,

Bosnia, Tonkin, and in the war of 1870.

rebuke aroused a storm of indignation,

and an orator declared in the Reichstag

amid cheers, “Who insults the German army insults

the German people.” The cool-blooded Chancellor

was well aware that most of the stories of the British

“mercenaries,” which had provoked Chamberlain to

wrathful protest, were legends; but he felt bound to

pick up the glove which had been thrown down, and tried,

though in vain, to secure an apology from the Cabinet.

In defending his own policy, he declared on January 8,

a Minister should leave other countries alone. “The
German army stands far too high and its scutcheon is too

bright to be affected by unfair judgments. We may say,

as Frederick the Great said of someone who attacked him
and the Prussian army, ‘ Let him alone, and do not get

excited
;
he is biting granite.’ ” In his next public utterance

Chamberlain proudly rejoined that he had no wish to give

lessons to foreign statesmen, and no desire to receive them.

After nearly four years of intermittent negotiation it

was clear that an Anglo-German alliance was impossible;

and the active brain of the Colonial Secretary immediately

turned to the alternative. On February 8, 1902, King
Edward entertained his Ministers and members of the

Diplomatic Corps; and after dinner Eckardstein observed

Chamberlain and the French Ambassador in earnest con-

versation for half an hour. He caught the ominous words

“Morocco ” and “Egypt and he was not surprised when
the Colonial Secretary later in the evening remarked to him
that Biilow had now for the second time censured him in

the Reichstag. “I have had enough of such treatment,

and there can be no more talk of co-operation with Ger-

many.” When the other guests had gone the King
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retained the Baron and added some significant words.
The attacjvs of the Press and the speech of the Chancellor,

he declared, had aroused such anger that, at any rate for a
long time, there could be no talk of co-operation. “More
than ever we are urged by France to unite with her in all

colonial disputes.” The Baron informed Biilow and the

Kaiser of the King’s words, but they hardly seemed to

appreciate their importance. On a visit to Highbury in

September, 1902, the Baron found his host filled with

angry resentment. Every negotiation with Berlin, he ex-

claimed, proved a bad job. Eckardstein inquired if it

were really intended to unite with France and Russia, and
received the reply, “Not yet; but it may come.” A visit

to Lord Lansdowne in Ireland confirmed the statement that

Gambon’s discussions with the two Ministers had led to

no result, since the problem of Morocco was complicated

by the question of Gibraltar.

The Anglo-German negotiations of 1901 had con-

sidered the admission of Japan as a partner in the new

league; but when the British approaches to Berlin were

repulsed, London and Tokio determined to make a pact

of their own. Japan, like Great Britain, was beginning

to feel the risks of isolation
;
but the Elder Statesmen

differed as to the means to meet the peril. Prince Ito

desired a frank discussion with Russia, and proceeded

on a fruitless visit to Petrograd with this object. The
larger party, on the other hand, was convinced that a

satisfactory agreement with Russia was impossible, and

preferred an alliance with her rival. Negotiations were

accordingly carried on in London by Lord
Lansdowne and Baron Hayashi, the Japanese Japanese

Ambassador, and in January, 1902, a treaty Alliance

was signed for five years. The two Governments

recognized the independence of China and Korea;

but they authorized each other to safeguard their

special interests by intervention if threatened either

by the aggression of another Power or by internal dis-

turbances. If either Power, in the defence of such in-
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terests, became involved in war, the other would maintain

strict neutrality. If, however, either were to J^e at war
with two Powers, its partner would come to its assistance.

The Treaty was received with satisfaction in both

countries, though warning voices pointed to the risks

which were involved. The admission of Japan to alliance

on equal terms with a great European Power gave her

a position to which no Oriental state had ever attained.

In the second place it virtually assured her that in the

event of war with Russia she would only have a single

foe to meet. The advantage to Great Britain was less

obvious, all the more since Japan declined to extend her

obligations to India. But the addition of her growing
armaments to our potential strength in the Far East was
a tangible gain. The allies might well feel that they would
be a match for any hostile combination, and would be

able to defend their commercial and political interests,

which the aggressive policy of Russia appeared to

threaten. Though the new friend was far away and her

full strength was unrevealed, the prestige of Great Britain

throughout the world was strengthened by the knowledge
that she no longer stood alone.

On the termination of hostilities in vSouth Africa by
the surrender of the Boers in June, 1902, it appeared as

if something of the old friendliness between Great Britain

and Germany might be restored. Lord Roberts and Mr.

Brodrick, the Minister of War, accepted an invitation

to the army manoeuvres; and the Kaiser declined to receive

the Boer generals, who had come to Europe to collect

The funds for their stricken fellow-countrymen,

Kaiser's unless they were presented by the British
Visit Ambassador—a condition which they declined

to accept. In November the Kaiser paid a family

visit to Sandringham for the King’s birthday; and
Mr. Balfour (who had succeeded his uncle as Prime
Minister at the close of the war). Lord Lansdowne
and the Colonial Secretary were invited to meet him. At
the Guildhall banquet Mr. Balfour referred scornfully to
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the “fantastic imaginings’’ of the Press with regard to

the visit
; Jbut the rebuke was speedily followed by armed

co-operation against a recalcitrant South American State.

At the opening of the century V'enezuela was in the

grip of President Castro, who showed as little considera-

tion for the subjects of the Great Powers as

for the rebels who challenged his despotic

rule. In the summer of 1903 Lord Lans-

downe’s patience was exhausted, and the Government,

convinced that he would yield to force alone, decided

on a blockade. As Germany had similar grievances

and similar claims, her co-operation was officially in-

vited, and the Governments undertook to support each

other’s demands. When Castro continued to turn a deaf

ear to remonstrance and menace, an ultimatum was pre-

sented on December 7, the warships at La Guayra were

seized, and the coast blockaded. After a brief resistance

the President proposed the submission of a portion of tlie

claims to arbitration, and the dispute was referred to

the Hague tribunal. Though the Governments co-

operated harmoniously, their association was viewed by
large sections of British opinion with profound distaste,

and Ministers found it prudent to minimize their commit-

ments. The unfriendliness was noted in Germany with

surprise and resentment. “We have acted in full agree-

ment and perfect loyalty,” declared Biilow in the Reichstag

on January 19, 1903, “All the more curious is the hos-

tility of a portion of the British Press, which is only

explicable by a certain embitterment resulting from the

violent attacks of the continental Press during the Boer

war. I am glad to say that no change has occurred in

the relations between the monarchs and the Cabinets, who
meet in the old friendly manner.”

The Venezuelan adventure was scarcely concluded

when the British Cabinet was confronted with a problem

of far greater importance to Anglo-German relations.^

^ A semi-official account of the Bagdad Railway negotiations, from
the beginning till 1914, is given in the Quarterly Review, Oct., 1917.
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In 1902 the Bagdad Railway Company received a con-

cession to build a line from Konia to the Gq,lf, with a

kilometric guarantee; but as the security was not specified

and no terminus was selected, the document was little

more than a draft. The final convention was signed on
March 5, 1903, extending the railway from
Konia to Basra, via Adana, Mosul and
Bagdad, with branches to Aleppo, Urfa,

Khanikin and other cities north and south of the

trunk line. The concession included conditional per-

mission to work all minerals within twenty kilometres

each side of the railway, to construct ports at Bagdad and
Basra, and to navigate the rivers in the service of the

railway. It was a princely gift, and it required British

good will to turn it to full account. Chamberlain had
remarked to the Kaiser during his visit in 1899 that he
would like to see Great Britain co-operating with German
enterprise in Hither Asia. But while French financiers

took shares, German efforts to secure British assistance

were unavailing; and Georg von Siemens, the founder
and director of the Deutsche Bank, who journeyed to

London in 1901, received no encouragement from the

Foreign Office.

Shortly after the signature of the Convention of March
5, rumours began to spread that British co-operation was
contemplated if not actually assured; and on April 8 the
Prime Minister announced that the matter was under con-
sideration. Germany had suggested that British capital

and control should be equal to that of any other Power,
and that Great Britain should sanction the increase of the
Turkish customs; that the Indian mails should be carried

by the railway, and that Great Britain should employ her
good offices to secure a terminus at or near Koweit.
Whether or not we co-operated, he argued, the railway

would be built. German and French financiers were in

agreement, and we had to consider whether it was desirable
that the shortest route to India should be entirely in foreign

hands; whether the terminus should be at Koweit, in our
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own sphere of influence; and finally whether British trade

would benefit if British capital were represented. “I think

that this great international artery,” he concluded, “should
be in the hands of three Powers rather than of two or one.

It is to our interest that countries which we cannot absorb

should not be absorbed by others.” This announcement,
which clearly indicated the leanings of the Prime Minister,

stimulated the* campaign against co-operation
;
and on

April 23 he informed the House that the invitation had
been declined. The Cabinet had desired the whole line,

including the portion already constructed, to be inter-

national, with equal rates, equal powers of control, con-

struction and management for Germany, Great Britain and
France. The German proposals did not offer sufficient

security for these principles, and we were therefore unable

to meet their wishes. The decision was greeted by

Unionist opinion with relief as an escape from the embrace

of a Power whose ambitions were beginning to excite

apprehension
;
but it was regretted by champions of an

Anglo-German understanding as a needless widening of

the gulf that was beginning to yawn between the two

peoples.

The Bagdad discussions were quickly followed by the

revival of an unsettled controversy. The grant by Canada
in 1897 of a preference of 33^ per cent,

on imports from the Mother Country had ^efe^^nce
led to formal protests from Belgium and
Germany against the breach of the most-favoured-

nation treatment secured to them respectively by the

Treaties of 1862 and 1865. Salisbury replied by giving

the year’s notice required to terminate the Treaties, and

suggested a new agreement, allowing the self-governing

colonies to make their own arrangements for inter-imperial

trade. According to German law the general or higher

tariff automatically came into force on the termination of

a commercial treaty; but in 1898 the German Government,

in order to afford time for negotiations, continued for a

year most-favoured-nation treatment to every part of the
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British Empire except Canada/ This provisional arrange-

ment was renewed in 1899, 1900 and 1901, the law of the

latter year prolonging tlie provisorium till the end of

1903. On March 18, 1903, Lord Lansdowne inquired

what action Germany intended to take after DecemBer 31.

Baron Richthofen, the Foreign Secretary, replied that he

Germany hoped to prolong most-favoured-nation treat-

threatens ment to Great Britain, but that if Germany
Retaliation differentiated against in important parts

of the Empire, and if, in particular, South Africa

followed the example of Canada, he was doubtful if

public opinion would sanction it. Sir Frank Lascelles

rejoined that a tariff war would inflict incalculable injury

on both countries, adding the friendly warning that if

any serious damage were done to British trade by cancel-

ling most-favoured-nation treatment, the Government

would be compelled to retaliate. At this point a new factor

was introduced by the insertion of a clause in the Canadian

tariff imposing a surtax of ten per cent, on the goods of

any country which discriminated against imports from

Canada. In explaining this decision to the German
Government Lord Lansdowne pointed out that it was only

taken after the failure of every effort to secure fair treat-

ment of Canadian produce, and would be revoked if

Germany restored most-favoured-nation terms. Since the

British market was too valuable to risk for considerations

of logic or pride, and since German trade with Canada
continued to increase despite the preference to the Mother

Country, no more was heard of retaliation. The contro-

versy, nevertheless, had added to the store of ill-will which

was steadily accumulating between the two countries, and

which was driving the controllers of British policy in the

direction of France.

^ “ Correspondence with the Gover»imcnts of Belgium and Germany,”
1903. Cd. 1630.



CHAPTER X

THE ANGLO-FRENCH ENTENTE

1

While the relations between Great Britain and Germany
were drifting from bad to worse, warmer airs began to

blow between Great Britain and France/ The idea of a

rapprochement was born on the day of Delcasse’s appoint-

ment as Minister for Foreign Affairs in June, 1898.

Though originally Anglophobe, like all prominent states-

men except Clemenceau, he informed the first visitor at

the Quai d’Orsay of his intention to restore cordial re-

lations. The decision to evacuate Fashoda cleared the

ground for a new orientation, which would facilitate

colonial expansion without abandoning the hope of revising

the Treaty of Frankfurt; but to the soreness created by

Fashoda and the Dreyfus case a new and
powerful irritant was added by the Boer
war. The pioneers of reconciliation, how-
ever, abated neither hope nor effort. Work of en-

during importance was accomplished by Sir Thomas
Barclay, to whom it occurred that it would be of service

if the British Chambers of Commerce were invited to

meet in the French capital in 1900, the year of his Presi-

dency of the Chamber in Paris. Salisbury saw no objec-

tion, and Delcass^ approved. The meeting was a great

success, and English visitors flocked to the Exhibition.

I See O. H. Stuart, “French Foreign Policy, iHqS-iqt 4‘’; Re>nald,
“La Diplomatie Frangaise, I’CEuvre de Delcasse ”

;
Millet, “ Notie

Politique Exterieure, i8g8-i()05 Tardieu, “ l.a France et les Alliances”;

M^vil, “ De la Paix de Francfort A la Conference d’Alg^ciras
;
Pinon.

“ France et AllemagneP’
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Though Kruger's visit took place shortly after, the seed

had been sown, and the gross caricatures, of Queen

Victoria disappeared. No real advance was possible

during the Boer war; but the accession of King Edward
and the resignation of Salisbury inaugurated a new era.

In the spring of 1903 the King visited Paris for the

first time for more than three years. “The visit was his

King idea,** testifies Paul Cambon.^ “I

Edward’s informed my Government, and Lord Monson
Visit ^ little astonished by an inquiry

from the Quai d*Orsay as to how the King would

wish to be received. He telegraphed to the King,

who answered that he desired his reception to be as official

as possible, and that the more honours that were paid

to him the better/’ “When the cavalry descended the

Champs-Elysf^es,” writes Tardieu, an eye-witness, “em-
barrassment and uncertainty weighed on the public. The
Nationalists had announced their intention of hooting,

but the King, who held not thought of the danger of a

hostile demonstration, won the day. The population gave

him a reception not indeed enthusiastic, but at first re-

spectful and soon sympathetic* The path was open.**

The speech which wort the heart of France struck a

personal note rare in royal utterances. “It is scarcely

necessary to tell you with what sincere pleasure I find

myself once more in Paris, to which, as you know, I

have paid very frequent visits with ever-increasing

pleasure, and for which I feel an attachment fortified by

so many happy and ineffaceable memories. The days of

hostility between the two countries are, I am certain,

happily at an end. I know of no two countries whose
prosperity is more interdependent. There may have been

misunderstandings and causes ot dissension in the past,

but that is alt happily over and forgotten. The friend-

ship of the two countries is my constant preoccupation,

and I count on you all who enjoy French hospitality in

^ Interview in The Times, Dec. 22, 1920. The King’s travels are
recorded by J. A. Farrer, “ England under Edward VII.”
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their magnificent city to aid me to reach this goal.” The
royal visitor was entertained at a State banquet at the

Elys6e, and accompanied the President to a military

review at Vincennes and to the races at Longchamp. The
visit terminated the acute estrangement of the two countries

which dated from the Fashoda crisis.

Three months later President Loubet returned the

King’s visit, and was lodged at St. James’s Palace. “I

hope,” declared the royal host, with a warmth
unusual on such occasions, “that the welcome

^London*^
you have received to-day has convinced

you of the true friendship, indeed I will say the

affection, which my country feels for France.” The
toast of the Lord Mayor at the Guildhall was no less

cordial. The visit was a spectacular success, and the

King, in reply to the President’s farewell message, tele-

graphed : “It is my most ardent wish that the rapproche-

ment between the two countries may be lasting.” The
next step was a convention by which “differences of a

juridical order, particularly those relating to difficulties

of interpretation of existing conventions, shall—provided

they affect neither the vital interests nor the honour of the

contracting Powers and cannot be solved through diplo-

matic channels—be submilfed to the permanent Court of

Arbitration in accordance with Article i6 of the Hague
Convention.” “The Convention,” wrote Paul Cambon to

wSir Thomas Barclay, to whom it was mainly due, “will

cut short a quantity of daily difficulties and incidents of

which one can never foresee the outcome.” ^

Delcasse had accompanied President Loubet to London,

where he discussed the new situation with Lord Lans-

downe. The conversations thus inaugurated lasted eight

months, and success was rendered possible by the very

magnitude of the field of controversy. At the end of the

year Lamsdorff brought to Paris an autograph letter from

the Tsar expressing satisfaction at the rapprochement

^ Barclay’s “ Anglo-French Reminiscences ” give an excellent account

of the transition from hostility to friendship.
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between his ally and Great Britain. “The immediate

origin of the entente,” records Lord Cromer, “is to be

found mainly in the local situation in Egypt. Egyptian

finance was then in a flourishing condition
;
but owing to

the international fetters imposed in circumstances which

had wholly ceased to exist, the country was unable to

derive any real profit from the surplus funds,

^orocco^ The position had, in fact, become intoler-

able.” France was no less eager to clear

her path in Morocco. From the death in 1727 of

Muley Ismail, the Louis XIV of Morocco, the country

had known little of order or security, and the con-

quest of Algeria gave France a neighbour’s interest

in its tranquillity. The frontier was roughly fixed by

treaty in 1845, and in 1877 Muley Hassan petitioned for

a permanent military mission to aid the reorganization of

the country. In 1880 the Powers met in conference at

Madrid, when Bismarck informed the French Government
that Germany had no interests in Morocco, and that the

German delegate would model his attitude on that of

France. The practice of extending consular protection to

natives, which gave a pretext for interference, was limited,

and all the signatory Powers obtained most-favoured-

nation treatment.

The occupation of Tunis on the east and Gambia on
the south made many Frenchmen desire to round off their

West African dominions by incorporation of the whole

or part of Morocco, and the surrender of Fashoda created

the demand for a substitute. In 1900 Abdul Aziz, who
had succeeded his father, Muley Hassan, in 1894, ^he

age of thirteen, took over the reins of government; but

though the young ruler was intelligent and attractive, his

passions for bicycles and motor-cars, fireworks and photo-

graphy, and countless other temptations of European
civilization, emptied the Treasury and disgusted his con-

servative subjects. The uncertain Algerian frontier and the

savagery of the tribes led to continual friction, and the

French authorities, military and civil, uttered loud com-
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plaints/ A Moorish Mission which visited London at

King Edward’s accession was warned by Lord Lans-

downe that France would have to defend her interests if

the Sultan could not keep order; and the Mission, on
visiting Berlin, found no encouragement. On July 20,

1901, a convention was signed with the

French Government revising the Treaty of ^Morocco^
1845, and associating the two Governments

in measures for policing the frontier. A Franco-

Moorish commission was appointed to carry out its

provisions, and Delcassi6 informed the Sultan that it

would depend upon him to keep France mindful of his

sovereignty. A second Convention was signed at Algiers,

under which France supplied a few instructors for

Moroccan troops to keep order on the frontier, while a

French bank advanced a small loan. Despite this aid a

revolt against the Sultan broke out and continued through-

out 1903. Pacific penetration, however, required to be

supplemented by the good will of possible competitors.

In 1900 Delcasse secured the benevolent neutrality of

Italy by the recognition of her claims to Tripoli. He
next turned to Spain, offering a partition if the status quo

should prove impracticable; and on November 10, 1902, it

was agreed that Spain should have the reversion of the

north, including Tangier and Fez, while her sphere of

influence in the south should be extended. When the

Treaty was ready the Sagasta Cabinet fell, and Silvela,

fearing the British frown, declined to sign; whereupon
Delcass6, changing his course, approached Great Britain.*

If Egypt and Morocco thus provided the elements of a

bargain, the principle of barter might prove equally fruit-

ful in other parts of the world. Great Britain was anxious

to sweep away the grievance of the “French shore” of

^ See the Livre Jaune, “ Affaires dii Maroc, 1Q01-5.”
2 “ It was good—^too good,'* remarked Silvela. “ Could we accept it

without England’s permission?”—See R. Millet, “Notre Politique Ex-
t^rieure, 1898-1905,” ch. 14. Pinon “ France et Allemagne,” 286-91,
prints the Franco-Spanish Treaty; cf, Maura, “ Question du Maroc
au Point de vue ICspagnol.”
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Newfoundland, and France entertained some minor

ambitions in West Africa which it was in our power to

satisfy. The other differences presented less difficulty,

and the outbreak of the Japanese war emphasized the need

of a settlement. The most important of the agreements

signed on April 8, which collectively form the Treaty of

1904, was the Declaration respecting Egypt

^orocco^ and Morocco. Great Britain declared that

she had no intention of altering the political

status of Egypt, and France undertook not to obstruct

our action by asking that a limit of time be fixed

for the British occupation or in any other way. . France,

in turn, declared that she had no intention of alter-

ing the political status of Morocco, and Great Britain

promised not to obstruct her action in that country. In

both countries commercial liberty was to prevail for at least

thirty years. No fortifications were to be permitted on the

Moroccan coast opposite Gibraltar. France was to come
to an understanding with Spain in regard to Morocco,

and the contracting parties agreed to afford one another

diplomatic support in carrying out the Declaration. A
Khedivial Decree, annexed to the Declaration, laid down
regulations relating to the Egyptian debt, and gave the

Egyptian Government a free hand in the disposal of its

own resources so long as the punctual payment of interest

on the debt was assured. The Caisse de la Dette remained,

but the surplus of 5^ millions in its possession was to be

transferred to the Government. Financial liberty for

Egypt was balanced by the settlement of the juridical posi-

tion of the Suez Canal in time of war in accordance with

the wishes of France.

The settlement of the Newfoundland fishery dispute

was the second outstanding achievement of 1904. The
controversy dated from the Treaty of Utrecht, which, while

recognizing that the island should thenceforth belong to

Great Britain, gave to the French “the right to catch and
dry fish “ on part of the coast henceforth known as the

French shore. The interpretation of this Treaty and its
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juccessors gave rise to endless disputes and dangerous

riction. France now renounced her privileges under the

Treaty of *Utrecht and its successors, and Newfound-
etained the right of catching all kinds of land

ish in territorial waters on the French shore

luring the fishing season. French fishermen might

nter any harbour on the French shore and obtain

)ait or shelter on the same conditions as the im
labitants, but subject to the regulations for the improve-

nent of the fisheries. Compensation was to be paid to the

ishermen obliged to abandon their establishments on the

"rench shore. Thus the main cause of friction, the right

if landing on the French shore, was at length removed.

The surrender of the privilege was balanced by three con-

essions in West Africa. The frontier fixed in 1898

letween the British colony of the Gambia and Senegambia

VSLS slightly modified in order to give France access to the

lavigable portion of the river; the Los Islands, command-
ag Konakry, the capital of French Guinea, were ceded;

nd the 1898 boundary between British and French

'Jigeria, which compelled French convoys from the Niger

o Lake Chad to follow a circuitous and waterless route or

0 pass through British territory, was modified. France

hus obtained 14,000 square miles and uninterrupted access

rom her territories on the Niger to those on Lake Chad.
^ third document contained a Declaration concerning

iiam, Madagascar and the New Hebrides. In the former

he two Powers confirmed the agreement of 1896, in which

hey undertook to refrain from armed intervention or the

cquisition of special privileges in the basin of the Menam.
"ranee now recognized that all Siamese possessions on

he west of this neutral zone and of the Gulf of Siam, in-

luding the Malay Peninsula and the adjacent islands,

hould come under British influence, while Great Britain

ecognized all Siamese territory on the east and south-east

f the zone as henceforth under French influence. As
egards Madcigascar the British Government abandoned

he protest which had been maintained since i8g6 against
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the tariff introduced after the annexation of the island.

The difficulties in the New Hebrides arising from disputes

as to land title and the absence of jurisdiction over the

natives were to be referred to a commission, the scope

and procedure of which were to be determined by a special

agreement.*

At the close of his covering dispatch Lord Lansdowne

argued that, desirable as were the agreements on their

intrinsic merits, they should be regarded

Lansdowne’s not merely as a series of separate transactions,
Satisfaction forming part of a comprehensive

scheme for the improvement of the relations of the

two countries. The antipathies and suspicions of

the past had given place to friendship. “And it may
perhaps be permitted to the Government to hope that, in

thus basing the composition of long-standing differences

upon mutual concessions, and in the frank recognition of

each other’s legitimate wants and aspirations, they may
have afforded a precedent which will contribute something

to the maintenance of international good will and the pre-

servation of the general peace.” The other Powers siil)-

sequently adhered to the Khedivial decree, and “the

Egyptian Question ” ceased to be an international problem.

The Treaties were received in England with a chorus of

praise, broken only by a shrill protest from Lord Rosebery.

The French Yellow Book, issued on May 26, explained

our partner’s view of the bargain. Both Governments,
declared Delcass6, recognized that great moral and material

interests demanded an amicable settlement. In Newfound-
land France had only abandoned privileges which were

difficult to maintain and in no way necessary, while the

essential right of fishing in territorial waters was preserved

and the right of fishing for and purchasing bait along the

whole extent of the French shore was explicitly recognized.

In West Africa the British concessions were of consider-

able importance. The Niger-Chad frontier had been im-

* The New Hebrides Convention, establishing an Anglo-French con-
dominium, was signed in 1906
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roved, and the keys of Konakry were tiow in French

ands. Under our influence Morocco would be a source

f strength for our North African Empire. If subject to

foreign Power, our North African possessions would be

ermanently menaced and paralysed. The
loment had arrived to decide who was to Delcass^’s

. . ^ ^ Satisfaction
xercise preponderant influence in Morocco.

"he present state can only last on condition that

t is sustained and improved. On the importance
f securing from England the promise not to hamper
IS it is superfluous to insist. We should complete

ur work of civilization, thus showing ourselves the best

fiends of Morocco, since we are the nation most interested

n her prosperity. This will greatly strengthen French

ower without prejudice to acquired rights, and will ulti-

lately benefit everybody.” The sacrifice in Egypt was
mall. No change was to be made in the political status

;
all

lecessary guarantees for French financial interests had been
ibtained. He noted with special pleasure our adhesion to

he execution of the Suez Canal Convention of 1888.

The reconciliation of Great Britain and France had
een preceded by the reconciliation of France and Italy,

^fter the Anglo-French Convention of March, 1899, de-

imiting spheres of influence in North Africa, the Italian

government asked for and received explanations from

^aris; and the Foreign Minister, Visconti Venosta, the

ast survivor of the school of Cavour, suggested that these

ssurances should be reiterated in a more explicit manner.^

)n December 14, 1900, accordingly, Barr^re informed the

"oreign Minister, “in view of the friendly relations which

lave been established between France and Italy, and in

he belief that this explanation will conduce further to

mprove them,” that the Convention of March, 1899,

he vilayet of Tripoli outside the partition of influence

vhich it sanctioned, and that France had no intention of

^ The dispatches and agreements were published in a Livre Jaune,

919, are reprinted in Pribram, II, 226-57; Pinon, “ L’Empir^
le la Mediterran<§e.”
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interrupting caravan communications. Visconti Venosta

replied that French action in Morocco aimed at the exercise

and safeguarding of the rights resulting from its proximity

to her empire; that such action would not prejudice the

interests of Italy as a Mediterranean Power; and that, in

the event of a modification of the political or territorial

status of Morocco, Italy would reserve^ the right to develop

her influence in Tripoli.

The quarrel of twenty years was thus healed in the

usual manner by the recognition of spheres of influence

Franco-
other peoples* property. The text was

Italian Re- naturally kept secret, for Tripoli was a
conciliation Xurkish province; but the rapprochement

was advertised to the world by the visit of an Italian

squadron to Toulon in the spring of 1901. The re-

newal of the Triple Alliance was due in 1902, and the

negotiations of Rome with Vienna and Berlin were accom-

panied by discussions between Italy and France. In

March, 1902, Prinetli, the Foreign Minister, explained to

Barr^re that the text of the Treaty could hardly be modi-

fied, but that assurances could be given which would
remove French appr(‘hensions. At an interview with

Biilow at Venice shortly after their conversation, Prinetti

vainly attempted to secure the modification of the text;

but it would have been impossible to reveal the amended
text to France, who for that reason preferred a direct

arrangement. Without waiting for the conclusion of his

negotiations with Barr^re, Prinetti sent a telegram to

Paris, dated June 4, 1902. ‘Mn the renewal of the Triple

Alliance there is nothing directly or indirectly aggressive

towards France, no engagement binding us in any eventu-

ality to take part in an aggression against her, no stipula-

tion which menaces her security and tranquillity. The
protocols or additional conventions to the Triple Alliance,

of which there has been much talk of late, which would
alter its defensive character, and would even have an ag-

gressive character against France, do not exist.** On receiv-

ing this momentous communication, the substance of which
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was shortly announced to the Chamber and the parties,

Delcasse e>;pressed to the Italian Ambassador “the deepest

gratitude of the French Government for their highly loyal

proof of the policy of peace.” Delcasse’s announcement

seemed to the Central Powers to suggest subterranean

intrigues; but it in no way contravened the letter of the

Triple Alliance, which had never pledged Italy to co-

operate in an attack on France. The German Chancellor,

according to his wont, poured oil on the troubled waters,

wittily observing that in a happy marriage the husband

did not mind his wife indulging in an innocent extra

dance. On June 28 the Triple Alliance was renewed.

But henceforth Italy had one foot in each camp, and the

new orientation was to determine her attitude at the Con-

ference of Algeciras and on even more important occasions.

Count Monts, the German Ambassador in Rome, pro-

phetically reported that Italy was an untrustworthy ally,

who in a Franco-German collision would fail to keep tryst.

After Prinetti’s declaration of principle, the discussion

of a detailed formula was begun and the results were

recorded in an exchange of letters between Loubet
the Foreign Minister and the Ambassador, visits

dated November i. Each undertook to
Rome

maintain neutrality not only in a case of direct or

indirect aggression, but also if the other, “as the

result of a direct provocation, should find itself compelled,

in defence of its honour or security, to take the initiative of

a declaration of war.” In that eventuality each would

previously communicate its intentions to the other, which

would thus be enabled to determine whether direct provo-

cation existed. Each further assured the other that no
military obligation in disagreement with this declaration

existed or would be contracted. The agreement remained

a secret; but the visit of President Loubet to Victor

Emmanuel in 1904—the first visit of the head of a Catholic

State since the downfall of the Temporal Power-
announced to the world the termination of the feud between

the Latin sisters.
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II

After receiving the blessing of Great Britain on her

work in Morocco, France turned to the task of reform with

new zeal/ Delcass^ instructed the French Minister to

declare that the French presented themselves at Fez as

friends. Far from diminishing the Sultan's prestige, they

wished to increase it. In communicating the message the

Minister added :
“ I am certain that you recognize the

pressing necessity of reforms, which will increase the

authority of the Government and in which France will help

you." To assist these reforms France advanced in June

twenty-two million francs guaranteed on the customs, and

the news was at once telegraphed to all the Powers. The
kidnapping of Perdicaris, an American citizen, by Raisuli

at the same moment facilitated “peaceful penetration " by

revealing the need of a strong hand. At the close of the

year the French Government resolved to present a com-

plete scheme of reforms to the Sultan, and
on December 15 Delcasse drew up his in-

structions for Saint-Ren^ Taillandier, who
was selected for the mission to Fez. A strong Morocco,

argued the Foreign Minister, could only be secured

by the close union and confidence of the two Govern-

ments, France had shown her helpfulness by the loan

and by providing officers to reorganize the garrisons.

The first need was the restoration of order, and French

officers would therefore aid in the training of police.

Roads and telegraphs were also required and a State bank
would be useful. On reaching Fez in February, 1905, the

envoy reported the Sultan as saying that while most of the

suggested reforms were practicable, some were very diffi-

cult to accept and must be discussed with the Maghzen.

Mission
to Fez

^ See the Livre Jaune, “ Affaires du Maroc, 1901 -5
**

;
the German

Weissbuch on Morocco, 1906; Morel, “Morocco in Diplomacy”; Ham-
mann, “ Zur Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges,” chs. 7-8; Schwertfeger,
“ Zur Europaischen Politik,” II.
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The discussions commenced; but before they were con-

cluded a thjrd party roughly intervened.

The attitude of official Germany towards the Anglo-
French Treaty had at first been friendly. At Delcass^'s

reception on March 23, 1904, Prince Radolin

asked if he might put “an indiscreet ques-

tion.** Was it true that an agreement had

been signed or was on the point of being signed

between France and England? “Neither one nor the

other,” replied the Foreign Secretary; “but we have

been conversing for some time with the London Cabinet

with a view to the friendly settlement of the questions

which interest our two countries. An understanding has

been recognized to be possible, and will probably be

reached.” “Newfoundland is said to be in question?”

“We have spoken of it.” “And Morocco?” “Also.

But you know our point of view on that subject. We wish

to maintain the political and territorial status quo

;

but if it

is to last it must be improved. Last year repeated aggres-

sions offered us legitimate reasons for intervention. I

resisted, but each time with greater difficulty. We have

had to reinforce and increase our troops at considerable

expense. The Sultan has experienced the value of our aid.

It must be continued; but it will be given in such a way
that everyone will derive advantage, since security is

essential for commerce. Needless to add, commercial

liberty will be strictly respected.” “And Spain?” “We
shall respect her interests and legitimate aspirations.”

Prince Radolin, added the Foreign Minister in reporting

the conversation, “found my declarations very natural and

perfectly reasonable.” On April 18, after signing the

Treaty, Delcass^ instructed the French Ambassador to

inform the Wilhelmstrasse that Lord Lansdowne and him-

self had been concerned exclusively with the interests ot

their own countries, without detriment to those of any

other Power. He did not think it necessary to present a

copy of the Treaty, since it was known to all the world.

Official comment was favourable. “German com-
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mercial interests are in no danger,” wrote the Norddeutsche

Allgemeine Zeitung, “and greater stability wpuld benefit

us all.” The French Ambassador reported that the prin-

cipal organs recognized that German commercial interests

had nothing to fear. There was nothing to complain of,

wrote Professor Schiemann, if French policy did not

deviate from pacific penetration, and if the open door were

maintained. “We have no cause to imagine that the

Treaty has a point against any other Power,” echoed the

Chancellor. “It seems to be an attempt to remove a

number of differences by peaceful methods. We have

nothing, from the standpoint of German interests, to object

to in that. As to Morocco, the kernel of the Treaty, we are

interested in the economic aspect. We have commercial

interests, which we must and shall protect. We have,

however, no ground to fear that they will be

^isSnt^nf c>verlooked or infringed.” Two days later,

in closing the debate, the Chancellor de-

nounced the Pan-German. “Reventlow said that the

Treaty, above all the Moroccan clauses, had been received

in Germany with shame and consternation, since we
ought' not to allow other Powers more influence there

than ourselves. That can only mean that we should de-

mand a slice of Morocco. If it is refused, are we to fight ?

He is silent.” It was natural that the Pan-German should

grumble at the Chancellor’s self-effacement. “Morocco is

a German concern,” wrote the Rheinisch-Westfdlische
Zeitung on April ii, “owing to our increasing population

and our need of naval bases. If Germany does not peg out

claims, she will retire empty-handed from the partition of

the world. Is the German Michael to get nothing? The
time has come when Germany must secure Morocco from
the Atlas to the sea.” The Pan-German annual Congress
on June 3 pronounced Germany to be humiliated and
demanded the Atlantic coast; but the Kaiser informed

King Edward on his visit to Kiel that Morocco had never

interested him.^

' Eckardstein, “ Erinnerungen,” III, 88.
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The dispatch of the French envoy to Fez with a com-
prehensiye programme of reforms in his portmanteau was
the signal for a change of front at Berlin. On January 4,

1905, when it was rumoured that a Moorish mission would
visit Berlin, the German Minister at Madrid remarked

to the French Charge that a mission to protest against

the Franco-Spanish agreements would be well received,

and on February ii the French Charg6 at Tangier reported

to Delcass6 an ominous communication from his German
colleague. “After the Anglo-French arrange-

ment of 1904,” observed Kiihlmann, “we
Decimation

supposed the French Government was wait-

ing for the Franco-Spanish agreement before putting

us in possession of the new situation. But now
that everything is settled, we see that we have been

systematically kept aloof. The Chancellor tells me that

the German Government was ignorant of all the

agreements concerning Morocco, and does not acknow-

ledge himself to be bound by them in any way.”

DelcasS(^ instructed his Ambassador at Berlin to complain

of this language, and to remind the Government that he

had answered Prince Radolin’s inquiries on March 23,

1904; that, except Russia, Germany alone was informed

before the Treaty was signed; that no request for explana-

tions had been made; and that the Ambassador at Berlin

had informed the Government of the Franco-Spanish

Treaty before it was published. The Under-Secretary

who received the complaint replied that he knew nothing

of Kiihlmann’s declaration, but added that Germany was
not bound by the Anglo-French or the Franco-Spanish

Treaties.

After the dispatch of the French mission to Fez,

Holstein suggested that the Kaiser should visit Tangier,

and the Chancellor approved the plan.^ Germany
demanded commercial equality and the independence of

the Sultan, wrote the French Ambassador on March 22

in reporting on the new situation. A written declaration

^ Hammann, “ Zur Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges,” ch* 8.
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as to the effect of the Franco-British and Franco-Spanish
accords on Germany’s commercial interests might be
useful, for France was now under the menace of a dis-

agreeable surprise. His apprehensions were increased by
a warning in the Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung that

the French negotiations at Fez did not square with the

avowed policy of maintaining the status quo. The object

of the coming demonstration was explained

by the Chancellor in the Reichstag on
March 29. “A year ago the Kaiser told

the King of Spain that Germany does not strive for

territory in Morocco. It is therefore useless to attri-

bute to the Tangier visit any selfish purposes directed

against its integrity or independence. No one who does
not pursue an aggressive goal can find cause for appre-
hension. We have economic interests, and in Morocco,
as in China, it is our interest to keep the open door.” The
Kaiser’s sentiments were (Expressed in a message to

President Roosevelt on March 6 asking him to join in

the Sultan to reform his Government, and promis-
ing in that event that they would support him against
any nation which sought exclusive control. France and
Spain, he argued, were a political unity, who wished to

divide up Morocco and close her markets to the world;
and if Spain occupied Tangier and France the hinterland
they would dominate the roads to the Near and Far East.
The President declined to interfere as American interests

were too small; but he expressed his friendliness to

Germany and his belief that her policy was pacific.

On March 31 the Kaiser, who had reluctantly yielded
to Billow’s desire for a political demonstration,' landed
from his yacht at Tangier and addressed the German
Colony. “I am happy to salute the devoted pioneers of
German industry and commerce who aid me in my task
of maintaining the interests of the Fatherland in a free

1 See the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,” ch. 4, and Schon, ‘‘ Memoirs of an
Ambassador,” 19-24. Spickernagel says that the Kaiser improvised the
speeches.

—‘‘ Fiirst Biilow,” 65.
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country, Ihe Empire has great and growing interests

in Morocco. Commerce can only progress if all the

Powers are considered to have equal rights under the

sovereignty of the Sultan and respect the independence of

the country. My visit is the recognition of this inde-

pendence.” The theme was developed in a speech to the

Sultan’s uncle and plenipotentiary. “My
Tangier

visit is to show my resolve to do all in my Demonstra-

power to safeguard German interests in

Morocco. Considering the Sultan as absolutely free,

I wish to discuss with him the means to secure these

interests. As for the reforms which the Sultan con-

templates, it seems to me that he should proceed with

great caution and consider the religious sentiments of

the people, so that public order is not troubled.” To this

version, communicated by Kiihlmann, the text forwarded

by the French Charge added two introductory sentences.

“It is to the Sultan in his capacity of independent
sovereign that I pay rny visit to-day. I hope that under
his sovereignty a free Morocco will remain open to the

peaceful competition of all nations, without monopoly or

annexation, on a policy of absolute equality.” The reason

for this dramatic change commonly given at the time in

France and Great Britain was that the Kaiser took advan-

tage of the collapse of Russia in the Far East to coerce

her ally. The motive was frankly avowed by the Pan-

German Press, but it was not the main ground of the

action of the Government. The French Press spoke openly

of making a second Tunis, and Germany believed that

unless she called a halt Morocco would be swallowed

up before her eyes. Moreover, the apprehensions aroused

by the mission to Fez were confirmed by the existence ol

secret treaties.

A treaty had been signed by Lord Lansdowne and

Paul Cambon on April 8, 1904, at the same time as the

documents published to the world. If either Government:

found itself compelled by the force of circumstances to

modifv its polic}’’ in regard to Egypt or Morocco, the

X
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engagements relating to commercial liberty, the free

passage of the Suez Canal and the prohibitions of fortifica-

tions on the Straits of Gibraltar would remain. Each
Government promised not to oppose the other if it desired

to abolish the Capitulations. The third

article contained the kernel of the agree-

ment. The Mediterranean coast from Melilla

to the Sebu river, whenever the Sultan ceased to

exercise authority over it, should come within the

sphere of influence of wSpain and be administered by
her, she, on her part, pledging herself to commercial

liberty, and to abstain from fortifying the vStraits or from

alienating any part of the territory. When Spain adhered

to the Anglo-French declaration in the following Sep-

tember, and declared herself “firmly attached to the

integrity of the Moorish Empire under the sovereignty

of the Sultan,” a similar Convention was signed which
frankly contemplated partition. The two treaties were not

published till igii
;
but since they were known to a number

of persons in London, Paris and Madrid, and communi-
cated to Petrograd, their provisions were quickly known
at Berlin. ‘ Germany's case was that, if she did not act,

she would one day wake up to find Morocco closed to her

commerce.

The fundamental error was that Delcasse had not pur-

chased Germany’s assent in advance. The good will of

Italy had been bought by recognition of her claims to

Tripoli, that of Great Britain by assent to her position

in Egypt, that of Spain by the hypothetical reversion of

the northern littoral. “By incredible blindness,” wrote

Rene Millet,^ “the Government took precautions with

everybody except the only one of its neighbours whom
it had .serious cause to fear.” Despite the provocation to

which it was a reply, the Tangier demon.stration was a

no less colossal blunder, for its inevitable result was to

turn a limited obligation into a general defensive under-

* Valentin, “ Deutschlands Aussenpolitik,” 54.
2 “ Notre Politique ext(§rieure,” 224.
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Standing. It was promptly announced that a British

squadron would visit Brest in July, that a French squadron
would rertirn the visit at Portsmouth, and that King
Edward would visit Paris in May on his way to join the

Queen at Marseilles.

After the Tangier demonstration the Kaiser delivered

a series of ominous speeches on his western frontier. “I

hope peace will not be broken,” he declared at Karlsruhe

on April 27. “I hope the events now in progress will

keep the attention of our nation awake and strengthen

its courage. I hope we shall find ourselves united if it

becomes necessary to intervene in world politics.” Similar

ominous phrases were employed at Mainz and Saarbriick.

The Tangier warning was the first act of a

drama of which the invitation to an inter- c^o^erence
national conference was the second. On
April II the Chancellor, in a circular dispatch, de-

fended his policy and suggested a new conference of

the signatories of the Treaty of Madrid. The Morocco
Treaty, he complained, was never communicated to

the German Government by tongue or pen. Germany,
however, did not move, as the Treaty recognized the

status quo, and he therefore assumed that France would

consult the Treaty Powers if she aimed at changes limit-

ing their rights. “It was necessary to act when the

Moroccan Government asked us if France was in truth

the mandatory of the Powers, when we learned of parts

of the programme, and when great papers pointed at

Tunis as a model.” A conference, he concluded, was the

best solution, since Germany sought no privileges by

separate agreement, and her interests were identical with

those of other Powers.

The French Envoy had been busily engaged in dis-

cussions at Fez since February, and on April ii he re-

ported that the Sultan consented to his troops being

organized on French models at Tangier, Rabat, Casa-

blanca and Ujda. But the atmosphere rapidly changed

when a German Envoy, Count Tattenbach, reached Fez
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on May 13, and on May 28 Abdul Aziz rejected the French

proposals. Though Delcass^ argued that to submit to a

conference was to ask the Sultan to put himself in tutelage

and leave the path he had followed for years—a course he

could not imagine possible—Abdul Aziz rejoined that he

could only accept the French proposals if ratified by the

Powers; and on May 30 he invited the signatories of the

Treaty of 1880 to meet at Tangier.

Strengthened by the support of Great Britain and
Russia, and by the assurance of Austria that she would
side with the majority, Delcass^ held out stubbornly

against a conference. But his game appeared to his

colleagues to be fraught with danger. Prince Henckel

von Donnersmarck visited Paris, saw the

Premier and some of his colleagues, and

explained his mission in an interview with

the Gaulois.^ ‘'You do not seem to suspect the gravity

of the events which are in preparation, and I have

crossed the frontier to enlighten you. The Emperor
and the people are irritated to see the repulse of their

efforts for relations of courtesy and a policy of isolating

Germany. Is this the policy of France or the personal

conception of Delcass(5 ? If you think that your Foreign

Minister has engaged your country in a too adventurous

path, show it by separating yourselves from him, and

above all by giving your foreign policy a new orientation.

The Emperor does not wish for war, but if you are beaten

you will be bled white.’* The air was thick with rumours

of a German ultimatum and talk of the unpreparedness

of the army. At the same moment it was announced that

the Sultan had rejected the French proposals. It was the

most dangerous moment in Franco-German relations since

Boulanger. The decisive Cabinet was held on June 6.

President Loubet remained faithful to the Foreign

Minister, but all his colleagues were hostile. Delcass^

argued that France could not go to a conference without

humiliation, and asserted that two days ago he had re-

* Published after Delcass4’s resignation.
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ceived an ofifer from Great Britain, who would mobilize

the fleet and land 100,000 men in Schleswig-Holstein.

The Premier replied that the acceptance of the British offer

would mean war, and that the Conference must be held.

His colleagues supported the Premier, and the Foreign

Minister, after warning them that their pusillanimity

would encourage German insolence, withdrew and
resigned.^

“I'he British offer,” on the strength of which Delcasst^

was prepared to risk a war, existed only in his imagina-

tion, though the legend is still repeated by
him and is to this day believed abroad. He "^Auuude^
asked for a promise of armed support, but

failed to obtain it. Lord Lansdowne, however, ex-

plained both to the French and German Ambassadors
that public opinion, which saw in the “theatrical

”

Tangier journey an unfriendly act against Great Britain

as well as France, could not be expected to remain

indifferent, and might demand intervention if France

were attacked.^ Such a warning against aggression

was very different from a solemn undertaking to engage
in hostilities. Delcass^’s mistaken interpretation of

the British official attitude was due to the obiter dicta

of certain highly placed personages, who expressed their

individual convictions.

On the fall of Delcass^ the Prime Minister took over

the Foreign Office, and on June ii explained his policy

to the German Ambassador. “I dislike a conference,”

he observed, “but if I accept there must be a preliminary

understanding. Yet if that is secured a conference is

needless. We have no interest in infringing the

sovereignty or integrity of Morocco, but our common
frontier of 1,200 kilometres makes us the party most con-

cerned in law and order. You seem resolved to block

^ The story was told by St^phane Lauzanne in Matin in October,

and is set forth in detail in M6vil, “ De la Paix de Franefort h. la Con-
ference d’Algeciras.** This book is virtually Delcass6’s apologia.

* Hammann, “ Zur Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges,” 135-6.
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all our proposals, and we cannot accept a conference where

that would happen. We must therefore first ‘know how
German}' regards reforms.” Billow’s attitude was in part

due to the urgent advice of Marschall in Constantinople,

who was doing his best to win the sympathies of Islam,

to support the Sultan of Morocco. The Chancellor accord-

The replied that Germany could only

Chancellor’s discuss tlie programme when France accepted
Warnings Conference, which would enable Morocco

to satisfy the just desires of France, who would thus

obtain the sanction of Europe. The reorganization

of the army and police would be by mandate—^to

PTance on the Algerian frontier, and in other parts,

especially on the Atlantic, to other Powers. Financial

reform would be international, and the Bank of Morocco
would be supplied and controlled by the Powers. Without
accepting or rejecting the Conference, Rouvier again ex-

plained his attitude to the Ambassador on June 21. “Our
proposals to the Sultan are not what Germany believes.

We have not tried to secure control of internal or external

affairs, nor have we sought to introduce the Tunis regime.

It never occurred to us to infringe Morocco’s treaty obliga-

tions to German commerce. If our proposals are accepted

all the Powers will benefit. We think a conference danger-

ous without previous agreement, and useless with it. But

we do not definitely decline.” It would indeed have been

dangerous to do so, as the French Ambassador suggested

after a conversation with the Chancellor. “He was very

courteous, but emphasized the necessity not to let this

question mauvaise, tres mawvaise, drag on, and not to

linger on a road horde de precipices et memo d^ahimes.

His insistence on an immediate solution struck me deeply,

and should influence your decisions. He added, however,

that, if France accepted the Conference, German diplomacy

would adopt an attitude which would satisfy us.”

This menacing conversation was followed by a Note

on the following day. Germany was glad to take note

of French denials of a desire to control Morocco, all the
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more because the Moorish Government itself interpreted

the French proposals in a different sense. If France

solved the problem alone, she would probably be com-
pelled by the force of things to reach by degrees a position

to which she said she did not aspire. The French pro-

posals regarding the army and finance, which Morocco
had communicated to Germany, would gravely impair

her sovereignty, and would be in the interest of France

rather than the other Powers. Such an exceptional

position for a single Power was incompatible with Article

17 of the I'reaty of Madrid, which gave every signatory

most-favoured-nation treatment, a principle which, in

German eyes, extended beyond the economic sphere. A
conference was desirable not to minister to Germany’s
amour-propre or to defend the dignity of France, but to

escape from a bad situation.

While the German Government was pressing France

by arguments and threats, the Kaiser was imploring

Roosevelt to join in the appeal.' “Rouvier,
Roosevelt’s

who has shown himself distinctly friendly Mediation

to Germany,” he wrote on June ii, “has
indirectly informed the German Charge that England

has made a formal offer to France to enter into an

offensive and defensive alliance with England which

would be directed against Germany. At present the

leading statesmen of France are opposed to such an

alliance, because they still hope to reach a satisfactory

agreement with Germany. Indirectly Germany has been

given to understand that the French Government desire

to give her a portion of Morocco under the name of a

sphere of interest, France taking the greater part for

herself
; but Germany cannot accept. My people are sure

England would now back France by arms in a war against

Germany, not on account of Morocco but of German policy

in the Far East. The British Government has asked for

time to consider the question of a conference. I feel sure

you could now give a hint in London and Paris that you

* See Uishop, “ Theodore Roosevelt,” I.
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would consider a conference the most satisfactory means

to bring the Moroccan question to a peaceful solution.

If not inclined, your influence could prevent* England

joining in a Franco-German war, started by the aggressive

policy of France.’* “It looked like war,” relates Roosevelt,

“so I took active hold of the matter through Speck and

Jusserand and got thjngs temporarily straightened up.

I showed France the great danger of a war, and the little

use England could be, and that a conference would not

sanction any unjust attack on French interests. I would

not accept the invitation unless France was willing; but, if

I did, I would, if necessary, take a strong ground against

any attitude of Germany which seemed to me unjust and

unfair. At last France told me on June 23

^eaceinaker would agree.” Now that the Presi-

dent had secured the French ass(;nt to a

conference, he turned to the other party to the dis-

pute. Nobody would understand or pardon a war for

frivolous reasons, he observed to Speck. “I entreat the*

Kaiser to show himself satisfied with this genuine triumph.

It would be most unfortunate now to raise questions about

details.” So skilfully did the President conduct his

mediation that he earned the gratitude of both parties, and
Mr. Root has expressed the opinion that his noiseless

mediation in the Morocco crisis was of greater importance

than his spectacular intervention between Russia and

Japan.

On July 8 the French Premier and the German Ambas-
sador exchanged a Declaration defining the conditions on
which France accepted the Conference, and the German
Ambassador formally declared that Germany did not

contest the Anglo-French Agreement of 1904. “France,

convinced that Germany will not pursue any aim which
would compromise the legitimate interests of France or her

rights resulting from her treaties, and in harmony with

the sovereignty and independence of the Sultan, the

integrity of the Empire, economic equality, the utility of

police and financial reforms by international accord, the
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recognition of the situation created by the Algerian

frontier and the special interest of France in the mainten-

ance of order, accepts the invitation.” On July 12 the

British Government also agreed to the Conference. On
August I the Premier handed to the Ambassador a pro-

gramme of reforms relating to the police, finance, and
adjudication of public works, and on August 26 Radolin

accepted the programme. P'urther discussion took place

with Dr. Rosen, the German Minister at Tangier, who
was sent to Paris. The Premier expressed

preliminary
his hope that, in Radolin’s words, there Agreement

would be ni vainqueur ni vaincu, and the
Reached

accord signed by Rouvier and Radolin on Septem-

ber 28 seemed to realize this aspiration.^ The organ-

ization of the police, except on the Algerian frontier,

was to be international. A State bank was to supply

credits for the police, the troops and public works.

Morocco was not to alienate any public service to the profit

of particular interests, and the principle of adjudication

without distinction of nationality was to be adopted for

public works. The Conference was to be held at Algeciras,

and both missions were to leave Fez.

On December 16 the Premier informed the Chamber
that the Sultan had accepted the programme and the place

of meeting, and spoke with satisfaction of the work that he

had accomplished. France’s frontier rights were recog-

nized by Germany and excluded from the Conference,

and he looked forward with confidence to the meeting at

Algeciras.* Almost at the same moment the Chancellor

described the situation to the Reichstag in a speech which

made no attempt to conceal his anxieties. “The Triple

' The compromise was facilitated by a telegram from Rominten, where
the Kaiser told Witte of the Pact of Bjorko, and Witte urged his host

to conciliate France in Morocco.

* Caillaux declares, in his book “ Agadir,** that Rouvier twice vainly

tried to settle the question by buying off Germany, first in November by
offering Mogador and the hinterland, and secondly in December when
Pollet, a naval officer, negotiated with Kiihlmann, the First Secretary

at Tangier. Both approaches were declined, as Germany wished for a

satisfaction of principle and for the humi^ation of France.
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Alliance will maintain peace and the status quo in Europe.

That was its origin, and that is its object. Yet Germany

must be strong and in case of need maintain herself

without Allies. In the Middle Ages the richest monas-

teries had the thickest walls.” He proceeded

Defe^'e elaborate defence of his policy in

Morocco, which he defined as the preserva-

tion of economic equality in an independent State.

“German rights could not be cancelled by a Franco-

English Treaty; for the Treaty of Madrid gave all

the signatories most-favoured-nation treatment, and Ger-

many had a legal right to be consulted in any change

in Morocco. If it be said that our commercial in-

terests are not enough to justify serious representa-

tions, I reply that it is not a trifle when treaty rights

and prestige are involved. I greatly hoped that the

adjustment between our rights and the Franco-English

Treaty could have proceeded harmoniously, and I spoke

in conciliatory terms, saying we had no reason to believe

that it was pointed against us. Mv expectation that the

other parties, before proceeding to carry out their plans in

Morocco, would approach us was not fulfilled. Our
moment came when kVance sent an envoy to Fez with a

reform programme which would have made Morocco a

second Tunis. This clearly injured our rights under the

Treaty of 1880 and threatened our economic interests. If

we silently surrender our economic rights in Morocco it

would encourage the world to similar conduct in other and
perhaps greater questions. The charge that we desire to

attack France or to compel her to side with us against

England is nonsense. I take full responsibility for the

journey to Tangier, which Bebel calls the journey of pro-

vocation, but which was useful in bringing to general

knowledge the international character of the question. Cet

animal est ti^es mechant: quand on Vattaque^ il se defend.**

On the resignation of Mr. Balfour on December 4,

Campbell-Bannerman formed a Liberal Ministry, and
explained its policy at a meeting at the Albert Hall on
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December 22/ The references to foreign affairs were brief

but clear? “I wish emphatically to reaffirm my adhesion

to the policy of the Entente Cordiale. Even Campbell
more important than any actual amicable Bannerman’s

instrument is the real friendship between Policy

the two peoples, and one of the objects of our policy

will be to maintain that spirit of friendship unim-

paired. As regards Russia we have nothing but good

feeling towards that great people. In the case of

Germany also I see no cause whatever of estrangement in

any of the interests of either people, and we welcome the

unofficial demonstrations of friendship which have lately

been passing between the two countries. With other

European Powers our relations are most friendly. Our
relations with Japan are sufficiently known to the world by

the recent Treaty, and with the United States we are bound

by the closest ties of race, tradition and fellowship. This

is a most pleasing outlook, which I trust will not be marred

by any events that can occur. Our general foreign policy

will be opposed to aggression and to adventure, and will

be animated by a desire to be on the best terms with all

nationalities.”

A few days after the new Prime Minister’s reassuring

survey, the Military Correspondent of the Times wrote an

article on the hostility of Germany to France, ending with

a warning to Berlin that a war might unchain animosities

in unexpected quarters.* On the following day, Decem-
ber 28, Major Huguet, the French Military Attach^, in

discussing the article, remarked that the French Embassy
was worried because Sir Edward Grey had not renewed

the assurances given by Lord Lansdowne.* Colonel

Repington reported the conversation to the Foreign

Secretary, who was engaged in his constituency, and

who replied that he had not receded from anything Lord

Lansdowne had said.

' “ Speeches,” 179.

* Repington, “ The First World W^'^r,” T, ch. i.

* Haldane, “ Before the War,** 29-^0.
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The Ambassador, after returning from his holiday,

informed Sir Edward on January 10 that t^e French

Government considered the danger to be real, and asked

whether Great Britain would think she had so much at

stake as to be willing to join in resisting an unprovoked

attack. If this were even a possible attitude, conversa-

tions would be desirable between the General Staffs as

to the form of co-operation in the northern portion of

France. The Foreign Secretary replied that he could

promise nothing to any foreign Power unless

it was subsequently to receive the whole-

hearted support of public opinion here if

the occasion arose.
‘ “I said, in my opinion, if war

was forced upon France on the question of Morocco,

public opinion in this country would have rallied

to the material support of France. I gave no promise,

but I expressed that opinion during the crisis to the

French Ambassador and the German Ambassador. I

made no promise and I used no threats. That position

was accepted by the French Government; but they said

to me at the time, and I think very reasonably, ‘ If you

think it possible that the public opinion of Great Britain,

should a sudden crisis arise, justifies you in giving to

France the armed support which you cannot promise in

advance, you will not be able to give that support, even if

you wish it, when the time comes, unless some conversa-

tions have already taken place between naval and military

experts.* There was force in that. I agreed to it, and
authorized those conversations to take place, but on the

distinct understanding that nothing which passed between
military or naval experts should bind either Government
or restrict in any way their freedom to make a decision

as to whether or not they would give that support when the

time arose. I had to take the responsibility of doing that

without the Cabinet. It could not be summoned. An
answer had to be given. I consulted Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman, the Prime Minister; I consulted Lord

^ speech of Aug. 3, 1914.
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Haldane, who was then Secretary ot State lor War; and
the present Prime Minister (Mr. Asquith), who was then

ChancelloV of the Exchequer. That was the most I could

do, and they authorized that on the distinct understanding

that it left the hands of the Government free whenever the

crisis arose.” The military conversations began on
January 17, and continued at intervals till 1914. Almost

at the same moment the British Military Attach^ at

Brussels began similar, though unofficial, discussions with

the Chief of the Belgian Staff.

The Conference of Algeciras, which was attended by
twelve States in addition to Morocco, opened on

January 16. The President, the Due
d’Almodovar, began by excluding from dis- Conference

cussion the sovereignty of the Sultan, the Opens

integrity of Morocco, and commercial liberty as prin-

ciples universally accepted. King Edward remarked

to Cambon : “Tell us what you wish on each point,

and we will support you without restriction or reserves.”
^

The two main questions of the police and a State

bank were reached early in February. France’s de-

mand for the police mandate and her revised offer to

share it with Spain were rejected by Germany, who first

proposed that the Sultan should select officers from the

minor Powers, and later that she should choose from

“foreign” nations. These suggestions were in turn re-

jected by France and Spain, and at the same moment
discussions on the State bank reached a deadlock. A
rupture was generally expected; but pacific influences were

at work behind the scenes. In urging France to accept

the Conference President Roosevelt had promised her fair

play, and in the middle of February he intervened on her

behalf in secret negotiations with the Kaiser.* He sup-

ported a PTanco-Spanish mandate for the police, and when

the Kaiser objected that it would place that arm entirely

1 See the Livre Jaune, “Affaires du Maroc, Protocoles et Comptes
Rendues de la Conference d’Alg^ciras,’* and Tardieu, “ T.a Conference
d’Algcciras.”

“ Bishop, “ Theodore Roosevelt,” I, 489-505.
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in their hands, Roosevelt pointed out that the mandatories

would be responsible to all the Powers. At this moment
Biilow began to realize that Holstein’s policy was leading

straight to war, and took the control out of his hands. A
second mediatory influence came from Austria, who
proposed that France should organize the police in four

of the eight ports open to commerce, Spain in three and

Switzerland or Holland in one. Roosevelt disapproved

of the plan as suggesting partition, and a second Austrian

proposal of a Franco-Spanish mandate under a Swiss

Inspector-General was at last accepted at the end of March.

The main difficulty having been overcome the delegates

were anxious to be gone, and on April 7 the Act of

Algeciras was signed.

From 2,000 to 2,500 police were to be distributed among
the eight ports, and Spanish and French officers, with

thirty to forty non-commissioned officers,

were to act as instructors. The Swiss

Inspector-General was to reside at Tangier.

The State Bank of Morocco, with the exclusive privilege

of issuing bank-notes, was to fulfil the functions of

Treasurer and Paymaster of the Empire, to make
advances to the Government up to a million francs, and
to open credits for the police and public works. The
capital was to be divided into as many equal parts as there

were signatories, each Power having the right to subscribe.

The total capital was to be fifteen to twenty million francs.

In addition to the board of directors and a High Commis-
sioner appointed by the Moroccan Government, four

censors, nominated by the Banks of England, Germany,
France and Spain, were to see that the intentions of the

Act were carried out and to make an annual report.

Public services were not to be alienated to private interests,

and foreigners might acquire land and build in any part

of the country. On the Algerian frontier France and
Morocco were jointly to carry out the regulations of the

Act concerning Customs and the traffic in arms, while

Spain and Morocco were to execute them in the Riff
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country. The final article declared all existing treaties,

conventions, and arrangements between the signatory

Powers and Morocco to remain in force; but in case their

provisions were found to conflict with those of the Act,

the stipulations of the latter were to prevail. The United

States added a Declaration that in signing the Act and the

Protocol it assumed no responsibility for its enforcement.

The British delegate brought forward the question of

limiting the importation and sale of alcoholic drinks, and

the Conference, at his suggestion, referred the matter to the

Diplomatic Body at Tangier, adding its sympathy with the

proposals. Declarations expressing the hope that the

Sultan would gradually abolish the system of slavery and

prohibit the public sale of slaves, and that he would

reform the administration of the prisons, were read to the

Conference by Sir Arthur Nicolson and adopted by all

the delegates except the Moroccan representatives, who
complained that neither of the questions had been on the

programme.^

The Conference of Algeciras was a prolonged duel

between France and Germany. The former was openly

backed by Russia, Great Britain and Spain,

while the United States supported her inconclusive

cause behind the scenes. Germany, on Conference

the other hand, though she championed the principle

of international responsibility dictated by her interests,

received scanty support from her friends, since Austria

was determined not to quarrel with France, and Italy

was fettered in advance by her secret arrangement

respecting Morocco and Tripoli. It was, nevertheless, a

drawn battle. While France obtained the all-important

police mandate for herself and her partner, Germany estab-

lished her contention that the problem was the concern of

all the Powers. Both Governments professed their satis-

faction. Bourgeois, the Foreign Minister, declared to the

Chamber that the special rights and interests of France

had been preserved by concessions which neither aban-

^ Spc the White Book, “ Morocco,” No. 1, 1906.
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doned the fruit of past efforts nor jeopardized the prospect

of the future. In the crucial issue of the police he had

accepted a neutral Inspector-General, who would merely

watch the result of the service. He concluded with a

tribute of gratitude to the unshakable firmness of Russia

;

“and England, our equally faithful friend, sustained our

cause.”

Algeciras, writes Reventlow, was a German defeat;

and he sharply censures the Chancellor for threatening

Encirclement
without intending it.^ The German

or Governmejnt, on the other hand, professed
Insurance

j^self satisfied. The Kaiser telegraphed his

thanks to Goluchowski, the Austro-Hungarian Foreign

Minister, for his support at the Conference, where

he had proved himself “a brilliant second on the

duelling-ground,” adding that he could count on a

similar service in a similar case. The Chancellor wel-

comed the settlement as equally satisfactory for Germany
and France and useful for all civilized countries. Germany
had not desired to go to war on account of Morocco, for

she had no direct political interests and no political aspira-

tions; but to allow her treaty rights to be disposed of

without her consent was a question of prestige. Though
both sides pretended to be satisfied with the results of the

wrestling match, the Conference proved no more than a

breathing-space between the rounds; and its enduring

result was to tighten the bonds between Great Britain and
France, which the German plenipotentiary at Algeciras

vainly pressed Sir Arthur Nicolson to loosen. Billow had

had a good hand but had played it badly. The process

which Germans describe as encirclement, and Englishmen
as insurance, had begun.*

^ “ Politische Vorgeschichte des WeltUrieges,” 117-29; cf. the pungent
criticism of Haller, “ Die Aera Biilow,” 15-30.

* The term “ Einkr^isuntrsnolltilr ** vvnw: invpnfod hv Holstein.



CHAPTER XI

THE ANGLO-RUSSIAN ENTENTE

While British and French statesmen were joyfully bury-

ing the hatchet, the antagonism between Great Britain and
France’s ally remained. The Anglo-German Treaty of

1900 and the Anglo-Japanese alliance of 1902 proclaimed

from the housetops our suspicion of Russian aims in the

F'ar East; and our responsibility for the defence of India

led us to watch her activities in the Middle East with

jealous eyes. A plan drawn up by Salisbury for adjusting

relations throughout Asia was rejected at Petrograd. Her
conterminous frontier and the weakness of Persia afforded

her opportunities of exerting political and economic pres-

sure; and in the closing years of the nineteenth century the

rivalry of the two Powers at Teheran was. , ^
^

. .
Lord Curzon s

unconcealed. The position was analysed by Apprehen-

Lord Curzon in a lengthy dispatch dated sions

September 21, 1899, response to a request from the

Cabinet for the views of the Government of India.

‘

“Ever since the first visit of the late Shah to Europe

Persia has been drawn increasingly into the vortex of

European politics. She is one of those countries which

must inevitably have attracted the attention of Europe,

partly from increasing infirmity, but still more from the

opportunities suggested by their latent though neglected

sources of strength. Closely pressing upon Persia and

Afghanistan is the ever-growing momentum of a Power

whose interests in Asia are not always in accord with our

own, while the Gulf is beginning to attract the interest of

other and sometimes rival nations. For the present our

‘ Published as a White Paper in igo8.

Y 369
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ambitions are limited to prevent the interest we have built

up from being undermined. We have no desire to disturb

the political status quo as long as it can be maintained;

but we press for an early decision and for early action

since, unless we bestir ourselves, there is good reason for

fearing that the already trembling balance may be dis-

turbed to our disadvantage. The advance of Russia across

the deserts that form the natural barrier between West and

East Persia could not be regarded without uneasiness by

the Government of India; for Russian pledges to respect

the interests and independence of Persia are quite insuffi-

cient to save Persian or British interests from erosive

agencies.

Even more vital to the safety of India and the prestige

of the Empire was the maintenance of our position in the

Persian Gulf, where the East India Com-
pany had opened a factory in 1763 and a

Political Agent had resided since 1812.*

We had rooted out the nests of pirates and destroyed

their fleets, suppressed slavery, surveyed and buoyed
the Gulf, and kept down plague. The racial chiefs re-

ferred their disputes to the Resident at Bushire, and had
bound themselves to have no dealings with any other

Power. We had a protectorate over Bahrein and prefer-

ential relations with Koweit. Despite our well-known

interests, however, Russian emissaries—officers, “ex-

plorers,” doctors “studying plague”—swarmed in the

Gulf. The termination of the Boer war restored to Great

Britain her freedom of action; and on May 15, 1903, Lord
Lansdowne made the most momentous declaration of

British policy since Sir Edward Grey’s pronouncement in

1895. “Firstly, we should protect and promote British

trade in the Gulf. Secondly, we should not exclude the

legitimate trade of others. Thirdly, we should regard the

establishment of a naval base or a fortified port in the Gulf

by any other Power as a very grave menace to British

^ See Lovat Fraser, “ India under Lord Curzon/* and Cliirol, “ The
Middle Eastern Question

”
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interests, and we should certainly resist it by all the means
at our disposal.” The announcement, he added, was made
in no minafory spirit, because he knew of no such proposal.

This emphatic warning was reinforced by Lord Curzon’s
naval demonstration in the Gulf in November, 1903.*

British prestige was enhanced by the journey, which pro-

claimed, not only to those who saw the squadron and heard

the voice of the Viceroy but to listeners far away in

Teheran, Petrograd and Berlin, the determination of

Great Britain to defend her position in the Gulf from

challenge or attack.

The struggle against Russian encroachments was
waged not only in Manchuria and Persia but on the

(ofty plateaux of Tibet, where the priestly

hierarchy which governs the country under

the shadowy suzerainty of China has done

its best to close the gates against any approach from

the south. In March, 1899, Lord Curzon described

the situation to the Secretary of State.* “We seem
to be moving in a vicious circle. If we apply to

Tibet, we either receive no reply or are referred to the

Chinese Resident. If we apply to the latter, he excuses

his failure by his inability to put any pressure on Tibet.”

The exasperation provoked by this studied insolence was
intensified by the Tsar’s simultaneous reception at Petro-

grad in September, 1900, of a Siberian Buddhist named
Dorjiev, whose journeys taught Tibet to look to Russia

for protection and Russia to regard Tibet as a pawn in

her world-wide game against Great Britain. When a

third attempt to communicate with the Dalai Lama broke

down, the Viceroy proposed that the Political Officer for

Sikkim should set up pillars where the Tibetans had

encroached, and that, if these pillars were overthrown, we

should occupy the Chumbi valley. The approval of the

Cabinet having been secured, the Political Officer pro-

^ His speeches are printed in “ Lord Curzon in India,” 500-7.

* The Blue Books on Tibet are unusually detailed. Colonel Young-
husband has told hi.s own story fully in ” India and Tibet.”
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ceeded in the summer of 1902 to the north of Sikkim and
ordered the Tibetans inside the frontier to withdraw. On
January 18, 1903, the Government of India, in' a weighty

dispatch, proposed an expedition to Lhasa. It was far

more than a mere border dispute or the amelioration of

trade; it was a question of our entire future political rela-

tions with Tibet, and how far we could allow another

Great Power to exercise influence there. The Russian

border nowhere touched Tibet, and no Power had any

connexion with Tibet except China, Nepal and India. To
the protests of the Russian Ambassador Lord Lansdowne
replied that where an uncivilized country adjoined a civil-

ized, a certain local predominance was inevitable, but that

this did not involve designs on its independence.

The Younghusband Mission crossed the frontier at the

end of 1904 and marched into Lhasa on August 3, whence

The Young- Dalai Lama had fled. A month later

husband Tibet signed a treaty undertaking to observe
Mission

1890, to erect boundary pillars,

to open marts at three places, to maintain an agent

at each in order to forward communications, to keep

open the roads leading to them, and to raze all forts

on the routes to the capital. The ninth and last article

was designed to terminate the Russian menace. Tibet

engaged that, without the previous consent of the British

Government, no portion of Tibetan territory should be

ceded, sold, leased, mortgaged or otherwise given for

occupation to any foreign Power; no such Power should

be permitted to intervene in Tibetan affairs; no representa-

tives or agents of any foreign Power should be admitted;

no concessions for railways, roads, telegraphs, mining or

other rights should be granted to any foreign Power or the

subject of any foreign Power, unless similar or equivalent

concessions should be granted to Great Britain
;
no Tibetan

revenues should be pledged or assigned to any foreign

Power or the subject of any foreign Power. Having thus

secured all his political and economic requirements,

Younghusband accepted the request that the indemnity,
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which had been fixed at ^^500,000, should be paid at the

rate of one* lakh annually for seventy-five years—a change
which involved the occupation of the Chumbi valley dur-

ing a similar period. With this important modification

the Treaty was signed on September 7 in the presence of

the Amban, who undertook to sign when permission had
been obtained from Pekin. Seals were affixed by the

Acting Regent, the Council, the three great monasteries

and the National Assembly. On the same day a separate

Agreement was signed empowering the British trade agent

at Gyantse to visit Lhasa to discuss trade affairs.

The British Cabinet repudiated the clause relating to

the indemnity, which disobeyed their instructions that it

should be a sum payable in three years;

and Tibet was informed that the agreement
allowing a trade agent to proceed to Lhasa
was regarded as needless, since the Cabinet had given

repeated assurances to Russia that no lengthy occu-

pation of territory and no intervention in internal

affairs was sought. The twofold object of the mission

appeared to have been attained. The monks had learned

that the British arm was long enough to reach the

Forbidden City, and on the outstanding questions of

boundary, trade and communication, our demands had

been accepted. Secondly, in Mr. Brodrick’s words, the

risk of Tibet having political relations with other States

had been removed. Indeed, the champions of Lord

Curzon claimed that nothing but his unsleeping vigilance

had prevented the establishment of a Russian Protectorate

over Tibet.

When the Russian menace on the northern section of

the glacis had been warded off, there remained a danger

on the north-west; and a pointed warning was uttered in

Mr. Balfour’s speech of May ii, 1905, on Imperial

Defence. Russia, he declared, was making steady pro-

gress towards Afghanistan, and railways were under con-

struction which could only be strategic. War was

improbable, but these factors altered the position. India
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could not be taken by surprise and assault. A war on the

North-West Frontier would be chiefly a problem of trans-

port and supply. We must therefore allow

Afg1ianis?an t)e done to facilitate transport.

Any attempt to make a railway in Afghan-
istan in connexion with the Russian strategic railways

should be regarded as an act of direct aggression against

us. ‘'I have, however, not the smallest grounds to

believe that Russia intends to build such a railway. If

ever attempted, it would be the heaviest conceivable blow

at our Indian Empire. As long as we say resolutely that

railways in Afghanistan should only be made in time of

war, we can make India absolutely secure. But if we,

through blindness or cowardice, permit the slow absorp-

tion of the country, if the strategic railways are allowed to

creep close to our frontier, we shall have to maintain a

much larger army.”

Friction in China, Persia, Tibet and Afghanistan had

increased the inherited tension between Great Britain and

Russia, and the outbreak of war in the Far East ushered in

a period of dangerous strain. Since the Dual Alliance did

not extend to the Far East, France was not compelled to

join her ally
; but in time of war benevolent neutrality may

melt into belligerency at any moment. British opinion

openly favoured Japan; but the Cabinet observed strict

neutrality, and on February 12 Lord Lansdowne denied

the foolish rumour that Japan had been permitted to use

Wei-hai-Wei as a base. When the Anglo-French Treaty

was signed King Edward was paying a visit to the Danish
Court, and he remarked to Izvolsky, the Russian Minister,

that the newly signed Treaty encouraged a hope of reach-

ing a similar understanding with Russia.* Sir Charles

Hardinge, he added, had just reached St. Petersburg as

British Ambassador, with instructions to improve rela-

tions. It would be difficult to agree on the various

questions at issue, but the attempt ought to be made.
Izvolsky, for his part, lamenled the Anglo-Japanese

^ Sidney The Timei, 1921.
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alliance, which, he argued, encouraged the war party in

Japan. The conversation was not without value, for

Izvolsky was soon to be Foreign Minister; but no progress

could be made during the conflict. Moreover, the Tsar
was still bitterly hostile, resenting our alliance with Japan,
our harbouring of Russian exiles, and the growing
influence of Jews in England/

A struggle which required ships no less than soldiers

was certain to raise the question of the Straits." When
in the autumn of 1902 Russia obtained per-

mission for four destroyers to pass the

Straits, the British Ambassador at Con-
stantinople presented a formal protest to the Porte and
announced that we should not hesitate to use the precedent

for British ships in case of war. During the opening

months of the Japanese conflict the Black Sea fleet re-

mained passive; but trouble began in July when two

cruisers of the Volunteer fleet, which had been created at

the time of the Penjdeh crisis and was permitted to pass

the Straits under a commercial flag, assumed the character

of warships and stopped British and German vessels in the

Red Sea. The P. & O. Malacca was searched, despite the

assurance that she carried ammunition for the British fleet

at Hong-Kong and a general cargo for Yokohama. The
Russian captain demanded to see the latter, and, as it

could not be reached without endangering the stability of

the vessel, a prize crew was placed on board and the ship

ordered back to Suez, whence she was to sail to Libau to a

Russian prize court. Almost at the same time the Ardova,

a British ship ('arrying explosives from the Government of

the United States to Manila, and the Formosa were seized.

Russian ships of war were justified in searching

neutrals for contraband; but converted cruisers had no

such right. The Kaiser telegraphed to the Tsar that such

violation of international law would create surprise and

^ Dillon, “ The Eclipse of Russia,’* 329-30.

® See the admirable work of Coleman Phillipson and Noel Ruxton,
“ The Question of the Bosphorus and Daidanelles.”
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disgust in Germany, and the Tsar replied that it

should not occur again. The British Aipbassador

lodged an emphatic protest, demanding the release

of the Malacca on the ground that the status of the

cruiser was irregular and that the ammunition was
for the British navy and bore the British Govern-

ment mark. The reply was conciliatory. The Malacca

was not to go to a prize court, and no such

incident should occur again; but “as a matter of form “ its

cargo would be examined at a neutral port. Since this

The appeared to maintain the claim of volunteer

Volunteer cruisers to be ships of war, the Mediter-

ranean squadron was sent to Alexandria,

and a cruiser was ordered to Suez to anchor close

to the Ardova. At the same moment the Knight
Commander, bound from New York to Yokohama, with

American-owned cargo, was sunk by the Vladivostock

squadron on suspicion of contraband and because the ship

could not spare a prize crew to take her to port. When
announcing this outrage the Prime Minister and Foreign

Secretary added that Russia had given orders that

seizures by the volunteer ships should not be recognized,

and had withdrawn them from the Red Sea. The
Smolensk and Petersburg resumed their activity off the

Cape; but the shock was diminished by the Prime
Minister’s announcement that, at Russia’s request, British

cruisers had been sent to bid the vessels to stop their

activity, as they had not received orders. They were

found at Zanzibar, and no British vessel was interfered

with during the remainder of the war.

Despite the tension with Great Britain, the Tsar longed

to make use of his ships in the Black Sea, and he was
encouraged to do so by the Kaiser on October lo.

“Shebeko informed me of your intention to send out the

Black Sea fleet in conjunction with the Baltic fleet, and
asked me for my opinion. I confess that long since I have

been expecting his plan to be executed. It is a sound
military plan and will ensure victory. The Sultan—as
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we both know for certain—^will not offer a shadow of

resistance.* Once you are out we shall all quietly accept

the fait accompli. I have not the slightest doubt that

England will accept it too, though the Press may fume
and rage and their squadrons steam about a little.”

^

In spite of this encouragement the project was wisely

dropped, and the Baltic fleet alone was ordered to the

Far East.
“ I visited the fleet during its passage through the Belt,”

records Izvolsky, then Russian Minister at Copenhagen,"'

“and found Admiral Rojdestvensky and
his officers in a state of nervous excite- Hull

ment over the report that Japan had sent

destroyers to Europe. This report emanated from
Halting, of the Russian Secret Police, whTo came to

Copenhagen several times and told me that Japanese
destroyers were in the vicinity. I discovered that the

report was baseless and that his sole object was to extort

money. I informed my Government, but in vain. I

scented danger, not from Japan, but from the defects

rendering hazardous the passage of the Great Belt, and
accordingly I induced Denmark to lend her best pilots and
to station gunboats at the danger points.” Emerging from
the Belt the Admiral mistook some Norwegian vessels for

Japanese destroyers, and fired several shots without reach-

ing them. On the afternoon of October 21 the Kamchatka
fell behind on account of engine trouble. Towards
evening she met and fired on a Swedish vessel and others

unknown, and informed the Admiral by wireless that she
was attacked on all sides by torpedo-boats. Just after

midnight a green rocket was fired and the anxious watchers
on the flagship, believing they saw a suspicious vessel,

gave orders to fire. The Gamecock fleet of about thirty

steam trawlers, from Hull, was on the Dogger Bank that

night, with about fourteen trawlers of another fleet, and
^ Troubetzkoi says that on a rumour that the fleet would come out,

Great Britain made it clear that her fleet would oppose.
—“ Russland als

Grossmacht,** 151
* “ Memoirs,” 42--^.
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it was by them that the rocket had been fired as a fishin

signal.

Lord Rosebery spoke for the nation in denouncing th

unspeakable outrage/’ Preliminary orders for mutu£
support were sent to the Home fleet a

in^England Cromarty, to the Channel fleet at Gibraltar

and to the Mediterranean fleet at Pola

while four battleships were ordered to Portland an(

submarines were dispatched to Dover. The two Govern
ments, however, kept their heads, and the Tsar sent ;

message that in the absence of news he could only explaii

the incident as a regrettable misunderstanding, adding tha

he sincerely regretted the loss of life, and that he wouU
afford complete satisfaction to the sufferers as soon as th(

mystery was solved. The Cabinet met on October 28

and the Prime Minister left the same evening to addresj

a meeting at Southampton. The Russians were out o
their course, and they knew that the Dogger Bank waj

frequented by fishermen. Happily the Russian Govern-

ment had expressed its regret, the Tsar had promisee

liberal compensation, the officers and material witnesses

would stop at Vigo, an inquiry would be held by an

International Commission, the guilty would be tried anc

punished, and Russia would issue instructions to prevent

a recurrence of the offence. With the signature of a Con-

vention at Petrograd on November 25 the crisis was over.

The settlement had been facilitated by the mediation of

Delcass6. The Commission met on December 22, and by

February 25, 1905, the work was done. Tlie report im-

plicity, if not explicitly, dismissed the Russian case. The
trawlers had committed no hostile act; the Kamchatka

had been deceived, for no Japanese torpedo-boats were in

the vicinity, and the firing was therefore unjustifiable.

There were, however, extenuating circumstances.

It was perhaps fortunate that the British Cabinet was

unaware of the anger which filled the heart of the Tsar

during these critical weeks and of the design to establish

a Russo-German alliance. The Kaiser had encouraged
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the Tsar to believe that “Russia must and will win ” and
that “K6rea must and will be Russian”; and the open
sympathy of Berlin enabled the troops to Qermany
be withdrawn from the Polish frontier.' aids

Russia was indeed compelled to pay for Russia

these favours by the conclusion of a one-sided com-
mercial treaty on July 28; but the struggle with Japan
was severe, and without German aid there was little chance

of victory. On August 15 Lord Lansdowne warned the

German Ambassador that if Japan, owing to breaches of

neutrality, became involved in war with Germany, Great

Britain would accept the casus foederis, “For some time,”

telegraphed the Kaiser on October 27, “the English Press

has been threatening Germany that she must on no account

allow coals to be sent to the Baltic fleet on its way out.

It is not impossible that the Japanese and British Govern-

ments may launch joint protests against our coaling your

ships, coupled with a summons to stop. The result of

such a threat of war would be the inability of your fleet to

proceed for want of fuel. This new danger would have

to be faced by Russia and Germany together, who would

both have to remind your ally France of her obligations.

It is out of the question that France would try to shirk

her duty. Though Delcass6 is Anglophil and would be

enraged, he would be wise enough to understand that the

British fleet is utterly unable to save Paris. In this way

a powerful combination of the three Continental Powers

would be formed, and the Anglo-Saxon group would think

twice before attacking it. Before acting you ought not

to forget to order new ships. They will be excellent

persuaders during the peace negotiations. Our private

firms would be most glad to receive contracts. I am
sorry for the mishap in the North Sea.” “Of course,

you know the first details of the North Sea incident from

our Admiral’s telegram,” replied the Tsar, on October 29.

' Austria also assured Russia that she need not defend her southern

front, and Russia in return promised neutrality in tho event of an attack

by Italy.

—

Szilassy, “ Der Unterganjj der Donaumonart hie,” i8o.
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“Naturally it completely alters the situation. 1 have no
words to express my indignation with England’s* conduct.

I agree fully with your complaints about

behaviour concerning the coaling of our

ships by German steamers, whereas she

understands the rules of keeping neutrality in her own
fashion. It is certainly high time to put a stop to

this. The only way, as you say, would be that Ger-

many, Russia and France should at once unite upon
arrangements to abolish English and Japanese arrogance

and insolence. Would you like to frame the outlines of

such a treaty and let me know it? As soon as it is ac-

cepted by us, France is bound to join her ally. This

combination has often come to my mind; it will mean
peace and rest for the world.” “Best thanks for tele-

gram,” wired the Kaiser. “Have sent off letter and draft

of treaty you wished for this evening. Heard from private

source that Hull fishermen have acknowledged that they

have seen foreign steam craft among their boats, not

belonging to their fishing fleets. So there has been foul

play.”
‘

After dispatching his telegram the Kaiser sat down to

write a letter. “I have at once communicated with the

Chancellor and we have secretly drawn up the three

articles of the Treaty you wished. Be it as you say.

Let us stand together. Of course, the alliance would be

purely defensive against European aggressor or aggressors

in the form of a mutual fire insurance. It is very essential

that America should not feel threatened by our agreement.

As for France, we both know that the Radicals and the

anti-Christian parties, which for the moment are the

stronger ones, incline towards England, but are opposed

to war, because a victorious general would mean certain

destruction to this Republic of miserable civilians. The
* For the amazing story of the Bjorko Treaty see “ The Kaiser’s Letters

to the Tsar,” and the telegrams in Bernstein, ” The Willy-Nicky Correspon-

dence ”
; Izvolsky, “Memoirs”; Witte, “Memoirs”; Bompard, in

Revue de Paris, May 15, 1Q18; Nekludoflf, Revue de deux Mondes,
March i, 1918; Fay, American Historical Review^ Octol)er, 1918; Dillon,
“ The Eclipse of Russia.”
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certainty that France means to remain neutral and even

to lend her diplomatic support to England gives English

policy its’ present unwonted brutal assurance. This un-

heard-of state of things will change for the better as soon

as France is forced to declare herself for Petersburg or

London. If you and I stand shoulder to shoulder, France

must openly join us. This will put an end to made up
grievances about so-called breaches of neutrality. This

consummation once reached, I expect to be

able to maintain peace, and you will be left Agreement
a free hand to deal with Japan. Of course,

before we can approach France that tiresome North Sea

incident, which I am glad you have referred to the Hague
Tribunal, must be closed. I enclose the draft of the

Treaty. May it meet with your approval. Nobody knows

anything about it, not even my Foreign Office. The

work was done by me and Billow personally.**

“Their Majesties, in order to localize the war, have

laid down the following articles of a defensive alliance :

“I. If one is attacked by a European Power, its ally

will help. The two allies, in case of need, will also act

in concert to remind France of her obligations under the

Franco-Russian Treaty.

“II. No separate peace shall be concluded.

“III. The promise of help includes the case where acts,

such as the delivery of coal to a belligerent, should give

rise after the war to complaints by a third Power as to

pretended violations of the rights of neutrals.**

The Tsar returned the draft with an article binding the

Kaiser to defend the conquests which Russia expected

from the war. “This, if revealed, would lead the world

to infer,** replied the Kaiser, “that we had, instead of

concluding a defensive alliance, formed a sort of Chartered

Company for annexation purposes, possibly involving

secret clauses for the benefit of Germany. It would be

better merely to promise not to support any proposals for
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robbing Russia of the fruits of victory.” The Kaiser

proceeded to offer further advice for keeping the British

lion in his den. “An excellent expedient foi* cooling

British insolence would be to make some military demon-
stration on the Perso-Afghan frontier, where they think

you powerless to appear with your troops during the war.

Even should your forces not suffice for a real attack on
India, they would do for Persia, which has no army

;
and

pressure on the Indian frontier from Persia will have

remarkably quieting influence on the hot-headed Jingoes

in London. I am told that this is the only thing they

are afraid of, and the fear of your entry into India from

Turkestan and into Afghanistan from Persia was the only

cause that the guns of Gibraltar and the British fleet

remained silent three weeks ago. Should the revised draft

meet with your approval, it can be signed immediately.

God grant that we may have found the right way to hem
in the horrors of war and give His blessing to our plans.”

In acknowledging the revised draft on November 23

the Tsar wired that before signing it was advisable that

the French should see it. “ It is my firm

conviction,” replied the Kaiser, “that it

would be absolutely dangerous to inform

France before we have both signed the Treaty. It is

only the absolute knowledge that we are both bound
by the Treaty to mutual help that will bring France to

press upon England to keep the peace for fear of France’s

position being jeopardized. Should France know that a

Russo-German Treaty is only projected, she will immedi-

ately give notice to her friend, if not secret ally. The
outcome would doubtless be an instantaneous attack by

England and Japan on Germany in Europe as well as in

Asia. Their enormous maritime superiority would soon

make short work of my small fleet. A previous informa-

tion of France will lead to a catastrophe. It would be

far safer to abstain from concluding any treaty at all.”

On December 3 it was announced that a German ship

had been stopped under the Foreign Enlistment Act from
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coaling at Cardiff because its cargo was believed to be

destined for the Russian fleet; and the Kaiser at once
renewed his pressure at Petrograd. “The
British Government,” he wrote on Decern-

ber 7, “seems to think the moment oppor-

tune for an action against the provisioning of your

fleet with coal. Under the pretext that it is its duty

to maintain strictest neutrality, it has forbidden the

German vessels belonging to or chartered by the Hamburg-
America line to leave British ports. My fears that this

would happen have now come true, and I must fix the

attitude Germany has to take. It is far from my intention

to hurry you in your answer about our treaty; but you

will, I am sure, be fully alive to the fact that I must now
have absolutely positive guarantees whether you intend

leaving me unaided in case England and Japan should

declare war against me on account of the coaling of the

Russian fleet. Should you be unable to guarantee me that

in such a war you will loyally fight shoulder to shoulder

with me, then I regret I must immediately forbid German
steamers to continue to coal your fleet.” An agreement

was accordingly signed on December ii by which Russia

promised to “stand by ” Germany, and Germany to supply

coal to the fleet. The fall of Port Arthur on January i,

1905, however, increased the danger to the Russian fleet

on its voyage from Madagascar, and the Kaiser proposed

that Russia should buy his colliers. The Russians had

no crews to man colliers, and Ballin, of the Hamburg-
America line, was told that he must act on his

own responsibility and at his own risk. Meanwhile

(he project of a political treaty slumbered for several

months.

After the fall of Port Arthur, President Roosevelt un-

officially but vainly advised Russia to make peace; but

on May 31, after the crowning victory of Tsushima, Japan

secretly asked the President to invite the belligerents to

negotiate. The Tsar agreed in principle, and on June 8

Roosevelt telegraphed an identic invitation, offering to
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arrange the time and place. As France and Germany were

already urging Russia to make peace, the President sug-

gested that Lord Lansdowne should exert

Porfs^m^uth P^^^sure on Japan. The Foreign Secretary

declined; and when the belligerents met

at Portsmouth he was unable to second the Presi-

dent’s heroic efforts to avoid a rupture. “The English

Government has been foolishly reluctant to advise

Japan to be reasonable,” he wrote on August 23; and

on September ii, when the Treaty was signed, he told

Whitelaw Reid that the Kaiser had stood by him like a

trump.

^

Though the British Government declined to press its

victorious ally, it had takeji a step which contributed to

make Japan accept somewhat less than she had demanded.

Though the Treaty of 1902 was concluded for five years,

a new compact of wider scope was signed in London on

August 12, 1905, for ten years. In addition to handing

over Korea to Japan, the Treaty introduced two new
principles of vital moment to Great Britain. In the first

place, the scope of the agreement was extended to embrace

India, thus correcting what was generally regarded as the

inequality of advantage under the Treaty of 1902. In the

second, each was to come to the assistance of the other

if attacked by a single Power—a stipulation which not

only increased our liabilities, but involved the obligation

to intervene in a struggle between our ally and the United

States. Lord Lansdowne instructed Sir Charles Hardinge
to communicate the text of the new compact, “which has

a purely pacific purpose and tends to protect rights and
interests of incontestable validity.” At their next inter-

view Lamsdorff observed that everyone from the Tsar
downwards regarded the Treaty as directed against

Russia. The Ambassador rejoined that only the mention

of India could justify such a notion, and that the Treaty

was purely defensive. These assurances produced no
effect on the Tsar, who had, indeed, recently concluded

‘ Bishop, “ Theodore Roosevelt,” I, chs. 31-2.
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the Treaty with Germany which had been discussed in

the previcius autumn.

On July 19 the Kaiser telegraphed to the Tsar from
a port in Sweden, where he had visited the King, that

he could not pass the entrance to the Gulf

of Finland without sending his love and
best wishes. “Should it give you any
pleasure to see me, I am, of course, always at your

disposal.” The Tsar was “delighted,” and suggested a

meeting at Bjorko, near Viborg, where on July 23

the royal yachts arrived. The Kaiser proposed the visit

“as a simple tourist, without any ceremony,” and the Tsar

accordingly brought no political adviser with him. But

the monarchs agreed that in the event of a British attack

on the Baltic they would safeguard their interests by

occupying Denmark during the war. The Kaiser then

produced the draft of a treaty, which he persuaded the

Tsar to sign on board the Hohenzollern on July 24. The
Kaiser insisted on the signature of witnesses, and the

compact was accordingly countersigned by Tschirsky and

by Admiral Birileff, who did not read the document.

I. If any European State shall attack either Power
the other will aid with all its forces.

II. Neither will conclude a separate peace.

III. The Treaty shall come into force on the con-

clusion of peace with Japan, and may only be cancelled

at a year’s notice.

IV. Russia will make its terms known to France

and invite her to sign it as an ally.

The Kaiser returned home delighted with his handi-

work. “The Alliance will be of great use to Russia, as

it will restore quiet in the minds of the people and confi-

dence in the maintenance of peace in Europe, and
encourage financial circles in foreign countries to place

funds in enterprises to open up Russia. In times to come
even Japan may feel inclined to join it. This would

z
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cool down English self-assertion and impertinence.

July 24 is a cornerstone in European politics^ and turns

over a new leaf in the history of the world, which will

be a chapter of peace and good will among the Great

Powers of the Continent. The moment the news of the

new grouping becomes known, Holland, Belgium, Den-
mark, Sweden and Norway will all be attracted to this

new centre of gravity. They will revolve in the orbit of

the great block of Powers (Russia, Germany, France,

Austria and Italy).” The Kaiser’s old dream of a Conti-

nental combine under German leadership to keep England

in her place seemed to be fulfilled.

A month later Witte, on his return from America,

was invited to visit the Kaiser at Rominten, where his

host, after securing leave from the Tsar,

l^turn ^ defensive alliance had been

signed at Bjorko which France was to be

asked to join. “Having imparted this extraordinary

piece of news,” relates the Russian statesman, “he
asked me whether I was satisfied, and in my inno-

cence I replied that my heart was filled with joy.”

He added that if France was to come in she should not

be too hard pressed in Morocco. “He is a firm advocate

of a Russo-German-French Alliance,” wrote the Kaiser

on September 26, “and was consequently very agreeably

surprised when I told him of our work at Bjorko. The
' Continental combine ’ flanked by America is the sole

manner effectively to block the way to the whole world

becoming John Bull’s private property, which he exploits

to his heart’s content after having, by lies and intrigues

without end, set the rest of the civilized nations by the

ears for his own personal benefit. Now the peace being

signed, would you not think it practical if we were to

instruct our Ambassadors at foreign Courts identically,

without letting them into the existence of a treaty, that

in all questions of general policy our Ambassadors are

to work together? This common espousal of a common
cause will not fail to impress the world that our relations
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have become closer, and thus slowly prepare your allies

the French for the new orientation which their policy must
take for the entry into our treaty.”

While the Kaiser was dreaming of the Dual and Triple

Alliance united under his command, the Tsar was
oppressed by his guilty secret. On his return from Bjorko

he appeared to Lamsdorff to be embarrassed, and when
the conclusion of the Japanese war compelled him to

divulge it the Foreign Minister “could not believe his

eyes or ears.” The Grand Duke Nicholas, the Minister

of War and the Chief of the Staff were also informed,

but no action was taken till the return of Witte. The
Kaiser, as we have seen, had told the Tsar that his guest

had approved the Treaty, and Witte congratulated the

Tsar at their first meeting. Nicholas quoted Witte’s

approval to Lamsdorff, who excitedly asked if that was
the fact. Witte replied that he had not seen the text,

and when the Foreign Minister produced it he exclaimed

with his usual bluntness, “Does not His Majesty know
that we have a treaty with France?” Even the feeble

and obedient Lamsdorff was clear that the new pact must
be denounced, since France would otherwise have to

revolve within the German orbit or sacrifice

the Russian alliance. The vacillating: Tsar Tsar

had already hinted his difficulties, and on

September 2g the Kaiser administered a telegraphic

cordial. “The working of the Treaty does not collide

with the Franco-Russian alliance, provided, of course,

that it is not aimed directly at my country. On the

other hand, the obligations of Russia towards France

can only go so far as France merits them through

her behaviour. Your ally notoriously left you in the

lurch during the whole war, whereas Germany helped you

in every way as far as she could without infringing the

laws of neutrality. That put Russia also morally under

obligations to us. I fully agree with you that it will

cost time, labour and patience to induce France to join

us. Our Moroccan business is regulated, so the air is
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free for a better understanding. Our Treaty is a very

good base to build upon. We joined hands and signed

before God, who heard our vows. I therefore think that

the Treaty can well come into existence. What is signed

is signed; God is our testator.”

The position of Lamsdorff and Witte was strengthened

by the reply of the Russian Ambassador at Paris, who,

on being instructed to sound the French

Government, rejoined that it was useless,

since France would never join a German
league nor recognize the settlement of 1871. Witte

then wrote to Berlin that the pact was not binding,

as it did not bear the signature of the Foreign Minister;

to which Biilow replied, “What is signed is signed.”

The final step was taken at the advice of Witte, who
was appointed Prime Minister on October 20, when
the Tsar sent a letter to the Kaiser through the ordinary

diplomatic channels, and the Russian Ambassador was
instructed to add that it must remain inoperative till

Russia, Germany and France could agree, since the

adhesion of France was at present impossible and the

Treaty was incompatible with the Dual Alliance. The
Kaiser appeared unable to recognize that the game was
up. “The Chancellor, to whom I read parts of your

letter,” he wrote on November 28, “told me that our purely

defensive agreement cannot possibly clash with the French

Treaty. For, if it did, the meaning would be that Russia

is bound to support France even in a war of aggression

against Germany. If your French agreement is, like ours,

purely defensive, there is no incompatibility between the

two.” The Kaiser only realized that the alliance was dead
when the publication of Lamsdorff^s instructions to the

Russian delegate to the Conference of Algeciras showed
that Russia had emancipated herself from German leader-

ship. Thus the Treaty of Bjorko, treacherously extorted

and quickly denounced, was the prelude to a new orienta-

tion of Russian policy.

Soon after the repudiation of the pact the Tsar began
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o discuss with the British Ambassador, Sir Charles

-lardinge, .the questions at issue between Great Britain

tnd Russia. In his speech at the City Liberal Club on

October 20, 1905, Sir Edward Grey declared that the roots

)f estrangement lay solely in the past, and urged both

Governments to encourage mutual confidence. A few

v^eeks later the speaker found himself Foreign Secretary,

ind Campbell-Bannerman declared in his programme
peech at the Albert Hall that new Ministers had nothing

)ut good feelings towards the great people of Russia.

The Conference of Algeciras provided a welcome oppor-

unity for co-operation and common counsel. The British

lelegate. Sir Arthur Nicolson, was already converted,

md his conversations with Count Cassini, the Russian

lelegate, were shared by Sir Donald Mackenzie Wallace,

he leading British authority on Russia and a persona

\raia at the Russian Court. When at this moment Turkey
hrew down a challenge to the British occupation of Egypt

y the occupation of Tabah, the Russian Ambassador at

Constantinople informed the Porte that the Russian

Government supported the British claims.

British opinion had sympathized with the reform

lovement of 1905, and the opening of the Duma in May,

906, was anticipated with disinterested satis-

action. The governing clajsses in Russia, Russian

lowever, could hold the Duma at bay Loan

o long as they could obtain money from abroad,

nd a large loan was needed to tide the country

iver the financial crisis of the Japanese war. When
Vitte became Prime Minister on October 20, 1905, he

t once began negotiations for an international loan.^ The
Tench Government, which was naturally expected to

ontribute the largest share, was unable to move till the

Morocco crisis was over; and Poincar^, the Minister of

'inance, doubted the legal right of the Russian Govern-

lent to conclude the loan without the sanction of the

)uma. At last, when the Treaty of Algeciras was signed,

^ Witte, “ Memoirs,” ch. ii.
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and the jurist Martens had settled the legal question, the

contract for the loan was signed in Paris on A^Dril 3. “It

was the largest foreign loan in the history of modern
nations,” writes Witte with pride. “By its means Russia

maintained intact its gold currency, and was enabled to

recover after the ill-starred w’^ar and the senseless turmoil

known as the Revolution. This loan enabled the Govern-

ment to weather all the vicissitudes of the period.” The
German Government, in retaliation for the failure of the

Bjorko policy, forbade German participation. British

finance, on the other hand, participated for the first time

since the Crimean war; and the warnings uttered, not only

in London but in Paris and Petrograd, rendered this

participation all the more significant.

Clemenceau cautioned his countrymen in

UAurore against new loans to assure the

Tsar victory over his own subjects. “Opposition

organs,” wrote the Petrograd correspondent of the

Times on April 9, “continue their campaign against

a foreign loan before the Duma meets. They fear that

the Government, having secured a large sum, will try

to terrorize the Duma.” Their apprehensions were only

too well founded. The Duma opened on May 9, only to

be dissolved on July 22. “The Government’s arbitrary

step,” wrote the Times, at that time still a Russophobe
organ, “justifies only too completely the reformers who
besought the friends of constitutional liberty in the West
not to lend more money to the autocracy. The Russian

Government obtained their loan by what now looks un-

commonly like false pretences, but they cannot live on
it for ever. How can they hope to hold down for ever

an exasperated people?” The news of the dissolution

reached London on the eve of the meeting of the Inter-

parliamentary Union; and Campbell-Bannerman added
to his inaugural address a resonant warning to the Russian
Government and a message of hope to the Russian people.
" La Douma est morte. Vive la Douma.**

The discussions between the two Governments pro-
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ceeded, and the substitution of Izvolsky for Lamsdorff
brought to office a statesman already convinced of the

necessity of a Triple Entente. ‘'Russia will now take a

new turn/* observed Aehrenthal on hearing of the appoint-

ment. “for he leans towards England.” In May, 1907,

the Times hinted that an agreement was on the point of

being signed. “It does not exist,” replied the Foreign

Secretary, “but I must add that there is a growing
tendency in both countries to occupy themselves in a

friendly manner with questions of common interest as

they arise. This tendency has recently led the two Govern-

ments to co-operate on more than one occasion. It is a

tendency which we shall be happy to encourage, and
which, if it continued, will naturally involve the progres-

sive settlement of questions and the strengthening of

friendly relations between them.”

On February i, 1907, a session of the Russian Ministers

was held to discuss the Persian aspect of the problem.^

England, explained Izvolsky, proposed to

divide Persia into spheres of influence. Till

recently this idea had found no support in

Russian public opinion, and official circles were con-

vinced that Persia must fall entirely under Russian

influence and that Russia must advance with a trans-

Persian railway to a fortified base on the Gulf. Recent

events, however, had shown this to be impossible, and

had proved that everything must be avoided which

could lead to a conflict with England. The best method

was to delimit spheres of influence. He then referred to

the close connexion between a Persian settlement and the

Bagdad Railway. An agreement with England could only

lead to the desired result if it provoked no opposition

from Germany, who was already disturbed by the possi-

bility of a rapprochement. He had therefore assured

Berlin that Russia would undertake no obligations with-

out a previous understanding if they in any way affected

German interests. A German understanding was needed.

^ Siebert, “ Diplomatische Aktenstucke,” 315-19*
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Till now Russia had tried to hinder the Bagdad Railway,

but the Ministers must now decide if it was wise to alter

this policy. Kokovtseff, the Minister of Finance, -approved

an agreement with Germany, but argued that the old

objections to the railway remained. It would create com-
petition with Russia’s cereal export by enriching Asia

Minor and Mesopotamia, while the branch lines towards

the Persian frontier would endanger her position in North

Persia by allowing German and English articles to reach

her economic sphere of interest. Since, however, the rail-

way could not be prevented, it must be accepted, and
compensation should be secured. The Minister of Trade,

the War Minister and the General Staff agreed that the

time for opposition was passed and that compensations

should be sought.

The negotiations between Berlin and Petrograd regard-

ing the Bagdad Railway were not completed till 1910,

Anglo-
Anglo-Russian settlement proceeded

Russian apace. On August 31, 1907, Sir Arthur
Convention jsficolson and Izvolsky signed a convention

at Petrograd. Lord Salisbury’s famous declaration

that in the Near East we had put our money on the

wrong horse terminated the tension in Europe, while

the Anglo-Japanese alliance and the defeat of Russia

by Japan removed all apprehensions regarding the Far
East. Thus the pact of 1907, though more limited in

scope than that of 1904, achieved a similar result by
removing the causes of antagonism between the two
historic rivals.

The first and most important of the three agreements

concerned Persia. “The Governments of Great Britain

and Russia, having mutually engaged to respect the in-

tegrity and independence of Persia, and sincerely desiring

the preservation of order throughout that country and
its peaceful development, as well as the permanent estab-

lishment of equal advantages for the trade and industry

of all other nations, considering that each of them has,

for geographical and economic reasons, a special interest
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in t6e maintenance of peace and order in certain provinces

of Persia adjoining, or in the neighbourhood of, the

Russian frontier on the one hand, and the

frontiers of Afghanistan and Baluchistan on Persian

the other hand, and being desirous of avoid- Clauses

ing all cause of conflict between their respective interests

in the above-mentioned provinces, have agreed on the

following terms

:

I . Great Britain engages not to seek any conces-

sions of a political or commercial nature beyond a line

from Kasr-i-Shirin, passing through Bagdad and in-

cluding Ispahan and Yezd, and ending at a point on
the Persian frontier at the intersection of the Russian

and Afghan frontiers, and not to oppose demands for

similar concessions in this region supported by the

Russian Government.
II. Russia engages not to seek concessions beyond

a line from the Afghan frontier through and including

Gazik, Birjand, Kerman, and ending at Bunder Abbas,

and not to oppose demands for concessions in this region

supported by the British Government.
III. Russia and Great Britain engage not to oppose,

without previous arrangement, any concessions to

British or Russian subjects in the regions between the

lines mentioned in Articles I and II.

In other words, Persia was divided into a large Russian

and a small British sphere of influence, with a neutral

zone in which the two countries were to have equal

opportunities.

A letter from Sir Edward Grey to Sir A. Nicolson,

dated August 29, explained why the Persian Gulf formed

no part of the Convention. “The arrangement respecting

Persia is limited to the regions of that country touching

the respective frontiers of Great Britain and Russia in

Asia, and the Persian Gulf is not part of those regions,

and is only partly in Persian territory. It has not, there-
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fore, been considered appropriate to introduce into the

Convention a positive declaration respecting special in-

terests possessed by Great Britain in the

Gulf, the result of British action in those

waters for more than a hundred years. His
Majesty’s Government have reason to believe that this

question will not give rise to difficulties between the

two Governments should developments arise which

make further discussion affecting British interests in the

Gulf necessary. For the Russian Government have, in

the course of the negotiations leading up to the conclusion

of this arrangement, explicitly stated that they do not

deny the special interests of Great Britain in the Persian

Gulf—a statement of which His Majesty’s Government

have formally taken note. In order to make it quite clear

that the present arrangement is not intended to affect the

position in the Gulf, and does not imply any change of

policy respecting it on the part of Great Britain, His

Majesty’s Government think it desirable to draw attention

to previous declarations of British policy, and to reaffirm

generally previous statements as to British interests in

the Persian Gulf and the importance of maintaining them.

His Majesty’s Government will continue to direct all their

efforts to the preservation of the status quo in the Gulf

and the maintenance of British trade; in doing so they

have no desire to exclude the legitimate trade of any other

Power.”

In regard to Afghanistan, Great Britain declared that

she had no intention of changing the political status of

the country or of interfering in its internal concerns, and
would neither take, nor encourage Afghanistan to take,

any measures threatening Russia. Russia, for her part,

recognized Afghanistan as outside her sphere of influence,

and promised that all her political relations with the

country should be conducted through the British Govern-

ment. In a third agreement both Powers engaged to

respect the territorial integrity of Tibet, and to abstain

from all interference in its internal administration.
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The Treaty was received in Russia with mixed feel-

ings.^ To Witte it appeared a triumph of British

diplomacy, making it impossible for Russia to annex
Persia. The British Parliament had risen before the

signature of the Treaty, and the expert analysis had to

be deferred till the session of 1908. The attack was opened
on February 6 by Lord Curzon, w^ho found little to praise

in what he described as the most important treaty con-

cluded in the last half-century by a British Government.
The conception was right, but its execution was faulty.

The settlement was doubtful as regards Afghanistan, bad
in Tibet and worse in Persia. Lord Lansdowne, on the

other hand, though critical of details, expressed confidence

in Russia’s loyalty. While Lord Curzon spoke of her as

an enemy to be watched, the leaders of the Opposition

and most of their followers were prepared to regard her

as a friend.

In 1907, as in 1904, the Government and their expert

advisers secured as much and at as low a price as the

situation permitted. We had given up
nothing, argued Sir Edward Grey, that we
had not lost before. But the later balance-

The Balance-
sheet

sheet, if regarded purely as a business transaction, was
the least successful. The character of the bargain was
determined when Lord Kitchener, the Commander-in-

Chief in India, on being asked how much of Persia

he could defend, replied that he could only be responsible

for the south-east. For this reason we confined our zone

to Seistan, the larger part of the province of Kerman,

and Persian Mekran, and insisted on a neutral zone against

the wishes of Izvolsky. It was of the utmost importance

that henceforth Russia could no longer threaten the

approaches to India; but in theory we surrendered our

preferential position not only in the south, but in the

Gulf, where our influence had been unchallenged for a

century. No answer was given by the spokesman for the

Government to the criticism that Russia’s recognition

' See Troubetzkoi, “ Russland als Grossmacht,** ch. 5.
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of our position in the Gulf was not explicitly stated in

her own words and above her own signature;^ and the

Afghan clauses, lacking the Ameer’s assent, remained a

dead letter.

If the Anglo-Russian Convention was open to criticism

as a business transaction, its political success was beyond
cavil. Russia could only regain her position as a Great

Power by adding British friendship to the French alliance;

and Great Britain, having definitely taken sides with

France, required Russian support in face of the growing

danger from Germany. Thus the removal of local friction

was followed, as had been the case with France, b>

diplomatic co-operation in various fields. The Anglo-

French Entente and the Dual Alliance broadened into the

Triple Entente, which confronted the Triple

Alliance on the European chess-board.

Prince Billow endeavoured, without much
success, to assuage the anxiety with which his country-

men regarded the termination of an historic feud.

“Relying on assurances,” he declared on April 30,

1907, “we watch the end of the negotiations without

anxiety. I may be told that I take the Anglo-Russian

rapprochement too calmly. I take it for what it is—the

attempt to remove difficulties which I brought home from

my residence abroad, that the antagonism of the whale

and the elephant was not unalterable. That we are sur-

rounded by difficulties and dangers no one is better aware

than myself. They are the result of our exposed position.

We need not be alarmed at ententes in regard to matters

which do not directly concern us. We cannot live on the

enmities of other nations. Let us grant to others the

freedom of movement which we claim for ourselves.” To
Reventlow, on the other hand, it appeared a greater blow
to Germany than the Anglo-French pact of 1904, and
complaints of Einkreisung became more than ever the order

of the day.*

The reconciliation of Russia and Great Britain was con-

^ **
Politische Vorgeschichte,” 130-5.
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firmed by a rapprochement between their respective allies.

On June g, 1907, France and Japan agreed to respect the

independence and integrity of China, with russo-
economic equality for all nations. In the Japanese Re-

following month Russia and Japan signed conciliation

a similar treaty, and agreed to maintain the status

quo and to secure respect for it by all pacific means

at their disposal. A few months later they signed

three agreements, which had been settled in principle at

Portsmouth, concerning the fisheries, commerce and

navigation, and the Manchurian railways. Thus the

dangerous tension surviving from the Russo-Japanese war

was removed. The two parties—Great Britain and Japan

on the one side, Russia and France on the other—had now

made friends. Russia had no longer to think of the perils

of the Far East, and could turn her undivided attention to

the even more dangerous game of European politics.



CHAPTER Xll

THE NEAR EAST

1

The chronic misrule of the Turk in Macedonia encouraged

the neighbouring Christian States to peg out claims for

the future by armed propaganda and

Macedonia
organized massacre.* In June, 1902, Turkey

invited the Powers to press Bulgaria to dis-

solve the Macedonian Committee
;
but Russia and Austria,

who had covenanted in 1897 co-operate in the

Balkans, informed Abdul Hamid thcit the first move lay

with him. The Sultan promised reforms and appointed

an Inspector-General, Hilmi Pasha, to carry them out.

The scheme was palpably insufficient, and in January,

1903, Lord Lansdowne outlined his own programme. “In

our opinion the condition of the population in Macedonia

has become almost intolerable. The appointment of one

or more Christians on the Commission of Inquiry at Con-
stantinople and on the Committee of Inspection in Mace-

donia would be valuable; but inquiry is not enough. We
need the appointment of European inspectors in the de-

partments of Justice and Finance, and European officers to

reorganize the gendarmerie and jx)lice. Without arrange-

ments for payment of salaries no reforms are possible.*’

Shortly afterwards the Austrian and Russian Ambassadors
handed to the Foreign Secretary an outline of the scheme
drawn up by LamsdorfT and Goluchowski, and asked him
to support it. The Inspector-General was to be irre-

^ The Blue Books on Macedonia are very numerous. The best books
on the subject are : Sir C. Eliot, “ Turkey in Europe ”

; Brailsford,
“ Macedonia ;

and “ The Balkan Question,** edited by L. Villari.
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movable for a term of years except by agreement with the

Powers, Jh'oreign experts were to reorganize the police

and gendarmerie, the latter to consist of Christians and
Mussulmans. The Porte was to stop the crimes of

Albanians against Christians. Amnesty was to be granted

to all accused or condemned for political offences in the

three vilayets in connexion with recent disturbances. A
Budget was to be drawn up for each vilayet, and local

revenues, checked by the Ottoman Bank, were to be

assigned in the first place to the needs of the local adminis-

tration. Finally, the collection of tithe was no longer to

be farmed out. The Foreign Secretary accepted the

scheme in principle and undertook to recommend it to the

Sultan, but he reserved the right to recom-

mend changes after closer examination. The “February

Sultan accepted the “February programme “ Programme*’

en bloc, and undertook to apply it not only to Mace-
donia but to the three other vilayets of Turkey in

Europe. To ensure that Turkey should have no

pretext for inaction, Lamsdorff had visited Sofia and
Belgrad and exhorted the Cabinets to suppress revolu-

tionary agitation. The Bulgarian Government thereupon

dissolved the Macedonian Committees in Bulgaria, and

ordered its commercial agents in Turkey to warn the

Bulgar leaders that, if an insurrection occurred, Bulgaria

would render no assistance.

Despite the Sultan’s theoretical acceptance of the

reform scheme and the readiness of Bulgaria to hold her

hand, the Balkan sky remained dark with clouds; and in

July, 1903, the anticipated explosion occurred in Mace-
donia. The insurgents stood no chance against th^

regulars, and on August 31 Bulgaria appealed to the

Powers. Austria and Russia proposed to meet the situa-

tion by a warning from the Powers to Turkey and Bulgaria

that neither could count on support if they resisted the

Austro-Russian programme; but Lord Lansdowne replied

that the lime had come for the stronger measures which he

had from the first held himself free to propose. The re-
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bellion was over by the end of September, and the Foreign

Secretary now forwarded suggestions to Vieijna, where

Lamsdorff and Goluchowski were engaged on a fresh

scheme of reform. A Christian Governor, unconnected

with the Balkans or the Great Powers, or a Mussulman,
assisted by European assessors, selected by Austria and
Russia, should be appointed. European officers in

adequate numbers should reorganize the gendarmerie.

Turkey should withdraw her troops from the Bulgarian

frontier, and Austria and Russia would guarantee that

Bulgaria would not send troops or allow bands across the

frontier. Each of the Powers should send six officers to

accompany the troops. The Austrian and Russian

Governments thanked the British Minister for his sugges-

tions, adding that they were in accord with decisions

already reached at Miirzsteg, where the Emperor and the

Tsar, accompanied by their Foreign Ministers, had met to

discuss the situation.

On October 24 the Austrian and Russian Ambassadors
brought the Miirzsteg programme to Downing Street.

I. Civil agents of Austria and Russia

Murzsteg were to accompany the Inspector-General,
Programme attention to the needs of Christians

and the misdoings of the local authorities, watch the

introduction of reforms and the pacification of the

country, and report to their respective Governments.

2. A foreign general, with foreign officers, should

be appointed to the gendarmerie, dividing up the

country for supervision, instruction and organization.

3. After the pacification of the country Turkey
should modify the boundaries of the administrative

units, with a view to the more regular grouping of the

nationalities.

4. The administrative and judicial institutions should

be reorganized, and Christians be admitted to the public

service.

5. Mixed committees, with an equal number of
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Christians and Mohammedans, should inquire into the

crimes committed during the recent troubles.

6. "furkey should pay for the repatriation of

Christian refugees, and the rebuilding of houses,

churches and schools destroyed by Turks. The money
should be distributed by committees on which Christian

notables would sit, while Austrian and Russian Consuls

should supervise.

7. A year’s taxes should be remitted to Christians in

the burnt villages.

8. Turkey should undertake to introduce the reforms

of the February and the Miirzsteg programmes without

delay.

9. The irregulars should be disbanded.

After a peremptory Austro-Russian warning, the

Miirzsteg programme was accepted in principle. An
Austrian and a Russian assessor were appointed. General

di Georgis was selected to train the gendarmerie with

twenty-five foreign officers to assist. Macedonia was
divided into zones, Austria taking Uskub,
Italy Monastir, Russia Salonika, France Gendarmerie

Seres, and Great Britain Drama. Germany Reforms

undertook no zone, but supplied a director for the

gendarmerie school at Salonika. An agreement be-

tween Turkey and Bulgaria in April removed the fear of

another rising. Austria and Russia were hopeful, and

the Civil Agents reported the presentation of hundreds of

petitions. “It is felt on all sides,” wrote the Austrian

Civil Agent, “that a new epoch has begun.” The experi-

enced British Consul Graves reported from Salonika a

temporary improvement, but added that it would not last

unless finance and the judiciary were reformed, and that

there was no change in the methods of the Turkish

Government.
Lord Lansdowne had never believed in the adequacy of

the Austro-Russian programmes, and on January ii, 1905,

he outlined bolder measures in a dispatch. No part of the

2 A
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reform scheme had been carried out except the organiza-

tion of the gendarmerie, in which the European officers

were still too few. Money was needed, and it could only

be secured by the reduction of the army. As the Concert

was slow and somewhat ineffective, Great Britain had stood

aside while Russia and Austria grappled with the problem
;

but the persistent and successful obstruction of Turkey
called for joint pressure by the Great Powers.

Lansdowne’s The first demand should be the reduction
Scheme troops in and near Macedonia to

the number required for internal order, while Bulgaria

should make a corresponding reduction and prevent the

organization of bands. If she declined, the Powers
might collectively guarantee that Bulgaria should not be

allowed to occupy Turkish territory. The second de-

mand should be for the appointment of a Commission of

Delegates, nominated by the Powers and under the pre-

sidency of the Inspector-General, possessing administra-

tive and executive powers. Financial reforms should

include the commutation of the tithes and provide for

a fixed payment to the Porte by each vilayet, the

balance remaining for local purposes. The Inspector-

General, assisted by the Commission, might command
the troops.

Meanwhile Russia and Austria presented a financial

reform scheme in which all Macedonian revenues should

pass through the local branches of the Ottoman Bank,

which should control its expenditure under the supervision

of the Inspector-General and the Civil Agents. If the

money was ear-marked for Macedonian reforms and com-
pensation to the Christian victims of 1903, the two Powers
were willing to agree to the raising of the customs from

eight to ten per cent. Turkey’s reply was a rival scheme
of financial reform without foreign control

;
but Lord

Lansdowne refused to accept either the one or the other.

Before he consented to the raising of the customs he must
ask why the deficit could not be diminished by reducing

the troops, and must obtain a guarantee that the proceeds
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oiild go not to the Ottoman Bank, which was unequal
the task, J3ut to some competent authority which would

)ply them to the Macedonian reforms. Russia and
ustria consented that the other Powers should send a

degate to co-operate with their Civil Agents in the super-

sion of finance. The appointment of financial delegates

)w became the official policy of the Powers, and in

ugust the six Ambassadors urged Turkey to allow them
exercise their functions in co-operation with the Civil

gents. When she refused, Lord Lansdowne suggested
naval demonstration. A collective Note presented in

ovember accordingly demanded the extension of the

andates of the Inspector-General, the Civil Agents and
e gendarmerie for two years longer, and the acceptance

the reglement of the Financial Commission, which was
consist of the Inspector-General, the Austrian and

ussian Civil Agents, and a delegate from each of the

ur other Powers. After a demonstration at Mitylene by
lips of all the Powers except Germany, and the occupa-

3n of the custom house and telegraph office, the Sultan

elded to necessity.

Sir Edward Grey, who at this moment replaced Lord
ansdowne at the Foreign Oflice, found the Concert “ex-
lusted by the effort it had made,” and
as reluctantly compelled for a time to

ay a watching game. The gendarmerie

on the confidence of the inhabitants, and the British

presentative reported hopefully on the work of the

inancial Commission. In April, 1907, Sir Edward
^reed to the raising of the customs duties by three per

nt., to take effect in July. At the same moment he

formed Benckendorff that though the administration

as improved, the Powers must in his opinion make a

uch more serious effort to stop the bands. “The Greek

inds are at the root of the whole problem.” In conse-

lence of British pressure, the Austrian and Russian

overnments addressed a joint Note on September 30

Greece, Bulgaria and Serbia. The bands, it was sug-
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gested, were fighting each other partly owing to a mis-

understanding of Article III of the Miirzsteg ^programme.
Any delimitation would not take into account the re-group-

ing of nationalities brought about by the activities of the

bands, but would be decided by the status quo ante. This

misconception now being removed, the Greek, Bulgarian

and Serbian Governments must try to stop the bands

receiving support. The Austro-Russian Note was sup-

ported by the Ministers of the other Powers; but not one

of the Balkan States admitted Article III to be a cause of

the trouble. Nothing had been gained, and the Sultan

was soon to show that he was as stubborn as ever. When
the Powers asked for the prolongation of all foreign man-
dates for seven years—the period for which the higher

customs duties were granted—he replied that the Civil

Agents and the Financial Commission must enter the

Turkish service, like the gendarmerie officers. It was
only after weeks of pressure and menace that he gave way
and renewed all the mandates till 1914.

Despite the efforts of the Powers the condition of

Macedonia grew steadily worse, and at the end of 1907

Sir Edward Grey boldly resumed the

initiative. The Powers, he urged, should

represent to the Sublime Porte that the

heavy charges on the Macedonian Budget for the main-

tenance of Turkish troops were out of all proportion to

the services which they rendered in the maintenance

of public security, and that the only effective means
^f suppressing the bands lay in the increase upon a large

scale of the gendarmerie, the formation of mobile columns

of gendarmes, and in granting executive power to the

officers in command. The savings effected by the reduc-

tion of the troops would provide funds for their increase

and adequate equipment. This vigorous call fell on deaf

ears. Austria and Russia declined to co-operate on the

ground that the demands would meet with a categorical

refusal from the Sultan. Wolff-Metternich bluntly in-

formed the Foreign Secretary that the German Government
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deemed his proposals impracticable. Before asking for

an increase in the gendarmerie, wrote Tittoni, the Powers
should demand the fulfilment of the original engage-
ments.

While these excuses for inaction were reaching Down-
ing Street, a blow was struck at the waning prestige of

the Concert. On January 27, 1908, Aehrenthal, the

masterful diplomat who succeeded the pliant Goluchowski
at the Ballplatz in 1906, and who, while Ambassador at

Petrograd, had desired the revival of the Dreikaiserbund,

announced that he had obtained from the Sultan permission

to survey the route for a railway through
the Sanjak of Novibazar, connecting the

Bosnian system with the Turkish terminus

at Mitrovitza/ Article 25 of the Treaty of Berlin em-
powered Austria to construct military and commercial

roads through the Sanjak
;
and though railways were not

specifically mentioned, nobody argued that the Austrian

Minister was exceeding his treaty rights.

In announcing the concession he proclaimed that, true

to her Balkan policy, Austria pursued no territorial aims

and merely desired an alternative route to Salonika, since

Serbia could block her outlet to the -/Egean in the event

of a tariff war. On March 24 Billow spoke with sympathy
of the Austrian project, “though we neither gave nor were

asked our advice.*' “I was informed of the intention,”

echoed Tittoni in the Italian Chamber, “but I could not

dispute the right. There is no danger to the Concert or

to peace if all the Powers regard railways as an item in

the reform of Macedonia.” Very different was the recep-

tion of the news in Russia, where Izvolsky bitterly com-

plained of the violation of the spirit of the pact of 1897

and of the Miirzsteg agreement. The co-operation in the

Balkans inaugurated in 1897 came suddenly to an end,

and the wound was too deep to be healed by Aelirenthal’s

subsequent acceptance of the project of a railway from the

^ See Molden, “ Graf Aehrenthal : Sechs Jahre aussere Politik Oester-

reich-Ungarns,” 32-8.
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Danube at the junction of Serbia and Roumania to San
Giovanni di Medua on the Albanian coast.

While the anger of Russia was due less to her sympathy
with the Macedonian peasantry than to her jealousy of

Austrian influence in the Balkans, Great Britain regretted

that the chances of securing reform were diminished if

not destroyed by the spectacle of a leading Power begging
a favour at the moment that the Concert was formulating

demands for judicial reform; and Sir Edward Grey’s

references to Austria’s action were polite but unambiguous.

“Our attitude towards these railway pro-

declared on February 28, “is one

of benevolent neutrality. But this latest

project has undoubtedly been the occasion of very

marked comment. That this special moment should be

chosen for promoting a large railway scheme which

requires the Sultan’s consent was sure to excite appre-

hension lest individual Powers should be turning their

attention to objects specially adapted to their interests.

I should regret exceedingly that any such impression

should gain ground, because I wish to see the Concert

maintained for Macedonian reforms.’’ But an even graver

issue was involved. “In discussing the Macedonian ques-

tion you are never far from the Turkish question, which

has more than once led to a European war. As long as

the Concert exists you have a certain guarantee that the

question will not lead to war.” He proceeded to reiterate

the proposals which he had pressed during the winter,

with a significant addition. “If a Turkish Governor were

appointed for a fixed term of years—a man whose character

and capacity were accepted and recognized by the Powers

—and if he had a free hand and his position were secure,

I believe that the whole Macedonian question might be

solved. Tinkering at the Miirzsteg programme will not

improve the situation.”

Austria had only herself to thank for the speech : for

when she betrayed the cause of Macedonian reform vSir

Edward Grey, who was in earnest, naturally took it up.
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7'he Austrian Press, led by the Fremdenblatt, roundly
declared that an independent Governor was impossible

without the coercion of Turkey; and comment in the other

capitals was no more encouraging. Undeterred by the

hostile reception of his speech, Sir Edward embodied its

substance in a vigorous dispatch to the Great Powers.

The prompt response of the Russian Government, which
since the Sanjak coup was free to pursue its own line,

manifested a welcome advance towards the British stand-

point. While approving in principle the appointment of

a Governor for Macedonia, it was compelled to recognize

that it had no chance of being adopted unanimously by

the Powers or accepted by the Sultan. The same object

could be satisfactorily attained by making the Inspector-

General irremovable for a term of years without the consent

of the Powers. Sir Edward, delighted by the reply,

virtually accepted the proposal that Hilmi Pasha should

be raised to the rank of Vizier, confirmed for a term of

years and superseded only with the consent of the Powers.

There seemed at last to be some prospect of advance; but

it could only come from the growing intimacy of Great

Britain and Russia, and it was to foster the spirit of

confidence and co-operation that King Edward accepted

the invitation to visit the Tsar at Reval in June.

The first visit ever paid by a British sovereign to

Russia aroused unusual interest both at home and abroad,

and was as sharply challenged by the Labour

party as it was warmly defended by Sir

Edward Grey. The visit, he declared, was

long overdue. The King had not seen the Tsar

for seven years, and the Tsar had visited Queen

Victoria at Balmoral. “The time has arrived when, if

the relations of the countries are friendly, it cannot longer

be postponed without marked discourtesy. You might as

well tear up the Convention; and to continue the discus-

sion of Macedonian reforms would be fruitless.” On
June 10 the King and Queen, accompanied by Sir John

Fisher, Sir John French and Sir Charles Hardinge,
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reached Reval. “I am confident,” declared the Tsar, “that

this meeting will strengthen the numerous and powerful

ties which unite our houses, and will have a happy result

of bringing our countries closer together and of main-

taining the peace of the world. During the past year

several questions of great importance for Russia and Great

Britain have been settled satisfactorily. I am certain that

Your Majesty appreciates as much as myself the value of

these agreements, for, despite their limited scope, they

can only aid in spreading between our countries the senti-

ments of good will and mutual confidence.” “I can

cordially subscribe to the words of Your Majesty on the

Convention recently concluded,” replied the King. “I

believe it will serve to strengthen the ties which unite

our peoples, and I am certain it will lead to a satisfactory

settlement of some important matters in the future. I am
convinced that it will also greatly aid to maintain the

peace of the world.” Izvolsky and Sir Charles Hardinge

also issued a commtmiqud that they were in complete

agreement on all points.

These soothing assurances merely stimulated specula-

tion, and far-reaching designs were confidently attributed

German actors in the drama. Prince Billow

Apprehen- displayed his anxiety by pointed inquiries,
sions Izvolsky assured him that “no open

or secret Anglo-Russian Conventions existed which
could be directed against German interests.” Sooth-

ing assurances were also conveyed to Aehrenthal.

That apprehension was felt in still higher quarters was
revealed by a speech of the Kaiser to his officers during

an inspection at Ddberitz. “It seems they wish to en-

circle and provoke us. We shall be able to support it.

The German has never fought better than when he has

had to defend himself on all sides.” A few days later

he was greeted with unusual enthusiasm at the Hamburg
regatta and by Die Wacht am Rhein. “When I asked

myself what this outburst meant,” he declared, “our old

German song burst forth. Then I knew. Gentlemen, I
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thank you and I have understood you. It was a hand-
shake to a^man who goes resolutely on his way and who
knows that he has somebody behind him who understands

him and is willing to help him.” Germany was mistaken

in attributing to the chief actors at Reval designs against

her security or welfare, but she was right in her belief

that the visit had tightened the bonds between the two

Powers.

Nowhere was the Reval visit more anxiously canvassed

than in certain secret conventicles both within and without

the dominions of the Sultan. Young Turk
exiles had long planned and plotted for a

Republic and a Constitution; but in 1905

the reform movement within the Ottoman dominions

became independent of Paris, and a network of com-
mittees was formed in European and Asiatic Turkey,

with their headquarters at Salonika.^ The anarchy of

Macedonia constituted a standing invitation to the Powers
to intervene; and the Young Turks, recognizing the neces-

sity of reforms, resolved that they should be carried out

by Turkish hands. Their programme contemplated a

strike of the troops at some critical moment, and the

Third Army Corps, which was stationed in Macedonia,

was selected for the experiment. From time to time the

Yildiz spies stumbled across the threads of the conspiracy,

and in March, 1908, a Commissioner was dispatched from

Constantinople to collect evidence. Fearing discovery, the

Committee of Union and Progress planned a rising for

September; but the meeting at Reval determined them

to forestall by immediate action the intervention which it

appeared to foreshadow. On July 3 Niazi.Bev raised the

flag of revolt at his native village of Resna, and took to

the hills, where he was promptly joined by Enver Bey.

On July 6 the officers of the Monastir garrison deserted,

and volunteers poured in from Macedonia and Albania.

On July 22 Niazi entered Monastir in triumph, and on

July 23 the Constitution of 1876 was proclaimed. The

^ See Moore, “The Orient Express,” ch. 21, “ The Young Turks,”
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following day, faced with the Young Turk ultimatum,

“Surrender or we march on Stamboul,” Abdul Hamid
granted the Constitution, and at midday Hilmi Pasha
himself proclaimed it from the steps of the Konak in

Salonika. The revolution was hailed with delight through-

out the Ottoman dominions. The murdering bands dis-

appeared as if by magic, Greeks and Bulgarians, Mussul-

mans and Christians fraternized in the streets, the Press

became free, women doffed their veils, and the sorely tried

citizens of the Turkish Empire entered on a brief period

of light-hearted happiness. ‘ In the course of the summer
the whole machinery of control—the gendarmerie, the

Financial Commission and the Civil Agents—was scrapped.

II

While Europe was still ringing with praises of the

Young Turk revolution, the harmony of the Chancelleries

was rudely disturbed by a proclamation of

^of^BosnuT Joseph, announcing the formal in-

corporation of Bosnia-Herzegovina in his

dominions (on the ground that annexation was the

essential preliminary to the grant of a Constitution),

and the evacuation of the Sanjak of Novibazar.* In

the League of the Three Emperors, concluded in i88i,

Austria received the right to annex the provinces when-

ever she deemed opportune. Kalnoky, however, the

Foreign Secretary, made no use of the privilege, and,

' See “ Turkey,” No. i, 1909 (Correspondence on the Constitutional

Movement in Turkey). Excellent pictures of this brief period of hope are

drawn by C. R. Buxton, ” The Revolution in Turkey,” and Sir E. Pears,
“ Forty Years in Constantinople.” The second stage of the Young Turk
movement is described by G. F. Abbott, ” Turkey in Transition.”

* See the Austrian Red Book, ” Diplomatische Aktenstucke betreflfend

Bosnien und die Herzegovina, 1909 ”
; Siebert, ” Diplomatische Akten-

stucke zur Geschichte der Ententepolitik,” ch. i ; Friedjung, ” Das
Zeitalter des Imperialismus,” II, chs. 23-5; Molden, ‘‘ Graf Aehrenthal ”;

Conrad, ” Aus meiner Dienstzeit,” I ; Sosnosky, ” Die Balkanpolitik
Oesterreich-Ungarns,” II

; Steed, ” The Realm of the Hapsburgs ”

;

Larmeroux, ” La Politique Ext^rieure de PAutriche-Hongrie,” II
;

Troubetzkoi, ” Russland als Grossmacht ”
; Schwertfeger, “Zur Euro-

paischen Politik,” III; Bogitshevich, “Causes of the War.”
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soon after the renewal of the Treaty in 1884, Russia’s

wrath at^ the union of Eastern Roumelia with Bulgaria

was a warning not to provoke her further. During the

decade of strain, 1887-1897, the matter naturally slum-

bered. Even in 1897, when Francis Joseph returned the

visit of the Tsar to Vienna in 1896, a proposal to reaffirm

the right of annexation provoked the chilling rejoinder

that it would “require special scrutiny at the proper time.”

Kallay’s successor in Bosnia, Burian, openly favoured

annexation, and the substitution of a Russophil for an

Austrophil dynasty in Belgrade in 1903 had introduced a

new danger for the southern provinces of the Empire.

Aehrenthal had secured the concession for the Sanjak

railway without consulting Russia; but he never dreamed

of annexing Bosnia without a previous understanding.

The Sanjak controversy left Izvolsky angry and sus-

picious, and the criticisms of Miliukoff and other orators

in the Duma spurred him on to recover his prestige. For

some weeks the Foreign Minister’s demeanour towards

Berchtold, the Austrian Ambassador, was chilly
;
but the

mood passed, and in April their discussions bore fruit in

a memorandum recording his desire that
jzvolsky

the entente of the two Powers should be re- approaches

newed. Austria should agree to the Danube- Aehrenthal

Adriatic railway, which would give vSerbia access to

the sea through Albania. Aehrenthal replied that the

line ought to run through Bosnia. Without consult-

ing either France or Great Britain, Izvolsky now played

his trump card in an aide-memoire of July 2, accepting

the Sanjak railway and announcing his readiness, should

the maintenance of the status quo prove impossible, to

discuss changes, among them the annexation by Austria

of Bosnia, Herzegovina and the Sanjak, in return for th#^

opening of the Straits to Russian warships. The intimation

that Austria might annex Bosnia was a delightful surprise

to Aehrenthal, and, once assured of Russia’s conditional

assent, he determined to carry out the project with the

least possible delay. If Izvolsky pointed the path, the
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Young Turk revolution indicated the moment. On hear-

ing the news he remarked to his wife, “Now I must take

on myself the odium of doing what all my predecessors

since Andrassy were afraid to do.” He replied that, if

Russia would advocate the opening of the Straits for

Roumanian and Bulgarian warships as well as for her

own, and would guarantee that Constantinople should not

be attacked by a Russian fleet, he would evacuate the

Sanjak and surrender Austrian rights over Montenegro.

After a Crown Council on August 19 he secured the

assent in principle of Germany and Italy to the deal,

and Izvolsky gave a hint to the Serbian Foreign Minister,

Milovanovich.

Final arrangements were made when Izvolsky, who
was staying at Karlsbad, accepted an invitation from

Berchtold to meet Aehrenthal at his castle

Buchlau Con- in Bohemia on September 15. As the con-
versations versations took place without witnesses, and

nothing was committed to paper, and as the two states-

men subsequently supplied conflicting versions to the

public,^ we cannot be sure what occurred. The main
lines of agreement, however, had already been mapped
out, and Aehrenthal accepted Izvolsky’s plan for a

European conference to ratify the proposed changes;

but Izvolsky was later to maintain that he spoke of the

unlawfulness of Aehrenthal’s plans and merely promised

not to oppose them, while a letter from Aehrenthal to

Francis Joseph written on the evening after the interview

reported that the Russian statesman had promised a

benevolent attitude. The latter version was confirmed

by the host, to whom both Ministers described their con-

versation. A second conflict of testimony was much more
serious. According to Aehrenthal’s report to the Emperor,

he informed Izvolsky that the annexation would perhaps

take place early in October before the meeting of the

Delegations. The Russian statesman urged a later date,

say the middle of October, after his return to Petrograd.

* 'Fortnightly Feview, September and November, 1909.
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Aehrenthal replied that such a postponement would hardly

be practicable, but promised to let him know beforehand

in good time. After the annexation Izvolsky loudly com-
plained that he had been deceived; but when Berchtold,

the Austrian Minister in Petrograd, reminded him of the

Buchlau conversations, he did not deny that the beginning

of October had been mentioned. He had, indeed, only

himself to thank for his embarrassment
; for he had

promised to send to Vienna an exact record of what had

been agreed at Buchlau, and had never done so.

After completing his cure at Karlsbad the Russian
Minister crossed the Alps and entered on a leisurely round

of diplomatic visits, in which he intended to discuss the

opening of the Straits with Italy, France and Great Britain.

The Austrian Minister, on the contrary, returned to Vienna
resolved to act. The Russian bear, he observed to Schon,

would growl but would not bite. It was clear that Turkey
would protest, and Aehrenthal therefore determined to

have Bulgaria on his side. On September 23 Ferdinand

visited the Emperor at Budapest and was
received with royal honours. “Aehrenthal

did not tell the Prince of his arrangements

with Izvolsky or of the approaching annexation,*' writes

his biographer, “and they did not discuss common
action. He may, however, have dropped a hint.’*

In any case, Ferdinand was assured that Austria would

raise no objection if he were to proclaim his independ-

ence; but, as at Buchlau, no precise date was fixed.

An incognito visit to Vienna followed, and another inter-

view with the Foreign Minister took place. A strike on

the Oriental Railway, followed by Bulgaria’s seizure of

the line, and the simultaneous refusal of the Sultan to

invite the Bulgarian envoy to a Court function, precipitated

the decision, and the independence of Bulgaria was

proclaimed at Tirnovo on October 5.

On October i the Austrian Ambassadors to France,

Italy, Great Britain and Germany were dispatched

with autograph letters from their sovereign which they
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were ordered to deliver on October 5. On reaching. Paris

on October 3 Izvolsky found a letter of September 30

from Aehrenthal announcing that annexation would take

place on October 7. Since, however, President Falli^res

was to be away on October 5, the audience of Count

Khevenhiiller was fixed for October 3; and at 3 p.m. on

that day the letter of Francis Joseph was

"Revealed*
presented. “This letter,” commented the

President, “announces the annexation of

Bosnia. What of the independence of Bulgaria?” “It

is all arranged,” was the prompt if indiscreet reply.

“Bulgaria will anticipate us by a day.” The momentous
news was thus prematurely announced to the world at

Paris instead of simultaneously at the different capitals,

and Khevenhiiller informed Pichon that Russia, Germany
and Italy approved the action of his Government. The
annexation was proclaimed by Francis Joseph on

October 6 instead of October 7.

Clemenceau, the French Premier, was more indignant

with Izvolsky for not consulting Russia's ally than with

Aehrenthal for infringing the Treaty of Berlin, and
French opinion was but little perturbed. “It does not

profoundly modify the European system,” wrote Hano-
taux; “it is serious but not mortal.”^ In Russia and
Serbia, on the other hand, where nothing was known of

the preliminary negotiations, stupefaction prevailed. In

conversation with Vesnitch, the Serbian Minister at Paris,

Izvolsky declared that he could not understand Serbia's

excitement, since she lost nothing and gained Russian
support; and the Russian Ambassador in Vienna in like

manner explained to the Serbian Minister that the

surrender of the Sanjak was sufficient compensation, since

it blocked Austrian expansion towards Salonika and
opened up the prospect of Serbia securing it. In public,

however, Izvolsky assumed a different tone. He declared

that Aehrenthal had acted without his knowledge; and

T.a Politique de I’Equilibre **
; cf. Gauvain, “ L’Europe au jour le

jour,” I,
‘‘ La Crise Bosniaque.”
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in order to restore his shattered prestige he resolved to

summon Austria before the European Areopagus in the

hope that, while ratifying her action, it might at the same
time admit Russia’s claim to compensation. It was in

the hope of securing British consent to his plan that he

left Paris for London on October 9; but here, too, dis-

appointment awaited him, and he was again forced to

listen to well-deserved reproaches for concealing his plans

from his friends.

When Count Mensdorff presented the Emperor’s
autograph letter, King Edward made no attempt to conceal

his displeasure
;
and his autograph reply

expressed regret at the action of Austria,

and reminded his august correspondent of

the solemn engagement of 1871. In a speech to his

constituents on October 7 Sir Edward Grey declared

that any modification of the Treaty of Berlin must be

approved by another European Congress, just as Russia’s

repudiation of the Black Sea clauses of 1856 had to be

ratified at the London Conference of 1871, which decreed

that *‘no Power can free itself from the engagements under-

taken by treaty nor modify its stipulations without consent

of the contracting parties.” The British, French and
Russian Ambassadors at Constantinople were instructed

to, tell the Porte that all changes in the Treaty of Berlin

required the assent of all its signatories, and a British

squadron was sent to the ^gean as a symbol of sympathy
and support. On October 13 an official covimunique

announced that the British and Russian Ministers had

agreed to demand a conference. Izvolsky had thus secured

the first item of his programme; but the second and far

more important of his demands—compensation for Russia

—had been refused. Sir Edward Grey had known nothing

of the conspiracy against the Treaty of Berlin, and after

denouncing its breach by Austria he could hardly support

his colleague’s proposal for a further encroachment on

Turkish sovereignty. He made it plain to his visitor that

the question of the Straits must not be raised at the Con-
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ference, but he accompanied the intimation with a written

assurance that he sympathized with the object and that

the veto was only temporary.^ On October* 13 Prince

Billow informed the British Government that Austria was
opposed to a conference and that Germany must support

her; but on October 22 Aehrenthal explained to the Delega-

tions that he had no objection to a meeting if the pro-

gramme was settled in accordance with his views and the

annexation sanctioned but not discussed.

The third partner in the Triple Alliance was by no
means satisfied with the course of events, and Victor

Emmanuel described the annexation as a

Treaty of Berlin. Anti-Austrian

manifestations took place before the Palazzo

Venezia in Rome
; and the seething discontent found

vent in a passionate oration by Fortis, an ex-Premier,

during the debate of December 3 and 4, to which the

Austrian Ambassador was an interested listener. “There
is only one Power with whom Italy sees a possibility

of conflict, and that, I regret to say, is our ally.

The Government must invite the nation to new sacri-

fices to adjust our military forces to the needs of the

situation.'* Bosnia, he argued, was a material gain, and
Italy came out of the crisis with empty hands.* Tittoni

was in an awkward predicament, for he had willingly

agreed to the annexation in advance. He now declared

that he knew that it was coming, but that Aehrenthal’s

sudden move was a surprise. The Triple Alliance, he

explained, only guaranteed compensation for Italy in the

event of a change in the status quo in Albania or Mace-
donia, and the voluntary surrender of the Sanjak was of

great importance, since it removed all fear of an Austrian

advance to Salonika. A conference to ratify the changes

^ Siebert, “ Diplomatische Aktenstucke,” 517.

* The scene is described by William Miller, who adds that Giolitti,

“ after a careful study of the House,” rose and congratulated the orator.

—

” The Foreign Policy of Italy,” Quarterly Review^ April, 1916. Tittoni’s

speech is printed in his speeches on Foreign and Colonial Policy (English

translation).
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of the Treaty would be necessary, but there was nothing
to be gaij;ieci by abuse of Austria.

If the annexation came as a shock to Great Britain

and to the people, though not to the Governments, of

Russia and Italy, it was a staggering blow

to Montenegro and jerbia, who at once
^in^serbia^*'

began to make military preparations. “My
country,“ lamented Milovanovich, the Foreign Minister,

to a Vienna journalist, “feels it almost like physical

pain, so that the very soul of the people cries out.’*

Serbia had never reconciled herself to Austria’s con-

trol of Bosnia, and King Milan once remarked that

he was the only Serb who had forgiven the occupation.

Since King Peter’s accession the hope of ultimately

detaching the Jugoslav provinces from Austria by Russian

aid had taken firm root in the country. Relations had
become strained in 1905, when Austria launched a tariff

war in reply to a proposed Serbo-Bulgarian customs

union; and the “Pig War” left the whole nation

exasperated, and was followed by large orders to Creusot.

Milovanovich, well aware that the annexation could not

be reversed, set forth on a round of visits to the Chan-
celleries to ask for autonomy for Bosnia and Herzegovina

under the guarantee of the Powers, and a port on the

Adriatic as a consolation prize. Sir Edward Grey, he
reported, promised to support the demand for territorial

compensation so long as Russia did the same.' An even

warmer welcome awaited Prince George and Pasitch at

St. Petersburg. “The Tsar,’’ reported the latter,

“expressed great sympathy for Serbia, but advised a quiet

line of conduct, as our cause was just but our prepara-

tions weak. The Bosnia-Herzegovina question would be

decided by war alone. Austria would consent neither to

autonomy nor territorial compensation. Russia would not

recognize the annexation. He believes Austria will not

attack Serbia, but we must give no provocation.’’ Despite

these counsels of moderation Serbian opinion remained

^ Bogitshevich, “ Causes of the War/* 110-12.

2 B
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bellicose; but her appeal to Turkey was equally fruitless.

The evacuation of the Sanjak had gilded the pill, and

Kiamil declared that, though he would not recognize the

annexation and the boycott of Austrian goods expressed

the just resentment of the people, he must decline active

co-operation.

Autumn passed into winter with Europe in turmoil,

though no State cared or dared to challenge Austria to

ordeal by battle. The hysterics of Belgrad aroused the

contemptuous anger of Vienna, and the fiery Chief of the

Staff, Conrad von Hdtzendorff, deeply convinced that

Austria would one day have to meet a combination of foes

if she did not deal with them singly, repeatedly urged

summary chastisement. Germany was loyal, Italy negli-

gible, Russia weak, France indifferent, Great Britain

pacific. ‘‘Your Sir Edward Grey wants peace,** remarked

Aehrenthal to British visitors; and when he was warned

not to underrate British influence, he replied, “What can

England do to us?’* His confidence was strengthened

by the speeches of Biilow and Izvolsky in the closing days

Prince
year. On December 7, the Chancellor

Bulow’s combined judicious homage to the Young
Support Turks with unflinching support of his ally.

“The whole civilized world watched them with sym-

pathy and respect. It has been said that we were
their opponents, because we stood well with the ancien

regime: We do not interfere in the domestic politics

of other countries. Our only desire is to see Turkey
economically and politically strengthened. We have

never taken or asked for Turkish soil. We have

no need to play a leading part in the Bosnian game. We
were told of the intention to annex about the same time

as Italy and Russia, but not of the moment. Austria

must settle for herself what are her vital interests and

how to deal with them. We did not hesitate to support

these interests to the utmost of our, power, and I told

Izvolsky that in regard to the Conference we should not

separate ourselves from our ally.’* Izvolsky's long- f
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deferred speech to the Duma on December 24 was pitched

in the minor key, and virtually admitted that the game
was lost. Indeed, he lamented to Berchtold

that he was .a broken man. He explained

that Russia’s freedom of action in the

Bosnian question was barred by the pacts of thirty

years. To protest without the intention to fight would
have been madness. The only course was to press

for a conference, after a preliminary discussion between

the Cabinets, and that implied no unfriendliness to

Austria. The mildness of language, so different from the

Minister’s earlier utterances, was attributed at Vienna to

Aehrenthal’s threat to publish the documents unless

Izvolsky ceased to attack his good faith.' When the new
year dawned the idea of a conference was already fading

away. Austria declined to attend without a preliminary

agreement and unless a discussion of the annexation was
ruled out; and if her actions were to be condoned in

advance it seemed futile to bring the Powers together in

solemn conclave. There were, however, three urgent
problems to be liquidated—the relations of Austria to

Turkey, the relations of Bulgaria to Turkey, and the

relations of Serbia to Austria—and all three were solved

without bloodshed before Easter.

Aehrenthal had argued that the unsolicited withdrawal
of the garrisons from the Sanjak was adequate compensa-

tion to Turkey for the loss of her shadowy rights over

Bosnia and Herzegovina; but the Turkish boycott of

Austrian goods and the desire to diminish the number of

his opponents finally persuaded him to add a solatium.

The news that Austria would pay two and a half millions

for the loss of Crown property in the annexed provinces

was hailed by Sir Edward Grey as “the first blue sky.”

The relief was increased when Bulgaria’s offence against

Turkish sovereignty was purged by a covernant to pay

^ In private Izvolsky freely vented his anger. “ Aehrenthal is not a

gentleman,’* he cried to the Austrian Charge. Szilassy, “ Der Untergang
der Donaumonarchie,” 194.
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five millions for her share of the Oriental railways; and
the transaction was arranged by Russia reducing Turkey’s
indemnity of 1878 by a similar amount.

In Aehrenthal’s opinion the suzerain’s acceptance of

the annexation ought to carry the assent of less directly

interested States; and though his view was not shared by
Serbia, the Triple Entente endeavoured to build a bridge

for her retreat. The Serbian official reply to the demarche
of the Powers satisfied neither the Ballplatz

Holds^Out Downing Street, and a more submissive

formula was drafted by Aehrenthal and Sir

E. Cartwright. The solution of the crisis seemed within

sight, but it was not to end without a final alarm. On
March 17 Pourtal^s informed Izvolsky that the Chan-
cellor was ready to suggest that Aehrenthal should

acquaint the Powers with Turkey’s sanction of the

annexation ; and, if Russia approved, Germany, perhaps

in association with Russia, would propose to the Powers
to recognize it in an exchange of notes, thus fulfilling the

wish of Petrograd for an European sanction. Izvolsky

thanked Pourtal^s for his friendly communication—“the

first sign since the beginning of the crisis of the German
Government’s desire to diminish the tension ”—but re-

marked that it appeared to negative a conference, to

deliver Serbia into Austrian hands, and to relieve Austria

of the necessity of solving the other problems. He
promptly telegraphed the news to London and Paris, add-

ing that he might accept the offer in principle, with a

guarantee for the meeting of the Conference.

On March 23, after six days had elapsed without a

response to the German proposal, Prince Biilow applied

what he asserted to be gentle pressure,
.
but what was

regarded throughout the world as something closely

resembling an ultimatum.^ “The German Government

* “ It was not an ultimatum, but a proposal for mediation,” writes

Jagow, ” v/hich Izvolsky welcomed as an escape from a cul-de-sac. His
assistant Tcharikoff observed that Germany had rendered Russia a great

service.” Kiderlen-Wachter, however, then Acting Foreign Minister,
boasted to Take Jonescu that he alone framed the ultimatum. “ I knew
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is glad to note that the Russian Government recognizes

the friendly spirit of Germany’s step and that Russia
seems inclined to accept the proposal. It is ready to sug-
gest to the Vienna Cabinet to invite the Powers, while

notifying them of the Austro-Turkish Agreement, formally

to assent to the cancelling of Article XXV of the Berlin

Treaty. Before doing so, however, it wishes to be sure

that the Russian Cabinet is ready to accept Germany
the Austrian proposal. Say we expect a pre- presses

cise answer. Yes or No. Any ambiguous Russia

reply we must regard as a refusal. In that case we should

let things take their course. The responsibility for all

eventualities would rest exclusively on Izvolsky.” *

After consulting the Tsar, Izvolsky replied that, if

Austria invited the Powers to assent to the cancelling of

Article XXV, the Russian Government would declare her

formal and unconditional acceptance. In giving this new
proof of a desire to solve the crisis, he hoped that Berlin

would use its influence to persuade Vienna to accept the

British initiative and to reach an understanding with

Belgrad. In reporting the event to London and Paris

Izvolsky explained that opposition was impossible, as it

presented the alternative of an instantaneous recognition

of the annexation or an invasion of Serbia. In view of

the great danger to Russia and to the peace of the world

from an Austro-Serb conflict, and also in order to protect

Serbia, there was no option but to accept. The Russian

Ministers were to explain to the British and French

Governments the greatness of the sacrifice for the sake of

peace, and to add that Russia had no intention of fore-

going the Conference. Aehrenthal expressed his “grateful

satisfaction ” to the Chancellor; but the surrender came so

suddenly that the Neue Freie Presse published a warlike

Russia was not ready for war. Schon would never have dared to do it.**

—

Take Jonescu, “ Personal Impressions,** 58. The German Government
had invited France to join in the dimarche, but in vain.

^ Bulow*s telegram to Pourtal^s is published^in Hammann, “ Bilder aus

der letzten Kaiserzcit.**
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article on March 25 in which the historian Friedjung, on
the basis of documents (some of which were forged) sup-

plied to him by the Austrian Government and emanating

from the Austrian Legation at Belgrad, accused the Serbo-

Croat leaders of treasonable intercourse with Belgrad.

Billow promptly instructed his Ministers to invite

Rome, Paris and London to follow the example of Petro-

grad. Italy accepted, though Tittoni was annoyed at the

suddenness of the demand.* France replied that she would
accept, but hoped that Austria would postpone her request

till the Austro-Serb conflict was ended. Sir Edward Grey,

who shared the resentment of Sir Arthur Nicholson, stub-

bornly replied that the recognition of annexation must
follow, not precede, an Austro-.Serb settlement. On
March 26, however, Aehrenthal declared that he would
wait till March 28, but would then issue an ultimatum to

Belgrad. Cartwright reported that Aehrenthal was in

earnest, and on March 28 Sir Edward approved the

Aehrenthal-Cartwright formula in its final shape, and
announced that when Serbia had dispatched it and Austria

had accepted it, he would recognize the abrogation of

Article XXV if invited to do so. On March 31 the

Serbian Minister brought to the Ballplatz

of'^Serbia*^
his country’s formal surrender. Serbia

recognized that her rights were not infringed

by the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In

accordance with the advice of the Great Powers she

undertook to cease her attitude of protest and oppo-

sition, to alter the tendency of her policy towards

Austria, and to live with her on neighbourly terms.

Trusting to the peaceful intentions of Austria, she pledged

herself to reduce her army to the standard of the spring of

1908. The Triple Entente now complied with a request

to accept the abrogation of Article XXV, Austria for her

part surrendering the right to police Montenegrin waters.

The bloodless conflict of the Chancelleries left deep

' Tittoni describes his interview with Count Monts in his little book,
“ Who Was Responsible for the War? ’*
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scars on the body politic of Europe. Aehrenthal had
played for high stakes and won. He had carried through
his breach of the Treaty of Berlin with a

skill and resolution which were universally

recognized, if not universally approved. The
apparent success of his policy gave a new feeling of

self-confidence to the Hapsburg Empire; and on his

death in 1912 Pichon was to hail him as the greatest

Austrian Minister since Metternich. The closeness of the

ties which bound Vienna to Berlin was advertised by the

Kaiser’s appearance “in shining armour.” Berlin had
neither suggested nor desired the annexation; but as soon

as opposition developed, the duty and interest of Germany
became manifest, and Holstein emerged from his retire-

ment to urge the Chancellor to range himself unhesitat-

ingly on the side of his ally. When the crisis was over,

Billow pronounced judgment in the Reichstag. “Austria

has right on her side. The annexation is no cynical theft,

but the last step on the road of a political and cultural

effort begun thirty years ago. She has won her right to

the provinces by hard work; and her formal offence is

purged by her settlement with Turkey. Serbia’s aspira-

tions are not worth a world-war. Russia’s recent conduct

has won the gratitude of all friends of peace.” After his

retirement he described the crisis with less reserve. “For
the first time the Austro-German alliance proved its

strength in a grievous conflict. The group of Powers

whose influence had been so much over-estimated at Alge-

ciras fell to pieces when faced with the tough problems

of Continental policy.” His statement is true enough, but

it is not the whole truth. The Central Powers had won a

Pyrrhic victory. Though the immediate result was the

discomfiture of the Triple Entente, the ultimate conse-

quence was the tightening of its bonds. ^ The anger of

Izvolsky was in some degree the humiliation of a profes-

^ To Billow’s claim that the capitulation of Russia was ** the end of

King Edward’s Einkreisungspolitik,” Haller replies that it was, oti the

contrary, its beginning.
—

“ Die Aera Billow,” 11.
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sional wrestler by the superior skill of his antagonist; but

of greater importance was the brooding resentment of

Russia and her ruler. She had seen her secular rival

increase her power in the Balkans; she had missed the

compensation for which she had consented to the annexa-

tion; she had failed to secure the summoning of a con-

ference; and above all she had been compelled to confess

to Serbia and to the Slavs throughout the Balkans that she

was too weak to defend their interests. Henceforth Petro-

grad and Belgrad were closely linked by revengeful

memories and hopes. The Tsar forgave William II but

Russians
Francis Joseph. On visiting the King

Deep of Italy in October, 1909, he ostentatiously
Resentment avoided passing through Austrian territory;

and though normal diplomatic relations were restored in

February, 1910, the spectacular humiliation continued to

rankle. Moreover, in December, 1909, a secret treaty

superseded and enlarged the Russo-Bulgar pact of 1902,

and declared that the realization of the ideals of the Slav

peoples in the Balkans would only be possible after a

Russian victory over the Central Powers.*

The Kaiser had long been alarmed at the trend of

Russia’s policy, and during the crisis he unbosomed him-

self to the Tsar. “You are right in saying the old year

was eventful,” he wrote on January 8, 1909; “the annexa-

tion of Bosnia was a genuine surprise for everybody,

particularly for us, as we were informed about Austria’s

intentions even later than you. But Austria having taken

this step without consulting us, hesitation as loyal allies

was out of the question. You will be the first to approve

this loyalty of ours. But this does not mean that we intend

^ The Russo-Bulgar Treaty is printed in Laloy, “ Documents Secrets,’*

52-8. For the bitter quarrel between the Hapsburg Empire and the Jugo-
slavs see Seton-Watson, “ The Southern Slavs ”

;
Siidland (a pseudonym

for the Croatian Pilar), “Die siidslavische Frage und der Weltkrieg”;
Mandl, “ Oesterreich-Ungarn und Serbien,” and “ Die Habsburger und
die siidslavische <Lage **

; Bogitshevich, “ Causes of the War ”
; Ubers-

berger, “Die Rolle Serbiens,” in “Deutschland und der Weltkrieg “

;

Friedjung, “ Zeitalter des Imperialismus,” II, ch. 23 ; Miss Durham,
“ Twenty Years of Balkan Tangle “

; and “ Das Deutsche Weissbuch iiber

die Schuld am Kriege.”
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to drop our old friendly relations. Valuing them as I do I

consider it all the more important that whatever might
injure them should be removed. Recently we have been
represented as resenting your agreement with England
about Central Asia. The same rumours are circulated

about the visit Uncle Bertie paid you at Reval. All

Nonsense I We understand perfectly that Russia must
for the present avoid getting into a conflict with Great
Britain. And you have repeatedly assured me that you

would not enter upon any agreement with

England of a more general nature. No,
my dear Nicky, neither your agreement
with England nor your meeting at Reval has produced

any uneasiness or disappointment in Germany. The
cause is quite a different one. It is the patent fact

that for the last two years Russian policy has been

gradually drawing away from us more and more, evolving

always closer towards a combination of Powers unfriendly

to us. The Triple Pmtente between France, Russia and

England is being talked of by the whole world as an
accomplished fact. English and French papers miss no

opportunity of representing this alleged Triple Entente as

being directed against Germany, and only too often the

Russian Press chimes in joining the chorus. The ten-

dency of Russian policy to prefer to lean on England and

France was particularly evident in the present crisis.”

After the capitulation of Russia the Kaiser thanked

the Tsar for “the loyal and noble way in which you led

the way to preserve peace. It is thanks to your high-

minded and unselfish initiative that Europe has been

spared the horrors of an universal war. I am credited by

some papers with being the author of annexation and am
accused among other nonsense of having humiliated

Russia by my peace proposals ! Of course you know
better. Personally, I am totally indifferent to newspaper

gossip; but I cannot refrain from a certain feeling of

anxiety that, if not contradicted at once, the foul and

filthy lies which are freely circulated about my policy and
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my country will tend to create bitterness between our

peoples. If you and I join in open and loyal co-operation

The maintenance of peace—wKich is my
Potsdam most fervent wish—I am thoroughly con-

Agreement yinced that peace will not only be main-

tained but not even be troubled.” The two monarchs

remained on friendly terms, and the agreement in

regard to Persia and the Bagdad Railway reached at

Potsdam in igio was compared by Kiderlen-Wachter to

Bismarck’s reinsurance Treaty of 1887. But no lasting

dStente occurred, and the Press of each country became

ever more critical and suspicious of the policy and aims
of the other. The stage was set for the world-war and the

grand rehearsal had taken place.



CHAPTER XIII

ANGLO-GERMAN RIVALRY

The Navy Law of igoo brought Germany into what
German publicists describe as the danger-zone, and in his

political apologia Biilow claims credit for careful steering.

When Bebel quoted in the Reichstag articles

by naval officers arguing that the fleet must
be strong enough to defeat England, he

dismissed them as rubbish to which no sensible Ger-

man paid attention. Even when the programme of

igoo was completed, he pointed out, the navy would
only be fourth or fifth on the list, and it harboured

no aggressive designs.^ In an interview sought by a

British journalist in November, igo4,* the Chancellor con-

tinued his efforts to dissipate the suspicion of his policy

and character. He consented to see Mr. Bashford, he

explained to the Reichstag on December 5, because in

recent months certain British publicists had sown tares

in the garden of Anglo-German relations. “I cannot

imagine that the thought of a war can be seriously enter-

tained by sensible people. I hope the destinies of both

countries will always be guided by cool heads who know
that England and Germany, not only now but for ever,

are best served by the preservation of the present peaceful

relations.”®

Official assurances failed to dispel the anxiety of the

* “ Reden,** Jan. 22, 1903,

* Published in the K'dlnische Zeitung^ the Nineteenth Century, and
reprinted in Billow *s “ Reden,** II, 393-400.

* Hammann relates that Billow, like Admiral Galster, desired for

political reasons that Germany*s navy should consist mainly of defensive

units, but that Tirpitz insisted on capital ships.
—“ Zur Vorgeschichte des

Weltkrieges,” 144-5.
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British Government, which was fostered not only by the

dimensions of the Navy Law of 1900 and by the inspection

of its first-fruits on the King’s visit to Kiel, but by provo-

cative utterances of the Kaiser and certain of his subjects.

It was owing to the anticipated danger from a new quarter

that it was decided in 1903 to construct a first-class naval

base at Rosyth; that the Cawdor programme of four

battleships annually was sanctioned; and that Sir John

Fisher, on his appointment as First Sea Lord in 1904,

proceeded to concentrate the fleet in home waters.

Obsolete ships were scrapped, and in October, 1905, the

Dreadnought, the largest and most heavily armed vessel

in the world, was laid down.
Long before Englishmen had begun to suspect the

designs of the German navy, Germans had felt alarm

at the strength of the British fleet. The foolish article in

the Saturday Review in 1897, contending that if Germany
could be swept away to-morrow every Englishman would be

the richer, was exploited to whip up enthusiasm for a fleet.

In 1904 an article in the Army and Navy Gazette, suggest-

ing that Great Britain should veto any further increase of

the German warships, was accepted as the authentic voice

of the Admiralty. Early in 1905 a still more threatening

note was struck by a member of the Ministry. In explain-

ing to his constituents the object and result of the policy

of concentrating the main force of our fleet

home waters, Mr. Arthur Lee, Civil Lord
of the Admiralty, urged his hearers to turn

their face from France and the Mediterranean to the

North Sea. If war were declared, it would be pos-

sible to strike the first blow before the other party

read the news in the papers. The speaker in vain com-
plained that he was misreported and misunderstood. The
Kaiser complained to the British Ambassador, and large

sections of German opinion began to believe that their

country was threatened by a sudden attack. The con-

struction of the Dreadnought intensified the feeling of

danger and impotence. “ I was besieged by a demand for
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a large increase to meet British threats,” writes Tirpitz/

“My Bill of March, 1906, added the six large cruisers

which had been refused in 1900, and obtained money to

widen the Kiel Canal, through which Dreadnoughts could

not pass.” The naval rivalry entered on a new and more
dangerous stage. Each Admiralty attributed aggressive

designs to the other, and sections of the Press in both

countries laboured at its congenial task of sowing tares in

the cornfield. The situation was thoroughly understood

by the German Ambassador, Wolff-Metternich. “The
real cause of tTie political tension,” he reported to Berlin

in 1906, “is not commercial rivalry, but the growing im-

portance of our navy.”

On the other hand, a speech by the Prime Minister on

May 4, 1905, explaining the views of the newly founded

Committee of Imperial Defence, contributed

in some degree to tranquillize opinion. The
army and navy, he argued, should be concen-

trated as far as possible
;
but experts had decided that even

if the regular army was abroad and our organized fleets

at a distance, an invasion would not be attempted with

less than 70,000 men.
The ditente following the Algeciras Conference was

employed by the newly installed Liberal Cabinet to strive

for an arrest of armaments. It was announced that one of

the four battleships of the Cawdor programme would be

omitted, with corresponding reduction in destroyers and
submarines. If any expectation existed that this step

might evoke a response from Berlin, it was quickly dis-

appointed. The Kaiser observed to Sir Frank Lascelles

that if disarmament were to be brought up at the next

Hague Conference he should decline to be represented.*

Each State must decide for itself what forces it required.

In August King Edward visited Cronberg, where the

Kaiser remarked to Sir Charles Hardinge that the

approaching conference was great nonsense. That his

^ “ Memoirs,** ch. 15.

* Cook, “ How Britain Strove for Peace ” (from official sources).
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attitude was not dictated by hostility to Great Britain was

shown by his cordiality to the British War Minister whom
he invited to the September manoeuvres and allowed to

examine the organization of the German War Office.^

The Morocco crisis had proved too much for the

Chancellor’s strength, and it was not till November 14 that

Billow
reappeared in the Reichstag and sur-

surveys veyed the European situation. “We have
Europe disturbing the Franco-English

friendship. The Franco-Russian alliance has been no
danger for peace; on the contrary, it has helped to

make the world-clock keep time. We hope to be able to

say the same of the Anglo-French Entente. Good rela-

tions between Germany and Russia have not damaged the

Franco-Russian alliance, and good 'relations between Ger-

many and England are not incompatible with the Entente,

if it pursues peaceful aims. The Entente without good
relations of its members to Germany would be a danger

to peace. A policy aiming at encircling Germany, form-

ing a ring of Powers in order to isolate her, would indeed

be dangerous. Such an encirclement is impossible without

pressure. Pressure brings counter-pressure, and from

pressure and counter-pressure explosions can arise.

Between England and Germany there are no evil memories
or deep political differences. Economic rivalry does not

necessitate political differences, much less war. I was
gratified by the reception of the German Burgomasters,

and I have good hopes of the coming visit of German
journalists. There is not a sensible man in Germany who
does not desire straightforward and tranquil relations.

Sympathy with the Boers was not the result of hatred of

England but of German idealism. To my deep regret I

am always reading in the Socialist Press that our defensive

naval measures are the cause of English ill-feeling.

The notion that the fleet is building against England is

utter folly. The English apprehension of a great fleet

not yet in existence is simply unintelligible. We have

^ Haldane, ** Before the War,” 23-8.
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no idea of building a fleet as strong as the English, and we
shall never break the peace. Time and patience are

needed, lihe barometer has moved from Rain and Wind
to Changeable. To point to Fair, both sides must avoid

irritations. Too much importance has been attached to

presumed friction between the two rulers. The meeting
at Cronberg has strengthened the good personal relations.**

Undeterred by the hostility of the Kaiser to the limita-

tion of armaments, Campbell-Bannerman pleaded in the

Nation for its discussion at The Hague. The writer*s

sincerity was confirmed by a navy programme in 1907 of

three capital ships and a promise to drop a second if others

would do the same. The offer was communicated officially

to seven Powers ; but on April 30 Prince Biilow, to whom
the invitation was virtually addressed, curtly announced
in the Reichstag that the German Government could not

participate in a discussion which they believed to be un-

practical if not actually dangerous. Russia and Austria

also expressed a wish to postpone the question.

Despite the frowns of the Powers, Sir Edward Fry,

the British Plenipotentiary, initiated a discussion on
August 17 at the fourth Plenary Meeting
of the Conference.^ He began by quoting Armament
Muravieff*s circular of 1898, and pronounced

its true and eloquent words more applicable than ever.

“I know you will agree with me that the realization of

the wish expressed in 1899 would be a great blessing

for the whole of humanity. Is this hope capable

of realization ? I can only say that my Government is

a convinced adherent of these lofty aspirations, and that

it charges me to invite you to co-operate in realizing this

noble object. Recognizing that several Governments

desire to restrict their military expenses, and that this

can be realized by the independent action of each Power,

it would be ready to communicate yearly to the Powers

who would do the same the programme of new ships of

war and the expenditure this would entail. In conclusion

^ Protocols of the Eleven Plenary Meetings, Cd. 4081, 1908, pages 27-31.
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I propose the following resolution : The Conference con-

firms the resolution adopted in 1899,^ and, seeing that the

charges have considerably increased in almost all countries

since that year, declares that it is highly desirable to see all

Governments resume the serious study of this question.”

When the British Plenipotentiary had concluded his

eloquent appeal, the President read a letter from the first

American Plenipotentiary. “In regretting that more pro-

gress cannot be made at this moment,” wrote Mr. Choate,

“we are happy to think there is no intention on the part

of the nations to abandon the efforts, and we express our

sympathy for the views and our support for the proposition

of the British delegates.” “In the name of the French

delegation,” echoed M. Bourgeois, “I expressly support

the proposition. As the promoter of the vcbu of the first

Conference, I express confidence that from now till the

next Conference the study will be resolutely continued.”

A similar letter of support was read from Spain; and a

joint communication from Argentine and Chile proudly

claimed that they were the first and only States to conclude

a convention (in 1902) limiting their naval forces. The

The discussion was closed by a brief address

Question from the President. In 1899, declared
Shelved

Nelidoff, the discussions were so lively that

they threatened to wreck the Conference. The Russian

Government had therefore not put it on the programme,

since it was no topic for fruitful discussion, and decided

not to share in the debate. It would be best to reaffirm

the voeu of 1899. The resolution was put to the meeting,

and the President declared that the unanimity of the ap-

plause rendered a vote unnecessary. Thus the ideal of

1898 was again interred with regret or relief. The most

important achievement of the Conference was to reform

the laws of naval warfare and to approve the creation of

an International Prize Court.

' “ That the limitation of military charges which weigh on the world
is highly desirable for increasing the material and moral well-being of

humanity.”
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The signature of the Anglo-Russian Convention in

August, 190^, was not immediately followed by a diplo-

matic partnership, and nobody interpreted it as precluding
friendly relations with Germany. The invitation to the

Kaiser to visit Windsor in the autumn of 1907, and his

decision to spend a brief holiday in the

mild air of the Solent, filled the friends Windsor
of peace in both countries with i^atisfaction.

On November ii the Hohenzollern steamed into Ports-

mouth harbour, and in reply to an address by the Mayor
of Windsor the Emperor remarked: “It seems like com-
ing home again

;
I am always glad to be here.” The

climax of the visit was the ceremony at the Guildhall.

The Emperor opened with a reference to his last visit in

1891, when he received the Freedom of the City. “When
I addressed Sir Joseph Savory from this place sixteen

years ago I said that my aim was above all the mainten-

ance of peace. History, I venture to hope, will do me the

justice that I have pursued this aim unswervingly ever

since. The main prop and base for the peace of the world

is the maintenance of good relations between our two
countries, and I shall further strengthen them as far as

lies in my power. The German nation’s wishes coincide

with mine.” On November 15 Lord Curzon conferred the

degree of Doctor of Civil Law on the Emperor. On
November 18 he left Windsor for Highcliffe Castle, while

the Empress returned to Germany.
The hopes expressed by the statesmen and journalists of

both countries appeared to be fullyrealized. “The visit,” de-

clared Professor Schiemann in the Kreuzzeitung, “plainly

demonstrated the wish for friendly relations between the

two peoples. The English Press has shown real under-

standing for the Emperor’s personality and the necessities

of our policy, and w’^e most gratefully accept the hospitality

he has received. No real antagonism of interests exists.”

The Vossische Zeitung, which was in close touch with

the Chancellor, declared that the visit set the seal on the

reconciliation of the peoples, and there was no longer any

2 C
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ground for attributing to Great Britain a policy of en-

circlement. Except the National Review, which sounded

its usual note of strident discord, most of the Opposition

leader writers were only a little less cordial than their

Liberal comrades. The Times, though critical, was not

blind to the possible significance of the occasion. “An
essential condition for gaining our friendship is a con-

ciliatory policy towards our friends. Germany, we have

felt, is inclined to go any lengths, short of war, to secure

an advantage. If Berlin sees that other nations have no

desire to quarrel with her, and that she will gain nothing

by attempting to interfere with existing alliances, there

will be no further cause of trouble. The visit, while alter-

ing nothing in the nature of actual arrangements, may
alter everything by throwing a new and more genial light

on all the political problems of the day.“

The unofficial verdict of the editorial chair was con-

firmed by the voice of the Chancelleries. “I wish to ex-

The press my satisfaction at the welcome of our

Situation Imperial couple by King and people, “ de-
Improves Prince Billow in the Reichstag. “I

believe that, when the history of the last decade is

written from the sources, it will appear that the tension

between Germany and England, which has long op-

pressed the world, was due in the last resort to a great

mutual misunderstanding. Each attributed to the other

purposes which it did not entertain. To remove these

misunderstandings and to clear away the resulting sus-

picion was beyond the power of the two Governments, if

not filled with good will. Public opinion must help. That
the friends of peace in England did not labour in vain is

shown by the reception of our Imperial couple. I am
certain that I speak for this House and the German people

when I say that such peaceful and friendly feelings are

shared by us and honestly reciprocated.
“ “The whole

country has felt pleasure,” echoed Sir Edward Grey in

addressing his constituents at Berwick. “It is bound to

have a good effect. Morp than half the difficulties of
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diplomacy disappear when the nations become convinced
that neither of them intends ill to the other.” The Foreign

Secretary took occasion to reassure France by affirming

the solidarity of the Entente, but repeated that it was not

directed against any country. have no complaint to

make that Germany is embarking on a very large naval

programme; but we should of course have to increase our

own. The position, however, is perfectly safe, at any rate

for a year or two more.” “By my visit to England,”

wrote the Kaiser to the Tsar on December 28, in one of

the few passages in his correspondence not unfriendly to

Great Britain, “I think I have removed many causes, for

misunderstanding and distrust, so that the atmosphere is

cleared and the pressure on the safety-valve relieved.”

On arriving at Windsor Baron von Schon, the Foreign

Secretary, had declared to an interviewer that there was
no intention to discuss concrete political

questions. The Emperor, however, was
incapable of excluding high politics from his

conversation. No project of Imperial policy was nearer

his heart than the Bagdad Railway
;
and the British

refusal to co-operate had been not only a sore dis-

appointment but an effective obstacle to the success of

the scheme. Though -the French Government like the

British had declined official participation in 1903, the

French group of the Ottoman Bank continued to desire

a share. But as the Bourse was closed to Bagdad shares

this tie was of slender value. The German company,

thrown back on its own resources, pushed on with the

line. Though the concession of 1903 covered the whole

distance from Konia to the Gulf, a Turkish guarantee was

only available for two hundred kilometres to Bulgurlu,

which were completed in 1904. In 1906 Helfferich was sent

to Constantinople by the Deutsche Bank and the Anatolian

Railway Company to arrange with Turkey for carrying

the line through the Taurus Mountains and if possible to

Aleppo. Though convinced that an understanding with

England was imperative, he desired to show that Germany
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could complete the enterprise alone, if necessary, and thus

have something with which to bargain. Though the three

per cent, increase of customs duties in 1907 waii .earmarked

by Sir Edward Grey for Macedonian reform, other Turkish
funds proved to be available, and the resumption of

building in 1908 was reported to be practicable.

Such was the state of affairs when the Emperor, finding

Mr. Haldane among the guests at Windsor, broached the

subject of British co-operation.^ “I said

Haldane that I could not answer for the Foreign Office,
Conversations speaking as War Minister, one
thing I knew we wanted was a ‘ gate ’ to protect

India from troops coming down the new railway. He
asked me what I meant by a ‘ gate,* and I said that

meant the control of the section which would come near

to the Persian Gulf. ^ I will give you the gate,* replied

the Emperor. I saw the Foreign Secretary, who, after

taking time to think things over, gave me a memorandum
he had drawn up. The substance of it was that the British

Government would be very glad to discuss the Emperor*s

suggestion, but that it would be necessary, before making
a settlement, to bring into the discussion France and
Russia, whose interests also were involved. Some weeks

afterwards difficulties were raised from Berlin. Germany
said that she was ready to discuss with the British Govern-

ment the question of the terminal portion of the railway,

but she did not desire to bring the other two Powers into

that discussion, because the Conference would probably fail

and accentuate the differences between her and the other

Powers. The matter thus came to an end.** The veto of

Prince Biilow on a four-Power conference in Berlin ended

the brief period during which reconciliation was in the

air.* Under the mellowing influence of a warm popular

welcome the Emperor’s instinctive dislike for English

* Haldane, “ Before the War,” ch. 2 ; cf. Schon, ” Memoirs,” 59-63.

* Schon, w'no discussed the question with Sir E. Grey, explains the veto

by the argument that Germany would have found herself alone at the

conference table against three Powers acting together and not favourably
disposed.
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ideas and institutions momentarily yielded to a revival of

family associations and a desire to resume the political

intimacy of the early years of his reign. If the British

refusal of co-operation in 1903 was an error, the German
refusal of British conditions in 1907 was a calamity.

The King’s speech at the opening of the Session of

1908 began with a warmly phrased reference to the

Kaiser’s visit; but the sky quickly filled with

driving clouds. “It was in the last weeks Tweedmouth
of February,” writes Colonel Repington,’ Letter

“that I learnt that the Kaiser had addressed a letter

to Lord Tweedmouth on naval policy. This letter

appeared to me an insidious attempt to influence, in

German interests, a British First Lord, and at a most
critical juncture, namely, just before the estimates were

coming on in Parliament.” After taking a week to

think it over, the Times published a brief letter from its

Military Correspondent on March 6 with the title, “Under
which King ? ” The Kaiser had addressed a letter to

Lord Tweedmouth on British and German naval policy,

and a reply had been dispatched. Both letter and reply

should be laid before Parliament without delay. A shrill

leader argued that the Emperor wished to cut down British

shipbuilding in order to steal a march on our naval

supremacy. “It was a purely private and personal com-

munication,” replied the Prime Minister to the critics,

“conceived in an entirely friendly spirit. The answer was
equally private and informal, and neither the letter nor

the answer was communicated to the Cabinet. Before the

letter arrived the Cabinet had come to a formal decision

with regard to the Navy estimates.”

Prince Billow dealt with his own critics in a similar

manner. “I cannot publish the letter because it is private.

I wish I could. It could be signed by any of us, by any

sincere friend of good relations.* Every sovereign has a

^ “ Vestigia,” ch. 21.

* The Kaiser had shown the letter to Schon, who saw no reason to

stop it.
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right to address other statesmen. It is a gross libel to

suggest that it is an attempt to influence the Minister in

Prince
interest of Germany, or a secret inter-

Bulow’s ference in the domestic affairs of Great
Comments

Britain, Our Kaiser is the last man to

imagine that the patriotism of an English Minister would

accept foreign suggestions as to the naval budget. We
wish to live in peace with Elngiand, and therefore feel

it bitterly that a section of English publicists is always

talking of the German danger, though the English fleet

is largely superior and other nations have greater fleets

and work out their development with no less zeal. Yet

it is always Germany and only Germany against which

public opinion on the other side of the Channel is excited

by an unscrupulous polemic. It would be in the interest

of tranquillization between the two lands and of the world

if this polemic ceased. As we do not contest England’s

right to settle her standard without us seeing in it a threat

against us, so little can others complain that we do not

wish our shipbuilding to be considered as a challenge to

England. In the Kaiser’s letter one gentleman speaks to

another, one seaman to another. The Kaiser highly values

the honour to be an Admiral of the British fleet. That

is the tendency and tone of the letter. It would have been

very regrettable if his noble objects had been misconceived,

and I note with satisfaction that such attempts have found

almost universal reprobation.”

The Navy estimates for 1908-9, providing for only

two Dreadnoughts, testified to the conciliatory spirit of

the Cabinet, which determined to utilize King Edward’s

visit to Cronberg, on his way to Marienbad, to open

negotiations.^ Sir Charles Hardinge explained the un-

easiness of the Cabinet, pointed out the dangers of naval

competition, and urged that friendly discussion should

take place between the Governments. The Kaiser renewed

'In June Ballin and Sir Ernest Cassel had the first of a series of

semi-official conversations on the naval rivalry, which were reported to the

Kaiser and the King. See Huldermann, Berlin,” ch, 8.
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the assurance of his friendliness, but impulsively declared
that no dictation as to his naval armaments by a foreign
Government could be tolerated, and that he would rather

go to war than submit to it. Herr von Jenisch, who repre-

sented the German Foreign Office, was equally emphatic
in declining the British overtures. The personal aspects
of the visit were pleasant enough. “Uncle Bertie was
all sunshine at Cronberg and in very good humour,”
reported the Kaiser to the Tsar on August i8.* King
Edward proceeded from Cronberg to Ischl to congratulate
Francis Joseph on his diamond jubilee. “He brought up
the topic of the German fleet,” writes the

biographer of Aehrenthal, “explained the re- Cohversa-

sentment it aroused in England, and asked
his host to persuade Germany to limit her shipbuild-

ing. Francis Joseph refused. The parting was friendly,

but the conversation was a landmark. Aehrenthal
would have preferred a smaller German fleet, but he
could not interfere.” The King had no other pur-

pose than to diminish the tension which was beginning
to threaten peace; but the Emperor remarked that his

guest had gone away dissatisfied, and to suspicious eyes
in Central Europe the King’s action came to appear as

another link in the chain of his machinations against the

solidarity of the Triple Alliance. “He tried to detach me
from the alliance with Germany,” complained Francis

Joseph to Conrad, “but I put him off.”® The two
monarchs never met again.

The publication of an undated and anonymous inter-

view with the Kaiser in the Daily Telegraph on October 28,

1908, let loose a fresh hurricane. The conversation was
published, with his approval as a contribution to friendly

relations, and it was a bitter disappointment to him that

^ The Kaiser sent a long telegraphic report to the Chancellor in

Norderney of his conversation with Sir Charles Hardinge. His tone in

discussing the question of naval rivalry, declared the Kaiser, was sharp and
almost dictatorial. The telegrams are printed in Hammann, “ Bilder aus
der letztcn Kaiserzeit,** 141-4.

* Conrad, “ Aus meiner Dienstzeit,” I, 55.
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it produced the opposite result/ Its dominant theme was

his friendship for England, as evinced both openly and

secretly during the Boer war and steadily * maintained,

although neither shared by his own people nor recognized

by the object of his affections. While the Daily Telegraph

Dally
informed its readers that the interview was

Telegraph the work of a retired diplomatist, the
Interview JSlorddetitsche Allgemeine Zeitung issued a

statement that the Emperor received from an English

gentleman the manuscript of an article collating a

series of conversations at various times and with various

personages, with a request to sanction its publication in

the interests of good relations. The Emperor forwarded

it to the Chancellor at Norderney, who sent it to the

Foreign Office for revision. As the Foreign Office raised

no objection it was published. On seeing it in print,

Biilow informed the Emperor that he had not previously

read it and that, if he had known its contents, he would
have deprecated publication.* At the same time the

German Foreign Office informed Reuter that the Emperor
had not expressed a wish for publication, but declared

that he had no objection if the Foreign Office approved.

The Kaiser explains in his “Memoirs’^ that he suggested

certain omissions, which, by an oversight, were not

made.

Surprise and indignation were universal in Germany,
and in his speech in the Reichstag on November lo the

Chancellor made no attempt to conceal his emotion. Great

damage, he confessed, had been done by the interview,

important parts of which were incorrect. For instance,

no plan of campaign for South Africa had been worked
out—nothing but some purely academic “ aphorisms ** on

^ The Kaiser read the interview before it appeared, and corrected one or
two words so that his meaning should be made clearer. It is reprinted
in the Appendix to D. J. Hill, “ Impressions of the Kaiser.**

« A representative of the Foreign Office read parts of it to the Chan-
cellor, who ordered its careful examination by the Foreign Office. The
most complete account of the incident is given in Spickernagel, “ Fiirst
Pulow,’* ch. 5; cf. Schon, 102-9, and the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,** ch. 4.
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var in general, of which the General Staff knew nothing,

jermany had not been guilty of playing a double game.

‘We warned the Boers in October, 1897, they would
lave to fight alone, and in May, 1899, we urged them
lirectly and through the Dutch Government to arrange

natters, as war meant certain defeat.” Nor was the picture

)f the proposed intervention by Russia and France correct.

[t was also untrue that the majority of Germans were

liostile to England, and Japan could rest

assured that Germany had no adventurous Chancellor

lims in the Far East. “If these revelations Explains

had appeared singly and correctly, the sensation would

have been slight. For two decades the Kaiser has

laboured, often under very difficult circumstances, to

bring about friendly relations. The passionate sympathy
of our people for the Boers led to unjust and violent

attacks, and from England have also come unjust attacks

on ourselves. Our aims were misunderstood, and hostile

plans attributed to us which never entered our heads. The
Kaiser, convinced that this situation was a misfortune for

both lands and a danger to the civilized world, has stuck

to his guns. Any doubt as to the purity of his intentions

and his patriotism is unjust. I quite understand that,

just because he knew himself to have striven zealously

and sincerely, he felt pained by the constant attacks and
suspicions of his naval plans. The knowledge that the

publication has not produced the desired result in England,

and has aroused excitement and painful regret in Germany,
will lead him henceforth to observe even in private con-

versation the reserve which is essential to the unity of our

policy and the authority of the Crown. If it were other-

wise, neither I nor my successors could carry our burden.

For the mistake I accept full responsibility. The officials

in the Foreign Office trusted that I had read the document,

as I read most things. I at once offered to resign, and
the hardest resolve in my life was to remain at the Kaiser’s

wish. We must not, however, make a misfortune into a

catastrophe. The mischief is not so great that it cannot
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be made good. But no one must forget the warning that

we have all received.**
^

The Daily Telegraph interview, like the letter to Lord
Tweedmouth, however well intentioned, increased the

malaise which it was intended to dispel. When the Kaiser

confessed that his subjects as a whole were unfriendly to

England, he was generally believed, and when he affirmed

his own undeviating good will he failed to carry convic-

tion. Moreover, the rashness of his language deepened

the impression already prevalent throughout Europe that

his personality was an explosive element in world politics.

A second shock of a similar character was narrowly

averted by the suppression of an interview with an Ameri-

can journalist, Dr. Hale, on the Kaiser’s yacht, which
had been passed by the Foreign Office and was about to

appear in the December issue of the Century Magazine.^

British
While Cabinet Ministers expressed their con-

Apprehen- fidence in the good will of Germany, a
sions growing number of observers came to regard

a collision as probable if not inevitable. From the

opening of the century Mr. Leo Maxse had pro-

claimed in the National Review that Germany was the

enemy, and that the safety of the country depended on

close association with France and Russia. Lord Cromer
warned the Government in the House of Lords that “their

main duty was to make provision betimes for the European

conflict which might not improbably be forced upon us

before many years.** During his cure at Marienbad in

1908 King Edward received a visit from Clemenceau, the

French Premier, who argued that the Territorial Army
was a plaything, and urged the creation of a national

army. On November 23 Lord Roberts delivered a speech

* Cf. Bassermann’s speech in his
** Reden,** I, and Hammann, “ Um

den Kaiser,** ch. 6. The Crown Prince describes his father*s physical and
moral collapse at this crisis and his anger with Bulow .

—** Memoirs,** 87-8.

The Kaiser bitterly complained that the Chancellor had “ betrayed ** him.
* According to D. J. Hill, ** Impressions of the Kaiser,** 96, the printed

copies were bought up, taken out to sea by a German warship, and used to

stoke the furnaces.
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in the House of Lords which succeeded in making com-
pulsory service a living issue. “There lies in front of us

one of the strangest spectacles ever witnessed. Within a

few hours* steaming of our coasts there is a people number-
ing over sixty millions, our most active rivals in com-
merce and the greatest military Power in the world, adding
to an overwhelming military strength a naval force which
she is resolutely and rapidly increasing, while we are

taking no military precautions in response. Words
cannot express the responsibility which lies on the members
of the Legislature. We are trustees for the future of the

Empire. It is my absolute belief that, without a military

organization more adequate to the certain perils of the

future, our Empire will fall from us and our power will

pass away.”

While Lord Roberts was proclaiming his fears and

propounding his remedies. Sir John Fisher secretly pro-

posed to avert the menace by very different

means. As far back as 1905, on his appoint-

ment to office, the First Sea Lord, in a

written memorandum, predicted an Anglo-German war
in August, 1914;^ and on March 14, 1908, he wrote

to King Edward, “That we have eventually to fight

Germany is just as sure as anything can be.” “Early

in 1908,” he writes, “I had a long secret conversation

with the King, in which I urged that we should ‘ Copen-

hagen ’ the German fleet at Kiel, k la Nelson, and I

lamented that we possessed neither a Pitt nor a Bismarck

to give the order.” The criminal design of seizing the

fleet of a foreign Power in time of peace, without even

Canning’s excuse in 1807, was never communicated to

Ministers. “I don’t want to disclose my plan of cam-

paign to anyone,” wrote Sir John to Lord Esher on

January 17, 1908, “not even Campbell-Bannerman him-

self. The only man who knows is Sir Arthur Wilson,

and he is as close as wax. The whole success will depend

on suddenness and unexpectedness.”* The reception of

1 “ Memories,” 64. * Idid., 18-19, 181.
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the plan by those to whom it was confided did not en-

courage its author to admit the public into the circle of his

initiates.

The tension was recognized and deplored by no one

more than the German Ambassador in London, who com-
plained that the provocatory methods by
which the fleet was boomed got on English

nerves. “Count Wolff-Metternich,” writes

Tirpitz, “watched this increasing fear of Germany
with growing anxiety. Till then he had taken up
the right standpoint that the English must and
would accustom themselves to our Navy Bill. It is in-

telligible, if not quite excusable, that under the strong

pressure of English circles around him in 1908 he should

begin to lose his sure judgment of the deeper reasons of

Anglo-German Jealousy.^ His reports caused Biilow to

enter into detailed discussions with me during the winter.

Since. January, 1909, I declared my readiness to allow a

proportion which would secure a definite British superiority

for all time.’’ There was only one path back to confidence

and cordiality, but the Kaiser and his third Chancellor

stubbornly refused to take it. “I am asked why we oppose

limitations,” declared Biilow in the Reichstag on Decem-
ber 10, 1908. “The technical difficulties are very great.

It is not only the number and size of the battleships.

How is one to reckon the interests of each Power at sea ?

And what of the problem of inventions ? Besides, we are

in the middle of Europe, in the most strategically un-

favourable position on the world map. The present situa-

tion in Europe is not very comfortable. Our position

would be bad indeed, and the peace imperilled if we
reduced our armaments below the level demanded by our

position in Europe. Finally, our fleet is determined by
a law, solely to assure the defence of our coasts and our

commerce.” Meanwhile the construction of a mighty

fleet was pressed steadily forward to the strident accom-

* Schon describes the conflicts between Tirpitz and the Ambassador, and
adds that the Admiral often enforced his views by threats of resignation.
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paniment of the Pan-German orchestra, and talk of war
became common in both countries/

The relations of Great Britain with Germany in the

earlier stages of the Bosnian crisis were less strained than

with Austria, for everyone was aware that she had to

stand by her ally. The inevitable friction was eased by
the official visit of the King and Queen King
to Berlin in February, 1909, the novel Edward’s

feature of which was the King’s visit to

the Rathaus, where he spoke gratefully of his “splen-

did reception ” by the municipality. Controversial

topics were studiously avoided. The King’s Speech on
the opening of Parliament declared that he was much
impressed and gratified by the warmth of his reception

by all classes of the community. “In its extremely har-

monious course,” declared the Chancellor, “it was a

happy event. The warm welcome they received here, its

echo in England, above all, the King’s words of sincere

love of peace and friendship, have shown once again to

both peoples how much cause they have to respect each

other and to co-operate in peaceful work. Germany is

England’s best customer, and England is ours.”

A few days before the German ultimatum to Russia

ended the Bosnian crisis, British nerves received an un-

expected shock. The Navy Law of 1908, reducing the life

of capital ships from twenty-five to twenty years, con-

formed to the general practice and excited no alarm in

Whitehall; but in the autumn the Admiralty heard that

the programme of 1909-10 was being anticipated, and in

January, 1909, Sir Edward Grey informed the German
Government that in consequence the British estimates

would be considerably increased. The Admiralty’s pro-

posal for meeting the new German Navy Bill was to lay

down six Dreadnoughts in 1909-10, and a similar number

^ Pan-Germanism may be studied in “ Zwanzig Jahre Alldeutscher

Arbeit und Kampfe,” 1910; W. T. Arnold, “ German Ambitions Charles

^ndler, “ Le Pangermanisme ”
; Ch6rddame, “ TEurope et la Question

d’Autriche,” and “The Pan-German Plot Unmasked”; Seton-Watson,
“ German, Slav and Magyar Nippold, “ Deutscher Chauvinismus.”
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in the two succeeding years. A battle raged within and
without the Cabinet; but the First Lord emerged victorious,

since his defeat would have involved the resignation of the

P'oreign Secretary. Estimates were indeed for four; but

it was added that the Government “might

'stfUmates^ necessary to make preparations for

the rapid construction of four more large

armoured ships.** Mysterious whispers of coming trouble

had filled the lobbies during the opening weeks of the

session; but few were prepared for the dramatic scene

when Mr. McKenna rose on March i6. “The safety of

the Empire,** he began, “stands above all considera-

tions.*’ For the first time the estimates were justified

by selecting Germany as the standard by which to meas-

ure our requirements, and British and German Dread-

noughts were balanced against each other down the vista

of the coming years. Mr. Balfour made his hearers* flesh

creep by suggesting that our rival might possess twenty-

five ships in April, 1912. The Prime Minister, while

rejecting such fantastic exaggerations, confessed that

seventeen ships in April, 1912, were a possibility and
thirteen a certainty. A wave of panic swept over the

country. Men began to speak openly of war as possible

and even probable, and the legend of stealthy acceleration

seemed proof positive of a fell design to wrest the trident

from Britannia’s hands.

Sir Edward accepted the explanations and assurances,

“some vouchsafed before March 16 but more precisely after

it,” that there had been no acceleration in the date for the

completion of the vessels; but the public continued to

believe that Germany had tried to steal a march on her

rival. The political result of t;he crisis was deplorable
;
but

the British navy profited by the panic, for six of the eight

vessels of the 1909-1910 programme were super-Dread-

noughts, with 13.5-inch guns instead of 12-inch. This

stroke delayed the construction of the German vessels that

had already been laid down; and when the danger-point

of the spring of 1912 was reached, Germany possessed
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not the thirteen monsters which Mr. Asquith had foretold

as a certainty, but nine. Mr. McKenna, on the other

hand, followed up his eight Dreadnoughts by five in each

of the two succeeding years, thus completing in his three

years of office the programme of eighteen which he had

originally proposed to his colleagues.

On the same day that Prince Bulow was disclaiming

acceleration, Mr. Arthur Lee moved a Vote of Censure on

the Government for not at once laying down
eight Dreadnoughts. In a weighty speech censure
the Foreign Secretary replied that he was
not sure that the four extra ships would be required,

and that in any case they need not be ordered before

luiy, as they would not be completed any sooner.

But he made no attempt to disguise the serious nature

of the problem. “The situation is grave. A new

situation in this country is created by the German pro-

gramme, whether it is carried out quickly or slowly.

When it is completed Germany will have a fleet of thirty-

three Dreadnoughts—the most powerful the world has ever

seen. That imposes on us the necessity, of which we now
are at the beginning— except so far as we have Dread-
noughts already—of rebuilding the whole of our fleet.”

The speech concluded with the sensible suggestion that

future panics should be obviated by the Admiralties ex-

changing information and providing facilities for inspec-

tion by Naval Attaches
; but the proposal was declined by

the German Government. It was announced in July that

‘the four contingent Dreadnoughts would be laid down,

and the decision was received almost without protest.

“Armaments are increasing,” declared Lord Rosebery in

an impressive speech at a banquet to Colonial journalists

on July 9; “this calm before the storm is terrifying.” The
rejection by the House of Lords of the Declaration of

London, which had been drawn up during the winter by
naval experts to assist the projected Appeal Prize Court at

The Hague, was due to the growing apprehension in Con-
servative circles that Britain might before long find herself
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at war, and that it would be unwise to tie her hands by the

surrender of any belligerent rights.

In his “Imperial Germany,** published in 1913, Prince
Billow explained the ideas which had governed him in the

Bulow’s creation of a large navy. It was a delicate

Naval task, he declares, to awaken public opinion
Policy

necessity without arousing patriotic

feeling to such an extent as to damage irreparably

Germany’s relations with England, against whom her
sea power would for years still be insufficient, and
at whose mercy she lay in 1897 butter before the
knife. “It ivas both necessary and desirable for us to be
so strong that no sea power could attack us without grave
risk, so that we might be free to protect our oversea
interests, independently of the influence and choice of other
sea powers. Our vigorous national development, mainly
in the industrial sphere, forced us to cross the ocean. For
the sake of our interests, as well as of our honour and
dignity, we were obliged to see that we won for our inter-

national policy the same independence that we had secured
for our European policy. I have always been convinced
that a conflict would never come to pass

—

“i. If we built a fleet which could not be attacked
without very grave risk.

“ii. If we did not indulge in undue and unlimited
shipbuilding.

“iii. If we allowed no Power to injure our reputation

or our dignity.

“iv. If we allowed nothing to make an irremediable
breach between us and England.

“v. If we kept calm and cool, and neither injured
England nor ran after her.**

The Prince’s pacific maxims were negative in character,

and the mere fact that he and his master set their faces

against the limitation of naval armaments was fatal to

the confidence which is the only sure foundation of peace.
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The most brilliant of Bismarck’s successors lacked the

master’s capacity to measure the ultimate consequences
of his policy. Welt'politik was the fashion

among the Great Powers, and it was natural

that he should desire Germany to play

her part; but to the Chancellor Weltpolitik meant the

rapid construction of a mighty fleet in addition to the

strongest army in the world. Though there is no reason

to attribute to him aggressive designs, his policy was a

challenge to our secular practice of maintaining our safety

against invasion and the provisioning of our people by the

possession of an unconquerable fleet. The Iron Chancellor

gained a colonial empire without a fleet and without firing

a shot. If the growth of new ambitions demanded a

departure from the policy of his later years, his successors

should have followed his practice of securing one object

and incurring one risk at a time. William II was sur-

rounded by men who agreed in desiring a forward move-
ment, some looking to the Turkish Empire, others to the

Atlantic. Each had its prizes and its risks. It was the

task of statesmanship to choose between the Eastern and
Western policy.^ It is the supreme condemnation of the

Kaiser and Billow that, in addition to thwarting Russia

in the Near East, they simultaneously antagonized Great

Britain by threatening her naval supremacy.

Bethmann-Hollweg inherited no bed of roses when he

succeeded Billow as Chancellor in July, 1909. “Whether
Germany might have secured a different world-constella-

tion at the opening of the century,” he writes in his

pathetic “Reflections,” “by accepting the English ap-

proaches and reaching a naval understanding, need not

be discussed. In 1909 the main lines were laid down.

England had taken up her position beside France and

^ The Kaiser (“ .Memoirs,” ch. 14) argues that his policy involved no

risks at all; but the necessity of a choice is clearly recognized in the

memoirs of Tirpitz, representing one school, and Bernstorff, representing

the other. Johannes Haller’s brilliant little book, “ Die Aera Biilow,”

contains an annihilating criticism of Billow’s policy. Billow defended
himself in an interesting letter of June 21, 1919, reprinted in Spicker-

nagel’s ” Filrst Billow,” 92-102.

2 D
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Russia, while Germany had settled her naval programme
and developed a Near Eastern policy. Sharp words had
been exchanged, and the atmosphere was frosty and
charged with suspicion. Prince Billow informed me that

the attitude of England was an object of grave anxiety,

Bethmann ^^^ugh he hoped it might yield to treat-

and ment. The fleet was Germany’s darling.
Tirpitz

‘I- forward-striving forces of the nation

seemed to be most vividly incarnated. Apprehensions
as to the grave international complications which arose

from our navy policy were smothered by a robust

agitation. Its direction was in the hands of a man
who claimed political authority. Where differences be-

tween the navy and the political direction occurred, public

opinion was almost invariably on the side of the former.

The weighing of international factors appeared as kow-

towing to the foreigner. The Pan-German movement had
already begun to secure a footing among the Conservatives

and National Liberals—not a wish for war but an arrogance

which complicated my task.” ^ The Chancellor’s dislike of

Tirpitz was heartily reciprocated. “Prince Billow,” writes

the Admiral, “inspired in me a different feeling of security

than his suspicious and inexperienced successor. The
former gave the navy his full sympathy; but after his

resignation I had to fight for the most necessary credits

till I was exhausted—less with the Reichstag, which

showed growing insight, than with the Treasury and the

Chancellor, who suppressed a great deal that was desirable

for Germany’s armament.” The Pan-Germans made no

secret of their hostility. “In Bethmann’s eyes,” writes

Reventlow, “the first aim of German diplomacy was to

secure British neutrality in the event of a Continental war.

He did not share the conviction < of the necessity of a

powerful German fleet, believing that its influence made
rather for war than for peace.”

Though the new Chancellor was powerless to alter the

course of the ship, a more accommodating spirit entered

^ “ Reflections,” I, ch. i.
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the Wilhelmstrasse
;
and Kiderlen-Wachter, whom he

called to o^ce despite the Kaiser’s disapproval, and who
exercised more power than was usually allowed to the

Foreign Secretary, shared the view that Germany should

be satisfied with a fleet which did not arouse British

hostility. “The army preserves peace,” he observed to

Reventlow; “the fleet endangers it.” The Chancellor was
convinced of the good will of the British Government, and
determined on a frank interchange of views. He declares

that he found no obstacle in the highest quarter. “As
we could not dissolve the Franco-Russian partnership,

we could only obviate its danger by an understanding with

England. Not only did the Kaiser agree with this view,

but he repeatedly indicated it to me as the only possible

policy. In the opening days of August I began discus-

sions on the fleet with Sir E. Goschen. The negotiations

led to no result, as the London Cabinet hardly showed

interest in their success, and no formula was found to

satisfy the Admiralties.” The Kaiser declares in his

“ Memoirs ” that he supported these endeavours, though

without much hope of success.

“The Chancellor,” relates Sir Edward Cook,^ “sent for

the British Ambassador, to whom he said that he realized

that the naval question was regarded by
England as the chief obstacle to really cor- Ne^tiations
dial relations between the two countries;

that the German Government were now ready to make
proposals for a naval arrangement, but that discussion

on that subject could profitably be undertaken only

as part of a general understanding based on a conviction

that neither country had hostile or aggressive designs

against the other. The British Government were naturally

much gratified by the Chancellor’s messages and met his

overtures cordially. The naval question was the dominant

one for them, but they were ready to consider with the

utmost sympathy any proposals for a general understand-

ing so long as these were not inconsistent with Britain’s

‘ “ How Britain strove for Peace.**
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existing obligations to other foreign Powers. The naval

proposals made by Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg were

somewhat vague. There could be no question, it was ex-

plained, of any departure from the German Navy Law
as a whole, as that would meet with insuperable opposition

in the Reichstag; but the German Government were will-

ing to discuss the question of ^ retarding the rate * of

building new ships. Precise explanation of this formula

was not forthcoming. What was understood to be meant

was that the total number of ships to be completed by

igi8 would not be reduced, but that the number of capital

ships might be reduced in the earlier years and equiva-

lently raisfed in the later. There would, it will be seen,

be no ultimate reduction of expenditure, and no definite

reduction of the total German programme.

"‘The basis of naval negotiation suggested by the

Chancellor was thus undefined, slender, shadowy. The
quid pro quo which he required for it was positive and

substantial. Great Britain was to be party to an agree-

ment declaring that (i) neither country had any idea of

aggression, and that neither in fact would attack the

other; and (2) that in the event of an attack made on

either Power by a third Power or group of Powers, the

Power not attacked should stand aside.

“To the first condition there was and could be no
objection

;
to the second, the objection from the British

The point of view was serious. If Great Britain

Neutrality accepted the German condition, it became
Problem practically certain, owing to the general

position of the European Powers, that she would be

bound to stand aside from any Continental struggle.

In any such struggle Germany could arrange without

difficulty that the formal inception of hostilities should

rest with Austria. If Austria and Russia were at war,

Germany was pledged to support Austria
;
while as soon as

Russia was attacked by two Powers, France was bound
to come to her assistance. The giving of the pledge

proposed by the German Government would, therefore,
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prevent Great Britain from supporting France, no matter

what the reasons of the conflict or its results might be.

Thus Frerfch trust and good will would be forfeited,

since Great Britain could be of no assistance to France,

should Germany determine to press to the ultimate issue

of war any demands she might choose to make. It could

not be overlooked by Ministers acting as trustees for their

country’s future that the period of forced British neutrality,

involved in the Chancellor’s proposals, might be used by

Germany strenuously to consolidate her supremacy in

Continental Europe. Great Britain would be a paralysed

spectator, until Germany were free to devote undivided

strength to reducing her, the only remaining independent

factor in Europe. Moreover, the German proposal in-

volved, in the second place, a repudiation in certain events

of England’s treaty obligations to Belgium. vSuppose

Germany in a war with France were to invade Belgium,

England would have been prevented by this proposed

agreement with Germany from vindicating Belgium’s

neutrality. It is not surprising, therefore, that in the

autumn of 1909 the British Government declined the

German Government’s proposal. Politically, it was open

to the gravest objections; on the naval side, it offered no

substantial reduction of naval expenditure.”

If Tirpitz is to be believed, the Chancellor found in the

Minister of Marine a partner in his endeavours. “From
the first days of his taking office I sup-

ported him in his endeavour to meet the

English in various matters brought forward

by them. In particular I influenced the Emperor in

this direction, and I left nothing undone for the negotia-

tions concerning a naval agreement. Since January, 1909,

I had been ready for any agreed proportion. As a starting

point I mentioned 3 14, but later declared myself ready

for 2:3, and finally settled on 10:16. Even though

Churchill left certain back doors open which secured a

greater superiority, I passed them over, convinced that

the completion of our Navy Bill would fulfil the defensive
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purpose which was all we had ever aimed at.” But though

he supported Bethmann’s efforts, he had no belief in their

success. ” In the course of these conversations I received

the impression that the English Government was not

serious about a real naval understanding, but that it was
only concerned to confirm our Foreign Office in the legend

that the fleet was to blame for everything. One of the

chief supporters of the idea that only the fleet prevented

Germany going arm-in-arm with England in world-

politics was the Secretary to the Embassy in London,

Kiihlmann. Bethmann’s fundamental error was the be-

lief that certain concessions in naval affairs, little courtesies,

so to speak, might alter our relations. A few ships more

or less were all the same to the English. It was clear that

they preferred us to have not even a fleet fifty or a hundred

per cent, weaker than theirs. We could only obtain recog-

nition by abandoning the building of the fleet altogether.”

In May, 1910, the Kaiser came to London for King
Edward’s funeral, and his manifest sympathy was

warmly appreciated. Negotiations were re-

sumed in the summer, the course of which
was subsequently described by Sir Edward

Cook. “Speaking in Parliament in July, 1910, Mr.

Asquith said :
' We have approached the German

Government. They have found themselves unable to do

anything. They cannot, without an Act of Parliament,

repeal their Naval Law. They tell us, and no doubt with

great truth, they would not have the support of public

opinion in Germany to a modified programme.’ The
Chancellor replied to this speech that the German Govern-

ment had not opposed a non possumus to the British

approaches; they could not agree to reduce naval con-

struction, but they were ready to discuss temporary, re-

tardation. The precise meaning of this proposal was again

not defined, but the British Government at once responded

to the overtures, and in August, abandoning their pre-

vious contention that any naval agreement must be based

upon a reduction of the existing German naval pro-
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gramme, they intimated their readiness (i) to discuss the
suggestion of temporary retardation; (2) to negotiate a
naval agreoment on the basis that the existing German
programme should not be increased, and that information
should be exchanged with regard to the actual progress
of shipbuilding in each country; (3) with regard to a
political understanding, to give assurances that in any
agreement between themselves and any other Power there

was nothing directed against Germany, and that they
themselves had no hostile intentions respecting her.

“The reply of the German Government was received in

October, and negotiations continued till the spring of 1911.
" (i) With regard to ‘ temporary retardation,’ this pro-

posal, upon which the Chancellor had relied to justify

his denial of a non possumus attitude, was withdrawn in

May, 1911, a withdrawal which was strange, since the

reason given (namely, the importance of feeding the ship-

building industry with a definite quantity of Government
orders) would have been equally cogent against the offer

when first made.
“ (2) With regard to the negotiation of a naval agree-

ment on the basis of no increase in the German pro-

gramme and of exchange of information, the German
Government agreed to discuss the latter subject; negotia-

tions continued for many months : the final British memor-
andum, accepting the German conditions on all essential

points, was communicated at the end of January, 1912,

and was left unanswered. As for the basis of no increase

in the German programme, the German Government in

October, 1910, asked what equivalent engagement would
be made by Great Britain. The British Government were

considering their reply, when the German
Emperor informed the British Ambassador Kaiser

that he would on no account ever consent Obstructs

to any agreement binding Germany not to enlarge her

naval programme. The discrepancy thus apparent

between the attitude of the Emperor and the Chancellor

respectively was not cleared up, but in May, 1911,
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the German Government intimated their readiness to

examine any proposals for a mutual reduction of ex-

penditure on armaments not involving a departure from

the requirements of the Navy Law. The withdrawal at

the same time of the offer of temporary retardation did not

inspire confidence, and the professed readiness of the

German Government to negotiate a naval agreement on a

fresh basis had been preceded by a very uncompromising
official declaration in the Reichstag.

On March 13, 1911, Sir Edward Grey made a

speech in Parliament indicating between the lines the

course of negotiations with Germany, defining the limits

within which alone those negotiations could hopefully

proceed, and declaring it to be a paradox that while senti-

ments of friendship were sincere armaments should in-

crease. This speech met with a favourable reception in

the German Press; but, on the subject coming up in the

Reichstag, the Chancellor took occasion to apply cold

water. ' I consider,’ he said, ' any control as absolutely

impracticable, and every attempt in that

Scepticism*
would lead to nothing but continual

mutual distrust and perpetual friction. Who
would be content to weaken his means of defence

without the absolute certainty that his neighbour was
not secretly exceeding the proportion allowed to him
in the disarmament agreement? No, gentlemen, any-

one who seriously considers the question of universal

disarmament must inevitably come to the conclusion

that it is insoluble so long as men are men and States are

States.’

(3) While Germany was thus alternately coming for-

ward and drawing back on the naval side of the negotia-

tions with England, the German Government continued to

attach great importance to a political understanding.

They laid emphasis on this point in their reply of October,

1910, and when negotiations were resumed after the

General Election in this country, the British Government
assented to the German view that some wider agreement of
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a political nature should be a condition precedent to a naval

arrangement, and submitted suggestions as a basis for dis-

cussing such a political agreement. An arrangement, as

foreshadowed by the Chancellor, embodying a general

political formula, might be considered more comprehen-

sive, far-reaching, and intimate than any arrangement,

short of actual alliance, that England had with any other

Power; and such an arrangement, therefore, might cause

misunderstanding in France and Russia. The British

agreements with France and with Russia were not based

on a general political formula; they were settlements of

specific questions, and the settlements had transformed

relations of friction and pinpricks into friendship. There

was nothing exclusive in those friendships, and the British

Government had seen with satisfaction the settlement of

some questions between France and Germany and between

Russia and Germany. Why should not something of the

same kind be attempted between England and Germany ?

The reply of the German Government (May, 1911) to these

suggestions seemed not unfavourable, though the with-

drawal of the previous naval offer was discouraging. The
German Government declared that the British suggestions

might form a suitable basis for an agreement, though they

repeated their preference for a general political formula.”

The tension seemed to be growing less acute. In May
the Kaiser accepted King George’s invitation to attend

the unveiling of the Memorial to Queen
Victoria, and was received with the usual Kaiser’s

cordiality. ‘T observed with my own eyes,”

reported Count Lalaing, the Belgian Minister, “that

the welcome of the public became warmer from day

to day. The death of King Edward seems to have

brought about a slight ddtente in Anglo-German rela-

tions.’” But at this moment a rash resolve at Berlin

sundered the two nations once again, and plunged Europe

into a crisis even more alarming than that of 1908.

* Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,” ITT, 245-6.



CHAPTER XIV

AGADIR

The Conference of Algeciras was followed by improve-
ment neither in the relations between France and Germany

nor in the internal conditions of Morocco.*

^o?occ<r kernel of the Treaty was the power
given to France and Spain to provide police

for eight ports under a Swiss inspector; but recruit-

ing and instruction proceeded very slowly and were
never fully carried out. A French official was shot

at Tangier, and a French doctor was murdered in

Marakesh. In April, 1907, General Lyautey occupied the

town of Ujda on the Algerian frontier “until reparation

was secured.” In June Sir H. Maclean, instructor to the

Moorish army, was kidnapped by Raisuli. In July some
navvies employed on the port works at Casablanca were
murdered for endangering the cemetery, and the attack

was followed by the bombardment of the town and the
occupation of the surrounding territory. France was now
entrenched both in the east and west of the Promised
Land. Drawing strength from the hostility to foreign
encroachments, Mulai Hafid raised the banner of revolt

against his brother Abdul Aziz in the south, and was
proclaimed Sultan at Fez in January, 1908. Abdul Aziz
was crushed, and by the end of the year Mulai Hafid was
recognized by the Powers after promising to respect the

1 See the Livres Jaunes, “ Affaires du Maroc,** 4 vols., 1906-12
; Tardleu.

“ La Conference d ’Algeciras ” (edition of 1909) and “ Le Myst^re
d’Agadir ”

;
Louis Maurice Bompard, “ La Politique Marocaine de

TAllemagne ”
; Caillaux, “Agadir”; Mermeix, “ Chronique de Pan

1911 Albin, “ Le Coup d’Agadir Morel, “ Morocco in Diplomacy
Bethmann-Hollweg, “ Reflections,” I, ch. 2 ; W. B. Harris, “ Morocco That
Was Hammann, ” Bilder aus der letzten Kaiserzeit Siebert, ch. 10.
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Act of Algeciras. He, however, failed to restore order.

The Riff tribesmen defied him in the north and a new
pretender, #E 1 Roghi, in the south.

In 1907 Pichon, Clemenceau’s Foreign Minister,

encouraged conversations between Raynaud, the editor

of La Depeche Marocaine, and the German Legation at

Tangier, which showed the possibility of an entente on
the basis of the political desinteressement of Germany in

return for a share in important economic enterprises; and
in January, 1908, Jules Cambon reported that the German
Foreign Secretary desired to discuss an economic entente.

In March Baron Schon informed the Reichstag that

Franco-German relations were normal and even friendly,

and that Germany fully recognized the loyalty of France

to the Act of 1906. But these approaches were rudely

interrupted in September by an incident which for some
weeks threatened the peace of the world. Some German
residents in Casablanca, aided by their

Consul, had established in 1906 an agency Casablanca

for organizing desertions from the Foreign

Legion, and in September, 1908, it persuaded two

Germans, a German naturalized as a French citizen, a

Russian, a Swiss and an Austrian to desert. The Consul

provided them with civilian clothing, hid them in the

city for some days, and intended to embark them on a

German steamer lying off the port. Early in the morn-

ing of September 25 they were accompanied to the

harbour by a member of the Consulate; but the boat in

which they embarked capsized and they were forced to

return to the shore. The Commandant of the harbour

noticed them and gave orders to arrest them. A brief

struggle ensued, and the German Consul loudly demanded
the restoration of the three Germans.

When the Governments were informed, Austria

declined to take action; but Baron Lancken appeared at

the Quai d’Orsay to demand “prompt and complete satis-

faction.’* The Minister replied by demanding that the

German Consul should be disavowed and censured. A
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fortnight later the German Government proposed arbitra-

tion ;
but when Pichon accepted, Berlin demanded the

punishment of the port authorities at Casablanca and the

release of the three deserters, after which the German
Consul would also be punished. Pichon replied that the

matter was now referred to arbitration. The German
Ambassador again demanded the prompt liberation of the

three Germans and compensation for the two employes of

the German Consulate who had been injured. Next day

Biilow informed the French Ambassador that unless the

second demand was conceded the Kaiser would recall his

Ambassador. Pichon stood firm, and replied that he must

await the arbitral award. On November 6 Biilow made
a final and equally fruitless attempt to procure an apology

for the arrest of the deserters before the arbitration began

.

“ King Edward,” writes Tardieu from inside knowledge

of the French Foreign Office, “let the French Govern-

ment know that he would place at its disposal on the

Continent, if peace were broken, five divisions of infantry

and one division of cavalry to hold the left wing in the

second line.” On November 7 the British and Russian
Ambassadors informed the Quai d’Orsay that their

Governments fully approved the action and shared the

policy of France. Two days later the Austrian Ambassador
told Pichon that his master had urged the Kaiser, who

was at that moment his guest, to settle the

*^**E^s***
question amicably, and the Kaiser had
agreed. The crisis was over, and Kiderlen-

Wachter and Jules Cambon proceeded to sign a declara-

tion regretting the events of September 25 and referring

the questions of fact as well as of law to arbitration.

The verdict of The Hague Tribunal censured “the grave
and manifest fault ” of the Chancellor of the German
Consulate in aiding the escape of the non-German
legionaries. The French authorities had acted correctly,

except that needless violence had been displayed in the

arrest of the deserters.*

' Sch5n, ** Memoirs,** 90-3.
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The decision of the German Government not to push

the Casablanca quarrel to extremes was in part due to the

ferment provoked by the Daily Telegraph interview and
to the preoccupation of the Central Powers with the

Bosnian crisis. ‘‘Kiderlen visited me to-day on behalf of

Baron Schon,” reported Jules Cambon on January 26.

“ He renewed the assurance that Germany had only

economic aims in Morocco. I said that P'rance would

emphasize her interest in the integrity of Morocco, and
Germany her will not to thwart the political interests of

France. Both would express their desire, while keeping

in view the special and recognized position of France, to

see their nationals associated in economic enterprises.”

On February 3 the formula was settled, and Jules Cambon,
its author, travelled to Paris to secure the approval of the

Government. On February 8 the declaration was signed.

“The Governments, animated by an equal

desire to facilitate the execution of the Act Morocco

of Algeciras, have agreed to define the

meaning they attach to its clauses in order to avoid

all cause of future misunderstanding. Consequently

France, entirely attached to the maintenance of the

integrity and independence of Morocco, resolved to

safeguard economic equality and therefore not to thwart

German commercial and industrial interests; and Ger-

many, pursuing merely economic interests, and recog-

nizing that the special political interests of France are

closely bound up with the consolidation of order and

internal peace and resolved not to thwart those interests,

declare that they will not pursue or encourage any measure

of a kind to create in their favour or the favour of any

Power an economic privilege, and that they will seek to

associate their nationals in the affairs which they may be

able to secure.” On the same day letters were exchanged

between Cambon and Schon declaring that “the political

dhinieressement of Germany ” did not affect the positions

already held by her nationals, but implied that they would

not compete for posts in the public services of a political
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character, and that when their interests were associated it

would be recognized that French interests were the most

important.

The agreement appeared to embody a profound modifi-

cation of Franco-German relations. Pichon declared that

it removed all causes of conflict in Morocco,

and Prince Radolin, the German Ambas-
sador, cheerfully added that a lasting entente

had been secured. The Kaiser congratulated Schon,

and Billow informed the Reichstag that it assured

France her legitimate political influence in Morocco
without allowing her to appropriate the country. “I

rejoice,** declared Aehrenthal to the French Ambassador,

“and so do all my countrymen, whose cordial sympathy
with you grows daily stronger.** Similar felicitations came
from Tittoni at Rome. In informing Sir Edward Grey

of the Declaration, Paul Cambon declared that it in no
way infringed the rights and interests of other nations,

and the Foreign Secretary replied that the Government
were glad to see the end of the disagreement. Russia,

on the other hand, neither felt nor feigned satisfaction,

for she saw in the Morocco entente fresh evidence of

French reluctance to back up her ally in the Bosnian
crisis.^

“We dream of no new departure,’* declared Pichon.

“Our rights and interests are to-day what they were

yesterday. We have no intention of going beyond the

limits fixed at Algeciras.** But this was to understate

the case. The Convention, while paying lip homage to

the Treaty of 1906, increased French freedom of action.

“We can now cash the Act of Algeciras,’* declared the

Journal des Debats. Even in France, however, the agree-

ment did not escape criticism. “One is struck by the

vagueness of the formulas and the engagements,*’

comments Caillaux. “Germany did not recognize our

^ In July, 1911, Izvolsky cknounced the pact of 1909 to Caillaux; and
Troubetzkoi condemns it as the fraternization of the seconds while the
duel was in progress.
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full liberty of action, and France conceded a heavy

economic mortgage.”

Germaiiy promptly invited a technical discussion, and
a French expert was dispatched to Berlin, where it

appeared that she desired to cancel the Algeciras principle

of public adjudication.^ France was, of course, at liberty

to associate England and Spain in her enterprises, but

their share must come out of the French quota. Despite

Germany’s virtuous championship of equal opportunity in

Morocco, the country was henceforth to be a preserve for

herself and France. The Berlin aide-memoire, sum-
marizing the results, reached Paris on June 9; but Pichon,

pressed to sacrifice old friends to the new partner, post-

poned his reply till October, when, despite a few reserves,

he accepted the German invitation. The spoils to be
divided consisted of mines, public works
and railways, and in all three difficulties Morocco

quickly arose. The Union des Mines had Mines

been founded in 1907 by Schneider, Creusot and Krupp

;

but nothing had been done owing to opposition from

the Mannesmann Brothers, who advanc^ money to

Mulai Hafid while Pretender and obtained mining
concessions in return. In 1909 negotiations between the

two groups began in Paris, but the Mannesmann claims

were so excessive that no settlement had been reached

before the Agadir crisis.* In the domain of public works
the progress was no less disappointing. French and
German capitalists created a Soci^t6 Marocaine des

Travaux Publics, and projects of water supply and tram-

ways, lighthouses and harbour works, were elaborated.

In the first plan, that for lighthouses, the British Govern-

ment protested against the allocation of the contract to

the Soci6t6, and claimed open tender under the Act of

Algeciras; and the project accordingly lapsed.

The construction of railways was delayed by the

^ The attempts at co-operation in Morocco and in the French Congo
are fully described by Tardieu, “ Le Myst^jre d’Agadir.”

* They were a thorn in the flesh to Schon.—“ Memoirs,” 115-18.
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French claim that certain lines were strategic. The military
authorities had long demanded lines from Casablanca into

The Shawia, and from the Algeri?in frontier

Morocco to Ujda, and credits were voted for their
Railways

construction by military engineers. In

January, 1911, Schon informed M. Pichon that he
did not object to railways in the military zones of

occupation if they were open to trade on equal terms for

all
; but he claimed that a special agreement was necessary

if the line was built beyond Ujda towards Fez, and sug-
gested the employment of the Soci^t^ and the prior con-
struction of a line from Tangier to Fez. Pichon was willing

that the French lines should be constructed by the Soci^te

under the direction of French military engineers, and had
no objection to a prior Tangier-Fez line. An agreement
was within sight, and on March 2 Jules Cambon advised
his Government to sign the German draft. At this moment
the Ministry fell and French policy changed. “I see the

advantage in signing it,” telegraphed Cruppi, the new
Foreign Minister, to Cambon on March 4; “but would
not Spain and England object to the clause binding France
and Germany to secure the concession of Tangier-Fez for

the Soci^t^ ?
” “ It would be very inconvenient if we do

not sign,’’ replied the Ambassador. “The project does
not prevent Spain and England competing in the adjudi-

cation. If we change tactics at the moment when an
instrument for exploiting the country is under discussion,

we shall ruin the results already obtained as well as our
work of economic penetration. If we make Germany think

that we want to dodge the Convention of 1909, it would
create many difficulties.” Cruppi proposed a small change
in the accord, which Kiderlen accepted; but Cruppi then
telegraphed that its terms must be weighed, and summoned
Cambon to Paris.

The Convention of 1909 encouraged the French and
German Governments to extend their co-operation to the

Congo. The French Ngoko-Sangha Company had
neglected its concession, and German traders supplied
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the natives* wants in exchange for rubber and ivory.

These products were in theory the monopoly of the com-
pany; but»a claim for compensation was refused by the

French Government. The company appealed to the

Chamber, and the Committee on Foreign Affairs recom-

mended and secured an indemnity of two and a half million

francs. The company now favoured co-operation with

the German Company of South Cameroon. The approach

was welcomed in Berlin, and an agreement was negotiated

cit the end of 1910. When the affair became known the

French Government undertook not to sanction the con-

sortium till the Chamber had approved; and when the

Alonis Cabinet took office it announced that it could not

carry out the consortium.

Meanwhile the collaboration of France and Morocco
was no more successful than that of France and Germany.
A loan of 1910 paid off the Sultan’s debts,

but he was soon in debt again. A second

loan in 1911 was equally sterile. The
handling of the military problem was no less unsatis-

factory. When the Sultan invited General Mangin to

reorganize his army, the General’s request for French

officers was not granted, and when the tribes round Fez

rose in 1910 there were no troops to defend the capital.

In a word, France had obtained no political benefit, and
Germany no economic advantage, from the pact of 1909

which had been so loudly acclaimed.

The procrastination of the new French Cabinet with

regard to the railway accord caused all the more annoyance
in Berlin since rumours of a forward policy in Morocco
were beginning to circulate. On March 13, 1911, Kiderlen

spoke to Jules Cambon of rumours of military action in

Morocco. “German opinion might be excited, and it

would be wise if Germany were informed in good time.

By small successive military operations PTance could be

led on to an even more extended operation, which would
end by annulling the Act of Algeciras.” The Ambassador
replied that French plans were not fixed, but she would

2E
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respect the Act of Algeciras as hitherto. On returning

to Berlin after a short stay in Paris in connexion with the

railway accord, he visited Kiderlen on April 4*. “I spoke

of the bad news from Morocco and of the security of the

Europeans if they were invested. We should probably

be forced to occupy Rabat, but in any case we should

respect the spirit of Algeciras and the sovereignty of the

Sultan.” Kiderlen dryly replied that he had no news from

Morocco, and was apprehensive of the effect of such action

on German opinion. On April 19 Cruppi announced that,

in view of the danger to Europeans, France had listened

to the Sultan’s appeal for aid in organizing a Moroccan
force for the relief of Fez. A French column would also

be available if required to succour the capital.^

On receiving the news the Chancellor remarked to the

Ambassador that the news from Tangier was not good,

but that things would calm down. If FranceGermany
. f

warns intervened they would grow worse. You
trance know German opinion on Morocco, and

I must take account of it. If you go to Fez you
will stay there, and then the Morocco question will

be raised in its entirety, which I wish at all costs to

avoid.” “Who tells you that we shall not leave the

capital?” asked Cambon. “The revolt is against the

Sultan, not against the Europeans,” replied the Chan-
cellor. “I can only insist on the importance of observing

the Act of Algeciras, for difficulties will begin directly

French troops enter Fez. I cannot encourage you; I can

only counsel prudence. I do not say No, because I cannot

assume responsibility for your compatriots; but I repeat

I do not encourage you.” “The Chancellor,” reported

Cambon, “does not seek adventures in Morocco, and only

wishes to maintain Germany’s economic interests; not so

the Pan-Germans. We must try to solve the question

without putting ourselves too much forward. I deplore

* Izvolsky describes Cruppi as profoundly ignorant of foreign affairs and
blind to the importance of the expedition to Fez, which he believed to be

covcrect by the Act of 1906.
—“ Un Livre Noir,” I, 56, 103-4.
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the articles in our Press on the Tunisification of Morocco,

which are brought up against our official declarations.’’

The Chancellor returned to the charge on April 25. “The
Sultan is in danger,” he remarked to the Ambassador,
“but not the Europeans. When you are at Fez, will you
be able to abandon him ? If not, do you think Moroccan
independence will remain intact? Difficulties may begin

which will destroy the work of three years.”

While the Chancellor watched French action with dis-

may, the German Foreign Secretary secretly welcomed
the opportunity of striking out a new line

of policy. “ If the Sultan requires the

support of French bayonets,” he remarked,

“we shall consider that the Act of Algeciras is in-

fringed and we shall resume our liberty.” “We shall

stay there some weeks,” replied the Ambassador, “and
when order is restored we shall retire.” “I do not suspect

your intentions,” rejoined Kiderlen; “but when will the

French agents on the spot think their task is accom-

plished?” Meanwhile the German Press began to peg

out counter-claims. The Post demanded “a German
Algeria,” and even the Berliner Tageblatt clamoured for a

port at Agadir. On May i the Norddeutsche Allgemeine

Zeitung officially observed that a violation of the Act of

Algeciras, voluntary or involuntary, would restore to all

the signatories their liberty of action.

The French Press was divided on the wisdom of a for-

ward policy. The Temps contended that the Act of

Algeciras would not be infringed by a temporary occupa-

tion of Fez. Hanotaux argued that there was no choice,

since if Fez were taken and the Sultan killed the whole

country would lapse into anarchy. The Journal des

Debats, on the other hand, warned the Government that

“a policy of disguised conquest” would involve the hos-

tility of Spain and Germany; and Jaur^s roundly declared

the expedition a fraud, as neither the Sultan nor the Euro-

peans were in danger. The view that a new situation had

been created was shared by Spain, who claimed that
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1

French military intervention gave her the liberty of action

defined in the secret Treaty of 1904; and despite French
protests she landed troops at Larache and oacupied El-

Kasr. “France is securing the military and financial

administration of the whole country,“ complained the

Premier Canalejas, “and Spain will have nothing left.”

While the Spanish and German Governments regarded

the march to Fez as the death-knell of the Algeciras settle-

ment, Sir Edward Grey accepted the assur-

British ances of Paris. On May 2 Mr. Dillon
Attitude asked the Foreign Secretary whether he

had been consulted concerning the military measures in

Morocco, and whether he approved the attack on the in-

dependence of Morocco. Sir Edward replied that France

had informed the British Government, like the others, of

the measures to succour the Europeans. Her action, he

added, did not aim at changing the political status of

Morocco, and he saw no objection to it. He made the

same reply to an inquiry by the German Ambassador
during a visit of the Kaiser to London in May. It was
not only the right but the duty of France to succour the

Europeans, and French intervention would be of benefit to

the world. ^ Not content with thus publicly approving the

action of France, he instructed the British Ambassador at

Madrid to call the attention of the Government to the

danger of Spanish action in Morocco, and invited it to

announce that if order continued in El-Kasr the troops

would be withdrawn to Larache, since France had declared

that her troops would withdraw from Fez as soon as

possible.

While troops were on the march to Fez, Cruppi at-

tempted to reopen the railway negotiations; but the

Ambassador at Paris held no instructions, and Kiderlen

was on a holiday. Jules Gambon therefore visited the

Chancellor on June ii. “I am still very anxious about

Morocco,” began the latter. “German opinion is on the

alert. French influence is growing, whether she wishes it

^ Siebert, “ Diplomatische Akteniliicke,” 417.
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or not. If you leave Fez you will be compelled to return

within a j^ear. In Germany people will say German
interests are being neglected, and I see the possibility of

extremely grave difficulties.** “Possibly,” replied the

Ambassador, “but nobody can prevent Morocco falling

one day under our influence. Why not discuss all out-

standing matters, except Alsace-Lorraine? We could try

to give German opinion satisfactions which would allow

it to watch our influence in Morocco develop without dis^

quiet.** “I will think it over,** replied the Chancellor;

“but go and see Kiderlen at Kissingen.**

The advice was followed, and on June 22 the Ambassa-
dor reported the result. The situation, began the Foreign

Secretary, had been completely transformed,

with forces under French officers through- Kissingen

out the country and a Sultan at the orders

of France. “You are wrong as to the Sultan’s power
and character,** replied Cambon

;
“we have to put in

his hands a military force and to discipline it, if we
do not want to abandon the country to anarchy and to

ruin trade. Have you forgotten the compact of 1909,

which recognizes French political influence ? Why do you

contest our exercise of it?** “Influence is not Protector-

ate,** rejoined Kiderlen, “and you are on the road to

organize a veritable Protectorate; and that is not in the

pact of 1906 or 1909, any more than is your occupation

of the Shawia and the East.** Cambon remarked that it

was not easy in dealing with a barbarous authority to fix

how far influence could go, and proposed a general dis-

cussion like that of England and France in 1903. “I

agree,** replied Kiderlen. “If we keep to Morocco we
shall not succeed. It is useless to plaster over a tottering

structure.** At this point the Ambassador entered a

caveat. “If you want part of Morocco, French opinion

would not stand it. One could look elsewhere.** “Yes,**

rejoined Kiderlen, “but you must tell us what you want.**

Cambon promised to submit these ideas to his Govern-

ment
;
and at parting the Foreign Minister exclaimed,
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“Bring us back something from Paris.” Cambon travelled

straight to Paris, where he reported to Crupj)i; but the

same evening the Monis Cabinet fell and was succeeded

by Caillaux. Before, however, the new Ministry had

time to consider Cambon^s communication the German
Government took a step which shook Europe to its

foundations/

Kiderlen’s wish, according to Reventlow, had long

been to wipe Morocco off the slate. He considered that

Billow’s policy had been a failure and must be liquidated

by the surrender of political claims in return for colonial

compensation. /Fhe expedition to Fez provided the

Xhe opportunity for which he had waited, and

Paather^s he seized it with both hands. ^ On July i

Spring German Ambassador at Paris informed

the new French Foreign Minister, M. de Selves, that the

Panther had been sent to Agadir. In presenting the

Note he added that the Act of Algeciras was dead, and
that Germany desired to eliminate the Morocco question

by friendly discussion. A dispatch was communicated

to all the signatories of the Act of Algeciras. “Some
German firms established in the south of Morocco, notably

at Agadir and in the vicinity, have been alarmed by a

certain ferment among the local tribes, due, it seems, to

^ The Kaiser declares in his “ Memoirs that he vigorously, though
vainly, protested against the Agadir decision.

* Kiderlen’s attitude remains uncertain, but he was clearly a dangerous
man. In his public utterances he disclaimed all desire for Moroccan
territory. The Pan-Germans, on the other hand, claimed him for their

own, and Class, the President of the Pan-German League, declared that

both Kiderlen and Zimmermann, the Under-Secretary, expressed their

intention to take part of Morocco. The Foreign Secretary confessed to

the Reichstag on Feb. 17, 1912, that he had discussed with Class methods
of arousing patriotic sentiment, but denied that he had gone further.

His friend Reventlow, who condemned the Agadir coup as crazy, testifies

that he never dreamed of a foothold in Morocco, and knew that England
would forbid it, but that he purposely allowed ambiguity lo rest on his

aims, desiring to create a vigorous sentiment to which he could point

in his negotiations with France. “ He told me that he had said to an
influential Pan-German, in order to lead him astray, that we would never
go out ot Morocco. The fool believed it ; but we were never there, so we
could no*" go out. The idea was right, but its execution faulty.** The
Crown Prince was a champion of partition. Le Maroc est un beau
morceau,** he remarked to Jules Cambon ;

“ vous nous ferez notre part
et tout serd fini.”—Bourgeois et Pag^s, Origines et Responsabilit^s,’’ 337.
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recent occurrences in other parts of the country. These
firms have applied to the Imperial Government for pro-

tection for their lives and property. At their request the

Government have decided to send a warship to Agadir to

lend help in case of need to their subjects and protegds

as well as to the considerable German interests in that

territory. As soon as the state of affairs has resumed its

normal tranquillity the ship will leave.’’ In presenting

the Note the German Ambassador added a few verbal com-
ments. He would not discuss if the sending of the Panther

conformed to the Act of 1906, as it had been so infringed

that its authority could no longer be invoked. German
opinion was very nervous, and this action was intended to

calm it. This measure of precaution for the life and

property of German subjects should not affect the relations

of the two countries. M. de Selves replied that he greatly

regretted the event. Conversations were desirable, but

this would change their character. It would be difficult

to persuade France of the reality of the motive alleged.

On the same day the French Charge^ in Berlin reported the

explanation given by Zimmermann, the Under-vSecretary.

The Panther had been dispatched because considerable

German interests were menaced by agitation, and because

public opinion could no longer suffer the Government to

look idly on at a moment when France and Spain seemed

no longer to intend to observe the limitations of Algeciras.

The Foreign Minister frankly explained his attitude to

Baron Beyens, the Belgian Minister at Berlin. “If

France had continued to advance with cal- Ki^erlen-
culated slowness we should have had to Wachter

submit to her usurpations. One day she
Explains

would have invoked the hostility of a village which

constituted a strategic point to occupy it militarily

;

another time she would have made a pretext of the uncer-

tainty of the boundaries on the map to cross them. It

would have been the invasion of the drop of oil. I thanked

heaven,” he added with his little malicious laugh, “when

I learned of the march on Fez, for it restored our liberty of
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action. Yet we did not wish to act without making a last

attempt at an understanding. At Kissingen I spoke of a

compensation due to Germany. We consented to abandon

Morocco in return for territory in Africa. This friendly

discussion remaining without result, we sent the Panther.**

“It has been urged,” echoed the Chancellor on Novem-
ber 9, “that the Sultan himself summoned the French to

his assistance; but a ruler who relies solely on the support

of foreign bayonets is no longer the independent ruler on

whose existence the Act of Algeciras was based. We let

this be known and suggested to France an understanding,

leaving, of course, the initiative to her. At first we re-

ceived no positive proposals from Paris, while the French

military power continued to spread in Morocco, and the

fiction began to be established that France was acting

with a European mandate. When therefore German
interests appeared to be threatened we sent a warship to

Agadir. Never for a moment did we attempt to acquire

territory in Morocco. It was not a provocation, but we
protect our rights. Morocco was like a festering wound
in our relations not only with France but also with Eng-
land. The expedition to Fez led to an acute stage and
rendered an operation necessary. We performed the

operation in order to heal the wound.”
The news of the PanihePs spring was received with

even greater indignation and surprise in Downing Street

than at the Quai d’Orsay; for the British

InSguaHon Government was resolved at all costs to pre-

vent Germany from securing a naval base

in Morocco, and appears to have known little of the

repeated warnings from Berlin when the troops set forth

for Fez. “You are violating the Act of Algeciras,”

observed Sir Arthur Nicolson, who in the absence of the

Foreign Secretary received the Ambassador. “That has
already lost its validity,” was the prompt reply.

In communicating the aide-memoire to the British

Government Count Metternich was furnished with an ex-

planatory Memorandum. “Though our information as to
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the position of the Europeans at Fez did not tally with that

of the French, no objection was raised to the advance. A
situation had meanwhile gradually arisen which rendered
the Algeciras Act illusory. Whilst, for instance, a limited

co-operation in the establishment of police under inter-

national control was granted lo France and Spain in the

open ports, similar institutions were now growing up under
the direction of French officers at the most important points

of the interior. It might appear questionable whether it

would be possible to return to the status quo of 1906.

We were therefore prepared, if it became necessary, to

seek, in conjunction with France, some means, which would
be compatible with the interests of the other signatory

Powers, of arriving at a definite understanding on the

Morocco question. Direct negotiations could hardly meet
with insuperable difficulties in view of the good relations

between us and France.”

Sir Edward, to whom the expedition to Fez appeared
wholly legitimate, regarded the voyage of the Panther as

an unprovoked attack on the status quo.
“The official communication,” he declared

on November 27, “was accompanied by an
explanation given to us at the same time which seemed
to me much more important than the actual com-
munication of the sending of the ship. It made it

clear that the German Government regarded a return to

the status quo in Morocco as doubtful, if not impossible,

and that what they contemplated was a definite solution

of the Moroccan question between Germany, France and
Spain. The communication was made to the Foreign
Office on the Saturday. On the Monday I asked the Ger-

man Ambassador to come and see me. I informed him
I had seen the Prime Minister, and that we considered

the situation created by the dispatch of the Panther to

Agadir as so important that it must be discussed in a meet-

ing of the Cabinet. The next day I asked the German
Ambassador to come and see me again, and said that I

must tell him that our attitude could not be a disinterested
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1

one with regard to Morocco. We must take into con-

sideration our Treaty obligations to France and our own
interests in Morocco. We were of opinion that a new
situation had been created by the dispatch of a German
ship to Agadir. Future developments might affect British

interests more directly than they had hitherto been affected,

and, therefore, we could not recognize any new arrange-

ments that might be come to without us. I made it quite

clear to the Ambassador that this communication and the

exact words which I used were those of His Majesty’s

Government sitting in Cabinet.”

On July 9 Kiderlen-Wachter and Jules Cambon began

the conversations which were to continue for four months.

The German Foreign Minister declared him-

Con^eMations ready to renounce territorial claims in

Morocco, and asked for compensation in

the Congo. It would be impossible, he added, to

admit a third party to the discussions without in-

viting all the signatories to the Treaty of Algeciras.

The Ambassador did not demur, but remarked that France

must keep her friends and allies informed. Kiderlen pro-

ceeded to remark that he desired to resume the conversa-

tions of Kissingen. Agadir, replied the Ambassador, liad

changed the sil nation. Agadir, retorted the Foreign Secre-

tary, was a necessity. “The railway hitch opened my
eyes. Let us leave the past. I am ready to give up
Morocco, but, to get that accepted by German opinion, we
must have compensation, for instance in the Congo.”
While these conversations were proceeding in Berlin the

British Government were waiting for news. Sir Edward
regarded his communication of July 4 as a request for

information, but it was not couched in an interrogatory

form. “The declaration that Agadir created a new situa-

tion,” declared the German Chancellor on December 5,

“did not appear to us an inquiry necessitating an answer,”

Both parties were to blame—Sir Edward in not definitely

asking for explanations, the German Government for fail-

ing to volunteer a reassuring statement. In the absence
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of direct communication suspicion was inevitable. A par-

tition of Morocco haunted his mind, and there were
rumours of impossible demands in the Congo.

On July 16 Kiderlen suggested the cession of the

French Congo from the Sangha to the sea. '' That would
break off the negotiations,” replied Cambon

;

“we cannot give up our whole colony.” “I

will give you North Cameroon and Togo-
land,” rejoined the Foreign Secretary. “But we can-

not have our colony cut off from the sea.” “You
bought your liberty in Morocco from Spain, England
and even from Italy,” rejoined Kiderlen, “and you
have left us out. You should have negotiated with us

before you went to Fez.” The dialogue filled the Ambas-
sador with anxiety, and on July ig he advised his Govern-

ment to consider what measures should be taken and what
diplomatic situation would result if the negotiations broke

down. Sir Edward Grey was also considering the possi-

bilities of danger. I have been asked by the British

Ambassador,” reported de Selves to Paul Cambon on

July 20, “ as to our views on a conference in the event of

a rupture of negotiations, and what the French programme
would be.” On the same day his reply was dispatched to

London. ” The negotiations of France and Germany
about French equatorial Africa will probably last for

some time. If they fail, France would not object to Eng-
land inviting a conference of the signatories of 1906, and

England, in taking the initiative, should outline the pro-

gramme. The cession of Moroccan territory to Germany,

however, would be contrary to the pacts of 1904 and 1909.”

On the same day de vSelves telegraphed to Jules Cambon
that the cession up to the Sangha was impossible, but that

France was ready to modify the frontiers. This telegram

crossed one from Jules Cambon reporting a heated inter-

view in which Kiderlen loudly complained of indiscretions

in the French Press, and censured de Selves for saying

to Schon that he could not take these excessive demands

seriously. In such a grave affair I only utter serious
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words/’ added the Foreign Minister. We must both

observe discretion. If conversation is rendered impossible,

we shall resume our liberty of action, and demand the

integral application of the Act of Algeciras, and if neces-

sary we will go jusqu*au bout.**
**

I understand your
menace,” rejoined the Ambassador with dignity, ” and
your wish to go far, and we are equally willing.”

On July 21 Sir Edward Grey asked the German Ambas-
sador to see him: “I said I wished it to be understood

Conversa- silence, in the absence of any com-
tion of munication from the German Government,
July 21 must not be interpreted as meaning that we

were not taking in the Moroccan question the interest

which had been indicated by our statement of the

4th of that month. I had been made anxious by the

news which appeared the day before as to the demands
which the German Government had made on the French

Government, demands which were in effect not a rectifica-

tion of the frontier, but a cession of the French Congo,

which it was obviously impossible for the French Govern-

ment to concede. I heard that negotiations were still pro-

ceeding, and I still hoped that they might lead to a satis-

factory result; but it must be understood that if they were

unsuccessful a very embarrassing situation would arise.

I pointed out that the Germans were in the closed port of

Agadir; that according to native rumours they were land-

ing and negotiating with the tribes, so that, for all we
knew, they might be acquiring concessions there, and that

it might even be that the German flag had been hoisted at

Agadir, which was the most suitable port on that coast for

a naval base. The longer the Germans remained at

Agadir the greater the risk of their developing a state of

affairs which would make it more difficult for them to with-

draw and more necessary for us to take some steps to pro-

tect British interests. The German Ambassador was still

not in a position to make any communication to me from

the German Government.”

The Ambassador’s telegraphic report reached Berlin
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the next day, and a reassuring message was at once dis-

patched. It would have been well had Downing Street

waited for that reply, and it would also have been well

if the German Government had explained its views before

instead of after the conversation. A few hours after the

interview a public declaration of British policy introduced

new elements of danger into a delicate situation. ''
I be-

lieve it is essential in the higher interests
Lloyd

not merely of this country but of the world,” George’s

declared Mr. Lloyd George at the Mansion Warning

House, “that Britain should at all hazards maintain

her place and her prestige amongst the Great Powers
of the world. If a situation were to be forced on us in

which peace could only be preserved by the surrender

of the great and beneficent position Britain has won by
centuries of heroism and achievements, by allowing Britain

to be treated, where her interests were vitally affected, as

if she were of no account in the Cabinet of Nations, then

I say emphatically that peace at that price would be a

humiliation intolerable for a great country like ours to

endure.” The significance of the declaration was empha-

sized by a strident leader in the Times.

The date of the speech had long been fixed, and it

was justly resented by more than one of his colleagues

that a step of such importance should have been taken

without reference to the Cabinet. The Foreign Secretary,

who must bear the chief responsibility for the decision,

seems to have been unaware that he was launching a high

explosive. It was precisely the same claim to be con-

sidered that the Kaiser had championed at Tangier, and it

provoked the same explosion in Germany as the Tangier

declaration had provoked in England. The German people

saw France and Germany engaged in discussing the

Moroccan question, and no French statesman had raised

the alarm. Suddenly a contingent declaration of war

seemed to be flung across the North Sea. It was regarded

as convincing evidence that Great Britain was as eager to

thwart the colonial and commercial ambitions of Germany
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as she was to encourage those of France. The Pan-

Germans were furious, and Maximilian Harden in shrill

tones called for a declaration of war in reply to the in-

tolerable insult.

The reply of the German Government to Sir Edward’s

queries in the interview of July 21 had been dispatched

before the text of the Chancellor’s speech

reached Berlin; but orders were at once

sent to Wolff-Metternich, in presenting the

reply, to complain of the Mansion House declaration.

“On July 24, three days after the speech of the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer,” relates Sir Edward Grey,

“the German Ambassador came to see me. He informed

me that the German intention in sending a ship to

Agadir had not changed. Not a man had been landed

there. Germany had never thought of creating a naval

port on the coast of Morocco, and never would think of it.

I said that I was likely to be asked in Parliament what was
happening at Agadir, and I should like to know whether

I might say that the German Government had informed me
that not a man had been landed. The Ambassador asked

me to make no public statement with regard to this com-
munication until he had had time to communicate with his

Government. The next day, July 25, he came to see me
again, and told me that the information that he had given

me on the previous day was confidential, and that the

German Government could not consent to its being used

in Parliament in view of the speech of the Chancellor of

the Exchequer. He then made to me in regard to that

speech a communication which was exceedingly stiff in

tone. I felt it necessary to say at once that as the speech

of the Chancellor of the Exchequer seemed to me to give

no cause for complaint, the fact that it had created surprise

in Germany was in itself a justification of the speech, for

it could not have created surprise unless there had been

some tendency to think that we might be disregarded.

The German Government had said that it was not con-

sistent with their dignity, after the speech of the Chan-
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cellor of the Exchequer, to give explanations as to what
was taking place at Agadir. 1 said to the Ambassador
that the tone of their communication made it inconsistent

with our dignity to give explanations as to the speech of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer. The Ambassador ob-

served that if the British Government had intended to

complicate and embroil the political situation and to bring

about a violent explosion, they could certainly have chosen

no better means than the Chancellor’s speech.” After this

stormy interview the clouds quickly dispersed, and on

July 26 Sir Edward was authorized to communicate to the

House the reassuring message of July 24. On the 27th

the German Ambassador made a very conciliatory com-
munication, and an hour or two later the Prime Minister

in Parliament expressed an earnest desire for the success

of the Franco-German negotiations.

The Mansion House speech, while inflaming German
opinion, modified German demands. “Kiderlen demanded
the Congo from the coast to the Sangha,” German
writes his friend Reventlow, “and he told Demands
Cambon, No haggling; take it or leave it!

Modified

Then came the speech and he drew back.” “Yester-

day’s conversation was very different from the last,”

reported the French Ambassador on July 24; and the

Foreign Minister now displayed a desire for agreement.

“Reserving the free export of iron, Germany will let you

found this North African Empire which is your great

objective.” He renewed the demand from the Congo to

the sea, but offered Togoland and North Cameroon, and

the absolute abandonment of Morocco. Once again the

Ambassador replied that it was impossible to cede the

French Congo. A further advance was registered on

July 25, when FondcVe, the African expert, informed the

Premier that Baron Lancken had asked him to visit the

German Embassy. “Go and find out what he wants,”

replied the Premier. Next day Fondfere reported that

Germany would be content with part of the colony be-

tween the Sangha and the sea, would leave Gabon and
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a fraction of the Middle Congo, and transfer North
Cameroon and most of Togoland. The Premier replied

that the demands were still too high; but Ije informed
the Ambassador in Berlin, who welcomed the indication

that Germany was weakening. On August i a further

advance towards settlement was made, when Kiderlen,

after a visit to the Kaiser, declared that the essential

demand was for access to the Congo, while he would not

complain of a French Protectorate in Morocco. De Selves

accepted the principle, and on August 4 Kiderlen re-

nounced his claim to the Congo Coast. But though a

certain approach had been made, the two parties were
still far from agreement, and on August 14 Kiderlen

withdrew the offer of Togoland, as German opinion would

not allow it. The danger was not yet over, and the

Ambassador reported a rumour that the German authorities

were studying the landing of troops at Agadir. By the

middle of August seven German proposals for territorial

Deadlock
Cessions in the Congo had been rejected by

and France, and six French offers by Germany.
Danger Qj^ August 18 Kiderlen left Berlin to consult

the Kaiser, leaving the French Ambassador in a state

of grave anxiety. “Opinion is excited,” he reported on
August 20. “If the negotiations fail, Germany will prob-

ably refuse a conference and occupy the seas. The
internal situation affects the external. The elections ap-

proach, and the parties compete in patriotism. I hope our

apprehensions may be groundless, but it would be levity

not to see the possibility of conflict.”

While Caillaux was still on holiday, he heard that

Kiderlen had told certain Ambassadors “that the attitude

of France made war almost inevitable, and the situation

could not remain as it was.” Rumours reached him of

German agents in the hinterland of Agadir and Mogador
telling Chiefs that Germany would soon control this

region ;
and pamphlets continued to appear in Germany,

among them West Marokko Deutsch, which sold 80,000

copies in a few days, and argued that all compensation
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outside Morocco was unacceptable. He believed that Ger-
many still coveted part of Morocco, and he was ready to

fight to prevent it. Returning from his holiday on
August 17 he took the rudder from the hands of his in-

experienced Foreign Minister, summoning the brothers

Gambon from Berlin and London and Barr^re from Rome
to assist the Cabinet with their counsel.

On August 30 Jules Gambon returned to Berlin with

two sets of instructions, one for Morocco, the other for

the Congo. The concessions in the latter were only to

be discussed when France had definitely obtained the

Protectorate of the former. On September 4, when the

conversations between Kiderlen and Jules Gambon were

renewed, the Foreign Minister virtually accepted the

Morocco proposals, but demanded larger compensation

than France offered. On September 8 Kiderlen proposed

a rival scheme for Morocco, which its author defended as

merely designed to prevent the expulsion of German in-

dustry, but which was scouted by the Ambassador as an

attempt by Germany, under cover of economic guarantees,

to retain her position in Morocco. The critical stage

reached in the negotiations became known, and a financial

panic ensued. German stocks fell, there was a run on the

banks, and the bankers declared that Germany was not

financially prepared for war. The wiser heads were against

a conflict, and both the Kaiser and the Morocco
Ghancellor were throughout opposed to war. Agreement

“To obtain any part of Morocco,” wrote Reached

Schiemann, who was in close touch with the Govern-

ment, “is only possible by war with England and

France. The cost would outweigh the possible gain,

and the moral justification would be more than doubtful.”

After this revelation of Germany’s economic weakness,

Kiderlen showed himself more accommodating. The
Morocco accord was signed on October ii, and the

covering letters on October 14.

On the following day the Gongo discussions were

resumed; and Kiderlen remarked, “If you wish them to
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succeed you must give us access to the Congo.” The
difficulties were increased by the neurotic condition of

German opinion. “A campaign against the exchange is

in full swing among the members of the Reichstag, who
wish to reopen the Morocco question,” reported the Am-
bassador. “German opinion seems increasingly to regret

the pact and returns to the idea of partition. It feels

Morocco is worth more to France than any part of the

tropics, and therefore would not regret a rupture. I should

not be surprised if it occurred, though I do not fear an

immediate conflict; but *a landing at Agadir is not im-

possible.” The thorny question was on the verge of settle-

ment when on October 27 Kiderlen suddenly raised the

question of the French pre-emption of the Congo. “If the

matter arises, France must confer with Germany, whose
interests must not be neglected.” His tone suggested a

rupture, and the Ambassador accompanied his report with

the words, “We must not yield.” The news was promptly

forwarded to London and Petrograd, with a request for

their views. Russia, who had no wish to be dragged into

war for the sake of Morocco, suggested that “any change

Congo sovereignty in the Conventional basin

Agreement must be discussed by all the signatories
Reached Berlin Act.” ^ The formula was

approved by Great Britain, and accepted by France

and Germany. The Congo Treaty was signed on

November 3, and the joint Treaty on November 4. The
exhausting debate of four months, in which Kiderlen and

Jules Cambon had had over one hundred interviews, was

at an end.

The settlement satisfied both the French Premier and

the French Ambassador. France, declares Caillaux, ob-

tained all she asked in the political, administrative and

judicial sphere in Morocco; and in the economic field she

only conceded the maintenance of tariff equality, though

this time without limit. Jules Cambon was equally con-

vinced that the Moroccan jewel was worth a high price.

^ Sazonoff, unlike Izvolsky, was lukewarm throughout the months of crisis.
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Unless France had been prepared to pay it, Morocco would
hiave been internationalized and lost to her for ever.

Clemenceau and Pichon criticized the departure from the

pact of 1909, of which they were the authors, and Hano-
taux complained that the cession of 100,000 square miles

broke the back of the French Congo. The settlement was,

however, a triumph for France, who rounded off her

African Empire. In March, 1912, by the Convention of

Fez the Sultan accepted a French Protectorate; and after

1 massacre of French officers and civilians in Fez and the

abdication of Mulai Hafid in favour of his brother Mulai

Vusuf, the country settled down under the firm but tactful

rule of General Lyautey.^

The reception of the treaties in Germany was far more
hostile, and Lindequist, the Colonial Minister, resigned

in protest. Schiemann, however, correctly

described them as the maximum obtainable Balance-

without war, and the Chancellor discussed sheet

the settlement with his habitual moderation. “After

the dust of the conflict has settled, “ he observed to

the French Ambassador, “we shall both see the im-

portance of the results obtained, and Europe will

find peace therein. The situation has been cleared up.

Doubtless Morocco was destined to pass more and more
into your sphere of influence; but we distinguished

between political influence (as recognized by us in 1909)

and direct authority. Perhaps at Paris they confused these

things, and thence arose friction, which will now disappear.

You are the masters in Morocco.” When Jules Cambon
complained of the sending of the Panther, the Chancellor

reminded him of his grave warnings. “If you could

to Fez, we could go to Agadir.” Nowhere was

the feeling of relief stronger than in London. “Tell

M. Caillaux,” said Mr. Asquith, “that he returns

from Berlin, like Lord Beaconsfield, bringing peace

with honour.”

^ German agents continued to give trouble. “ Hostility continues the

principle of German policy in Morocco,** complained Lyautey, July 28, 1913.
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The official defence of the Treaty did little to assuage

the bitterness of the German people. The Chancellor

sorrowfully complained that they were living

D^ap^lnted atmosphere of passion such as they

had never experienced. When he declared

that the Panther was not sent to acquire territory, and
that South Morocco was not a desirable possession

for Germany, there were jeers and laughter. But if

there was contempt for the Government Which had
brandished the sword and then sheathed it, there was burn-

ing indignation against Great Britain. “We know now,”

declared Heydebrand, the Conservative leader and “the

uncrowned King of Prussia,” “when we wish to expand,

when we wish to have our place in the sun, who it is that

lays claim to world-wide domination. It has been like

a flash in the night. We shall secure peace not by con-

cessions but with the German sword.” ^ His attacks on

the Chancellor were ostentatiously applauded by the

Crown Prince, who, despite the lecture he received on the

same day from the Chancellor in his father's presence,

continued to play the part of Hotspur which he had chosen

for himself. Anglophobia was stimulated by an interview

—correctly or incorrectly reported—with Sir Fairfax Cart-

wright in the Neue Freie Presse, and by a speech of Captain

Faber which suggested that the British fleet had been on

the point of opening hostilities.

On November 27 Sir Edward Grey reviewed the crisis

and replied to his British and German critics. The Treaty

was signed, but the sea was still rough, “So much sus-

picion and gossip have collected that it is exciting men’s

minds and corroding their tempers to a greater extent than

ever before. Some people take delight in suggesting how
near we were to war. It is as if the world were indulging

in a fit of political alcoholism.” The German Foreign

Minister now declared that there was never any intention

of taking any part of Morocco. “If after my com-

munication of July 4 that intention had been con-

* Cf. Bassermann’s angry speech, “ Reden,** I.
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fided to us as definitely as that, a good deal of

misunderstanding would have been avoided.” The
Chancellor replied in the Reichstag on
December 5. He would follow Sir Edward’s

^he^slate
good example and avoid recriminations; but

the tension could have been prevented if greater con-

fidence had been placed in the German declarations

and if the Chancellor of the Exchequer had not inter-

vened. The root of all the trouble was the disposal

of Morocco in 1904 by France and England without

consideration for German interests. “From this arose the

necessity for us to go to Algeciras and then to Agadir

—

to safeguard our economic interests and to show the world

that we were firmly resolved not to allow ourselves to be

elbowed aside.” This was now at an end. “The English

Ministers have unanimously expressed a desire for better

relations with us,, and I associate myself entirely with this

desire. But it can only come if the British Government
is prepared to give in her policy positive expression to her

need for such relations.”

Aniong the repercussions of the Agadir crisis was the

seizure of Tripoli by Italy, who had long cast greedy eyes

on the African coast.
‘ “All interested Powers have

recognized our prior rights in Tripoli,” declared Tittoni in

1905. “I have often been asked lately, Is Italy preparing

to occupy it? I answer decidedly. No. Italy should not

occupy it except when circumstances make it indispens-

able. We could never allow the balance of power in the

Mediterranean to be disturbed to our disadvantage. It is

not to be thought of while we are in cordial relations with

Turkey, and it would encourage those who wish to hasten

her end. The integrity of the Ottoman Empire is one of

the foundations of our foreign policy. But if we do not

wish to occupy Tripoli at present, that does not mean our

action there should be nil. The rights we have for the

* See Barclay, “ The Turco-Italian War,” and Giolitti, ” Memoirs.”
The Italian atmosphere on the eve of war is reflected in the volume,
” L’Ora di Tripoli,” by Corradini, the leader of Italian nationalism.
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future must give us a preference in the economic field.”
‘

The cordiality of which Tittoni spoke was not of long

duration. Early in 1908 Italy quarrelled with'^the Sultan

about the acquisition of land and the unfriendliness of the

Turkish authorities to Italian consuls, and after a naval

demonstration obtained satisfaction. In October, 1909,

at Racconigi she secured Russia’s assent to ultimate

annexation by agreeing to Russian views in regard to the

Straits. In February, 1910, attention was called in the

Italian Chamber to French encroachments on the frontier,

as if it were already Italian. The Banco di Roma opened
a branch in Tripoli to aid Italian undertakings, subsidized

steamers visited the ports, and subsidized schools were

opened. The ground was prepared, and Italy only

awaited the moment to strike.

In June, 1911, San Giuliano informed Achrenthal that

he might have to annex Tripoli; and when Jagow
announced the voyage of the Panther, he

Under-Secretary, “Tripoli’s hour

is nigh.” On August 26 the Italian Minister

at Petrograd announced the intention of his Govern-

ment to “end the continual unpleasantness and compel

Turkey to respect Italian interests.” He added that

the other Powers knew of the plan and had no objec-

tion. But the Italian Ambassador at Vienna only in-

formed Aehrenthal on September 26 that his Government
would act at once.* An ultimatum was issued on Septem-

ber 26, and war was declared on September 29. The com-
plaints of ill-treatment of her nationals and opposition to

her trade were mere pretexts. “It is an unprovoked war
of conquest,” wrote Schiemann on September 27, “and a

danger to European peace. The Eastern Question will be

reopened in its full scope. Injury to Turkey is injury to

our interests. Germany did not expect it, and cannot

approve. It reminds us of the Boer war. Both were in

a fashion historical necessities; but both were acts of

violence.” On the outbreak of war Jagow was empowered

^ “ Italian Foreign Policy,” Speeches, 19-37. * Molden, ” Aehrenthal.”
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to offer a solution which gave Italy the same position in

Tripoli as Great Britain occupied in Egypt; but though
San Giuligno was favourable, it was rejected by Giolitti.

British opinion was equally hostile; yet no word of protest

or rebuke was heard from the Minister who had so sharply

condemned the far less serious offence of the annexation of

Bosnia.

The effects of the Tripoli war on the European situation

were indirect but none the less significant. Italy’s action,

undertaken at least with the passive good
will of the Triple Entente and without con- Triple

suiting the interests of her allies, marked Alliance

a further stage on her journey from one camp to

the other. If her independent attitude at Algeciras and

the outburst of anger in the Bosnian crisis were storm

signals, the attack on Tripoli was her declaration of in-

dependence. The Kaiser was indignant at the disturb-

ance of his plans to win the Mussulman world. “Italy

was not bound to obtain our consent and did not do so,”

writes Bethmann-Hollweg
; “but when she wished to attack

Turkey in Europe the status quo in the Balkans became
a critical question. We were again and again compelled

to mediate to prevent the differences of our allies growing

into danger.” The hot-headed Conrad thirsted for war,

but was overruled by the dying Aehrenthal. Austria’s

veto on Italian attacks in European Turkey was considered

in Italy to prolong the war; but sharp friction with France,

arising from the search for contraband on French ships

bound for Tunis, counterbalanced the enmity to Austria.

“Italy now realized the value of the Triple Alliance,”

writes Bethmann-Hollweg. “When Kiderlen visited Rome
in January, 1912, he was warmly welcomed bv the King

and the Ministers. At a meeting of the Kaiser and the

King in March Victor Emmanuel did not hide his deep

resentment against France, and when San Giuliano came

to Berlin in November a renewal of the Alliance was

arranged. A new blossoming seemed at hand; but the

pristine strength of the Triplice was gone, for Italy had
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undertaken too many obligations to France, England and
Russia.” Despite the conclusion of a-^naval convention

relating to the Mediterranean in 1913, the upshot of the

Tripoli war was that Turkey came to occupy the position

in the confidence of Germany and Austria which Italy had

forfeited.^

Now that one item of the Racconigi programme had
been carried out, Sazonofif considered that the other might

have its turn, all the more since the closing

Tcharykoff of the Straits injured Russian trade. He
therefore flew a kite at Constantinople and

proceeded to sound France and Great Britain. “I

told Sir Edward,” reported Benckendorff on October 23,

“that Russia thinks the time has come for closer

relations with Turkey, and that the Russian Ambas-
sador has informally presented a scheme under which
Russia would influence the Balkan States to main-

tain friendly relations with Turkey, and might even

guarantee the capital, in return for which the Sultan would

open the Straits to Russian warships, Russia hoped
that France and England would help at Constantinople.

Sir Edward replied that he stood by his memorandum of

1908, that he would examine the formula, and that Sir

Gerard Lowther would be instructed to keep in touch

with Tcharykoff and support him.” Tcharykoff made it

clear to the British and French Ambassadors that his

conversations with the Vizier were private, and that the

Russian Government retained a free hand for the eventual

official negotiations.*

Turkey was in no yielding mood. When on Decem-
ber 4 a Russian note openly claimed free passage for her

warships the Porte replied that such a serious change

^ For Austrian distrust of Italy see Chlumecky, “ Oesterreich-Ungarn
und Italien ” (1907), and “ Die Agonie des Dreibundes ” (a reprint in

1915 of articles written during the years 1906-15). For Russo-Italian
relations see Siebert, “ Diplomatische Aktenstucke,” ch. 11-12.

* Siebert, ch. 18. The Belgian Minister at Bucharest reported the
rumour that Turkish authority over Crete would be confirmed and the

capitulations abolished. See Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,**

IV, 41-2, 54-5 ; and “ Un Livre Noir,” 143-79.
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could not be made without the assent of the other signa-

tories of the Tfeaty of Berlin
; and the Jeni Gazette

announced* officially that no Turk could for a moment
entertain the idea that the Ottoman Empire could sink

to the level of a Russian vassal. In reply to Turkey’s

inquiries Great Britain and France replied that if she per-

mitted the opening of the Straits they would consent,

aad that if she declined they would take no part in exer-

cising pressure on her. Germany and Austria, on the

other hand, refused consent and encouraged Turkey to

hold her ground. The Turkish Cabinet

therefore dispatched a firm reply to Russia.

“The Government cannot authorize the

Turkey
aitands
Firm

exclusive passage of the Russian fleet through the

Straits in time of peace or war, and declares that

all rights over the Straits belong exclusively to the

Ottoman people and its sovereign.” On the same day

an interview with SazonofT appeared in the Temps. The
overtures to Turkey, he declared, were not official, but

were “academic” conversations of the Russian Ambas-
sador, who had acted without special instructions. Though
Tcharykoff was promptly recalled, the attempt to suggest

that Russia had not been rebuffed deceived no one, and
the incident further estranged Turkey from the Triple

Entente.



CHAPTER XV

THE BALKAN WARS

I

The spectacle of Great Britain standing in shining armour
beside France encouraged the chauvinists on both sides

of the Rhine. “I went to Berlin in the

autumn,” writes Tirpitz, “and represented to

the Chancellor that we had suffered a diplo-

matic check, and must salve it by a Supplementary
Naval Bill. The Chancellor denied the check and
feared that a Bill would lead to war with England.

My plan did not aim at an actual increase of our fleet

but at increasing our readiness for war. One weak
point in our naval armament lay in the autumn change
of recruits, which with our short period of service tem-

porarily crippled the preparedness of the fleet. We
planned to put a reserve squadron into commission, so

that in future we should have three squadrons instead of

two. This reform only necessitated an increase of three

big ships. Nobody could believe that England could be

incited to war by an increase of three ships, unless she

was already resolved to fight, and Count Metternich did

not anticipate danger. On November 14 the Kaiser in-

structed the Chancellor to work the Supplementary Bill

into the budget of 1912.”

While Tirpitz was striving for an increase of the fleet,

wiser heads resolved on a fresh attempt to relieve the

tension which had threatened the peace of the world. The
settlement of the Morocco question produced a certain

detente with Germany, and Anglo-Russian co-operation

490
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in Persia was at this moment proceeding less smoothly
than usual. Sir Edward Grey sympathized with the efforts

of Persian ^nationalists to reform the Government of their

country and to frustrate the intrigues of the Shah, both

before and after his deposition, and he sincerely desired

to abstain from interference in the internal affairs of the

country, as he had promised in 1907.^ Russia, on the

other hand, had no belief in the constitutional movement
and no desire for its success; and, although the Foreign

Secretary occasionally put the brake on the Russian steam-

roller, he never dared to push his protests too far. If the

Persian question were mismanaged, he explained to his

Liberal critics, the Persian question might disappear and
bigger issues would arise. The situation was thoroughly

understood and skilfully exploited at Petrograd. “The
English,** wrote Sazonoff in a revealing letter to the

Russian Minister in Teheran on October 8, 1910, “pur-

suing as they do vital aims in Europe, will if necessary

sacrifice certain interests in Asia in order to maintain the

Convention with us. These circumstances we can naturally

turn to our own advantage, for instance in our Persian

policy.** Thus when in 1911 the Persian Government
secured the services of Mr. Shuster, an

American expert, to reorganize the national Shuster

finances, and he proceeded to appoint British
Crisis

subjects to aid him in the Russian sphere. Sir Edward
joined in compelling him to resign. In following up

her victory, however, Russia put forward demands on

Teheran which for once he was unable to approve. When
Benckendorff visited the Foreign Office on December 2

he found the Foreign Secretary in very serious mood. If

co-operation in Persia ceased, argued the latter, it would

mean the end of the Entente, and he would resign, as he

could not strike out the new line of policy which would

become inevitable. The Ambassador reported that he had

^ The Blue Books on Persia are very numerous. C/. Browne, “ The
Persian Revolution ”

;
Shuster, The Strangling of Persia **

;
Fra^r,

“ Turkey and Persia in Revolt Sykes, “ History of Persia,** II (edition

of 1921); and Siebert, “ Diplomatische Aktenstucke,** chs. 4-5.
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never seen him so disturbed, and Cambon confirmed the

verdict. “To maintain the Entente,** added the former,

“we must assure him that we will observe the Convention,

otherwise it is certain that he will resign.*’ The difficulty

was overcome, but the divergence of opinion left a scar.

“Public opinion is beginning to turn in our direction

again,** ‘ remarked WolfT-Metternich to Benckendorff
;
and

Benckendorff agreed. A direct exchange of views between

London and Berlin seemed desirable, and an early visit

from Sir Edward Grey was proposed. After preliminary

discussions carried on through the agency of Sir Ernest

Cassel and Ballin it was agreed that Lord Haldane should

be sent on a private mission. On February 4 the German
Government announced that the Novelle might be revised

if Germany received satisfactory assurances for a friendly

orientation of British policy, and on February 8 Lord

Haldane arrived in Berlin.

“My first interview,** relates the envoy, “was with

the Imperial Chancellor, and the conversation, which was

Lord Quite informal, was a full and agreeable

Haldane's one.* I said that the increasing action of
Mission Germany in piling up magnificent arma-

ments was, of course, within the unfettered rights of

the German people. But the policy had an inevitable

consequence in the drawing together of other nations in

the interests of their own security. I told him frankly that

we had made naval and military preparations, but only

such as defence required, and as would be considered in

Germany matter of routine. I went on to observe that

our faces were set against aggression by any nation, and

I told him, what seemed to relieve his mind, that we had

no secret military treaties. But, I added, if France were

attacked and an attempt made to occupy her territory,

our neutrality must not be reckoned on by Germany. Next

day I was summoned to luncheon at the Schloss, and

» Siebcrt, 253.

* Haldane, “ Before the War cf. Bethmann-Hollweg, “ Reflections,"

1, ch. 3 ; the Kaiser’s " Memoirs," ch. 5 ;
and Tirpitz, " Memoirs," I.
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afterwards had a long interview with the Emperor and
Admiral von Tirpitz in the Emperor’s cabinet room. He
handed me» a confidential copy of the draft

xirpitz
of the proposed new Fleet Law, with an versus

intimation that he had no objection to my
communicating it privately to my colleagues. I was
careful to abstain even from looking at it then, for I

saw that, from its complexity and bulk, it would require

careful study. So I simply put it in my pocket, and I

repeated what I had said to the Chancellor. We then

discussed the proposal of the German Admiralty for the

new programme. Admiral von Tirpitz struggled for it.

I insisted that fundamental modification was essential if

better relations were to ensue. The tone was friendly,

but I felt that I was up against the crucial part of my
task. The Admiral wanted us to enter into some under-

standing about our own shipbuilding. He thought the

two-Power standard a hard one for Germany, and, indeed,

Germany could not make any admission about it. The
idea then occurred to me that, as we should never agree

about it, we should avoid trying to define a standard pro-

portion in any general agreement that we might come
to, and, indeed, say nothing in it about shipbuilding, but

that the Emperor should announce to the German public

that the agreement on general questions, if we should

have concluded one, had entirely modified his wish for

the new Fleet Law, as originally conceived, and that it

should be delayed, and future shipbuilding should at least

be spread over a longer period. The Emperqr thought

such an agreement would certainly make a great difference,

and he informed me that his Chancellor would propose to

me a formula.

“At my final meeting with the Chancellor he suggested

that we might agree on the following formula

:

“i. The High Contracting Powers assure each other

mutually of their desire for peace and friendship.

“2. They will not, either of them, make any com-
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bination, or join in any combination, which is directed

against the other. They expressly declare that they are

not bound by any such combination.

‘‘3. If either of the High Contracting Parties become
entangled in a war with one or more other Powers, the

other of the High Contracting Parties will at least

observe toward the Power so entangled a benevolent

neutrality, and use its utmost endeavour for the locali-

zation of the conflict.

“4. The duty of neutrality which arises from the pre-

ceding article has no application in so far as it may
not be reconcilable with existing agreements which the

High Contracting Parties have already made. The
making of new agreements which make it impossible

for either of the Contracting Parties to observe neutrality

toward the other beyond what is provided by the pre-

ceding limitations is excluded in conformity with the

provisions contained in Article 2.

“Anxious as I was to agree with the Chancellor, I was
unable to hold out to him the least prospect that we

^ could accept the draft formula which he

of had just proposed. Under Article 3, for
Neutrality example, we should find ourselves, were

it accepted, precluded from coming to the assistance

of France should Germany attack her and aim at getting

possession of such ports as Dunkirk, Calais and Boulogne.

Difficulties might also arise which would hamper us in

the discharge of our existing treaty obligations to Belgium,

Portugal and Japan. The most hopeful way out was to

revise the drah fundamentally by confining its terms to

an undertaking by each Power not to make any unpro-

voked attack upon the other, or join in any combination

or design against the other for purposes of aggression,

or become party to any plan or naval or military com-
bination, alone or in conjunction with any other Power,

directed to such an end. He and I then sat down and
redrafted what he had prepared, but without his com-
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mining himself to the view that it would be sufficient.

We also had a satisfactory conversation about the Bagdad
Railway afld other things in Turkey connected with the

Persian Gulf, and we discussed possibilities of the re-

arrangement of certain interests of both Powers in Africa.

I entertain no doubt that he was sincerely in earnest in

what he said to me on these occasions, and in his desire

to improve relations with us and keep the peace. So 1

think was the Emperor, but he was pulled at by his naval

and military advisers, and by the powerful, if then small,

chauvinist party in Germany. But still there was the

possibility of an explosion, and when I returned to

London, although I was full of hope that relations between

the two countries were going to be improved and told my
colleagues so, I also reported that there Lord
were three matters about which I was Haldanes

uneasy. The first was my strong impres- Fears

sion that the new Fleet Law would be insisted on. The
second was the possibility that Tirpitz might be made
Chancellor in place of Bethmann-Hollweg. The third

was the want of continuity in the supreme direction of

German policy.” The Kaiser was equally pleased with the

visit. “He was very nice and reasonable,” he wrote to

Ballin on February 9 . “I have gone very far to meet

him, but there is a limit. I have done all I can.” ^ The
Chancellor was hopeful, and it was a good sign that

Tirpitz was depressed.

In his first conversation with the German Ambassador
after Lord Haldane’s return Sir Edward Grey declared

himself “ immensely impressed ” with his colleague’s

report of his conversations with the Chancellor, and
expressed with the greatest emphasis his determination to

carry on the work thus begun. He hoped it would be

possible gradually to disperse the war cloud. Everything

depended on a detailed examination of the German sug-

gestions. The path to reconciliation, however, was beset

with difficulties; for when the Novelle was studied it was

^ Huldermann, “ Albert Ballin,” ch. 7 ; cf. Siebert, ch. 20.
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found to involve a sensational increase in the size and

striking power of the fleet. “I hear it is the Novelle

which has caused the hitch/' wrote the Clfancellor to

Ballin on March 2, “It is feared that it will affect public

opinion so that a political agreement would be unaccept-

able. But the idea of an understanding is still fully

accepted, even if it is only reached in six months or a

year, and England reckons that the confidence will con-

tinue, even if there is no agreement. Success

Negotiations is possible despite the fleet.” Germany,

however, was equally disappointed with the

political offer which was all that England felt at

liberty to make. “Grey only offered us neutrality in

an unprovoked attack,” complains the Chancellor, “and

refused our addition ‘ if war is forced on Germany.’

Why should such a strictly limited neutrality formula

hurt the feelings of England’s friends? It would

merely have shown them that they could not rely on her

help in an anti-German policy. Ever since 1909 Grey

had told me on every occasion of his primary obligation

to the Dual Alliance, but in return for his neutrality

formula I could not surrender the Novelle, England’s

effort of reconciliation was sincere, but perhaps we were

wrong in under-estimating her intimacy with France and

Russia.” ' The disappointed Chancellor offered his

resignation, which the Kaiser, though convinced that the

Haldane mission was merely a political manoeuvre,

declined to accept.

On the failure of the attempt to limit the naval rivalry,

the British Government proceeded to consider its reply

to the Novelle. In May the Prime Minister and Mr.

Churchill met Lord Kitchener, now the ruler of Egypt,

at Malta to discuss the problem of the Mediterranean,*

and the decisions of the Cabinet were announced by the

First Lord of the Admiralty in the House of Commons
on July 22 on introducing a Supplementary Estimate.

Reflections,” I, 54-5; ^/. his ” Kriegsreden,” 46-50.

* See Arthur, ” iLife of Kitchener,” II, 336-7.
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The main feature of the Novelle, he declared, was the

increase in the striking force of all classes always avail-

able. Four»-fifths of the entire navy would be in full

permanent commission—a proportion unknown elsewhere.

The personnel would increase by 15,000, which would
make a total in 1920 of 100,000. Two battleships and
two small cruisers were added to the programme. When
completed in 1920 there would be forty-one battleships,

twenty battle-cruisers, forty small cruisers. To meet the

new situation a further concentration of battleships in

home waters would be necessary.

The situation was objectively described in dispatches

from the Belgian Ministers in Berlin and London.^ “A
few weeks ago, at the moment of Marschall’s

arrival,” wrote the former on July 25, “one British

could hope for improvements. The German Fleet

Press was pleased at Haldane’s speech to the German
Society in London, in which he called the Kaiser

a ‘great man. Now Churchiirs speech has altered

the situation. The Germans will not confess that the

continual increase of their naval forces is the primary

cause of England’s measures of defence. If France

has on her conscience Moroccan ambitions which have

menaced and still menace peace, Germany, in wish-

ing to rival England at sea, has equally laboured to render

a conflict inevitable. That is the explanation of Churchill’s

speech, and that is precisely what they will not recognize

at Berlin.” “Germany is fortunate that the Liberals are

in power,” wrote the Belgian Minister in London on

August 3. “When the Conservatives return, they will

not be content with a superiority of sixty per cent. For

England it is a vital question on which no English party

can yield, for the day it loses naval supremacy it will be

all up with British power and prestige. That is the pivot

of English policy which they do not seem to understand

in Berlin.”

The concentration of our naval forces was facilitated

^ Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,” IV, 72-4.

2 G
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by the fact that France had to face the prospect of dealing

with the combined fleets of Austria and Italy, and there-

fore desired to focus her whole battle fleet hi the Medi-

terranean/ This involved exposing the Atlantic and

Channel coasts to attack
;
but it was anticipated that the

British fleet would fill the vacuum. In September,

accordingly, it was announced that the Third French

Battle Squadron, based on Brest, was to join the First

and Second in the Mediterranean; and in the spring of

1913 the whole of the Atlantic defence flotillas were

demobilized and the defence of the ports was handed

over to the army. There only remained at the northern

bases six old armoured cruisers and the flotillas which

were to co-operate in the defence of the Channel. These

momentous changes appeared to necessitate a closer

political understanding, and on October 22, on the pro-

Grey-
posal of Poincar6, the nature of the Entente

Gambon was defined in an exchange of letters between
Letters E^y^ard Grey and the Ambassador."*

“From time to time in recent years the French and
British naval and military experts have consulted

together. It has always been understood that such

consultation does not restrict the freedom of either

Government to decide at any future time whether or not

to assist the other by armed force. We have agreed that

consultation between experts is not, and ought not, to

be regarded as an engagement that commits either

Government to action in a contingency that has not yet

arisen and may never arise. The disposition, for instance,

of the French and British fleets respectively at the present

moment is not based upon an engagement to co-operate

in war. You have, however, pointed out that, if either

Government had grave reason to expect an unprovoked
attack by a third Power, it might become essential to know
whether it could in that event depend upon the armed
assistance of the other. I agree that, if either Govern-

^ See J. Corbett, “ Naval Operations,” I, 7-9.
* ” Les Origines de la Guerre,” 79-81.
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ment had grave reason to expect an unprovoked attack

by a third Power, or something that threatened the

general pe^fee, it should immediately discuss with the other

whether both Governments should act together to pre-

vent aggression and to preserve peace, and, if so, what

measures they would be prepared to take in common.”
In theory the Grey-Cambon letters left Great Britain

with her hands free, and her freedom continued to be

solemnly reiterated at intervals by the Prime Minister

and the Foreign Secretary; but from 1911 onwards most

Frenchmen regarded Great Britain as pledged in honour

to come to the assistance of France if attacked by Germany.
The problem was further complicated by the fact that

France was allied to Russia. It was not deemed necessary

to embody our relations to the great Slavonic Power in

a written formula; yet the action of Russia might concern

the fortunes of Great Britain very closely, since an attack

on Russia would involve an attack on France. We were

thus conditionally involved in the quarrels and ambitions

of a distant Power over whose policy we exercised no

control.

As a European war appeared to become more probable,

the part which Belgium and the Scheldt might be forced

to play became an object of increasing
Holland

interest to her neighbours. In the open- and

ing days of 1911 the Times had pub-

lished a series of articles on the project of fortifying

Flushing, in which it detected a German design to use

Holland against Great Britain and France. The French

Government was equally convinced that the project was
of German parentage. Though Holland's right to fortify

the mouth of the Scheldt was uncontested, the Dutch

Government yielded to pressure. The coast defence pro-

gramme, therefore, in consequence of protests and appre-

hensions, was first postponed, then whittled down into

insignificance. In April, 1912, Colonel Bridges, the

British Military Attach^, in convers^ition with General

Jungbluth, head of the Belgian General Stafif, renewed
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the discussions of 1906 on the technicalities of military

co-operation. On receiving the General’s report, however,

the Belgian Government took no steps to c6ntinue the

conversations. No convention was concluded or even

discussed. Indeed, when General Jungbluth was invited

to attend the British manoeuvres in igi2, the invitation

was declined in order to afford no foundation for the

rumour of an entente. But though no common action was
taken, both countries proceeded to prepare for the expected

storm. Belgium introduced compulsory service in 1913,

and elaborate surveys of Belgian roads and railways were

undertaken by direction of the British War Office. For
it was generally believed by military specialists in the

west that in the next war Germany would force her way
through Belgium.

II

The year 1912 opened with dark clouds on the Eastern

horizon. The death of Achrenthal, once the stormy petrel

of European politics, was generally re-

B^chtold for he had championed the cause

of peace against the bellicose Conrad von
Hotzendorff, and his successor, Count Berchtold, was
headstrong and incapable. Alarming reports from Austria

and the Balkan capitals reached London and Paris, and
on April 25 Francis Joseph remarked to the French

Ambassador that peace had become much more precarious

in the last eight months. His reading of the situation

was correct; for, unknown to the world, a Balkan League
was in process of formation with the express object of

attacking and partitioning Turkey.'

^ See the Austrian Red Book, “ Diplomatische Aktcnstiicke betreffend

die Eretgnisse am Balkan, 1912-13 **
;
*the French Yellow Book. “ Les

Affaires Balkaniques,’’ 3 vols. ; Conrad, “ Aus meiner Dienstzeit,** II ;

Siebert, chs. 13-15; “On Livre Noir,** I (Izvolsky’s correspondence);
Seton-Watson, “The Rise of Nationality in the Balkans”; G. Young,
“ Nationalism and War in the Near East Crawford Price, ** The Balkan
Cockpit ”

; Report of the Carnegie Commission on the causes and conduct
of the Balkan wars ; Gueshoff, “ The Balkan League ” (the Bulgarian
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After the Bosnian crisis Serbia, filled with fierce anger
jainst Austria and Austria’s treatment of her Jugoslav

ibjects, bought in vain for the friendship
Bulgaria

Bulgaria; but two years later the shifty and

srdinand convinced himself that he could Serbia

)t realize his ambitions without Serbian aid. The
ussophil Bulgarian Premier, Gueshoff, has revealed

mself as the author of the Balkan alliance, which

as aimed in the first place against Turkey and in the

cond against Austria. His desire for good relations

ith Turkey, he declared, was shattered by the Young
urk policy of extermination in Macedonia, and he was
erefore driven to seek co-operation with Serbia. Having
cured the approval of the King, he visited Belgrad in

ctober, 1911, where he found a warm welcome. After

onths of stubborn negotiations, in which Hartwig, the

fluential Russian Minister at Belgrad, took an active,

id Nekludoff, the Russian Minister at Sofia, a minor,

irt, a treaty was signed in March, 1Q12, guaranteeing

e independence and integrity of the two countries, and
omising mutual support if one of the Great Powers tried

annex or occupy any Balkan territory under Turkish

le. The defensive convention was accompanied by a

cret annex arranging for common action, subject to

ussia’s approval, against Turkey in the event of dis-

rbances or menaces of war in the Ottoman Empire,

lie distribution of territorial gains was specified, the

stiny of a contested zone in Central Macedonia being

:t to the arbitrament of the Tsar, who was to decide

1 disputes arising out of the alliance. A military con-

ntion, signed a month later, determined the conditions

mutual aid in the event of attack by Turkey, Roumania
id Austria, or of an attack on Turkey. A copy of the

e) ;
Balkaiiicus (Stojan Protich), “ The Aspirations of Bulgaria ** (the

rbian side) ;
Poincar4, “ Lcs Origines de la Guerre ”

; Bethmann-
jllweg, “Reflections,” I, ch. 4 ; Gauvain, “ L’Europe au Jour le

ur,” IV-V ;
Hanotaux, “ Guerre des Balkans et TEurope”; Neklu-
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;
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Treaty was taken to the Tsar at Livadia and to Sazonoff

at Petrograd by Daneff, President of the Sobranje, who
hinted that Bulgaria was only awaiting the ^nomcnt to

strike. Sazonoff advised a cautious policy, and declared

that active intervention in Macedonia would not be

approved in Russia. As early as April, 1911, Greece

had suggested to Bulgaria a defensive alliance, and on

May 29, 1912, a treaty was signed, in the

McmiMegro which an active part had been

played by Bourchier, the trusted corre-

spondent of the Times in the Near East. Tricoupes*

dream of 1891 had at last been realized by Venezelos,

who had been summoned from Crete in 1910 to reform

the Motherland. A military convention followed in

September, 1912, but no agreement as to future frontiers

in Macedonia was reached. A verbal understanding with

Montenegro was reached in August. These preparations

for war, however, did not prevent Ferdinand from making
pacific declarations at Vienna and Constantinople.

The French Premier, Poincar^, was informed on April

I of a Serbo-Bulgar pact against aggression and for the

maintenance of the status quo, the two Powers binding

themselves to do nothing without Russian advice. Poin-

car6 complained that the pact had been made without

consulting France, and refused a Bulgarian loan before

he knew Russia’s real designs. It was therefore decided

that he should visit Petrograd and discover the truth about

the Balkans. A naval convention between France and

Russia was signed in Paris, and a few days later, at the

beginning of August, Poincar4 reached the Russian

capital. He again expressed surprise at not having been

informed of the Serbo-Bulgar pact while it was being

discussed, and he was shocked when Sazonoff showed him

the text. “It contains the germ of a war not only against

Turkey but against Austria,” he wrote in a report of the

interview. “It also establishes the hegemony of Russia

over the Slav Kingdoms, since she is to arbitrate in all

matters. I told Sazonoff that the Convention in no way
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corresponds to the description which was given me, and
that it was in fact une convention de guerre, which not

only revealed the ambitions of the Serbs
and Bulgars but encouraged them.” The
Premier returned home with anxious fore-

boding. Sazonoff, on the other hand, was delighted

with the visit. “I was extremely pleased to meet
Poincar^, in whom Russia possesses a sure friend with

exceptional political intelligence and an unbending will.

If the critical moment in international relations arrives,

it would be desirable to have at the head of our

French ally if not Poincar^, then a man with a no less

energetic character, and equally little fear of responsi-

bility.” After the failure of the Tcharykoff negotiations

Russia had returned to the plan of a Balkan League
against Turkey, and she was ready for the dangers which

such a policy involved.

While the French Premier was in Petrograd, the

Austrian Charge informed the Quai d’Orsay that his

Government was anxious about the Balkans and desired

to know if the Great Powers would join in “recommending
to Turkey the adoption of a policy of progressive decentral-

ization, which would secure for the Christian nationalities

their legitimate guarantees, and in urging the Balkan

vStates peacefully to await the results of their policy.”
^

Poincar^ was delighted at Berchtold's suggestion, which

appeared to denote the return of Austria to the Concert

of Europe, and he persuaded Sazonoff to accept it. All

the Powers followed suit; but Berchtold seemed in no

hurry to follow up his plan, and was left behind by the

race of events. Turkish promises of reform for Albania

evoked complaints of neglect from Serbs and Bulgars, and

Montenegro began to mobilize. Sazonoff, who shrank

from the conflict which his policy had done much to en-

courage, invited his ally to co-operate in keeping the peace

by warnings at Sofia, where the chief danger seemed to

lie. Poincar6 went further, and informed Bulgaria that

* Siebert, “ Diplomatische Aktenstucke,” ch. 13.
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the question of a French loan must wait, at the same time

urging both Constantinople and Cettinje to withdraw their

troops from the frontier. Berchtold sent at message of

gratitude, and proposed to urge the Sultan to extend to the

other Balkan nationalities the advantages he had promised

to the Albanians.

In the middle of September Sazonoff started on a round

of visits, beginning with Berlin, where he urged action

The Powers to localize the conflict if it

Powers could not be prevented. When the larger
Confer Balkan States followed the example of Monte-

negro and began to mobilize, Kiderlen-Wachter and
the Chancellor suggested that the Powers should veto

all territorial changes, and promised that if Russia

would propose a declaration in favour of the territorial

status quo^ they would obtain the assent of Austria.

On reaching Paris Sazonoff expressed himself ready to

inform the Balkan States, either jointly with Austria or

in the name of the Powers, that they could not allow a

rupture and that they were resolved to maintain the status

quo. He added, however, that this would be useless

unless the Powers favoured reforms for the I^alkan peoples.

On October 7, after weeks of discussion, the Powers agreed

that Russia and Austria should inform the Balkan States

that the Powers condemned any steps leading to a rupture,

that they would themselves take in hand the reforms, and
that no change in the status quo arising from a war would
be allowed. It was, however, too late, for on October 8

Montenegro gave the signal for hostilities by attacking her

ancient toe.

Though Turkey at once concluded peace with Italy,

and though her population was nearly double that of her

four little enemies, her armies were rolled back by the

impetuous onslaught. The Bulgarians triumphed at Kirk-

Kilisse in Thrace on October 22, the Serbs at Kumanovo
in Macedonia on October 26, and the Greeks entered

Salonika on November 8. The sympathies of Russia were

manifest from the first; and though Sazonoff began by
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suggesting the intervention of the Powers after the first

decisive battles, on November 2 he telegraphed to his

representatives abroad that the conquered
territories belonged to the Allies by right

of occupation and should be partitioned

by friendly agreement. British opinion s\*as almost
unanimously on the side of the Christian States; and the

Prime Minister spoke for the country when he declared

at the Guildhall on November 9 that the Powers would
recognize accomplished facts and would not oppose
the territorial changes resulting from the victory of the

Allies. The Central Powers, on the other hand, were dis-

agreeably surprised by the triumphs which enabled Serbia

to reach the Adriatic and Bulgaria to threaten Constanti-

nople. The Belgian Minister, dining with Kiderlen-

Wachter, found him stupefied by the news of Kirk-Kilisse

;

and Austria concentrated 100,000 troops on the Serbian

frontier.

Fortunately the German Government was bent on

peace. ‘‘The Kaiser was very cautious throughout the

Balkan wars,” records Bethmann-Hollweg, “and he re-

marked to me in November that he would not march on

Paris or Warsaw for the sake of Albania.' Energetic

pressure on Vienna was needed to prevent war; but we
left nobody in doubt that we should help our ally if she

were attacked.” France, though equally pacific, was no

less loyal
;
and Poincar^ assured Izvolsky that if Austria

declared war on Russia and was supported by Germany,

France would fulfil her obligations. Meanwhile the French

Premier discussed with the Powers the summoning of a

conference to deal with the situation.

The rapid triumph of the Balkan States, which caused

Turkey on November 3 to ask for the intervention of the

Powers, raised difficulties for their champions. Sazonoff

warned Bulgaria that if her troops attempted to enter

^ When Franz Ferdinand visited Berlin in November he declared that

Austria could make no more concessions ; to which the Kaiser, on parting

from his guest at the station, warningly replied, “ No pranks.” (Keine

Dummheiten 1 Beyens.)
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Constantinople, he would order the Black Sea fleet to the

Bosphorus. Sir Edward Grey expressed the hope that

the Tchataldja lines would be held, adding fhat if the

Turks were ejected from their capital it should be inter-

nationalized. These apprehensions, however, were quickly

relieved
;
for the Bulgarian wave had spent its force against

the Tchataldja breakwater. A far graver problem was
presented by the victories of Serbia and

^Durazzo^ march across the Albanian mountains

to the coast. On November 8 Sazonoff

asked Italy to influence Austria to allow Serbia a port,

on the ground that a lasting peace would be im-

possible without it; but Rome was bound by a pact with

Vienna to respect the integrity of Albania, and she had
as little desire as Austria to share the Adriatic with a new
rival. Thus the dividing line between the two diplomatic

groups appeared within a month of the opening of hostili-

ties. “We, France and England, are ready to support

Serbia’s claim,” telegraphed Sazonoflf to Hartwig on

November g; “the Triplice opposes. But in sending

troops to Durazzo Serbia is too rash, and complicates the

task of her champion. vShe desires economic independence,

which she can only gain on the Adriatic; but railway

connexion would secure it not less than territorial access.

If she gives way on the harbour, she can more easily

expand southward or in Albania. We will not wage war
for Durazzo.” Sir Edward Grey, convinced that a rail-

way under Serbian control to a harbour would be best

both for Serbia and Albania, also urged moderation in

Belgrad. It was as well that Russia was cautious, for

there were men in high places at Vienna spoiling for a

fight. On November 23 Franz Ferdinand tried to con-

vince his uncle that action was necessary; and the hot-

blooded Conrad urged the reoccupation of the Sanjak and

the eviction of Serbian troops from Albania. ‘ The Em-

‘ A terrifying picture of the confusion and levity reigning at the Ball-

platz is given by Szilassy, “ Der Untergang der Donaumonarchie,” ch. 8;
cf. Kanner, “ Die Kaiserliche Katastrophenpolitik.**
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peror vetoed all such plans; and the party of moderation
was strengthened when Bethmann-Hollweg, in announc-
ing the re^newal of the Triple Alliance, declared that

Germany would only join in a conflict if her partner were
the victim of aggression.

No one had worked so hard to prevent the outbreak

of war as Poincar^; and when his efforts proved fruitless,

he determined to localize the conflict. “He ^
says he proposed a conference of ambas- Conference

sadors as early as October 15,“ reported Needed

Izvolsky on November 26, “and suggested it several

times to London, Berlin and Vienna. Germany and
Austria have said they would take part only after an

agreement as to its programme; but he finds a difficulty

in taking the initiative, as these preliminary discussions

would probably take place in Paris. He therefore asks

if you think Grey would take it.’’ Two days later Bencken-

dorff reported that Sir Edward was ready, but wished to

find out whether Austria was willing. The Foreign

Secretary had observed to Lichnowsky that England and
Germany, being least concerned in the Balkans, were most

concerned in peace, since in case of war both would
probably be dragged in. So anxious, indeed, was Sir

Edward to clear the path that he suggested, though in

vain, that Russia should persuade Serbia and Montenegro

to content themselves with the vSanjak and to claim nothing

on the Adriatic. Russian policy was set forth in a dis-

patch of December 9 from Sazonoff. “Our aim is the

political and economic emancipation of Serbia, who should

have direct communication with the coast through Albania,

with guarantees of free traffic for goods, including muni-

tions. The frontiers of Albania must be determined

according to Austria’s readiness to yield to her just

claims.” Sir Edward pronounced this excellent; but the

Austrian Ambassador in Petrograd explained to Sazonoff

that the Adriatic was for Austria what the Black Sea was

for Russia. Yielding, however, to the advice of her allies,

Austria consented to take part in the Conference on con-
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dition that the permanent establishment of Serbia on the

Adriatic should not be discussed. Serbia now agreed to

yield to the decision of the Powers. *

These explosive possibilities threw a special responsi-

bility on Great Britain, of which she showed herself fully

Tasks of
conscious throughout the Conference of

the Ambassadors which sat in London from
Conference December onwards. The task of its

chairman was to prevent Russia and Austria, both

of whom carried out partial mobilization, flying at each

other’s throats. From December to March the danger of

war was acute. ^ The first crisis arose in January, when
Russia massed troops on the Caucasian frontier and in-

formed Turkey that if the Balkan struggle broke out again

she could not promise neutrality. Germany at once in-

formed Russia that an attack on Turkey would endanger

the peace in Europe. Russia drew back, and Francis

Joseph sent Prince Hohenlohe with an autograph letter

to the Tsar, couched in conciliatory terms and appealing

for the maintenance of peace.® A second crisis occurred

when King Nicholas, disregarding the decision of the

Powers to assign Scutari to Albania, continued to besiege

the town and, after its surrender, was compelled by a

naval demonstration to withdraw.® So imminent did a

conflict appear that Germany prepared for mobilization.

The humiliation of Montenegro, added to the Austro-

Italian veto on a Serbian port on the Adriatic, was bitterly

resented in Petrograd; but the balance was in some degree

redressed by the assignment of certain Albanian villages

to Serbia. London and Berlin worked in perfect accord

throughout, and Sir Edward Grey’s share in keeping the

peace was warmly and publicly acknowledged by Jagow
and Bethmann-Hollweg.

It was fortunate for the peace of the world that the

Conference had been established, for the conflict dragged

^ See Valentin, “ Deutschlands Aussenpolitik,** 1 17-19.

* See the letter in Laloy, “ Documents Secrets,” 65-7.

* See Miss Durham, ” The Struggle for Scutari.”
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on beyond all expectation. The representatives of the

belligerents met in London in December, and signed a

treaty which was promptly repudiated in

Constantinople, where the Government was Struggle

violently overthrown by Enver Bey on Renewed

January 24. During the second stage of the war, which^
began on February 3, Adrianople fell to the combined

attack of Bulgarians and Serbs, and Jannina to the

Greeks. But there was now almost open enmity between

the victorious allies, Serbia demanding a revision of the

partition treaty of 1912, and receiving the support of

Greece. To prepare for the expected struggle Bulgaria

signed an armistice with Turkey on April 16, and the

diplomats returned to London. The Treaty was drafted

in May, but the progress of the negotiations was so slow

that on May 28 Sir Edward intervened. “Those who
are willing to sign the preliminary treaty without any

alterations should do so immediately. Those who are

not disposed to sign had better leave London.** Two days

later the Treaty was signed by all the delegates. Greece

obtained Salonika, Southern Macedonia and Crete, Serbia

Central and Northern Macedonia. Bulgaria secured

Thrace and the vEgean coast, but surrendered Silistria

to Roumania. European Turkey emerged with nothing

but a foothold in Eastern Thrace; but her victors, despite

the efforts of the Tsar to keep the peace, proceeded to

quarrel over the spoil. Serbia and Greece, whose interests

were the same, concluded an alliance, and on June 29,

by the written order of King Ferdinand to General Savoff,

and without the knowledge of Daneff, the Premier, the

Bulgarians treacherously attacked the Serbian forces in

Macedonia, while the Southern Bulgarian army made a

dash for Salonika.' The Bulgarian Cabinet promptly

called off the troops, but it was too late. Serbia and Greece

were reinforced by the advance of the Roumanian army
across the Danube, since King Carol was resolved to pre-

vent Bulgarian hegemony in the Balkans; and the dash-

^ GueshofT maintains that it only anticipated a Serbo-Greek attack.
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ing Enver reoccupied Adrianople without a blow. Th(

struggle was over so quickly that there was no time fo

the Powers to take collective Action, an(

peace was dictated by the victors—Rou
mania, Greece, Serbia and Montenegro—

at Bucharest on August lo. Austria, having in vaii

urged her allies to join in suppressing Serbia at the be

ginning of July, now vainly suggested the submission o

the Treaty to the Powers; but King Carol declined, sup

ported by the Kaiser, to whom he telegraphed, “Thank
to you the peace will stand.” On August 1 1 the Ambas
sadors’ Conference in London at a final sitting determine^

the southern frontier of Albania; but it was not till Octobe
that Serbia, yielding to Austrian threats, evacuated th

Albanian territories which she had occupied. Attempt
to secure the withdrawal of the Turks from Adrianopl

were a failure; but the conclusion of peace between Bui

garia and Turkey in September was followed by leisurel

negotiations for an alliance.

The ten months of war had left a profound malais

not only in the Balkans, where the future of Albania an^

the Aigean islands was still unsettled, but also on th

broad arena of European politics.^ The overthrow c

Turkey by the League formed under the auspices of th

Tsar, and the aggrandizement of Serbia, Russia’s outpos

in the Balkans, filled the Central Powers with foreboding

The Triple Alliance was renewed by anticipation i

December. The German army, already slightly augmente*

in 1912 in consequence of the Morocco crisis, received i

1913 the largest increase it had ever known. A Memorar
dum was drawn up in December, 1912, in the office c

the General Staff by Ludendorff to justify a capital lev

of fifty millions.^ Great Britain, he asserted, would tak

her place with France and Russia, while Italy would d

nothing more than immobilize the French army of th

* See the T-ivre Jaune, “ Les Aflfaires Balkaniques,” III, and tl

Belfjian dispatches of 1912-14 in Schwertfeger, “ Zur Europaischc
Politik,** IV.

* Published in Ludendorff, “ The General Staff,” I.
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Alps. Russia was in arrears with her military reorganiza-

tion, so that for a time the Triple Alliance need not fear

an armed conflict with her
; but in view of her enormous

expenditure she would grow stronger every year. “We
must hold one front defensively in order to take the offen-

sive on the other, and that front can only be the French.

It would be necessary to violate the neutrality of Belgium.

It is only by an advance across Belgium that we can hope

to defeat the French army in the open field. On this

route we shall meet the English Expeditionary Force and
—unless we come to some iirrangement—the Belgian army
too. But this operation is more promising than a frontal

attack on the French fortified eastern frontier.” It was
the Schlieffen plan, and it required an overwhelming

striking force for its success.

In his speech on the first reading of the Army Bill

on April 7, 1913, the Chancellor explained the increase

by the displacement of power resulting

from the Balkan wars, declared that the

violence of Russian Pan-Slavism and French

chauvinism was a growing menace, and spoke gravely

of a conflict between the Teuton and the Slav. Though
compulsory service was the law of the land little more
than half the recruits had been taken, and the peace

strength of the army was now increased by 170,000 men.

The capital levy was to be devoted to strengthening the

frontier fortresses, increasing the artillery and augmenting

the gold reserve in the Juliusthurm at Spandau. The
Bill passed without opposition, and the levy was paid

without grumbling; for Germany was convinced that her

safety could only be guaranteed by the strength of her

own right arm. Austria was weakened by racial dissen-

sion, Italy an uncertain ally, Turkey diminished and

humiliated, Roumania drifting towards Petrograd, while

the enmity of France was unchanged, the hostility of

Russia increasing, and the loyalty of Great Britain to her

friends beyond reproach.

If Germany was conscious of her peril, she was also
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arrogantly conscious of her strength. Despite the correct

attitude of the Government, public opinion was growing
ever more restless and excitable. The centenary of 1813

recalled memories of sacrifice and victory, and swelled the

flood of patriotic oratory. “The Kaiser is profoundly

pacific,’' wrote the Belgian Minister, Baron Beyens, from
Berlin on March 8, “but the spirit of the governing classes

is very different. Hatred of France has been taught them
in school at the same time as the sentiment of the great-

ness of Germany. This hostility and pride

in*Germany them consider a war with France as

a necessary evil, inevitable to assure their

supremacy and to break the obstacles by which France

seeks to hinder Germany’s development. When the

Empire will rest on the most colossal army ever known,
one wonders whether the pacific ideas of the Kaiser

may not be too weak a barrier to arrest the warlike ardour

of the upper classes.” Meanwhile “incidents ” fanned the

flame of suspicion and resentment. When a Zeppelin,

with three officers aboard, descended at Luneville French-

men believed that it had come to spy
;
and when some

German commercial travellers were molested at Nancy
there was an outbreak of wrath in the Reichstag, only

partially soothed by the dismissal of the Prefect. Well
might the Belgian Minister at Berlin note the “excessive

nervosity” of German opinion as the greatest menace to

peace. The dangerous ferment struck all observers.

Otfried Nippold, returning after several years in the Far

East, was shocked at the change, and in his “German
Chauvinism”^ held the mirror up to his fellow-country-

men. Bernhardi’s “Germany and the Next War” was
only one of the books which proclaimed not only the

nearness but the rightness of war. The Pan-German
League had been reinforced by the Deutscher Wehrverein,

founded in 1912 by General Keim, who declared that a

* “ Deutscher Chauvinismus,’* 1913 ; cf. Vergnet, “ 'La France en
Danger,” and Rohrbach, “Chauvinismus und Weltkrieg,” II. An
interesting political tour in Germany at this time is described in Bour-
don, “ L’Enigme Allemande.”
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war was inevitable. “There is a smell of blood in the air,”

echoed General Liebert. The political Generals had be-

come a nafional danger, but many of the civilians were

as bad. Maximilian Harden’s biting attacks on the

timidity of the Government, Bassermann’s rousing appeals

to the National Liberals, and the teaching of bellicose

professors added to the danger of the situation.

Old friends and close observers began to detect a

change in the Kaiser himself. “He was quite cordial,”

writes Bishop Boyd Carpenter after a visit

to Berlin in June, 1913, “but he spoke with

a note which was new to me. He seemed
apprehensive. He spoke of the dangerous position

in which Germany was placed between two Powers

which might prove hostile. When I left him I felt

[hat he was under the influence of a great fear.”
^

“From the beginning of 1913,” adds Bethmann-Hollweg,

“he spoke to me of the coalition which, like that of

Kaunitz, was joining against us and would fall on us.”

His anxiety was revealed on the visit of King Albert to

Potsdam on November 5-6. War with France, declared

the host, was inevitabh' and near, for France wished for

it and was rapidly arming for it; but he was assured of

victory. Count Moltke, Chief of the vStaff, added that

in the event of war the enthusiasm of the whole people

in repelling the traditional enemy rendered success a

certainty The French Ambassador was informed of

these conversations, which he reported to Paris with his

3wn grave observations. “Enmity against us is increas-

ing, and the Emperor has ceased to be a friend of peace.

His personal influence has been exerted on many critical

3Ccasions in its favour, but he has come to think that

war with France is inevitable. As he advances in years,

1 Boyd Carpenter, “ Further Pages of My Life,** 263-94.

* Beyens, “ L*Allemagne avant la Guerre,** 24-5. Moltke denied that

he spoke of a war as desirable or imminent. He expressed the view that

the Germany army would show itself superior if it came to a conflict, and
the people would rise as one man if attacked. See his letter of Dec. 18,

1914, “ Deutsches Weissbuch liber die Schuld am Kriege,” 75-6.
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family traditions, the reactionary tendencies of the Court,

and especially the impatience of the soldiers, obtain a

greater hold over his mind. Perhaps he feels some slight

jealousy of the popularity acquired by his son, who flatters

the passions of the Pan-Germans. The Emperor and his

Chief of the Staff may have wished to induce the King
of the Belgians not to make any opposition in the event

of a conflict between us. Whatever the object of the

conversation, the revelation is one of extreme gravity. It

would be well to take account of this new factor, namely,

that he is becoming used to an order of ideas which were

formerly repugnant to him, and we must keep our powder

dry.” In the following months Baron Beyens noticed

that he was less friendly to French visitors. “I have

often held out my hand to France,** he

German remarked at a Court ball in February, 1914,
Atmosphere ‘‘^nd she hcis replied with kicks. They had
better take care at Paris, for I shall not always be

here.** “The atmosphere of hate and defiance,** testi-

fied the Minister, “has become heavier owing to the

discussions on the Three Years* Law. Peace remains at

the mercy of an accident.** Colonel House, visiting Berlin

in May with a view to an Anglo-German-American
Entente, was appalled by the militarism of Berlin. “The
whole of Germany is charged with electricity,** he reported.

“Everybody’s nerves are tense. It only needs a spark

to set the whole thing off.**
^

The German military effort inevitably provoked a

French response; and a law restoring three years* service

was proposed by the Briand Ministry, and carried by the

Barthou Ministry which succeeded it.* “The heads of

our army,** writes Poincare^ “considered it imperative.

The increase of German effectives, the apprehensions

aroused by the Balkan crisis, the difficulties arising from

^ Hendrick, “ Life and Letters of Walter H. Page,” I, ch. 9.

* In its issue of May 25, 1913, Gtl Bias stated that the return to

three years’ service had been demanded by Russia on the occasion Of
M, Poincar<^’s visit in 1912, and the story was generally believed in
Germany. The reduction to two years had been made in 1905.
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the application of the Moroccan Treaty, the memory of

Tangier, Casablanca and Agadir—all this naturally lent

a new vivacity to patriotic sentiment.” The law was
fought by the Socialists and the Caillaux Radicals; but

France, like Germany, was ready for sacrifices, and the

election of Poincare as President in January proclaimed

the new spirit of confidence. The atmospheric change

was recorded and analysed in a series of dispatches from

the Belgian Minister in Paris. “The British attitude in

1911,” he wrote on October 9, 1912, “caused a revulsion

in opinion. To say that the French nation has become
bellicose would be going too far. The agriculturist, the

bourgeois, the merchant, the industrialist know what a

conflagration would cost them, yet the country is confident

of success. We must count with the turbulent youth and
the military. The men at the head of affairs are sincerely

pacific, but their action is excessive. It is good to restore

to a nation its dignity, but dangerous to foster its

chauvinism. They began by military parades

and marching through Paris. The visit of Mimarism

the Grand Duke Nicholas excited nationalism.

Millerand accompanied him to the frontier, whence
the Grand Duchess saluted the lost provinces, and
the visit concluded with a review at Nancy, which

became a demonstration against the Treaty of Frank-

furt. Opinion forced the hand of Napoleon in 1870,

and could again confront the Governments with a situa-

tion leaving no issue but war.” “Delcass6*s appointment

to Petrograd,“ writes the same diplomat on February 24,

1913, “exploded yesterday like a bomb. It must have

pleased Poincare, the Lorrainer, on the first day of his

office to affirm his resolve to hold the flag erect. In these

troubled moments that is the danger of his presence at

the Elys4e. One hopes his cool and practical mind will

save him from all exaggeration. The great increase of

German armaments at the same moment increases the

danger of a too nationalist orientation of French policy.”

In reporting the new tone in the theatres and cafd
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ckantanis, he writes on May 5 that the most chauvinist

tirades arouse frenzied applause/
Austrian opinion throughout the Balkan wars had been

in a ferment, and when Bulgaria attacked Serbia on

June 29 she could scarcely control her-

in^ Austria
“Austria,” telegraphed San Giuliano,

the Italian Foreign Minister, to Giolitti,

the Prime Minister, who was absent from Rome,
“has informed us and Germany of her intention to take

action against Serbia, and describes it as defensive,

hoping to establish the casus foederis, which I consider

inapplicable. I am trying to concert with Germany to

prevent this action, but it might be necessary to say

clearly that we do not consider it defensive, and there-

fore that the casus foederis does not arise.” “If Austria

acts against Serbia,” replied Giolitti, “it is clear that it

does not arise. There is no question of defence, since

no one seeks to attack her. That must be stated to Austria

in the most formal manner, and it is to be hoped that

Germany will dissuade her from this perilous adventure.”

Receiving no encouragement from her allies, Austria

postponed the reckoning with her neighbour
;
but the

tension was rendered even more acute by the growth of

Pan-Serb propaganda and by the brutal coercion in the

southern provinces of the Dual Monarchy, and above all

in Croatia, which fed it.* “Austria,” reported the French
Ambassador at Vienna on December 13, “finds herself

in an impasse, without knowing how she is to escape.

Thus the feeling that the nations are moving towards a

conflict, urged by an irresistible force, grows from day

to day. People here are becoming accustomed to the idea

of a general war as the only possible remedy for the

1 Cf. Millerand, “ Pour la defense nationale, une ann4e au Minist^re

de la Ouerre **
;
Marcel Sembat, “ Faites un roi, sinon faites la paix

;

Dimnet, “France Herself Again “
;
and Rohrbach, “ Chauvinismus und

Weltkrieg,” I.

* Croatia was ruled from Budapest, where Tisza and the Magyar nobles
pursued a policy of iron centralization and racial ascendancy unknown in

Cis-Leithan Austria for half a century
; but since 1908 the anti-Slav feeling

was as violent in Vienna as in Budapest.
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financial stringency which is cruelly felt after the military

efforts the country has had to make for the last year.”
‘

In 1913 Fjanz Ferdinand was appointed Inspector-General

of the Army and Navy, and aided Conrad von Hotzen-

dorff, who had been recalled to office after Aehrenthars

death, to train the forces of the Dual Monarchy for war.

Conrad, indeed, complained bitterly that he had twice

prepared the army for battle, and that it could not for ever

be disappointed.^

Opinion in Russia was no less inflamed than in

Germany, Austria and France. Kiderlen, declares

Reventlow, did not believe that the Entente wanted war,

and was sure that Russia was unable to wage it; but his

successor, Jagow, like the Chancellor, took a more

alarmist view. The Kaiser and the Tsar met for the last

time in May, 1913, when the wedding of the Princess

brought the British and Russian sovereigns to Berlin.

While the rulers remained on friendly terms, they were

surrounded by men filled with suspicion and hostility.

The acuteness of the tension was revealed when Turkey
asked the German Government for an officer

of high rank to reorganize its army, as

Von der Goltz had reorganized it in 1883.

No objection was raised when the Kaiser discussed

the matter with the Tsar in Berlin, and in November
a contract was signed appointing Liman von Sanders

to command the First Army Corps. In this arrange-

ment Russia saw with dismay a fresh obstacle to her

desire for the opening of the Straits; and the conciliatory

Kokovtseff was sent to Berlin to remonstrate.* The Kaiser

and the Chancellor explained that they could not refuse

Turkey’s request, partly because Germany had long

supplied her needs since the time of Von der Goltz and
partly because she would go elsewhere if they declined.

' Poincar4, “ Les Origines de la Guerre,” 177.
* Ashmead-Bartlett’s letter to the Times

y

July 30, 1917.
* Siebert, “ Diplomatische Aktenstiicke,” chs. 17-19; ‘‘Les Affaires

Balkaniques,” III, 81-107; and Liman von Sanders, “ Fiinf Jahre Turkei,**

ch. I.
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To the suggestion that they need only send instructors

they replied that experience had proved them useless, and
that they must have a power of command. TJiey added,

however, that they had no wish to make difficulties for

Russia, and would consider the matter afresh.

Sazonoff was in no way mollified, and he asked Sir

Edward Grey to approve the following peremptory note.

Excitement ^ German command would put the

of whole Diplomatic Corps in the power of
Sazonoff Germany, and the General could take mili-

tary measures in violation of the Sultan’s sove-

reignty. If Germany obtains such a privileged position,

the other Powers would have to consider their own
interests.” When Sir Edward objected to the threat, the

Charge observed that Russia attached the very greatest

importance to the Note and reckoned on England’s firm

support. Sir Edward rejoined that Kuhlmann had just

told him that the German command was only necessary

because Von der Goltz could never get his instructions

carried out, and that it would be like the British Naval

Mission. He had replied that Constantinople interested

all the Powers, and that this plan violated the Sultan’s

sovereignty. Moreover, the British Admiral would not be

a combatant. “Nor would the General,” replied Kuhl-
mann. After these two interviews, the Foreign Secretary

telegraphed to Constantinople suggesting that the three

Ambassadors should separately and verbally make a com-
munication to the Porte. “We have heard a German
General has received a very far-reaching command. We
assume Turkey will do nothing to jeopardize the inde-

pendence or security of the Straits and the capital. Other

Powers are also interested, and we should be glad of

information regarding the contract.” Sazonoff resented

Sir Edward’s attempt to pour water into his wine, and
complained of his coolness “in a matter of such importance

for us ”
;
but he was compelled to adopt the milder course.

The three Ambassadors accordingly asked the Grand
Vizier for information, and on December 15 the official
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reply was received. “The General is Chief of the Mission,

Member of the War Council, Inspector of Military Schools,

and Commander of the First Corps. His command is

purely teclinical. The Straits, the forts, and the main-
tenance of order in Constantinople are not in his

jurisdiction.”

The Turkish reply tells us nothing new, commented
Sazonoff, who thereupon informed Sir Edward that he

would now await a British initiative. But the Foreign

Secretary, who observed to Lichnowsky that no event

had made such a profound impression in Russia since he

had been in office, refused to be stampeded into violent

courses; for a conciliatory breeze was blowing from Berlin.

The General arrived in Constantinople on
in

December 14 and took over the command Constanti-

of the First Corps; but before leaving nople

home Jagow had informed him of Russians objec-

tion and had supported the Russian suggestion that he

should take command of the Second Corps, stationed at

Adrianople. The General replied that the Chief of the

Mission could only reside in the capital. A compromise

was finally adopted by which Liman resigned command of

the First Corps and was appointed General-Inspector of

the Turkish army. At the New Year’s reception tlie Tsar

warmly thanked the German Ambassador for complying

with his wishes; but Sazonoff ’s embitterment remained

after its immediate cause had been removed. Well might

Professor Schiemann close his weekly article on December

31, 1913, with the confession that at hardly any time in the

last century had the clouds spread so far over the horizon.

While the Liman crisis was at its height a New Year’s

article in a Russian military paper expressed the views

prevailing among a section of officers. “We all know we

are preparing for a war in the West. Not only the troops

but the whole nation must accustom itself to the idea that

we arm ourselves for a war of annihilation against the

Germans, and the German Empires must be annihilated.”

The Liman compromise brought no real detente. Russia
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withdrew Government orders from Germans, and at the

end of January a new French loan of milliards was
negotiated, part of which was earmarked for strategic

railways. Meanwhile the threads between Petrograd and

Belgrad were drawn tighter. On February 2 Pasitch in

an audience of the Tsar broached the possibility of the

marriage of the Crown Prince to one of the Princesses, and

held out the prospect of her becoming the Tsarina of the

Jugoslav people. The Tsar favoured the proposal, and

begged his visitor to say to King Peter, “For Serbia we
will do everything.”^

The Liman incident inspired Sazonofif to submit a

memorandum to the Tsar “on the necessity of a compre-

hensive programme of action, in order to assure for us a

satisfactory solution of the question of the Straits in the

event of being compelled at no distant period to defend

our interests in the Bosphorus and Dardanelles.” The
Tsar ordered the question to be discussed by a Crown

Russian Council, which met on February 21, 1914,*

Crown under the chairmanship of the Foreign Min-
Councii

attended by military, naval

and diplomatic experts, including the Ambassador at

Constantinople. Sazonoff opened by observing that,

though he did not anticipate serious complications at

the present moment, there was no guarantee for the main-

tenance of the status quo in the East. If Turkey lost

control of the Straits, Russia could not allow another

Power to settle on their shores, and might thus be

forced to occupy them herself. As the success of this

operation would depend on its rapidity, landing operations

must supplement naval action. The Foreign Minister

therefore asked the Council to report what had already

been done to prepare for action against the Straits, and

what could and should be done. The Chief of the Staff

pointed out that a considerable force would be needed, and

* See Bogitshevich, “ Causes of the 126-34.

* Laloy, Documents Secrets,” 74-100, and ‘‘ Das deutsche Weissbuch
iiber die Schuld am Knege.” i6g-8i, print the official report.
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that its size would depend on the political situation.

Sazonoff interjected that neither Greece nor Bulgaria

would oppose
;

for, if one of them intervened, the other

would probably join the Russian side. To the question

whether Serbia’s support might not be counted on, he
replied that action against the Straits would hardly be
undertaken except in a European war, in which she would
be compelled to throw her whole weight against Austria.

Roumania was bound by treaty to Austria, but in view of

the Russophil trend of opinion it was not certain that she

would fight on her side. The Chief of the Staff then

observed that the struggle for Constantinople was impos-

sible without a European war. Troops could only be

spared for the purpose if and when the struggle on the

Western front had been satisfactorily concluded. In con-

clusion the Council made detailed recommendations

relating to transport by land and sea, the construction of

new lines in the Caucasus and the strengthening of the

Black Sea fleet.

The deliberations of the Council were unknown to the

public; but the tension was revealed in a sensational

article in the Kolnische Zeitung of March 2

from its Petrograd correspondent. “The
Russian danger is not imminent; but in

1917 the army reforms will be completed and troops

are already being massed on her Western frontier.

Germany will perhaps be unable to prevent invasion.

Russian armaments are enormous and she will turn

her arms against Germany. Such a war would be

acclaimed by the whole people. In three years, when we
negotiate a new commercial treaty, she will perhaps try

to provoke foreign complications.” The article, which

was believed to have been inspired from Berlin,’ aroused

alarm throughout Europe; and an article in the Bourse

Gazette of March 13, universally attributed to Sukhomli-

1 According: to Baron Schelking’s “ The Game of Diplomacy,” it was
inspired by the Councillor of the German Embassy. Jagow denied official

prompting.
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noff, the War Minister, increased the excitement.

“Russia wishes for peace but is ready for war. The army
is not only large but excellently equipped. Russia has

always fought on foreign soil and has always been

victorious. Russia is no longer on the defensive, Russia

is ready.” On May 14 Jagow uttered a warning in the

Reichstag to the Russian Press, while expressing his con-

viction that the Government remained friendly; and on
May 23 Sazonoff exhorted the Press of both countries to

remain calm. The appeals were in vain. The Russian

Russo- Piess continued to proclaim the historic

German mission to possess Constantinople. It was
Polemics hinted that Russia would show her strength

when the commercial treaties came to be renewed

in 1916, and Witte gloomily prophesied that the dis-

cussion would lead to war. In Germany the Press was
equally neurotic. “The relative calm is only apparent,”

reported the Russian Ambassador at Berlin. “Public

opinion is strongly excited against Russia, and the

military and the Junkers do not conceal their bellicose

sentiments. This excitement and the warlike atmosphere

is due to the fear of the growth of our military and

economic strength, and it is believed that the present

moment, when our preparations are far from completion,

is the best for Germany. That such a collision will come
sooner or later is not doubted here. The Government,

however, does not share these warlike sentiments.”

Russia, like Germany and France, had made feverish

efforts since the Balkan wars to increase and improve her

armaments; for it was in vain that Witte and Rosen be-

sought the Tsar and their colleagues in the Council of the

Empire to drop the forward policy in the Balkans which

was leading straight to war.' In June, 1913, an increase

of recruits was demanded of the Duma, approved by the

Tsar in August, and begun in November, the scheme to

be completed in 1917. In the spring of 1914 the Duma,
in secret session, voted large sums for military prepara-

^ See Ro'^en, “ Forty Years of Diplomacy,” II, ch. 30-3.
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tions. Recruits were increased by 135,000 a year, and in

the spring of 1913 a “period of preparation for war ’’ was
instituted, yhich enabled the preliminaries of mobilization

to take place before mobilization itself was proclaimed.

Early in 1914 fifty millions, described by Kokovtseff as

earmarked for a war, were spent on the army. In April,

1914, a Japanese military mission, on visiting Russia, was
struck by the evident hostility of the officers, who talked

openly of the coming war.^ In addition to the military

preparations, an attempt was made to improve the

diplomatic situation. In June the Tsar visited Roumania,
when there was talk of a marriage between the Crown
Prince and a daughter of the Tsar; and negotiations were

subsequently begun with Bratiano for a military

convention.®

At the invitation of Professor Delbriick, his old pupil

Professor Mitrofanoff contributed to the June number of

the Preussische Jahrbiicher an article which
increased the prevailing apprehension. “The Mitrofanoff

tension is felt by every one of any intelli-
Article

gence. The signs are not only in the Press. The
feeling against the Germans is in everybody’s heart

and on everybody’s lips. It has only recently become

vocal, but it has long been ripening. The cause is the

thwarting of age-lone Russian ambitions in the Near East.

It is now clear to Russians that, if everything remains as

at present, the road to Constantinople lies through Berlin.

We have no desire to attack Germany. We have too

much admiration for German civilization to wish for our-

selves Attila’s victory. We are also fully convinced that

Germany is far from having directly aggressive tendencies;

but we feel ourselves on all sides hampered and hemmed
in by German pressure, on our flanks, in Turkey, in

Sweden, in Austria. We meet with no recognition of our

present situation, no reckoning with our present strength,

^ Beyen';, April 4, in Schwertfegfer, “ Zur Europaischen Politik,” TV, 189.

2 Telegram of July 30, 1914, from the Russian Minister in Bucharest,

published by the Bolshevists.
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and we are resolved to win for ourselves the position due
to us. War with Germany would be a misfortune, but one

cannot escape from a bitter necessity when, it is really

necessary. Only the possession of the Straits can end
this intolerable situation, in which Russia’s export trade

can be stopped at any moment. The southward urge is an

historical, political and economic necessity, and any State

which resists it is ipso facto an enemy.”^ It was Skobeleff’s

old cry that the road to Constantinople passed through the

Brandenburg Thor.

The tension was increased by a provocative article on

June 13 in the Petrograd Bourse Gazette, entitled, “Russia
is ready. France must be ready too,”

**Ready***
attributed to the War Minister. “Russia

fulfils all her obligations under the alliance,

and she expects her ally to do the same. The con-

tingent of recruits this year has been raised from

450.000 to 580,000, and the period of service increased by
six months. Thus every winter Russia has an army of

2,300,000. Germany possesses 880,000, Austria 500,000

and Italy 400,000. Russia therefore naturally expects

770.000 men from France, which is only possible with the

Three Years’ Service. This increase is to facilitate rapid

mobilization, in which connexion Russia is advancing to

new reforms—to the construction of a whole network of

strategic railways and the most rapid concentration of the

army in the event of war. Russia wishes the same from

France. Russia and France desire no war; but Russia is

ready, and France must be ready too.” The article aroused

anger in Berlin. “So the Russians have shown their

cards,” wrote the Kaiser. “Any German who still dis-

believes that Russia and France are working full steam

for an early war against us and that we must take corre-

sponding measures is fit for a madhouse.” On June 16

the pacific Chancellor wrote to Lichnowsky that no in-

spired article had ever so nakedly revealed the bellicose

^ This memorable article is reprinted in Delbriick, “ Krieg und
Politik,” I.
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tendencies of the Russian military party. “Till now only
the extremist circles among the Pan-Germans and mili-

tarists attrifeuted to Russia the definite plan of an early

offensive against us; but cooler minds are beginning to

share this view. The first result is the cry for a new and
immediate increase of the army

; and when the army gets

something, the navy will also raise its voice. As the

Kaiser is already won over I apprehend for the summer
and autumn the outbreak of a new attack of armament
fever. I do not believe Russia is planning a speedy

attack; but she wishes, in the event of another Balkan

crisis, to take a stronger line. Whether it comes to a

European conflagration will depend solely on the attitude

of Germany and England. If we combine, which our

respective obligations do not forbid, war will be avoided.

If not, a subsidiary difference between Russia and Austria

would light the torch.”

Ill

While the relations between the Dual Alliance and the

Central Powers grew steadily worse, a welcome dStentc

had occurred between Great Britain and
Germany. After the settlement of the Portuguese

Morocco crisis Sir Edward Grey declared Colonies

that we had no desire to oppose German expansion

in Central Africa; and the possibilities of colonial

co-operation were briefly discussed between Lord Haldane

and Bethmann-Hollweg at Berlin. Negotiations were

begun in London after his return,^ and the first task was

to overhaul the agreement of 1898 which divided the

African colonies of Portugal into economic spheres of

influence. “Thanks to the accommodating spirit,” writes

Lichnowsky, “the new agreement fully accorded with our

wishes and interests.” Angora, with San Thom4 and

^ See Lichnowsky, “My London Mission”; Jagow’s reply to Lich-

nowsky, in “ International Conciliation,” No. 127; Helfferich, “ V’^orge-

schichte des Weltkriegcs,” 116-20.
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Principe on the West coast, and Mozambique from
German East Africa to the Zambesi were earmarked for

Germany. The agreement was far more faVourable to

Germany than that of 1898. The negotiations were prac-

tically completed when King George visited Berlin in

May, 1913, and the agreement was initialled in August.
Sir Edward, however, would only sign if the agreement of

1898 and the Windsor Treaty were published with it; and
the Wilhelmstrasse declined the condition. “We intended

publication,*’ explains Jagow, “but only at a suitable

moment, when the danger of hostile criticism should be

less acute, and if possible with the simultaneous announce-

ment of the Bagdad agreement, then near completion.”

Sanction was finally obtained at the end of July, 1914;

but by that time the war was in sight, and the Treaty

was never signed.

The discussions relating to Asiatic Turkey were more
difficult and more far-reaching.^ The withdrawal of

Russian opposition at the Potsdam meeting

Bagdad in igio rendered British acceptance of the
Railway Bngdad Railway a mere matter of time;

and the final negotiations took place when the Grand
Vizier, Hakki Pasha, visited London for the pence

negotiations after the first Balkan war. Turkey accepted

our definition of the status quo in the Gulf, and we
recognized the nominal suzerainty of the Sultan over

Koweit. An International Riverain Commission, with a

Turkish fagade and British control, was to regulate the

navigation of the Shatt-el-Arab, and the Lynch Company
was confirmed in its privileges on the Tigris.

The German Government was informed of the Anglo-

Turkish settlement; and Anglo-German discussions, which

began immediately, resulted in a convention initialled on

June 15, 1914. Great Britain undertook not to oppose the

Bagdad railway system, and Germany not to oppose British

^ The British story is given in the Quarterly Review, October, 1917 ;

the German in Helfferich, “ Die Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges,” and
Schafer, “ Die Entwickelung der Bagdadbahn Politik.” For the RusSo-
German negotiations see Siebert, “ Diplomatische Aktenstiicke,** chs. 8-g.
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control of river navigation. The terminus was to be at

Basra, two British directors were to sit on the board, and
the construction and exploitation of the ports at Bagdad
and Basra were to be undertaken by a separate company,
in which British capital was to hold 40 per cent.

;
and

the navigation of the Shatt-el-Arab was to be entrusted

to a company in which Great Britain should hold half

the capital, while Turkey could hand over 20 per cent, to

German capital. Agreements were also concluded in

regard to irrigation and oil. Both parties
Anglo-

engaged to prevent discrimination on the German
railways and rivers of Asiatic Turkey. Ger- Agreement

many undertook not to support the establishment of

any port or railway terminus on the Gulf without

our consent, and recognized our special position on the

Shatt-el-Arab. Sir Edward's most important concession,

observes Lichnowsky, was the continuation of the railway

to Basra, thus recognizing the whole of Mesopotamia north

of that point as within the German sphere of influence.

Friends of peace on both sides were thankful that the

greatest cause of Anglo-German friction except the fleet

had at last been removed. Meanwhile France and Ger-

many had also come to terms, and an agreement was
initialled on February 15, 1914. The French group with-

drew from the Bagdad Company, and France undertook

to ask for no railway concessions in the Bagdad railway

zone. Germany, in return, promised to claim no conces-

sions in North Syria and the hinterland of the Black Sea.

Questions relating to railw^ay connexions, tariff’s, and

future loans to Turkey were also amicably arranged. A
Franco-Turk Treaty was signed on April 22, 1914.^ There

now only remained an agreement between Germany and

Turkey before the whole complex of settlements came into

operation; and this too was nearing its conclusion.

British negotiations with Germany were watched by

our friends with unfounded suspicion. At the end of 1912

‘ See Hoiupard, “ J/Juitice eii Cluerre de la Turquie,” Revue de Paris^

July 1, 1921.
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the French Ambassador was instructed to mention tJiat the

Press rumours of a rapprochement with Germany were
damaging the Entente, and that Poincar^ wa^ to answer
an interpellation. Sir Edward replied that there was no
foundation for the rumours, and that he was only discuss-

ing colonial and other subordinate questions in a friendly

way. The feeling of insecurity, however, could not be

wholly eradicated. “Goschen asked Cambon his view on
a naval holiday,” reported the Russian Minister at Berlin

in February, 1914. “Cambon replied that he could not

approve, as all savings on the navy would go to the army
and be used against France in a future collision. He looks

very sadly at the continual rumours of an improvement in

Anglo-German relations, as it suggests the possibility of

a rapprochement. I can see from here how the German
Government is trying to meet the English.” ^

The Liman crisis, in which he deemed Sir Edward to

have left him in the lurch, intensified Sazonoff’s desire to

tighten the bonds of the Triple Entente.

transformation of the Triple Alliance,

he wrote to Izvolsky on April 2, seemed to

him desirable.^ “Certain steps towards co-operation

and closer definition of their mutual obligations have

been taken between France and England. We must work
in the same direction. I share your view that it would

be well if Poincar^ and Doumergue, taking advantage of

the meeting with the King and his Minister at Paris,

could point out confidentially that a closer relationship

between Russia and England would be joyfully welcomed

in France and would be equally desirable for all the

members of the Entente. Perhaps the French Government

would propose to Grey to inform us of the Anglo-French

political compact, which would serve as the foundation for

a similar arrangement.”

^ Siebert, “ Diplomatische Aktenstiicke,” 775.
^ SJee the dispatches in Siebert, ch. 21. A selection was published by

the German Foreign Office in 1919 as “ Diplomatische Kriegsriistungen :

Dokumente zu den Englisch-Russischen Verhandlungen liber ein dMarine-

Abkommcn ”
; cf. Jagow, “ Ursachen und Ausbruch des Weltkrieges,”

ch. 8.
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The King and Queen arrived in Paris on April i
;
and

the importance of the occasion was emphasized by the

presence of* the Foreign Secretary, who had never left our
shores during his long tenure of office. According to

arrangement Doumergue pleaded for closer relations be-

tween Great Britain and Russia, and Izvolsky reported

the result to Petrograd. An alliance was impossible, but

Sir Edward was ready for an arrangement with Russia
like that existing with France. A naval

conversa-
convention was possible, and the Anglo- tions in

French agreements might be communicated. Paris

“ Doumergue and Cambon told me they were astonished

at Grey’s clear and definite willingness for a close

rapprochement.'* On May 12 Benckendorff reported

a memorable interview with the Foreign Minister.

“Sir Edward sent for me to express how profound were

the impressions of his journey—impressions which were
shared by the King and all who had taken part in the

visit. These impressions had far surpassed his expecta-

tions, and he could not sufficiently congratulate himself

on his reception by Poincare and Doumergue, with whom
entire agreement on current issues and the general situa-

tion was reached. The British Government had drawn
the conclusion that the Entente had struck as deep root

in France as in England. Grey spoke with a warmth
that is not usual with him.” Four days later the Ambas-
sador reported the favourable result of the Cabinet dis-

cussion. Russia would be informed of the Grey-Cambon
letters, and discussions would then take place between

the Russian and the British Admiralties.

On May 23 the Foreign Secretary gave the Russian

Ambassadors the Grey-Cambon letters, adding that there

was no objection to a similar agreement with Russia,

which would naturally deal with the navies. After full

discussion the Russian Admiralty recommended that Great

Britain should hold as large a part of the German fleet

as possible in the North Sea, and thereby render possible

a Russian landing in Pomerania; that for this purpose

2 I
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she might send merchant ships to Russia and the Baltic

ports before the beginning of hostilities; that Russian

ships should be allowed to use British har-

Discur^ions Eastern Mediterranean, as they

were already allowed to use French harbours

in the western half
;
and that information as to signals,

ciphers, etc., should be exchanged. After conversation

with Prince Louis of Battenberg the Russian Naval

Attach^ reported that the British Government was in no
hurry, and that the Prince would visit Russia in August
for discussions with the Admiralty.

By this time the secret had leaked out. Ever since

1909 an official in the Russian Embassy in London had
communicated to Berlin the correspondence which passed

through the hands of Benckendorff
;
and the Berliner

Tageblatt, at the wish of the German Government, now
revealed the Anglo-Russian discussions.' Sir Edward
lamented to Benckendorff the indiscretions that had

appeared, as he would be forced to answer a question in

the House. Meanwhile he sought to relieve the appre-

hensions of Bethmann-Hollweg, who had instructed

Lichnowsky to ask for explanations. “It is most satis-

factory that Sir Edward has denied the rumours of an

Anglo-Russian Naval Convention, “ he wrote to Lichnow-

sky on June i6. “If they had been true it would not only

have stimulated Russian and French chauvinism, but

would have produced a navy scare and a renewed poison-

ing of our slowly improving relations with England.

Coming on top of the neurotic tension in which Europe
has lived in recent years, its further results would have

been beyond prediction.“ The Under-vSecretary, Zimmer-
mann, on the other hand, wrote to the Chancellor that

the Ambassador was once more hoodwinked by Sir

Edward Grey, and suggested that he should be shown
the proofs of the negotiations in progress between Eng-
land and Russia. On July ii the Foreign Secretary

replied to questions in Parliament whether a naval con-

* See Valentin, “ Deutschlands Aussenpolitik,’* i45’47.
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vention with Russia had been or was being made. A
year ago, he declared, the Prime Minister had said that

if war brol^e out between the European Powers no un-

published agreements existed which could limit the free-

dom of the Government or Parliament. No negotiations

with any Power had been or were being or were likely

to be undertaken which would make this less true. If

any such convention were contemplated which would
modify the Prime Minister’s declaration, it would have to

be laid before Parliament. This ambiguous phraseology

was interpreted in different ways
;
but the inability to meet

a plain question with a direct negative confirmed the

suspicious in their fears. “It is now only a question of

form when an alliance is concluded,” wrote Schiemann.

“I have always held that as soon as France and Russia

were certain of England’s support a European war would
become probable.”

The slow progress of the discussions annoyed Sazonoff,

who reminded Benckendorff of the necessity to conclude

the Convention as soon as possible. “I

will do all I can to hasten the negotiations

between Captain Wolkoff and the Admir-
alty,” replied the Ambassador on July 2; “but I see

no reason to believe that the Government has the least

objection to carry out the Paris project. If it is not yet

finished, it is because Prince Louis is to complete the

negotiations in Petrograd. Another cause of delay is the

indiscretions. Perhaps Sir Edward wishes that the dis-

quietude in Berlin should diminish before he goes further.

As a matter of fact, he would find it difficult at the same

moment to issue dementis and to negotiate.” Before, how-

ever, Sir Edward had time to solve his problem in casuistry

or Prince Louis to sign the Naval Convention at Petro-

grad, the whole energies of the British Government were

engaged in a desperate effort to maintain the peace of

the world.



CHAPTER XVI

THE BREAKING OF THE STORM

The European atmosphere was charged with electricity

when Francis Ferdinand and his wife were murdered by
Austrian Serbs at Sarajevo on June 28 .^

Sarajevo The headstrong Berchtold instantly resolved
Murders

seize the opportunity for the final reckon-

ing with Serbia for which he had been waiting; but

on July I Tisza warned the Emperor in an impressive

Memorandum that there was not sufficient proof to

charge Belgrad with the crime, that Austria would be

universally regarded as the disturber of the peace, and

^ See “ Diplomatic Documents Relating to the Outbreak of the

European War,” ed. by J. B. Scott ; supplemented by Kautzky, ” Die
Deutschcn Dokumente zum Kriegsausbruch ”

; Dirr, ” Bayerische Doku-
mente zum Kriegsausbruch **

; the evidence given before the Untersuchungs-
ausschuss of the Reichstag ; and the final Austrian Red Book, published

after the defeat of the Central Powers. The best defences of British

policy are by Headlam, The History of Twelve Days ” and ” The
German Chancellor and the Outbreak of War”; Oman, ‘‘The Outbreak
of the War ”; and Gilbert Murray, ‘‘ The Foreign Policy of Sir Edward
Grey.” Earl Loreburn, ‘‘ How the War Came,” is more critical. The
best defences of French policy are by Poincar^, ” I^s Origines de la

Guerre,” and Bourgeois et Pag^s, ” Les Origines et les Responsabilit4s
de la Grande Guerre.” Pevet, ” Les Responsables de la Guerre,” is

highly critical. The best defences of German |X>licy are in ” Das
deutsche Weissbuch fiber die Schuld am Kriege ”

;
Bethmann-Hollweg,

” Reflections on the World War,” I, supplemented by his ” Kriegsreden,”
excellently edited by Thimme

; Jagow, ” Ursachen und Ausbruch des Welt-
krieges ”

;
Helfferich, ‘‘ Die Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges ”

; and
Oncken’s chapters in ‘‘ Deutschland und der Weltkrieg.” Kautzky, ” Wie
der Weltkrieg entstand,” is hostile. The most dispassionate discussion
by a German is in Valentin, ” Deutschlands Aussenpolitik,” ch. 10. The
fullest account of Austrian policy is given by Gooss, ‘‘ Das Wiener Kabinet
und die Entstehung des Weltkrieges.” Kanner, ** Die kaiserliche Katas-
trophenpolitik,” and Szilassy, ” Der Untergang der Donaumonarchie,”
sharply attack Berchtold. Julius Andra.ssy, ” Diplomacy and the War,”
explains the Hungarian standpoint. The most impartial discussion is by
Fay, ” New Light on the Origins of the War,” American Historical
Review, July and Oct., 1920, and Jan., 1921.

S32
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that to begin a great war before Bulgaria replaced

Roumania as a satellite of the Triple Alliance would be
folly. Th<i sentiments of Francis Joseph Francis
were expressed in an autograph letter, drawn Joseph’s

up by Berchtold, to the Kaiser. “The Letter

crime against my nephew is the direct consequence

of the agitation carried on by Russian and Serbian

Pan-Slavists, whose sole aim is to weaken the Triple

Alliance and shatter my Empire. Though it may
be impossible to prove the complicity of the Serbian

Government, there can be no doubt that its policy, intent

on uniting all Jugoslavs under the Serbian flag, must
encourage such crimes and endanger my house and

countries if it is not stopped. My efforts must be directed

to isolating Serbia and reducing her size. After the recent

terrible event I am certain that you also are convinced

that agreement between Serbia and us is out of the ques-

tion, and that the peace policy of all European monarchs
is threatened so long as this centre of criminal agitation

remains unpunished in Belgrad.” The Imperial letter was
accompanied by a memorandum on Roumania and Bul-

garia drawn up a few days before the crime; and an

ominous postscript added that it was now necessary for

the Dual Monarchy to grasp the threads which its enemies

were weaving into a net over its head and tear them

asunder.

When the Kaiser received the letter on July 5 he

assured the envoy. Count Hoyos. that Austria might in

this case, as in all others, rely on Germany’s full support.

Action against Serbia should not be delayed. Russia’s

attitude would no doubt be hostile, but for this he had

long been prepared
;
nnd should a war between Austria and

Russia be unavoidable, Germany would stand beside her

ally. Russia was in no way prepared for war, and would

think twice before appealing to arms. If Austria had

really recognized the necessity of war against Serbia,

he would regret if she did not make use of the present

moment, which was all in her favour. On the following
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day the Chancellor informed the Austrian Ambassador
that it was not the Kaiser’s business to express an opinion

on the questions at issue between Austria find Serbia,

but that Francis Joseph could rely on his support in

accordance with his obligations and his old friendship.

Meanwhile he would endeavour to bring back Roumania
to the fold.

The Kaiser’s autograph reply repeated his verbal

promises of support. No Crown Council was held; but

The before starting on his annual cruise in

German northern waters on July 6 he saw the
Reply representatives of the War Office and the

Admiralty and warned them of the danger of European
complications. ‘ “We were quite aware that a warlike

attitude on the part of Austria against Serbia might bring

Russia into the field,” explained the German White Book,

“and that it might therefore involve us in a war in accord-

ance with our duty as allies. We could not, however,

in view of the vital interests of Austria which were at

stake, advise our ally to assume a yielding attitude in-

compatible with his dignity nor deny him our assistance,

all the less since our own interests were menaced by the

Serb agitation. If the Serbs continued, with the aid of

Russia and France, to menace the existence of Austria,

her gradual collapse and the subjection of all the vSlavs

under the Russian sceptre would result, thus rendering

untenable the position of the Teutonic race in Central

Europe. A morally weakened Austria under the pressure

of Russian Pan-slavism would be no longer an ally on

whom we could count in view of the ever more menacing

attitude of our eastern and western neighbours.” Vienna

was no more the tool of Berlin in 1914 than in 1908; but

by encouraging Austria to take action which was almost

certain to plunge Europe into war, the German Govern-

ment incurred a share in the guilt of the catastrophe

scarcely less than that of Austria herself. That the Kaiser

^ See the Beilage, “ 7a\t Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges, Schriftliche

Auskfinfte Deutscher Staatsmanner.”
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regarded the Serbs as regicides and savages, and believed

that the Tsar would view them in the same light, affords

no excuse for the criminal levity with which he urged their

prompt and exemplary punishment.

While Berchtold was preparing his thunderbolt and
assuring himself of German support, Lichnowsky was
instructed to warn Sir Edward Grey that . ^ .

relations between Vienna and Belgrad were Crown
likely to become strained, and to suggest Council

that he should persuade Russia to advise Serbia to

submit to the Austrian demands. The Foreign Secre-

tary was ready to urge Russia to moderation if Austria

were compelled to adopt sharper measures against Serbia

;

but much would depend on whether they would inflame

Slav feeling to a degree rendering it impossible for Russia

to remain passive. Austria, however, was in no mood
for compromise. After receiving the reply of the German
Government the Ministers of the Dual Monarchy met on

July 7 to discuss the situation, and Count Berchtold ex-

pressed his views that the moment had come to put an

end to Serbia’s intrigues once for all. Germany had

promised support, and an attack on Serbia did not neces-

sarily involve war with Russia. All present except Tisza,

who argue^ that an attack on Serbia involved a world

war, and reiterated his protest in a second memorandum
to the Emperor, agreed that a purely diplomatic success

would be worthless, and that such stringent demands
must be presented as to ensure a refusal.^ Berchtold’s

resolve was in no way modified by the report of Wiesner,

an official who had b(‘en sent by Berchtold to Sarajevo

to investigate, that there was “nothing to prove or even

to cause suspicion (^f the Serbian Government’s cognizance

of the steps leading to tlie crime.’’ ^ In a second Crown

Council on July 19 the text of the note to vSerbia ,was

* For Tisza’s moderating influence see, in addition to the Red Books,

Fraknoi, “ Dio Ungarische Regierung und die Entstehung dos Welt-

krieges.
”

* Berchtold concealed this report from Tisza, from Francis Joseph, and

from Berlin.
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settled, and it was agreed to present it on July 23. Conrad
declared that military prospects were no longer so good
as they had been, but that they would gi;ow worse.

Tisza’s assent was secured by a resolution that Austria

should disclaim annexations. Berchtold, however, in-

sisted that the strategic frontiers must be corrected and
portions of the country assigned to other States. On

July 23 the ultimatum was presented at Bel-

^to^S^rbi^ a time limit of forty-eight hours.

Austria’s demands, set forth in ten articles,

included not only the suppression of Pan-Serb societies

and propaganda, but the co-operation of Austrian officials

in the measures required for that purpose. Francis Joseph
was well aware of the gravity of the step. “Russia
cannot accept it,” he observed to a Minister. “It will

be a big war.” ‘

When the Austrian Ambassador presented a copy of

the ultimatum at Downing Street on July 24, the Foreign
Secretary complained that a time limit had been adopted
at this stage. He had never seen one State address to

another a document of so formidable a character. The
merits of the dispute between Austria and Serbia were
no concern of the British Government. He wx)uld exchange
views with other Powers and must await their views as
to what could be done. His first task was to send for

the French Ambassador, whom he informed of his con-
viction that the only chance of mediation was that

Germany, France, Italy and Great Britain, who had no
direct interests in Serbia, should act jointly and simul-
taneously in Vienna and Petrograd. Gambon replied
gloomily that nothing could be said in Petrograd till

Russia had expressed some opinion or taken some action ;

that in two days Austria would march into Serbia, since
the Serbians could not possibly accept the ultimatum;
that Russia would be compelled by public opinion to take
action as soon as Austria attacked Serbia, and, therefore,

‘ Kanner, “ Kaiserliche Katastrophenpolitik,” 251. This utterance oiiN
weighs the testimony of Margutti, “ The Rmperor Francis; Joseph.”
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that when the Austrian attack began it would be too late

for mediation. The same afternoon the Foreign Secretary

saw the Ge/man Ambassador, who brought a circular note

denouncing Serb intrigues against the integrity of the

Dual Monarchy, approving the Austrian procedure, and
expressing the opinion that the matter concerned Austria

and Serbia alone. Sir Edward declared that if the

ultimatum did not lead to trouble with Russia, he had
no concern with it. But he was very apprehensive of

the view Russia would take, and in view of the extra-

ordinary character of the Austrian Note and the short

time allowed, he felt quite helpless as far as Russia was
concerned. The only chance was that the four other

Great Powers should mediate and gain time, and thts was
only possible if Germany would propose and participate

in such advice at Vienna. Having thus proposed media-

tion to Paris and Berlin, Sir Edward on the same day

urged Serbia to promise the fullest satisfaction if any
of her officials should prove to have been accomplices in

the murders.

On July 26 Sir Edward telegraphed the proposal for

mediation which he had discussed with the Ambassador?

to the Governments of Paris, Berlin and England
Rome. Would the Minister for Foreign Offers

Affairs be disposed to instruct the Ambas- Mediation

sador here to join with the representatives of France

Italy, Germany and myself to meet in confidence im-

mediately for the purpose of discovering an issue which

would prevent complications? If so, representatives at

Belgrad, Vienna and Petrograd should request that all

active military operations should be suspended pending

results of conference.” France and Italy promptly accepted

the proposal
; but the Kaiser declared that he would only

take part in mediation at Austria’s express wish, “since

in vital matters people consult nobody.” The Foreign

Secretary rejoined that the Serbian reply, which he had

just seen and which went further than could have been

expected to meet the Austrian demands, was obviously
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due to Russian prompting, and it was therefore at Vienna

that moderating influence was now required. Serbia’s

reply should at least be treated as a basis for^ discussion

and pause, and Germany should urge this course at

Vienna. Lichnowsky reported that he found the Minister

for the first time in bad spirits. “He spoke very gravely

and seemed very definitely to expect us to use our influence

to settle the question. Everybody here is convinced that

the key is in Berlin, and that, if Berlin wishes peace, it

will hold back Austria.” The Chancellor, who earnestly

desired peace but had completely lost control of the situa-

tion, telegraphed Lichnowsky’s dispatch to Vienna, add-

ing that, having already declined the proposal for a con-

ference, it was impossible to reject the new suggestion.

“By rejecting every sort of mediation we should be made
responsible before the whole world for the conflagration.

Our situation is all the more difficult as Serbia has appar-

ently given way ver)^ far. We cannot, therefore, reject

the role of mediator and must lay before the Vienna

Cabinet the English proposal. Ascertain Berchtold’s view

of the English plan and of Sazonoff’s wish to negotiate

direct with Vienna.”

Unfortunately for the peace of the world Vienna was
resolved on a final reckoning with her itroublesome

Vienna’s
neighbour.' “The integral acceptance of

Warlike the ultimatum,” reported vSir Maurice de
Mood Bunsen, “was neither expected nor desired.

When it was rumoured that it had been unconditionally

accepted, there was a moment of keen disappointment.

The mistake was quickly corrected, and as soon as it

was known that it had been rejected and that Baron

Giesl had broken off relations with Bclgrad, Vienna

burst into a frenzy of delight, vast crowds parading the

streets and singing patriotic songs till the small hours

of the morning. Now the flood gates were opened, and

* In his interesting book, “ La derni^re Ambassade de France en
Autriche,” Dumaine presents Berchtold as an amiable mediocrity spurred

on by Tschirschky. This picture is not confirmed by the protocols of the

Crown Council®
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the entire people and Press clamoured impatiently for

immediate and condign punishment of the hated Serbian

race. Th^ country believed it had before it only the

alternative of subduing Serbia or of submitting sooner

or later to mutilation at her hands. So just was the

cause of Austria held to be that it seemed inconceivable

that any country should place herself in her path.” Count
Mensdorff was instructed to inform Sir Edward that Serbia

had not accepted the demands, that Austria must proceed

to force, and that she counted on British sympathy in

the struggle forced on her. The Ambassador explained

that the reply might on paper seem satisfactory, but that

the co-operation of Austrian officers and police which alone

would guarantee the cessation of the subversive campaign

against Austria had been refused. Sir Edward retorted

that the response of Belgrad involved the greatest humilia-

tion he had ever seen a country undergo, and it was very

disappointing that Austria had treated it as a blank

negative.

If Austria was determined at any cost to have the

reckoning with Serbia of which she had been baulked in

1913, and which she regarded as essentially
Russia’s

defensive, Russia was no less resolved to Determina-

honour hey reiterated promises of support

to her Balkan protege.^ Moreover, the military party

looked forward with confidence to a conflict of which

Constantinople might be the prize. In the Central

Empires it was hoped and in some quarters sincerely

believed that she would stand aside while Serbia was

receiving her chastisement; but there was no ground

for such a supposition. After reading the Austrian

ultimatum, which by a refinement of duplicity was issued

directly the French President had concluded his visit to

the Russian Court and was on the high seas, Sazonoff

described it to Sir George Buchanan as provocative and

^ Vivid pictures of the Russian actors in the drama are drawn in the

diaries of the German and French Ambassadors—PourtaRs, “ Aip

Scheidewege zwischen Krieg und Frieden/* and Pal^ologue, “ La Russie

pendant la grande guerre,” I, chs. i-a.
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immoral, and expressed the hope that the British Govern-

ment would proclaim its solidarity with Russia and

France. The Ambassador replied that he did .not expect

any unconditional engagement of armed support, since

direct British interests were nil, and a war for Serbia

would never be sanctioned by British opinion. Sazonoff

retorted that the general European question was involved,

that Great Britain would sooner or later be dragged in

if war broke out, and that she would render it more
probable if she did not from the outset make common
cause with France and Russia. The French Ambassador

joined in the appeal ; and Sir George concluded his

dispatch by expressing his opinion that, even if we declined

to join them, France and Russia were determined to make
a strong stand.

Such was the situation when on July 27 the Foreign

Secretary in a few pregnant sentences informed the

House of Commons, whose attention had

been focused on Ireland, of the gravity of

the situation, and of his proposal for co-

operation with France, Germany and Italy. He had

uttered no word since the beginning of the crisis to

bind himself or his colleagues; but an important decision

had been taken on the previous day when thef* Admiralty

on its own responsibility gave orders that the fleet which

had assembled at Portland for manoeuvres should not

disperse. When Benckendorff complained that in German
and Austrian circles an impression prevailed that we should

stand aside, Sir Edward rejoined that such an impression

should be dispelled by the orders to the fleet. That fact,

however, must not be taken to mean that anything more
than diplomatic action was promised.

Exhortations and warnings fell on deaf ears in Vienna.

When Sir Maurice de Bunsen on July 28 explained the

desire of the British Government that the four Powers
should work for peace, Berchtold replied, “quietly but

firmly,” that no discussion could be accepted on the basis

of the Serbian Note, that war would be declared that day,
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that no temporary arrangement with Serbia was worth

having since she had deceived Austria before, and that

she was ndt a civilized nation. The peace of Europe, he

added, would not be saved if the Great Powers backed

her up, for, if Austria were now to accept mediation, she

would feel encouraged to pursue her old path and the

question of war would quickly crop up again. ^ When
the declaration of war was known at Petrograd, mobiliza-

tion was ordered in the south, and Sazonoff telegraphed

to Benckendorff that it put an end to the idea of direct

communications between Petrograd and Vienna. Action

by the London Cabinet with a' view to suspension of

military operations was now most urgent, for, unless they

were stopped, mediation would only give Austria time to

crush Serbia.

The Austrian declaration of war, though not less

deeply resented in Whitehall than the ultimatum, wrought
no change in British policy. The Foreign

Secretary continued to make no promise j^clino^sky
of support which might inflame the martial

ardour of Petrograd, and no promise of neutrality

which might encourage hot-heads at Vienna and Berlin.

On July 2p he appealed to the German Government
through Lichnowsky to suggest any method by which

the four Powers could prevent war. Mediation might be

possible if Austria, while saying that she must hold the

occupied territory till she had received satisfaction, stated

that she would not advance further pending the effort to

mediate between her and Russia. If Germany would

recommend this at Vienna, he would secure Russian

assent. He added what the Ambassador afterwards

described as “the famous warning.” “This afternoon,”

telegraphed Sir Edward to Sir E. Goschen, “I said that I

wished to say to him, in a quite private and friendly way,

something that was on my mind. If Germany became

^ Borchtold’s belief that a compromise would merely postpone the

struggle was generally shared in Austria. See the thoughtful discussion

in Hoyos, “ Der Deutsch-Englische Gegensatz und sein Einfluss auf die

Balkanpolitik Oesterrcichs.
”
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involved and then France, the issue might be so great

that it would involve all European interests, and 1 did not

wish him to be misled by the friendly tone of our conversa-

tion into thinking that we should stand aside. The
German Ambassador took no exception fo what I had said

;

indeed, he told me that it accorded with what he had
already given to Berlin as his view of the situation.”

Lichnowsky’s report of this conversation did not reach

Berlin in time to influence the Crown Council held on

The same evening at Potsdam, whither the

Potsdam Kaiser had returned from his northern
Council

cruise. “ 1 found the Chancellor and the

Foreign Office,” he writes in his Memoirs, “in conflict with

the Chief of the Staff, since Moltke argued that war was
inevitable, while the others believed it would be avoided

if I did not mobilize.” ^ After the meeting Bethmann-
Hollweg made what Sir Edward Goschen described as a

strong bid for British neutrality. It was clear, he

observed, that Great Britain would never stand by and
allow France to be crushed; but tnat was not Germany’s
object. If British neutrality were certain, every assurance

would be given to the British Government that Germany
aimed at no territorial acquisition at the expense of France.

When questioned about the French colonies, he said he

could not give a similar undertaking. It depended on
the action of France what operations Germany might be

forced to enter upon in Belgium
;
but when the war was

over, Belgian integrity would be respected if she had not

sided against Germany. His object had always been to

bring about an understanding with England. He had in

mind a general neutrality agreement, and an assurance of

British neutrality in the conflict which the present crisis

might possibly produce would enable him to look forward

to its realization. Sir Edward Grey, on receiving a report

of the conversation, hotly replied that the Government
could not for a moment entertain the Chancellor’s proposal

of neutrality on such terms.

^ “ Memoirs,” ch. lo.
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The German Government had rashly encouraged
Berchtold to set the stone rolling, and with culpable

negligence ‘had not even asked to see the ultimatum, which
struck both the Chancellor and Jagow as needlessly sharp

but after the Serbian reply they attempted to apply the

brake to the Austrian chariot. “The wishes of the

Monarchy are in the main fulfilled,” wrote the Kaiser to

Jagow. “The few reservations can be cleared up by
negotiations. A capitulation of the most humiliating

character is enshrined therein, and every ground for war
disappears. But the piece of paper is only of value when
it is translated into fact. The Serbs are Orientals, false

and procrastinating. In order that these fair promises

materialize, a douce violence must be applied. Austria

could only hold Belgrad as a guarantee. The Austrian

army must have a visible satisfaction d^honneur. That is

the condition of my mediation.” This proposal was dis-

patched to Vienna on the evening of June 28, anticipating

a similar proposal of Sir Edward Grey. Information

received a day later from the German Ambassador at

Fetrograd caused Berlin to address sharp warnings to

Vienna which would have been of greater utility at an

earlier date. When Pourtal^s’ dispatch reached Jagow
late on Jifly 29, he sketched a telegram Bethmann
to Vienna, took it to the Chancellor, who Warns
was already in bed, and sent it off in

Vienna

a sharpened form. “We cannot expect Austria to

negotiate with Serbia, as she is at war. The refusal, how-

ever, to exchange views with Fetrograd would be a grave

mistake. We are indeed ready to fulfil our duty. As an

ally we must, however, refuse to be drawn into a world

conflagration through Austria not respecting our advice.

Tell Berchtold with all emphasis and great seriousness.”

ft was the information from Fetrograd, not the threat from

' The controversy as to Germany’s knowledge of the text is irrelevant,

since her blank cheque to Austria rendered her morally responsibly for

whatever Austria chose to do. “ Tschirschky,” declares Berchtold, “ was
told of the material points before it was drawn up, and the text was
given him two days before it was sent.” See Goricar, “The Inside Story

of Anglo-German Intrigue,” 300-1.
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Downing Street, which had not yei reached him, which led

the Chancellor to issue his peremptory warning.

Berchtold at once permitted the renewal ot conversa-

tions at Petrograd, and added that neither the infraction of

Austria
Serbia’s rights nor the acquisition of territory

Uncom- was contemplated
;

but his apparent con-
promising version was purely tactical. A Crown

Council was summoned to discuss the British pro-

posal, and the Foreign Minister reported that he had
explained to the German Ambassador, who presented the

proposal, that the cessation of hostilities was impossible.

The Emperor had approved the suggestion to avoid accept-

ing the offer on its merits, but to show a desire to meet the

wishes of England and the Chancellor. The reply would
state that operations against Serbia must continue, that

Austria could not discuss the British offer till the Russian

mobilization had stopped, and that Austria’s demands must

be accepted integrally. A mere occupation of Belgrad

would be of no use. Russia would pose as the saviour of

Serbia, which would remain intact, and in two or three

years Austria would be exposed to an attack under far more

unfavourable conditions. In the debate which followed

the other Ministers showed themselves no less uncom-

promising. Tisza suggested that the Monai'chy should

declare its readiness to accept the British proposal in

principle and on condition that operations in Serbia con-

tinued and the Russian mobilization stopped. Count

Stiirgkh, the Austrian Prime Minister, observed that the

idea of a conference was so odious to him that he would not

like even to appear to accept it. The Finance Minister

welcomed Tisza’s proposal as extremely clever, since by

making the two conditions time would be gained. The
London Conference was sd terrible a memory that public

opinion would revolt against its repetition. At the close

of the meeting the Foreign Minister reported to the Em-
peror the decision to send a courteous reply to the British

offer of mediation, which Austria was willing to consider

on condition that the operations in Serbia were not inter-
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rupted thereby and that Russia instantly ceased mobiliza-

tion and dismissed its reserves.

The minutes of this Crown Council prove that the readi-

ness for a bona fide compromise with which Austria was
credited at the time was imaginary

;
for it was of the essence

of the Anglo-German proposal that the campaign against

Serbia should halt, and no one could expect Russia to

cease mobilization and dismiss her reserves while Austria

continued to trample her enemy underfoot. When Sir

Edward was informed by Lichnowsky that,

as a result of German representations, con- L^st^Effo^s
versations between Russia and Austria

had been resumed, he expressed his great satisfaction.

He did not, however, see how Russia could suspend
military preparations unless some limit were put by
Austria to the advance of her troops. “ It has occurred to

me that Germany might sound Vienna and I would sound
Petrograd whether it would be possible for the four dis-

interested Powers to offer to Austria that they would under-

take to see that she obtained full satisfaction of her

demands on Serbia, provided that they did not impair

Serbian sovereignty and the integrity of Serbian territory,

which she had already declared her willingness to respect.

Russia might be informed by the four Powers that they

would undertake to prevent Austrian demands impairing

Serbian sovereignty and integrity. All Powers would, of

course, suspend further military operations or prepara-

tions.” The Ambassador was ordered to repeat the

promise and the warning which the P'oreign Secretary

had given to Lichnowsky. “I said that if Germany could

get any reasonable proposal put forward which made it

clear that Germany and Austria were striving to preserve

European peace, and that Russia and France would be

unreasonable if they rejected it, I would support it

at Petrograd and Paris and would go the length of

saying that, if Russia and France would not accept it,

the Government would have nothing more to do

with the consequences; but otherwise I told the

2 J
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Ambassador that if France became involved we should

be drawn in.”

Sir Edward’s conversation with Lichnowsky on the

morning of July 31 took place, and his instructions to

Russia’s
Jl^^rlin were dispatched in ignorance of the

General fact that Russia, who had mobilized 55
Mobilization

^iyisions on July 29 in answer to Austria’s

22, had now mobilized her entire forces. Accord-
ing to Sukhomlinoff, the Russian War Minister, the

Tsar signed the order for general mobilization on the

afternoon of July 29; but, after a friendly telegram from

the Kaiser, he ordered that mobilization should only take

place against Austria. The War Minister, however, and
the Chief of the Staff allowed the general mobilization to

continue, while concealing it from the Tsar and denying
it to the German Military Attach^. Their disobedience

was not discovered at the time; for in the afternoon of

July 30, Sazonoff, the War Minister and Minister of

Marine, on learning of the bombardment of Belgrad,

agreed that general mobilization was necessary. The
Tsar’s consent was obtained the same night, and early

next morning the capital was placarded with notices.^ A
few hours later Austria ordered general mobilization, and

Germany proclaimed Drohende Kricgsgefahr^^

The Tsar appeared to the German Ambassador hardly

to realize the significance of what he had done,^ and in a

telegram to King George he described the German ulti-

matum which followed as quite unexpected; but his

Foreign Secretary and War Minister could be under no

such delusion. On July 25, Sir George Buchanan had

warned the former that if Russia mobilized, Germany
would not be content with mere mobilization or give

Russia time to carry out hers, but would probably declare

war at once. Similar advice had been proffered from

^ See ll<’)niger, “ Russlands Vorbereitung 7iim Weltkrieg “ Unter-

suchungen zum Sukhornlinoff-prozess,” in Deutsche 'Rundschau, April, 1918 ;

Eggeling, “ Die Russische Mobilmachung ”
, and the report of the

Reichstag Committee, “ Zur Vorgeschichte des Weltkrieges,” Heft 2.

2 See Pour tales, " Am Scheidewegc.”
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Paris, which was not consulted before the irrevocable step

was taken. Moreover, it was understood between the

French and Russian experts that mobilization was equiva-

lent to a declaration of war. The provocation involved in

the attack on Serbia was grievous, and Sazonoff described

it as a matter of life and death to Russia; and the guilt

of the Austrian ultimatum was beyond comparison greater

than the guilt of the Russian mobilization, because it was
first in time and invited the response which it received.

The world-war was nevertheless precipitated by the action

of Russia at a moment when conversations between Vienna
and Petrograd were being resumed, when Bethmann-
Hollweg was at length endeavouring to restrain his ally,

and when the Tsar and the Kaiser were in telegraphic

communication. The ultimatum which was
dispatched to Petrograd on the afternoon German
of July 31 >

demanding the cessation of
Ultimatum

general mobilization within twelve hours, was hailed

throughout Germany as the inevitable reply to the dread

menace of invasion. Had the German Government, on
the other hand, been as anxious for peace as the British

Cabinet, it might, like Austria, have answered the Russian

mobilization by counter-mobilization. In the opinion of

F'alkenhayn, Minister of War, the ultimatum, though

justifiable, was overhasty and unnecessary; but the Chan-
cellor, convinced that Russia meant business, supported

the demand of Moltke, Chief of Staff, for the declaration

of war in order that she should not have a longer start in

gathering her gigantic forces for tlie onslaught. Moltke

added that to negotiate under the pressure of Russian

mobilization would be a national humiliation.

While Sir Edward had been gallantly struggling to

build a bridge between Vienna and Petrograd, the French

Government played a strangely passive part throughout

the crisis, fearing to exert pressure on its excited ally and

convinced that nothing but a public assurance of British

support for the Dual Alliance would arrest the avalanche.

“The President is convinced,” reported Sir Francis Bertie
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on July 30, “that peace is in the hands of Great Britain.

If the Government announced that England would come
to the aid of France, there would be no war, for Germany

would at once modify her attitude.” On the

ai^ France ^^7 '1^6 French Ambassador reminded
the Foreign Secretary of the letters of 1912.

“He did not ask me to say directly that we would
intervene, but he would like me to say what we
should do if certain circumstances arose, for instance,

if Germany demanded that France should cease her pre-

parations or demand her neutrality.” Sir Edward promised
a reply after the Cabinet meeting on the following day;
and meanwhile the Prime Minister significantly announced
in the House of Commons the postponement of the con-

tentious Irish Amending Bill. On July 31 the Foreign

Secretary saw the French Ambassador according to pro-

mise. “I said we had come to the conclusion in the

Cabinet to-day that we could not give any pledge at the

present time. Up to the present we did not feel that any
treaties or obligations were involved.” A direct appeal

from the President to King George repeated the familiar

French argument. If Germany were convinced that Eng-
land would not intervene, war would seem to be inevitable;

but if she were convinced that England would take the

field, there was the greatest chance of peace. The King
cautiously replied on August i that he was still not without

hope; that he was using his best endeavours with the

Emperors of Russia and Germany; and that the Govern-

ment would continue to discuss freely and frankly any

point which might arise of interest to the two nations.

When the news of the Russian mobilization and the

proclamation by Germany of Drohende Kriegsgefahr

reached London on July 31, Sir Edward telegraphed to the

French and German Governments^ to ask whether they

^ The guarantee of 1839, as Palmerston pointed out, gave a right but

did not impose an obligation to defend Belgian neutrality. Gladstone’s

treaties in 1870 were necessary because that of 1839 did not automatically

involve action. See Sanger and Norton, “ England’s Guarantee to Belgium
and Luxemburg.**
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would engage to respect the neutrality of Belgium, and
informed Belgium that he assumed she would uphold her
neutrality to the utmost of her power. France at once
gave the desifed assurance, while the German
Foreign Secretary replied that a response ^^gelgium
would reveal the plan of campaign. Sir

Edward accordingly read to the German Ambassador
a warning unanimously adopted by the Cabinet. “The
reply of the German Government is a matter of very

great regret, because the neutrality of Belgium does
affect feeling in this country.” At this point the

Ambassador naturally asked whether we would remain

neutral if Germany gave the required promise. “I replied

that I could not say that. Our hands were still free. Our
attitude would be largely determined by public opinion,

and the neutrality of Belgium would appeal to it very

strongly.” The Ambassador then asked whether Sir

Edward could not formulate conditions on which we would
remain neutral, and even suggested that the integrity of

France and her Colonies might be guaranteed. “I said

that I felt obliged to refuse any promise to remain neutral

on similar terms and that we must keep our hands free.”

While Great Britain was still declining to commit her-

self, the great conflict had begun. Austria and Serbia had
been enemies* since July 28; and on the afternoon of

August I Russia and Germany were at war. No reply was
sent to the German ultimatum, and Russian troops crossed

the frontier into East Prussia before the expiration of the

time-limit. An inquiry by the German Ambassador at

Paris on July 31 as to what course France would pursue in

the event of war between Germany and Russia received

the unexpected reply on August i that she would consult

her interests.^ On the same day France, in hourly expecta-

^ For the last days in Paris, in addition to the dispatches, we possess

the narratives of Poincar^, Les Origines de la Guerre,” and Schbn,
‘‘ Memoirs,” ch. 4. The object of the Chancellor’s instructions on July 31

to demand the handing over of Toul and Verdun in the event of France
promising neutrality was to prevent France from following up a brief

neutrality by a declaration of war when Germany was deeply engaged in

the East.
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tion of an ultimatum, began to mobilize. The anticipated

outbreak of hostilities between Germany and France com-
pelled Great Britain to define her attitude; and on the

Naval rnorning of August 2 the Forergn Secretary

Support was empowered by the Cabinet to promise
Promised

conditional naval support to France. “I

am authorized to give the assurance that, if the

German fleet comes into the Channel or through the

North Sea to undertake hostile operations against French

coasts or shipping, the British fleet will give all the pro-

tection in its power. This assurance is, of course, subject

to the policy of the Government receiving the support of

Parliament, and must not be taken as binding the Govern-

ment to take any action until the above contingency of

action by the German fleet takes place.” In handing the

Memorandum to the Ambassador, the Foreign Secretary

pointed out that the Government could not bind themselves

to declare war upon Germany if war broke out between

France and Germany to-morrow, but that it was essential

to the French Government, whose fleet had long been

concentrated in the Mediterranean, to know how to make
their dispositions with their north coast entirely un-

defended. In taking the momentous decision to oppose a

German naval attack on the French coasts, the Cabinet

had before it a letter from Mr. Bonar Law, which was
brought to Downing Street during the sitting, conveying

the opinion of the leaders of the Opposition that it would
be fatal to the honour and security of the United Kingdom
to hesitate in supporting France and Russia at the present

juncture.

Lord Morley and Mr. John Burns resigned, and after

the Cabinet of August 3 orders were issued for the mobiliza-

tion of the Expeditionary Force. At midday it was
rumoured that Belgium had received an ultimatum de-

manding leave for Germany to march through her territory.

An ultimatum had, in fact, been presented at Brussels

on the evening of August 2. It had been drawn up by
Moltke on July 28 and forwarded on July 29 in a sealed
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envelope to the German Minister to be ready in case of

need.

Sir Edward Grey opened his anxiously awaited speech

on August 3 by recognizing that the peace of Europe could

not be maintained. He, like the Prime
British

Minister, had always promised that if such Attitude

a crisis arose, Parliament would be free to
Debned

decide. We had therefore merely to consider what
the situation required of us. For many years we
had had a friendship with France. “But how far

that friendship entails obligation let every man look into

his own heart and his own feelings, and construe the

extent of the obligation for himself. The French fleet is

now in the Mediterranean, and the northern and western

coasts of France are absolutely undefended because of the

feeling of confidence and friendship between the two coun-

tries. My own feeling is that if a foreign fleet engaged in

a war which France had not sought came down the Channel

and bombarded the undefended coast of France, we could

not stand aside. France was entitled to know at once

whether in the event of attack on her unprotected northern

and western coasts she could count on British support,

and I therefore gave the promise yesterday to the French

Ambassador. It was not a declaration of war.” A still

more serious consideration was the neutrality of Belgium.

News had just arrived of a German ultimatum. “If true,

and if she accepted, her independence would be gone,

whatever might be offered in return. If France is beaten,

if Belgium fell under the same dominating influence, and

then Holland, and then Denmark, consider what would be

at stake from the point of view of British interests. If in

a crisis like this we turn away from those obligations of

honour and interest as regards the Belgian Treaty, I

doubt whether, whatever material force we might have at

the end, it would be of very much value in face of the

' respect we should have lost. Though the fleet is mobilized

and the army is mobilizing, we have taken no engagement

yet to send an Expeditionary Force out of the country;
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but if, as seems not improbable, we are forced to take our

stand on those issues, then, I believe, when the country

realizes what is at stake, we shall be supported not only

by the House of Commons but by the determination, the

courage and the endurance of the whole country.” The
House adjourned till the evening, when Sir Edward an-

nounced that an ultimatum had been presented to Belgium
on the previous day. At 6.45 Schon brought to Viviani a

declaration of war, and left Paris the same night. On the

following morning, August 4, news arrived in London
that the Belgian frontier had been crossed by German
troops. When the Cabinet met all doubts and hesitations

had been swept away, and an ultimatum was drawn up,

approved and dispatched.

While the fateful message was on its way to Berlin,

the Reichstag met in the Weisser Saal of the Palace at

Berlin. “With heavy heart,” ran the speech

Kaiser’s from the Throne, “I have been compelled
Speech mobilize my army against a neighbour

at whose side it has fought on many a battlefield.

With genuine sorrow do I witness the end of a

friendship which Germany loyally cherished. The
Russian Government, yielding to an insatiable nationalism,

has gone to the support of a State which by its

patronage of criminal attempts has provoked this war.

That France has joined our opponents cannot surprise us.

Too often have our efforts to establish friendly relations

been shipwrecked on old hopes and resentments. The
present situation is a result not of passing conflicts of

interest, but of years of active malevolence towards the

power and prosperity of the German Empire. The White
Book shows how my Government, and above all my
Chancellor, strove to the last to avert the catastrophe. We
are animated not by lust of conquest, but by a stern re-

solve to maintain the position which God has given us. We
draw the sword with a clear conscience and clean hands.”

The speech from the Throne was elaborated by the

Chancellor, who supplied his enemies with some phrases
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of which they were to make damaging use. Russia had
set lire to the house. Germany argued that the Austro-

Serbian conflict must be localized; but Russia had inter-

vened, mobilizing first against Austria and tlien against

Germany, who till that moment had not summoned a

single reservist, “ Were we to wait till Bethmann-
the Powers between whom we are sandwiched Hollweg’s

chose their time to strike? To expose Ger- Speech

many to such a danger would have been a crime.

We therefore demanded that Russia should demobilize,

as the last chance of preserving peace. France had

refused to promise neutrality and had crossed the

frontier before war was declared. Gentlemen, we are in

a state of necessity, and necessity knows no law. Our
troops have occupied Luxemburg and perhaps are already

on Belgian soil. That is contrary to International Law.
We knew France was ready to do ihe same, but she could

wait, while we could not. A French thrust at our flank

on the lower Rhine might have been disastrous. We were

therefore compelled to dismiss the just protest of the

Luxemburg and Belgian Governments. The wrong we
do thus commit we will endeavour to repair directly our

military aim is achieved. Whoever is threatened as we
are and is fighting for his all can only consider how to

hack his way through. I repeat the Kaiser's words,
‘ Germany enters the struggle with a clear conscience.’

We fight for the fruits of our peaceful efforts, for the

heritage of the great past and for our future. Our army
is in the field, our fleet is ready for action, and behind

them stands the whole German people, united to the last

man.” ^ The Kaiser had declared that he no longer knew
parties, but only Germans; and all parties rallied to his

support. The Reichstag sincerely believed that Germany
had been attacked. In the name of the Socialists Haase

^ “ Krlegsreden,” 3-1 1. In his next speech to the Reichstag, on Dec. 2,

1914, the Chancellor argued, on the strength of documents discovered in

Brussels, that Belgium had compromised her own neutrality before the

war. For an admirable German tribute to Belgium’s loyal neutrality see

Valentin, “ Deutschlands Aussenpolitih,” ch. ii.
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declared that the triumph of Russian despotism would be

the end of the German people, and Bebel’s prophecy that

they would not leave the Fatherland in the lurch was
fulfilled.

Later in the afternoon Sir Edward Goschen delivered

the British ultimatum to Jagow, who expressed his

poignant regret at the crumbling of his entire

Tlitimatum Chancellor, which
had been to make friends with Great Britain,

and then through Great Britain to get closer to France.

The Ambassador then paid a farewell visit to the

Chancellor, on whom Lichnowsky’s reiterated warn-

ings had produced little effect, and who lacked the

capacity to forecast the effect of his actions on the

policy of other Powers. “I found him very agitated.

Just for a word— ‘ neutrality ’—just for a scrap of paper,

Great Britain was going to make war on a kindred nation

who desired nothing better than to be friends with her.

The policy to which he had devoted himself had tumbled

down like a house of cards. What we had done was
unthinkable. It was like striking a man from behind

while he was fighting for his life against two assailants.

The blow was all the greater that he had been working

with us to maintain peace between Austria and Russia.

I said that this was part of the tragedy wfiich saw the

two nations fall apart just at the moment when the relations

between them had been more friendly and cordial than

they had been for years.” No reply was expected or

received, and when the listening Ministers in Downing
Street heard Big Ben toll the hour of midnight they

knew that the British Empire was launched on the greatest

struggle in its history. Two days later Austria declared

war on Russia, to which Great Britain and France re-

sponded by declaring war on Austria. In accordance

with the expectation entertained in both camps, Italy and
Roumania proclaimed neutrality.

Though the conduct of each of the belligerents appeared

devilish to its enemies, yet in every case it was precisely
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what might have been expected. It was natural that

Serbia should aspire to unite under her sceptre the Jugo-
slav subjects of her neighbour, should use their undoubted
grievanceis to foster the Pan-Serb idea, and should look

to Russia for assistance, as Cavour in similar circumstances

had looked to France. It was equally natural that Austria

should defend herself against the openly proclaimed

ambition to rob her of provinces which she had held for

centuries. After the Bosnian crisis Serbia had promised
to be a good neighbour; but she had not kept her word,

and her intrigues with Russia were notorious. To stand

with folded arms and wait till her enemies felt strong

enough to carry out their programme of dismemberment
was to invite disaster; and the murder of Francis Ferdinand

by Jugoslav assassins appeared to demand some striking

vindication of the authority of the State. The ultimatum

to Serbia was a gambler’s throw; but to the statesmen of

Vienna and Budapest it appeared to offer the best chance

of escape from a terrible danger which was certain to

increase and which challenged the existence of Austria

as a Great Power.

The conduct of Germany was no less short-sighted,

yet no less intelligible. Austria had set her heart on

abating the Serbian nuisance, and Austria

was the only Power, large or small, on German
whom Germany could rely, since Italy and Case

Roumania were allies in nothing but name. If Austria

ceased to be a Great Power through the loss of her

southern provinces, Germany would stand alone in

Europe, wedged in between a hostile Russia ^nd a France

bent on revenge. In the Bulgarian crisis Bismarck had

bluntly told his ally that he would not fight for her Balkan

ambitions; but at that time the wire to Petrograd was still

working, and Bismarck possessed the friendship of Eng-

land, which his successors had lost. The Kaiser’s

appearance in shining armour at the side of Francis

Joseph in 1908-9 had compelled Russia and Serbia to keep

the peace, and it was hoped that a fresh demonstration
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of Austro-German solidarity might produce a similar

result. If it did not, the Central Powers felt themselves

strong enough to defeat the Dual Alliance
;
for they knew

that the Russian colossus had feet of clay, ^fnd recent

revelations in Paris suggested that P"ranee was ill pre-

pared for a struggle of life and death. There was, indeed,

a risk that Great Britain might throw her sword into the

scales; but Anglo-German relations had so greatly im-

proved since the settlement of the Morocco problem that

it seemed probable that her neutrality might be secured.

Thus when Francis Joseph asked whether he could rely

on the support of his ally, the Kaiser and his Chancellor

replied that he could. Neither of them desired a world-

war; but they were ready for it if Russia declined to permit

the localization of the Austro-Serb conflict. A struggle

between the Teuton and the Slav was considered almost

inevitable; and the General Staff preferred 1914 to a later

date, when Russia’s strategic railways on the Polish

frontier would be complete and the Three Years system

in France would be in operation. Moreover,, though the

navy had not reached its full stature, the widening of the

Kiel Canal was completed.

Russia’s defeat by Japan had thrown her back on

Europe, and it was obvious that as soon as she recovered

The breath she would once moie pursue

Russian her historic ambition to dominate the Near
Case East. Her inability to take up the challenge

in igog was a bitter memory, and no one had a

right to expect that she would submit to such a

humiliation again. By 1914 she had regained her self-

confidence, and was prepared to meet a challenge from

any quarter. As Berchtold saw the hand of Russia in the

tragedy of Sarajevo, so Sazonoff felt the ultimatum of

July 23 as a blow struck at Nicholas II not less than at

Peter Karageorgevitch. Had she left her protege to the

tender mercies of Austria, she would have forfeited all

claim to be the champion of the Slavonic races and have

handed over the Balkan peninsula and Turkey without a
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struggle to the irrevocable domination of the Central

Powers. Russia could no more be expected to remain
neutral in*face of an Austrian attack on Serbia than Eng-
land in face of a German attack on Belgium. The same
instinctive pride of a Great Power which compelled

Vienna to throw’ down the glove compelled Petrograd to

take it up. Moreover, the support of Britain in a world-

war was taken for granted.

The main cause of the conflict lay in the Near East,

and its authors were Germany and Austria on the one

side, Russia and Serbia on the other. “I shall not see

the world-war,” observed Bismarck to Ballin in 1891, “but

you will, and it will start in the East ”
;
and his prophecy

had come true. But for a quarter of a

century the destinies of France had been French

linked with those of Russia, and, when the

long-expected crisis arrived, she took her place at

the side of her partner with iis little hesitation as

Germany at the side of Austria. She had no desire for

war, and took no step to precipitate it. But she had never

abandoned the hope of recovering the Rhine provinces,

and for that reason could not be included among the

“satiated Powders” who are the most effective champions
of peace.** The catastrophe long feared by Jaures, who
was assassinated by a Nationalist on the eve of war, had

come to pass, and France was dragged into a desperate

conflict by the ambitions of her ally. To have declined the

summons would have constituted disloyalty to her treaty

obligations, increased the contempt for a ‘‘decadent

Power ” which was entertained beyond the Rhine, and

have left her defenceless against the victorious Teuton.

It was as natural for Italy to stand out of the conflict

as for the five other Great Powers of Europe to take part.

As far back as 1896 she had informed her allies that she

could not fight on their side if Great Britain as well as

France were among their enemies. In 1902 she had

pledged herself by treaty to take no share in an attack on

F'rance. In 1909 she had promised support for Russian
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ambitions in return for Russian support of her own. Thus
in 1914 she was connected by treaties or understandings

with every member of the Triple Entente. On* the other

hand, though her relations with Germany were excellent,

the undiminished longing for Italia Irredenta could only

be gratified, and the mastery of the Adriatic could only be

secured, at Austria’s expense. There had never been any

real identity of interest between the two Powers, and since

her rapprochement with France Italy had only been a sleep-

ing partner in the Triple Alliance. Austria was well

aware of the sentiment of her southern ally, and she

counted so little on her support that she neither communi-
cated her designs nor asked for assistance till the Rubicon
was crossed. No Italian statesman could have persuaded

his countrymen to take up arms on behalf of Austrian

ambitions in the Balkans.

The course taken by Great Britain was marked out for

her with equal clearness. “My God, Mr. Page, what else

The could we do?’’ exclaimed the King. The
British violation of Belgian neutrality roused the

country to righteous anger; but it was
the occasion rather than the cause of our entry into the

war. For better or worse we had departed from our

traditional policy of isolation, and become * entangled

in the quarrels and ambitions of our friends. Had we
stood aside at Armageddon, the Central Powers would
have won an easy victory, and at the conclusion of the

contest we should have found ourselves alone in Europe.

France and Russia would have scorned us as false friends

who, after years of diplomatic co-operation, expert discus-

sions and resonant protestations of solidarity, deserted

them in the crisis of their fate; and the German menace,

intensified by the collapse of the Triple Entente, would
have compelled us to arm to the teeth on sea and land.

Sir Edward’s assurance on August 3 that our hands were

free was correct in form but inaccurate in substance, and

his whole speech breathed the conviction that we should be

disgraced if we left France in the lurch. Mr. Lloyd
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George was later to describe the relationship as an obliga-

tion of honour, and such is likely to be the verdict of

history. •

To explain the conduct of the statesmen of Europe in

July and August, 1914, is not necessarily to justify it on
the grounds either of morality or expediency, or to approve

the policy pursued by them and their predecessors, out of

which the crisis arose. The root of the

evil lay in the division of Europe into two

armed camps, which dated from 1871, and
the conflict was the offspring of fear no less than

of ambition. The Old World had degenerated into

a powder magazine, in which the dropping of a lighted

match, whether by accident or design, was almost certain

to produce a conflagration. No war, strictly speaking,

is inevitable; but it requires rulers of exceptional fore-

sight and self-control in every country to avoid catas-

trophes. It is a mistake to imagine that the conflict of

1914 took Europe unawares, for the statesmen and soldiers

had been expecting it and preparing for it for many years.

It is also a mistake to attribute exceptional wickedness

to the Governments who, in the words of Lloyd
George, stumbled and staggered into war.^ Blind to

danger and-deaf to advice as were the civilian leaders of

the three despotic empires, not one of them, when it came
to the point, desired to set the world alight. But though

they may be acquitted of the supreme offence of deliber-

ately starting the avalanche, they must bear the reproach

of having chosen paths which led straight to the abyss.

The outbreak of the Great War is the condemnation not

only of the clumsy performers who strutted for a brief

hour across the stage, but of the international anarchy

which they inherited and which they did nothing to abate.

^ “ The more one reads memoirs and books written in the various?

countries of what happened before the first of August, 1914, the more one
realizes that no one at the head of affairs quite meant war at that stage.

It was something into which they glided, or rather staggered and stumbled,
perhaps through folly, and a discussion, I have no doubt, would have
averted it.”—Dec. 23, 1920.



CHAPTER XVII

THE WORLD WAR : FIRST PHASE

The violation of Belgian neutrality formed part of a plan

of campaign drawn up by Schlieffen, the Chief of the

German Staff till 1906, and accepted by

Schlieffen his successor. A war on two fronts, he
Plan believed, could only be won by striking down

France before Russia could bring her innumerable forces,

into action; and since the Franco-German frontier was
lined with impregnable fortresses, the best chance of

victory in the west appeared to lie in rolling up the

French left by a wide encircling movement.^ Tliough

the minutes of the Franco-Russian Military Confer-

ence in 1911 (published by the Bolshevists) show that

an attack through Belgium was expected, France had left

her north-eastern frontier virtually unfortified; and, even

when the ultimatum to Brussels revealed thq direction of

the coming blow, she failed to concentrate her forces on

the threatened arc. It was natural, on the other hand,

that Belgium, trusting to her neutrality, which she had

never abused, should be unprepared for resistance to the

greatest military Power in the world, and her small army
could do no more than hold up the avalanche for a few

days. But though her military contribution to ultimate

victory was small, her refusal to purchase immunity from

the horrors of invasion by the surrender of her Treaty

rights and her self-respect steeled the will of her champions

^ For the general history of the years of war sec “ Encyclopaedia
Britannica,” XXX-XXXII

;

“ The Annual Register Pollard, “ A Short
History of the Great War’"; Schulthess, “ Europaischcr Geschichts-
kalender ”

;
Lavisse, “ Histoire de France Contemporninr.” IX:

“ Chronology of the VA'.ir,” 3 vols.
; Buchan, “ History of the Great

War.”
560
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and rallied the moral support of the world to the cause

of the Allies.

While the armies of Europe were mobilizing in

ominous silence, the German troops nearest the Belgian

frontier, without waiting for siege artillery, attacked Li^ge

on August 5 and entered the town two days later. ^ The
last of the outlying forts fell on August 15, and the

German armies poured through south-eastern Belgium in

overwhelming numbers, the Belgian troops falling back

on their principal fortress at Antwerp and leaving Brussels,

which was unfortified, to be entered without resistance.

The fall of Namur on August 23 after three days' bom-
bardment revealed the inability of Brialmont’s fortresses to

withstand the enormous projectiles which the Central

Powers now employed for the first time. Meanwhile the

first ^wo of the three army corps forming the British

Expeditionary Force, created by Lord Haldane and com-
manded by vSir John French, had crossed the Channel
without a casualty, and on August 22 had

taken up the stations determined in advance

on the left of the French forces. Though
the best-trained soldiers in the field, the British

Regulars were too few and too weakly supported

to withstand the onrush. The defeat of the French at

Charleroi (Compelled the British to retreat after their

baptism of fire at Mons, and the battle of Le Cateau was

only an incident in the long retreat from the Belgian

frontier to the gates of Paris. There was nothing to

prevent the seizure of the Channel ports by the invaders,

and indeed the British base was temporarily transferred

to the mouth of the Loire
;
but Kluck pushed on at

lightning speed for Paris, whence the Government fled in

haste to Bordeaux, leaving the capital in the strong hands

of GalHt'ni, the veteran conqueror of Madagascar.

On September 5 the great retreat ended, and the six

days* battle of the Marne saved Paris and destroyed the

^ See the official “ History of the Great War," I, by General J. E.
Edmonds. For Schlieffen's plan see Kuhl, “ Der dcutsche Generalstab."

2 K
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German plans of a rapid victory in the west. The grim
struggle showed that the French soldier, when properly

led, had lost none of his traditional qualities, and was
willing to obey Jeffreys order that there must be no

retreat. But the battle could not have

^vlctory^^ been won unless Castelnau had checked a

simultaneous invasion from Lorraine, unless

the neutrality of Italy had enabled France to withdraw
her garrisons from the south-eastern frontier, unless

the British army had stood by her side, unless the

Belgians had engaged a German force before Antwerp,
and unless a formidable Russian offensive had compelled
the transfer of troops from the western to the eastern front.

The Germans were out-generalled, and Moltke, whose
health and military capacity were unequal to such a
searching test, was promptly superseded as Chief of the

Staff by Falkenhayn, the Minister of War. The knock-
out blow had been parried, and for a moment it seemed
as if the invader might be summarily expelled. The main
German army, however, fell back to a strong position on
the Aisne, where for three weeks an indecisive battle raged
across the river. Antwerp fell on October lo, after a bom-
bardment to which the short-range guns of the fortress

were unable to reply; and the remains of the Belgian armv
marched along the coast towards the French frontier to

join the British forces transferred from the Aisne, thus
completing a line of defence from the sea at Nieuport to

the Swiss frontier. No sooner was the approach to the
Channel ports barred—though very thinly held—than a
terrible German attack was launched on October 15. The
line was strained almost to breaking-point, and the flower
of the British Regulars laid down their lives in the
desperate encounters of the First Battle of Ypres. Welcome
aid was rendered by the opening of the sluices, which
allowed the Yser to overflow its banks, and by the co-
operation of heavily armed monitors off the low-lying
coast.

Another critical struggle was maintained by Foch round
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Arras; but by the middle of November the attack had
spent its force. Troops were urgently needed in the east,

and the Germans, like other people, had run short of

munitions. The war of movement and manoeuvre in the

west terminated, only to be resumed in 1918, and people

now realized that Kitchener’s dread forecast of a three

years’ war might prove correct. The winter was a period
of terrible suffering, for no preparations had been made
for trench warfare or for the mud of Flanders. Germany
had failed to strike down her rival in the time allotted by
the Schlieffen plan

; but she had won not only a large

expanse of territory with a teeming population which could
be compelled to labour, but also the coalfields of Belgium
and Northern France and the iron mines of French
Lorraine, without which she could not long have carried

on the exhausting struggle.

While German plans In the west had broken down,
the opening moves in the game on the eastern front proved
more successful than the strategists of Berlin had antici-

pated.’ Large Russian forces poured into East Prussia
with unexpected promptitude at the beginning of the

conflict, and carried fire and sword almost within sight

of Konigsberg, inflicting similar barbarities on the
civilian population as the German invaders were com-
mitting at the same moment in Belgium. The hard-
pressed Allies in the west comforted themselves with
calculations as to how many days would
be needed till “the Russian steam-roller ’’

reached Berlin and the victorious Cossacks
would be marching through the Brandenburger Thor.
The Commander-in-Chief, the Grand Duke Nicholas,

uncle of the Tsar, was a man of iron will and a

soldier of some capacity
; but the troops in East

Prussia were badly led, and on August 27 a crushing

‘ See Falkenhayn, “ General Headquarters
; Ludendorff, “ My War

Memories,” I; Hindenburg, “Out of My Life”; Gourko, “Russia,
1914-1917 Sir A. Knox, “ With the Russian Army.” Pal^logue, “ La
Russie pendant la Grande Guerre,” and Sir J. Hanbury Williams, “ The
Emperor Nicholas as I Knew Him,” supply the background.
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defeat was inflicted on them at Tannenberg by the

veteran Hindenburg, who had been summoned from

retirement on account of his unique knowledge of the

treacherous terrain of the Masurian Lakes. Aided by

Ludendorff, who had distinguished himself in the capture

of Li^ge, the General manoeuvred the Russians into a

position in which almost the whole army was captured or

destroyed, and its Commander, Samsonoff, perished. The
full significance of the Russian Sedan was hidden from

the Allies by the censorship; but it was the one decisive

battle of the war. Portions of East Prussia were again

to be invaded, but the stricken field of Tannenberg decided

that the Teuton should not be conquered by the Slav.

Throughout the German-speaking world the names of

Hindenburg and Ludendorff became the symbols of

victory. When, however, the victors pressed forward into

Russia they were expelled with heavy losses.

The invasion of Austria proved for Russia an easier

task.' Geographically Galicia forms part of the vast plain

which stretches north and east from the

^^^GaUcra^^
Carpathians, and it was inevitable that

Austria's forces in her northernmost pro-

vince should be driven back by superior numbers.
The Austro-Hungarian army had been strengthened and
trained by Conrad von Hotzendorff, who had been Chief

of the Staff since igo6, and had clamoured for war ever

since his appointment; but even his skill and determina-

tion could not render the struggle popular either in

Bohemia or in the Jugoslav provinces of the Empire.

Lemberg was captured by Russky and Brusiloff on
September 3, the Austrian invaders of Southern Poland
were expelled, the fortress of Jaroslav was taken on

September 23, the great fortress of Przemysl was invested,

while Russian patrols advanced across the Carpathians

' For a general sketch of Austria’s share in the war see Nowak, “ Der
Weg zur Katastrophe ” (levised by Conrad von Hotzendorff); and Cramon,
“ Unser Oesterreichisch-Ungarischer Bundesgenosse. ” Cramon represented
the German Staff. Cf, Auffenberg, “ Aus Oesterreichs Hohe urtd
Niedergang. ”
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almost within sight of the towers of Cracow. The plight

of the Austrians in Galicia led Hindenburg to attempt

to relieve the pressure by striking at the enemy’s centre

in Poland; but desperate fighting on the middle Vistula

throughout October resulted in the repulse of the invaders.

In Galicia the Austrian cause temporarily improved,

Jaroslav being recaptured and Przemysl relieved; yet the

failure of the German attack on Warsaw compelled a

second Austrian retreat in the south. Przemysl was once

more besieged, and Russian troops pressed forward to

the outposts of Cracow. By the end of the year Russia
appeared to have recovered from the stunning blow at

Tannenberg. Almost the whole of Galicia was in her

hands, the rich province of Silesia was threatened, and
Warsaw stoutly resisted a series of thrusts launched

throughout the winter.

Meanwhile Austria had suffered unexpected defeat at

the hands of little Serbia no less than of her mighty
patron.^ The troops which had occupied

Belgrad before the outbreak of the Euro-

pean war were recalled to defend Galicia,

and by the end of August the invaders were expelled,

the Serbs in turn invading Bosnia. The Austrians

renewed the attack in November with larger forces,

but were chased out of the country before Christmas,

leaving an enormous number of prisoners in the

enemy’s hands. Thus the opening months of the war
had brought nothing but disaster to the Power which

had madly provoked the conflict. At the beginning of

hostilities Francis Joseph had remarked that he would

be satisfied if he emerged from the struggle with a black

eye and with no bones broken; and Mr. Lloyd George

exultantly summoned his countrymen to applaud Russia

tearing “the ramshackle empire” of the Hapsburgs to

pieces.

The conflict began with Great Britain, France, Russia.

' See Crawfurd Price, “ Serbia’s Part in the War,” and Laffan, “ The
Guardians of the Gate.”
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Belgium, Serbia and Montenegro on the one side, and

Germany and Austria on the other. The Entente was
speedily reinforced by Japan, who on August 15 demanded

the withdrawal of German warships from

KUo^chau surrender of Kiao-chau

within a week. No reply to her ultimatum

being received, she proceeded, with the aid of a hand-

ful of British troops, to reduce the fortress of Tsingtau.

Timely aid was also rendered to the Allied cause by

sweeping the German flag from the Pacific, by con-

voying British troops from different parts of the Empire

to the scene of action, and by supplying Russia with

the munitions of which she stood in desperate need. Japan,

however, was far away, and she never threw or was asked

to throw her whole strength into the conflict.

No statesman or soldier of the Entente dreamed of

obtaining the support of the Young Turks; but there

seemed to be a chance of preventing or at any rate post-

poning their entry into the war on the side of the Central

Powers.^ On August 3 the British Cabinet had taken

over the two battleships which were being built for Turkey

in British yards; and though the promise of compensation

failed to allay the inevitable resentment—all the greater

since they had been paid for by a patriotic levy—the

wisdom of the decision was confirmed by the adventurous

flight of the Goeben and Breslau from Malta to the

Bosphorus. For several weeks the Porte was tempted by

a crescendo of promises. If Turkey remained neutral, we
declared, and Egypt tranquil, we should not alter the

status of the latter. The next offer was a little more
generous. The Entente would uphold Turkish inde-

pendence and integrity against all attacks if she would
observe scrupulous neutrality. When the Minister of

Marine demanded the immediate abolition of the Capitu-

lations, Sir Edward promised, subject to the assent of

* The White Paper and the (secc»nd) Russian Orange Book on the
breach with Turkey are printed by J. B. Scott, “ Diplomatic Documents,’*
II, but not in the volume of official documents issued by the British Govern-
ment in 1915.
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France and Russia, to surrender our rights “as soon as

a scheme satisfying modern conditions is set up.“ Finally

King GeOige sent a personal message to the Sultan ex-

pressing his deep regret at the necessity to seize the ships,

and promising to restore them after the war.

The Sultan and the Grand Vizier invariably replied

with soothing assurances; but an elaborate comedy was
being staged at the expense of the Entente. Enver Pasha,

Minister of War, the strong man of Turkey, had long

resolved to side with the Central Powers in the event of

a world war, and the majority of his countrymen shared

his ambitions. British sympathies with the malcontent

Christian races were as unconcealed as Russia’s age-long

desire to occupy Constantinople, and promises to guarantee

the integrity of the empire were regarded as worthless.

The Entente, it was believed, stood for Turkey
partition, the Central Powers at most for joins

economic exploitation, and the lesser evil
Germany

was naturally preferred. On August i Germany and

Turkey signed a treaty, in which the casus fcederis

would arise when Russia entered the war.^ The con-

dition was fulfilled on the same afternoon, and Austria

adhered to the pact. Turkey was promised military

support, and her territorial integrity was guaranteed

against Russia. The decision remained a secret to most

of the Turkish Ministers, and neutrality was maintained

till Turkey was ready to strike. Verbal assurances were

‘conveyed from Berlin and Vienna that in the event of

complete victory they would facilitate the abolition of the

Capitulations and a final settlement with Bulgaria. All

territory occupied in the course of the war should be

evacuated, while Turkey should receive a rectification of

frontiers and a share of any indemnity.

These arrangements remained unknown to the peoples

of the Entente,* though they would not have been greatly

' See Djemal Pasha, “ Memories of a Turkish Statesman,** ch. 3.
® The Quai d’Orsay learned of the Treaty on Aug. 8. See Bompard

(the French Ambassador), “ PEntr^e en guerre de la Turquie,*’ J^evuf

de Paris, July i and 15, 1921.
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surprised had they discovered them
;
for mobilization pro-

ceeded without attempt at concealment, and on August 26

German sailors arrived overland. The British Ambassa-

dor warned the Porte that an attack on the Entente would

mean the end of the Turkish Empire; but after the battle

of the Marne he reported hopefully that the only firebrand

was the Minister of War, and that the Peace party was
daily increasing. ‘'The situation may be saved,'’ he added

on October 5; “time is on our side.” But the masterful

Wangenheim, his Austrian colleague, and Admiral

Souchon were pressing for action, and German officers

and money were pouring in. On October 28 Enver’s

Turkey preparations were complete. The Admiral

attacks of the Goeben entered the Black Sea with
Russia German and Turkish vessels, strewed mines

off Sebastopol, sank a transport, and bombarded Odessa,

Theodosia and Novorossisk, Russia promptly declared

war on Turkey on October 31, and her allies followed

her example. On November 3 the forts at the entrance

of the Dardanelles were bombarded, and troops were

hurried to the defence of Egypt, to which Turkish

troops were already on the march, heralded by a Bedouin
raid on the Sinai peninsula.

The entry of Turkey into the war was the fi/st resound-

ing diplomatic success scored by either side, and its results

w^ere far-reaching. The scope of the struggle was im-

mensely enlarged, and both the dangers and the prizes

were increased. As rulers of tens of millions of Moham-
medans who looked to the vSuItan of Turkey as their

Caliph, the British Empire and France were confronted

with the problem of Pan-Islamic solidarity and discontent.

Great Britain had now to defend the Eastern Mediter-

ranean, the Suez Canal, Egypt and the Persian Gulf, and
was forced to rely in far greater measure on the aid of

India, who had already sent troops to the western front.

The formula “Berlin-Bagdad ” seemed to assume concrete

shape. Great Britain promptly retaliated by the annexa-

tion of Cyprus, the proclamation of a Pro*tectorate over
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deposition of the Khedive Abbas, whose sym-
pathies with his suzerain were notorious, the selection of

a son of Ismail as Sultan of Egypt, and the invasion of

Mesopotamia. An attack on the Canal in February, 1915,

was easily repulsed.^

Russia, unlike Great Britain, hailed the belligerence of

Turkey with delight, since it provided the opportunity of

realizing her secular ambition. Victory over the Central

Powers could give her little beyond an unwelcome increase

of Polish malcontents, while victory over Turkey would
turn the Black Sea into a Russian lake, substitute the

Cross for the Crescent on the dome of St. Sophia, and
secure the coveted control of the Straits. On November 14

Sir George Buchanan informed Sazonoff that
Russia

Russia might have Constantinople and the and Con-

Straits, and the Foreign Minister’s face lit
stantmopie

up with joy.* On March 4, 1915, Sazonoff handed
to the French and British Ambassadors a Memorandum
claiming the following territories as the result of a

victorious war—Constantinople, the western coast of

the Bosphorus, the Marmora and the Dardanelles;

Thrace to the Enos-Midia line; the coast of Asia Minor
between the Bosphorus and the river Sakaria; the islands

in the Sea of Marmora, with Imbros and Tenedos.* This

arrangement assigned to Russia the whole of Turkey in

Europe except a patch around Adrianople and Kirk-

Kilisse, reserved as a bait for Bulgaria
;
the Asiatic shores

of the Bosphorus; and about eighty miles of the Black

Sea coast of Asia Minor.

The French and British Governments expressed their

readiness to agree to Russian wishes, provided that their

own claims, both in the Ottoman Empire and elsewhere,

should be satisfied. Constantinople was to be recognized

as a free port for the transit of goods to Russia, with a free

passage through the Straits for merchant ships; British

^ For a brief account of Egypt during the war see Chirol, “ The
Egyptian Problem,” ch. 7.

* Pal^ologue, ” La Russie,” I, 194*
^ See Cocks, ** The Secret Treaties,” ch. i.
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and French rights in Asiatic Turkey, to be defined later,

were to be recognized
;
the Sacred Places were to be pro-

Anglo- tected and Arabia to be placed under an

French independent Mohammedan ruler
;
and the

Conditions zone in Persia was to be added to

the British sphere. While accepting these demands
in principle, Russia made a few reservations. It should

be made clear, she suggested, whether the Sacred
Places were to remain under Turkish sovereignty or

whether independent States were to be created. The Cali-

phate should be separated from the Ottoman dynasty;

freedom of pilgrimage should be guaranteed; and the

inclusion of the larger part of the neutral zone of Persia

in the English sphere was conceded. On March 12 ac-

cordingly Great Britain and France announced their assent

to the annexation of Constantinople and the Straits. “A
sincere recognition of mutual interests,” telegraphed

Sazonoff in delight to Benckendorff, “will secure for ever

firm friendship between Russia and Great Britain.” The
wheel had indeed come full circle when the old antagonists

of the Crimean war were leagued together to drive the

Turks, bag and baggage, across the Bosphorus.

To carry out this tremendous programme proved more

difficult than was anticipated. On January 2, 1915, an

urgent telegram from Petrograd had implored Great

Britain to relieve the pressure on the Caucasus front,

where Enver had concentrated his main strength. The
obvious method of responding to the appeal was to attack

the Dardanelles, and the project was discussed by the

British Cabinet with the military and naval authorities.^

The arguments in its favour were marshalled by Mr.

Churchill, First Lord of the Admiralty, who had urged an

attack directly Turkey entered the war. The Caucasian

front would be automatically relieved by compelling the

Turks to defend their capital; and if successful it would

' See the reports of the Dardanelles Commission ;
Sir Ian Hamilton,

“ Gallipoli Diary ;
Nevinson, “ The Dardanelles Campaign *’

;
Liman

von Sanders, “ Fiinf Jahre Turkei**; Djemal Pasha, “Memoirs”;
Morgenthau, “ Secrets of the Bosphorus.”
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restore communications with Russia from the Mediter-

ranean, block the German road to the East, turn the flank

of the Central Powers, and perhaps bring Greece, Rou-
mania and Bulgaria into the war on the side of the Entente.

A deadlock had been reached on the western front, and
troops from Australia and New Zealand
were available in large numbers. Moreover, Dardanelles

to attack the Dardanelles was to diminish Project

the danger to Egypt, and to facilitate the conquest of

Mesopotamia, Palestine and Syria. The prize was
great, and in war nothing could be achieved without

taking risks. In reply to these arguments it was pointed

out that the supreme duty of Great Britain was to hold

the western front and to prevent the Channel ports from

falling into the hands of the enemy; that the Kitchener

armies could not be ready for active service for several

months; that the supply of guns and shells was insufficient

even for the needs of the troops in France and Belgium;
that the German fleet was undefeated, and that it would

be dangerous to divert naval units to the eastern Mediter-

ranean; that the Dardanelles were easy to defend; that if

a few battleships forced the Straits and bombarded Con-
stantinople, they could not bring Turkey to her knees and
they migh^ be unable to return to their base. In a word,

there were not enough troops, ships or munitions for a

distant and doubtful enterprise. It was the first round in

the struggle between Easterners and Westerners which

was to rage throughout the war.

It would probably have been wise to reject the whole

plan as beyond our resources at that moment; but a

compromise was reached by which a modified scheme was
sanctioned without providing the essentials of success. On
January 13, after Kitchener’s declaration that he had no

troops to spare at the moment, a naval attack was approved

in principle, though Lord Fisher had no belief in the plan.

On February 16 it was decided to send the 29th Division

and to reinforce it with troops from Egypt
;
but its depar-

ture was delayed by anxiety as to the western front, and.
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without waiting for the arrival of troops, the forts at the

entrance of the Straits were subjected to a futile bombard-
ment on February 19. When an attack in force was made
in March, three battleships and two thousand men were
lost, and it became clear that the Straits must be won by
troops, not by ships. The interval before the next act,

however, was prolonged by the necessity of transport ships

returning to Egypt for repacking, and was profitably

employed by the Turks in strengthening the fortifications

and preparing the hilly peninsula of Gallipoli for defence.

Sir Ian Hamilton’s attack on April 25 succeeded at terrible

cost in gaining a precarious foothold, and a second offen-

sive in May and a third in June made no further advance.

It had been hoped that Russia would co-operate by landing

100,000 men on the northern coast of Thrace and seizing

the northern outlet of the Bosphorus; but no help came
from the Power in whose interest the enterprise had been

launched.

The adhesion of Turkey to the Central Powers was
balanced by the adhesion of Italy six months later to the

Italy’s
c^tise of the Allies.^ In the early days of

“Sacred the war the Italian Government asked its

Egoism” partners for compensation under Article 7

of the Triple Alliance, and hinted a wish through Berlin

for the Trentino. The suggestion was dismissed by

Vienna; but the death of San Giuliano on October

16 brought a stronger hand to the helm. For thirty

years Sonnino had been one of the stoutest champions

of the Triple Alliance; yet on entering the Salandra

Ministry he fully accepted the principle cynically enunci-

ated by his chief. “What is needed is a freedom from

all preconceptions and prejudices, from every sentiment

except that of sacred egoism.” There was no hurry to

decide, for the army and navy had not recovered from the

exhausting struggle in Tripoli. Sonnino at once renewed

^ Italy’s negotiations are fully recorded in the Second Austrian Red
Book and the Italian Green Book, both printed in J. B. Scott, “ Diplomatic
Documents.”
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his predecessor’s hint about the Trentino, and on this

occasion Berlin supported the suggestion
;
but it was again

rejected by Berchtold. The Italian Foreign Minister was
well aware of the price that the only neutral Great Power
in Europe was in a position to command; and in December
he informed Austria that the excited opinion of his country-

men compelled him to press for compensation. Berlin

again urged Vienna to concessions, but the stubborn
Berchtold once more refused. At this moment the most in-

competent and shortsighted of Austrian Foreign Ministers

was dismissed from his post on January 13, 1915, and was
succeeded by Burian.

The situation now developed apace. Prince Billow was
summoned from retirement, though without the approval

of the Kaiser, and dispatched to the capital Prince
where in happier years he had won a host Billow’s

of friends; and Erzberger, the brain of the
Mission

Centrum, gallantly seconded his efforts to keep Italy

out of the war.^ On March 9 Burian, scTired by

the Russian advance in Galicia and fearing that Italian

intervention would also bring in Roumania, announced
that he was willing to discuss the cession of territory. By
this time, however, Sonnino’s terms had risen, and em-

braced the immediate transfer of the coveted territories.

Burian rejoined that he could offer nothing beyond the

Trentino, and declined its immediate surrender. Such an

offer was useless while the Entente was whispering honeyed

promises into the other ear; and on April 10 Sonnino

boldly demanded the whole of South Tyrol, Gorizia,

Gradisca and Trieste; several islands off the Dalmatian

coast; Italian sovereignty over Valona, and Austrian

d^sinUressement in Albania. Even the fiery Conrad von

Hotzendorff, the sworn foe of Italy, now urged conces-

sions; but Burian played for time, increasing his offers

but rejecting the full Italian demand.

1 See Erzberger, “ ErlebnisSe im Weltkriege ”
;
Spickernagrl, “ Furst

Billow, ” ch. 7; Giolitti, “ Memoirs,” and A. L. Kennedy, ‘‘ Old Diplomacy

and New,” 218-39.
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It was natural that Italy’s price for intervention should

be higher than for neutrality; and it was equally natural

that the Entente should be more generous with other

people’s property than Austria with her own. Though
Sazonoff, as the watchful champion of Serbian interests,

feared that the purchase of Italian support

Demands ^ight complicate the relations of the Allies,

France and Great Britain were willing to

pay a high price, and negotiations began in London at

the end of February.’ Italy’s demands were deemed
exorbitant by France and Russia, Sazonoff persistently

opposing her designs on the eastern shores of the

Adriatic, to which Serbia with better reason laid claim.

The military situation, however, played into the hands of

the greedy neutral. The first British offensive of the war
had been repulsed on March lo at Neuve Chapelle, and
on April 22 the invaders momentarily broke the Allied

line at the Second Battle of Ypres by the hideous expedient

of waves of poison gas, which inflicted a lingering and
agonizing death. A French offensive at Souchez met with

no success, and British co-operation at Festubert was
handicapped by a lack of high explosives, the revelation

of which led to the formation of a Coalition Ministry and
to the creation of a Ministry of Munitions under Mr. Lloyd
George.

The Treaty of London, signed on April 28 by Sir

Edward Grey and the Ambassadors of Russia, France and
Italy, was enough to satisfy the hungriest of appetites.

Italy was to receive the Trentino; the Southern Tyrol up
to the Brenner Pass; the city and district of Trieste; the

county of Gorizia and Gradisca; Istria; North Dalmatia

and the islands facing it. The coasts and islands of South

Dalmatia were to be neutralized. The littoral from Istria

to Dalmatia, including Fiume, was earmarked for Croatia,

Serbia, and Montenegro, while Valona, with the island

of Saseno and the zone needed to secure their military

security, fell to Italy. In the event of a small autonomous

^ See Cocks, “ The Secret Treaties,’* ch. 2.
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and neutralized State being formed in Albania, Italy

undertook not to oppose the possible desire of France,

Great Britain and Russia to partition the northern and
southern districts between Montenegro, Serbia and Greece,

though she would herself control its foreign relations.

Italy obtained the twelve islands (Dodekanese) in full

possession; and France, Great Britain and

Russia admitted in principle her interest in p^id
the maintenance of the balance of power in

the Mediterranean and her rights, in the event of a parti-

tion of Turkey, to the province of Adalia. Her interests

should also be considered if the Powers were only

to establish spheres of influence. In Libya she was to

enjoy all rights and privileges which belonged to the

Sultan by the Treaty of Lausanne. Should Great Britain

and France increase their colonial possessions in Africa

at the expense of Germany, she should extend her posses-

sions in Eritrea, Somaliland, and Libya. Great Britain

would facilitate a loan on advantageous terms of fifty

millions, and Italy was to share in the war indemnity.

France, Great Britain and Russia would support her in

preventing the Holy See from taking any diplomatic steps

for the conclusion of peace or the settlement of questions

connected with the war. The Treaty was to be kept secret,

and the new ally was to begin hostilities within a month.

It is no wonder that its authors desired to hide from

the world—and above all from Serbia—a document which

handed over North Dalmatia to Italy
;
and there is no other

palliation than the familiar plea of necessity offered for

Canning’s seizure of the Danish fleet in 1807

Germany’s violation of Belgian neutrality. “The French

and ourselves were fighting for our lives on the western

front,” testified Mr. Asquith at Paisley long after, “and

the Treaty represented the terms on which Italy was pre-

pared to join forces.” ' Though it increased the material

strength of the Entente, it diminished its moral prestige;

for it was known within a week to the Serbs, who were

^ Feb. 5, 1920.
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furious at the transfer of Jugoslav territories behind their

backs and the prospective transformation of the Adriatic

into an Italian lake.

When the Entente had accepted his terms, vSonnino

continued negotiations with Vienna in order to obtain a

pretext for attacking his ally. On April 21 he announced
that the differences were too wide to bridge, and on May 3
he denounced the Triple Alliance. The Austrian Govern-

ment at last realized that a desperate effort must be made.

On May 10 Erzberger informed Giolitti, the leader of the

neutralists, of the final concessions, which gave the larger

part of what had been asked. Italy was to gain the

Trentino, the west bank of the Isonzo and the town of

Gorizia. Trieste was to become a Free City, with an

administration ensuring it an Italian character and an

Italian university. Italian sovereignty over Valona was
to be recognized, and Austria expressed her disinteresse-

ment in Albania. The territories were to be handed over

within a month of the conclusion of an agreement, and

Giolitti
Germany guaranteed the fulfilment of the

versus offer. Giolitti demanded and obtained
d'Annunzio copies signed by the Austrian Ambassador
and Prince Biilow for himself, the Prime Minister and
the Foreign Minister, and on May 12 a confirmatory

telegram arrived from the Ballplatz. On the same even-

ing, however, the stormy petrel d’Annunzio, the most

eloquent of writers and orators, arrived in the capital,

and warlike demonstrations began. A majority of the

Deputies left cards on Giolitti, and on May 13 Salandra

resigned. The President of the Chamber advised the

King to send for Giolitti
; but after taking time for con-

sideration, Victor Emmanuel recalled Salandra. Giolitti

fled from Rome in terror of his life, and on May 17 the

Cabinet decided on war, which was declared against

Austria on May 23. By a curious anomaly, war against

Germany was not declared till August 27, 1916. From the

first Italy concentrated her gaze on Trieste; but repeated

attacks on the Isonzo front were beaten off, for the
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mountain frontier, strengthened by every device known to

military science, was impregnable." Despite the appear-

ance of a new and formidable enemy on her southern

flank, Austria was able to contribute large forces to the

combined offensive which was to sweep the Russians out

of Galicia.

The year 1915 had opened with bright prospects

for Russia; but she lacked the resources to carry on a

prolonged and exhausting struggle. Like all the

other belligerents, her supply of munitions was utterly

inadequate to the demands of modern war; and she also

was wanting in facilities, which both her allies and her

enemies possessed, for increasing them. Witte’s ten years

of office had laid the foundations of Russian industry
;
but

his successors, fearing the creation of a revolutionary

proletariat, had discontinued his work, and Stolypin had
aimed at the creation of peasant proprietors. Nor could

the Allies effectively supply the deficiency
;
for Archangel

was blocked from November till May, the vSiberian railway

could only bring a scanty stream from the distant factories

of Japan, and the attack on the Dardanelles gave no
promise of speedy relief.

Falkenhayn’s strategy in 1915 was to stand on the

defensive in the west and to deliver a knock-out blow in

the east. The point chosen for the attack was in Galicia,

for it was there that Austrian help could be most effectively

rendered, and it was there that the Russians had pene-

trated farthest beyond their borders. More-

over, if the invaders could be swept out Gorlice

of Galicia the Russian armies in Poland

would find themselves in a dangerous salient. Macken-

sen’s offensive began on May 2 at Gorlice, and the

overwhelming supply of heavy artillery, to which the

ill-equipped Russians could make no response, drove

the enemy headlong across the San. Przemysl was
evacuated on June i, and on June 22 Lemberg was

^ The Italian campaigns may be studied in Cadorna, “ La Guerra alia

fronte Italiana,” and G. M. Trevelyan, “ Scenes from Italy’s War.”

2L
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restored to Austrian rule. The reconquest of Galicia was
achieved in less than two months, and the victorious

Mackensen now turned north and invaded Poland. The
larger part of Courland in the far north was overrun in

May, and the converging attack on Poland from the north,

the south and the west proved irresistible. On July 15

Evacuation Grand Duke Nicholas decided on the

of evacuation of Warsaw, and on August 4
Warsaw Russians marched out of the city, blow-

ing up the bridges across the Vistula as they retired.

Next day, after a year of war, the troops of the

Central Powers marched in. The Russian armies

retreated without molestation, devastating the country as

they withdrew; but the Teutonic steam-roller pushed
steadily forward. On the northern flank the fortress of

Kovno fell on August 17, Grodno on September 2, and
Vilna, the historic capital of Lithuania, on September 12,

while the conquerors of Warsaw marched forward to

Brest-Litovsk, and drove the Russians behind the Pripet

marshes. The attempt on Riga failed, and some brilliant

counter-offensives in September brought the advance in

the north to a halt; but the loss of Poland, Courland and

Lithuania, following on the expulsion from Galicia,

destroyed the military prestige of Russia and inflicted on

the dynasty a blow from which it was never to recover.

The Grand Duke Nicholas was dismissed and sent to

command the army of the Caucasus, while the Tsar

assumed nominal control, with Alexeieff as Chief of the

Staff.

The conquest of Poland, which, like Alsace-Lorraine,

had from the outbreak of the war been regarded as the

prize of the victor, proved easier than the determination of

its future status. ‘ Now that the three Powers who had

dismembered her had quarrelled, there seemed at last a

chance of reuniting the broken fragments and of restoring

‘Sec Alison Phillips, “ Poland

;

Ralph Butler, "The New Eastern
Europe ; Bethiiiann-Hollweg, “ Betrachtungen,’* II, ch. 2; Czernin, “ In

the World War,” ch. 9.
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the country to her rightful place among sovereign States.

But her wishes were of no importance in the eyes of the

despotic Empires by which she was surrounded, each of

whom thought of her merely as a pawn in their game.

Prussian Poland had reached a relatively high level of

material prosperity, but enjoyed no cultural

autonomy. Galicia, on the other hand, NaUonaUsm
though the most backward province of the

Hapsburg realm, was allowed the fullest political and
cultural liberty. Russian Poland could boast of little

economic prosperity, and was denied political and

spiritual liberty. On the outbreak of hostilities the

three Empires competed for the favours of the race

which they had wronged. On August 15, 1914, the

Grand Duke Nicholas issued a grandiloquent proclama-

tion. “Poles! The time has come when the dream of

your fathers and forefathers will at length be realized. A
century and a half ago the living body of Poland was torn

in pieces, but her soul has not perished. She lives in the

hope that the time will come for the resurrection of the

Polish nation and its fraternal union with all Russia. The
Russian armies bring you the glad tidings of this union.

May the frontiers which have divided the Polish people be

united under the sceptre of the Russian Emperor. Under
this sceptre Poland will come together, free in faith, in

language, and in self-government. One thing Russia

expects of you : an equal consideration for the rights of

those nations with which history has linked you. With
open heart, with hand fraternally outstretched, great

Russia comes to you. She believes that the sword has

not rusted which overthrew the foe at Tannenberg. From
the shores of the Pacific Ocean to the Polar Sea the

Russian war-hosts are in motion. The morning star of

a new life is rising for Poland. May there shine re-

splendent in the dawn the sign of the Cross, the symbol
of the Passion and Resurrection of nations.” The only

fruit of this manifesto was the permission, after long delay,

to use the Polish language in the local administration, all
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Other benefits being deferred till after the war. Germany
for her part promised reunion of the Poles, while Austria

merely reminded them of the favours they had enjoyed
under her benevolent rule. None of them offered inde-

pendence, for which the soul of Poland thirsted not less

than for reunion.

The Poles were in one respect the most unfortunate of

all the belligerents, for their soldiers in the Russian,

German and Austrian armies were compelled to fight one
another. They were, moreover, though at one in their

ideals, divided as to the tactics of the moment. The
National Democrats, led by Dmowski, considering

Austro- complete independence impossible of attain-

German Con- ment, worked for reunion and autonomy
dominium

^he Russian flag, while Pilsudski

crossed the Galician frontier on the outbreak of war and
organized a Polish legion to fight against the hated

rule of the Tsar. From the defeat of Russia in 1915

till the end of the war the country was subject to a

condominium, the German Government residing at

Warsaw, the Austrian at Lublin. A clumsy attempt to

Germanize the country broke down, and its new masters

found it more profitable to cultivate sympathy by

establishing Polish universities at Warsaw and Vilna,

and by creating town councils which Russian Poland had

never known. A new partition was rejected as it proved

impossible to agree on the frontier, and it was realized

that it would inflame the animosity of the population.

The German proposal of a buffer state, in economic,

political and military alliance with the Central Powers,

was rejected at Vienna, where it was desired to unite

Russian Poland with Austria in territorial or personal

union. To this the German Chancellor could only consent

if Germany obtained a corresponding increase of territory

elsewhere. In August, 1916, it was agreed to establish a

nominally independent State under a monarchy, with

military and economic restrictions; but agreement as to

the ruler proved impossible. On November 5, however.
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in the hope of securing the aid of Polish soldiers for the

final struggle, a proclamation was issued promising to

restore an independent Poland as an hereditary consti-

tutional monarchy attached to the Central Powers.
Though the German and Austrian Governments at

Warsaw and Lublin continued to function, and though
the delimitation of boundaries and the selection of a ruler

were postponed, the appointment of a Regency Council
and a Council of State prepared the country for the self-

government which, by unexpected good fortune, the

defeat of its three oppressors was before long to render

possible.

The collapse of Russia in the summer of 1915 was
promptly followed by the entry of Bulgaria into the war
on the side of the Central Powers. The
search for allies in the Near East had been ^f^Gree^
busily pursued by both sides from the out-

set, and Greece, Bulgaria and Roumania were plied

with exhortations, promises and threats. In Sep-

tember, 1914, Venezelos informed the Entente that if

Turkey joined the Central Powers Greece would assist

them in the war against the Turks on condition that she

was guaranteed against a Bulgarian attack. Great Britain

responded bv promising that the Turkish fleet should not

be allowed to leave the Dardanelles; and the Entente

permitted a Greek occupation of North Epirus without

prejudice to its future. Constantine, however, telegraphed

to the Kaiser that he would not attack Germany’s allies

unless they attacked him. Early in December the Entente

offered South Albania, with the exception of Valona, if

Greece would at once join their ranks. ^ Venezelos de-

manded a guarantee from Roumania that Bulgaria would

not attack, but Roumania refused, and Venezelos was

forced to remain neutral. A British offer of Smyrna in

January, 1915, in return for intervention, spurred him to

^ See the Greek Livre Blanc ;
“ The Vindication of Greek National

Policy, 1912-1917 ** (speeches of Venezelos and others) ;
Laloy, “ Docu-

ments Secrets,” 134-42 ;
Deville (French Minister at Athens), “ L’Entente,

la Gr^ce et la Bulgarie G. F. Abbott, ” Greece and the Allies.”
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a daring resolve. “For the co-0|>eration or benevolent

neutrality of Bulgaria,’’ he wrote to King Constantine,

“I should not hesitate to sacrifice Kavalla. The con-

cessions in Asia Minor would double our territory.” At
this moment, however, Germany paid to Bulgaria the first

instalment of a loan arranged before the war, and this

indication of the trend of Bulgarian policy led him to

withhold his offer. The futile bombardment of the Straits

on February 19 revealed the need of a landing force, and
Venezelos urged the dispatch of an army corps, or at

least a division, to Gallipoli. Constantine
Indecision over, but the General Staff dis-

approved, and the King changed his mind.

The expedition was vetoed and Venezelos resigned.

Gounaris continued the negotiations, and the Allies

offered the Vilayet of Aidin if Greece would intervene.

Gounaris replied that the Allies must guarantee her

territorial integrity during and for a period after the war,

while the question of territorial gains in Asia Minor could

be discussed later; but no agreement was reached, and
Baron Schenk continued his propaganda in Athens to

keep Greece out of the war. Meanwhile Gounaris ruled

without a majority, and at the elections held in June

Venezelos was returned to power. But at this moment the

King was dangerously ill, and on this pretext Gounaris

retained office two months longer.

The Allies were equally unsuccessful in attempting to

secure the support of Bulgaria.^ Early in August, 1914,

Mr. Noel Buxton, chairman of the Balkan Committee,
submitted a memorandum to Sir Edward Grey. Armed
Bulgarian neutrality, he argued, might be secured by a

revision of the hated Bucharest treaty in the event of

victory, and by a loan. The Foreign Office had little hope

of success; but Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. Churchill, who
believed that Bulgaria could be won, suggested that Mr.

Buxton should visit Sofia, and the First Lord of the

^ See Noel Buxton and L. Leese, “ Balkan Problems,” part II; A. L.

Kennedy, ” Old Diplomacy and New,” 240-64.
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Admiralty sent him to Salonika in a British warship. As
early as August 5 Sazonoff urged Pasitch to pmrchase the

co-operation,or at any rate the benevolent neutrality of Bul-

garia by territorial concessions in Macedonia; but Pasitch,

though himself ready for sacrifices, replied that his

colleagues were not.* The entry of Turkey into the war,

however, spurred the Entente Ministers to

action, and they telegraphed to their Govern- Buxton
ments advocating the promise of Macedonia Mission

up to the 1912 line with immediate occupation of the

district east of the Vardar. The reply stated that imme-
diate occupation was impossible, and that no precise

promise could be made. Returning home in January,

1915, Mr. Buxton reported to Sir Edward Grey that

Bulgaria was still uncommitted, though Macedonia
constituted a continual temptation, and urged that she

should have Macedonia if Serbia secured Bosnia, Plerze-

govina and Dalmatia. Kavalla would also be necessary,

and Greece might cede it in return for a promise of

Smyrna. In February Delcass6 sent one of the Orleans

princes to Sofia; but Ferdinand flatly refused to tie his

hands.* No serious attempt, however, to win Bulgaria was
made by the Allies till the Russians were chased out of

Galicia and ^he first attacks on the Dardanelles failed. If

she would attack Turkey, she was told in May, she might

occupy and retain Thrace up to the Enos-Midia line. The
Allies would guarantee her Southern Macedonia on con-

dition that she should not occupy it till the peace, and

that Serbia received compensation in Bosnia, Herzegovina

and on the Adriatic coast. They also pledged themselves to

urge Greece to cede Kavalla, to favour the reopening of

the Dobrudja settlement, and to provide the financial aid

which she might require. On June 14 the Bulgarian

Government replied by asking whether the compensation

to Serbia and Greece would have to be secured before her

aspirations in Macedonia and Kavalla could be realized,

' See Laloy, “ Documents Secrets,” 101-5.

* Pal^ologue, '* La Russie,” I, 306-7.
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and what the Entente proposed in the Dobrudja. It was
now obvious that Bulgaria would be lost if she received

merely a conditional promise of Macedonia. British and

French missions were dispatched to Sofia in July, and
early in August the Allies, led by Great Britain, pressed

Serbia to cede the uncontested zone of 1912. The
Skuptschina sat in secret session on August 16 and

approved concessions; but it was too late.

The Central Powers had held the winning Bulgarian

cards in their hands throughout, and they played them

well. In taking stock of the situation in tne Near East

created by the Balkan wars, Austria had determined to

seek compensation in closer relations with

Ferdinan^^
Sofia for the growing estrangement of

Bucharest. Ferdinand responded to the ad-

vances from Vienna, for Serbia was their common enemy
and Russia was Serbia’s patron. Indeed, negotiations

had proceeded so far that at the outbreak of the war
the signing of treaties of alliance seemed imminent, and
when the struggle began Berlin and Vienna pressed for

a decision. Ferdinand replied that to attack Serbia would
be too dangerous, since Greece, Roumania and Turkey
might join in retaliation. He added that he had received

large offers from Russia, and could promi^^e neutrality,

but nothing more at present. The Turkish alliance could

only be turned to full account by the Central Powers if

Bulgaria joined their ranks; whereas, if Ferdinand sided

with the Entente, communications with Russia could be

opened up from the Mediterranean, Turkey would be

isolated, Serbia’s flank secured, and Roumania and Greece

tempted to intervene. The sympathies of the King and
Radoslavoff were with the Central Powers, but they de-

sired to see how the struggle would develop and which
side would offer the highest price for their support. At
the end of 1914, after the failure of her invasion of Serbia,

Austria announced her readiness, in return for interven-

tion, to allot to Bulgaria the Serbian territory which she

claimed if she could conquer it. But the thronging
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calamities which made Vienna desire his aid were so

many reasons for Ferdinand to refuse it, and he spun
out the negotiations, declining to make binding engage-

ments till the military situation was more defined. He
repeated that he could promise nothing more than

neutrality, and even for neutrality he demanded the

promise of territory in Macedonia. He increased his

claims during the spring of 1915, when the Russian
advance in Galicia, the attack on the Dardanelles, and
the intervention of Italy enhanced his market value.

Burian, however, stoutly refused to consider territorial

concessions except in return for active help.

The long period of hesitation in Sofia was ended by
the disasters of Russia and the deadlock in the Dar-

danelles, and in June negotiations for an alliance began
in earnest. The Central Powers insisted on a military

convention as well as an alliance, and also on a treaty

with the Turks. Accordingly on July 22 Turkey ceded a

strip on the Thracian frontier through which
Bulgaria

ran the line to Dedeagatch, and a Bulgarian joins

officer was dispatched to the German Head- Germany

quarters at Pless at the end of August. The repulse

of the grand British attack at Suvla Bay removed
any lingering scruples in the mind of Ferdinand, and
on September 6 Bulgaria undertook to attack Serbia

in return for Serbian Macedonia. If Bulgaria or her

allies (including Turkey) were attacked by Roumania,
Germany and Austria would consent to her recovering

the territory ceded to Roumania and Greece at the Treaty

of Bucharest, and to a rectification of the Bulgar-

Roumanian frontier of 1878. On the same day a military

convention was signed, arranging for a concerted invasion

of Serbia. Germany and Austria were each to place six

divisions on the Serbian frontier within thirty days, while

Bulgaria was to provide four divisions within thirty-five

days and to enter Serbian Macedonia on October ii.

Bulgaria was to remain neutral in regard to Greece and

Roumania till the Serbian operations were finished,
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subject to an assurance that they would also observe

neutrality.^

On September 19 Mackensen, with his Galician laurels

on his brow, inaugurated the Austro-German attack on

Serbia by the bombardment of Belgrad; and Bulgaria

mobilized her forces, proclaiming her armed neutrality.

Her purpose was clear, and Serbia, with the instincts of

a warlike race, proposed to strike the first blow; but she
was dissuaded by Great Britain, who pointed out that

such an attack would absolve Greece from a treaty obliga-

tion which a large section of her people was in any case

none too anxious to fulfil. In August the Allies informed

Athens of their offer to Bulgaria of Kavalla and part of

Serbian Macedonia, Greece being promised large com-
pensation in Asia Minor without herself entering the

fray. Venezelos, who had been waiting for the recovery

of the King, now assumed the reins and at once announced
that Greece would not tolerate Bulgarian aggression

against Serbia, in ignorance of the fact that Constantine

had told Bulgaria that he would not intervene. When
Bulgaria mobilized, Greece mobilized also, and Venezelos

asked Great Britain and France for the dis-

Salonika patch of 150,000 men to co-operate with
Expedition Greece in the support of Serbia. Con-

stantine authorized the mobilization and the appeal,

though he added that he did not want to fight, since Ger-

many was bound to win. Great Britain and France re-

sponded to the appeal and dispatched troops to Salonika

without waiting for Bulgaria’s declaration of war against

Serbia, a proceeding which caused Venezelos, at the

King’s command, to issue a protest against their

disembarkation as a breach of Greek neutrality. At this

moment Constantine, firmly resolved to take no step

which might bring him into cbnflict with German troops,

and convinced that in great decisions he was responsible

to God alone, dismissed his Premier and summoned
Zaimis to office. On the same day the French and British

' Falkenhayn, “ General Headquarters,” 159-62.
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troops began to disembark at Salonika without hindrance

by the new Governnient, which, however, proclaimed the

neutrality of Greece in the Serbo-Bulgar war. On
October 7 Austro-German forces crossed the Danube and
entered Belgrad on October 9, while the Bulgarians

crossed the frontier on October ii. The Tsar angrily de-

scribed Ferdinand as “a Bulgarian atrocity.*’ The British

Government offered to cede Cyprus if Greece would
intervene; but though the King declared that Greece still

considered herself the ally of Serbia, he refused, and the

offer was withdrawn. Zaimis was quickly succeeded by
Skoloudis, who more fully shared the sympathies of his

master.

The intervention of Bulgaria and the neutrality of

Greece aroused anger as well as disappointment in Great

Britain; and on October 14 Sir Edward Grey reviewed

the situation. We had tried to keep Turkey neutral, and

had worked for a Balkan agreement; but only military

success would have enabled us to secure our aims. Greece

had ordered mobilization after the Bulgarian mobilization

;

and though she made a formal protest when the first Allied

troops arrived at Salonika, their welcome was proved by
the circumstances of the landing, the reception of the

troops and the facilities for continuing disembarkation.

Indeed, in view of the Treaty between Greece and Serbia,

how could there be any other attitude towards the assist-

ance offered through her to Serbia? These arguments

produced no effect on Sir Edward Carson, who resigned

his post in the Cabinet on the ground of our failure to

assist Serbia; but, whatever criticism might be brought

against the Balkan diplomacy of the Allies, it was too

late to rescue our Serbian allies when
hostilities had commenced. The few thou- Overran
sand men hurried north from Salonika

failed to establish contact with the Serbian army and

had quickly to retire to their base, while the remains

of the Serbian forces struggled across the Albanian moun-

tains to the Adriatic, and recovered from their sufferings
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at Corfu. With the defeat of Serbia Montenegro was
isolated, Cettinje was occupied by Austrian troops, and
King Nicholas fled across the Adriatic.

The collapse of Serbia opened a direct railway route

for heavy artillery from the Central Powers to Constanti-

nople and Asiatic Turkey, and rendered the continuance

of the Dardanelles adventure inadvisable.^ The failure

of the attack at Suvla Bay in August, 1915, suggested the

abandonment of a costly enterprise
;
and

Dardanelles Sir Charles Monro, who succeeded Sir Ian
Evacuated piamilton in command, advised withdrawal.

The Cabinet, with British prestige to consider, felt

unable to accept the advice without further considera-

tion
;

and Kitchener was dispatched to study the

situation on the spot. His advice was for evacuation,

which was carried out without loss of life at Suvla Bay
on December 18 and at Cape Helles on January 7. Some
of the troops were transferred to Salonika, where a large

Allied army was gradually built up under the incompetent

and distrusted command of General Sarrail. Though at

first too weak to take the offensive, it performed a useful

task by immobilizing part of the Bulgarian army and by
keeping watch on Greece, where the friends of the Central

Powers were now in command.*
At the close of 1915 the Central Powers could survey

the panorama of the titanic struggle with considerable

satisfaction. The western front had been held by inferior

numbers, and the formidable autumn offensives of the

British at Loos and the French in Champagne had proved

utter failures. France was begging Petrograd to dispatch

troops to the west. Italy had battered in vain against

the Austrian defences. Galicia had been cleared, and
Russia had been driven out of Poland, Courland and
Lithuania. In the Near East Bulgaria had entered the

fray, Serbia and Montenegro had been overrun, railway

^ See Evans Lewin, “ The German Road to the East.”
* See Villari, “ The Macedonian Campaign Sarrail, ” Mon Com*

mandement en Orient Mermeix, ” Sarrail et les Armies d’Occident.”
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communication with Turkey had been established, and
the attack on the Dardanelles had been abandoned. The
populations of Germany and Austria continued to be

well fed, and the confident expectation of victory and
territorial aggrandizement braced them to support the

horrors of the struggle/ On the other hand, there was a

factor in the great gamble of war which was scarcely

taken into account by the mass of combatants and civilians,

but was none the less of increasing if not indeed of de-

cisive importance : Great Britain was in command of the

sea.

To the surprise and relief of the Western Powers the

German navy made no attempt to impede the transport of

the Expeditionary Force at the outset of the struggle; and

indeed it seemed as if she had no intention of challenging

her rival to a decisive battle, preferring the less risky

tactics of wearing down our strength by floating mines

and submarines.* Except for skirmishes

off Heligoland on August 28, 1914, and

January 24, 1915, no serious fighting took

place in home waters during the opening months. On
the other hand, enemy cruisers in distant parts of

the world gave a good deal of trouble before they were

caught or interned; and the German Pacific squadron

under von Spec, which had left Tsingtau on Japan's

entry into the war and was deprived of other naval bases

by the loss of all the German colonies in the Pacific,

annihilated Cradock's squadron at the battle of Coronel

off the Chile coast on November i, 1914. The victor

threaded the Straits of Magellan
;
but his squadron was

in turn annihilated on December 8 off the Falkland Isles

by Sturdee's vastly superior fleet, which Sir John Fisher,

who had succeeded Prince Louis of Battenberg as First

Sea Lord, had sent to catch him. By the end of 1914

^ See Grumbach, “ Das Aniiexionistische Deutschland.”

* See Jellicoe, ‘‘The Grand Fleet”; Sir J. Corbett, ‘‘Naval Opera-

tions Scheer, ” Germany’s High Sea Fleet.” For the anger of Tirpitz

at this inaction see his letters in the second volume of his ‘‘ Memoirs.”
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the German flag had disappeared from the ocean, and the

German colonies in Africa, cut off from reinforcements,

were conquered at leisure.

The Grand Fleet had taken up its station at Scapa

Flow, in the Orkneys; but the position had not been

fortified against submarine attack. Admiral Jellicoe was
tortured by apprehensions which he only revealed to his

astonished fellow-countrymen after the war had been won

;

but the enemy was unaware of our deficiencies, and con-

tented himself with occasional bombardments of towns on
the east coast, which the cruisers resting on Rosyth and
the patrols of Harwich and Dover were unable to prevent

or to punish. The main functions of the fleet, however,

were to safeguard the British Isles against invasion and
starvation, to blockade the German coasts, and to cover

the transport of troops; and these tasks were fulfilled with

complete success. When 1915 passed and 1916 opened

without the long-expected battle in the North Sea, it

seemed that Germany had determined to save her fleet

intact as an element of bargaining in peace

^u^tland^
negotiations; but on May 30, 1916, the

German High Sea Fleet, commanded by
Admiral Scheer, and the British battle squadron under

Admiral Beatty, met off the coast of Jutland. The British

ships were outnumbered, and suffered more heavily

both in units and in lives than their opponents; for

before the Grand Fleet under Jellicoe could take

effective part in the conflict the German ships were

saved from destruction by fog and escaped. The greatest

naval battle in history was claimed as a victory by both

sides, the Germans arguing that they had inflicted the

heavier losses, the British replying that the enemy had
not dared to face the main British force. ^ The firSt-rate

fighting qualities of the German vessels, the skill of their

commanders and the accuracy of their gunners were

proved to demonstration
; but the German fleet took good

^ The battle must be studied in the British Blue Book and in Admiral
Scheer, “ Germany’s High Sea Fleet.”
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care never again to challenge a masculine decision, and
the lead of Great Britain was steadily increased by new
construction of every type.

In the v^r of 1914, as in the struggle with Napoleon,

the exercise of sea-power involved Great Britain in con-

tinual friction with neutrals. Despite the indignation

aroused by the attack on Belgium and the preponderant

sympathy with the Allied cause, both the Government and
the people of the United States desired at the outset to

remain “above the battle”; for Europe was far away,

Germany had many friends, and the claims of the Russian

autocracy to be fighting for civilization and
Belligerents

liberty were justly derided.^ The President and

invited the belligerents to observe the Neutrals

Declaration of London; and when Great Britain made
reservations, he announced his resolve to see the rights

and duties of the United States settled “in accord

with the accepted principles of International Law and
treaty obligations.” Great Britain’s proclamation of

the blockade of the North Sea on November 3 evoked a

protest from Washington against searching ships for

contraband. Sir Edward Grey’s interim reply on January

7, 1915, undertook that neutral commerce should be inter-

fered with no more than was necessary for the safety of

the belligerents, and repudiated a desire to interfere with

genuine commerce, while affirming the right to check trade

in contraband. He challenged the complaints of a large

decrease in trade owing to British policy, and emphasized

the suspicious increase of the export of copper to Scandi-

navia and Switzerland. It was necessary to bring a ship

into port before it could be searched, since copper might

be hidden in bales of cotton. In regard to food he refused

an unconditional undertaking owing to the belligerent

methods of Germany. It was a courteous but firm rejection

of American representations; but the situation was eased

^ See “ Diplomatic Correspondence between the U.S. and Germany,
1914-1917,” ed. by J. B. Scott; Hendrick, “Life and Letters of Walter

H, Page,” I, ch. 12, and II, ch. 15.
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by the relations of confidence and affection between Sir

Edward Grey and Mr. Page.

A new complication was added on February 4, ipiS*

when the German Government, despite the extreme paucity

The submarines, which Tirpitz had always

Submarine undervalued, announced that enemy mer-

chantmen in the waters round Great Britain

would be sunk and that neutral merchantmen might share

their fate. The first result was that the Lusitania

hoisted the American flag and entered Liverpool under

it on February 6. On February 12 an A.nerican Note

to Downing Street pointed out the risk to American

citizens involved in this ruse de guerre, while a simul-

taneous Note to Berlin announced that if American lives

were lost the German Government would be “held to strict

accountability.” Great Britain rejoined that there was no

intention of using neutral flags as a general practice.

Germany explained that her submarines were instructed

not knowingly to attack American vessels, but disclaimed

responsibility for accidents, and complained of the sale of

war material to her enemies. If the Entente would observe

the Declaration of London and allow the import of food

and raw material, German reprisals would cease.

On February 22 the United States presented identic

Notes to Germany and Great Britain proposing the aban-

donment of the use of floating mines and attacks on

merchantmen except for detention and search, and sug-

gesting that Great Britain should allow free passage of

food consigned to agents named by the United States who

would distribute it to civilians. The proposal was accepted

in principle in Berlin, but not in London. On March i

the British Government replied to the German proclamation

by announcing their intention to intercept all oversea trade

with Germany, to detain all goods, and to bring neutrals

into British ports, since search at sea was dangerous. The

German proclamation, argued Mr. Asquith, substituted

indiscriminate destruction for regulated capture. “Her

opponents are, therefore, driven to frame retaliatory
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mccLsures to prevent commodities of any kind reaching

or leaving Germany
;
but they will be enforced by Great

Britain and France without risk to neutral ships or to

neutral or non-combatant lives. The Governments will

hold themselves free to take into port ships carrying goods
of presumed enemy destination, ownership or origin. It

is not intended to confiscate such vessels or cargoes unless

they would be otherwise liable to confiscation.’* The
British refusal to mitigate the blockade annoyed the United
States, where the Chicago packers, the farmers and the

cotton-growers urged the President to champion their

claims, and where the British extension of contraband to

food was considered harsh and illegal
;
but an overwhelm-

ing tragedy was soon to transform the situation.

When President Wilson’s attempt to mitigate the

horrors of the conflict had failed, Bernstorff, the German
Ambassador, issued a warning to American
citizens not to travel in British vessels in Lusitania

the war-zone. The warning, which by a

coincidence appeared on the eve of the departure of

the Lusitania from New York, was unheeded; and
the great liner was torpedoed off the south coast of

Ireland on May 7, with a loss of 1,200 lives, of which

124 were American. Dernburg, the ex-Colonial Minister,

who had been sent to the United States at the beginning

of the war to present the German case, defended the

destruction on the ground that the vessel carried muni-
tions. The statement was true; but the torpedoing of a

crowded passenger vessel without warning sent a thrill of

horror through the world, and aroused American feeling

far more than the violation of Belgium. Public opinion

demanded a severance of diplomatic relations; and though

the President philosophically observed that there was such

a thing as a man being too proud to fight, and Mr.

Bryan, the Secretary of State, desired to warn American

citizens against travelling in Entente vessels, Bernstorff

telegraphed to Berlin that a repetition of the offence would
mean war. Dernburg was compelled to leave the country,

2 M
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and on May 13 the President called on the German Govern-

ment to disavow the act, make reparation, and prevent its

recurrence.

Germany was in no penitent mood, for the Lusitania

was universally believed to be an auxiliary cruiser, armed
with guns and laden with ammunition for the armies of

the Entente. The destruction of a gigantic liner by a

submarine aroused a hope that England's command of the

sea might be challenged with success, and that the “hunger
blockade,” which appeared to the German as cruel as the

submarine war appeared to the Englishman, might be

countered by the blockade of her principal enemy. The

Bernstorff
Government accordingly replied by

and defending the attack on “an auxiliary cruiser
Wilson guns.” There were no guns on

board, and Bernstorff sought to discount the effect of

an uncompromising rejoinder by an interview with

the President. “We both wished to keep the peace

by gaining time,” he reported; “I learned that Wilson
wants peace, but the country war.” The President im-

plored the Ambassador to discontinue unlimited submarine

warfare, promising in return to press for the raising of

the “hunger blockade ”—a bargain which he believed Great

Britain might accept. On July 21 a final American Note

on the Lusitania issue announced that a repetition of the

offence would be regarded as an unfriendly act; and Mr.

Lansing, who had succeeded Mr. Bryan, privately warned

Bernstorff that if any more American lives were lost, war

would follow. Despite the defiant attitude of the German
Government in public, there was no desire for a new
enemy, and the commanders of submarines received orders

not to attack liners. But German pride forbade com-

munication of the decision to Washington.
The President still hoped to obtain a concession from

Germany which would allow him to carry out his darling

project of the freedom of the seas by finding a middle

course between the views of London and Berlin. Indeed,

he observed to a friend that, if he obtained a favourable
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answer from Germany, he would “see the thing tlirough

with England to the end.” Before Germany replied to

his last Note, however, the Arabic, a British passenger
steamer, wa5 sunk on August 19, and two American lives

were lost. The German Government promptly expressed

regret, and added that it was contrary to the captain’s

instructions,' and the Ambassador, to avoid a declaration

of war, announced, without authorization, that German
submarines had already been ordered not to attack pas-

senger vessels. The Arabic, however, was not the last of

the victims, for the Ancona perished on November 7, the

Persia on December 30, and on March 24, 1916, the

Channel steamer, the Sussex, was torpedoed, with the loss

of several American lives. In response to a virtual Ameri-

can ultimatum the German Government now publicly

undertook that no merchant vessels would be sunk with-

out warning and the rescue of the crew,
s^t„„arine

coupling its concession with the condition Campaign

that the President should secure a corre-

sponding pledge from Great Britain “to recognize the

laws of humanity.” Though the President rejected

the condition, Germany’s submarine campaign was kept

within the specified limits for the remainder of 1916, and
the situation was eased by the dismissal of Tirpitz.

It was owing to the patience of President Wilson, not

to the statesmanship of Berlin, that the United States

remained neutral; and it was owing to Germany’s ruthless

methods of waging war at sea that Great Britain was able

to flout the sentiments of neutrals, both large and small.

The United States were at no time inclined to renew the

struggle of 1812, and after the Lusitania incident a declara-

tion of war against the leading Power of the Entente was
unthinkable. “America must remember that we are fight-

ing her fight as well as our own,” remarked Sir Edward
Grey to Mr. Page, the American Ambassador; “you dare

not press us too far.” “He was right,” commented the

President on hearing of the conversation. “War with

England would mean a German victory. I will not em-
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barrass England.” ^ Thus the legal protests from Wash-
ington produced no effect in Whitehall, for the supreme
sanction was lacking. On August 21, 1915, cotton was
declared contraband by Great Britain and France. “The
freedom of the sea,” explained Sir Edward in a letter to

the Times on August 25, “might be a very reasonable

subject for discussion, definition and agreement between

nations after the war—but not by itself alone, not while

there was no freedom and no security

^f^Lo^ndoir
against German methods

of war on land.” The final step was taken

on July 7, 1916, when the Declaration of London was
denounced. “As the struggle developed,” explained

the official Memorandum, “it became clear that the at-

tempt made in time of peace to determine not only the

principles of law but even the forms under which they

were to be applied, had not produced a wholly satisfactory

result. These rules, while not in all respects improving

the safeguards afforded to neutrals, do not provide

belligerents with the most effective means of exercising

their admitted rights. They could not stand the strain

of rapidly changing conditions and tendencies which could

not have been foreseen. The successive modifications may
perhaps have exposed the purpose of the Allies to mis-

construction. They have therefore come to the conclusion

that they must confine themselves simply to applying the

historic and admitted rules of the Law of Nations.” The
needs of European neutrals were to some extent met by

an elaborate system of rationing, based on their pre-war

requirements.

After standing on the defensive in the west throughout

1915, the Germans withdrew troops from the East in 1916

and, for the first time since the autumn of 1914, strove

for a decision. The Verdun salient was selected for the

grand attack, which opened on February 21; and on the

fourth day Fort Douaumont, one of the keys of the defences

of the fortress, was stormed. It was a triumph of massed

^ Tumulty, “ Woodrow Wilson as I Knew Him,” ch. 27.
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artillery, and the fate of the city appeared to tremble in

the balance. P^tain was promptly dispatched by Joffre to

the danger-point, reinforcements were hurried to the scene,

and Sir Douglas Haig, who had succeeded Sir John
French as British Commander-in-Chief after the failure at

Loos, was requested to prepare for an offensive north of

the Somme as soon as possible. The struggle

of Verdun was the second of the three crises ^^Batties^^
during the four years* struggle when the

existence of France was at stake. Falkenhayn had
marshalled such an array of troops and guns that

he was prepared to continue the attack for months,

and he believed that France might break under the

strain; but the French fought with sublime determina-

tion enshrined in the historic formula, “On ne passera

pas.** The tense struggle continued through March,
April and May, and at the end of the latter month the

Mort Homme hill on the left bank of the Meuse was
stormed. P^tain pressed for the opening of the British

counter-offensive on the Somme, and when Fort Vaux
fell on June 7 the anxious commander renewed his appeal.

Haig undertook to strike on July i
;
but the intervening

weeks were a time of acute anxiety. Joflfre, indeed, doubted

whether Verdun could be held
;
for on June 23 the Germans

captured Fort Thiaumont, and on June 24 stormed the

village of Fleury. On this very first day of July, however,

Haig opened the preliminary bombardment which was to

usher in the battle of the wSomme,

The costly failures of 1915 had taught the British Com-
mand not to strike before ample reserves of troops and
munitions had been accumulated for a prolonged offensive.^

The British forces in France were at length well equipped

with aeroplanes, heavy artillery, shells, machine-guns,

trench-mortars, hand-grenades and gas-projectors; and
“Kitchener’s army ” in its hundreds of thousands was at

last ready for a mighty effort. In the autumn of 1915

I See Dewar and Borastoa, “ Sir Douglas Jiaig’s Cbmmand, 1915-
1918.”
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the final yield of the voluntary principle had been secured

by Lord Derby*s official recruiting campaign, and in the

spring conscription for single men under 42 was introduced.

it was only a half-way house, for in May,
igi6, the exemption of married men was with-

drawn. On July I the army marched to

the attack, confident of its ability not only to relieve

Verdun but to strike a shattering blow at the German
right. These bright hopes, however, were quickly

disappointed. The attack of the left wing broke down,

for the preliminary bombardment had failed to dis-

lodge the host of machine-guns which impeded the

advance. The attack on the right wing, and a supporting

offensive by the French on the south of the Somme, were

more successful. The immediate object of the battle was
attained, for the suffocating pressure on Verdun was instan-

taneously relieved. German troops were hurried to the

Somme, and the ground before the beleaguered fortress

which had been captured in the four months’ struggle was
regained by a series of short, sharp blows during the

summer and autumn. At the end of August the failure

of the onslaught on the French fortress was confessed by

the dismissal of Falkenhayrt, and the appointment of

Hindenburg to the supreme command of the German
armies, with Ludendorff as his chief assistant. Verdun
was safe, and the invaders were now once more on the

defensive, as they had been in 1915. But the costly Allied

attacks on the Somme made little progress, despite the

appearance of tanks in September; and the battle which

had opened with high hopes on July i ended inconclusively

in the middle of November, owing to exhaustion and the

approach of winter. In the two colossal struggles of

Verdun and the Somme both sides had suffered fabulous

losses without corresponding gains. It was a year of

attrition, not of decision.

While the attention of the world was focused on the

struggle in France, indecisive combats were taking place

during igi6 at other points m the vast arena of battle.
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After repulsing repeated Italian offensives on the Isonzo,

Austria felt herself strong enough to launch a formidable

attack from the Trentino in May, designed to sever the com-
munications of the main Italian army. The dangerous
thrust was parried before the invaders reached the plain,

and Italy struck her counter-blow when Gorizia fell on
August 9. Her successes had been facilitated by a

Russian offensive of unexpected virility.
Russian

On June 3, at the very moment when Austrian Attack

troops were deeply engaged on the Trentino, Renewed

Brusiloff launched his grand attack on a broad front

from the Pripet marshes southward to the Roumanian
frontier. At the southern end of the line the Austrian

front was broken, Lutzk and Dubno were taken, the

Bukovina was overrun, and Eastern Galicia re-entered.

An advance of fifty miles was registered within a

fortnight. It was a victory of Russians over Austrians,

facilitated by the surrender of large numbers of Austrian

Slavs whose sympathies were with the foes of their masters.

The German nut proved harder to crack. A Russian

offensive north of the Pripet was repulsed, and the Central

Powers strained every nerve to counter the thrust in the

south. Troops were recalled from the French, the Italian

and the Balkfin fronts, and two Turkish corps were pressed

into the service. Kovel was saved, and when the fighting

died down in October the Central Powers had re-estab-

lished their line. The Brusiloff offensive, like those of

Verdun, the Trentino and the Somme, had spilled oceans

of human blood but had failed to break the enemy’s line.

While military reputations were being won or lost in

Europe by the gain or surrender of a few square miles, a

war of movement was in progress in the ampler spaces of

Asiatic Turkey. In February, 1916, Russian troops fought

their way to Erzerum, the military and administrative

centre of eastern Asia Minor, and the invading wave rolled

west to Trebizond and south to Bitlis and Van. The
victory was an asset to the Allied cause; but it would have

been better for the Turkish Armenians had Russian troops
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never crossed the frontier. The authors of the Adana
massacres of 1909 were well aware of the sentiments which

that suffering race must entertain in a struggle between

the Crescent and the Cross; and Talaat and Enver set

themselves with cool deliberation to exterminate hundreds

of thousands who had supported or might wish to support

the hereditary enemy.

^

In sharp contrast to the success of the Russian invasion

of Asia Minor was the check to the British offensive in

Mesopotamia. The invaders had pushed
north along the Tigris from Basra, and in

November, 1915, a small force had advanced
to Ctesiphon, within twenty-four miles from Bagdad.
General Townshend had in vain warned his superiors

against the risk, and his apprehensions were con-^

firmed when he was forced back to Kut-eBAmara in

December and surrounded. All attempts at rescue proved

fruitless, and after a siege of five months 2,000 British

and 6,000 Indian troops were reduced by hunger to

surrender in May, 1916.“

For this resounding disaster some slight compensation

was found in the repudiation of the Sultan’s authority on

June 7, 1916, by the Sherif of Mecca, who had been won
to the Allied cause mainly by the skilful advocacy of

Colonel Lawrence, a young Oxford Orientalist with a sym-
pathetic understanding of the mental processes of the East.

Great Britain had recognized the independence of the

Arabs south of the 37th degree of latitude, with the excep-

tion of Bagdad and Basra, which were to be subject to

British control. The partition of Turkey was now further

defined in an agreement between Great Britain, France

and Russia.® The latter claimed the provinces of Erzerum,

^ See Toynbee, “ The Treatment of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire,*’
with preface by Lord Bryce

;
I^epsius, “ Deutschland und Armenian

;

Morgenthau, “ Secrets of the Bosphorus ’*
; M. P. Price, “ War and

Revolution in Asiatic Turkey Djemal, “ Memories,” cji. 9.

* See General Townshend, ” My Campaign in Mesopotamia,” and the

report of the Mesopotarhia Commission.
* Cocks, ‘‘ Secret Treaties,** ch. 3. por the Turkish view of the ^rab

revolt see Djemal, ” Memories,*’ ch. 8.
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Our Arab
Allies

Trebizond, Van, Bitlis and Southern Kurdistan; France
the coastal strip of Syria, the Vilayet of Adana, and
south-east Asia Minor; Great Britain South Mesopotarqia,

Bagdad, and the ports of Haifa and Acre. The zone

between the French and British territories was to form an

Arab State or Confederation. Alexandretta was to be a

free port. Palestine was to have a regime to be determined

by Great Britain, France and Russia; and on November 9,

1917, Mr. Balfour’s letter to Lord Rothschild announced
that Great Britain would allow the establishment in that

country of a national home for the Jews. Having thus

secured a share in the prospective division of the spoils of

Asiatic Turkey, the Sherif proclaimed his

independence, occupied Jeddah, laid siege

to Medina and cut the Hedjaz railway. His
services were rewarded by recognition in December,

1916, as King of the Hedjaz, and his son Feisul

aided Allenby in his formidable task of conquering Pales-

tine and Syria.* While Arabia was thus throwing off the

yoke of the Turk, General Smuts was conquering the

larger part of German East Africa and driving its defenders

under the gallant Lettow-Vorbeck towards the south, where

Portugal, who entered the war in March, was expected to

join in the chase.

^

The fortunes of war were thus swaying in the balance

when Roumania joined the Allies on August 28, 1916,

after two years of assiduous courtship by both groups of

belligerents.* The Tsar had warmly congratulated King
Carol on his’ success in the third Balkan war, and on a

visit to Constanza in June, 1914, the cordiality of the

toasts revealed that the Bessarabian wound was finally

healed. Indeed, Count Czernin, the Austrian Minister at

Bucharest, reported after the visit that in the event ^of

^ See General Crowe, “ General Smuts’ Campaign ”
;
Lettow-Vorbeck,

“ My Reminiscences in East Africa.”

*The fullest account of Roumanian policy and opinion before entering
the war is in the Austrian Red Book issued after the breach. Cf, Czernin,
“ In the World War,” ch. 4; Seton-Watson, ” Roumania and the Great
War.”
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war the King would be unable to fulfil his treaty pledge.

The situation was realized at Vienna sooner than at Berlin,

King Carol’s Kaiser counted on the loyalty

Disappoint- of his relative, and where Ferdinand of

Bulgaria was regarded with distrust and
dislike. On August 2, 1914, when Germany had
declared war on Russia, the Kaiser and Francis Joseph
promised their aid in obtaining Bessarabia after victory

if Carol would join their ranks. A Crown Council was
held on August 4, in which the King urged intervention

in accordance with his obligations; but he tound support
in Carp alone. The Treaty of 1883 was unknown to the

Roumanian people and Parliament, and a profound change
of opinion had recently occurred. Take Jonescu, who had
just returned from a visit to Paris and London, has
described the bitter disappointment of the veteran ruler

at his inability to fulfil his pledges.* The opponents of

intervention pointed to Italy’s abstention, and the Council
decided to maintain neutrality. Henceforth the ruler of

Roumania was no longer Carol, but the Premier Bratiano,

son of the greatest of Roumanian statesmen ; and Czernin
describes how the King, in tears and with trembling hand,
tried to remove from his neck the Ordre Pour le M^rite,

the symbol of his personal and political alRgiance to the

Hohenzollerns. He nevertheless informed the Kaiser and
Francis Joseph that he would tell Bulgaria that she had
nothing to fear from him if she joined the Central Powers.
The German Government was now thoroughly alarmed,
and urged Austria to keep her neighbour from joining
their enemies by large territorial concessions. But in this

case the decision lay with Budapest, not with Vienna
;
for

it was at Hungary’s expense that the sacrifice would have
to be made. The unbending Tisza refused even to con-
sider any cession of territory. When Germany proceeded
to advise Austria not to resist an invasion of Transylvania
by Roumania, and to announce that it was permitted in

order to defend it from Russia, Berchtold refused, and
» “ Souvenirs.”
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Tisza angrily replied that he would rather see Russians

than Roumanians on Hungarian soil.

Meanwhile the Entente Powers had not been idle. In
I

the opening days of the struggle Sazonoff offered Transyl-

vania and a guarantee of recent acquisitions in the

Dobrudja in return for intervention
;
but Bratiano replied

that the Crown Council had decided on neutrality. On
September i the Russian Minister at Bucharest reported

that prominent men were asking for Bessa-

rabia as the price not of intervention but of Rouman?a
neutrality. An important step was taken

on September 23 when Roumania and Italy signed a

treaty for common action. A few days later a treaty

was signed at Petrograd, in which Russia agreed to

oppose diplomatically all attempts against the integrity

of Roumania, and recognized her claim to territory with a

Roumanian population. The question of the partition of

the Bukovina was to be referred to a joint commission.

Roumania was to be at liberty to occupy the territories

agreed upon whenever convenient, and Russia undertook

to secure the support of Great Britain and France.

Roumania promised in return benevolent neutrality till she

should proceed to occupy the coveted territories.^

On October 10, 1914, King Carol, the maker of

Roumania, died of a broken heart. “The last weeks of

his life,** records Czernin, “were a torture to him. Each
message that I had to deliver he felt as the lash of a whip.**

The new ruler, Ferdinand, possessed neither the ability

nor the prestige of his uncle, and his wife, a daughter

of the Duke of Edinburgh and of a Russian mother,

followed the call of the blood. A British loan of five

millions was arranged in January, 1915, but no change

took place in the policy of the State. Roumania feared

that an attack on Transylvania would bring in Turkey and
Bulgaria on her flank

;
but a request by Czernin for a

promise of neutrality was declined by the new ruler. The
agreement with Italy was renewed on February 6, 1915,

J Laloy, “ Documents Secrets,” 106-7.
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for four months, and in March the King confided to

Czernin that if Italy entered the war Roumania must follow

suit. When Austria at length consented to cede territory

to Italy, Roumania raised her demands and spoke not only

of the Bukovina but of Transylvania as the price of her

neutrality; yet Burian and Tisza, hard pressed though

they were, refused to surrender an inch of soil.

The Entente had always looked forward to the simul-

taneous intervention of Italy and Roumania; and when
Italy tore up the Triple Alliance on May 3,

^(Siution*
Bratiano announced his price, which

included Transylvania and the Banat up
to the Theiss in the west, thence to the Carpathians

in the north, thence to the Pruth, including the

Bukovina. When the Russian Minister objected that this

would infringe the rights of the other nationalities, the

Premier consented to waive the southern Carpathians.

The terms were, however, still too high for Sazonoff,

mindful of Serbia’s claims in the Banat. Thus Italy

entered the war without her partner; and the decisive defeat

of the Russians, followed by the overthrow of Serbia,

rendered it too perilous to intervene, even were she to

secure Russia’s assent to her extravagant demands.

Roumania now proceeded to conclude profitable com-
mercial agreements with the Central Powers, and nothing

more was heard of intervention till the following year.

Brusiloff’s advance in 1916 swayed the statesmen of

Bucharest back to the side of the Entente. At the end

of June Czernin reported that negotiations with the Entente

had been resumed in earnest, and foretold that Roumania
would strike when the harvest was gathered in. Despite

the customary counsel from Berlin and grave warnings
from Conrad, Burian still refused concessions in return for

neutrality. As Germany pressed Austria, so France
pressed Russia; but on July 19 Stiirmer, an unknown and
reactionary official who had succeeded Sazonoff as Foreign
Minister, telegraphed to the Russian Ambassadors that

Roumania’s terms were unacceptable, especially the con-
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dition that the Allies should fight till all her demands
were achieved. He proposed, therefore, to tell Bratiano
that the Serbs of the Banat must be guaranteed against

Roumanization. On August 2, however, Izvolsky reported

from Paris that France was disappointed with the result

of the Somme offensive, and that in view of her terrible

losses Roumanian intervention was urgently desirable.

On August 8 Russia abandoned her demand for guarantees

in the Banat
;
and on the same day an agreement was drawn

up between Roumania and the Allies, giving to Roumania
the Banat, Transylvania and the plain as far as the Theiss
and the Bukovina up to the Pruth. Even now in a
memorandum to the Tsar Stiirmer sulkily attempted to

argue that Roumania must not be recognized as an equal,

and that the Allies were not bound to continue the war
till all her claims were realized. Bratiano threatened to

resign, and on August 12 the Tsar yielded. The Treaty
was signed on August 18 by Great Britain, France, Russia
and Italy, and on the same day Russia and Roumania
signed a military convention. Roumania’s declaration

of war against Austria on August 28 produced counter-
declarations from Germany, Turkey and Bulgaria.

It had been arranged that the Allies should advance
from Salonika on August 20; but Sarrail’s plans were
betrayed, and he was unable to move till

September 7. Nor was the expected help
from Russia in the north forthcoming. Rou-
mania promptly threw her troops across the Carpathians
into the promised land; but their sojourn in Transyl-
vania was brief.* Despite the demands of Verdun, the

Somme and Galicia, Falkenhayn, who had been sup-
planted in the supreme German command, gathered a

powerful Austro-German army, later reinforced by Turks,
hurled back the invaders and fought his way towards
Bucharest. Meanwhile Sarrail’s offensive secured Mona-
stir by the Serbian branch of his polyglot army, but failed

to advance further north. The northern Bulgarian army,
'See Djuvara, “ La Guerre Roumaine.

”
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avenging Roumania’s stab in the back in 1913, occupied

the Dobrudja and completed her discomfiture by crossing

the Danube. Caught between two fires, Roumania, like

Serbia in 1915, was quickly overthrown. The seat of

government was transferred to Jassy, the capital of

Moldavia, and on December 5 Bucharest was occupied by

the triumphant enemy.

The Balkan peninsula was now in the grip of the

Central Powers, for official Greece made no secret of her

sympathies. In May Fort Rupel, the key to the Struma

valley, had been handed over without a blow to Bulgarian

troops, who proceeded to occupy Seres and Kavalla, the

Greek garrisons being interned in Germany. The Entente

retaliated with a pacific blockade, and Venezelos could no

longer control his impatience. On August 30, two days

after Roumania’s intervention, the authority of the King
was repudiated by Salonika, whose example was followed

by Crete, Mitylene, Chios and other islands. Venezelos

arrived from Athens and established a provisional Govern-

ment at Salonika under the guns of the Allies, which

after some delay was recognized by the Allies, and pro-

ceeded to declare war against Bulgaria. Though thou-

sands of volunteers joined the rebel standard, conti-

nental Greece stood for Constantine and neutrality, and

the King refused to yield to the pressure of the Allies.

Deposition
Troops marching to the capital from the

of Piraeus at the end of 1916 were driven back
Constantine blood-shed; but the Tsar, for dynastic

reasons, opposed the deposition of the King, and Italy,

fearing the future rivalry of a State made great by
Venezelos, was equally opposed to coercion at Athens.

Not till the summer of 1917 did Great Britain and France
grasp the Greek nettle by deposing the King and bringing

back to the capital the most brilliant and consistent

champion of the Allied cause in the Near East.*

* See Rccouly, “ M. Jonnart en Gr^ce.”



CHAPTER XVIII

THE WORLD WAR : SECOND PHASE

The sensational collapse of Roumania, though a bitter

disappointment to her allies, produced no outward change
in their political declarations. In an interview which

aroused universal attention Mr. Lloyd George committed

himself to “a knock-out blow*’; and when
challenged in the House of Commons he “Knock-out”

replied that the phrase expressed not only Blow

his own opinion but that of the Cabinet, of their mili-

tary advisers and of every member of the Alliance. Mr.

Asquith announced in Parliament on October ii, 1916, that

the struggle could not be allowed to end in some patched-

up, precarious compromise. “The ends of the Allies are

not selfish or vindictive, but they require adequate repara-

tion for the past and adequate security for the future.”

An address by Sir Edward Grey to the Foreign Press

Association on October 23 struck the same note of deter-

mination. “For years before this war we were living

under the deepening shadow of Prussian militarism

extending itself over the whole of Germany and then

extending itself over the whole Continent. There must
be no end to this war except a peace which is going to

ensure that the nations of Europe live in the future free

from the shadow of the great anarchist. A neutral has

asked me what neutrals can do. The best thing is to

work up an opinion for such an agreement between nations

as will prevent a war like this happening again. If they

had been united in such an agreement, and prompt and
resolute to insist in July, 1914, that the dispute must
be referred to a conference or to The Hague and that

607
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the Belgian Treaty must be observed, there would have
been no war.”

The reference of the Foreign Secretary to an associa-

tion of nations made a deep impression on the German
Chancellor, who had never been dazzled by military

victories and who disapproved the unmeasured ambitions
of the Pan-Germans and the industrial magnates. Since
the beginning of 1915 he had taken soundings as to the

possibility of peace discussions,^ and had definitely con-

templated action since the summer of 1916. His first

step was to secure the Kaiser’s assent to

invitation to the belligerents. The
Entente, declared the monarch in a pub-

lished letter of October 31, did not possess statesmen
with the moral courage to propose peace, and therefore he,

as a ruler with a conscience, would do so. The assent

of Austria was assured in advance, for Francis Joseph
had always approved the suggestions of peace from
more or less authoritative quarters, though he always
added that they must be discussed in full agreement with
Germany. Burian, indeed, desired not only the dis-

cussion but the publication of peace terms, and had already

pressed his suggestion on Bethmann-Hollweg. The terms
which he proposed to announce on behalf of Austria were
the integrity of the Empire, with trifling rectifications of

the Russian and Italian frontiers. Serbia was to surrender

a small fragment of territory to Austria and larger pieces

to Bulgaria and Albania, and to enter into economic union
with Austria, who was also to establish a Protectorate

over an autonomous Albania. The German Government
rejected the proposal to publish terms, and it was finally

agreed that the four allies should invite the Entente to

take part in a discussion of the possibilities of peace as

soon as the Austro-German troops entered Bucharest.

^ HelfTerich, “ Der Weltkrieg,” II, 355; Bethmann-Hollweg, “ Betrach-
tungen,” II, 53-4, and ch. 4; Valentin, “ Deutschlands Aussenpolitik,”
ch. 14. Approaches from Vienna, Berlin and Darmstadt are recorded in
Pal4ologue^s diary, and there is evidence of Russian feelers in the Vienna
archives.
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On December 12, six days after the fall of the

Roumanian capital, Bethmann-Hollweg transmitted a

brief Note to the Governments of France, Great Britain,

Russia, Japan, Roumania and Serbia/ The latest events,

he declared, proved that the resistance of the Central

Powers was unbreakable; but they did not seek to crush

or annihilate their adversaries, and they proposed

negotiations. “They feel sure that the propositions

which they would bring forward would
invitation

serve as a basis for the restoration of a to

lasting peace. If, notwithstanding this

offer of peace and conciliation, the struggle should

continue, the four Allied Powers are resolved to carry

it on to the end, while solemnly disclaiming any

responsibility before mankind and history.’* An Imperial

Army Order, drawn up by Ludendorff in phraseology

little calculated to conciliate possible negotiators, informed

the troops of the demarche. “Soldiers! In the conscious-

ness of victory which you have won the rulers of the

Allied States have made an offer of peace. We shall

see if the object is achieved. Meanwhile you have with

God’s help to stand fast against the enemy and defeat

him.” *

The Chancellor anticipated resolute opposition from

France alone, out he was quickly undeceived. On the

following day Briand denounced the invitation as a

manoeuvre to divide the Entente, the Russian Foreign

Minister rejected it “with indignation,” and Sonnino
urged Italy not to separate herself from her allies in her

attitude towards “this treacherous step.” The British

reply was conveyed by Mr. Lloyd George, who had over-

thrown and succeeded Mr. Asquith as Prime Minister

during the first week of December and had created a

War Cabinet, assisted by a Secretariat, to deal with the

urgent problems of the conflict, unhampered by the routine

^ See “ Documents Relating to Peace Proposals and War Aims,** edited
by G. Lowes Dickinson.

* See Ludendorff, ‘‘ The General Staff,*’ I, ch. 6.
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business of legislation and administration/ “To enter,

on the invitation of Germany proclaiming herself vic-

torious, without any knowledge of the proposals she has

to make, into a conference is to put our heads into a

noose. Before we can consider such an invitation we

ought to know that she is prepared to accede to the only

terms on which it is possible for peace to be obtained

and maintained—complete restitution, full reparation,

effectual guarantee. What hope is there in the Chan-
cellor’s speech that the arrogant spirit of the Prussian

military caste will not be as dominant as pver if we patch

up peace now? The very speech in which these peace

suggestions are made is a long paean to the victories of

Hindenburg and his legions.”

After these individual rejoinders the Allied Govern-

ments of Russia, France, Great Britain, Japan, Italy,

Serbia, Belgium, Montenegro, Portugal

and Roumania returned a collective reply

on December 30. “A mere suggestion,

without statement of terms, that negotiations should

be opened is not an offer of peace. A sham pro-

posal, lacking all substance or precision, would appear

to be less an offer of peace than a war manoeuvre. It

rests on a war map of Europe alone, which represents

nothing more than a superficial and passing phase of the

situation, and not the real strength of the belligerents.

A peace on these terms would be only to the advantage

of the aggressors. The disasters caused by the German
declaration of war and the innumerable outrages committed

by Germany and her allies demand penalties, reparation

and guarantees, but Germany avoids mention of any of

these. The object of these overtures is to create dissension

in Allied countries, to stifle opinion in Germany, and
to deceive opinion in neutral countries. The Allied

Governments refuse to consider a proposal which is empty
^ Mr. (Lloyd George’s activities during the war are described from

different points of view in Roch, “Mr. Lloyd George and the War”;
Spender, “The Prime Minister”; Sir F. Maurice, “Intrigues of the

War.”
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and insincere. Once again the Allies declare that no

peace is possible till they have secured reparation of

violated rights, recognition of the principle of nationalities

and of the free existence of small States, and a settlement

calculated to end forces which have constituted a perpetual

menace to the nations.”

On receiving this uncompromising reply the Kaiser

issued a fighting manifesto to the army and navy drawn

up by Ludendorff. “Our enemies have declined our

suggestion. They desire the destruction of Germany.
Before God and humanity the enemy Governments must
bear the heavy responsibility for the further terrible

sacrifice which I desired to spare you. In your just anger

at the boundless frivolity of our foes, in your firm will

t9 defend our holiest possessions, your hearts will turn

to steel. Our enemies have not desired the hand of under-

standing I offered them. With God's help our arms will

compel them to accept it.”

The German demarche was quickly followed by an

appeal from the cooler atmosphere of Washington. On
December i8 the President issued an in-

vitation to the belligerents, which, he ex- i,^ryenes
plained, he had long had in mind and
was in no way connected with the recent offer, to

announce their views as to the terms on which the

war might be concluded. Their objects, as stated by
themselves, were virtually the same. Never had the

authoritative spokesmen avowed the precise objects which

would, if attained, satisfy them and their peoples. “It

may be that peace is nearer than we know
;
that the terms

are not so irreconcilable as some have feared; that an

interchange of views would clear the way for conference.

The President is not proposing peace or even offering

mediation. He is merely proposing that soundings be

taken.” On December 25 Germany, who was waiting for

the Allied response to her invitation, replied that direct

discussion between belligerent delegates in some neutral

country seemed the best road to peace, and added that
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she would be glad to co-operate with the United States

in the work of preventing future wajs after the end of

the present struggle. But while Berlin thus politely de-

clined the President’s invitation to state her terms, the

Allies dispatched an elaborate reply on January lo, 1917.

The Pact of London, signed on September 4, 1914, had

pledged Great Britain, France and Russia not to conclude

peace separately and not to demand terms of peace with-

out previous agreement. Japan and Italy adhered to the

pact at a later date; but no programme
had been drawn up. The aims of Great

Britain had been explained in general terms

by Mr. Asquith at the Guildhall on November 9,

1914. “We shall never sheathe the sword, which we have

not lightly drawn, until Belgium—and I will add Serbia

—recovers in full measure all and more than all which

she has sacrificed; until France is adequately secured

against the menace of aggression ;
until the rights of the

smaller nationalities of Europe are placed upon an un-

assailable foundation, and until the military domination

of Prussia is wholly and finally destroyed.” The declara-

tion was endorsed by Viviani, the French Premier, on

December 22, 1914, who added that France would only

lay down her arms when Alsace and Lorraine were restored

to her.^ These utterances, however, only covered a small

portion of an ever-widening field, and it was high time

that the different peoples of the Entente should be in-

formed of the precise objects for which they were shedding

their blood.

The Allies, it was now declared, associated themselves

wholeheartedly with the plan of a League of Nations;

but such a discussion presupposed a satisfactory settle-

ment of the present conflict. A peace of reparation,

restiturion and guarantees was at present impossible. The

fact of the moment was the aggressive will of Germany

and Austria to ensure their mastery over Europe and

^ The most impartial study of the problem of Alsace-Lorraine is by

Coleman Phillipson, “ Alsace-Lorraine, Past, Present and Future.**
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their economic domination over the world. As the con-

flict had developed their attitude had been a continual

challenge to humanity and civilization. The resemblance

between the aims of the belligerent groups was only

apparent. “The Allies find no difficulty

in answering the request. The civilized

world knows that they imply first of all

the restoration of Belgium, Serbia and Montenegro,

with the compensation due to them; the evacuation of

the invaded territories in France, Russia and Roumania,
with just reparation; the reorganization of Europe,

guaranteed by a stable regime and based at once on
respect for nationalities and the right to full security and
liberty of economic development, and upon territorial

conventions and international settlements such as to

guarantee land and sea frontiers against unjustifiable

attack; the restitution of provinces formerly torn from the

Allies by force or against the wish of their inhabitants;

the liberation of the Italians, as also of the Slavs,

Roumanians and Czecho-wSlovaks, from foreign domina-
tion

;
the setting free of the populations subject to the

bloody tyranny of the Turks; and the turning out of

Europe of the Ottoman Empire as decidedly foreign to

western civilLation. The intentions of the Tsar in regard

to Poland have been indicated by his manifesto to his

armies. There is no need to say that, if the Allies desire

to shield Europe from the covetous brutality of Prussian

militarism, the extermination and the political disappear-

ance of the German people have never formed part of their

designs.”

The reference to the expulsion and partition of Turkey

was plain enough, but the allusion to Austria was studi-

ously ambiguous. The “liberation*’ of Italians from

foreign domination could only mean annexation to Italy;

but the liberation of Slavs, Roumanians and Czecho-

slovaks might denote nothing more than autonomy.' On

^ On Aug. 24, 1917, Lord Robert Cecil stated that we were not pledged

to the form of liberation.
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the other hand the most natural interpretation of the

word was adopted not only by the exiled spokesmen of

the nationalities concerned, such as Professor Masaryk
and Dr. Trumbitch, but by the Central Powers, who
pointed out to their suffering peoples that the Entente was
bent on conquest and disruption. A dispatch from Mr.
Balfour (who had succeeded Sir Edward Grey as Foreign

Secretary on the fall of the Asquith Government) to the

British Ambassador at Washington restated the policy

of the Government, defended the partition of Turkey, and
argued that a durable peace could only be based on
victory. The President had secured a statement of the

war aims of the Allies, but his achievement brought peace

no nearer. On January ii Germany and Austria issued

separate Notes to neutrals, saddling the Entente with

responsibility for the continuation of bloodshed.

Before the pen made way for the sword President

Wilson made a final attempt to stop the war. When

America Secretary Lansing observed that he failed

and to understand why Germany would not name
Germany conditions, Bernstorff replied that they

were so moderate that they looked like weakness. “You
could ask for more,” replied Lansing, “indeed for

anything which would provide a starting-point.” On
December 19 Colonel House informed the Ambassador
that the President thought a conference unlikely with-

out previous negotiations, and invited him to con-

fidential discussion. Bernstorff wired for instructions,

adding that Wilson laid more stress on guarantees against

future wars than on territorial changes. A speech which

the American Ambassador, recently back from America,

was instructed to make on January 6 to the American

Chamber of Commerce in Berlin surprised the world by

its cordial tone. “Our relations were never better,” de-

clared Mr. Gerard, “and their continuance is guaranteed

so long as men like Bethmann-Hollweg, Helfferich and

Zimmermann, Hindenburg and Ludendorff remain.”'

* Gerard, “ My Four Years in Germany.”
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These honeyed phrases were out of date and evoked
no response. On the following day Zimmermann, who
had succeeded Jagow as Foreign Secretary, replied to Bern-

storff that, though Germany would willingly discuss means
of preventing wars, American mediation was undesirable,

since the enemy must not be led to think that the peace

offer had been dictated by fear. “We are convinced that

we can win. You must therefore be dilatory in stating our
conditions. You can, however, tell Wilson that they are

very moderate. We do not wish to annex Belgium, but

we cannot discuss Alsace-Lorraine.** Two crossing
days later, on January 9, at a Crown Council the

at Pless, ^the Chancellor reluctantly accepted i^ubicon

the demand for the resumption of unrestricted sub-

marine warfare on February x ;
and indeed it was

now beyond his power or that of the Kaiser to pre-

vent it. On December 20, after reading Mr. Lloyd
George*s speech on the peace offer, Ludendorff telegraphed

that since Lloyd George had refused the peace offer, he

was convinced that the U-boat campaign must now be

inaugurated in full force. To such an argument there

was no reply
;
and the feeble Chancellor confesses in

his Memoirs that his earlier opposition had arisen not

from principle but from the paucity of submarines.' The
decision was welcomed with enthusiasm by a sorely tried

nation fighting against the world. Falkenhayn had urged

it in the spring of 1916, the Admiralty promised to bring

England to the peace table in five months, and Hinden-

burg refused to guarantee the western front in 1917 without

it. Karl and Czernin protested in vain, for Conrad was

among its supporters. To the argument that it involved

war with the United States, the military chiefs replied that

America was already supplying the Entente with unlimited

supplies of munitions, and that Germany was in a position

to meet all eventualities. The civilians, among them

^ The story of the Chancellor’s conversion is told in his “ Betrach-

tungen,” II, and HelfTerich, “ Der Weltkrieg,” II. Cf. Czernin, “ In the

World War,’* ch. 5.
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Czernin, knew better. “It is our last card/’ observed the

harassed Chancellor; and after the decision he wired to

Helflferich, who had also opposed the decision, “The
Rubicon is crossed.” He would have done well to resign,

for his prestige was gone, and the military leaders

clamoured for the fall of a man whose moderation they

disapproved and whose weakness they despised; and

henceforward even the opulent personality of the Kaiser

shrank to a shadow beside the towering figure and despotic

will of Ludendorff.

The momentous decision remained a secret, and mean-
while the Ambassador and President Wilson continued

Count
their efforts.* Bernstorff reported that the

Bernstorff’s President had no other thought than that
Efforts bringing about peace, and implored his

Government not to raise U-boat difficulties. Since the

Roumanian collapse, he added, the President considered

Germany to be unconquerable, and) believed that the

Entente, despite their confident manifesto, would accept

a peace of understanding. The reply from Berlin on

January 19 filled the Ambassador with despair, for he was
instructed to inform the Government on January 31 that

the campaign would open on February i. He instantly

wired imploring postponement, since Colonel House had
just told him that the President was about to declare

himself.

On January 22, in a memorable address to the Senate,

the President reviewed the results of his demarche, and
explained the ideas which inspired it. They were much
nearer a definite discussion of peace, he declared, and
therefore of the international concert which must follow

the war, in which the peoples of the New World must take

their share. Both sides had announced that it was no
part of their purpose to crush their antagonists; and these

assurances implied that there must be a peace without

^ The story is told in detail by Bernstorff, “ Three Years in America,**
and in his evidence before the Committee of the National Assembly, re-

printed in “ Peutspher Geschichtskalender,** Lieferung 65.
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victory. “Victory would mean peace forced upon the

loser. It would be accepted in humiliation, under duress,

and would leave a sting, a resentment, a bitter memory
upon which terms of peace would rest not permanently
but only as upon quicksand. Only a peace

peace
between equals can last.” No peace, he without

added, could last or ought to last which did Victory

not recognize that Governments derive all their just

powers from the consent of the governed, and that no
right exists to hand peoples about from potentate to

potentate. There could be no stability where the will was
in rebellion. For instance, statesmen everywhere agreed

that there should be a united, independent, autonomous
Poland. Every great people again should be assured a

direct outlet to the sea, either by cession of territory or

rights of way. The freedom of the seas was the condition

of peace, equality and co-operation. There could be no
safety nor equality among the nations if great armaments
were to continue. The United States, he concluded, would
join in guaranteeing the permanence of a peace based on

such foundations.' It was the utterance of a thinker stand-

ing “above the battle,” the first indication of the principles

embodied a year later in the Fourteen Points. It was also

the speech of an observer who believed that the conflict

could and should be brought to an end without much
delay—a view fully shared by Colonel House, the Presi-

dent’s closest friend and unofficial adviser, who visited

Europe at intervals and discussed the possibilities of peace

with the leaders of both camps.

Next day the Ambassador telegraphed Colonel House’s

urgent request that Germany should state her peace terms,

publicly or privately, on which the President would at

once propose a Peace Conference. On January 26 Colonel

House read to Bernstorff a memorandum of the President,

formally offering to act as mediator for a peace by under-

^ This and other statements of the President’s policy are conveniently

collected in I>owes Dickinson, “ Documents Relating to Peace Proposals
and War Aims.”
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Standing. “Wilson thinks the Entente terms impossible,”

wired Bernstorff, “and gave the Senate his own programme
in reply. He now hopes for German terms which could

be published. If the U-boat campaign begins he will

regard it as a smack in the face and war will be inevitable.”

The Chancellor, like a drowning man, caught at the straw

and wired a reply on January 29. “Germany is ready to

Bethmann's accept the offer of mediation to obtain a

Peace conference; but our acceptance of the offer
Terms must be a secret. We cannot publicly an-

nounce the terms we had in mind on making the

offer of December 12 after the Entente reply, for they

would look like weakness.” His terms, however, sent for

the private information of the President, included restitu-

tion to France of the part of Alsace occupied by her; the

acquisition of a strategical and economic frontier-zone

separating Germany and Poland from Russia; the restitu-

tion of colonial conquests, securing to Germany colonial

territory compatible with her population and economic

interests; the restoration of occupied France, subject to

certain strategic and economic modifications and financial

compensation
;
the restitution of Belgium under guarantees

for the safety of Germany
;
the economic and financial

salvaging of territory invaded by both sides; compensation

for German undertakings and civilians damaged by the

war; renunciation of economic obstacles to normal com-

merce; and the placing of the freedom of the seas on a

secure foundation.

It was too late. Had the offer been made a few days

earlier, comments Bernstorff mournfully, Germany could

have postponed the campaign
;
but 21 boats had now sailed

for their stations. Bernstorff handed the terms to Colonel

House; but on January 31, according to instructions, he

informed Lansing of the U-boat decision. “This means
war,” observed the President;^ and on February 3 he broke

off diplomatic relations. Germany had signed her own
death-warrant. “It is too sad,” wrote Colonel House to

» See “ Life of Page,” 11, ch. 22 .
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Bernstorff, who shared his opinion, “that your Government
should have declared unrestricted U-boat war at the

moment when we were so near to peace.” Two months
later, on April 2, after the discovery of an attempt by
Zimmermann to set Mexico against the United States, the

President declared war, and nothing more was heard from

Washington of peace without victory. Mr. Balfour im-

mediately crossed the Atlantic to discuss military and
financial co-operation.

While Germany was presenting her enemies with a

new and powerful ally, the Russian autocracy tottered to

its fall under the strain of war and the disintegrating

influences of treachery and corruption. “This war is

madness,” declared Witte as early as 1914. “It can only

end in the ruin of Russia. We must liquidate this stupid

adventure as quickly as possible.” * As the struggle pro-

ceeded the Tsar fell more and more under reactionary in-

fluences, and the gulf between the ruler sturmer
and his suffering people widened. Sazonoff, and

who stood for a relatively liberal solution

of the Polish question, was dismissed in August, 1916,

despite the remonstrances of the British and French
Ambassadors, and was succeeded by Stiirmer, whose
loyalty to the Entente, unlike that of the Tsar and
the Tsarina, there was grave reason to suspect. An attack

by Miliukoff, the scholarly leader of the Cadets in the

Duma, drove him from the Foreign Office three months
later; but he retained a portion of his power as Imperial

Chamberlain. A far more sinister influence was exerted

by the rascally monk Rasputin, who had acquired an

unhealthy influence over the Tsarina, and whose hand had
long been felt in the highest spheres of policy and ad-

ministration. Representations by the Dowager Empress
and the Grand Duchess Serge were of no avail. An
earnest appeal to the Tsar by the Grand Duke Nicholas

in the name of the Imperial family produced no effect
;
and

at the close of 1916 the impostor, whom Sazonoff described

^ Pal^ologuc, “ La Russie pendant la Grande Guerre,” I, chs. 5-6.
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as Antichrist, was condemned in secret conclave and exe-

cuted 'by a group of men in high position. The news,

which was hailed by the people with delight, olunged the

Court in gloom. During the brief span of life remaining

to the autocracy the reins were held by Protopopoff, a

Liberal turn-coat, who exhorted the Tsar to meet discon-

tent by repression. In vain did the British Ambassador,

Sir George Buchanan, advise the misguided monarch at

the opening of 1917, in the interests of his dynasty and of

the common cause, to select Ministers enjoying the con-

fidence of the Duma. Lord Milner and other members of

an inter-Allied Conference at Petrograd at the end of

January were appalled by what they saw and heard. The
Tsar and the Tsarina were deaf and blind, and diverted

British machine-guns from the front to the capital for the

suppression of the coming revolt.^

The first stage of the revolution proved far less terrible

than was expected, for the rotten edifice collapsed

without a struggle.* On March 8 large

Russian numbers of Petrograd working-men ceased
Revolution work, and on March ii a company of

soldiers refused to fire on the crowd. The President

of the Duma telegraphed to the Tsar that anarchy

reigned in the capital; but when the Duma was pro-

rogued it refused to disperse. On March 12 another

company refused to fire on the people, and shot its

officers. Troops sent to suppress the mutiny joined

the mutineers, and in a few hours the city was free.

On March 13 Moscow followed suit. It was in vain

that the Tsar ordered Ivanoff to march on the capital,

for most of the army chiefs accepted the revolution. On
March 15 the Tsar abdicated the throne for himself and

^ Pal^ologue, “La Russie pendant la Grande Guerre, “ III; Miss
Buchanan, “ A City of Trouble Princess Cantacuzene, “ Revolutionary
Days **

;
Wilton, “ Russia’s Agony *’

; and Rosen, “ Forty Years of

Diplomacy,** reproduce the atmosphere of the revolution.

The most detailed account of the first year of the revolution is given
by A. Tyrkova-Williams, “ From Liberty to Brest-Litovsk **

; cf, M. P.

Price, “The Russian Revolution.” Denikin, “The Russian Turmoil,”
describes its effect on the army.
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his son in favour of his brother Michael, who declined the

honour. A Coalition Ministry was established under
Prince Lvoff, with Miliukoff as Foreign Minister, Gutch-
koff, the experienced leader of the Octobrists,

as Minister of War, and Kerensky, an Coalition

eloquent socialist lawyer, as Minister of
Ministry-

Justice; but power was shared with a Committee of

Workers and Soldiers who formed the first Soviet.

The revolution was hailed with enthusiasm by friends of

liberty throughout the world. Though pity was felt for

the Tsar, hir unfitness for his position had been proved

to demonstration
;
and in the ranks of the hard-pressed

Allies it was hoped that a reformed and rejuvenated Russia,

with the Grand Duke Nicholas as Commander-in-Chief,

would throw herself with fresh zeal into the fray. But it

was soon discovered that the people were weary of the war,

and that the revolution was not merely the downfall of

the autocracy but the end of effective participation in the

struggle.

The disasters of 1915 had in nowise diminished the

territorial appetite with which Russia had entered the war.

“All suggestions for the delimitation of Central Europe
are premature,’’ wrote Sazonoff to Izvolsky in March, 1916;

“but we are prepared to allow France and England com-
plete freedom in drawing up the western frontier of Ger-

many, on the understanding that the Allies will allow us

equal freedom in defining our frontiers with Germany and
Austria. We insist on excluding Poland from inter-

national discussion and from being placed under the

guarantee and control of the Powers.” Nearly a year

later, in February, 1917, Doumergue, on his visit to

Petrograd, informed the Tsar that France desired Alsace-

Lorraine, a special position in the Saar valley, and the

political separation from Germany of her trans-Rhenish

districts, and expressed a hope that Russia would consent.

The Tsar agreed in principle, replied Pokrovsky, the

Foreign Minister, subject to a free hand on her own
western frontiers and the removal of the veto of 1856 on
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the fortification of the Aland Islands. On February 25

Pokrovsky and Doumergue recorded the agreement in an

exchange of Notes. ^ A fortnight later the Tsar had fallen.

On April 12 the new Government explained the prin-

ciples of its foreign policy. “Free Russia does not aim at

dominating other nations, at depriving them of their

national patrimony, or of occupying by force foreign

territories. Its object is to establish a durable peace on

the basis of the rights of nations to decide their own
destinies. The Russian nation has removed the chains

which weighed upon the Polish people. The Government
will safeguard the rights of the Fatherland, while observ-

ing the engagements entered into with our allies.’* If

Russians were no longer asked to shed their blood for the

territorial expansion of their own country, they could

hardly be expected to fight for the ambitions of their

friends. In the middle of May Miliukoff, who shared the

Imperialist ambitions though not the political principles

of the autocracy, was forced to resign the Foreign Office,

and Gutchkoff, himself an old soldier but

in^Powef ^^^t)le to maintain military discipline,

withdrew. The Government, hitherto pre-

dominantly bourgeois, now tilted sharply towards the

left, Kerensky succeeding Gutchkoff at the War Office,

while Tchernoff, the champion of land nationaliza-

tion, and two other socialists entered the Ministry.

For the next six months Russia was ruled by Keren-

sky, who gallantly attempted to combine deference

to the growing power of the Soviets with loyalty to the

Allies.*

On May 30 the Soviets appealed for a re-statement of

the war aims of the Entente; but no response was vouch-

safed by the Western Powers. Nor did the statesmen of

^ See Cocks, “ The Secret Treaties.” This compact was hidden from
Great Britain ; and, when it was revealed by the Bolshevists, Mr. Balfour

bluntly observed that we had never encouraged or approved the separation

of the left bank.
® Nabokoff’s pathetic book, ” The Ordeal of a Diplomat,” describes the

anomalous position of Russia’s diplomatic representative in London after

the fall of the Tsardom.
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London, Paris and Rome smile on a project suggested by
Troelstra, leader of the Dutch socialists, strongly sup-

ported by the Soviets, and approved by Kerensky, of a

Labour Conference in Stockholm to discuss the possibilities

of peace. The plan was endorsed by Mr. Henderson, the

Labour member of the War Cabinet, who, with Vander-
velde and Abel Thomas, had been dispatched to Petrograd

after the fall of the Tsar. Mr. Henderson reported that,

if Russia was to be prevented from going out of the war,

the confidence of her people in its purposes must be re-

stored. Mr. Lloyd George favoured the plan; but his

colleagues were against him, and the Entente Governments
refused to grant passports to the labour leaders. The
Conference was attended by the socialist leaders of the

Central Powers and the neutral North
;
but in the absence

of the labour leaders of the Entente it was doomed to

sterility.^ Despite the lack of response from the Allies

to an appeal for a revision of war aims,
Russia’s

Kerensky, aided by Brusiloff, who had Last

succeeded Alexeieff as Commander-in-Chief, E^ort

galvanized the southern armies to a final effort, with

Lemberg as its objective. The battle began on June 29;

but after three weeks of progress a counter-offensive

reconquered the lost ground, and Mackensen swept forward

till he was brought to a halt by Roumanian troops on the

borders of their own country. The moral of the Russian
army was utterly broken

; and in the north the Germans
crossed the Dvina, conquered the islands in the Gulf of

Riga, and landed on the mainland within striking distance

of Reval.

The intervention of the United States and the collapse

of Russia were destined to produce military results of the

highest importance
;
but they exerted no effect during 1917

on the struggle in the West. Early in the year the Ger-

man front on the Somme was withdrawn to what became

known as the Hindenburg line; and if the surrender of

^ Scheidemann, “ Der Zusammenbruch,” ch. 9;
German Social Democracy and the War,” ch. 16.

and E. Bevan,
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several hundred square miles of French soil was a source

of satisfaction to the Allies, the retirement to a shorter line

strengthened the German defences. Despite the failures

of 1916 Haig resolved on a fresh offensive, and on April 9
he opened the battle of Arras, of which the most brilliant

chapter was the capture of the Vimy Ridge by the Cana-
dians. The British attack synchronized with a more
ambitious enterprise of our ally. Joffre had been deprived

of his post at the end of 1916, and his successor, Nivelle,

the hero of the Verdun counter-offensive, believed that a

vigorous blow on the Aisne, between Soissons and Cham-
pagne, would roll back the German line, and held out

hopes of seizing Laon on the first day.^ His optimism

was shared neither by Painlev4
,
the Premier, nor by P^tain

and Haig, and he offered his resignation, which was
refused. The artillery attack began on April 6. Ten
days later, a week after the capture of the Vimy Ridge,

he launched his offensive on a fifty-mile front. The plan,

however, had been discovered by the enemy, and within

forty-eight hours it was clear that the blow had miscarried.

Great
weather broke at the critical moment,

French the losses were enormous, and no adequate
Defeat preparations had been made for the recep-

tion of the wounded. The battle of the Chemin des

Dames was the greatest blow to French arms since

the failure of the Champagne offensive in 1915, and

was followed by a depression which found vent in mutiny

in ten divisions. Nivelle was succeeded by P^tain, with

Foch as Chief of the Staff
;
but for the remainder of the

year no further offensives were attempted except at Verdun.

During the summer and early autumn a British advance of

about five miles was secured in the Ypres salient at the

cost of fierce and unprofitable fighting round Paschendaele,

and a brilliant success at Cambrai in November was pun-

ished by an equally brilliant counter-offensive. Longing

^ See Mermeix, “ Joffre (la premiere crise du commandement),’* and
“ Nivelle et Painlev(§ (la deuxieme crise du commandement).” Cf, Sir. F.

Maurice, “ Intrigues of the War.**
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eyes were turned towards America, who was slowly girding

herself for the fray. Meanwhile the opening months of

the submarine campaign appeared to fulfil the hopes of its

sponsors and filled the British Government with acute

anxiety, which reached its climax in April, when one ship

in four which left our coasts was destroyed, and Germany
constructed submarines quicker than we destroyed them.^

The disappointments in the West were in some degree

lightened by a brilliant campaign in Mesopotamia. The
surrender of Townshend at Kut taught the military

authorities at Simla and Whitehall that Bagdad could

not to be captured by a coup de main; and the later months
of 1916 were spent by General Maude in preparing for

an advance up the Tigris.^ The march
began in December, Kut was reoccupied

Jerusalem**
in February, 1917, Bagdad was entered on
March ii, and in April British troops had reached

Samara, the terminus of the eighty-mile line running north

from Bagdad. But though the loss of central and southern

Mesopotamia was an even greater blow to the Ottoman
Empire than the fall of Erzerum, its power was not yet

broken. Early in 1917 the flanks of Egypt were relieved

by the repulse of Senussi attacks on the west and the

clearing of th'^ Sinai peninsula on the east; but when the

defenders of the Canal at length advanced to the conquest

of Palestine, they found the Turks strongly entrenched at

Gaza, and their onslaughts in March and April were re-

pulsed. From the time of Allenby^s appointment in

June the situation improved. In November the defences

of Gaza were turned, and on December 9 Jerusalem

surrendered.

With their immense superiority in man power, money
and material resources, the Allies might well comfort

themselves in their defeats and disappointments with the

reflection that time was on their side
;
and their view was

shared at Vienna, though not at Berlin. Despite the

* See “ Life of Walter Page/’ II, ch. 22.

* See Callwell, “ Life of Sir Stanley Maude.”
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contemptuous rejection of the peace offer of the Central

Powers, the Emperor Karl continued to seek peace for

his suffering dominions. In the manifesto to his subjects

on his accession in November, 1916, he had expressed his

desire to bring the conflict to an end, and pointedly

remarked that he had had no responsibility

Emperor for its outbreak. Before the Entente sent

its joint reply to the peace offer of Decem-
ber 12, Karl urged a fresh offer, to which the Kaiser

replied that he prayed for peace but could not beg

for it.^ On December 9 the Duchess of Parma,

mother of the Empress Zita, wrote to her son Prince

Sixte, who was serving with the Belgian army, urging

him to come and see her.* With the permission of

King Albert, the Prince met his mother in Switzerland

on January 29, 1917, and was informed that the Emperor
was ready for a secret armistice with Russia, Austria

declaring herself disinterested as regards Constantinople,

and favourable to the restoration of Alsace-Lorraine, the

return of Belgium, and the creation of a Jugoslav king-

dom embracing Bosnia, Herzegovina, Serbia, Albania

and Montenegro. On March 5 the Prince handed to

Poincar^ a diplomatic note from Czernin with a secret

“Note Verbale “ of the Emperor. The President replied

that Czernin 's note was too vague, but that the Emperor’s

explanations were more hopeful. He must show them to

the Premier, and would forward them to the Tsar, and
to King George and Mr. Lloyd George. Italy, however,

would be a stumbling-block, for though she was pleading

for French troops to help her to resist the Austrian

attacks, her claims were comprehensive.

On March 16 the Prince wrote to the Emperor that

things were going well and urged him to send a written

^ See Cramon, who laments the death of Francis Joseph and the
dismissal of Conrad, and reveals his deep distrust of Karl, the Empress
and Czernin.

—“ Unser Oesterreichisch-Ungarischer Bundesgenosse.”
* The story is told in full from the Prince’s records by Manteyer, “ The

Austrian Peace Offer ”
; cf. Czernin, “ In the World War ”

; and Luden-
dorff, “ The General Staff,” II, 4i4>45.
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note, embodying the four points of Alsace-Lorraine,

Belgium, Serbia and Constantinople. He proceeded to

visit the Emperor at Laxenburg, where Karl declared

that Germany was certain of victory, but that if she

refused what seemed to him a reasonable settlement he

could not sacrifice the Monarchy and would make peace

separately. With the fall of the Tsar, he added, it was
no longer necessary to support Russian claims to Con-
stantinople. Czernin was equally clear that the German
alliance must end if Berlin tried to prevent a reasonable

peace. The Prince left Laxenburg in cheer- Prince
ful mood with an autograph letter dated Sixte’s

March 24 in his pocket, of which even Mission

Czernin was ignorant. “ I ask you to convey, in a secret

and unofficial manner, to President Poincare that I

will support by all means, and using all my personal

influence with my allies, the just claims of France in

relation to Alsace-Lorraine.^ The sovereignty of Belgium

must be completely restored. Serbia will be re-established

in her sovereignty, and we are willing to give her access

to the Adriatic as well as large economic concessions.

Austria will require that Serbia shall suppress any society

aiming at the disintegration of the Monarchy. Events

in Russia compel me to withhold for the present my ideas

on this subject.” On March 31 the Prince handed this

remarkable letter to Poincart^, and Ribot, who had
replaced Briand as Premier, showed it to the British

Premier. The two Ministers agreed that the negotiations

should be continued.

On April 3 Karl and Czernin met the Kaiser and the

Chancellor at Homburg, and told their host that they had

no hope of victory, that if Germany refused a reasonable

peace Austria could not fight beyond the autumn, that

peace involved the cession of Alsace-Lorraine, and that

to balance the sacrifice they would cede Galicia to a Poland
within the German orbit. On his return Karl forwarded

^ For the controversy between Clemenccau, Czernin and Karl in 1918
as to the authenticity of this phrase, see Dickinson, “ Documents,” 36-41.
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to the Kaiser a prophetic memorandum by Czernin. “ Our
military resources are coming to an end. We must begin

negotiations before our enemies are fully conscious of our

exhaustion. Another winter campaign is aosolutely out

Czernin’s
question. The basis of my argu-

Despairing ment is the danger of revolution. The
Forecast burden on our people is now intolerable.

The bow is so taut that it may snap at any moment.

It is no good telling me that the monarchical idea

is too firmly rooted in Berlin and Vienna for the

Monarchy to be overthrown. This war has no precedent.

If the monarchs do noi make peace in the next few months
their peoples will make it over their heads, and then the

waves of revolution will sweep away everything for which

our sons are fighting to-day. German hopes from the

U-boat campaign are illusory. We can still wait a few

weeks and see if there is any chance of conversations with

Paris or Petrograd. If not, we must play our last card

in good time.” The Kaiser cheerfully replied that he was
confident of victory, and that a peace involving heavy

sacrifices would also involve great dangers for the

dynasties. He enclosed a memorandum by the Chan-
cellor, who argued that the U-boat campaign had exceeded

expectation, that unity and confidence were needed, and
that Russia should be encouraged to make peace.

^

On April i 8 Prince Sixte saw Mr. Lloyd George in

Paris on his way to St. Jean de Maurienne. “We would
willingly shake hands with Austria if she would leave

Germany,” remarked the Prime Minister, “but Italy

nourishes rather bitter feelings towards her, and she is

our ally. We cannot make peace without her.” On
reaching the rendezvous in Savoy he found that the

Italian Minister, who claimed and received a promise of

Smyrna, scouted the notion of treating with Austria. On
April 20, on his way home, Mr. Lloyd George again saw
the Prince in Paris. “What made our interview with

Sonnino much more difficult was the fact that we could

^ See the documents in Czernin, “ In the World War,” ch. 6.
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not communicate to him the direct proposals of the

Emperor. He declared that Italy could not conclude a

separate peace without the realization of her war aims.

No Government could last a day if it proposed a ‘ white

peace,* and a revolution would depose the King. Italy’s

demands are very large—the Trentino, Dalmatia, all the

islands on the coast, and Trieste. It is absolutely neces-

sary that Austria should give something to Italy, but in

the Emperor’s letter she is not mentioned. Austria will

be forced to come to terms, for we shall never cease to

fight. If officially we cannot for the moment enter into

negotiations, directly Austria testifies her readiness to cede

the Trentino and the Dalmatian islands we would negotiate

with her.” The Prince promised to inform the Emperor,
and Mr. Lloyd George invited him to London for further

discussion. The French reply to the Emperor’s letter

was to the same effect.

Far from regarding negotiations as at an end, Karl

was more hopeful than ever. He replied that he did not

think Germany would attack him, but that

if she did he could hold his own. Peace Emperor

had been proposed to Austria five times Hopeful

since 1915, particularly from Russia, and Prince Lvoff

had just proposed an armistice. The Trentino could

be handed over to Italy, and the Isonzo frontier could

be rectified. If Austria made peace with the Entente,

she would carry with her Turkey and Bulgaria. In

response to an urgent request from the Emperor the

Prince revisited Laxenburg on May 8. Three weeks ago,

he was told, an Italian Colonel had proposed peace on
the basis of the cession of the Italian Trentino, He had
described himself as the envoy of Cadorna and the King,
and had addressed himself to the German Minister at

Berne, who had sent him on to the Austrian Minister.^

The Emperor had refused, as he desired to treat with

Italy through her allies. He was ready to surrender the

Italian Trentino, but must have some compensation—say

^ Cadorna afterwards denied that he had taken such a step.
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an Italian colony. The Emperor handed the Prince a

second letter, expressing satisfaction that France and

England shared his views except as to the participation

of Italy, and adding that Italy had just asked for peace

on the basis of the cession of the Trentino. He had

postponed his decision till he received a reply from France

and Great Britain on the points raised in a covering letter

from Czernin, who explained that Austria could not cede

territory without compensation and without a guarantee of

the integrity of the rest of the monarchy. The Emperor

Bethmann- Proposed that the Entente should send a

Hoiiweg diplomatist to Switzerland in the middle of
Informed June to sign peace. At this point Czernin

invited Bethmann-Hollweg to Vienna, and on May £3

informed him, though without mentioning Prince Sixte,

that Great Britain, France and Italy had suggested

a separate peace in return for the cession of the

Trentino and some islands. Such a peace, he added,

would not injure Germany, for Austria could transfer her

troops from the Italian to the Russian front and thus set

free the German troops in the east for service in the west,

while the raising of the blockade in the Adriatic would

allow food to reach Germany. The Chancellor approved

of the negotiations being continued.

On May 20 the Prince saw Poincare^ for the fifth time,

and handed him the two letters. The President remarked

that it would be difficult to extract compensation from

Italy, and asked what colony could be considered. The
Prince mentioned Somaliland. Ribot complained that

there was no reference to Roumania, and added that the

Allies could not ask Italy to renounce what had been

promised her. He refused to believe that the King and
Cadorna could have offered peace without the knowledge

of Sonnino, and suggested that it should be cleared up
by asking the King himself, who might be invited to

visit the French and British fronts and meet King George,

the President, and the two Premiers. The Prince pro-

ceeded to London, where the Prime Minister introduced
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him to the King, who approved the plan of a meeting in

France. The invitation, however, was declined by

Sonnino, and accordingly no answer to the Emperor’s

letter and Czernin’s note was dispatched. Though
Austria and France were on more than one occasion to

engage in informal discussions through the meetings of

Count Revertera and Count Armand in Switzerland,^ the

refusal of his advances by the Entente forced Karl back

into the iron grip of his ally. On May 17 the Emperor
and Czernin visited the Kaiser at Kreuznach, and signed

an agreement in which there was no talk of sacrifice or

surrender. Austria was to annex in the Balkans, and the

occupied portion of Roumania was to come into her

sphere of interest, while Courland and Lithuania were

to join Germany, and Austria was then to renounce her

condominium in Poland. A further agreement of June 8

placed the organization of Polish forces in German hands.*

The necessity of compromise which inspired Austrian

policy since the accession of the Emperor Karl was
recognized by a growing volume of opinion in Germany.
Early in 1917 Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria began to press

for peace. The unrestricted submarine campaign had

brought the United States into the war, but there were

no signs of the promised downfall of Great Britain.

Opinion was disappointed and depressed. On July 6

the danger of the situation was frankly
Er^berger

explained in a secret session of the Com- urges

mittee of the Centre party at Frankfurt Compromise

by Erzberger, who had obtained a copy of Czernin ’s

despairing April memorandum and read it to his

colleagues. The war, argued the Catholic leader, could

not be won, and Germany should publicly renounce all

desire for annexations. When the news leaked out the

effect was electrical, for Erzberger had begun by demand-
ing a peace of conquest and was the first bourgeois leader

^ Lowes Dickinson, “ Documents,** 30-41.

* Cramon vividly describes the embarrassment of this “ journey to

Canoesa ** and the Kaiser’s irreparable loss of confidence in his ally.
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to adopt the Socialist demand. On July lo Bethmann-

Hollweg resigned
;
but the Austrian Government protested

against his dismissal and against the return of Biilow,

which Hindenburg, Ludendorff and the Vatcrlandspartei

desired, and the resignation was declined. The Con-

servatives had deserted him since the “Easter Manifesto**

had promised to reform the Prussian franchise, and the

National Liberals and the Centre were now his foes. The
army chiefs had long complained of his lack of energy,

and when they now threatened resignation the Kaiser

reluctantly gave way. The veteran Herding, the

Bavarian Premier, refused the post, which was entrusted

to Michaelis, a little-known Prussian official;' and Ger-

many, in the bitter words of the fallen Chancellor, was
henceforth governed by a military dictatorship.

On July 19 a resolution drawn up by Erzberger was

carried in the Reichstag by 212 to 126, the majority con-

The sisting of the Centre, the Majority Socialists

Reichstag and some of the Liberals, against Conserva-
Resolution

^iyes. National Liberals and the Independent

Socialists. “The Reichstag strives for a peace of

understanding and the permanent reconciliation of the

peoples. With such a peace forced acquisitions of

territory and political, economic or financial oppres-

sions are inconsistent. It also rejects all schemes
which aim at economic barriers after the war. The
freedom of the seas must be made secure. So long, how-
ever, as the enemy Governments threaten Germany and
her allies with conquests and oppression, the German
nation will fight till its own and its allies* right to life

and development is secured.’* The new Chancellor

declared that his aims, including the inviolability of

German territory and a guarantee against economic
barriers, were attainable within the limits of the resolution

“as I understand it.” “We cannot again offer peace,

^ See Scheidemann, “ Der Zusammenbruch,** ch. 7 ;
Ludendorff, “ The

General Staff,’? II, 446-76; Erzberger, “ Erlebnisse,” ch. 19; Bethniann-
Hollweg, “ Betrachtungen,” II, 47-52.
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but if the enemy abandon their lust for conquest and their

aims of subjugation and wish to negotiate we shall listen

in a spirit of readiness for peace.” The resolution was
believed by its supporters to have rallied the German
people to a war of pure defence, by its opponents to have

weakened the position of Germany and strengthened the

resolution of her enemies.

On the eve of his fall Bethmann-Hollweg had received

a visit from the Papal Nuncio, who brought a letter to

the Kaiser from the Pope.' It would be

a great help, declared Pacelli, to know the goundfngs
German terms; and the Chancellor at once

responded. Germany would limit her armaments, if

others did the same, and would restore the indepen-

dence of Belgium, which, however, must not fall

under the political, military and financial domination of

Great Britain and France. “Will you make territorial

concessions in Alsace-Lorraine?” asked the Nuncio. “If

France is ready for an understanding,” replied the Chan-
cellor, “that will not be an obstacle. Each side would
make rectifications of frontier.” On the east, however,

no peace was possible at present. The Kaiser’s reception

of the Nuncio was no less friendly, and the Chancellor

believed that the Pope’s action was known to, if not

inspired by, tne Entente.

After taking soundings at different points the Pope
put forward on August i “concrete and practical pro-

posals ” as the basis of peace—reduction of armaments,

arbitration with sanctions, renunciation of indemnities, the

restoration of occupied territories. Contested questions

such as those between Germany and France, or Austria

and Italy, and Armenia, the Balkans and Poland, might,

there was ground for hoping, be examined in a conciliatory

spirit, taking into account the aspirations of the peoples.

The struggle seemed to be becoming more and more a

‘ See Bethmann-Hollweg’s article of Feb. 29, 1920, reprinted in Luden-
dorff, “The General Staff,” 11

, 478-83 ; Hejfferich, III, 147; Erzberger,

ch. 20 ; Spahn, “ Die Papstliche Friedensvermittelung “
;
and the Kaiser’s

“ Memoirs,” ch, ii.
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useless massacre. “Listen, then, to our prayer; accept

the paternal invitation which we address to you in the

name of the Prince of Peace.** It was in effect a proposal

to return to the status quo ante bellum, a “peace without

victory,’* such as President Wilson had urged in the days
of his neutrality, but which he now politely declined,

informing the Pope that the rulers of Germany were still

unconquered and could not be trusted. Belgium replied

that Germany had never recognized her rights to repara-

tion which the Pope had proclaimed. A third member
of the Grand Alliance, Brazil, also sent a response.

“The Government,” wrote Mr. Balfour to Count de
Salis, our special envoy at the Vatican, “not having ns

yet been able to take the opinion of their

Allies, cannot say whether it would serve

any useful purpose to offer a reply, or,

if so, what form any such reply should take.’ Though
the Central Powers have admitted their guilt in

regard to Belgium, they have never definitely intimated

that they intend either to restore her to her former state

of entire independence or to make good the damage she

has suffered. Till they and their Allies state officially

how far they are willing to go in the matter of reparation

and restoration, have announced their war aims, and put

forward suggestions as to the measures which may offer

an effective guarantee that the world will not again be

plunged into the horrors by which it is at present devas-

tated, the Government consider it unlikely that any pro-

gress towards peace can be made. It appears to be useless

to endeavour to bring about an agreement between the

belligerents until the points of difference between them

are clearly known, and neither Germany nor Austria has

as yet made any statement corresponding to that issued

by the Allies in answer to the note of President Wilson.

You should point this out to his Eminence.” The Pope
asked for and received a copy of the letter, and the Cardinal

Secretary remarked that Germany had already announced

' See “ British and Foreign State Papers,” 1917-18, 575-89.
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er intention to restore the independence of Belgium.
On my objecting to this statement he recalled the resolu-

on in favour of peace without annexation. I answered
lat the Assembly did not rule Germany.” Cardinal

rasparri rejoined that he would reply after having re-

vived from the German Government an official declara-

on on Belgium for which he had asked. “I desired to

TOid any statement,” reported the Count, “which might
3em to give encouragement to any kind of discussions

^ith the German Government, and therefore, on his in-

uiring my views, I replied that a declaration on the

uestion of Belgium appeared desirable. This point was
nly one of many at issue, but it was of special importance

) us.” Even these judicious observations brought a

aution from Downing Street. “In the event of your

pinion being asked, you should decline to express any

iews. It is not desirable to intervene in the negotiations

etween the Pope and the German Government in any
;^ay.” Paris was alarmed, and on August 26 the French

;harg^ brought a memorandum to the Foreign Office.

My Government associated itself with the communica-
on to the Vatican because it was to be verbal and would
ender needless a more explicit response. But a written

ocument has been given to the Cardinal, and we may
e carried much farther than we wished.” A day or two

iter Mr. Balfour informed the British Ministers abroad

lat the Government, in view of President Wilson’s note,

onsidered no further reply to the Papal note to be

ecessary.

Despite the chilling response from the Entente, the

^ope continued his efforts.^ The Cardinal Secretary for-

warded Mr. Balfour’s letter to Berlin,

nd suggested that a definite promise of ^^^everes
ndependence and compensation for Bel-

gium would be an important step towards negotiations.

L Crown Council was accordingly held, at which the Chief

f the Admiralty asked for the Belgian coast and Hinden-

^ Helfferich, III, 577.
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burg and Ludendorff for Li6ge; but the Council authorized

the restoration of the integrity and sovereign of Belgium.

The German Government, however, replied that conversa-

tions were only possible on the basis that neither side was
beaten, and it was therefore useless to publish terms. In

forwarding the German and Austrian replies to London
on September 28, Cardinal Gasparri observed that the

document left open the door for an exchange of ideas
;
“and

if the Entente will not decline to enter into negotiations,

the Holy See is prepared to ask, on its own initiative,

for further explanations and more precise definitions on
such points as may be indicated.*’ To this invitation Mr.

Balfour replied by a formal acknowledgment.
Despite its refusal to respond to the Pope’s request

for its terms, the German Government attempted during

German summer to establish contact both with

Peace Paris and London. Messages were for-
Feelers warded by Baron Lancken, the Political

Director of the German Government in Brussels, to

Briand, who had recently ceased to be Premier,

through the Comtesse de M^rode in June, and again

through Baron Copp^e in August, that the Kaiser

was disposed to peace. ^ Briand replied that France could

only treat in co-operation with her allies, and if the

evacuation of occupied territory, the restoration of Alsace-

Lorraine and reparation for damages were conceded in

advance. The Belgian Premier, Brocqueville, desired that

the French statesman should meet Lancken in Switzerland

in September, and Briand himself was anxious to go; but

the meeting was vetoed by Ribot, who saw a trap in every

advance from the side of the Central Powers. Shortly

afterwards Villalobar, the Spanish Minister at Brussels

and a friend of Kiihlmann, was asked to take soundings
in London as to negotiations on the basis of the integrity

of pre-war Germany, no indemnity, and no economic

boycott. The Spanish Foreign Minister thereupon in-

‘ See Mermeix, “ Les N4gociations Secretes et les Quatre Armistices,**

chs. 7 and 13.
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formed the British Minister at Madrid that Germany would
be glad to know on what conditions Great Britain would
enter on negotiations. Mr. Balfour invited the Ministers

of the Allies to a conference, which agreed that it was
merely another attempt to separate the Allies,* and the

British Minister at Madrid was therefore instructed to

reply that the British Government was ready to receive

any communication which the German Government de-

sired to send, and to consider it with its allies.^

The minds of the Austrian and German Governments
were to some extent revealed in speeches of their Foreign

Ministers. On October 2 Czernin, after reminding his

hearers that the Dual Monarchy was unconquered, pleaded

eloquently for complete international disarmament by land

and sea, obligatory arbitration and unfettered economic
activity. With such guarantees for permanent peace, he

argued, Austria required no annexations. Yet the speech

ended with a threat. “Let no one cherish the delusion

that this pacific, moderate programme of ours will hold

good for ever. If our enemies compel us to continue

the war, we shall be obliged to revise it and to demand
compensation. I am convinced that in another year our

position will be incomparably better.” On October 9
Kuhlmann, replying to Mr. Asquith^s recent declaration

that the return of Alsace-Lorraine was as necessary as

the liberation of Belgium, denied that

Europe was fighting about Belgium. “The *

quarrel for which Europe is gradually

being transformed into a rubbish heap is the future

of Alsace-Lorraine. We have only one answer to the

question ‘ Can Germanv make France any concessions

in Alsace-Lorraine?’ No! Never! So long as a

German hand can hold a rifle the integrity of the Empire

cannot be the subject of any negotiations. What we are

fighting for is not fantastic conquests, but the integrity

of the Empire. There is no absolute obstacle to peace

except France’s wish for Alsace-Lorraine.”

^ Nabokoff, “ The Ordeal of a Diplomat,” 167-9.
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That the Ministers could assume this confident tone

was owing to the fact that the autumn of 1917, like that

of 1916 and 1915, brought fresh disasters to the Allied

cause in the withdrawal of Russia from the conflict and
the overwhelming defeat of Italy at Caporetto. Kerensky
had succeeded Prince Lvoff as Premier in July, 1917; but

his energy and eloquence could not make up for his lack

of political support. A social revolution had followed the

downfall of the old regime, and the peasants had seized

the land of the private owner and the State. The right

wing of the Coalition Government had withdrawn, and the

Soviets were dominated by his enemies, the Bolshevists,

who opposed the July offensive and whose rising at Petro-

grad in the same month he had suppressed. Nor could

he any longer count on the army; for in September he

quarrelled with Korniloff, who succeeded Brusiloff as

Commander-in-Chief after the debacle, and whom he

suspected of aiming at a military dictatorship. And finally

he was unable to bring to the weary people the peace for

which they craved. “In perfect accord with its allies,”

he announced after the Korniloff crisis, “the Government
will very shortly participate in a conference at which our

representatives will seek to reach an understanding on

the basis of the principles proclaimed by the Russian

Revolution ”
;
and on October 20 a Russian delegate re-

ceived instructions that “the new treaty between the Allies

Bolshevists
based upon the principles of

Overthrow no annexations and no indemnities, with
Kerensky right of nations to dispose of their own

fate.” But there was no sign that the Allies were

ready for conference or compromise, and on October 9
the British, French and Italian Ambassadors jointly urged

the necessity of restoring the fighting capacity of the

army.^ Early in November Kerensky was overthrown by

the Bolshevists; and the Government of Russia passed into

the hands of Lenin, the brain of the party, who became
President of the Council of People's Commissioners, and

1 See Laloy, “ Lcs Documents Secrets/* 179-82.
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Trotzky, the President of the Petrograd Soviet, who be-

came Foreign Minister/

The first aim of the new Government was to make
peace. On November 8 the Congress of Soviets invited all

belligerents to begin negotiations for a peace without

annexations or indemnities, appealing in particular to “the

intelligent workmen of the three foremost nations of the

world, England, France and Germany.** The note was
forwarded by Trotzky, who invited the Governments to

consider it in the light of an official proposal for an imme-
diate truce on all fronts and immediate negotiations. No
response was forthcoming, and the Russian Government at

once approached the Central Powers. Before an armistice

was signed on December 3 Russia interrupted the negotia-

tions for a week in order to inform her allies and to allow

them to take part. Official negotiations

for peace began at Brest-Litovsk on Decern- utovs'k
ber 22, conducted by Trotzky, Czernin

and Kiihlmann, the latter being assisted or controlled

by a military representative of the General Staff.* On
December 25 Germany accepted the Russian principle

of no annexations or indemnities, on condition that the

Entente accepted it also
;

and the proceedings were

adjourned till January 4, 1918, in order, in Trotzky*s

words, to give the Allied countries a final chance of

securing themselves against the consequences of a separate

peace. His declaration was rather an exhortation than an

invitation, and a menace lurked behind the appeal. “If

they would express their readiness to found a peace upon

the unconditional recognition of the principle of self-

determination for all peoples in all States, and if they would

begin by giving this right to the oppressed people of their

own States, this would create such international conditions

' See Kerensky, “ The Prelude to Bolshevism : The KornilofT

Rebellion ’’
;

Miliukoff, “ The Second Russian Revolution **
;

Trotzky,
“ The Revolution in Russia.**

* See Die Friedensverhandlungen in Brest-Litovsk ” (“ Deutscher
Geschichtskalender ”)

;
Czernin, “In the World War,” ch. 10; Nowak,

“ Der Sturz der iMittelmachte,** ch. i.
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that the programmes of Germany and Austria would be
overcome by the pressures of the peoples. A separate
peace will undoubtedly be a severe blow to the Allies.

1 he Russian Government has striven all the time for a
general peace, and the Russian revolution has opened the
way to an immediate general peace. If the Allied Govern-
ments again refuse to take part in peace negotiations, the

working classes will be compelled to snatch the authority

from the hands of those who cannot or will not give peace
to the peoples. We promise every support to the working
classes in every country which will rise against their own
national Imperialists, chauvinists and militarists.”

While waiting for the reply of the Entente Germany
announced that Poland, Lithuania, Courland, and parts

of Livonia and Esthonia had expressed a wish for separa-
tion from Russia and for German protection. Trotzky
denounced a manoeuvre which aimed at the retention of

the conquests of the Central Powers; but on January lo

discussion of a separate peace was begun. It was in vain
that Trotzky demanded plebiscites for the occupied pro-

vinces, and on February lo, while refusing to accept the

German terms, he announced that the war
ended. The Germans retorted by ad-

vancing towards Petrograd, and on March 3
a peace was signed which severed from Russia the

three Baltic provinces, Poland, Lithuania and the

Ukraine, but gave nothing to Austria. Separate treaties

of peace were concluded with the Ukraine, Finland
and Roumania, the latter being forced to surrender the

Dobrudja to Bulgaria and the Carpathian passes to

Austria, but, owing to the personal intervention of the

Emperor Karl, retaining her King.^
The withdrawal of Russia and Roumania from the fray

encouraged Ludendorff to dream of a decision on the

western front in the coming spring before the arrival of

American troops in overwhelming numbers; and it was
part of his far-flung strategy to divert Allied troops from

‘ See Czernin, ch. ii, “ The Peace of Bucharest.”
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the threatened point. For a costly struggle of two and a
half years Italy had little to show but the capture of

Gorizia, and war weariness was felt in Turin and other

cities. The frowning and inhospitable Carso continued

to bar the way to Trieste, and it leaked out that the troops

on the left flank of the Isonzo front had lost their stomach
for the fight. In the middle of October German divisions

were for the first time reported on the

Italian front, and on October 24 a stunning Italian

blow at Caporetto broke open the unlocked oSbBcle

door. The v^ollapse of the defence in the north in-

volved the instant retreat of the Third Army on the

Carso front. Cadorna gnashed his teeth over the “naked
treason ” which had undone the work of the whole cam-
paign and cost him his place; but the Italian Command
was in part to blame 'for the colossal dimensions of the

catastrophe. The possibility of an Austrian offensive

under German leadership and strengthened by German
divisions had never been seriously considered, and no
adequate preparations had been made for a rapid with-

drawal of troops and artillery or of the vast stores of cattle

and grain assembled close behind the fighting line. The
larger part of Venetia was overrun in a few days and the

Italian troops fell back to the Piave, within twenty miles

of Venice. Italy was plunged into gloom, but within a

day or two British and French troops were marching across

the Lombard plain. The invasion was stayed, and Italy

gradually regained some measure of self-confidence; but

the Caporetto disaster cost her the fertile province of

Venetia, a quarter of million prisoners, eighteen hundred

guns, and an enormous quantity of stores.

On receiving news of the catastrophe Mr. Lloyd

. George, accompanied by British and French statesmen and
soldiers, had hurried to Rapallo to take counsel with King
Victor Emmanuel and his advisers; and on his way home
he delivered a speech in Paris which revealed the bitterness

of his soul. He passionately denounced the lack of unity

in the councils of the Allies, and announced that hence-

2 P
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forth a Supreme War Council sitting at Versailles woulc

co-ordinate their activities. “If there had been real co

ordination of our military efforts we should not now b(

engaged in averting disaster. I had made up my mine

that unless some change were effected I could no longe

remain responsible. The disaster may yet save th<

alliance
; for without it I do not believe that even now wi

should have set up a real Council.”

'

Though the British Government refused invitations U

disciission or conference with Germany, the prolongatioi

Lord ^ fourth winter and th

Lan$dowiie*s tense anxieties of the military situatioi
Letter were not without effect; and a growing senti

ment found expression in Lord Lansdowne’s lette

published in the Daily Telegraph on November 2E

“We are not going to lose this war; but its prolongatioi

will spell ruin for the civilized world. Security will b

invaluable to a world which has the vitality to profit b

it; but what will be the value of the ble^ssings of peace t

nations so exhausted that they can scarcely stretch out

hand with which to grasp them ? If the war is to b

brought to a close in time to avert a world-wide catastrophe

it will be because on both sides the peoples of the countrie

involved realize that it has already lasted too long.” A
immense stimulus would probably be given to the pear

party in Germany, he added, if our war-aims were revised

Shortly afterwards General Smuts was dispatched t

Switzerland to meet Count Mensdorff and to urge Austri

to a separate peace.

speech to the Trade Unions on January 5, igif

m^Bhe Minister set forth the aims of Great Britai

l^fe^lly, more authoritatively, and more modestly tha

they had ever been explained before.* The programm
had been submitted to Mr. Asquith and Lord Grey, th

leaders of Labour, and representatives of the Dominions

^ For the nature and utility of the Supreme War Council see Sir V
Robertson, “From Private to Field-Marshal”; Sir F. Maurice, “ Ii

trisues of the War ”
;
Wright, “ The Supreme War Council.”

^ See Lowes Dickinson, “ Documents.”
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The moderation of tone was in marked contrast to the

challenging self-confidence of the Allied reply to President

Wilson a year before. The British, began
the Prime Minister, were not aiming at

the destruction or disruption of Germany,
and would not fight merely to alter or destroy the

Imperial Constitution
;

yet military autocracy was a

dangerous anachronism. The adoption of a really demo-
cratic Constitution would be the most convincing evidence

that the old spirit of military domination had died, and
would make ic easier to conclude a broad, democratic

peace. “The first requirement always put forward by the

British Government and their Allies has been the complete

restoration, political, territorial and economic, of the in-

dependence of Belgium, and such reparation as can be

made for the devastation of its towns and provinces. Next
comes the restoration of Serbia, Montenegro, and the

occupied parts of France, Italy and Roumania. We mean
to stand by the French democracy to the death in the

demand they make for a reconsideration of the great wrong
of 1871.“ We had no intention of shedding our blood for

the Bolshevists. “We shall be proud to fight to the end
side by side with the new democracy of Russia. But if

her present rulers take action which is independent of their

Allies, we have no means of intervening to arrest the

catastrophe which is assuredly befalling their country.

Russia can only be saved by her own people. We believe,

however, that an independent Poland, comprising all those

genuinely Polish elements who desire to form part of it,

is an urgent necessity for the stability of Western Europe.”

The “reconsideration ” of the problem of Alsace-

Lorraine suggested something less than the integral

restoration of the provinces; and the reference to Austria

in like manner revealed the shrinkage of our demands.

“The break-up of Austria-Hungary is no part of our war-

aims; but genuine self-government must be granted to

those Austro-Hungarian nationalities who have long

desired it.” In one case, however, complete emancipation
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was essential. “We regard as vital the satisfaction of the

legitimate claims of the Italians for union with those of

their own race and tongue.” The declaration on Rou-
mania was studiously vague. “We also niean to press

that justice be done to men of Roumanian blood and
speech in their legitimate aspirations.”

If the reference to Austria defined and limited the

ambiguous formula of 1917, the new Turkish policy was

Constant!-
^ frank recantation. “We are not fighting

nople and to deprive Turkey of its capital, or of
Thrace renowned lands of Asia

Minor or Thrace, which are predominantly Turkish in

race.” The Straits, however, were to be international-

ized and neutralized. Arabia, Armenia, Mesopotamia,

Syria and Palestine were entitled to a recognition of their

separate national conditions. “What the exact form of

that recognition in each particular case should be need

not be here discussed; but it would be impossible to restore

these territories to their former sovereignty.” The German
colonies would be held at the disposal of a conference whose
decision must have primary regard to the wishes and
interests of the native inhabitants. The governing con-

sideration should be to prevent their exploitation for the

benefit of European capitalists or governments.

After dealing with territorial problems the Prime
Minister turned to other considerations. There must be

reparation for injuries done in violation of International

Law, such as those to our seamen. In the world shortage

of raw materials those countries Avhich controlled them
would naturally help themselves and their friends first;

but as circumstances changed the settlement would change

also. Finally a great attempt must be made to establish

by some international organization an alternative to war

as a means of settling international disputes. Three con-

ditions were essential to permanent peace—the re-establish-

ment of the sanctities of treaties, a territorial settlement

based on the right of self-determination or the consent of

the governed, and the creation of some international organ-
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ization to limit the burden of armaments and diminish the

probability of war. “On these conditions the British

Empire would welcome peace; to secure these conditions

its peoples sue prepared to make even greater sacrifices

than those they have yet endured.*’

The change of tone was recognized by the Central

Powers. “He no longer indulges in abuse,” commented
the German Chancellor. “I cannot, how-
ever, go so far as public opinion in many
neutral countries which would read in this

speech a serious will to peace and even a friendly

disposition. The military situation has never been so

favourable. If the leaders of the enemy Powers are really

inclined to peace, they should again revise their pro-

gramme.” Peace was impossible without the integrity of

the Empire. The forcible incorporation of Belgium had
never been in the German programme; but until the

Entente accepted the integrity of Germany and her allies

he must refuse to remove in advance the Belgian problem
from the discussion. Shortly afterwards Czernin an-

nounced that Austria would defend the pre-war possessions

of her allies as her own.
Three days after the Prime Minister’s speech to the

Trade Unions, President Wilson outlined a peace settle-

ment in Fourteen Points, which was destined to play an

important ^art in the closing stages of the conflict.'

1. Open covenants of peace openly arrived at.

2. Absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas alike

in peace and war, except as they may be closed by inter-

national action for the enforcement of international

covenants.

3. The removal, so far as possible, of all economic

barriers.

4. Adequate guarantees that armaments will be

reduced to the lowest point consistent with domestic

safety.

^ See “ President Wilson’s Foreign Policy,” ed. by J. B. Scott.
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5. An impartial adjustment of all colonial claims on
the principle that the interests of the population must
have equal weight with the equitable claims of the

Government whose tide is to be determined.

6. The evacuation of all Russian territory and the in-

dependent determination of her own political develop-

ment and national policy.

7. Belgium must be evacuated and restored, without

any attempt to limit her sovereignty.

8.

All French territory should be freed

Fourteen and the invaded portions restored, and
Points wrong done in 1871 in the matter of

Alsace-Lorraine should be righted.

9. A readjustment of the frontiers of Italy should be

effected along clearly recognizable lines of nationality.

10. The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place

among the nations we wish to see safeguarded and
assured, should be accorded the first opportunity of

autonomous development.

11. Rou mania, Serbia and Montenegro should be

evacuated, occupied territories restored, wSerbia accorded

free access to the sea, and the relations of the Balkan

States determined along historically established lines of

allegiance and nationality.

12. The Turkish frontiers of the Ottoman Empire
should be assured a secure sovereignty

; but the other

nationalities under Turkish rule should be assured an

undoubted security of life and an absolutely unmolested

opportunity of autonomous development, and the Dar-

danelles should be permanently opened as a free passage

to the ships and commerce of all nations under inter-

national guarantees.

13. An independent Polish State should be erected

which should include the territories inhabited by indis-

putably Polish populations, which should be assured a

free and secure access to the sea, and whose political

and economic independence and territorial integrity

should be guaranteed by international covenant.
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14. A general association of nations must be formied

for affording mutual guarantees of political independency
and territorial integrity to great and small states alike.

The revision of Allied war-aims, the response of the

Central Powers, and the efforts of mediators behind the

scenes^ did not suffice to avert the supreme struggle in the

West on which Germany concentrated her hopes after the

surrender of Russia, and from which even the sceptical

Czernin expected success; and on February 4 the Supreme
Council at Versailles issued a statement which brought
the discussion to a close. The speeches of Hertling and
Czernin, it was declared, offered no basis for peacemaking,

and the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk revealed plans of conquest

and spoliation. Consequently the only immediate task was
the prosecution of military effort till its pressure should

have brought about a change of temper in the enemy
Governments and peoples. This blunt declaration was
reiterated at the opening of Parliament, when the Prime
Minister declared that insistence on the integrity of the

possessions of the four Allies made negotia-
t,ord

tion impossible. A new weapon of offence Northcliffe’s

was now forged by the creation of a depart-

ment of propaganda under the direction of Lord North-

cliffe, which devoted special attention to fostering the

discontent of the Slavonic races of the Hapsburg Empire
and to the vain endeavour of reconciling their aims with

those of Italian Imperialism.*

The grand attack opened on March 21 on the St.

Quentin section of the British front held by the Fifth

Army, where the line was thinnest and where the connexion

of the French and British armies might be broken; and

' Armand and Revertera met again in Switzerland ; the Bavarian
Torring-Jettenbach met the Belgian Minister at Bern, and the King of

Denmark asked Germany for her views on peace.

* See Campbell Stuart, “ The Secrets of Crewe House,” and ” The
New Europe,” March 14 and May 2, 1918. For the aspirations of Austrian
Slavs during the 'var see Benes, “ Bohemia’s Case for Independence ”

;

Vosnjak, ” A Bulwark Against Germany ” (the Slovenes)
;
and Voinpvitch,

” Dalmntiat”
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when the most formidable offensive of the four years*

struggle was checked a fortnight later almost at the gates

of Amiens, the Germans claimed 90,000

1,300 guns. It was the

greatest defeat in the history of British

arms; but it reflected no dishonour on the soldiers or

on their commander, General Gough. For the British line

had been extended without a corresponding increase in

troops, and at the critical moment the Germans enjoyed
a numerical superiority of three to one. The Prime
Minister instantly appealed to President Wilson to

accelerate the flow of American troops, hurried across the

Channel 300,000 men who had been unwisely held back

in fear of invasion, and raised the military age to 50; but

the most urgent task was to secure unity of control on

the western front. Clemenceau, who had been called

to power in November, 1917, and had revived the droop-

ing spirits of his countrymen by his unconquerable will*

to victory, was from the outset dissatisfied with the

Supreme Council at Versailles, which indeed was of little

use, and desired the appointment of Foch as supreme

commander.* On March 25, at a conference at P^tain*s

headquarters at Compi^gne, Clemenceau urged Lord

Milner, the representative of the British War Cabinet, to

allow unified command. Next day, at Doullens, the

French Premier renewed the appeal, and Haig announced

his cordial consent.

On April 9, a day or two after the first offensive died

down, Ludendorff struck his second blow. Haig had
transferred troops to stem the St. Quentin debacle, and

it was against his depleted left wing that the new stroke

was directed. Had it succeeded Ludendorff would have

won the Channel ports; but he employed only a fraction

of the numbers he had used in March, and though the

British front was pushed back he had little to show for

* See Tardieu, " La Paix,** 42-8; Lord Milner’s report on the conference

at Doullens, The New Statesman^ April 23, 1921 ; Dewar and Boraston,
“ Sir D. Haig’s Command Mermeix, “ Le Commandement unique,”
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the costly struggle that raged till the end of the month.
The worst was now over, so far as the British front was
concerned; and the promptitude of the United
States in responding to the Prime Minister’s Jecond^Blow
appeal restored the spirits of the Allies.

120.000 American troops crossed the Atlantic in April,

220.000 in May, and 275,000 in June; and though
most of them required further training on French soil,

they were brigaded with British and French troops

as fast as they were ready for the firing line. A
speech of General Smuts on May 17 reflected the un-

diminished anxiety of the War Cabinet and sounded like

an echo of Lord Lansdowne’s voice. “When we talk

of victory we do not mean marching to the Rhine or

Berlin, and we do not mean going on till we have smashed
Germany and the German Empire and are able to dictate

peace to the enemy in his capital. We shall continue the

war till the objects for which we set out are achieved. I

do not think that an out-and-out victory is possible any
more for any group of nations in this war, because it will

mean an interminable campaign. It will mean that deci-

mated nations will be called upon to wage war for many
years to come, and the result may be that the civilization

we are out to save may be jeopardized itself. We shall

not have a peace secured merely by the unafded efforts

of armies in this war. We will have to use all our

diplomacy and all the forces at our disposal to bring it

to a victorious end. I can conceive that you have fought

up to a stage when the enemy is prepared to concede

your principal terms. But if there is no informal confer-

ence, how are you to know ?
”

After his two resounding blows against the British

front Ludendorff turned his attention to the French, and

his third offensive was launched on May 27 on the line

from Soissons to Rheims. Soissons was captured, and in

three days the Germans advanced thirty miles to the Marne
near Chdteau-Thierry, where they were held. At this

moment, on June 15, Austria launched a final offensive
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on the Piave. The river was crossed, bqt floods broke

most of the Austrian bridges, and within a week the

The Piave
recrossed the river, with the

Victory over a hundred tho’isand men.
The victory restored to Italy her self-

confidence, and confirmed the apprehensions of far-seeing

civilians in Germany, whose eyes were not dazzled

by the lustre of Ludendorff’s costly triumphs or by the

bombardment of Paris by Big Bertha. On June 25, three

days after the failure of the Austrian offensive, Kiihlmann
delivered a speech in the Reichstag in a minor key. The
territorial integrity of Germany and her allies, he declared,

was the only possible basis of settlement
;
but he could

not say when the war would end. Moltke had observed

that the next conflict might be a seven or thirty years’

war. “A conclusion by military decision without diplo-

matic negotiations is improbable. The eye must therefore

seek for political factors which might eventually open

possibilities of peace.” The hint that after all the war
might not be won on the battlefield came as a shock to

German opinion, for the invincibility of the army was
an article of faith

;
and the Foreign Secretary paid for

his frankness by the loss of his post at the peremptory

bidding of the army leaders. His crime was not in hold-

ing these opinions, but in giving public expression to

them ; for they were widely shared in the highest quarters.

Prince Rupprecht had already informed the Chancellor of

his view that the time had come to propose peace discus-

sions, and Hertling had replied that he was on the look

out for the right moment.^

The fourth and final act of the German offensive opened

on July 15. “ If my offensive at Rheims succeeds,” re-

marked Ludendorff, “we have won the war.” “If the

German attack at Rheims succeeds,” observed Foch on

the same memorable day, “we have lost the war.” The
Marne was crossed between ChAteau-Thierry and Epernay,

but the attempt to surround Rheims failed ; and on July t 8

* See Hertling, “ Ein Jahr in der Reichskan^lei/*
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Foch stopped the advance which had begun on March 21,

and launched the long-prepared counter-offensive which

the addition of American troops
—“more than I believed

possible,” ' testifies Ludendorff—and the growing ex-

haustion of the invaders enabled him to undertake, and
which was never to stop till the enemy laid down his

arms four months later. The western side of the salient,

which extended from the Aisne to the Marne, was driven

in, the Marne was recrossed, and Soissons

was recaptured. Counter-offensives on the

Amiens and the Belgian front were equally

Germany’s
“ Black
Day ’’

successful, and on August 8 a combined Franco-British

attack recaptured part of the ground which had been

lost in the battle of St. Quentin. It was not the

defeat itself, which was of no great magnitude, but the

loss of moral in the fighting on tliat day—“the black day

of the German army ”—which convinced Ludendorff that

the war could not be won
;
and he informed the Kaiser

and the Chancellor of his opinion at a conference at Spa
on August 13.^ While not advising the conclusion of

peace, he approved peace feelers; and the new Foreign

Secretary, Hintze, reported that Austria could not hold

out throughout the winter. The Kaiser now favoured

the eventual communication of German conditions through

the Queen of Holland, and Hertling obtained a free hand
to act when he thought fit. The victorious advance of

the Allies continued
;
and the American army, under the

command of General Pershing, was stationed on the right

wing of the Allied line, where it proceeded to drive in the

St. Mihiel salient. On August 30 the Austrian Ambas-
sador informed the Chancellor that Austria would take

independent action by inviting the belligerents to a con-

ference. The German Government protested, but was
soon to follow suit. On September 8 the German army
leaders told the Chancellor that they desired peace as

' The political side of the German collapse is narrated in the official
“ Materialien betreflFend die WafTcnstillstandsverhandlungen,” and in

T.iidendorff’s angry “ Entgegnung,” which is much fuller than his

Memoirs.
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soon as possible; but Hertling resolved to take no action

till the Allied offensive died down, except to ask the Queen
of Holland to allow a Peace Conference to meet at The
Hague.

The plight of the Central Powers was revealed to the

world on September 15 by the publication of an Austrian

appeal for verbal discussion. The agreement for closer

political and military union with Germany after the war,

signed at Spa in May, was conditional on an agreement
on Poland, which was never reached; and despite an

outspoken protest and warning from the Kaiser, Austria

now resumed her liberty of action. “We venture to hope
that there will be no objection on the part of any of the

belligerents to such an exchange of views. War actions

would suffer no interruption. The discussions would only

go so far as they were considered by the participants to

offer prospect^ of success. No disadvantages could arise

therefrom. Mountains of old misunderstandings might

be removed. Streams of pent-up human kindness would
be released. The Government therefore proposes to all

the belligerents to send delegates to a confidential and non-

binding discussion on basic principles in a neutral

country.” To this appeal, almost supplicating in its terms,

President Wilson replied that having already stated his

terms he could not accept a conference.

Austria’s cry of distress was followed by the collapse

of Bulgaria.' Since the capture of Monastir in 1916 the

Allies, who formed a continuous front
Bulgaria from Valona to Salonika, had made no

determined effort; but on September 15

an irresistible offensive began, which in ten days led

to the request for an armistice and the abdication of

Ferdinand. The sudden collapse of Bulgaria revealed the

gravity of the situation to the peoples of the 'Central

Empires more effectively than the slow retreat in the West.

The withdrawal of their Balkan ally made the surrender

* The Bulgarian army, people and Government had lost heart in the

struggle. See Nowak, “ Der Sturz der Mittelmiichte,** ch. 5.
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Turkey inevitable, and the triumph of Serbia en-

jraged the Jugoslav provinces of Austria to throw off

5 Hapsburg yoke. The Germanophil Ministry of

irghiloman at Bucharest was overthrown, and Roumania
spared to re-enter the war. At the same moment that

; Bulgarian line was broken in Macedonia, Allenby

umed the victorious advance which had halted at Jeru-

em at the end of 1917.^ Aided by a few French bat-

ions and by Arab levies on the east of the Jordan, the

itish troops broke the Turkish armies in northern

lestine and entered Damascus on September 30. 'The
v^ance continued at lightning speed, and
the end of October Aleppo was occu- s^renders

id and Syria lay at the feet of the

iqueror. At the same time the Turkish army in

rthern Mesopotamia was defeated and surrendered,

laat and Enver had already fallen, and on October 31,

nonth after the collapse of Bulgaria, an armistice was
ned with Turkey which opened the Straits to the Allies.

On September 30, after a defeat between Cambrai and
Quentin and the loss of the Hindenburg line, Luden-

rff announced that Hindenburg and himself were con-

iced that hostilities must end. Hertling declined to

ept the broad-bottom Ministry which the situation

nanded, and resigned. While the Kaiser and the

ancellor were closeted together at Spa on October i,

dendorff entered and asked excitedly, “ Is not the new
vernment formed? ” “I cannot work miracles,” replied

I Kaiser. “It must be formed at once,” rejoined the

neral, “for the request for peace must go to-day.” On
tober 4 Prince Max of Baden was appointed Chan-
lor, and on October 5 the German Government requested

isident Wilson to take in hand the restoration of peace
the basis of the Fourteen Points, and to invite all

ligerent States to appoint plenipotentiaries. The posi-

ri and policy of the new Government were explained

Allenby *s triumphant advance is vividly described in Massey's “ How
isalem was Won,” and “ Allenby's Final Triumph.”
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by the Chancellor to the Reichstag. The Ministry con-

tained representatives of Labour, and could therefore

speak for the nation. It accepted the Reichstag resolution

of July, 1917, a League of Nations, and the complete

restoration of Belgium. The Balkan Provinces, Poland

and Lithuania should determine their own fate. He had

sent a note to Washington, with the assent of all the

authorized persons in the Empire and all his allies. “I

have taken this step not only for the salvation of Germany
and her allies, but also for that of the whole of humanity,

and because the thoughts regarding the future well-being

of the nations proclaimed by Mr. Wilson are in accord

with those of the new German Government and the over-

whelming majority of our people.*’

For the next month the telegraph wires between

Washington and Berlin were working at high pressure.

On October 8 Wilson asked for a reply

InqurHes three questions before he could answer

the German Note. Did the Chancellor

accept the terms laid down on January 8 and in sub-

sequent addresses? Secondly, would the Central Powers
immediately withdraw their forces from invaded terri-

tory ? Thirdly, did the Chancellor speak merely for

the authorities of the Empire who had so far conducted

the war? The discussion, answered Dr. Solf, would only

be confined to the practical details of the application of

the Fourteen Points; Germany and Austria agreed to

evacuation, and proposed a mixed commission to arrange

details; and finally the Chancellor, supported in all his

actions by the will of the majority of the Reichstag, spoke

in the name of the German Government and the German
people. The President rejoined that the evacuation and
the conditions of an armistice must be determined by
the Allies, and must guarantee thfeir present military

supremacy
;

that an armistice could not be considered

while illegal and inhuman practices, such as the sinking

of passenger ships, continued; and, thirdly, that the

destruction or reduction to virtual impotency of the
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arbitrary Powet which had hitherto controlled the German
nation should be achieved. “It is indispensable that the

Allies should know beyond a peradventure with whom
they are decling.” The German reply referred the settle-

ment of the details of evacuation to the military advisers,

protested against the charge of illegal and inhuman

practices, announced that the torpedoing of passenger

ships had now been forbidden, and argued that the Con-

stitution of the Empire had been fundamentally altered,

and that the offers of peace came from a Government free

from any arbitrary and irresponsible influence.

The President, satisfied at last with the results of his

searching catechism, replied that he had transmitted the

correspondence to his Allies, with the sug- wiison
gestion that they should draft conditions Advises

of an armistice. Germany’s acceptance Armistice

of such an armistice would be the best evidence of

her acceptance of the terms and principles of peace.

Extraordinary safeguards were needed, for there was no
guarantee of permanence in the recent constitutional

changes. “The heart of the present difficulty has not

been reached. It is evident that the German people have
no means of commanding the acquiescence of the military

authorities in the popular will, that the power of the King
of Prussia to control the policy of the Empire is un-

impaired, that the determining initiative still remains with

those who have hitherto been the masters of Germany.
The nations of the world do not and cannot trust their

words, and the United States cannot deal with any but

veritable representatives of the German people who have
been assured of a genuine constitutional standing as the

real rulers of Germany. If it must deal with the military

masters and the monarchical autocrats of Germany now
or later, it must demand not peace negotiations but

surrender.” The German Government briefly replied that

the peace negotiations would be conducted by a People’s

Government to which the Military Power would be sub-
ordinate, and that it awaited proposals for an armistice.
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While the Allies were considering their reply, the

Hapsburg monarchy passed out of the war and broke into

fragments.^ On October 7 the Government

^f^Austri^ proposed an armistice and negotiations on

the basis of the Fourteen Points, and on

October 16 the Emperor transformed Austria into a

federal state. The President replied that certain events

had occurred since January 8. He had then asked

only for autonomy for the peoples of Austria; but the

United States had subsequently recognized the Czecho-

slovak National Council as a de facto belligerent Govern-

ment and had also recognized the justice of the aspirations

of the Jugoslavs. “He is therefore no longer at liberty

to accept a mere autonomy of these peoples as a basis

of peace, but is obliged to insist that they, and not he,

shall be the judges of what action will satisfy their

aspirations as members of the family of nations.” The
aspirations of the nationalities were clearly manifested by
successive proclamations of independence in the provincial

capitals; and the dying Empire received its coup de grdce

when on October 23 an Italian offensive shattered the

Piave front and the troops surrendered in thousands or

fled in disorder. On October 27 the pacifist Professor

Lammasch was invited to form a Ministry; and on the

same day Austria accepted the President’s condition that

the nationalities should determine their own future, and
declared her readiness, “without awaiting the result of

other negotiations,” to enter into pourparlers regarding

peace and an immediate armistice. The terms of the

latter were accordingly drawn up by the War Council

at Paris and accepted on November 3. On November
II Karl renounced further share in the Government,

on November 12 a Republic was proclaimed in

Vienna, and on November 16 Hungary followed suit.

The Hapsburg Empire, which had been a Great Power

^ Vivid accounts of the dying convulsions of a great Empire are given

by Count Julius Andrassy, “ Diplomacy and the War **
; Prince Windisch

graetz, “ My Memoirs and Nowak, “ Der Sturz der Mittelmachte.”
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since 1526, was not only defeated but had ceased to

exist.

Germany now stood alone, and the end could not be

far off. Lud^ndorff had changed his mind and clamoured
for a levee en masse; but it was too late,

and his resignation was announced on
October 27. The retreat in France and
Belgium continued at a rapid rate, and on November 4
Haig struck a decisive blow on the Sambre. On the

following day President Wilson communicated the

memorandum in which the victors announced the con-

ditions on which they were prepared to treat for peace.

“The Allies have given careful consideration to the corre-

spondence. Subject to the qualifications which follow

they declare their willingness to make peace with the

Government of Germany on the terms of peace laid down
in the President’s Address of January 8, and the principles

of settlement enunciated in his subsequent Addresses.

They must point out that Clause 2, relating to what is

usually described as the freedom of the seas, is open to

various interpretations, some of which they could not

accept. They must therefore reserve to themselves com-
plete freedom on this subject when they enter the Peace

Conference. Further, the President declared on January 8

that the invaded territories must be restored as well as

evacuated and freed, and the Allied Governments feel that

no doubt ought to be allowed to exist as to what
this provision implies. By it they understood that com-
pensation will be made by Germany for all damage done
to the civilian population of the Allies and their property

by the aggression of Germany by land, by sea, and from

the air.’’ The President added that he was in agree-

ment with this interpretation, and that Marshal Foch had
been authorized to receive representatives of the German
Government and to communicate the terms of an armistice.

Foch had already convoked a meeting of the Allied

Commanders at Senlis ' to discuss what conditions would
^ Tardieu, “ I-^a Paix,** 66-79.

2 Q
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prevent Gefniany recomni^pcing the struggle and wpuld

allow the Allies to dictate the peace. Haig, who spohe

first, urged moderation, since the Allied forces were

pat of breath and the German army stiU unbroken*

P^tain and Pershing, on the otfipr hand, demanded harder

terms. Foch, after reflecting on the debate, drew up an

outline which was approved by the Supreme Council,

and cornmnnipated to Germany on November 8. The
terms included evacuation of all conquered territories,

withdrawal beyqnd the Hhine, the establishment of a

neutral zone qn the right bank, the cancelling of the

Treaties of Brest-Titqvsk and Bucharest, the repatriation

of prisqneps, the surrender of guns, aeroplanes, rolling-

stopk, and, last but not least, the transfer of the fleet. The
programme was handed by Foch on November 8 to the

delegation, headed by przberger, which had been con-

ducted through the Allied lines; and there could be no

Revolution
^f rejection. The inexorable

in advance continued, and “the home front*'
Germany been broken by revolution.' On

October 28 a naval mutiny had broken out at Kiel

qn the issue of orders to sail, which the mutineers

interpreted as a signal for battle. On November 4 a

Workers’ Council on the Russian model was chosen, and

on November 5 Kiel was in their hands. A tidal wave
swept over the country, and every throne was submerged
in the raging waters. A Republic was proclairued in

Berlin with the Socialist Ebert as President and the

Socialist Schcjdemann as Chancellor, and on November 9
the Kaiser abdicated and fled to J-Iolland. The Armistice

was accepted by the new Government, and at ii a.m. on
November ii, 1918, the struggle in which ten million

men had l^id down their lives suddenly ceased.*

' See the Kaiser’s “ Memoirs,” ch. 12 ; Bernstein, “ Die Deutsche
Revolption ”

;
Noske, ‘‘ Vpn Kiel bis Kapp ”

; George Young, “ The New
Germany.”

* See the official ” Matcrialien betreffend die Waffenstillstandsverhand*
lungen,” and Erzberger, ‘‘ Erlebnisse im Weltkri^ge.

”



CHAPTER XIX

THE SETTLEMENT

W XXJUU-V I.XX0 roar of battle had ceased King George, King
Albert and King Victor Emmanuel visited Paris to con-

gratulate her on the great deliverance.^

Two courses were open to the victors.
^Battle'^

The first was to frame preliminaries of

peace at the earliest moment, after which the blockade

could be raised, prisoners repatriated, and the wheels of

industry restarted. Subject to two reservations the Allied

Note of November 5 had granted the request for a peace

on the basis of the Fourteen Points; and a skeleton settle-

ment on these lines would have been promptly accepted

by the new German Government, whose attention was fully

occupied with the task of founding the Republic and com-
bating the Spartacists. The other course was to postpone

the discussion till representatives of every unit of the Grand
Alliance could arrive from the uttermost parts of the world,

and then to deal with the problems arising out of the

conflict as a whole. The latter was chosen, and in theory

there was much to be said for it; but it involved an in-

calculable addition to the sum of human suffering, economic

^ See “ History of the Peace Conference at Paris,** ed. by H. Temperley,
five vols. (to be completed in six)

;
Tardieu, “ La Paix ’*

;
** What Really

Happened at Paris,** ed. by Colonel House and C. Seymour
;
“ Hearings

before the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate,** 1919;
Lansing, “ The Peace Negotiations **

; Haskins and Lord, Some Problems
of the Peace Conference **

;
Hanotaux, “ Le Trait4 de Versailles **

;

Barthou, “ Le Traits de Paix.’* Dillon, “The Peace Conference**;
Wilson Harris, “ The Peacp in the Making ’’

;
Huddleston, “ Peace-Making

at Paris **
; and Bartlett, “ Behind the Scenes at the Peace Conference,**

describe the Conference as it appeared to journalists. Rothbart, “ Die
Grossen Vier am Werk,*’ summarizes the Conference from a German point
of view.

659
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disintegration and political embitterment by the prolonga-

tion of the blockade at the bidding of France.

The evils inherent in the postponement of the Confer-

ence were increased by the decision of Mr. Lloyd George

The dissolve Parliament. The Coalition

General Ministry, he cogently argued, had never
Election

ratified by the people and required

a mandate for the tasks of peace; the Parliament had
sat since 1910; and a far-reaching reform of the franchise,

including woman suffrage and the redistribution of

seats, had been achieved. But in seeking authority to

represent the country in the councils of the Allies, he in-

creased his difficulties by promises hastily made and im-

possible of fulfilment. The joint appeal to the electors by
the Prime Minister and Mr. Bonar Law was couched in

moderate language, and asked for a continuation of the

Coalition till the world had settled down. But public

opinion, strung up to a pitch of passionate excitement and
indignation by the horrors of the conflict, was in no mood
to sign a blank cheque, and insisted on a concrete and
vindictive programme. When the electoral campaign was
already in full swing Mr. Lloyd George, against his better

judgment, proceeded to shout with the largest crowd.

Apart from glittering forecasts of an England fit for

heroes, the main planks of his platform were the punish-

ment of war criminals and the recovery of the cost of the

war. Mr. Barnes, the representative of Labour in the

War Cabinet, loudly urged the hanging of the Kaiser,

and another Minister, Sir Eric Geddes, exhorted his coun-^

trymen to squeeze Germany till they could hear the pips

squeak. The constituencies endorsed the leadership of

Mr. Lloyd George by an unexampled tribute of gratitude

and confidence. Mr. Asquith and his friends were smitten

hip and thigh, and the new Parliament was filled with

unknown men determined to keep the Prime Minister to

the pledges by which, he had purchased a dictatorship

unknown in modern English history.

A widely different gospel was being preached at the
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same moment by President Wilson, who, contrary to the

advice of his Secretary of State, resolved to represent his

countrymen at the Peace Conference, and crossed the

Atlantic in the middle of December in order to study the

situation before the deliberations began. Belligerents and
neutrals alike had read his lofty declarations on the aims

of the conflict and the rebuilding of a peaceful world, and
he was hailed by liberal Europe as a new Messiah. Vast

crowds surged round the man of destiny in France, Eng-
land and Italy, and men hung on his lips as he expounded
with moving eloquence the principles of a lasting settlement

and the ideal of a League of Nations co-operating in the

fruitful processes of peace. For a brief moment it seemed
as if the President, representing as he did a mighty, un-

exhausted and disinterested nation, might calm the raging

passions and bend the statesmen of the Old World to his

will.

Historians will continue for generations to discuss

whether a “Wilson peace** was possible in 1919; but the

chances of its realization were diminished

by the selection of Paris as the seat of

the Conference. Geneva was considered

and rejected; for the claims of France and the con-

veniences of a great city carried the day. Bombed and
bombarded witnout respite for many months, twice threat-

ened with capture, and almost within sight of the devastated

area, the atmosphere of the French capital and the language

of the French Press suggested to visitors the disquieting

phenomena of shell-shock. Hot with anger and bleeding

from a thousand wounds, France sought support for her

demands in her sufferings no less than in her achievements,

while her geographical position and long traditions of

conflict enabled her to argue with some plausibility that

she understood the ways of the Boche better than any of

her guests. A second and more concrete obstacle to a

Wilson peace was the fact that Great Britain, France and
Italy wer^ bound by secret agreements into which they

had entered, willingly or unwillingly, during the desperate
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Struggle^ It was, indeed, atgued by the President that the

acceptance of the Fourteen Points abrogated all previoUs

arrangements which conflicted with them ; but he failed to

convince his Allies, and the result was a protracted struggle

and a damaging compromise.

By the middle of January, 1919, the 70 authori/:ed

delegates of the 27 States comprising the Grand AUiance

had assembled in Paris. The British Plenipotentiaries

were Mr^ Lloyd George, Mr. Balfour, Mr. Bonar Law and
Mr. Barnes, while the Dominions were separately repre-

sented by their own leading statesmen, General Botha and
General Smuts, Sir Robert Borden and Mr. Hughes.

From the outset, however, the Prime

^George^ Minister, whose prestige was at its height^

pursued his own path. No plenipotentiary

ever approached the task of rebuilding a ruined world

with a more slender equipment of detailed knowledge;

but he learned quickly, and he brought a fresh mind
to the bewildering array of problems which confronted

the peacemakers. Mr^ Keynes has described his “un-
erring, almost medium-like sensibility to everyone round
him,’* and credits him with “six or seven senses not

available to ordinary men, judging character, motive

and subconscious impulse, perceiving what each was
thinking and even what each was going to say next, and
compounding with telepathic instinct the argument or

appeal best suited to the vanity, weakness or self-interest

of his immediate auditor.” A very similar portrait has

been drawn by Mr. Lansing.' “His course was erratic.

He possessed a wonderfully alert mind which fairly

bubbled over with restless energy. He made decisions

rapidly and with little regard for details or fundamental

principles. If he fell into error through incorriplete know-
ledge or wrong deductions, he picked hirriself up with a

laugh or a witticism and went ahead as if nothing had

happened. He had the quickest mind of the Big Four,

but it seemed to lack stability. Vivacious, good-tempered,

1 “ tht filg Fouh’»
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ahd possessing a strbhg senise of huliidtif, life socially

an attractive persbH; It was sitliply impossible hot to

like him. In debate his cleverness in finding thfe weak
spots in an opponent’s armour and his uttef* indifference

to his own errors made hirii a dangerous antagonist.

But this Unusual man possessed none of the arts of

diplomacy. His successes at Paris—arid they were ndt a

few—were largely due to the excellent adVlce which was
given him, and which he wisely received.”

The British delegation entered oh its ardlioiis task

without a detailed programme, but with a few guiding

principles. Germany, it was agreed, must
be rendered incapable of renewed offence

by land or sea, must sacrifice her cblonies,

pay for the wat up to the rheasure of her ability, and
surrender her war criminals for trial

;
but the terrhs

imposed must be of a character which the German
Government would be willing to sign, sirice, if it

were to fall, it was feared that Central Europe might
stagger into Bolshevism. With the unfortunate exception

of Mr. Hughes, the British Empire delegation stood foi*

a relatively moderate settlemerit. Mr. Lloyd George, how-
ever, was in no position to- dictate to his Allies; for, in

addition to being bound by a series of written engage-

ments, he was compelled tO consider the views arid in-

terests of France.

Clemenceau possessed a prestige and authority in no

wise inferior to that enjoyed by his British colleague,

i^htbughout the agonizihg months of the great Offensive

of 1918 the indomitable old Tiger Had kept alight the

vestal flame Of Hbpe and resbllitioh, and Pete ia Victbife

was rewarded by the Unbounded confidence of his cbUHtry-

meii. His stref:igth was ihcfeaSed by the limitation dfid

concentration bf llis aims. His business was not to set the

world straight, bUt to Uhdo the work of iS^i and tO safe-

guard the frontiers of Frahce. *‘He felt abdUt Frdnce,”

Writes Mr. KeynOs,* **what PbricIeS felt bf Athens—uniqUfe

value in her, nothing else mattering; but his theory Of
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politics was Bismarck’s. He had one illusion—France;

and one disillusion—mankind, including Frenchmen, and

his colleagues not least. He believed that you must never

negotiate with a German or conciliate him
;
you must

dictate to him. On no other terms will ne respect you,

or will you prevent him from cheating you.

Clemenceau But it is doubtful how far he thought

these characteristics peculiar to Germany.
Prudence required some measure of lip-service to ‘ ideals

’

of foolish Americans or hypocritical Englishmen ; but

it would be stupid to believe that there is much
room in the world for such affairs as the League of

Nations.” Holding such views, it was not surprising

that he should complain that President Wilson talked

like Jesus Christ. “He dominated the Peace Conference,”

testifies Mr. Lansing. “ He possessed the essential qualities

of great leadership. He knew when to be defiant and
when to placate. He was cynical of the real value of the

idealism which had been so widely applauded, and which
many of the delegates supported with enthusiasm so long

as it did not interfere with the material interests of their

countries. He succeeded in nearly everything he under-

took.” “He stands out as the clearest-cut figure of them
all,” adds Colonel House. “No mystery surrounds him.

He fought in peace as he fought in war, cpenly, intelli-

gently, courageously, for his beloved France. He inspired

the affection of many, the admiration of all. He stood

frankly for the old order, accepting the League of Nations

as an addition to, not as a substitute for, material

guarantees. He was utterly convinced that Germany
understood nothing but force, and made no pretence to

be bound by the Fourteen Points.” The masterful Premier

kept the scarcely less masterful President in the back-

ground; and even his trusted Foreign Minister, Pichon,

was allowed no initiative. His closest friend and adviser

was Tardieu, whose wide knowledge of foreign affairs,

ready pen, tireless industry and personal devotion light-

ened the burden and earned the gratitude of his chief.
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The portrait of President Wilson has given the artists

more trouble; but there is no difference of opinion as to

the lofty position which he occupied at the president
opening of the Conference or as to his pas- Wilson’s

sionate eagerness to create a better world.
Efforts

“When he stood at the peak of his influence and
power, ' writes his alter ego, Colonel House, “there

was never a more commanding figure, for he was
then the spokesman of the moral and spiritual forces of

the world. His work at Paris was tireless and unselfish.”

“He was there to make a Fourteen Points peace,” echoes

Mr. Wilson Harris, the fairest of judges, “and he did

his best to make it. He failed in part, but not for want
of trying. All through, except during the revision, when
Mr. Lloyd George suddenly took the field as an apostle

of moderation, he was the one force of the four making
consistently for a clean peace. He had to choose between
accepting a bad settlement and leaving the Conference to

become even worse. He sacrificed more than he realized,

but he believed that the League would right the wrongs.”

“No one who really saw the President in action,” testifies

Mr. Stannard Baker, “fired at in front, sniped at from

behind, will for a moment belittle the immensity of his

task or underrate his extraordinary endurance, energy and
courage. He worked longer hours, had more appoint-

ments, granted himself less recreation, than any other

man, high or low, at the Peace Conference.” ' Mr.
Lansing himself bears witness to the general feeling among
the delegates that his chief stood for international morality

and justice. It is in regard to his abilities and his methods
that the doctors disagree. “He was not a hero or a

prophet,” writes Mr. Keynes, “nor even a philosopher,

but a generously mtentioned man with many of the weak-

nesses of other human beings, and lacking that dominat-

ing intellectual equipment necessary to cope with the subtle

and dangerous spellbinders whom a tremendous clash of

^ “ What Wilson did at Paris cf, Thompson, “ The Peace Conference

Day by Day.” These two books are the best record of the President’s

activities.
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forces and personalities had brOlight to the top as trium-

pharlt masters ih the swift game of ^ive and take, face to

face in council. He had thought out nothing. When it

came to practice his ideas were nebulous and incomplete.

He had no plan, no scheme, no constructive ideas what-

ever for clothing with the flesh of life the commandments
which he had thundered from the White House. He Was
like a Nonconformist Minister. His thought and tem-

perariient were essentially theological, not intellectual.”

Mr. Lansing rates the abilities of his chief far higher; but

he too regrets the lack of detailed preparation for his task

and the disinclination to seek counsel from his official

advisers. Despite the perfect friendship of Colonel House,

the President was politically the loneliest man in Paris.

The Italian Premier, Orlando, possessed neither the

authority nor the ability of the 6ig Three, and he was

Orlando treated by Clemenceau With less considera-

and tioh than his British and American col-
Sonnino leagues. An ex-professor of law, a man of

wide culture and a master of logical statement, he

played a secondary r61e in the drama, deliberately

confining himself to the questions in which his country

was directly interested. He was, moreover, dominated

by his masterful colleague Sonnino, the most stub-

born and incorruptible of Italian statesmen, who,
having seen the Austrian Empire dissolve into fragments,

was determined to control the Adriatic atid cared nothihg

for the scowls of new-born Jugoslavia. Saionji and
MakinO, the reptesentatives of the fifth of the Great

Powers, took ah even smaller part in the resetflerheht of

Europe. Japan’s share in the conflict had been one of

Hifiited liability, and she came to the toiihcil table With

the single definite aim of sectiring Shantung. “They
Would sit through a discussion never speakihg a word,”

writes Mr. Wilson Harris, “faces seft like masks, a riddle

unreadable, challehgihg by their very reticerice. tvh^t

lay behind it all? What did they really think of the,

Conference?
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Among the representatives of the minor Powers ihd

first place was unquestionably held by Venezelds, wh’o!^

eloquence and charm added to the influeilce

commanded by his romantic Career and
conspicuous services to the Allied cause.

The Greek Premier had played for high stakes, and
he came to Paris to claim his reward. “What he

asked,’* testifies Mr. Lansing, “was granted because

he asked it.” The claims of Roumania wefe less per-

suasively urged by her Premier, Bratiano, who took little

trouble to conciliate friends and who came into open
conflict with the Great Powers \Vhen Roumanian troops

marched into Budapest. Serbia was represented by
Pasitch, her Grand Old Man, who had lived to see the

fulfilment of his dream of a Jugoslav kingdom rising from

the ashes of the ITapsburg Empire. The Adriatic pro-

vinces which had thrown off the ride of Vienna found a

spokesman in Trumbitch, the respected Mayor of Spalato,

and the new Czecho-Slovak Republic in its Premier, Dr.

Krainarz, once the leader of the Young Czechs in the

Austrian Reichsrath, and Benes, its Foreign Minister,

the pupil and colleague of the venerable Masaryk. Poland
possessed a picturesque interpreter in her first Premier,

Paderewski, whom Mr. Lansing, after close observation

both in Washington and Paris, deliberately pronounces

to be greater as a statesman than as a musician. Belgium
was represented by her Foreign Minister, Hymans, and
on one critical occasion King Albert hastened to Paris

to his support. The rhost arresting figure on the crowded
stage was the Emir Feisul, the martial sOn bf the King
of the Hedjaz, who came to plead for an Arab kingdom
stretching north from Mecca to the Tulirus mountains and

east to the Euphrates. In eVety case the delegations were

accompanied by experts, secretaries and typewriters.

In addition to the recognized partners in the Grand
Alliance, Uninvited tahd In some cases Uhwelcome guests

frorn all parts of the World—Armenians, Syrians,

Georgians, Rutbenes^ Esthortians, Lithuanians, Letts,

Yenezelos,
Bratiano,
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Finns, Albanians, Persians, Egyptians, Koreans*, Zionists,

Schleswigers, Aaland Islanders, Irish-Americans—de-

scended on Palis like a swarm of bees, in the hope of

securing a hearing or at any rate of arousing interest in

the aims of their respective nationalities. Never had

Europe witnessed such a gathering of rulers and rivals,

of realists bent on material gains and of idealists striving

for a happier world. To those who watched with dis-

appointment and even indignation the performances of

the Ten and the Four, it was some consola-

Mr. Hoover tion to remember that Mr. Hoover, the most

silent of men, was quietly at work in his

office. “The Director-General of Allied Relief per-

sonified the one great humane influence at Paris. He
and the men he gathered round him were keeping
dying children from death, and lifting a corner at

least of the cloud of misery and suffering that weighed
upon Europe. In some elusive, intangible way the know-
ledge of the work he was doing shot like a purifying ray

through the fog that enveloped the endeavours and the

impotence of the Congress.” ‘

The first task was to discuss the number of representa-

tives to which each State was entitled. But the decision

was of little practical importance, since the five great

Powers—the British Empire, France, Ital^, the United
States and Japan—allowed the minor Allies to do little

more than present their case. On January i8 the first

plenary session was opened by the President of the

Republic, who urged his hearers to “seek nothing but

justice,” to apply the principle of national self-determina-

tion, and to establish a League of Nations as a supreme
guarantee against fresh assaults on the rights of peoples.

Clemenceau was then chosen President o^ the Conference.

Five more plenary sessions followed, but they merely

registered decisions already reached. Clemenceau, records

Mr. Lansing, was utterly ruthless in carrying through the

programme agreed upon by the Council of Ten, consist-

* Wilson Hamt. ' The Peace in the Making.**
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ing of the Prime Ministers and Foreign Secretaries of the

five Great Powers. “His caustic sentences, his fluency of

speech, increasing in vehemence as he proceeded, and his

real or assumed passion, simply overwhelmed protests and
resistance. A plenary session was a farce.“ The Ten
were the Supreme War Council under
another name, and they met twice daily,

of'xen^
summoning expert advisers as they were
needed, till the middle of February, when the three

principal actors withdrew for a brief period. Mr. Lloyd
George and President Wilson returned to London and
Washington respectively to deal with domestic politics,

and Clemenceau was wounded on February 19. The main
result of these preliminary deliberations was to discover

the extent of the difference between the French and the

Anglo-American attitude towards the maintenance of the

blockade, the treatment of Russia, and the territorial redis-

tribution of Europe. On the other hand, expert Com-
missions and Committees on special political and economic

problems had been appointed
;
and the Supreme Economic

Council, guided by Lord Robert Cecil and Mr. Hoover,

gallantly laboured to combat starvation throughout

Europe.

The most distracting problem of the opening weeks

of the Conference was Russia, not only on account of its

inherent difficulty but owing to the divergent aims and
sympathies of the victors. Contrary to expectation, the

Bolshevists had maintained their position for more than

a year; but they were surrounded by enemies, domestic

and foreign. In the north one British force supported an
anti-Bolshevist government at Archangel, and another was
stationed at Murmansk. The emancipated nationalities

—

Finns, Esthoniai.s, Lithuanians, Poles, Ukrainians—were

in more or less open hostility to Moscow. In the south

the counter-revolutionary General Denikin, supported by
the Allies in the Black Sea, was pushing northwards up
the rivers, while Admiral Koltchak,“*ready to spring, was
hovering on the Siberian railway behind the Urals. The
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Bolshevists were generally regarded as traitprs atid out-

laws; btit the Allies were not officially at war with Russiaf

Whe^ the statesmen met at Paris in January the overthrow

of the Bolshevist regime by the combined resources of the

victors was urged by France; but neither Great Britain

nor the United Stati,s could promise troops, and France

was unable to provide the 350,000 picked men which Foch

believed the enterprise to require.

The obvious alternative, strongly urged by President

Wilson and Mr. Lloyd George, was to negotiate with the

various Governments which collectively represented the old

Russian Umpire, The British Premier suggested the

summoning of delegates* to Paris ;
but, since Clemenceau

objected to the contamination of his capital, three repre-

sentatives of “every organized group now exercising or

The attempting to exercise political authority or

PrinkipQ military control “ were invited to the island
P«^oject Prinkipo, in the Sea of Marmora, where

they were to meet representatives of the Allies, pro-

vided that a general truce was proclaimed and observed.

The invitation was rejected with indignation by the

cpunter-revolutionary Governments; but the Bolshevists,

though never officially informed of the plan, replied

that they were ready for an agreement with the

Entente Powers if they would undertake not to interfere in

Russian internal affairs, and would confer with them or

with other Russian political groups. They added that

they were ready to acknowledge Russia’s debts to the sub-

jects of the Allied Powers. The opening of the Prinkipo

Conference was fixed for February 15, Allied representa-

tives were tentatively selected, and the Esthonians, Letts,

Lithuanians and Ukrainians, after some delay, accepted

the invitation. But as Denikin and K-^ltchak had con-

temptuously rejected the proposal for a truce and a

conference, the civil war continued and no further action

was taken.

The repugnance of France to any dealings with the

Bolshevists was notorious, and her relief at the failure of
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the Prjpkipo p4p Was uncpncpajed; blit the British and
Americans, recognizipg the danger of a policy of drift,

were eager for a settlement, l^itvinoff bad written to

profess his earnest desire for a settlement; and, at the

instigation of Colopel House apd with the approval of the

British Delegation, Mr* Bullitt, a member
qf the American Delegation, was sent to ^ Hansen

^

IVIoscow, and brought back a written stater-

ment of Lenin’s peace terms, which included an armistice,

a conference, the raising of 'the blockade, the restora-

tion of political and commercial relations, and an

amnesty for all political offenders. All Governments of

the forrnor Empire were tq acknowledge their financial

obligations, while the gold seized by the Czechs in Kazan
and confiscated by the Allies elsewhere was to go to the*

payment of the debt. Allied and foreign troops were to be

recalled, and all support of anti-Soviet Governments was
tp cease. Qq his return at the end of March Mr. Bullitt

^nt his report to the President, who was too busy to give

it his full attention; but Mr. Lloyd George invited him to

breakfast and discussed the situation. The news of the

mission now began to leak out, and the Press comment^
both in Paris and London was hostile. In the middle of

April the Prime Minister paid a flying visit to St.

Stephen’s, whjre he was confronted with a question about

the Bullitt mission. We have had no approciches of any

sort or kind,” he replied. “There was some suggestion that

there was some young American who had come back. All

I can say is that it is not for me to judge the value of these

communications. If the President had attached any value

to them he would have brought them before the Con-
ference.” The Prime Minister had been frightened; and
this disingenuou > utterance, which surprised no one more

than Mr. Bullitt himself, ended the chance of direct

negotiations. The only positive result of the mission was
a proposal by Dr. Nansen, at the suggestion of Mr.

Hoover, for the sufiply of food to Russia. Nearly a fort-

night elapsed before his plan was approved by the four

—
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in the case of Clemenceau very grudgingly. The offer

was gratefully accepted by the Bolshevists, who unwisely

added that the cessation of hostilities must at the same
time be discussed with the Allies. This attempt to enter

on a political discussion offered a loophole of escape. The
project lapsed, and Dr. Nansen withdrew in d’sgust.

The Allies now swung over to the active support of the

royalists, as the emigies had urged. No chapter in the

story of the Peace Conference reflects graver discredit on

the vacillation of Mr. Lloyd George and the unbending
rigour of official France.

The second act of the Conference drama opened with

the return of the protagonists to Paris early in March.

Precedence was now given to the German Treaty; but so

little progress was made that Mr. Lloyd George wisely

suggested the reduction of the Council of

^^Four ^ ^ Council of Four, the Foreign

Ministers continuing to sit as a Court of

Appeal on secondary questions. The new arrangement

came into force on March 25, and the issues were threshed

out between the four, who met twice a day at each other’s

houses or at the Ministry of War. Since Clemenceau
spoke English fluently, most of the discussions took place

in that language; but Professor Mantoux, the accom-

plished interpreter inherited from the Supreme War
Council, was at hand to assist the Italian Premier, and the

indispensable Sir Maurice Hankey, Secretary of the

British War Cabinet, informally recorded the decisions.'

The new plan worked well, and during the next six weeks,

which have been called the heroic period of the Con-
ference, the settlement with Germany was mapped out in

detail.

“The tone was, conversational,” wri^js Tardieu, “no
pose, no show. Orlando spoke little. It was a dia-

logue of three—an astonishing contrast of natures the

most opposite one could meet or conceive. The dialogue

was at times tragic in its grave simplicity; at other times

^ See Sir M, Hankey, “ Diplomacy by Conference.”
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almost gay; always sincere and direct. That one duped
the other is legend. From beginning to end they dis-

cussed with a profound desire to agree. Wilson argued
like an academician who criticizes a thesis, sitting upright

in his arm-chair, developing his ideas with the clarity of a

didactic logician. Lloyd George discussed like a sharp-

shooter, with sudden cordialities and equally sudden ex-

plosions, his knees in his hands, armed with a prodigious

indifference to technical arguments, drawn instinctively

towards unexpected courses, dazzling in verve and inven-

tiveness, responsive only to the great permanent reasons

of solidarity and justice, in constant apprehension of

Parliamentary repercussions. Clemenceau ’s dialectic,

instead of being built on syllogisms like Wilson’s,

or exploding like that of Lloyd George, proceeded by
massive affirmations, often animated by fascinated

emotion.”

The greatest constructive achievement of the Peace

Conference presented the fewest difficulties. A League of

Nations was one of the Fourteen Points,

and President Wilson was determined that pro^cts
it should be created at the earliest moment
and embodied in the treaties of peace. Soon after

the outbreak of war in 1914 Mr. Asquith had spoken

of “a real Ejropean partnership”; and groups of

men in Great Britain and America, among them Lord
Bryce and Mr. Taft, had begun to draw up schemes for

keeping the peace. The conception of an association of

nations dates from the Middle Ages, and the schemes of

Henri IV an<l the Tsar Alexander I, of Penn, St. Pierre

and Kant, began to be studied with a new and living

interest. In 1916 President Wilson called the attention of

the world to the ic "?al in a series of lofty pronouncements,

and in 1917 a committee under the chairmanship of Lord

Phillimore was appointed by the British Government at

the instance of Lord Robert Cecil. The plan of the com-
mittee was sent to Washington in the summer of 1918 ; and
at the close of the struggle General Smuts propounded a

2 R
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scheme which the President and Colonel House carefully

collated with the Phillimore draft. Both France and Italy

submitted statements of general principles, and the veteran

statesman Bourgeois, who had represented France at The
Hague Conferences, devoted his whole energies to the task.

Neither Clemenceau nor Pichon, however, professed any

belief in a League, and its fortunes depended on che power
of its Anglo-Saxon sponsors to overcome the indifference

of their allies.

At the second plenary session on January 25, on the

motion of President Wilson, it was decided that a League

should be established to promote international co-opera-

tion, to ensure the fulfilment of international obligations,

and to provide safeguards against war; that it should form

an integral part of the Treaty of Peace; that it should be

open to every civilized nation which could be relied on to

promote its objects; that its members should meet

periodically and should have a permanent organization

and secretariat; and that a committee should be appointed

to work out the details of its constitution and functions.

The committee included Colonel House, Lord Robert

Cecil, General Smuts, Bourgeois and Venezelos. The
President himself was chairman, and though he could

rarely attend he kept in close touch with its members. On
February 14 the Covenant was laid before

Covenant the third plenary session, and on April 28,
I<ramed

fifth, the President explained the

trifling changes made in the draft. To meet the

critics in the United vStates it was agreed that the Monroe
Doctrine should not be affected. After an unsuccess-

ful fight on llie Commission, Japan moved for the

equality of nationals of all members of the League; but in

face of the opposition to a principle which neither the

United vStates nor Australia could accept she withdrew the

demand. Bourgeois once more appealed in vain for a

League Inspectorate to control the reduction of armaments,
and for a Naval and Military General Staff. The
Covenant, thus amended, was accepted; and though the
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League only came formally into existence in January, 1920,

the most hopeful and ambitious experiment in the story of

human organization dates from an April day in 1919.
Belgium, Brazil, Greece and Spain were added to the five

Great Powers who were ex-officio members of the Council,

and Sir Eric Drummond was chosen as the first Secretary-

General The desire of British and American members of

the committee forthwith to admit the enemy Powers to the

League was frustrated by the opposition of France and
Belgium.

Fhe High . Contracting Parties, in the words of the
preamble, agreed to the Covenant “in order to promote
international co-operation and to achieve
international peace and security,** and their

duties were set forth in twenty-six articles.

The
Members

The original members were the partners in the Grand
Alliance, and thirteen neutrals who were invited to
join at once. Other States might enter with the
approval of two-thirds of the Assembly, provided that
they gave effective guarantees of their sincere inten-

tion to observe their international obligations. Any
member might withdraw after two years* notice. The
organs of the League were to be an Assembly, a
Council and a Secretariat. The Assembly was to meet
at stated intervals, and each member might have three
representatives, but only one vote. The Council was to

consist of permanent and elected representatives, the
former drawn from the Great Powers, the latter selected
by the Assembly. The Secretariat was to be established
at Geneva, the first seat of the League.

Having thus defined the structure of the new organiza-
tion, the document proceeds to explain the obligations of
membership. The council was to formulate plans for the
reduction of armaments and to suggest means for pre-
venting the evils involved in the private manufacture of
munitions and implements of war. Members were to
exchange full information as to the scale of their arma-
ments, their military, naval and air programmes. Articles
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10-17, which form the heart of the Covenant, deal directly

with the prevention of war. “The members of the

League,“ runs Article lo, “undertake to respect and

preserve as against external aggression the territorial

integrity and existing political independence of all

members of the League.” Any war or

Obl^aUons whether directly affecting

a member or not, was declared a matter

of concern to the whole League, and at the request

of any member a meeting of the Council should be sum-
moned. Every member possessed the right- of calling the

attention of the Assembly or the Council to any circum-

stance threatening the peace. Members were to submit

dangerous disputes to arbitration or to inquiry by the

Council, and were in no case to resort to war until three

months after the arbiter's report. A Permanent Court

of International Justice was to be established, with power

to determine any international dispute and to give an

advisory opinion on any question referred to it by the

Council or Assembly. Dangerous disputes not submitted

to arbitration were to be referred to the Council, and if

the efforts of the Council failed, the facts and the recom-

mendations were to be published. Members were not to

go to war with the party to the dispute which accepted

the suggestions of the Council. Any meriber resorting

to war in disregard of its covenants was deemed to have

committed an act of war against all other members, who
would immediately sever all commercial, financial and
personal relations with the offenders, and the Council

would recommend what force each member should supply.

In the event of a dispute between a member of the League
and a non-member, or between two or more non-members,
the League should offer its services; and if the invitation

were rejected and a member of the League were attacked,

the others would come to its aid.

The closing articles add a number of directions less

directly concerned with the prevention of war. Every
new treaty or international engagement was to be forth-
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with registered with the Secretariat and published by it,

and no such pact was to be binding till thus registered.

The Assembly might advise the reconsideration of treaties

which had become inapplicable. In accordance with a

suggestion by General Smuts, conquered

territories inhabited by backward peoples Mandates
were to be entrusted to advanced peoples

under mandates drawn up by the League, to which

the mandatory should render an annual report. Mem-
bers further pledged themselves to co-operate in the

improvement of labour conditions, the prevention of

disease and the mitigation of suffering, and in combating

the white slave traffic, the trade in opium, and other

dangers to civilization.

President Wilson’s place in history will be determined

by the success or the failure of the Covenant
;
and we are

already in a position to estimate the value of his achieve-

ment more accurately than was possible in the turmoil

of 1919. “So many vested interests were challenged by
the League,” writes a semi-official observer,^ “and so

many new forces had been liberated in Europe which were

antagonistic to it, that unless it had been made part of the

peace it might have been postponed for a generation.

Even more important was the fact that the Treaties them-

selves were made to centre round the idea of the League
to so great an extent that without it they become plainly

unworkable. The recognition that the problems raised

at Paris can only be solved by a permanent international

organization is perhaps the greatest result of the Con-
ference.” We may now add that the blunders of the

peacemakers necessitate an international instrument for

their revision.

The most difficult task confronting the Big Four was
the defence of the eastern frontier of France.® The policy

embodied in the Franco-Russian agreement of 1917 had

^ Temperley, “ History of the Peace Conference,” 1, 276-7.

* Tardieu’s chapters on the discussions relating to the left bank and
the Saar explain the innermost thought of France.
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been sharply repudiated by Mr. Balfour when it was

revealed by the Bolshevists; but the separation from Ger-

many of the left bank of the Rhine appeared to the majority

of Frenchmen the only solid guarantee against future in-

vasions. Shortly after the Armistice Foch urged

Clemenceau to insist on the Rhine frontier,

"^Fro^der^ January he addressed a similar

appeal to the Allied Generals. The French

Premier accordingly instructed Tardieu to prepare a

full statement of the French case. Germany’s capacity

for attack, ran the argument, rested on the strategic net-

work of railways on the left bank in combination with the

Rhine fortresses. France had no desire to annex the left

bank, wishing only that the Rhine should be Germany’s

western frontier, with Allied occupation of the bridge-

heads. To this scheme the British delegation offered un-

relenting opposition. “On my first visit to Paris,”

observed Mr. Lloyd George, “my strongest impression

was the statue of vStrassburg in mourning. Do not let

us make another Alsace-Lorraine.” To separate seven

million Germans from their Fatherland would be wrong
in itself, had never been demanded in any of the separate

or joint declarations of war aims, and was, moreover,

unnecessary, since Germany was disarmed. Great Britain,

at any rate, would refuse to take part in garrison

duty.

On March 14, the day of the President’s return from

America, the two Anglo-Saxon statesmen proposed a joint

military guarantee as an alternative. The French Premier

asked for time to consider the offer. Three days later he

expressed a desire for the guarantee in addition to, not as

a substitute for, the occupation, since a treaty might ensure

victory but would not prevent an invasion. Negotiations

lasted without interruption till April 22, and were com-

plicated by other grave differences of opinion. The views

of Mr. Lloyd George were embodied in a comprehensive

memorandum of March 26, inspired by the loftiest states-

manship, which set forth the conditions not of a tern-
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porary settlement but of a lasting peace/ “You may
strip Germany of her colonies, reduce her armaments to

a mere police force and her navy to that of a fifth-rate

Power; all the same in the end, if she feels that she has

been unjustly treated in the peace of 1919,

she w’ll find means of exacting retribu- British

tion ^roin her conquerors. The deep im- Warning

pression made upon the human heart by four years of

unexampled slaughter will disappear with the hearts

upon which it has been marked by the terrible sword of

the great war. The maintenance of peace will then depend
upon there being no causes of exasperation constantly

stirring up the spirit of patriotism, of justice or of fair

play. To achieve redress our terms may be severe, they

may be stern and even ruthless, but at the same time they

can be so just that the country on which they are imposed

will feel in its heart that it has no right to complain. But
injustice and arrogance displayed in the hour of triumph

will never be forgotten or forgiven. For these reasons

I am, therefore, strongly averse to transferring more
Germans from German rule to the rule of some other

nation than can possibly be helped. I cannot conceive

any greater cause of future war than that the German
people, who have certainly proved themselves one of the

most vigorous and powerful races in the world, should

be surrounded by a number of small states, many of them

consisting of people who have never previously set up a

stable government for themselves, but each of them con-

taining large masses of Germans clamouring for reunion

with their native land.” Vindictive terms would destroy

the German Government and might drive the people into

the arms of the Bolshevists, who, with German aid, would

dominate Centra. Europe and threaten the nations of the

west. “From every point of view, therefore, it seems to

me that we ought to endeavour to draw up a peace settle-

ment as if we were impartial arbiters, forgetful of the

’ The Memorandum was first published in Nitti’s “ Peaceless Europe,*’

It was subsequently published as a White Paper, Cd. 161^ (1922).
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passions of the war.” A just and far-sighted peace with

Germany, he added, must be supplemented by a League
of Nations as the effective guardian of international right

and liberty, a limitation of the armaments of the victors

no less than of the vanquished, and by the admission of

Germany to the League after accepting the Allied terms

and establishing a stable and democratic governrient.

The French reply argued that to create new States

without frontiers enabling them to live would cause them
to turn Bolshevist, and that the contrast between the

security obtained by Great Britain and the insecurity of

France resulting from the British proposals would poison

the relations of the Allies. The Prime Minister now
endeavoured to satisfy the French demand for security

without abandoning his resolve to tolerate no fresh Alsace-

Lorraines. It was agreed to reduce the German army
to 100,000 men, to abolish conscription, and to demilitarize

the right bank of the Rhine to a depth of fifty kilometres

;

but on the permanent separation of the left bank he was

adamant, and President Wilson agreed that nothing more

was possible or necessary than the joint guarantee. The
French Premier caustically rejoined that the German fleet

had disappeared and that the United ^States were far off.

Foch and the Allied Generals were summoned to address

the four; but the Marshal found no support, and even

King Albert, who was called into council, did not ask

for prolonged occupation. Sickened by

C^nfpromlU intransigeance, the President ordered

the George Washington to Brest. France

stood alone, and with a heavy heart Clemenceau with-

drew his demand for the separation of the left bank.

On April 20 the President approved Allied occupation

for fifteen years, and on April 22 Mr. Lloyd George

followed suit. It was agreed that the period might

be prolonged if the guarantees for the security of France

at the end of the term were considered insufficient, and
that the Allies might reoccupy the territory if Germany
failed to pay her debts.
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The compromise reached with such difficulty satisfied

neither Great Britain nor France. Foch complained of

the limitation of time, arguing that “if one is master of

the Rhine one is master of Germany, and if we are not

on the Rhine we have lost everything.’’ Mr. Lloyd George

was "equally dissatisfied, and, after receiving the German
comments on the original form of the Peace Treaty, he

expressed regret for having allowed himself to be con-

vinced. He had twice consulted the Cabinet and the

British delegation, and they were unanimously of opinion

that he should have offered occupation or the treaty of

guarantee. “I do not accuse you,” he remarked to

Clemenceau
;
“ I only accuse myself for yielding too quickly

to your arguments. If you persist I shall have to submit

the question to Parliament.” The French Premier replied

that he could not reopen the matter, and that he too would
go before the Chamber and if necessary resign. The
British Premier finally gave way. On the other hand, the

Marshal’s demand for a military regime was rejected, and a

Rhineland Commission of five civilians was established.

While the main opposition to a permanent occupation

of the left bank came from Great Britain, the annexation

of the Saar valley was most vigorously

resisted by the United States. When
President Wilson told Clemenceau that he
could consent neither to the separation of the left bank
nor to the annexation of the Saar, the French states-

man called him a pro-German and abruptly left the room.'

The French claim to the district assigned to them in 1814,

but not in 1815, was opposed both by Great Britain and
the United States, and was withdrawn. All agreed that

France should have the Saar coal while her own mines
were out of acton; but, while Mr. Lloyd George was
willing to create an autonomous State under French pro-

tection, the President would at first approve nothing but

a tribute of coal equal to the losses of France. The French
prudently renounced the claim to the annexation of a

^ Isaiah Bowman, in “ What Really Happened at Paris,** 464-5.
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German population and demanded a special political

organization for the district, which included the whole of

the mining area, whereas the frontier of 1814 would have

left one-third of it outside. A compromise was finally

reached in an Administrative Commission of five (three

appointed by the League of Nations, one by the inhabi-

tants, and one by France), and a plebiscite after fifteen

years, to determine whether the district should be annexed
to France or continue the existing regime or return to

Germany. In the latter event Germany was to pay France

the estimated value of the coal mines at that date.

While the British delegation stood for a moderate

settlement of the problems of the left bank and the Saar,

The attitude on two other questions appeared

Kaiser’s to one or more of the Allies severe and
Trial

vindictive. The trial of the Kaiser

was an election pledge; and despite the opposition

of the United States and Japan, and the disapproval

of Generals Botha and Smuts, his extradition was
demanded from Holland, though demanded in vain.

On the issue of reparations, again» the British claims

appeared to the Americans, who asked nothing for them-

selves, not only excessive but unwarrantable/ The Four-

teen Points included the “restoration” of occupied terri-

tories; and the note of November 5, on the strength of

which Germany laid down her arms, spoke of “compensa-

tion for all damage done to the civilian population of the

Allies and their property by the aggression of Germany
by land, by sea and from the air.” British and French

politicians, however, had subsequently declared Germany
liable for the whole cost of the war. Clemenceau declared

that whatever sum the experts might name, it would still

fall short of French expectation; and Mr. Lloyd iGleorge

added that he, too, would fall if a sum were fixed. The
American delegation, on the contrary, was unanimous for

* See Baruch, “ The Making: of the Economic and Reparations Sections

of the Treaty,” and Keynes. “The Economic Consequences of the Peace.”
R. G. L4vy, ” La Juste Paix,” gives the French view of the economic
clauses and of Mr. Keynes.
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a fixed sum in order to restore settled conditions and to

encourage Germany to work. Individual British, French,

Belgian and Italian delegates agreed with them, but the

chiefs were inexorable.

The question what claims should be made under the

category of reparation led to prolonged discussion. Mr.
Hughes bitterly assailed the American view,

ably argued by Mr. Dulles, that the costs Reparations

of the war could not be described as repara- Co^^troversy

tion to civilians. The President was informed by
wireless of rhe controversy on his way back from

America in March, and replied that “the inclusion of

war costs was clearly inconsistent with what we de-

liberately led the enemy to expect and cannot now honour-

ably alter simply because we have the power.“ The British

demand was largely due to the fact that our claim for

material damage by submarines and air raids was relatively

small, and that the fruits of victory had to be brought into

some relation with election prbmises, of which 370
Members of Parliament reminded the Prime Minister in

a warning telegram, provoked by an interview with “a
high authority” in the Westminster Gazetted “Our con-

stituents have always expected that the first action of the

peace delegates would be, as you repeatedly stated in your

election speecnes, to present the Bill in full and make
Germany acknowledge the debt.” Mr. Lloyd George
replied that the Government would stand faithfully by
all its pledges. In the middle of April he paid a flying

visit to St. Stephen’s, where he trounced Lord Northcliffe,

in whom he saw the instigator of the telegram, and who
was now conducting a fierce campaign against the Prime

Minister in Th^ Times and the Daily Mail. The final

result, which wa. a compromise between “the cost of the

war” and the formula of November 5, included war

pensions and separation allowances,* to which the Presi-

' The high authority was the Prime Minister himself. See Sisley

Huddleston, “ Peace-Making at Paris.”
* For an incisive judgment of British conduct in this matter see

Zimmern, ” The Convalescence of Europe.”
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dent was converted by a memorandum of General Smuts,

and demanded a thousand million within two years, before

the expiration of which a scheme of payments extending

over thirty years was to be worked out by an Inter-Allied

Reparation Commission.

Agreement on the problems presented by liume.

Shantung and Poland proved as difficult to attain as on

the left bank, the Saar and reparations. By the secret

Treaty of 1915 Italy had secured recognition of her claim

to North Dalmatia in flagrant violation of the principle of

self-determination; yet she now proceeded to advance her

‘‘just claims on Fiume in the name of

CorTtrove^y principle, though the Italians were a

minority in Fiume and its suburb Susak
taken together. The British and French Premiers,

while ready to carry out the pact, advised her to

forgo her claim to Dalmatia, adding that if she insisted

on the full terms of 1915 she could not obtain Fiume.
Convinced that Italy, having accepted the Fourteen Points,

must abandon all claims that conflicted with them, Presi-

dent Wilson, whom the Serbs invited to arbitrate but

whose services were not desired by the Italians, argued

that the Jugoslavs must obtain effective access to the sea.

It was in vain, however, that Colonel House strove to

bring the Italian and Jugoslav disputants, who were at

daggers drawn, to meet him round a table in his hotel;

and towards the end of April, when the Germans were

about to arrive in Paris, Orlando insisted that the problem

should be considered at once, though it formed no part of

the settlement with Germany. His harassed colleagues

implored him to wait till the outstanding questions of the

German settlement were solved; for they required the

signature of Italy to the coming Germrn Treaty. Long
discussions took place in the Council of Four without

result; but neither Orlando nor the President would give

way.

On April 20 the President read to his British and
French colleagues a memorandum which he proposed to
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publish if the Italians rejected all compromise. The peace,

he declared, must be built on certain definite principles.
“ If these principles are to be adhered to, Fiume must
serve as the outlet and inlet of the commerce, not of Italy

but of Hungary, Bohemia, Roumania and wilson
the Spates of the new Jugoslav group. To versus

assign ^t to Italy would create the feel-
Orlando

ing that we had deliberately put the port upon which
all these countries depend for their access to the Mediter-

ranean in the hands of a Power of which it did not

form an integral part and whose sovereignty must in-

evitably seem foreign, not domestic. Interest is not

now in question, but the rights of peoples, above all the

right of the world to peace and to such settlements of in-

terest as shall make peace secure. These and these only

are the principles for which America has fought, and on
which she can consent to make peace. Only on these

principles, she hopes and believes, will the people of Italy

ask her to make peace.’* The memorandum was approved

by Mr. Lloyd George and Clemenceau, and the President

understood both of them to favour publication. Further

discussion by the Four and in a meeting attended by the

Foreign Ministers was fruitless; and Orlando sent a

message that he would take no further part in the counsels

of the Four till the question was settled in Italy’s favour.

The President now issued his statement to the Press.

The same evening the Italians announced that the delega-

tion would leave Paris on the following day, and Orlando

issued a reply. In drawing a distinction between the

Italian people and its Government, he complained, the

President implied that a great free people was capable of

submitting to the yoke of a will not its own. Even more

offensive was the contention that Italy’s claim violated the

principles of liberty and justice; for the author of the

doctrine of self-determination ought to be the first to

recognize the right of Fiume, an ancient Italian city.

“And can we describe as excessive the Italian aspiration

for the Dalmatian coast, this bulwark of Italy throughout
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the centuries ? Why is it especially Italian aspirations

that are to be suspected of imperialist cupidity ? Mr.

Lloyd George endeavoured to dissuade his colleague from

withdrawal; but the President’s challenge had evoked a

storm of indignation in Italy, and the Ministers had no

choice. They received an ovation and a solid v<^te in

Rome; but on May 4 the Three invited them tc return,

and on May 7 they were once more in Paris. The settle-

ment of the Fiume question was indefinitely postponed.

The angry withdrawal of Italy from the Conference

was not without its influence on the settlement of the

problem of Shantung. As Italy’s entry

^if^ntung purchased by the promise

of North Dalmatia, so Japan’s services

were rewarded in February, 1917, by a secret assur-

ance of British, French, Russian and Italian supjxirt

at the Peace Conference for her claims to the German
inheritance in the Far East. The President, however,

refused to be bound by this treaty, of which he only

learned at Paris; and he made no secret of his sympathy
with China’s plea, eloquently urged by the Ambassador
Wellington Koo, that her acceptance of the claim in 1915,

under duress, should be cancelled. “The difficulties would
have been incredible to me before I got here,” he tele-

graphed to Washington on April 25; and his friend and
physician. Admiral Grayson, reported that they were
terrible days for the President, physically and otherwise.'

The Japanese delegates threatened that they would leave

the Conference if forbidden to retain their prey.* Mr.
Lansing considered that they were bluffing, and the

American delegation desired to resign in protest. But
the President believed that the League would be in danger

without the signature of Italy and Japan to the Treaty

of which it formed an integral part; and he was in some
degree mollified by a verbal promise to restore the

peninsula in full sovereignty to China, retaining only

^ Tumulty, “ Woodrow Wilson as I Knew Him,” 554-5.
* Lansini^, “ The Peace Conferenc®,” ch. 18.
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the economic privileges granted to Germany and a settle-

ment at Tsingtau. Yet it was the cession of German
rights to Japan which was recorded in the Treaty, whereas

the verbal assurances of the delegates were not rated very

highly by most of the President’s countrymen. “Of all

the important decisions at the Conference,’’ records Mr.

Stanna-d Baker, “none worried him so much and none

finally satisfied him less. Not one of the problems he

had to meet at Paris, serious as they all were, did he take

more personally to heart.’* Not one, we may add, supplied

his political opponents with a more formidable weapon
in the fierce struggle which they were about to wage
against the Covenant and its author.

Neither in regard to Fiume nor Shantung did the

President receive effective support from his British

colleague; but Mr. Lloyd George, in turn,

fought single-handed against extravagant

Polish demands. Poland, declared Pichon,

with his eye on Berlin, must be grande et forte, tres

forte, evidently thinking that her strength would in-

crease with her size. An Inter-Allied Commission
proposed to transfer to her almost the whole of the

Prussian provinces of Posen and West Prussia, which had
formed part of the kingdom of Poland, including both

banks of the Vistula and Danzig, with the district of

Marienwerder to secure control of the railway from Danzig
to Warsaw, and a plebiscite for the Protestant Poles in the

Allenstein district. It also proposed to assign to Poland

the greater part of Upper Silesia, which had not been

Polish for many centuries. Mr. Lloyd George strongly

opposed the transfer of two million Germans to Polish

rule; and it was therefore resolved to allow a plebiscite in

Marienwerder, and to make Danzig a free city under the

League of Nations, though subject to Poland in customs

and foreign relations. Poland was also to use the docks,

the river and the railways.

The German ddegates arrived at Versailles on April 29,

and the Treaty was delivered to them on May 7 at the
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Trianon Palace Hotel. The conflict, declared Clemenceau
in briefly opening the ceremony, had cost the victors too

much for them not to take all necessary precautions that

the peace should be a lasting one. On receiving the bulky

volume containing the terms Count Brock-

Germans dorff-Rantzau, the Foreign Minister, read
Arrive ^ declaration repudiating on behalf of his

country the sole responsibility for the war. President

Wilson desired oral discussion with the delegates, and
his proposal was strongly backed by General Smuts;
but Clemenceau, backed after some hesitation by Mr.
Lloyd George, insisted that all comments should be

in writing. The German Delegation proceeded to

forward a long series of critical memoranda, pointing

out inter alia that after her losses of territory, coal and
iron, Germany would be unable to pay a vast indemnity

and that millions of her inhabitants would be unable to

live.' On April 29 the German counter-proposals were
ready. It was complained that the principles on the basis

of which Germany had laid down her arms had been

violated; that the new Government was thoroughly

democratic; that no more stringent conditions could have

been imposed on an Imperialist Government; that Ger-

many could only fulfil her obligations if permitted to retain

Upper Silesia; that she would accept the results of a

plebiscite in Alsace-Lorraine held under neutral auspices;

that she should at once enter the League of Nations with

equal rights
;
and that the reduction of armaments should

be general, not unilateral. The “rape” of Danzig and
the cession of Memel were denounced, and the retention

of the colonies under a mandate was proposed.

The German reply, which merely stiffened the back of

the French Premier, produced a profound effect on Mr.

Lloyd George, who summoned his principal colleagues

from London to discuss the situation, and found them no

less inclined to moderation than himself. What Tardieu

^ See the official “ Materialien betreffend die Friedensverhandlungen,”

13 Teilft.
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describes as “the second and worst crisis ” began. “They
were atrocious days. He was scared by the consequences

of a refusal to sign or a crisis in Germany. On all ques-

tions—^disarmament, occupation, reparations, Danzig,

Upper Silesia—he proposed inadmissible concessions,

apologized for doing it so late, and talked

of consulting Parliament. ‘ Our demands
"^stages^^

will upset the Government and there will

be nobody to sign. The peace must be signed. We
cannot remain two or three years in a condition

which is neither peace nor war. If France wishes to

do so, she can.’ The work of two months threatened

to collapse.” Clemenceau replied that France knew the

Germans best, and that concessions would only encourage

their resistance, while depriving the Allies of their rights.

Fie added satirically that he noticed that British opinion

did not object to making Germany surrender her colonies

and her fleet. Though the American Delegation was in

general sympathy with the British Premier, the President

himself, anxious for the speedy signature of the Treaty,

demanded no change in the fundamental clauses, and did

not insist on the financial modifications urged by his

experts. Deprived of his support, Mr. Lloyd George was
unable to gain all his points. “Reason resumed her

rights,” records Tardieu gleefully, “and the amendments
vanished one after the other.” Yet the modifications

announced in the Allied reply of June i6 were of consider^

able importance for Germany. A plebiscite was conceded

in Upper Silesia; the western frontier of Poland was
slightly modified; communications with East Prussia were

improved
;
the rate of reduction for the army was retarded

;

and the methods of paying the indemnity were to be dis-

cussed with a German Commission. Without these

changes no German Government would have signed, and

it was the unanimous desire of the German delegates to

decline even the amended terms. The German Cabinet

was divided; but the persistence of Erzberger won over a

majority of the National Assembly at Weimar, and on

2 S
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Scheidemann’s resignation a new Cabinet was formed with

a mandate to sign. At this moment the sinking of the

German fleet at Scapa Flow solved a difficult problem, but

aroused the anger of the Allies. A final effort to secure

the omission of the articles providing for the surrender

of the Kaiser and other offenders, and declaring Germany
and her Allies the sole author of the war, brought a tele-

graphic refusal from the Four and a demand for immediate

compliance. The time-limit expired at 7 p.m. on June 23,

and by 5.20 it was known that Germany
had submitted. On June 28 the Treaty

was signed by Germany and by all the

Allies except China in the Galerie des Glaces, in which
the German Empire had been proudly proclaimed half a

century earlier. On the same historic day, Mr. Lloyd
George and Mr. Balfour, Clemenceau and Pichon, signed

the guarantee of assistance against unprovoked German
aggression which had been promised in April as a solatium

for the veto on the separation of the left bank of the Rhine;

and a similar document was signed by President Wilson.

Though portions of the German Treaty have been

described above, it may be convenient to summarize its

provisions. On the west Germany ceded Alsace-Lorraine

to France, and Prussian Moresnet, Eupen and Malm^dy to

Belgium. In the latter case a plebiscite was to be held

after the transfer. The Saar valley was surrendered for

fifteen years, Luxemburg withdrew from the Zollverein,

and the left bank of the Rhine was to be demilitarized.

On the Danish frontier North and Central Schleswig were

to determine their allegiance by plebiscite.’ The most

formidable territorial sacrifices were in the East, where the

larger part of the provinces of Posen and West Prussia

were ceded to Poland. A plebiscite v as to be held in

Upper Silesia. Danzig was to becom^j a free city under

the League of Nations, within the Polish Customs Union.

East Prussia was separated from the rest of Germany, and
^ North Schleswig voted for union with Denmark, and Central Schleswig

remained German.
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plebiscites were to be held in the south and east of the

province. Memel and its district were to be ceded to the

Allies. I'he entire colonial empire was surrendered and

was divided among the victors as mandatories. German
South-West Africa became part of the Union of South

Africa. German East Africa fell to Great Britain, who
presented to Belgium a small but thickly populated portion

in the north-west which adjoined the Congo State. P"ranee

secured almost the whole of the Cameroons and Togoland.

The territories in the Pacific were divided between the

British Empire and Japan, the former taking those to the

south of the equator, the latter those to the north. Those

to the south were assigned to Australia, except German
Samoa, which fell to New Zealand, and the island of

Nauru, which was retained by Great Britain.

The disarming of Germany had been carried on under

the terms of the Armistice, and the Treaty provided for

further limitations. By March, 1920, the Disarming
army was to be reduced to 100,000 men, of

enlisting for twelve years. The General
Germany

Staff was to disappear. Large guns were forbidden,

and the number of small guns and munitions was
narrowly limited. A belt of thirty miles on the east bank

of the Rhine was to be demilitarized. The navy was to

be limited to six battleships, six light cruisers, twelve

destroyers, and twelve torpedo-boats, with a volunteer

personnel of 15,000. No submarines were to be built, no

fortifications to be erected on the Baltic, and the fortress

of Heligoland was to be dismantled.
.
No military

aeroplanes or dirigibles were to be retained or constructed.

The total sum for reparation was to be fixed by an Inter-

Allied Commission by May i, 1921 ;
but by that date one

thousand million was to be paid, the rest being liquidated

in thirty years. Germany was to surrender all her mer-

chantmen over 1,600 tons, half those between 1,600 and
800 tons, and a quarter of her fishing vessels, and to build

tonnage of 200,000 a, year for five years. Large quantities

of coal were to be delivered to France for ten years. Ger-
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many was to bear the cost of the armies of occupation, to

make no tariff discrimination against Allied trade for five

years, and to consent to the sale of all German property

in the Allied countries. The Kiel Canal was to be open
on equal terms to warships and merchantmen of all nations,

German rivers were to be internationalized, and Kehl
(opposite Strassburg) to be placed under French control.

The Kaiser was to be tried by judges of the five Great

Powers, and offenders against the laws and customs of

war by special military tribunals. The sanction for the

Treaty consisted in the occupation of the left bank and
bridgeheads of the Rhine for fifteen years, which would be

evacuated by stages as the indemnity was gradually paid

off. If Germany failed to discharge her obligations as to

reparation, either during or after the fifteen years, the area

might be reoccupied.

On July 3 Mr. Lloyd George introduced a Bill for

carrying the Treaty into effect, and took occasion to review

the handiwork of himself and his colleagues. The terms,

he declared, were terrible but just, since all the territorial

adjustments were reparations. The plotters of the war and

offenders against the laws of war must be punished, not for

revenge, but to discourage crime, and the Kaiser would

be tried in London. The German nation must be

punished, for it had applauded its rulers.

He challenged anybody to point to a single

clause not in accordance with the demands
of justice and fair play. The Anglo-French Treaty,

he added, only engaged us in the event of wanton
aggression. The army of occupation Wcis a second

guarantee. The League of Nations was the greatest safe-

guard; but it was of no value unless the strong nations

behind it were prepared to stop aggression.

The satisfaction professed by the Prime Minister was
not shared by all his Anglo-Saxon colleagues. To Mr.

Lansing the terms appeared “immeasurably harsh and

humiliating, while many of them seem to me impossible of

performance.” Mr. Keynes, who had resigned his post as
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a representative of the Treasury in protest against the

reparation settlement, proceeded to denounce the “Car-
thaginian peace in a volume which was read all over

the world. The disappointment at the result of so much
effort which was widely felt among the members of the

British and American Delegations found poignant expres-

sion in an Open Letter to President Wilson from Mr.
Bullitt on resigning his post when the terms of the Treaty

were published. “I was one of the millions who trusted

implicitly your leadership, and believed you would take

nothing less tnan a permanent peace based upon ‘ unsel-

fish and unbiased justice.' But our Government has

consented to deliver the suffering peoples to new oppres-

sions, subjections and dismemberments. That you are

personally opposed to most of the unjust settlements and
accepted them only under pressure is well known. If you

had made your fight in ihe open instead of behind closed

doors, you would have carried with you the public opinion

of the world. I am sorry you did not fight our fight to a

finish, and that you had so little faith in the millions of

men like myself who had faith in you.” In France the

Treaty was accepted without enthusiasm, for the failure

to annex the Saar valley and to sever the left bank of the

Rhine from Germany was keenly felt; but Tardieu, its

most eloquent champion, argues with justice that the

French point of view generally prevailed. Bethmann-
Hollwcg spoke for his countrymen when he declared in

his Memoirs that the world had never seen a more fright-

ful instrument for the enslavement of the vanquished.

A declaration issued by General Smuts gave eloquent

expression to the mixed feelings with which General
most thoughtfu! men regarded the achieve- Smuts’

ment. *‘I have signed the Treaty not Comments

because I consider it a satisfactory document, but

because it is imperatively necessary to close the war.

We have not yet achieved the real peace to which our

peoples were looking. The work of making peace will

only begin after a definite halt has been called to the
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destructive passions that have been devastating Europe
for nearly five years. The promise of the new life, the

victory for the great human ideals for which the peoples

have shed their blood and their treasure without stint,

the fulfilment of their aspirations towards a new inter-

national order are not written in this Treaty, and will not

be written in Treaties. A new heart must be given, not

only to our enemies but to ourselves. A new spirit of

generosity and humanity, born in the hearts of the peoples

in this great hour of common suffering and sorrow, can

alone heal the wounds inflicted on the body of Christen-

dom.” General Botha was in full agreement with his

colleague, and signed the Treaty with reluctance.

Directly the German Treaty was signed Mr. Lloyd
George and President Wilson left Paris. Mr. Balfour

and Mr. Lansing remained to carry through the settlement

with the other belligerents, all of whom had surrendered

unconditionally.' The Austrian Treaty had been de-

livered to the Chancellor, Dr. Renner, on June 2, in an

incomplete form ;
and after the Austrian delegates had

pointed out the impossibility of fulfilling the economic

conditions, it was presented in a modified

sT'oermafn however,

till September 10 that the Peace of St.

Germain was concluded. The Hapsburg Empire had
broken in pieces before the firing had ceased, and the

victors had merely to register accomplished facts. Austria

recognized the independence of Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-

slavia, Poland and Hungary, all of whom were to under-

take the protection of racial minorities. Eastern Galicia

was to be transferred to the Allies, and the Trentino, South

Tyrol, Trieste and Istria to Italy. The army was limited to

30,000 volunteers, the navy and air force was to disappear.

Austria was to surrender war criminals, and to pay repara-

tion for thirty years from 1921. All merchant shipping,

with other contributions in material and money, was to

be handed over before that date. National art treasures

^ See Temperley, “ History of the Peace Conference,** IV.
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were to be inalienable for twenty years. The pre-war

National Debt was to be shared with the new States. The
Danube was to be internationalized, but Austria was to

have unfette*’ed access to the Adriatic. In addition to these

economic conditions, the Treaty forbade the union of

Austria with Germany without consent of the Council of

the league of Nations; and since France was opposed to

such union, and the decisions of the Council had to be

unanimous, this avenue of escape from an impossible

position was blocked in advance. Cut off from the sea,

forbidden to join Germany, unable to purchase the coal of

Bohemia and the corn and meat of Hungary, and over-

weighted by a capital of two million inhabitants, the little

Republic of six millions was launched on its career with

every prospect of a lingering and painful death.

By the Treaty of Neuilly, signed on November 27,

1919, Bulgaria, where Boris had succeeded his discredited

father and Stambuliski had emerged from

prison to rule the country, was cut off

from the yUgean, compelled to surrender

Strumnitza to Jugoslavia, and burdened with an in-

demnity of ninety millions, while her army was limited

to 20,000 men. By the Treaty of Trianon, signed on

June 4, 1920, the Republic of Hungary, where an interlude

of Bolshevist ^ule was followed by a White reaction, was
reduced to little more than a third of its former territory

and population. Finally the liquidation of Turkey was
postponed till it should be known whether the United

States would undertake a mandate for Armenia. The
Treaty of Sevres, signed on August 10, 1920, leaving the

Ottoman Empire nothing but a precarious foothold in

Europe and the larger part of Asia Minor, remained

unratified, owing to the resolute opposition of Mustapha
KemaFs independent Government in Angora, the anger of

Mohammedans in India, and the substitution of King
Constantine for Venezelos as the ruler of Greece. This

fact, however, did not prevent Great Britain from retaining

as a mandatory her conquests in Mesopotamia and Pales-
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tine, in the latter of which Mr. Balfour, on behalf of the

Government, had in 1917 promised to provide “a national

home *’ for the Jews.

If some Rip van Winkle had closed his eyes in 1914

and opened them in 1919, he would scarcely have recog-

nized the Europe in which he was Dorn.

Germany was a Republic with a So':ialist

President, the Kaiser and the Crown Prince

in exile, the fleet at the bottom of the sea, and Alsace-

Lorraine in the hands of France. The Tsar and his

family had been murdered, and a Communist dictator

ruled the remnants of the Russian Empire from the

Kremlin. The proud realm of the Hapsburgs had been

shattered into fragments, and its last ruler was an exile in

Switzerland. Poland, Lithuania and Bohemia had risen

from the grave. Finland was free. Esthonia and Latvia

were independent States. Serbia had grown into Jugo-
slavia, “the kingdom of the Serbs, the Croats and the

Slovenes. “ Montenegro had disappeared. Hungary was
halved and Roumania doubled. Italy was in Trieste,

Greece in Smyrna, France in Damascus, Great Britain in

Jerusalem and Bagdad. Turkey had shrunk to a shadow
of her former self. The Balance of Power had ceased to

exist. France was supreme on land and Great Britain on

the seas. The Triple Alliance and the Tripp Entente were

dead and buried. In a new world where familiar land-

marks have been swept away by the storm and the earth-

quake, the beginning of wisdom is to recognize that the

survival of European civilization is bound up with the

vitality and authority of a League of Nations embracing

victors and vanquished alike within its sheltering arms.
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and the Congo Trjaty, 483
and the Fiume controversy, 685
and the German delegates, ^88
and the Saar coalfields, 681

and the supreme command, 648
Congo State, 209
agreement reached, 482
cancellation of treaty with Eng-

land, 273
discussions resumed, 481
Stanley’s exploration of, iii

the King of the Belgians becomes
sovereign, 113

and the Treaty of 1894, 271
Congress of Berlin, 1878, i, 3, 10,

24. 32, 59, 68, 69, 73, 115,

213, 232
Constantine, Crown Prince, 249
Constantine, King of Greece, 586,

695
deposed by Great Britain and

France, 606
refuses to yield to the Allies, 606

Constantinople, 150, 257, 409, 412,

502, 504, 539
Conference of 1876, 213
Conference of Ambassadors at, 119
British influence at, destroyed, 22

German influence at, 261

loss of British influence at, 243
massacre of 1896, 241
massacre of Armenians at, 1895,

239
Organic Statute signed at, 1879, 7
Treaty of Peace signed, 1897, 250
the Drummond Wolff Convention

signed, 1887, 97
Cook, Sir Edward, on Anglo-German

naval negotiations, 451 et seq.

Corti, Count, the Anglo-Italian com-
pact, 148

Crete, as an independent Christian

State, 254
desires union with Greece, 246
{lifficulties of settlement, 2£:o et

seq.

friction between Christians and
Mussulmans, 245

under Greek governors, 244
Crispi, 58, 59, 64, 84
complaint to Germany re the

fortification of Bizerta, 266
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C'rispi (contd.)

fall of, 267
letter to Salisbury re France and

the Mediterranean, 266
supports Bulgaria, 150
and the fortification of Bizerta, 265

Cromer, Lord, 88, 92, 442
appointed British representative in

.
Egypt, 75

on General Gordon at Khartoum,
^94 ,

and V Rhodes, 304
and the Anglo-French entente,

34«
Cruppi, Gambon reports on the

Kissingen conversations, 470
railway negotiations in Morocco,

468
summons Cambon to Paris, 464
and the Moroccan settlement, 464
and the relief of Fez, 466

Currie, Sir Philip, 236, 242, 250
his scheme of reform, 235
protests against Armenian massa-

cres, 234
and the 1895 massacres, 240

Curzon, Lord, apprehensions re

Russia and Persia, 369
naval demonstration in the Persian

Gulf, 371
and Tibet, 371
and William IPs degree, 433
and the Anglo-Russian Conven-

tion, 395
and the Lhasa Treaty, 373

Czernin, Count, 601, 615, 630, 647
at Brest-Litovsk, 639
his despairing forecast, 628
on peace, 637

d’Almodovar, Due, as President of

Algeciras Conference, 365
d’Annunzio, 576
de Bunsen, Sir Maurice, 538, 540
de Courcel, Baron, conversation with

Lord Kimberley, 275
and the evacuation of Fashoda,

293
Delagoa Bay, 105, 218

British squadron at, 220
German warships at, 215, 217

Delcass6 accompanies Loubet to

London, 339
desire for Anglo-x- rench entente,

interview with Kruger, 321

2T
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Delcass4 (contd.)

mediates in Dogger Bank inci-

dent, 378
negotiations with Great Britain re

African settlement, 296
on Anglo-French differences in

Egypt, 288
recognizes Italy’s claim to Tripoli,

341
refuses conference re Treaty of

1S80, 356
and Fez, the mission to, 348
and Kuhlmann, on the Anglo-

French and Franco-Spanish
Treaties, 351

and Prince Radolin, on Anglo-
French Treaty, 349

and Tangier, his mistake concern-
ing British attitude, 357

and the Anglo-French Treaties,

344
and the Fashoda incident, 290
and the secret treaties, 354

Delyannis, 12 1, 122, 246, 249
Depretis, 58, 59, 66, 150
Derby, Lord, 15th Earl, 102, 105
Bismarck’s anger against, 104
and Germany’s annexation of New

Guinea, 107
Derby, Lord, 17th Earl, his recruit-

ing campaign, 598
de Selves, M., French Foreign

Minister, 470
on the Panther incident, 471
and the Franco-German negotia-

tions re Moroccan question,

475
Devonshire, Duke of, 298, 324, 32S
Dilke, Sir Charles, article on

Belgium in the Fortnightly
Review^ 135

Dobrudja, the, 8
frontier line determined 1880, 9
Roumania takes possession of,

1878, 9
Dondukoff, Prince, as commissioner

of Bulgaria, 3
Dongola occupied by Britain, 280
projected expedition to, 278
proposed advance to, 279
railway carried south from, 283

Dreikaiserbund, 57, 66, 71, 115, 119,

126, 138, 140, 156, 159
Bismarck desires reconstruction

of, 50
re-establishment of, approved by

Francis Joseph, 52
Drummond Wolff Convention, 2^4
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Dufferin, Lord, 31, 81, 269, 272, 274
British occupation of Egypt, 86

his reception as British Ambassa-
dor at Petrograd, 24

sent to Petrograd as Ambassa-
dor, 23

Eckardstein, Baron von, 212, 213,

215, 221, 329
arranges meeting between Hatz-

feldt and Chamberlain, 299
King Edward complains of the

Kaiser’s conduct to, 327
on Holstein’s dangerous influence,

198
proposed Anglo-German-Japanese

pact, 327
the Kaiser’s visit to England,

1899, 309
warns Britain against Jules

Hansen, 317
and Germany’s query to France

and Russia re their European
possessions, 318

and the Bundesrath incident, 314
Edward VII at Cronberg, 429

at Ischl, 439
at Kiel, 350, 428
at Reval, 407
conversation with Izvolsky

Anglo-French Treaty, 374
denounces Holstein, 198
his speech in Paris, 338
in Berlin, 1909, 445
letter from Kaiser denouncing

English Ministers, 327
on the Reval visit, 408
reply to Tsar’s letter re South

African War, 321
shot at in Brussels, when Prince,

315
speech of 1908, 437
visit to Paris, 329, 338
and Austria, regrets her action re

Bosnia, 415
and Clemenceau, at Marienbad,

442
and Eckardstein, 330
and President Loubet’s visit to

London, 339
and the Algeciras Conference, 365
and the Casablanca crisis, 460

Kgypt, 34 •

commercial liberties of, 342
control of, odered Great Britain, 81
dual control established by France

and Britain, 74

Egypt (contd.)

and financial difficulties, 92
and the Anglo-French entente, 340
and the Dervish rising, 279

Enver Bey, 509, 600, 653
Erzberger, 576, 631, 632, 658, 689

Falkenhayn, 547, 562, 577, 597,
598, 615

Falli^res, President, and t'le a nexa-

tion of Bosnia, 414
Fashoda, Anglo-French discussions

regarding, 291 et seq.

evacuated by France, 293
evacuation of, effect Oii French

feeling towards Britain, 337
Marchand arrives at, 287

Faure, President, receives the Order
of St. Andrew, 184

visits Russia, 186

Ferdinand of Bulgaria, 502, 509
abdication of, 652
desires reconciliation with Russia,

255
his sympathy with the Central

Powers, 584
marriage to Princess Louise of

Parma, 255
recognized by the Powers, 256
Russia demands his withdrawal,

154
the forged letters from, 141
visits Budapest, 413

Ferdinand, King of Roumania, 603
Ferdinand of Coburg elected Prince

of Bulgaria, 150
Ferry, M., 13, 63, 93, 136

desires Bismarc.:’s good will, 159
his colonial movement, 112

unwilling for alliance with Russia,

159
and General Boulanger, 134

Pez, 355, 361
controversy regarding French aid

to, 467
French aid for relief of, 466
French reforms for, 351
massacre of French officers in, 483
mission to, 3^3
mission to, apprehensions aroused

by, 353
the rising at, 465

Fisher, Lord, 4^.7, 571, 589
appointed First Sea Lord, 428
predicts Anglo-German war, 443

Flourens desires Russian alliance,

163
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Flourens (contd.)

his apprehensions over the Boulan-
ger crisis, 162

his good will towards Russia, 161

receives Bulgarian delegates, 161

Foch, Marshal, 657
as Chief of ‘he Staff, 624
and the Rheims’offensive, 650

France accepts abrogation of Article

XXV, 422
ac( “pts Conference re Morocco,

360
accepts England’s proposal of

mediation, 537
ambitions re the Lower Niger, 284
annexes Madagascar, 282
appeal to Britain for intervention,

548
boundary negotiations with Great

Britain, 269
Conference plans, 361
desires entente with England, 294
desires German support in the

Egyptian quarrel, 95
effect of proposed Austro-German

alliance on, 43
Egypt and Morocco, 342
evacuates Fashoda, 293
Franco-Russian Alliance, terms of,

183
friction with Italy, 487
her abdication of Egypt, 83
her African colonies and friction

with Great Britain, 74
her sympathy with the Boers, 318
hostility towards Great Britain in

Egypt, 283
in Morocco, 458
intervenes in settlement of Chino-

Japanese War, 222

loan to Russia, 165
Newfoundland fisheries, 296
Newfoundland fishery, privilege

surrendered, 343
Macedonia, division of, 401
militarism in, 515
pacts with Italy, 345
Peace Conference in Paris, 661

et seq,

proposed annexr‘ion of the New
Hebrides, 265

proposed interven :on in South
' African War, 318

protest against \nglo-Congolese
Treaty, 1894, 271

protests against British pact with

Congo Free State, 209
raises blockade, 269 t
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France {contd.)

recognition of Roumania as a
kingdom by, n

regards Great Britain as an ally,

499
rejects German proposals for terri-

torial cessions in the Congo,
480

repudiates the second Wolff Con-
vention, 98

response to Germany’s military

attitude, 514
rivalry with Great Britain in the

Pacific, 264
satisfied with partition of Africa,

209
settlement of West African ques-

tion, 286
Sudan campaign, 280
the Marchand mission, 281

the Ngoko-Sangha Company, 464
Treaty with Spain, 351
uneasiness at the Anglo-German

negotiations, 528
West African concessions, 343
and Abdul Aziz, proposals to, 356
and dual control in Egypt, 74
and Germany, discussion re

Moroccan settlement, 463
and Germany’s modified demands,

479
{see the Great War)
and her Mediterranean fleet, 498
and intervention, 319
and Morocco, conference regard-

ing, 358
and Russia, naval convention

signed, 502
and Upper Nile, negotiations con-

cerning, 274
and the Anglo-Egyptian govern-

ment in the Sudan, 295
and ‘he Anglo-Portuguese Con-

vention, 1 12

and the Bagdad railway, 435
and the Balkan War, 505
and the Conference of Algeciras,

concessions gained by, 367
and the Congo agreement, 482
and the Congo, co-operation with

Germany on, 464
and the Cretan settlement, 250
and the Dongola project, 278
and the Fashoda incident, 289 ei

seq,

and the Morocco pact, 461
and the neutralization of Suez

Canal, 93
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France {contd,)

and the opening of the Straits, 489
and the Pact of Bjorko, refusal to

join, 388
and the relief of Fez, 466
and the Russo-German Treaty,

382
and the Russo-Japanese War, 374
and the Siam crisis, 268
and the Treaty of Berlin, Austria’s

breach of, 415
and the Triple Entente, 396

Francis Joseph, Emperor, 57, 145,

506, 565
approves of re-establishment of

Dreikaiserbund, 52
his Bulgarian policy, 119
letter to the Kaiser, on the Sara-

jevo murders, 533
ratifies Austro-Russian plot, 258
sympathy with Britain in the Boer

War, 309
the ultimatum to Serbia, 536
and Bosnia-Herzegovina, annexa-

tion of, 410
and Ferdinand of Bulgaria, 413
and the Tsar, appeals for the

maintenance of peace, 508
French, Sir John, 407
commands Expeditionary Force,

S6i
Freycinet, 60, 62, 95
advocates alliance with Russia, 166

Cabinet formed, 1890, 166

Cronstadt, proposed visit of fleet

to, 168
defends Boulanger, 136
desires Military Convention with

Russia, 176
fall of, 83
his Egyptian policy, 79
manufacture of rifles for Russia,

166

opposed to association with
Russia, 15S

succeeds Gambetta, 78
and Boulanger, 133
and French abdication of Egypt,

83

Gambetta, 63, 160, 229
his Egyptian policy, 77
his fall from power, 78
his note to Great Britain, 76
opposed to association with

Russia, 158
George I of Greece, 246, 247

George, Prince, of Greece, 246
becomes Governor of Crete, 253
proposed as Governor-General of

Crete, 251
resigns from Crete, 254

George V of England in Berlin,,

526
in Paris, 529, 659
and the Kaiser’s visit to England,

457
George, Lloyd, 565, 574, *582, 607,

690
appeal for American troops, 648
at the Peace Conference, 662
becomes Prime Minister, 609
compensation from Gerrrany, 682
compromise on Rhine frontier

dispute, 680
dissolves Parliament, 660
Germany’s reply to peace Treaty,

688
his Mansion House speech on

British policy, 477
Memorandum terms of a lasting

peace, 679
on the Bullitt mission, 671
on the peace terms, 692
Paris speech on co-ordination, 641
reply to German peace offer, 609
trade unions, speech to, on British

war aims, 642 et seq.

and Lord Northcliffe, 683
and Prince Sixte, 628
and the Fiume controversy, 685
and the German delegates, 688
and the Labour Conference in

Stockholm, 623
and the Polish demands, 687
and the Russian problem, 670
and the Saar coalfields, 681

Germany acquires Samoa, no
agreement with Great Britain re

Heligoland and Zanzibar, 201

aids Russia, 379
alienates Japan, 223
annexation of New Guinea, 107
attitude towards Moroccan settle-

ment, 340
Canadian preference, protest re-

specting, :35
cedes her rights in Samoa, 306
Chamberlain* ' attack on her army,

330
collective prot“''tion of Canal, 83
colonial co-operation with Great

Britain, 525
commercial competition with Great

Britain, 227
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Germany {contd.)

Conference plans, 361
co-operation with Russia, 383
demands conference re Morocco,

355
dispatch concerning Agadir, 470
disunion of the Powers, 254
ei/ect of Bunde&i*ath incident on,

' 315
.

er :outJiges Austria to take action,

534
estrangement with England over

Transvaal, 215
her colonial policy, 203
her first colony, 103

her interests i|i Africa, 100
her naval programme, 313
hostility towards the Moroccan

settlement, 483
increases her army, 510
indignation against Great Britain,

484
intervenes in settlement of Chino-

Japanese War, 222
Liman von Sanders appointed to

Turkish Army, 517
Lloyd George’s speech, feeling

created by, 477
Lloyd George’s speech to the trade

unions, views on, 645
military spirit of the people, 512
modifies her demands, 479
Navy Law of 1900, 427
occupies Kiao-chau, 224
opposed to reform in Crete and

Armenia, 261
pro-Boer sympathies of the people,

312
proposed partition of Morocco, 329
protests against British pact with

Congo Free State, 209
railways in Asia Minor, 262
recognition of British claims to

the Upper Nile, 280
recognition of Roumania as a

kingdom by, ii

refuses collective mediation, 319
rejects French proposals for terri-

torial cessions in the Congo,
480

replies to Sir Edvv^ard Grey, 478
reply to France re Morocco, 358
second Navy Bin, 316
seizure of her ships by Russia, 375
supports Austria’s Bosnian policy,

423
supports the Transvaal, 216
the Arjny Bill, 51

1

Germany {contd,)

the Bundesrath incident, 314
the Casablanca crisis, 459
the Cronstadt visit, 172
the Dreadnought, alarm at its

construction, 428
the Manchurian controversy, 326
the Morocco pact, 461
the Navy League founded, 231
the opening of the Straits, 489
the Press, warlike attitude of, 522
the Reval visit, 409
the seizure of Port Arthur, 226
the Yangtse agreement, 324
ultimatum to Russia, 547
vetoes reduction of armaments at

Hague Conference, 307
warns Russia, 508
and Anglo-French Treaty, 349
and Austro-Roumanian Treaty, 71
and autonomy for Crete, 249
and Belgian neutrality, 134
and British co-operation in Bag-

dad railway, 334
and colonization, 99
and Great Britain, naval negotia-

tions of, 1910, 454 et seq,

and France, discussion re Moroc-
can settlement, 463

and Russia, pressure regarding
settlement proposal, 421

and the Algeciras Conference, 365
and the Anglo-French and Franco-

Spanish Treaties, 351
and the Anglo-German settlement

re the Bagdad railway, 526
and the Anglo-Russian naval dis-

cussions, 530
and the Armenian problem, 212
and the arrest of armaments, 431
and the Bagdad railway, 435
and the Balkan War, 505
and the blockade of Greece, 122
and the Bosnian question, settle-

ment proposal, 420
and the British fleet, 427
and the Congo, co-operation with

France, 464
and the Cretan settlement, 251
and the Eastern question, 213
and the Kruger telegram, 219
and the Samoa settlement, 305
and the secret treaties, 354
and the Treaty of Windsor (1899),

303
and the Triple Entente, 396
and the Venezuelan question, 333
{see the Great War)
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Giers, 39, 56, 57
appointed Foreign Minister, 55
detects the Bulgarian forgeries,

14;
discussions re Military Convention,

. .

explains Russia’s policy regarding
Bulgaria, 200

Germany’s refusal to renew
Treaty, Russo-German, 199

his desire for reconciliation with
Bulgaria, 116

his illness, 179
on Russian feeling to France, 170
protest against action of Tsar re

Batum, 123
and diplomatic co-operation in

Turkey, 177
and Eastern Roumelia, 120

and Katkoff Press campaign, 137
and Austro-Russian tension, 152
and the Boulanger crisis, 162

and the Bulgarian union, 118

and the military convention, 180
and the Reinsurance Treaty, 1887,

138
Gladstone, 15, 16, 22, 30, 105, 107,

122, 134
denounces Abdul Hamid, 242
denounces Turkey, 237
Lord Rosebery’s reply to his

Liverpool speech, 243
on the defeat of Greece, 250
on the occupation of Egypt, 270
pamphlet on Greece, 248
supports Montenegro in claiming

Port of Dulcigno, 16

and Egypt, 92
and Turko-Greek question, 13

and Uganda, 271
Goltz, General von der, 72, 261, 517
Goluchowski, 240, 246

dispatch re Austro-Russian pact,

1897, 258
scheme of reform in Macedonia,

398
and the Kaiser, 368

Gordon, General, as Governor-
General of the Sudan, 94

death of, 94
Gortchakoff, 25, 26, 33, 34, 55, 156
Goschen, Sir Edward, 13, 14, 451,

54L 542, 554
Branville, Lord, 29, 48, 63
Bismarck’s desire for Heligoland,

104
German settlement in Angra

Pequena, loi et seq.

Granville, Lord {conid.^

Germany’s annexation of New
Guinea, 107

his Egyptian policy, 79
Italy’s refusal to co-operate in

Egypt, 84
the proposed cession of Heligo-

land, 105
and Belgian neutrality, 134
and Britain’s duty in Egypt, 87
and Turko-Greek settlement, 14
and the annexation of the

Cameroons by Germany, 106

and the Sudan, 8q
Great Britain accepts conierence re

Morocco, 36

»

advantages gained by Japanese
Alliance, 332

agreement with Germany re

Heligoland and Zanzibar, 201

annexes Amatongaland, 217
appoints British officers as special

Consuls in Asiatic Turkey, 20
army reform in Egypt, 94
attempts by, to settle Turko-Greek

question, 12

attitude towards 1878 Treaty, 2

autonomy for Greece, 247
boundary negotiations with

France, 269
cancellation of Anglo-Congolese

Treaty, 273
collective protection of Canal, 83
colonial co-operation with Ger-

many, 525
commercial rivalry with Germany,

227
compact with It ly, 1887, 148
complains of German influence in

the Transvaal, 216
desires abolition of the Dual Con-

trol, 85
dissatisfaction with partition of

Africa, 209
disunion of the Powers, 254
Fashoda, evacuation of, 293
Franco-Russian obstruction of the

Sudan campaign, 280
French hostility in the Nile valley,

283
German bitt< -ness towards, 484
Government’s reply to the Novelle,

496
her peace programme, 663
her support of Japan, 223
hostile feeling tow'ards Italy, 487
indignation at the Kruger tele-

gram, 220
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Great Britain (contd.)

indignation at the Panther inci-

dent, 272
intentions in Egypt and Morocco,

342
intervenes Cretan problem, 245
Mediterranean pacts with Austria

and Italy, i5j[

negotiations with France re

• African settlement, 296
N».w Guinea, division of, 108

occupies Dongola, 280
participates in Russian loan, 390
political relations with Tibet, 372
protests against action of Tsar re

Batum, 123
recognition clf Rouniania as a

kingdom by, ii

rivalry with France in Pacific, 264
rivalry with Russia in Tibet, 371
scheme to prevent recurrence of

atrocities, 235
secret treaty re Portuguese

Colonies, 302
seizure of her ships by Russia, 375
settlement of West African ques-

tion, 286
South African War, and the, 308
supports France in Conference of

Algeciras, 367
suspicious of Russia’s aims in the

Far East, 369
sympathy toward Triple Alliance,

171

the Anglo-German agreement re

Bagdad, 526
the Manchurian controversy, 326
the naval estimates, 446
the Peace Conlerence in Paris, 661

et seq.

the Sultan offers administration of

Egypt to, 81

the suppression of the Boxer
revolt, 323

the Yangtse Agreement, 324
West Africa, boundary settlements

with France in, 343
and Afghanistan, 394
and Bagdad r?^ilway concession,

334
and Egyptian troubles, 74
and France’s appeal to, for inter-

vention, 548
and Gambetta’s Note, 77
and Germany, estrangement re-

garding the Transvaal, 215
and Germany, naval negotiations

of 1910, 454 et seq.

Great Britain (contd.)

and Japan, 397
and Macedonia, division of, 401
and Macedonia, Lord Lansdowne’s

scheme of reform, 402
and Newfoundland, 342
and Russia, demand conference re

Bosnia, 415
and Russia, naval discussions, 530
and the Austrian declaration of

war, 541
and the Armenian problem, 212
and the Balkan war, 505
and the blockade of Greece, 122

and the Conference of Ambassa-
dors in London, 508

and the Congo agreement, 482
and the Egyptian question, 89
and the Fashoda incident, 2S9 et

seq.

and the French in Madagascar,
282

and the Kaiser’s speech at Tan-
giers, 353

and the neutralization of the Suez
Canal, 93

and the opening of the Straits,

489
and the Persian Gulf, 371
and the Russo-Japanese war, 374
and the Samoa settlement, 305
and the 'Priple Entente, 396
and the Venezuelan blockade, 333
(see the Great War)

Great War, Aisne, battle of the, 562
Allenby in Palestine, 653
America enters the war, 619
Armistice signed, 658
Arras, battle of, 624
Austria attacks from the Trentino,

599
Austria declares war on Russia,

554
Austria’s peace offer, 626 et seq.

Bcthmann-Hollweg’s speech, 553
bombardment of Belgrad, 586
Britain declares war on Austria,

554
British Expeditionary Force in

France, 561
British reply to the Pope, 634
Britain’s ultimatum to Germany,

554
Bulgaria declares war on Serbia,

585
Bulgaria joins the Central Powers,

581
Bulgaria surrenders, 6^3
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Great War {contd,)

Cambrai, 624
Canadians capture Vimy Ridge,

624
causes underlying outbreak of

war, 559
Chemin des Dames, battle of, 624
collapse of Roumania, 606
Cradock’s squadron lost at the

battle of Coronel, 589
Dardanelles evacuated, 588
defeat of Serbia, 587
evacuation of Warsaw, 578
fall of Antwerp, 562
fall of Li^ge, 561
fall of Namur, 561
first battle of Ypres, 562
Foch at Arras, 563
Foch’s counter-offensive, 651
Fort Douamont stormed, 596
France declares war on Austria,

554
France guarantees to respect Bel-

gian neutrality, 549
France mobilizes, 550
French defeat at Charleroi, 561
German army leaders desire peace,

German East African campaign,
601

German failure at Verdun, 598
German peace offer, 609
German rush for Paris, 561
Germans at Chateau-Thierry, 649
Germany and the neutrality of

Belgium, 549
Germany limits the submarine

campaign, 595
Germany repulses Russian attack,

599
Germany violates Belgian neu-

trality, 552
Germany’s ultimatum to Belgium,

550
. .

Great Britain promises naval sup-
port to France, 550

Greece proclaims neutrality in the

Serbo-Bulgar war, 587
invasion of Galicia, 564
Italy declares war on Austria, 576
Italy declares war on Germany,

576
Italy defeated at Caporetto, 638
Italy joins the Allies, 572
Japan declares war on Germany,

566
Jutland, battle of, 590
Kiel, naval mutiny at, 658

Great War [contd.)
“ Kitchener’s army ” in France,

597
Kut-el-Amara surrenders, 600
Lemberg captured, 564
Lusitania sunk, 59j
Marne battle, 561
Mesopotamia campaign, 625
North Sea blockade, 591
Pa&chendael, 624
Peace Conference at Paris, 061 et

seq.

Peace Treaty signed, 690
President Wilson invites peace

discussions, 612
Przemysl evacuated, 577
revolution in Germany, 658
Roumania joins the Allies, 601

Roumania signs peace, 640
Russia and Germany at war, 549
Russia declares war on Turkey,

3f>9

Russia signs peace, 640
Russian revolution, 620
Russian troops in Erzerum, 599
Russia’s defeat in Galicia, 577
Russia’s last effort, and collapse,

623
schemes of partition, 569
Serbia invades Bosnia, 565
Sir Edward Grey and the ques-

tion of Belgian neutrality, 549
Sir Edward Grey’s speech defining

British attitude, 551
skirmishes off Heligoland, 589
Soissons captured, 649
Somme battle begins, 597
Sturdee’s battle off the Falkland

Isles, 589
Suvla Bay, 585
Tannenberg, battle of, 564
the Allied war aims, 612
the Allies’ peace terms, 657
the Allies and the Pope’s peace

proposals, 635
the Allies refuse Germany’s peace

offer, 610
the Allies’ reply to President

Wilson, 613
the Austrian case, 555
the British C'^se, 558
the Brusiloff offensive, 599
the Caporetto disaster, 641
the Dardanelles project, 571
the Declaration of London de-

nounceJ, 596
the French case, 557
he German case, 555
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Great War (contd.)

the Goehen and the Breslau^ 566
the Gorlice offensive, 577
the Grand Fleet at Scapa Flow,

590
the Kaiser’s sneech, 552
the neutrality of The United States,

591
the Piave victory, 649
the 'Polish problem, 579
the Pope's peace proposals, 633
the retreat from Mons, 561
the Rheims offensive, 650
the Russian case, 556
the St. Quentin defeat, 647
the Salonika expedition, 586
the Schlieffen p5an, 560
the Somme offensive, 598
the submarine war, 592
the transport of the Ext>editionary

Force, 589
the Treaty of London, 574
Turkey joins Germany, 567
Turkey surrenders, 653
United States protest against

North Sea blockade, 593
Verdun attack, 596

Greece accepts autonomy for Crete,

249
blockaded by the Powers, 122

claims liberty of action, 12

1

demands compensation, 12

1

disputes with Turkey over frontier

settlements, 12

enters Salonika, 504
hope of British aid in war, 248
intervenes in Crete, 246
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policy, 125 et seq.

belief in British antagonism, 25b
claims free passage through the

Straits for her warships, 488
co-operation with Germany, 383
defeat of her Bulgarian policy, 154
delays the signing of military con-

vention, 181

desires closer relations with
Turkey, 488

desires Port Arthur as terminus
for Siberian Railway, 223

dispute with Afghanistan for

possession of Penjdeh, 29
estranged from Germany, 32
general mobilization, 546
German ultimatum to, 547
Germany’s aid to, 379
Great Britain conditionally in-

volved with, 499
her friendship for Serbia, 520
her relation to Bulgaria, 4
hostility towards Great Britain in

Egypt, 283
hostility towards the second Wolff

Convention, 98
impedes settlement of 1878 Treaty,

2

increases her armaments, 522
influence in Persia, 391
influence in Tibet, 372
intervenes in settlement of Chino-

Japanese War, 222
Japanese military mission visits,

523
King Edward at Reval, 407
loans and speculations, 175
mobilizes in the south, 541
occupies Merv, 28
occupies Port Arthur, 226
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Russia {contd.)

opinion re war siluatlon, 517
partial mobilization, 508
preparing for war in the west, 519
probable effect of Austro* German

Alliance on, 43
proposes intervention, 318
reconciliation with Bulgaria, 255
reconciliation with Japan, 397
refuses help to Afghanistan, 26

refuses Sir Edward Grey’s pro-

posals, 404
refuses to accept Kimberley’s

reform scheme, 237
regains her foothold in the

Balkans, 256
remonstrates against Liman von

Sanders* appointment, 517
rivalry with Austria in the

Balkans, 125

seizure of British and German
ships in the Red Sea, 375

strained relations with Bulgaria, 5
supports Serbia, 539
tension between Austria and, 152
terms of Franco-Russian Alliance,

>83
the Crown Council, debate on the

Straits, 520
the disunion of the Powers, 254
the Dogger Bank incident, 378
the Miirzsteg programme, 400
the Revolution, 620
the Triple Entente, 396
vetoes coercion of Turkey by the

Powers, 238
war with Japan, 374
and Afghanistan, 373, 394
and an international loan, 389
and Austria, joint Note to Bul-

garia, 403
and Austria, joint Note to Greece,

403
and Austria, joint Note to Serbia,

403
and Austria, proposed concessions

to, 41

1

and Austria, resentment against,

424
and Delcass6, support of his

policy, 356
and Ferdinand of Bulgaria, 150
and France, naval convention

signed, 502
and Great Britain, naval dis-

cussions, 529
and Macedonia, ffnancial reform

scheme, 402

Russia {contd.)

and Sir Edward Grey, response to

his dispatch, 407
and Teheran, 491
and Tibet, 371
and Tientsin, 325
and Treaty of '^euna, 45
and Turkey, plans Balkan League

against, 503
and withdrawal of Turkish garri-

sons from Crete, 212
and the annexation of Bosnia, 414
and the arrest of armaments, 431
and the Bvgdad Railway, 392
and the Balkan Alliance, 501
and the Balkans, 398
and the blockade ^ Greece, 122

and the Boxer revolt, 323
and the Congo agreement, 482
and the Cretan settlement, 250
and the Franco-German agree-

ment in Morocco, 462
and the Grey-Cambon letters, 529
and the Persian question, 491
and the Sanjak Railway, 405
and the Straits, 412
and the Treaty of Berlin, Austria’s

breach of, 415
(see the Great War)

Sabouroff signs Austrian Treaty, 53
and proposed Russo-German

agreement, 51
and Russo-German agreement, 52

Saionji, Japanese representative at

Peace Conference. 666
Salisbury, Lord, 22, 24, 59, 93, 122,

193
Anglo-Egyptian onquest of terri-

tories subject to Khalifa, 288
apology to Germany re Bundesrath

Incident, 315
Austrian Treaty, conclusion of, 50
Bismarck’s desire for co-operation,

191

Bizerta, fortification of, 265
Boxer revolt, suppression of, 323
British ships at Port Arthur, 226
confirmation of the Grey declara-

tion, 286
Crete, autonomy for, 247
danger of isv^ated intervention in

Armenian question, 243
England’s isolation regarding

Armenian question, 241

explains cession of Heligoland, 202
Germany’s reassurances to, re

garding China, 225
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Salisbury, Lord (contd,)

has no confidence in the Kaiser’s

goodwill to England, 205
his approaches to Bismarck, 142

his desire for co-operation with
Russia, 145

his Egyptian polic>, 96
his interview wHh the Kaiser on

- the Eastern question, 214
his Nile valley policy, 294
interview with Munster, 49
letter i.om Beaconsfield on the

Austro-Germari Alliance, 49
letter from, to Lord Augustu?-

Loftiis, 2

letter to Sir Henry Layard, 20
mediation for Greece, 249
negotiations Avith France n

African settlement, 296
on Belgian neutrality, 134
on Germany as an ally, 99
on the deposition of Prince Alex

ander, 127
on the Kruger telegram, 221

protest to the Sultan, 239
reopens negotiaiions with Ger

many, 30x2

reply to Bismarck’s letter of rc

assurance, 144*145
reply to Crispi’s letter, 266
resignation of, 338
returns to power, 213
supports Bulgaria, 119

supports Prince George as Gov-
ernor-General of Oete, 251

sympathy with Balkan Christians

1 18

the An/glo-Italian (ompact, 14S,
149*^

the Armenian problem, 212

the Commission of Liquidation, 75
the Cretan problem, 246
the election of Ferdinand cf

Coburg to Bulgaria. 150
the Jameson raid, 218
the Manchurian controversy, 32t
the Powers and Greece, 12

1

threatens Turkey, 237
warning to Serbia, 1 19
withdrawal of Turkish garrisons

from Crete, 252
and Austro-German Alliance, 47
and Egypt, 94 .

and Russia’s activities in the

Middle East, 369
and the British Chambers of Com-

merce, 337
and the Bundesrath incident, 314
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I Salisbury, Lord (contd.)

I and the Cretan problem, 245
and the Dongola occupation, 281

and the evacuation of Fashoda,

293
and the Mekong question, 267
and the Niger Commission, 285
and the proposed reform scheme,

238
and the Treaty of Windsor, 1899,

303
and the Yangtse Agreement, 324

Salonika, 401, 405, 504, 509
Samoa acquired by Germany, no

settlement problems, 305
Sanders, Liman von, appointed

General - Inspector of the

Turkish Army, 519
given command in Turkish Army,

resigns command of First Corps,

519
San Giuliano, 486, 487, 516
Sanjak, the, controversy regarding,

411
evacuation of, 410
western portion of, Occupied by

Austria, 18

San Stefano, Treaty of, 3, 21, 33,

36, 69
Sarajevo, Archduke Ferd*nand and

his wife murdered, ^32
organized opposition to Austrian

occupation, 17

stormed by Austrian troops 18

Sazonoff, 488, 489, 502, 547, 621

discussion a. the Council, on the

Straits, 520
his appeal to the Russian Press,

522
his schenies of partition, 569
impatient to conclude naval con-

vention, 531
succeeded by S' lirmer, 619
on General von Sanders’ appoint-

ment, 518
on Poincare’s visit to Petrograd,

5CJ
on Russia’s policy in the Balkan?,

5C-7

on the need of a programme 01

* action, 520
on the Triple Entente, 528
on Turkey’s reply regarding

G<^nerai von Sanders, 519
the Powers and the Balkan

States, 504
warns Bulgaria, 505
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Sazonofif {contd.)

and Austria’s ultimatum, 539
and general mobilization, 546
and Serbia, 506
and the Persian question, 491

Scapa Flow, German fleet sunk, 690
Grand Fleet at, 590

Schiemann, Professor, 350, 481, 483
on the Kaiser at Windsor, 433
on the Tripoli war, 486

Schon, Baron von, 435
the Franco-German Moroccan

pact, 461
and the Morocco railways, 464

Schuvaloff, 32, 200
negotiations with Germany, 199
the Boulanger crisis, 162

the Reinsurance Treaty, 1887, 138
and Caprivi’s non-renewal of

Russo-German Treaty, 200
Scott, Sir John, 92
Scott-Moncrieff, Sir Colin, 92
Selborne, Lord, speech on West

Africa at Bradford, 286
Serbia, 507, 547

alliance with Greece, 509
attacks Bulgaria, 119
Austria’s ultimatum, 536
forms secret treaty with Austria,

69
refuses acceptance of Bosnian an-

nexation, 420
Russia’s friendship towards, 520
Russo-Austrian Note to, 403
seeks co-operation with Bulgaria,

501
surrenders to Austria, 422
the annexation of Bosnia, 414, 417
the Jugo-Slav provinces, 417
victory at Kumanovo, 504
and Durazzo, 506
and the Peace Conference, 667
(see the Great War)

Shuster, Mr., and the Persian
Government, 491

Siam, 267, 343
accepts French demands, 269
crisis in, 268

Siam, Gulf of, 343
Siberian Railway, the, begun 1891,

222
Russia’s plans for, 186

Sixte, Prince, in London, 630, 631
visits the Emperor Karl at Laxen-

burg, 627
and Austria’s peace proposals, 626
and Lloyd George on Austria’s

peace offer, 628

Skobeleff, 25
his death, 57
his speech in Paris, 56
his speech in Petrograd, 56

Smolensk!, General, 249
Smuts, General, 601, 673, 674, 677,

688
at the Peace Conference, 662
comments or the Treaty, 693
meets Count Mensdorff in Switzer-

land, 642
speech in 1918, 649

Sofia, 120, 123, 248
Sonnino, (>6, 572, 573, 576, 628, 631,

666
Souchon, Admiral, 568
South Africa, cause of dispute be-

tween Great Britain and Ger-
many, 215

Germany’s disastrous blunder con-

cerning, 221

South African War, 308 et seq., 370
conclusion of, 332
effect of, on French feeling to-

wards England, 337
Spain, Dclcassd’s proposals to, 341

included in the Mediterranean
Pacts, 15

1

lands troops at Larache, 468
occupies El-Kasr, 468
Treaty with France, 351
understanding with France re

Morocco, 342
and the Act of Algeciras, 366
and the Algeciras Conference, 365
and Algeciras Conference, sup-

ports France, 367
and arrest of armaments, 432
and the Secret Tr-^atics, 354

Spithead, naval review at, 228
Stambuloff, 117, 124
Stanley, Henry, 202

explores the Congo, 1 1

1

Stead, W. T., 306
St. Hilaire, Barth61emy, 13, 62
Stolberg, Count, 42, 45

*

Stolietoff, General, 25, 26
Sturdee, 589
Sturdza, 10

Stiirgkh, Count, ^44
Sturmer, 619
on Roumania’" claims, 605
succeeds Sazonoff as Foreign

Minister, 6c

;

Suda Bay, 12 1, 247, 252
Sudan, 89, 221

plans for the reconquest of, 278
280
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Sudan {contd.)

status of, defined, 294
surrendered to the Mahdi, 93

Suez Canal, 90, 354
attack on, repulsed, 569
neutrality of, 87
opened to tralfic, 73
the neutralization of, 93
the Powers and its defence, 83
and France, 342

Sukhomliroff, Russian War Minis-
ter, 549

Szchenyi signs Austrian Treaty, 53

Taft, Mr., 673
Taillandie’-, Saint-Ren^, and the

mission to Fez, 348
Talaat, 600, 653'
Talienwan, 22b
Tangier, 328, 355

the demonstration at, 354
the Kaiser’s visit to, 352

Tardieu, 688, 689, 693
on the Council of Four, 672
on King Edward in Paris, 338

Tattenbach, Count, 355
Tcharykoff, 488, 489
Tel-el-Kebir, battle of, 84
Tewfik, appointed Khedive of Egypt,

7S. 86
Thessaly, 248
ceded to Greece by Turkey, 14
truce arranged for, 249

Tibet, 394
border disputes, 371
Britain’s political relations with,

372
Treaty signed, 372
and the Lhasa Treaty, 373

Tirpitz, 219, 227
appointed head of Admiralty, 228
assumes office, 229
criticizes Bethmann, 450
demands supplementary Naval

Bill, 490
desires Anglo-German naval agree-

ment, 453
dismissed, 595
his Navy Bill, 230
on Wolff-Metter.Jch and the Navy

Bill, 444
supports Bethmann-Hollweg re

Anglo-German negotiations,

and Britain, naval competition
with, 429

and German sea povvcr, 313
and the second Navy Bill, 315
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Tisza, 53S, 536, 544, 602, 604
Tittoni, and the Sanjak railway, 405
on the annexation of Bosnia, 416
and the Franco-German agree-

ment in Morocco, 462
on Italy’s rights in Tripoli, 485

Togoland, 208
boundaries settlement, 283

Tolstoi, Count, 141

Townshend, General, 600
Transvaal, 105
German’s policy regarding, 216
German support oT, 215
the storm brewing, 217

Treaty of Berlin, 45, 243, 405, 415
Austria’s breach of, 414 et seq.

Trebizond, 239
Tricoupis, 123

succeeds Delyannis, 122

urges intervention of the Powers
in Cretan insurrection, 245

Tripoli, 146, 213, 266, 341, 346
seized by Italy, 485

Troelstra proposes Labour Confer-
ence in Stockholm, 623

Trotzky at Brest-Litovsk, 639
becomes Foreign Minister, 639
signs peace, 640
and the Allies, 639

Tsingtau, 224, 229
Tunis, 265, 266, 340
Anglo-P'ronch agreement on, 283
becomes French Protectorate, 63
controversy regarding, 60
triple financial control established,

61

Turkey, i, 2, 18, 51

1

Commission on Armenian atroci-

ties held by the Powers, 235
concludes peace with Italy, 504
Conference of Ambassadors at

Constantinople, 119
declares war on Greece, 248
declines to open the Straits, 489
defeat of, 505
denounces action of Greece, 12

1

desires German officer to re-

organize its army, 517
estranged from the Triple Entente,

489
evacuates Crete, 252
her suzerainty over Tunis, 62
occupation of Tabah, 389
protests to Dulcigno and Rou

mania, 16

reply to the three Ambassadors re-

garding General von Sanders,

518
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Turkey (conid.)

support of, by France, 13

and army reform in Egypt, 94
and Bosnia, compensation for loss

of, 419
and Bulgaria, agreement with, 401
and Macedonia, financial reform

scheme, 402
and the Armenian problem, 213,

232
and the Balkan alliance, 501
and the Bulgarian union, 118

and the Cretan problem, 245
and the Egyptian question, 80
and the Franco-Russian entente.

176
and the Macedonian Committee,

398
and the second Wolff Convention.

98
and Young Turk revolution, 400
(see the Great War)

Tvveedmouth, Lord, letter from the

Kaiser on naval policy, 437

dcciALLT, Treaty of, 278
''ancellation of, 270

Uganda, 270
annexed to Great Britain, 201

railway projected, 271
United States, 384

Algeciras, supports France in the

Conference, 367
stands aloof from European con-

troversies, 308
symptithy and aid for relief of

Armenians, 240
and the Hagn^ Conference, 307
and the immunity of privatt

property at sea, 308
and the island of Tutuila, 306
and the Samoa settlement, 305
(see the Great War)

Vassos, Colonel, occupies Crete,

246
Venezelos, 254, 502, 581, 586, 6ob,

674. 695
Greek Premier at the Peace Con-

ference, 667 .

Venosta, Visconti, 345, 346
Versailles, Supreme War Council at,

642, 647, 648
Victor Emmanuel III, King of Italy,

347
at Rapallo, 041
in Faris, D5q
and the annexation of Bosnia, 416

Victoria, Queen, 155
death of, 322
Diamond Jubilee, 228
her views regarding Austrian

Treaty, 50
incident in the Kaiser’;

“ Memoirs,” 319
invites the Kc^iser to visit Eng-

* land, 309
letter to German Emperor, 157
made honorary Colonel of the

First Dragoon Guards by the

Kaiser, 193
message to, from Alexander II.,

28
on the abdication of Prince Alex-

ander, 124
speech at openi 'g of Parliament,

241
supports Bulgaria, 118

and the Armenian massacres, 237
Villalobar, Spanish Minister at

Brussels, 63b
Vincent, Sir Edgar, 92
Viviani, French Premier, on

France’s war aims, 612
Vladimir, Grand Duke, 165
Von Spee, 589

Wadpington, M., II, 33, 44, 47, 59,
bo

refuses to become involved in

Russian quarrels, 158
succeeds Decazes, 157
and Mekong, 267
and Turko-Greek negotiations, 12

and the Egyptian situation, 9b
Waldersee, Count, 327
appointed commander of inter-

national expedition to sup-
press the Boxer revolt, 323

intrigues against Bismarck, 194
Wallace, Sir Donald Mackenzie, 389
Warren, Sir Charles, lOb
West Africa, 286
Anglo-French boundary settle-

ments in, 343
British concessions in, 344

White, Sir William. 1 17, 119
William I of GerrtiSlny, 33, 34, 38,

57
accepts Treat^of Vienna, 45
death of, 188
meets the Tsar at Alexandrovo, 39
returns from Alexandrovo and

reports to Bismarck, 40
and draft of Vienna Treaty, 44
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William II, abdication of, 658
accession of, 188

admiration British navy, 208
aims for Cierman dominance in

Constantinople, 261
allows Russian Treaty to lapse,

199
answer to FranciS Joseph’s letter

' on the Sarajevo murders, 533
appoints Caprivi Chancellor of the

German Empire, 196
apprehensions regarding the

Reval visit, 408
at Hamburg regatta, 408
at King Edward’s funeral, 454
at Tangier, 352
at Wmdsor, 433
at the Guildhal’i' 433
becomes Doctor of Civil Law, 433
Bismarck’s warnings to, 190
confident of victory, 628
congratulates Prince of Wales on

his escape in Brussels, 315
congratulates Schon on Franco-

German Moroccan pact, 462
conversation with I^ansdowne, 325
distrusts the Franco - Russian

Alliance, 184
first visit to England, 193
friendship for Abdul Ilamid, 261
frustrates Franco-Russian attempt

at intervention, 319
his admiration for Bismarck, 189
his change of view, 513
his Colonial pK)licy, 449
his cordiality to British War

Minister, 430
hie lOrward policy, 211
his interview with Salisbury on

the Easterri question, 214
his “ Memoirs,” 319
his naval ambitions, 204
his proclamation to the army, 189
his proclamation to the navy, 189
his proclamation to the people, 189
his speec^ on the anniversary of

the battle of Worth, 215
his sympathy at Queen Victoria’s

death, 322
his telegram to Kruger re collapse

of the Janrcson raid, 218
his visit to England, 310
intimate relatioiij^ with Great

Britain, 205
'

letter to Jagow 6n mediation, 543
letter to King Edward, 327
letter to President Roosevelt on

Moroccan question, 350

William II (contd.)

letter to the Tsar on his Windsor
visit, 435 ^

letter to the Tsar on Russia s

policy re Austria, 424
letter to the Tsar re the Jameson

raid, 219
letter to the Tsar re proposed

Anglo-German agreement, 300
official reconciliation with Bis-

marck, 195
on Allies* reply to peace offer, 6u
on Crete, 253
on Germany’s sea power, 228

on Morocco, 350
on the Bourse Gazette article, 524
on the evacuation of Crete, 252
parts with Bismarck, 195
proposal of peace discussions, 608

refuses England’s offer of media-
tion, 537

refuses to accept the Chancellor’s

resignation, 496
refuses to receive Kruger, 321
speech at Damascus, 262
speech at Karlsruhe, 355
speech on German sea power, 312
speeches at opening of Kiel Canal,

210
telegram of congratulation on the

Atbara victory, 298
telegraph to Tsar re Russo-Ger-

man co-operation, 379
telegraph to the Tsar re seizure of

German ships, 375
thanks Goluchowski for support

at Algeciras Conference, 368
the Casablanca crisis, 460
the Russo-German Treaty and

France, 382
thwarts alliance discussions, 327
visit to England, 457
visit to Russia, 200
visits Palestine and Syria, 262
visits Petrograd, 19

1

visits Sandringham, 332
warns King Edward of Franco-

Russian plot against Britain,

321
and Cecil Rhodes, 304
and Chamberlain’s proposal of

Anglo-German agreement, 299
and disarmament, 429
and Heligoland, 201

and King Edward at Cronberg,

439
and Lord Haldane, discussion on

Bagdad Railway scheme, 436
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William II {conid,)

and Lord Tweedmouth, letter on
naval policy, 437

and Mr. Arthur Lee’s speech, 428
and Roosevelt on Morocco, 352
and Witte, 386
and the Algeciras Conference, 365
and the Bagdad Railway, 435
and the Black Sea fleet, 376
and the Daily Telegraph inter-

view, 440
and the Pact of Bjorko, 388
and the Papal Nuncio, 633
and the Potsdam Council, 542
and the Tsar, advice re Britain,

382
and the Tsar : coaling the Russian

fleet, 383
and the Tsar, draft agreement of

Russo-German Treaty, 380
and the Tsar, meeting at Bjorko,

38s
and the Tsar, on Russia’s capitu-

lation, 425
and the War Office, 534

Wilson, President, 643, ^4
advises an armistice, 655
at the Peace ConfereiKte, 665
breaks off diplomatic relations

with Germany, 618
compromise on the Rhine frontier

dispute, 680
declares war, 619
Germany and peace proposals, 653
his peace policy, 661
invites peace discussions, 611
leaves Paris, 694
on the League of Nations, 673
on the sinking of the Lusitania^

593
outline of peace settlement, 645 et

seq.

reply to Austria, 652
Senate, address to, on his peace

policy, 616
the Allies’ peace terms, 657
and Bernstorff, on the submarine

warfare, 594
and Germany’s peace terms, 654
and Great Britain on the sub-

marine war, 595
and Japan, 686
and the Covenant, 677
and the Fiume controversy, 684

Wilson, President (contd.)

and the German delegates, 688
and the neutrality of the United

States, 591
and the Pope’s peace proposals,

634
and the Russian problem, 670
and the Saar cjalflelds, 681

Wilson, Sir Charles, 20

Wilson, Sir Rivers, 93
Wingate, Sir Francis, defeats the

Khalifa at Kordofan, 2^5
Witte becomes Prime Minister, 388

frustrates Bosphorus plot, 258
on Russia at war, 619
Russia and the loan, 300
visits the Kaiser at Romint^n, 386
and the AnglocRussian Conven-

tion, 395
and the Hague Conference, 306
and the Pact of Bjorko, 386
and the Russian loan, 389

Wolff, Sir Henry Drummond, 7
his second Convention, 97
in Egypt, 95
sent to Turkey, 94

Wolff-Metternich, 325, 492
and the Anglo-German naval

jealousy, 444
and Sir Edward Grey, 404
and the naval competition, 429

Wolseley, Sir Garnet, 84
Wood, Sir Evelyn, 92
Wood, Sir Richard, 61

Yakub Khan, 26
alxlication of, 27

Yangtse Agreement, the, 324
Younghusband Mission, the, to

Lhasa, 372
Young Turk revolution, the, 409

Zaimis succeeds Prince George of

Greece as Governor of Crete,

.
254

Zanzibar, 109, 203

becomes British Protectorate, 201

its importance as key to East

Africa, 202
Zelenoi, General, ^9, 30

f

j^immermann, 530, 619
" becomes Foreign Secretary, 615

the Panther bv^ident, explanation

,
of, 471
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